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TRANSACTIONS

OF THE

SOCIETY of BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

Vol. V. JUNE, 1876. Part 1.

THE FIGHT BETWEEN BEL AND THE DRAGON,
AND

THE FLAMING SWORD WHICH TURNED
EVERY WAY. (Gen. iii, 24.)

Translated from a Chaldean Tablet

By H. F. Talbot, F.R.S.

Mead 7th March. 1876.

This is one of the most striking narratives of the Chaldean
mythology. It is found on a tablet lithographed in plates 44
and 45 of Delitzsch's work Assyrische Lesestilcke. Plate 44
describes Bel arming himself for the battle : the Dragon is

merely mentioned on this plate, but does not appear upon the

scene.

Plate 45 describes the battle, with much animation. The
weapons which Bel wielded were numerous and formidable, but
by far the most curious was the Flaming Sword which turned
every way, " to the South, to the North, to the East, and to

the West, so that none could escape from it," which resembles

so strongly the Sword of the Cherubim in Genesis which
" turned every way, to keep the way of the Tree of Life,"

that the same celestial weapon must surely be intended. It

Vol. V. 1



2 Tlu> Fig/it between Bel and the Dragon.

is hero supposed to be in the hands of Bel, the beneficent

deity who, according to plate 42, had created Mankind.

Several lines at the beginning and end of each face of the

tablet are broken off, which causes some obscurity.

Front of the Tablet : Plate 44.
LINE

1. [broken.]

2 and with it his right hand he armed.

3. His flaming sword he raised in his hand.

4. He brandished his lightnings before him.

5. A curved scimitar he carried on his body.

6. And he made a sword to destroy the dragon,

7. which turned four ways ; so that none could avoid its

rapid blows.

8. It turned to the South, to the North, to the East, and to

the West.

9. Near to his sabre he placed the Bow of his father Anu.

10. He made a whirling thunderbolt, and a bolt with double

flames, 1 impossible to extinguish :

11. And a quadruple bolt, and a septuple bolt, and a

bolt, and a bolt of crooked fire.

12. He took the thunderbolts which he had made, and there

were seven of them

13. to be shot at the dragon, and he put them into his cmiver

behind him.

14. Then the lord of the storm raised his great sword
;

15. He mounted his Chariot, whose name was " Destroyer of

tin/ Impious "
:

111. lie took his place, and lifted the four reins- in his hand.

[The rest of this portion of the inscription is broken off.]

Reverse of the Tablet: Plate 45.

Bel now offers to the Dragon to decide their quarrel by

single combat, which the Dragon accepts. This agrees with

the representations of the combat on Babylonian cylinders in

Mr. Smith's Chaldean Genesis, page (>2, &c.

1 Forked Lightning. - Tlieir war-chariots had two horses.



The Fight between Bel and the Dragon. 3

LINE

1. [Why 1 seekest thou thus'] to irritate me with blas-

phemies ?

2. Let thy army withdraw : let thy chiefs stand aside :

3. Then I and Thou (alone) we will do battle.

4 When the Dragon heard this,

5. Stand back ! she said, and repeated her command.
6. Then the tempter rose watchfully on high.

7. Turning and twisting, she shifted her standing point,

8. She watched his lightnings : she provided for retreat.

9. The warrior angels sheathed their swords.

10. Then the Dragon attacked the just prince of the gods.

11. Strongly they joined in the trial of battle,

12. The King dreAv his sword, and dealt rapid blows,

13. Then he took his whirling thunderbolt, and looked well

behind and before him :

14. And when the Dragon opened her mouth to swallow
him,

15. He flung the bolt into her, before she could shut her lips.

16. The blazing lightning poured into her inside.

17. He pulled out her heart; her mouth he rent open
;

18. He drew his falchion, and cut open her belly.

19. he cut into her inside and extracted her heart,

20. he took vengeance on her, and destroyed her life.

21. When he knew she was dead he boasted over her.

22. After that the Dragon their Leader was slain

23. her troops took to flight: her army was scattered abroad.

24. and the angels her allies, who had come to help her,

25. retreated, grew quiet, and went away.
26. They fled from thence, fearing for their own lives,

27. and saved themselves, flying to places beyond pursuit.

28. He followed them, their weapons he broke up.

29. Broken they lay, and in great heaps they were captured.
30. A crowd of followers full of astonishment
31. Its remains2 lifted up, and on their shoulders hoisted.

32. And the eleven tribes, pouring in after the battle

33. in great multitudes, coming to see,

1 Several lines appear to be broken off, including the first part of line 1, which
I have restored from conjecture.

2 Viz., those of the dragon.



4 The Fight between Bel and the Dragon.

LINE

34. gazed at the monstrous serpent

35. and

36. And the god Bel

(The rest of the tablet is lost.)

The 32nd line is very obscure. The word ' eleven ' is

written hi words at length, and very distinctly, istin isrit

(one and ten) which is the Hebrew term for ' eleven ' viz.

r\11I?^ Tlt^y, so that there can be no doubt about the word.

But twelve is usually the sacred number, and therefore the

thought suggests itself that in this Legend something had

happened to one of the twelve nabniti, or created races, and

reduced their number to eleven. Perhaps the story ran that

the angels were at first divided into twelve tribes or races,

and that one of these joined the Dragon in the rebellion, so

that " after the battle " (if that is the phrase employed by
the scribe) only eleven were to be found in heaven. This

certainly does not accord with the statement in plate 43, but

this is a different tablet, and the scribe may have followed a

different tradition, for these minor points vary much in

mythology.

I will now give the cuneiform text, but I must premise

that the text given by Smith in vol. 4, plate 6 of our Trans-

actions varies notably in some places from that given by

Delitzsch, apparently owing to the addition of a small new
fragment to the tablet. I have endeavoured in each case to

select what seemed the better of the two readings.

Cuneiform Text of the Front of the Tablet : Plate 44.

iIKB

1. [Broken.]

* mmmsm^ -m i *m* v 4 *t
imna-su usakhiz

fa weapon] to his right hand he gave
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CINE

kakku (?) izpatu idus-su ilul.

a sword flaming in his hand he raised up.

iskun mini ina pani-su

he brandished lightnings before him.

5. ty ^yyy< ^ y. mgy ~;=yy ^ I

gizzir taklimithu



6 The Fight between Bel and the Dragon.

LINE

im im sicli im

the South pan if. the North point. the East point,

im martu

the West point

9. *£ k<T Stf 4S * &TT S<T aft* -TM **T
idu's sapara ustakriba

by the side of the sword he placed closely

<Ms*TM< ^r I 4«a
kisti abi su Ann

the how of his father Ann

'<>• Id! 5* A4f <HH -El Afl <T~ ^T
ibni im hulla, im sina

he made a whirling thunderbolt, a holt of double

miklia ai ukaptu

flames never to be extinguished,

im arba, im sibitti, im ....

a f'oft quadruple, a bolt septuple, a bolt (....),

im nn tlia

a holt crooked,
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LINE

useza-mma sari sha ibnu

he brought out the bolts which he had made

-TT *W ^!< I MHF1F

sibitti sun

seven of them.

.3. Eff< e??< ^ tv - jy *y jgj -y<y

pishpish tisallat sutluklm

(for) the scaly dragon he placed them in

^y< ^ tyyyc &%*] \

tibu arka su

his quiver behind him

h. s$n <r- et ^ ^ y? *- ^y
issi - ma billu abuba

the lord of the storm

*T IeI I ET- I?

kakku- su raba

///.? sword great

*« -T 1ST <T~ * -ET HI -TT<T ^TTT* C: ~TTT
rukub sinat la makhri galatta

/ws chariot "Destroyer of the Impious'''' so called

irkab

he mounted.



8 The Fight between Bel and tlie Dragon.

LIKE

ie. cy ^ -yi* e| ps -TTTT ~H *£« e| <T#=
izbat nam -ma irbit nazmadi

lie took Ids place, and the four reins

idus - sa ilul

in his hand he lifted.

Notes and Observations.

3. Izpatu, jT<yy
^f= jT<Jg'. This epithet of the sword ol

Bel appeared to me of uncertain meaning at the time

when I transmitted this paper to the Society. But

afterwards I found that I had already ascertained it

to mean "flaming" in a former paper entitled 'a

Prayer and a Vision' (Transactions, vol. 1, p. 347)-

It is there related that Ishtar of Arbela appeared to a

certain Seer in a vision of the night "begirt right and

left with flames " imnu u sumilu tullata IZPATI. The

word is written >^]] jit: |y >~<y< in the original text

(Annals of Assurbanipal, p. 124).

The fortunate discovery of this passage in Assurbanipal

completes the resemblance with the Cherubim's sword

of the book of Genesis hi, 24.

But this passage which 1 have quoted does not of itself

prove the meaning of izpati to be flames. Turn there-

fore to another account in p. 278 of the same Annals,

where Ishtar of x\rbela appears isati latbusat that is

' clothed with flames ' »->^- J:| Jf- #
(+:

A^ \\

The word izpati varies to sapati *^\\ >£= |y >~<\< in

another account of the same campaign in 3 R 38, 50

where we read "Ishtar of Arbela tillata sapati" which

is plainly the same phrase as the former one tillata

izpati. This form sapati leads to a probable etymology

of the word, which may be derived from a Hebrew
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.INE

and Arabic root y& ' to burn ' whence the Hebrew

N1TQU? 'flames,' found in Daniel iii, 22, "the flame

of the furnace slew those men."

4. Iskun. This verb is frequently used of the god >->^- ^*Tf
brandishing his lightnings. To this god the king-

often compares himself, when destroying his enemies

in battle.

5. Gizzir, a Sword, literally Cutter, from Heb. "Tft gizir, to

cut asunder.

Takhmithu, 'curved,' feminine participle from Eftf!

incurvare.

Umtalli ' he carried,' for untalli, from 7E3 gestavit

portavit.

6. Sulmu, to slay (?) Heb. ft7^ to make an end of: to finish,

or consume. Ex. gr. Isaiah xxxviii, 12 " from day to

night wilt Thou make an end of me." ^ft^vlWl

pishpish is a doubtful word. It may mean ' scaly.' Heb.

WpXPp squamse. (1) Scales of a fish. (2) Scaly

armour or breastplate. The change of P for Q would

be like /core, kws for irore, 7T&)? in the Ionic dialect.

7. Irbitti ' four.' J^ ^WTT ^1^" ^^e ^lst s^n anc^ Par*

of the second are broken off, but there can be no

doubt of the reading, for irbitti shari occurs frequently,

and always means the four cardinal points, north,

south, east and west ; and ' the four winds ' which is

only another name for the same thing.

Shari Y fr ^TW
'
tlie Winds.' Heb. v^D. The four

cardinal points are generally called the four -<^>++-,

as for example -<^4f ^H Kl^r-
™n s^ ^ie North

(the others are named in 1. 8). The Hebrew "tyD is

rendered in the Lexicons by tempestas, turbo, ventus

turbims (whirlwind). But the Latin turbo includes

'lightning' (turbo ignens). See Virgil Mn. vi, 592.

At pater omnipotens deusa inter nubila teluni

Contorsit

prsecipiteinque immani turbine aclegit.

-AJff" is an Accadian word, which corresponds to

sham or "i^D in these various meanings. One of the
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LIXK

chief Assyrian deities was >~>¥- -^Hrr the god of the

wind, or of the storm, or of the lightning. He is also

called Ramanu the Thunderer (Heb. ftJH tonnit), and

he corresponds to the Latin Jupiter Tonans.

Ustizbita 'it was turned or directed.' Istaphel conjuga-

tion of TS^y posuit, disposuit, ordinavit.

Tsi, to avoid nimbly (or escape). Heb. TiyS ivit de loco

ad locum, abiit, discurrit.

Ragmi, Heb. fcZFl to strike rapid blows.

9. Idu, Heb. T ' the side.'

Ustakriba 'he placed closely.' Istaphel conjugation of

Heb. l"p appropinquavit, prope accessit,

Kisti, Chald. TWp ' a bow.'

10. 7m India ' a whirling thunderbolt,' from India ' a whirl-

wind ' Arab. T)NI7 vertit, convertit, contorsit, tur-

bavit. NTlJl ventus, omnia turbans et subvertens

(Schindler).

Ai Ukaptu ' which never can be extinguished '—from the

verb kabah |~GID ' extinctus fuit ignis {Schindler). In

this verb the letter jrT is rendered by kab because

both of them mean ' the hand ' (Heb. D3 manus). At

other times we find ^T rendered by qat, which also

means ' the hand.'

11. tV^ written twice (one over the other), was the name
of a weapon peculiar to Bel. It is mentioned in 2 R
43, 26 and in five following lines.

Nu dia, crooked or zigzag, an epithet of lightning. It is

explained in 2 R 17, 43 by la isharu, not straight.

13. Sutlukhu seems to be the T conjugation of fTTHf immisit,

he put them into (his quiver).

Tibu, quiver or case, is the Glial, min area, cista (chest

or case) Gr. Oifir).

14. Issi, from NtM to lift.

Abuba, 'storm' is a very frequent word. Arab. 11211

hahnb, wind (blowing furiously). See Catafago's diet.

15. His war-chariot was named Sinat la rnakhri, 'Destroyer

of the Impious.' So Sennacherib named his chariot

Sapinat zairi 'Sweeper away of my enemies' 1 R 41,
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LINE

57. Observe that in both instances the chariot bore a

feminine name.

La makhri, non-worshippers : impious people: elsewhere

called la magari. The word takes various forms

;

migir ' worshipper '

—

makliar or magar ' worship.' See

several examples of the change in 4 R in the plate

which is a calendar of the additional month of Elul.

Galatta is a feminine participle agreeing with the femi-

nine word ' Chariot.' It means vocata, from Syriac

N~>p vocavit ; from "Hp ' vox.'

16. Nazmadi, from *TO!£ jugum : means Frena jugalia ?

Reverse of the Tablet : Plate 45.

.. wmmmm-mA -ma ~m <m t <i<

^

limutta-ki tukt-inni

[wherefore'] with thy blasphemies dost thou irritate me ?

» ^m ~et <m x* <m m «=jn jej ^tt jt *
lishdat ummat-ki, lu-siddurus-sun

let go back thy people, let stand aside

~TIEJWIEJ
tukulti-ki

thy armed servants (or Chiefs)

* -II <!£ A4f El If -I l£l < ^W T? <h ~e
. . . indimma anaku u kasi

. . . Alone I and thou

i&^m TEfeET
nibus sazma

we will do battle
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LINE

tisallat annita ina semi-sa

the dragon this in hearing it [i.e., on hearing this]

makkbur itimi usanni

((70) back! she commanded, (and) repeated

z&ft -II V
din-sa

her command

gissi-ma tisallat sitmurish

sprung (then) the dragon watchfully

*Vi -«W sHTT
elita

sursish malmalish itrura

she shifted

isda-sha

//gr standing -point

s. eg « ^ y- ^ s£TTT c^T bETO -W* <Ttt

imarmi mikhita ittanamdi

.-/,,• observed the fire-bolt*, she watched for

~m n ma
tairat (?)

a retreat (?)
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u ili ska takhazi

and the gods of battle

uskailu - sun kakki- sun

sheathed (?) fAgM" swords.

'«• sE=m tW Ml ET ^T< £ \* —YTTT— 1- Hf-T*-
innindu-ma tisallat rubu mi ili

Attacked then the dragon the just prince of the gods

sazmisli iddibbu kitrubu

fiercely they joined the struggle

~m ??< -n*
takhazi

w. 5fl * —TT<T Sr El -< at 4S * g-yy i

Tisparir-ma billu sapara-su

drew his sword (?) the king, (and) his sabre

iu*agmi

<r/<?<7/£ rapid blows

i3. A4f <HHH ffsWT <H<!^H-!'
im liullu zabit arkati

£fis whirling thunderbolt he took, behind law

&*m\ ^mitTiEid
panus-su umdashir

awd before him he. looked
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LINE

ipti-ma pi-sha tisallat ana

opened her month the dragon to

-El 4-+ ^!< I

lahati-su

swallow hiin

is. A4f <HH~eT 5tf*WM^=T T!^T
im hulla ustiriba ana

£/te whirling holt he sent into her so that

la katam sipti-sha

no£ sAe com&? sAwi her lips

.o. cy ^yy ~n< Afl 1^ *TT? ITT ITT
izzuti shari kavsha-sha

£/«2 fiery lightnings Iter belly

*e H ^ ET

izanu-ma

poured into

n. gE^ qf <c *m --T V ET * Tf £TT
Lnsallat libba-sa-ma pa-sha

lie pulled out hey heart, and her mouth

5£T *H* <
usbulki

In rent open
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LINE

i8.*Tffl ctHf- ttHh^T 4Hfflf*T*T-
issuk mulmulla ikhtipi

/ie efo*0io Ais falchion {and) cut open

karas-sa

/iep />«ZZy

10. £}?<- ^ ^fc^^<A.y tHT-^C *TOM
kirbi sa ubattiqa usallat libba

her inside he cat into (and) extracted her heart

20. ^<y*<s: <h b] zzl W IH *W -^ -EET<T
ikmi- si-ma napshata's ubulli

he took vengeance on her (and) her life he destroyed

salam sha idda eli-slia izaza

(when) her death he knew, over her he boasted.

ultu tisallat alik pani inaru

After that the dragon their Leader had been slain

23
. <igj ^ —TT<T V t*— HfW &TT ^ A* V

kisri-sha uptarrira bukhar-sha

her troops took to flight her army

*i *tn ??<

isippikha

w?as scattered abroad
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LINE

u ili ritzu-sha aliku

and the angels her allies who had come

idi-sha

to help her

25
.
s^y -^ *ffl HJ J! -W *W= ^TIT 4 *jn

ittarru ibsukhu usikkhiru

retreated grew quiet (and) turned away

arkat-zu

backwards

2e. tyyyt y £g= Ey ~j V El ^T? <T£ *ffl

usitzu-ma napshatu's ediru

i/iey flzd thence, for their own lives fearing

w. ^<y ~yyy ^y •* tyyy~ ~ y *y jy y ^y
ustalamu naparsu ana la

they saved themselves {and) were scattered to [places'] not

lilm

pursued.

28 . ^y< *. i v ~<T< ET «=T Ef T*< I V-
tibu (?) sunnti -ma kakki-sun

he followed them, and their weapons

*W sHdf 4?B
usabbir

he broke
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saparish nadu-ma kamarish

in a broken state they lay in heaps, in multitudes (?)

usbu

£/te?/ were captured (?)

30.

gadu (?)

a crowd

K5f El ^
dumami

astonishment

si. ^ an ^yy
sirit-zu

dubqati

o/ followers

malii

full of

ukatibunasu

its remains they lifted up (and) on their shoulders \_hoisted~\

32. <Hgj j^yy <r< <«
u istin isrit

and the eleven

^^ JT*T
nabniti supar

tfn'fos after

bulkhati izanu

the battle (?) pouring in (?)

33. <K:t^!T-6I Bh*£EM*tf T?-EEWI=Ilii
milla galli aliku ....

a crowd (?) great coming (to see ?)

3«. 5M sETTT <!* *Hfff< HW «=TJ Hf<HSH
ittadi tsir rieti

gazed upon the serpent monstrous

Vol. V, 2
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LINE

III »— *^ I I k 4 >.-',<>-^i-^i- 'Mr, /,^

gadn duk mati sun

36. <Mgnr ^jf. Y£TT^^£^
u iln makh

and ^/<e god Bel(?)

Notes and Observations on the Reverse.

LINE

1. Tukt-4nni, thou dost irritate (or prick) me, from Heb. ip2

to prick. Used in Arabic for the sting ot a serpent

(Gesenius) : also, to goad.

2. Lishdat, ' let them go back ' : probably from IDI^Xl?" a

reduplicate form of Ch. Syr. NIS'C? recessit.

Ummat ' people,' Heb. 12% populus.

iM-siddurusrmn 'let them stand aside,' Ch. Syr. "yt2'& or

"TC2D ' the Side.' We also find ""I10D2 used for ' back-

wards.'

3. Sazma probably means ' battle.' In the annals of Assur-

banipal p. 124 Ishtar gives her Bow to the king, and
says " Go to the battle "

! tanadala ana epis sazmi (I

read ^ £fc Y»~) " and wherever thy camp is placed,

I will follow " tibaku anaku, which is a permansive

present from the Arabic JOD ' to follow.' And com-

pare the adverb sazmish ' fiercely' or 'with battle ' in

col. ii, line 2 of the present inscription.

5. Makkhur, retr6. This word occurs frequently. Compare

"VirW2 a tergo (Buxt.) Emu makkhur, they turned

back, 3 R, 15, 21.

Ifimi, she commanded: from 72VO a command.

Usanni, from H2U? iterare.
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LINE

6. Gissi, 'she darted or sprung,' seems to be from Tl5

transiit celeriter (Scliindler).

Sitmurlsh ' watchfully ' : from *yty& custodire, observare.

This adverb occurs in other passages.

7. Sursish seems to mean ' in a rolling manner,' or ' twisting

herself: from ZHIlf serpsit, movit se. Malmalish has

probably a nearly similar meaning. We have 7l?2

declinavit, convertit.

Itrura ' she twisted.' TH torsit. Gesenius renders it

drehen.

Isda. Heb. "ID1 fundamentum.

8. Imanni she observed (?) T\112 to observe.

Ittanamdi is probably for ittanandi, (M for N) which

would be a variant conjugation for ittadi, a frequent

verb, meaning ' he or she watched or gazed upon.'

10. Innindu, attacked (?) literally 'joined' (i.e. battle).

11. Kitrubu may be the peril or trial (of battle), Arab. 1"U
periculum fecit, tentavit (Scliindler).

12. Uragmi Heb. f2T) to strike rapid blows.

13. Im hullu, see note to col. i line 10. I think im hullu

zabit is only a quick pronunciation of im India uzabit.

Umdashir for undashir, M for N, as often happens. This

is the T or D conjugation of ""^ observare, custodire

protegere.

14. Lahati, ]~ir"H maxilla, gena :
' the jaws.'

15. Ustiriba, Istaphel or ST conjugation of the Assyrian verb

ereb ' to enter.' The S conjugation is useriba ' I caused

to enter.'

Katam, Arab. ftl~0 ' to shut.' The same phrase occurs

on the Deluge Tablet p. 554 katma sapta-sun, they shut

then lips (remained silent).

16. Kavsha. Chald. UTO, the belly.

17. Insallat 'he pulled out,' may be Niphal of Sallat, which

verbis found in 1. 19 with the same meaning. Derived

from the subst. ph/W spolium, prseda.

Usbxdki. S conjugation of 37Q or H7D to rend or split.
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LINE

18. Issuk ' he drew out.' Heb. HD3.

Ikhtipi. Ch. Syr. Ston diripuit, abripuit, &c. Ileb. 1^)1

" to cut out," is nearly the same. Compare also Ittp

of similar meaning.

20. Ikmi si, 'He took vengeance on her.' Heb. ftpj, vin-

dictam sumpsit.

21. Salam-sha, her end, or her death.

Idda, ' he knew of.' Heb. y-p ' to know.'

Izaza. One copy reads, J:^ ^ yy, the other £:£ HfT*^ TT'

iziza (Smith). Heb. T)t, ' to boast or triumph.'

Buxtorf says superbivit : superbe vel arroganter egit.

23. Uptarrira. T conjugation of Arab. ""HQ fugit : evasit

in hello.

Isippikh ' was scattered, or put to flight.' Heb. 11211?

fudit (put to flight), Gesen. p. 967. We have also

1D\^ fudit. I have pointed out in my Glossary

No* 326 that the verbs uparrir and usippikh generally

are found together. For example, Bukhar-sun usappikh,

uparrir kharranat-zun, ' I put to flight their army, I

destroyed their hostile invasion,' Bavian 1. 39, and the

same in the Taylor cylinder 4, 42, but interchanging

the substantives kharran and bukhar.

25. IbsuUiu 'they were calmed.' Chald. pDD cessavit,

quievit. But here Smith differs from Delitzsch, and

reads iblakhu, ' they feared.'

Usikkhiru ' they turned back ' Chald. 1I7D reversus est

:

conversus est.

27. Ustalamu 'they saved themselves.' T conjugation of

D7ttf.

lAhu ' to follow,' Rabb. HI7 to follow.

28. Tibu 'he followed.' Arab. y2T\ to follow.

29. Saparish, ' in a broken state.' Heb. ""Q'O, ' to break.'

Usbu. Heb. !""QtL\ to capture (doubtful word).

Nadu ' they lay in heaps.' Heb. *"C acervus.

Kamarish adverb from ""IDP? cumulus : acervus, e.r. gr. it

is used for 'heaps of slain lying on the ground.'

Schindler, p. 603.
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LINE

30. Gadu, Heb. "J^ a crowd : Lat. turma.

Dubqati adherents or followers pl"[ to adhere or be

joined to (Burt.).

Duma-mi, astonishment. Heb. TTOT\ obstnpnit.

31. Shit 'the remains' (i.e. of the dragon). Heb. rPINtt?

Reliquiae.

Ukatibu ' they raised on their shoulders,' from Heb. QrO,
the shoulder.

32. Bulkhati means 'division' or 'war': it is used in both

senses. Perhaps supar bulkhati means 'after the war.'

It may be the Syriac word Nmn7Q pulMuta, war.

34. Ittadi ' gazed upon.' This verb occurs in several places.

Rieti ' conspicuous '
:

' wonderful ' : from HfcO ' to see.'

So ©av/j,a, a wonder = &ea/xa, a Sight.

Line 14 of col. I should perhaps be translated

He lifted his great sword called " Lord of the Storm."

So that both the Chariot and the Sword had names, which

are mentioned in two consecutive lines.
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THE HAMATHITE INSCRIPTIONS.

By Kev. A. H. Satce, M.A.

Mead 2nd May, 1876.

The following paper will be one rather of conjectures

than of facts ; but where facts are not attainable, even

conjectures have their use. So long as we have no clue to

the interpretation of the inscriptions known as Hamathite,

every suggestion which has any probability in it is worthy

of consideration.

The Hamathite inscriptions are written in hieroglyphics

;

but the hieroglyphics are, in most cases, so far removed from

their original form as to be quite unintelligible. Most of the

inscriptions have been found at Hamah, the ancient Hamath;

one, however, (a copy of which I have not been able to

see,) has been discovered at Aleppo, the Helbon of ancient

history, Avhile another accompanies the bas-relief found by

Mr. Davies at Ibreez in Lycaonia, which has been figured in

the Transactions of this Society (vol. iv, part 2, pp. 336-346).

Inscriptions in the same character also occur on five seals

brought by Mr. Layard from the record-chamber of Sennache-

rib's palace, (where they had probably been deposited after

Sargon's conquest of Hamath,) and are now in the British

Museum. The stones found at Hamath (Hamah) are four in

number, and the inscriptions upon them are all in raised

characters. Burkhardt was the first to notice them, and

imperfect copies of them have been given by the English

Palestine Exploration Fund, and in Burton and Drake's

"Unexplored Syria." We owe our only accurate copies to

Dr. Haves Ward, who published them in the Second State-

ment of the American Palestine Exploration Society, from
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LIST OF HAMATHITE HIEROGLYPHICS (from Dr. Hayes Ward). COMPARED

WITH THE KYPRIOTE CHARACTERS.

HAMATHITE
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squeezes and casts taken in Beirut by Lieut. Steeves and

Prof. Paine. Dr. Ward lias, further, drawn up a list of the

characters met with in the inscriptions.

The four stones from Hamath are now in the Imperial

Museum at Constantinople. The first contains three lines of

writing, all broken off at the ends, together with a fourth

line, which has not been inscribed. The second contains

two complete fines of writing, and a third uninscribed line.

The third inscription is, again, complete, consisting of two

long lines of writing and a shorter third line. The fourth

stone is a large one, and is inscribed on one side and at one

end. The larger face has five lines of writing, and the

smaller face four lines, below which is an additional line not

engraved. It is remarkable that the inscription on the

larger face is identical with the inscriptions on the three

other stones, with the exception of variant portions which

occur towards the end of each of the first three inscriptions,

as well as of a variant portion at the end of numbers 1 and 2,

which is not found in Nos. 2 and 4. Number 4, however,

contains a large amount of additional matter. It is curious

that a portion of the insertion which answers to the second

line of Nos. 2 and 3 has been purposely erased in No. 4.

Dr. Ward has shown that the inscriptions read from the direc-

tion towards which the characters look, the first line reading

from right to left, and the remaining lines in boustrophedon

fashion. The inscription on the smaller face of No. 4,

however, begins from left to right, while the fourth line of

the inscription on the larger face of the same stone runs

from right to left, breaking the boustrophedon order, and

suggesting the commencement of a fresh inscription. The
similarity of the inscriptions on the four stones may imply

that they are votive tablets to some deity, in which the

formula remains the same, while the proper names change.

Each of the inscriptions commences with the representa-

tion of a human head and arm pointing to the face JLt

This must signify either the first personal pronoun " I," or

else denote the act of speaking or of worshipping, or else

finally be the determinative of an individual. The last

supposition is excluded by the fact that the character does not
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precede the variant portions of the inscriptions, while in the

shorter inscription of No. 4 it precedes two characters ^-^

•I-

which occur so frequently in the legends as to be probably

some common grammatical termination. Nor is it likely

that the act of speaking would have been expressed by so

elaborate a sign instead of the more convenient hieroglyphic

of " mouth," and we therefore have to decide between the

meanings of " I " or " dedicated." The analogy of other

Semitic inscriptions makes me prefer to regard the character

as expressive of the first personal pronoun ; in which case,

as the first personal pronoun in Northern Syria would have

been ana or aid, we should have to attach the value of na or

hi. (or a or i,) to another character, uu or nil , which

accompanies the hieroglyphic just discussed. At the end of

the shorter inscription of No. 4, the hieroglyphic which I

have thus supposed to mean " I," is followed by two

characters, '^]j^ «|* which, from their frequency and position,

I fancy must denote the plural. This would be in as Hamath,

but conjoined with the ideograph of the first personal

pronoun they would have to signify " we " or " us."

'

The same two characters, which we will term the mark

of the plural, occur in the shorter legend of No. 4, at the end

of a group of hieroglyphics which elsewhere appears alone.

*. ®>
This group is W O In one place instead of ^\ we

ft
- S\ CD

"

find if Now the first character of this group (£2) or

1 On second thoughts, however, it seems to me very possible that the two

characters in question may stand for sar, "king." The first may represent a

row of teeth, that is shen or she, (sa,) and the second the two eyes and nose for

resh, (ra,) " the head." They generally occur before the name of a State, and

once in the composition of a proper name. Perhaps the same word is represented
ff~5 c—

3

on two of the seals where we find p~^ and (<LU^ the latter character being

identical with that numbered 23 in the list. In the larger inscription of No. 4

we find these two characters twice replaced by , if and preceded by the

two characters numbered 10 and 51.
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(|!|>) is found several times in places where towns seem

to be signified, and I believe that it is used as the deter-

minative of cities or countries. We may compare the

Egyptian (=j[=) with a similar signification. I have a sus-

picion, though based on no definite reason, that the name
either of Hamath or of the Hittites is denoted by this

determinative when followed by the two characters y, xbq/.

The other group of characters may represent the name of

a Syrian people, especially when followed by the " plural

sign."

We occasionally meet with the hieroglyphic of a hand

holding a sceptre, ^&K • This may denote " action " in

general, but I think it is more probably the determinative of

" king." A not unfrequent affix is (j \± , which I have some-

times thought might be the determinative of deity, but more

probably it represents some grammatical suffix. We ought

to find the name of the god Riinmon in these inscriptions.

We know from the Old Testament that Riinmon was wor-

shipped at Damascus ; the Assyrian monuments also speak of

a Car-RimmoD or " Fort of Rimmon " as a Hittite town, and
Shalmaneser refers to " the god Rimmon of Khalman " or

Aleppo. The deity represented in the Ibreez sculptures with

a stalk of corn in one hand and bunches of grapes in the

other may be the same god. Hadad (not Hadar) was another

divinity of Syria, as Macrobius bears witness.

Dr. Ward's list of Hamathite characters which is appended
to this paper consists of 56 different characters. The original

form and meaning of some of these is still clear, though the

greater part have lost all trace of likeness to the objects

which they previously represented. No. 1 seems to represent

the hand ; 8 is a knife ; 10, a hatchet or sceptre ; 16, possibly

the eyes ; 17, a hook ; 26, perhaps the mouth with the

nostrils above it ; 27, some kind of quadruped ; 31, the

human foot ; 32, 33, 47 and 49, the hand holding certain

objects; 34, a beetle; 36, water flowing from a vase; 37,

probably a bee ; 38 and 39, species of snakes ; 41 and 42, a
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plant or tree; 42 and 43, species of vegetables; and 53,

perhaps a boat. If only we knew the language spoken by

the inventors of this curious writing- we might obtain a clue

to the phonetic powers of some of the characters.

The large number of these shows that the writing is not

alphabetical. On the other hand they are too few to serve

for a complete system of hieroglyphics, and this, coupled

with the fact that the separate words (as determined by a

comparison of passages) consist of several characters, proves

clearly that we have to deal with a syllabary. Some of the

hieroglyphics, however, were evidently used as determina-

tive as well as representatives of mere phonetic sounds,

while others might probably be employed as ideographs. We
doubtless have to deal with a mixed system of writing like

that which meets us in the inscriptions of Egypt or Assyria.

The writing, however, has nothing to do with that of

Assyria, and could not therefore have been borrowed from

thence. Nor, again, does it seem to have any connexion

with the hieroglyphical system of Egypt ; at all events the

characters are generally unlike those found on the Egyptian

monuments, and Mr. Dunbar Heath's attempt to provide

them with Egyptian values has been a signal failure. So

far as our present materials allow us to infer, the Hamathite

hieroglyphics appear to have been an invention of an early

population of Northern Syria. Their occurrence in Lycaonia

is probably due to Syrian conquest. The seals found by

Mr. Layard show that the writing continued in use down to

tin' time of Sargon and Sennacherib, and the inscriptions

from Hamah are probably not much earlier in date.

Now, it is difficult to understand a hieroglyphic sj-stemof

writing being invented by a people who spoke an inflexional

Language. The first requisite of such a sj^stem is that the

same sound should r< -present different parts of speech, the

pronunciation remaining the same, whether the word be

use I as a substantive, an adjective, a verb or an adverb.

Another requisite is that the grammatical terminations

should be easily separable from the roots or stems to which

they areattached. These two requisites are found in China,

in Turanian Chaldea, in Egypt, and in Central America ; in
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fact wherever hieroglyphic writing has been invented. If,

therefore, the Hamathite hieroglyphics were the invention of

a Semitic people, they would be a singular exception to the

general rule, and their origin would be all the harder to

explain from the fact that Semitic flexion depends so much
upon internal vowel-change. The probability, then, is that

the North Syrian inventors of these Hamathite characters

did not speak a Semitic or inflectional tongue.

Who the inventors were it is of course impossible to

determine with certainty, but it is extremely likely that they

belonged to the great Hittite race It is true that M. de

Rouge and others have tried to explain the Hittite proper

names found on the Egyptian monuments as Semitic ; but

the attempt seems to me unsuccessful, and the Hittite names
that occur in the Assyrian inscriptions, which, as being

themselves in a Semitic language, would represent foreign

Semitic words in a recognisably Semitic form, have nothing

Semitic about them. To take only one instance, the Hebrew
form of the Hittite city Carchemish gives some colouring to

the view that the name denotes " the fortress of ChemoslT,"

though Chemosh was a Moabite and not a Hittite god ; but

the etymology becomes impossible when we find the word
always written Gargamis in Assyrian. We have but to

compare the proper names of Hittite princes and countries

given in the Assyrian inscriptions with those belonging to

Hamath and Damascus, to be convinced of the non-Semitic

character of the former. My own belief is that the Hittites,

or at all events the main part of them, spoke dialects that

were not inflectional.

The Hittites, called Kheta in Egyptian, and Khatti in

Assyrian, first appear on the monuments of Thothmes III.

Naharaim or Mesopotamia (the Assyrian Nahri) holds the

chief place in Western Asia in the time of Thothmes I; the

Rotennu or Syrians make their appearance in the reign of

Thothmes II, and finally in the reign of Thothmes III, when
Babylon, Assur, and Nineveh, as it would seem, pay tribute

to Egypt, the Hittites come upon the scene. But it is not
till the wars of Seti I

1 and Rameses II, in the XlXth Dynasty,

1 Can this Seti be the "king Shet" of the Phoenician pottery found at the
base of the Temple of Solomon ?
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that we find the empire of Naharaim has been replaced by

that of the Hittites. The latter are now the suzerains of the

various tribes of Naharaim, whom M. Fr. Lenormant holds

to be Ugro-Altaic, but who more probably belonged to the

Alarodian stock. When we come to the era of the Assyrian

Tifflath-Pileser I, B.C. 1130, the Hittites are still paramount

from the Euphrates to Lebanon. Their dress resembles that

of the Assyrians in the robe that descends to the ankles, the

Long beard and curled hair, and leads to the inference that

the bas-reliefs of Ibreez, which agree in these respects with

the Egyptian representations, are the records of a Hittite

conquesl . Ami ing the principal Hittite towns may be named

( larchemish and Helbon or Aleppo, though the latter seems to

have been acquired by conquest from the Semites. At any

rate this would appear to have been the case with Kadesh,

the "holy" city of the Phoenician goddess Ken or Kesh, the

consort of Resheph (the sun-god). We find a tribe of

Hittites as far to the south-west as Hebron in Gen. xxhi.

The cradle of the nation, however, was the tract of country

between the Euphrates and the Orontes, and it was over this

that the kings mentioned in 1 Kings, x, 29, and 2 Kings, vii, 6,

bore sway. We possess a copy of a treaty of peace made

between Rameses II and the prince of the Hittites, the

original of which was inscribed upon a plate of silver in the

language and writing, Dr. Birch thinks, of that people. 1 The

prince in question was Kheta-sar or Kheta-sira, the brother

and successor of Mautenaur, and the son of Maur-sar or

Mara-sara, "the great chief of the Kheta," the son of Sapalel

or Sapalala. The latter name recalls that of the Hittite

prince Sapalulme, king of the tribe of the Patinai. on the

Orontes, mentioned by Shalmaneser on the Kurkh Monolith.

The aames Kheta-sar and Maur-sar must be compared with

those of Kirep-sar and Kaui-sar, two Hittites referred to in

tin- monuments of Rameses II; and since Kheta and Khirbu

are the Egyptian forms of Hittite and Eelbon, while Kaui

clearly represents the Kahuians or Kuans of the Assyrian

inscriptions, it is plain that sar must signify -prince," and

,ii..:i by Mr. Goodwin in Records of the Past, iv, pp. 25-32.
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perhaps have been borrowed from the Assyrian sarru,

" king," which is itself an Accadian loan-word. 1 Now, the

order in which the words stand in these compound names,

the genitive preceding the governing word, is a decisive

proof that the language in which such compounds were

usual did not belong to the Semitic family of speech. The
Egyptian monuments also make mention of a certain

Kirab-sar, " writer of the books of the miserable (chief) of

the Hittites," and the determinative shows that the books

were either of papyrus or parchment. M. de Rouge 2

reminds us that Hebron, the Hittite town of Palestine, once

bore the name of Kirjath-Sepher, or " city of books," a fact

which seems to imply that the Semites of the West associated

literature and the Hittite race together. If the Hittites

were non-Semitic, and the inventors of the Hamathite

hieroglyphics, we should find another parallel in the history

of these hieroglyphics to the borrowing of the writing of

Turanian Accad on the part of the Assyrians, and of that of

Egypt on the part of the Phoenicians. The small number of

characters used in the Hamathite inscriptions shows that the

Semites of Hamath and Northern Syria (like the Semites of

Phoenicia) must have made a selection from the whole body

of hieroglyphics employed by the inventors. They were,

doubtless, helped in this by the number of Semitic words

and ideas which contact had introduced into the dialects of

the Hittites, whom we find worshipping the deity Ken or

Kesh in the sacred town of Kadesh, as well as a goddess

Ashtaroth (unless, with M. de Rouge, we are to read Antarata).

The origin of the names assigned to the letters of the

Phoenician alphabet is enveloped in obscurity. We now
know that these letters were derived from the hieratic forms

of certain hieroglyphics used by the Egyptians with alpha-

betic values ; but the names given to the letters by the

Phoenicians naturally do not correspond with those given to

1 In Accadian, s'a meant " judge," "to judge," sa-ra, "judge," or "monarch."
From this the Semites seem to have got their "^^, which appears in Assyrian

as sarru (also sarru), " king."

2 Melanges d'Archeologie Egyptienne ct Assyrienne, ii, 3 (1875).
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thriii 1)}- the Egyptians. The character which denotes a, for

inst'iiR-r, represented an eagle in Egyptian, which was called

Ahoni in that language; no Semitic word, however, with

such a signification began with the sound of A, and the

Semites accordingly called the letter aleph, since in Semitic

(ih'l<Ii, -an ox." began with the sound in question. But we
may ask why was the word aleph chosen as the name of the

first letter of the alphabet out of the many possible words

beginning with a which might have been selected? I would

suggest that the Semitic people who first adapted the simple

and convenient Egyptian alphabet to their own use had

already been accustomed to a mode of writing in which the

representation of an ox (or of some part of an ox) stood for

the sound of A. If the first Semitic employers of the so-

called Phoenician alphabet were already actpuainted with the

Hittite or Hamathite hieroglyphics, we can well understand

their applying to the letters of the new alphabet the names

of the objects represented by the characters they had

hitherto employed. In this case the names given to the

letters of the Phoenician alphabet would have been derived

from the Hamathite hieroglyphics. Now it is a curious fact

that the names of the letters of the Greek alphabet all end

in a, showing that it must have been brought to Greece not

1 »y the Phoenicians of Tyre and Sidon, but by the Aramaeans

of the Gulf of Antioch, since the emphatic aleph is a charac-

teristic of Aramaic, not of Phoenician. Even the names of

the letters in the Hebrew alphabet disclose their Aramaic

origin, ]T2, IZT*}, DO, &c, being perfectly Aramaic, and we

may therefore conclude that the alphabet was introduced

rather by Aramaeans than by Phoenicians, and that it was the

Aramaeans rather than the Phoenicians who first traded to

Greece and elsewhere. If the Aramaeans had already known
of another system of writing it is easy to understand the

welcome they gave to the simpler alphabet from Egypt.

I f my reasoning has any truth in it, we may possibly assign

as syllabic values to those Hamathite hieroglyphics whose

primitive forms can be recognised the names of the letters of

the Phoenician alphabet expressive of the objects intended to

be represented. Thus No. 1 would be yod {yad) or i (ya)
;
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No. 17, waw ; No. 27, perhaps gimel (gi) ; No. 36, mem or me;

No. 39, dhadh or c?Ae. If ^jT^ denotes " Hittite," (Khath) it

would exactly answer in form to the meaning of kheth, the

name of the 8th letter of the Phoenician alphabet, since

Iheth is literally " a fenced place." In this case we might go

on to conjecture that the character which follows represents

tin or tim,
' K being simply ti or ta, (like taw, " a cross," the

name of the last letter of the Phoenician alphabet,) and

two horizontal strokes being added at its foot t to denote

the plural. 1

I now pass on to the last conjecture I have to make. It

will be noticed that the character just referred to,
\

, has

the same form as a character which represents ti in the

Cypriote syllabary. Now the origin of this syllabary is a

question of great difficulty. The theory of Brandis, that it

was derived from the cuneiform characters of Babylonia, can-

not be maintained, for a moment, and it is equally impossible

to connect it with the hieroglyphics of Egypt. But the

forms of the characters, as well as the syllabic values they

bear, show that it is a late and corrupt form of some earlier

system of writing. Some time ago I expressed the opinion

in the Academy that this earlier system of writing was none

other than the hieroglyphics of Hamath. The number of

characters in both is about the same, and Cyprus, where

the syllabary maintained itself long after it had disappeared

elsewhere, lies just in the way of trade from the Orontes.

Its antiquity must be considerable, since Mr. Smith discovered

a terra cotta cone with Cypriote characters upon it in the

palace of Assurbanipal, and three or four of the terra cotta

disks found by Dr. Schliemann in the lower stratum of

remains at Hissarlik also bear inscriptions in the same

character. Since nothing of the kind has yet been met

with in continental Greece, we may perhaps infer that the

1 The name of Harnath, however, may very probably be intended by this

combination of characters, since ]^^pf signifies " arx."
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first system of writing known there was the Phoenician

alphabet, introduced about the 9th century B.C., as it would

seem, from a comparison of the forms of the letters on the

Moabite Stone -with those of the earliest Greek inscriptions.

In the islands and on the shores of Asia Minor, however, the

old syllabary was used until superseded by the more con-

venient Phoenician alphabet, conservative Cyprus alone

retaining it down to a late date. Local alphabets, like the

Lvcian. preserved some of its characters to represent sounds

which wetc wanting in the Phoenician alphabet. A com-

parison of the forms of the characters in the Cypriote

syllabary with those of the Hamathite inscriptions seems to

me to render it highly probable that both have the same

source. Of course it does not follow that the values attached

to the characters agreed in the two cases ; still we may
expect that it would be so in some instances, and it is possible

that one of these is the instance mentioned above. In

reproducing Dr. Ward's list of Hamathite characters I have

added those of the Cypriote syllabary, with which they may
be compared. I need hardly say that some of the comparisons

are very doubtful; others of them, however, seem to me
sufficiently exact.
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ON THE MAMMALIA OF THE ASSYRIAN
SCULPTURES.

Bv Rev. William Houghton, M.A., F.L.S.

Read 1th March, 1876.

Part I.

—

Domestic Mammalia.

The subject which I have undertaken to treat of is one

of considerable interest, though by no means devoid of

difficulties in that part of it which relates to the wild

animals, for names of animals do not always give us a clear

intimation as to the animals themselves. There are three

ways in which animals may be represented : 1st, by pictorial

or sculptural representation ; 2nd, by description ; and 3rd, by
picture and description combined. In the first case, the pictorial

or sculptural representation may be either (1) so true to

nature as to point out at once the animal intended, though

the picture alone would tell us nothing as to the name by

which such and such an animal was known to the engraver

or painter ; or (2) the figure may be so badly executed,

either from want of skill in the sculptor, or from the fact

that he was drawing from indistinct recollection of some

animal he had seen, or from a description given to him by

some other person, as to leave considerable doubt what

creature is intended, unless the animal is represented with

some very striking peculiarity which we know it to possess.

2. Passing from representation by figures of the animals

themselves, we come to that afforded by description, and here

again the description may be so graphic as to point out at

once the animal, or it may be so meagre as to throw little

light on the matter, or the mere name alone may exist and

we may be completely in the dark.

Vol. V. 3
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3. In the third instance, that, namely, of pictorial repre-

sentation and description combined, we have the undoubted clue

both as to the animal and its name. An animal may be

described by many words, and in cases of nearly allied

species where resemblances are close, minute description is

generally necessary for the purpose of identification, or by

few words, or, sometimes, even by one, when the name
expresses some peculiar habit or character of the animal.

How, for instance, could the little active animal of our woods

and plantations, that springs from tree to tree, be better

described than by its Greek name criciovpos "shadow-tail"?

or what more descriptive name than '"flitter mouse" could

be found for one of the commonest species of our British

bats ? Similarly rhinoceros and porcupine tell their own
story. Let me now apply these remarks t<> the animals of

the Assyrian monuments. There are numerous instances of

representation by figures on marble slabs, terra cotta tablets,

bronze dishes, &c. : sheep, goats, wild-goats, ibexes, oxen,

both domesticated and wild ; camels, both the one-humped

Arabian and the double-humped Bactrian species ; stags, both

the Platycerine and non-Platycerine type, gazelles, hares,

dogs, lions, horses, and wild asses, monkeys, &c. In nearly

all these instances the pictorial representations are so good

—

nay, in several, so artistic—as to speak for themselves, and

declare what they are ; at the same time occasionally we
meet with badly executed forms of animal life, bearing no

general resemblance to any known animal, such, for instance,

as the bull-like beast of the Black Obelisk, which, however,

by the occurrence of the characteristic horn, though placed

far too high up on the head, can proclaim itself to be no

other animal than the one-horned rhinoceros.

Of representation of animals by description—if by that

term we mean anything pretending to stand on a zoological

basis— the monuments, so far as I believe is known at

present, afford us no instance. There may have been

Assyrian Aristotles who wrote on natural history subjects.

May future excavations lead to the discovery of such

interesting relics! It is true there are bilingual tablets

containing the names of animals, trees, stones, &c., but the
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scribe who executed them had no other purpose in mind

than to represent the Assyrian names side by side with their

Accadian equivalents. The zoological, botanical, and

mineral ogical tablets were merely part and parcel of Assur-

banipal's grand idea, that is, the publication of a complete

comparative dictionary and grammar of the Assyrian and

Accadian languages ; a certain order more or less correspond-

ing to a natural order was for convenience sake observed.

But, as I said just now, a single well-chosen name may itself

furnish a clue to, or at once declare the animal intended.

Names given to animals from the sounds they utter, are

often certain indications of the animals for which they stand,

" a moo," " a me-ou," a " bow-wow," " cuckoo," all speak for

themselves ; but such a mode of naming animals by onoma-

topoeia would often prove fallacious ; for instance, the

peculiar sound which the stag gives forth at a certain

period of the year sounds more like the voice of some fierce

carnivore than a deer.

Names given to animals from the countries from which

they came often indicate the animal, and give us, moreover,

interesting information. Now this method of naming
animals prevailed much amongst the Accadian inhabitants

of the Babylonian plains; the "horse," for instance, was

J^Y^ V" ^TT 'imiru kur-ra. i.e., "the animal from the

east," Armenia and Media ; the " wolf " was ^*~^T £:Y

num-ma, i.e., (the animal from) " the high-lands," i.e., Elam

;

the camel was J^|^ | y >^f ^^~T
'*m4TO u-ah-ha, i.e., " the

animal from the sea." At first sight, perhaps, this description

may appear erroneous, camels being creatures of the plains

and deserts rather than of the sea. Nevertheless the name
is perfectly correct, for the sea is the Persian Gulf, across

which the Accadian inhabitants of the Mesopotamian Valley

first brought the camel from his original home in Arabia. Or
a name may be given to some animal from some characteristic

habit, and the identification thereby rendered probable ; thus

one of the Assyrian names for " a wolf" was YJ ^T^Y f^
a-ci-luv, i.e., " the eater " ; similar is the meaning of the
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Accadian word TVJ J^J »-^JvT ^{ , ^"}*M»

" tne eating

beast," a term proverbially characteristic of the greedy,

devouring, "ravening wolf.*' 1

Passing now to the third division, the method of repre-

senting animals by combination of figure and description

—

the most certain of all methods—we find no instance of it

amongst the Assyrian records. The ancient Egyptians

frequently made use of this excellent method in their hiero-

glyphic system. What, for instance, can be more clear

than the following combinations. ^ ^r^ ba, "a ram";

& Q V i^T
n ' rnu ' a cat "

' i~"~i $H® se6h> a bird's nest''?

each word being followed by its determinative affix, that

affix being a correct representation of the animal whose

name, phonetically spelt, precedes it.

I have already said that the animals sculptured or other-

wise figured on the Assyrian monuments for the most part

speak for themselves, at least up to a certain point—a " goat
"

is "a goat" generically considered ; but if we wish to bemore

accurate, and to become acquainted with the particular kinds

or species of goats known to the Assyrians and the Accadians,

we must ascertain, if possible, what species of the family

Gapreae are now known, or likely to be found, or to have

once existed in Assyria and the bordering countries ; what

is the geographical range of the various species; and how
far do they in nature resemble the figures on the monuments.

Questions such as these must be asked in all cases. But we
have not only to identify the various species figured, we have

also to determine the names by which they were called.

What aids, then, can we call in to assist us in our attempts

to identify the names of the animals ?

If the word be an Assyrian one. we may expect to find

a similar word in Hebrew or Arabic, or some other cognate

Semitic language ; if we find that the unknown Assyrian

name corresponds with the known name in one of the sister

TJ>~T {^^ "like a lion" or "dog" is translated by the Ass. viitlcharis

" ferociously," "vehemently "
(?) ; "he that devours like a lion."— [A.H.S.J
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languages, there is generally fair reason, amounting in some

cases to absolute certainty, for inferring that identity of word

implies identity of signification. Two or three instances AviU

be sufficient to demonstrate my meaning; such names as

these are of frequent occurrence on the inscriptions, dabv,

calbu, gammalu, alpu, tsSni (collectively), zSbu ; now all these

correspond with the well-ascertained Hebrew names, dob,

celeb, gdmdl, eleph, tson, zt'eb, being the names of " a bear,"

'• a dog," " a camel," " an ox," " sheep," " a wolf," respec-

tively. In these cases, even if other evidence were absent

(which is not the case), there is sufficient proof to establish,

beyond a shadow of doubt, the identity of the Assyrian and

the Hebrew animal-names. A clue to identification is

occasionally afforded us in the context, by some expression or

simile, as in the following passage (W.A.I. I, pi. xxxix,

line 77) :

—

tocima
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comes in importance the Accadian equivalent of the Assyrian

word in the bilingual list. When AssurbanipaTs scribe came

to the zoological portion of his great dictionary, following

his plan he gave in parallel columns the names of various

animals. On the light hand of the tablet is the Assyrian

name : directly facing that name on the left hand is the

corresponding Accadian word; thus, opposite the Assyrian

name zibu there stands to the left the Accadian word num-ma,

the first being the Semitic-Assyrian, the second the Turanian*

Accadian name of the " wolf." Now the Accadian word

often gives a clue where the Assyrian fails, for that language

is very full and precise in its compound words; the whole

idea embodied in the word is absolutely seen to exist in it

;

there are no indications of what philologists happily express

by " phonetic decay." To give two or three illustrations,

the sign ^Hff U') means " a house," and
^J*- (<J

a ™
" great "

: the compound i^\]]] ^j"- {u-gal) is " great house "

or •" palace '*
; >->-T (an), amongst other kindred meanings

denotes "the heaven." and ^££ {mi) "black"; the com-

pound word >->~y ^££ {an-mi) stands for "an eclipse" (lit.

"black heaven"); £^YT (*w) = "increase"; >-£;TvT (ku)=
" eating," the compound word denoting " famine " ; but to

come more immediately to words bearing directly on the

subject of my paper, J]M[ (lik or lig) means "a dog," and

^^EjJ (makh) is " great," hence ^Y^-J ^^JJ, SA-wtaM stands

for one of the strongest and fiercest of wild animals, " the

lion'' ; the dog is ][JHf Jg (lik-cu), literally the "serving" or

domestic beast from cu "to serve." 1

Now. if in the bilingual animal-lists Ave could always get

such definite help as in these instances just given, difficulties

of identification would be considerably reduced, and in many
cases absolutely removed. But, unfortunately, the tablets

are often much broken; the Accadian equivalent of the

Assyrian animal-name is often altogether lost, and on the

other hand, sometimes, the Accadian is preserved to us,

whilst the Assyrian equivalent has been obliterated.

1 I am no! bum whether liccu was not the full word, contracted into lie.—
4.U.S.]
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Before I proceed to the consideration of the various

mammals mentioned or figured on the monuments, I should

desire to make a few remarks on the bilingual list ot

animals printed in Rawlinson's "Inscriptions" (vol. ii, pi. vi),

because by a careful examination of that list I think we
shall be able to discover to some extent the order which the

writer of the tablet had in view, and thus, by looking at the

names of the animals as far as possible from his standpoint,

we shall be able to secure some little though not invaluable

help towards the determination of these animals.

In columns A and B we find to the right the Assyrian

word £j}< *J]l Kir-ru (Heb. -D) "a sheep" or "lamb,''

opposite which is the ordinary Accadian word for sheep,

T^fT hi ; then follows in the Assyrian column the sigu TY

meaning " ditto," opposite which, in the Accadian column,

is the sign ^ gar, " food" ; hence I conclude that " sheep as

food," alias " mutton," is intended ; in the third line we have

11 "ditto," and the syllable {^_] num, "high-land," pro-

bably " mountain sheep " being intended. The fourth and

fifth lines by the sign yy, meaning "ditto," also refer to

sheep, in the Assyrian column, but I do not see what are the

meanings of the Accadian equivalents of £=^^5* f^Y

(guk-kiiy and £<*<« (gik)> In the first five fines the

scribe gives various Accadian words, all referring to the

Assyrian kir-ru, " sheep." The sixth and seventh lines by
the two thick lines which enclose them appear to contain

words which refer to the same animal ; in' the sixth line

there is the Avord <X ^J*^ *?f~
(nis-dJvi-nu); in the seventh,

£^[ ^ "^ du-ma-mu, both probably denoting some stealthy

prowling beast of prey, as a leopard or a lynx ; the Accadian

equivalent opposite nis-dhi-nu is <juk-ti!,
2 same word as in the

fourth line ; the Accadian equivalent to du-ma-mu I can

make nothing of. In the eighth line the Assyrian word

>-V~y ^:^y -^jyy na-adh-ru occurs ; the corresponding xlccadian

column is somewhat broken, but the word "^ ^=
TTT"

C^
(se~9a)

1 I fancy = a " sheep-walk," or else " a flock of walkers."—[A.H.S.]
1 " Tile sheep-walk " prowler, perhaps.
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"good," plainly appears. Now all the remaining lines on

columns A and B contain words which evidently refer to

•'dogs": and there can be no doubt that the Assyrian word

na-dha-ru in the eighth line means the "protecting*' or

"defending'' dog, which in the Accadian column is called

"good," or "useful.*' Let us cast back. Beginning with

'•sheep.*' we see after a few lines, which also refer to

"• sleep.*" that the scribe's mind reverts to some stealthy beast

of prey in the word nisdhinu (Heb. "pst*?, "to lie in wait");

immediately afterwards he thinks of the protecting dog.

and here is a natural sequence of ideas: the sheep suggests

the sheep's enemy, some prowling species of Felidse, and

this, again, suggests the shepherd's friend, the sheep's

protector, the dog. And now the scribe keeps to this

latter animal and enumerates various kinds of dogs : water

dogs, greyhounds, hounds that hunt in packs, old and

decrepit dogs, savage dogs, dogs of different colours, bitches

with whelps, &c.

A similar order may be seen in columns C and D ; here in

the top line to the right the scribe starts with the Assyrian

word zi-bu (^W^ *^. ^*^) " wolf," opposite which is the

Accadian synonym *^- £^[11 t\ (nvHim-ma^ the animal from

the " high-lands." Next in the Assyrian column is the sign

YY "ditto," "wolf" again; opposite to this is the Accadian

Vy~\ r^ ^Im M-bi-en " tne devouring beast."' In the

third line we have Yy ^Y^Y Y^ (a-ci-luv) as the Assyrian,

and lik-bv-cu again as the corresponding Accadian word, both

meaning " the devourer." In the fourth line occurs the

Assyrian bi-ib-ba (J^ Ŷ -f j V^*-) with the Accadian Iwbat

(l^IJ >-<), which, I think, probably means "a sheep."

Next in the fifth line comes a-tu-du, "'he-goat"; then follows

names of the goat, sheep (ram), deer in a general sense,

perhaps fallow deer, red deer, antelope, gazelle. A kind of

zoological method may certainly be seen here, for all the

animals from the fourth line to the seventeenth are ruminants,

but in the eighteenth line the " hare " is mentioned in the

Assyrian column by the word >~>-Y *^) V**" {wirna-bv), in
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the Accadian by the expression *~£^| tV^y *~~^~]

(ca-zin-na), which means " face of the desert." The zoo-

logical order from ruminants to the rodents has certainly

been broken ; but the transition from the light swift little

antelope of the desert (gazelle) to the swift "hare" was

quite natural, and no doubt the scribe's mind thus reverted

to the latter animal ; this supposition has especial force if we
consider that the species of hare intended is the Lepus

Sinaiticus, an animal of the plains and deserts rather than the

woodlands. After the hare come, in line nineteen, bears,

and then follow other beasts of prey, indicated by the sign

>-^lI^:nn (sakh) the D.P. of some carnivorous animal in the

Accadian column. I cannot at all agree with Dr. F. Delitzsch

that the khussu russd of the thirty-first and thirty-second

lines (Assyrian column) have anything whatever to do with

gazelles either young or old, as he conjectures, especially

as the Accadian D.P. >-^^lT£:yyJ| (sakh) occurs opposite the

Assyrian words, and, indeed, is seen continuously up to the

forty-first line, where the tablet is broken.

Thus what happened in columns A and B has been

repeated, though in inverse order, in columns C and D ; in

A and B the scribe began with " sheep,'' and then went on

to the dog, the sheep's protector ; in columns C and B he

began with " the wolf," the sheep's enemy, and then went

on to give the names of sheep, goats, gazelles, and such

like ruminants. Then, after starting with the " bear," he

continues to speak of carnivorous animals, though it is

extremely difficult, if not impossible, to determine what
particular animals are denoted by several of the names that

follow.

From the above considerations we can see that the

scribe observed, in the arrangement of his subject, some
degree of zoological order, a fact which we should do well to

bear in mind.

In treating of this first part of my subject, the Mammalia
of the Assyrian Monuments, it will be convenient to divide it

into two sections, viz., (1st) the domestic, (2nd) the wild

animals.
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I.

—

The Domestic Mammals.

Those known to or employed by the Assyrians were

oxen, sheep, goats, camels (two species), asses, horses, mules,

and dogs.

Cattle.—The cattle represented in the bas-relief on the

monuments, or otherwise depicted, showafine strong breed,

generally of one type; they have a hump more or less

developed on the shoulder, calling to mind to some

extent the bumped Zebu (Bos Tndims) of India. There

appear to have been both a long-horned and a short-horned

variety, the former being that generally represented ; the

horns of the former are round and thick at the base, curving

forwards, and the whole animal reminds one forcibly of the

wild bull or wild ox of Western Asia, not imfrequently repre-

sented inhunting scenes on slabs of the timeofAssur-natsir-pal.

This wild species, theAssyrian rhnd, is identical with the rem of

the Hebrew Bible, mistranslated " unicorn " by the translators

of the authorised version, and " buffalo," by most of our

modern Assyrian scholars. It is an undoubted boi< and no

buffalo; but this question must be fully considered when I

come to treat of the wild animals. The horns of the short-

horned breed are somewhat similar in form to those of the

long-horned breed, but much shorter. Both breeds are,

doubtless, varieties of the common ox (Bos Taurus), the

parent of the numerous races of cattle, whether of home or

foreign produce. Cattle formed one of the principal animal-

spoils captured by the Assyrians in their wars with other

nations, and, judging from the enormous quantities taken,

beef must have entered into the Assyrian lists of diet more

frequently than is usual in Eastern nations, though perhaps

the soldiers after successful campaigns would generally be

tie- class of persons who consumed most of the captured

food. Representations of killing oxen and sheep, and of the

various joints, such as the leg, the loin, and the shoulder,

similar to those of modern England, occur on the monuments.

( lattle were employed as beasts of draught. Captive women
in a cart drawn by oxen is a subject not unfrequently

depicted on the monuments. The Hebrews used their cattle
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for ploughing and threshing ; so did the old Egyptians.

Were they ever so employed by the Assyrians? The

Assyrian word for an ox is al-pu C^J^J V"*~)' generally

represented ideographically by the sign J:|-£ ; the Accadian

equivalents are (jut and Mar, which Mr. Sayce thinks must be

connected with Guti or Gutium (the country between the

Euphrates and Syria), and Akharu, " the West "—the Semitic

name of Phoenicia. Considering the custom amongst the

A ccadians of naming animals from the countries from which

they were received, this suggestion seems to be highly

probable.

The sheep of the monuments have long curved horns with

a fat tail, often turned up at the tip. The domestic varieties

of Ovis aries (Lin.) are very numerous ; they differ in general

form, in the number of their horns, in texture of wool, and

even in their habits, for the sheep of Tartary are said to eat

bones like a dog. The variety generally figured on the

monuments is the same which is found in Palestine and the

plains of Belkah; it is the Ovis aries appendiculata, with white

body, head and neck black or dark brown, wool thick ; tail

of moderate length, " with a thin excrescence at the end like

a pig's tail," about an inch in length. It is a variety of the

broad-tailed sheep (Ovis laticaudatus), the fat tail of which

amongst the ancient Hebrews was part " of the sacrifice of

the peace-offering made by fire unto Jehovah " ;
" the fat

thereof, and the whole fat tail (PP^N), it shall be taken off

hard by the back bone" (Lev. hi, 9). Other varieties pro-

bably were known to the Assyrians, as the one just mentioned,

the Persian sheep and the Bucharian sheep of the Caucasus

and Persia. The Assyrian name of sheep is ^| | £] y >ff-

(tseni), used collectively, being the equivalent of the Hebrew

]N2J ; the Accadian name is J|EjJ lu, though JgJJ ^f>-
lu-lim

appears also to designate "a sheep," whence the Assyrians

borrowed the word lvrli-mw, this expressing a sheep individu-

ally, whereas lit and tseni stand usually for sheep in a

collective sense. The ram in Assyrian is
|y |^ t^~^- (a^uv

),

answering to the Hebrew /]N, which has with much reason
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1 »een referred to the root ">^N " to twist," in relation to its

twisted horns; in Accadian the ram is expressed by

TgjJJ —^~] lu-nit, i.e., "sheep" + "male"; in the list of

animals already mentioned, *PTY £:£:»>~>-Y si-mul, i.e., "horn"

" star." which I take to be the zodiacal Aries, stands as

the equivalent of the Assyrian ai-luv. As amongst the

Hebrews ''rams' skins dyed red" (see Exod. xxv, 5) were

in high estimation, so with the Assyrians, whether they

prepared them or not. Amongst the spoil which Tiglath-

Pileser II received from Zabibie. queen of Arabia, we read of

(W.A.I. Ill, 9, 56):—

tseni zicari (aili) pal - cu - ti supati - su- nu

Ram* skins their wool

<MM -W « V-
ar - ga -man- nu.

of purple.

The Accadian Tgrjj >~< lu-bat, which in the list of animals is

the equivalent of the Assyrian ^ ]̂ ] ^*~ (bi-ib-bu), I

think must denote " a sheep " ; though Mr. Sayce and

M. Lenormant consider that "the lynx" is intended. The
bi-ib-bu of the Assyrian column certainly looks as if it should

be referred to the Hebrew Nil or mi. "the pupil of the

eye"; and in the Astronomical Tablets the planets were

called by the Accadians the seven lubat, while Jupiter is

especially called lubat and bibbu (see Sayce, Astron. and

Astrol., Bib. Arch. Trans. III. 1(57). The syllable lu in the

Accadian dame must be taken into account, and as Dr. F.

Delitzsch has remarked, points rather to "a sheep." Again,

the expression " star of the flocks,"

rm fir/ m ^]} *m -m hi ^t
mul D.P. lu '/a\u sib zi an - na

shepherd of the heavenly /lock

seems to favour this interpretation. The expression "stars

like sheep" also occurs in the Creation Tablets. The eye
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of the sheep, like the eye of most animals in health, is bright,

though perhaps this animal would hardly he especially

marked out as possessing great brilliancy in this respect

;

and we still have to explain the Accadian second syllable

bat. I may mention that lubat in the bilingual list is

identified with lulimu, and that word with sar " king," or

" leader,'* from the idea of the ram or he-goat taking the

lead of the flock. So amongst the Hebrews. (Cf. Jer. v, 8,

Zech. x, 3, Isa. xiv, 9.)

Goats.—The domesticated goat of the monuments has

high horns curving backwards, or nearly erect ; in the former

they divaricate, in the latter they are nearly parallel. Of the

goat there are perhaps as many varieties as the sheep. All

the numerous varieties of the domestic goat are probably

descended from the paseng, or Copra o?gagrus, a species

common all through Asia Minor, Persia, extending even

into Scinde. and must have been well known to the

Assyrians. The ordinary Assyrian Avord for a goat was,

until lately, supposed to be *-£^l[ E^ff *jf~
ca-ra-nu

(generally represented by the ideogram £3^"), i.e., " a

horned animal," of which gis-din was supposed to be the

Accadian equivalent ; but on this point Mr. Sayce writes to

me, " I have been convinced that this must be given up, and

caranu and carunnu regarded only as ' vine ' and ' wine.'

"

A tablet has been found giving a list of carani ; they are

called j:Y ^i** ges-mes, " trees " and the " wine of Helbon

'

figures among them. Delitzsch points out that the Accadian

ges-din = " tree of life," i.e., " vine." For the wine of Helbon

see Ezek. xxvii. 18. This idea of caranu being "a vine" or

•' wine " suits the epigraph accompanying the bas-relief

representing Assurbanipal pouring a libation over some dead

lions he had killed in the chase " an offering over them I

presented" :

carana ak - ka e - li su- un

toine I offered over them

;

the very thing the king is represented doing. The he-goat

was called YI *-££:} Cj^Y a-tu-du, which answers to the
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Hebrew Tlfiy. Li the bilingual list of animals (Accadian

column) we lind a certain expression T "^S T^Y *T~ which, it

is explained, is to be pronounced >-^ >~*~] mu-na. In

another place (W.A.I. II. 4, 662) a-tu-du is explained in

Accadian by the word *pYY ^Y<Y-^ ^-T? &i-ik-ka, which means
'• horn raising-," and well expresses the high-horned animal

represented on the monuments. I think there is little doubt

also that the Assyrian word dzY^IJ tfr "^[TT sap-pa-ru,

which answers to the Hebrew or Chaldean *VQ2 tsdper, "a

lie-goat " (see Daniel viii, 58), is another name for this

animal, not only because it agrees with the Chaldee, but also

because it occurs just under the atudu—the scribe still keep-

ing to words denoting sheep and goats—and because it is

explained by the same Accadian word which was used for

atudu. with the addition merely of the syllable >¥- bur, which

perhaps here denotes " strength "
;

l the sapparu may thus

denote either a large and strong specimen of the domestic

he-goat, or the male Paseng or wild Capra a>gagrus, which

perhaps mixed and crossed at times with the domestic

variety.

The flesh of the goat, especially of young animals,

was no doubt eaten, and its milk used as food. Goat

skins were employed for various purposes ; after removing

the head and legs, the skin was prepared—perhaps

steeped in tannin—and filled with air. It served as a

swimming buoy or bladder ; or a number together would

serve to float rafts, &c. On the monuments may be seen

representations of Assyrian fishermen sitting in the water

cross-legged, each on one of these inflated skins, with

fishing line and baited hook, and fish around them ; on the

bas-reliefs representing the campaigns of Assur-natsir-pal

(circ. B.C. 884), figures of fugitives swimming to a fortress are

seen, each one using an inflated goat-skin as a buoy.

Camels.—Both the Arabian and two-humped Bactrian

camels are represented on the monuments. The former

species {Camelus Arabicus) is fairly enough depicted. It was

1 Can it be " white " ?—[A.H.S.]
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used chiefly by the Arabians, though other nations employed

it. Frequent mention of camels as part of spoil occurs in

the Assyrian records. In Assurbanipal's expedition against

Vaiteh king of the Aribi (Arabia), an immense number of

camels with other spoil was captured.

alpi tseni imiri D.P. gam- mali

Oxen, sheep, asses, camels,

ri t- m *m ^nm m.< sb - -ei r~

*

a- me- In - tu is - lu - lu -u- ni ina la me- ni

men. they had taken as spoil toithout number.

Again, ' ; camels like sheep I distributed and caused to over-

flow to the men of Assyria.'* Some idea of the great

numbers captured in this Arabian war may be formed from

the fact that after the war camels were sold in Nineveh for

half a shekel of silver a head (see Smith's Assurbanipal,

p. 274).

The Bactrian camel is also fairly enough represented,

though it occurs only on the Black Obelisk of Shalmaneser II

(circ. B.C. 850). The whole inscription on this monument,

now in the British Museum, has recently been translated by

Mr. Sayce. It is a valuable addition to the many already

valuable translations contained in that excellent publication,

Records of the Past (vol. v, p. 61). Accompanying the

sculptures are epigraphs recording the nature of the articles

received by the Assyrian monarch as tribute from conquered

nations. Bactrian camels were part of the tribute of " Su'a,

of the country of the Guzanians." The presence of more
than one hump on a camel no doubt excited the curiosity of

the Assyrians, and the scribe generally takes care to record

the fact of the animal possessing two humps ; thus of the

tribute of Su'a we read, " camels, of which two are their

backs, I received." The same animals also formed part of

the tribute of the Eastern Muzri in Armenia, Shalmaneser

received, with other things, as the tribute of A'su king of

Gozan, " two camels which have two humps," and from
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A3ahu king of Gilzan or Guzan. seven double-humped

camels. In these two places, instead of the ordinary word

for camel, JZ^TJ^ Y» ££:Y *~^f a-ab-ba in Accadian, or

JZ^YJ^ "<- £^Y gam-mal in Assyrian, we have the word

var-ra-tu or par-rd-tu, thus :

—

j;r *i &yy ^y v n h *ro *-* ^0 *t~
7 par- ra - te sa 2 gu - un - gu - li - pi

Seven beasts with their two humps

si - na am - khar

/ received.

The female camel, when distinguished from the male, was

called anakdtu Ql *~^"| ^-Y Yy *~^BT)' as m ^ie following-

passage :

—

D.P. a-ab-ba - ti (D.P. of female) a - na - ka - a - te

Camels camels

a - di D.P. ba - ac ca - ri si - na

together loitli their yoionj ones.

There can be no doubt that this Assyrian word, like the

ordinary one for camel (cjam-ma-hi) is, with the one-humped

animal itself, of Arabian origin, ndkat being the modern

Arabic name of the female. A similar word, 'inka (Np*N)

occurs in the Talmud.

The Ass.—The domestic ass, though frequently mentioned

in the Assyrian records, is nowhere represented on the monu-

iunits, which fact is a matter of regret to the zoologist who
would desire to see what kind of an animal the domestic ass

was in its own native land in the time, say of Assur-natsir-pal,

more than 2,500 years ago. Tin's useful animal must have

been known to the Assyrians from the earliest times ; and no
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doubt in the genial warmth of its native land the Assyrian

ass must have been a far superior animal to those we are in

the habit of seeing in this country. Indeed, we know that in

our day the ass in many parts of the East is, as a matter

of fact, a far superior animal. Of the white ass of Baghdad,

Mr. Layard—a name never to be mentioned without feelings

of pride and gratitude by every student of Assyrian history

—Museo Britannico teste !—of this white ass of Baghdad
Mr. Layard thus writes :

—
" The white ass of Baghdad is

much esteemed in the East. Some are of considerable

size, and when fancifully dyed with henna, their tails and

ears bright red, and their bodies spotted, like an heraldic

talbot, with the same colour, they bear the chief priests

and the men of the law, as they appear to have done

from the earliest times" (Judg. v, 10).
1 The domestic ass

of Assyria is probably descended from the wild ass of

the Mesopotamian plains, the parent of the various races

wheresoever found. The wild ass of the monuments—of

which I hope to speak more fully when I treat, on another

occasion, of the wild animals generally—more closely re-

sembles the horse type than the domestic animal of modern

days, or the wild ass of Western Asia, of Syria, or Africa.

The absence of any figure of the domestic ass on the monu-

ments prevents us from ascertaining how far this equine

appearance is due to fact or to want of skill in the sculptor.

The ass was known to and used as a beast of burden by the

ancient inhabitants of Mesopotamia, doubtless before the

horse ; for the usual determinative prefix to denote a beast

of burden such as the horse, mule, camel, is itself, without

any adjunct, the representative of the ass, thus we "have

seen that the camel, for instance, is thus represented

—

^!£ }} tO\ ^T> and the horse ^fg ^ B^f
D.P., a - ah - ba D.P.. kur - ra

the first character informs us that some " beast of burden " is

before us. In the first instance, it is the animal from " the

sea," i.e., as we have seen, " the camel "
; in the latter it is

1 Nin. and Bab., 472.

Vol. V. 4
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the animal from "the east," namely, " the horse"; but the

same sign or determinative prefix, itself, without any

explanation, is the word for "ass." which, in the Assyrian

word, would be read 'imiru, the equivalent of the Hebrew

"YlDn (chamor). I now proceed to say a few words on

'J7ie Horse.—These animals are represented more fre-

quently than any other on the Assyrian monuments; they

are depicted with much spirit and truth to nature. As the

Assyrian monarchs were frequently at war with other

nations, or, when not engaged in war, were amusing them-

selves with field sports, such as lion-hunting, the chase of

the wild bull, wild ass, and other animals, the horse was an

animal constantly in request, while the frequency of the horse

on the monuments, and the care bestowed on its appearance,

as manifested by the mane, tail, and other decorations, show

what a pride and interest they took in their horses. The

figures on the monuments present us with an animal of noble

form ; the head is small, so are the ears, the eye often fiery

—so far as can be expressed in cold marble—and full of life
;

forehand good, as would be expected in entire animals

;

muscles largely developed, pasterns of moderate length.

The whole animal was more fitted for war-purposes than for

those requiring speed; in the chase of the wild ass—one of

the swiftest quadrupeds in existence—the Assyrian horse

must, one would suppose, have been left far behind. Horses

were used in war as chariot-horses, either yoked four abreast

or two, or as cavalry, which must have been a powerful and

effective branch of the Assyrian army hi countries tolerably

free from hills and woods. Horses are not represented

drawing carts <>v carrying baggage of any kind, and it may,

I think, be affirmed that they were not used for these

purposes, for which mules and asses were employed. The

horses of the Assyrian army were a terror to the Jews.

X.ihum lias in a few words graphically described the tumult

of .hi Assyrian battle-field. "'The noise of a whip and the

noise of the rattling of the wheels, and of the prancing

horses and of the jumping chariots. The horseman liffceth

up both the bright sword and the glittering spear, and there

is a multitude of slain and a great number of carcases; and
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Hebrews in the time of Solomon and of the Jewish kings

imported horses from Egypt into their land ; but the horse

was not known to the Egyptians in the earliest times ; to

them, as to the Arcadians, most probably it was an animal

from the east. Armenia and Media furnishing the supply.

The modern horse of the Euphrates Valley is a finely bred

Arab. 1

The Mule.—Of this—in many countries very useful

animal— I need say but little. The mule of the Assyrian

monuments represents an animal of excellent breed, and far

superior to the animals we see in this country. This was to

be expected, because not only was the climate more con-

genial to one of its parents, the ass, but because mules were

in more request, and more attention would be paid to their

breeding. This animal was used for riding, drawing carts,

carrying nets on its back for deer hunting, &c. ; and no

doubt for the conveyance of baggage in war. They are

often mentioned amongst the spoil of conquered nations, and

must have been bred in large numbers. The mule is

represented in the inscriptions by the Accadian expression

—

Dogs.—We have next to consider the dogs as known to,

or used by, the ancient Assyrians. Though the monuments
do not introduce us to more than two varieties of the dog,

(1), the large and powerful mastiff-like animal used in the

chase of the lion, wild bull, wild ass, &c, and (2), the

greyhound, used in coursing the hare, other breeds were
doubtless known to the inhabitants of Assyria. In the

bilingual list to which I have so often referred, the word

^^] C-B] ^III na-adh-ru, "the protecting" dog, occurs imme-

diately after nisdhinu and dumamu. These two latter names I

1 " The first horses and chariots are represented at Eileithyias, of the time of

Ames or Amosis, about 1500 B.C. Horses are, therefore, supposed not to have
been known in Egypt before the XVIIIth Dynasty (see Dr. Pickering's ' Eaces of

Man,' p. 373) ;
unless, indeed, the Shepherd Kings introduced them. They

doubtless came from Asia into Egypt, and though the Egyptians called a horse
lllh'ir {II In,-), thej used for the mare the Semitic name s4s and even susim
(with the female Bign '/' for mares), the same as the plural of the Hebrew word

D^D v "'s'-" (Si* G.Wilkinson, in Rawlinson's " Herodotus,'' vol. ii,p. 152, note).
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take to mean some stealthy beast of prey, and an enemy to

the flocks. In the Accadian column we have as the equiva-

lents of the Assyrian nddhru the words "^ &]]]* (se-ga)

" good," and J]y ^£rj B=£ ]} {lik-Jca-gab-a),
'

which pro-

bably means "the mouth-opening dog"; then follows the

Assyrian ^— XXX *~*
t?~*- (

ca^~^_^Ml0> n"om -? "*° tie" or

" chain up," represented by the same Accadian lik-ka-gab-a.

I think that nddhru and cab-bi-luv both stand for some strong

dog which was used both as a " watch-dog " to guard the

house, and as a shepherd's dog to guard the flocks. The
idea embodied in the Assyrian and Accadian words cab-bi-luv

and lik-ka-gab-a, " the chained-up month-opening dog,"

answers well to a house-dog ; similarly the notion conveyed
by the Assyrian and Accadian words nddhru and se-ga, " the

good protecting dog," is quite descriptive of the same kind

of dog when used as a sheep-dog. The ordinary Assyrian

word for " a clog " is £:Yy| "^S- (cal-bu), Hebrew 273 ; then

in the list follow the words ^£l£: fE^ff *j(~ (mi-ra-nu), £z5p

tur Accad., "a young male dog"; >-£;V-| jz|YI j:YI <^ff ^,Y<

ca-lab e-lam-ti, "dog of Elam "
; || *^z Bt-]] ^f*- i^ ca-lab

pa-ra-si, " the swift dog," or " greyhound," from ttJ"5D, " to

spread out the feet "
; J Y j>- 5=| y calab me, " water-dog "

;

J! ^J*-y Z-iz\] ca^ ur-tsi, " of the earth," perhaps some small

burrow-entering dog
; yy Y >|- calab samas, " dog of the

sun," in Accadian mul-Hk-an-ud (see W.A.I. II, 49, 63a), " dog-

star"; then in lines 22 to 24 in the Accadian column dogs

of different colours are mentioned, as >~-]]]v dir, "grey,''

[*^y4J +f-
nu, "red," gE:J ara, "yellow," for which no

Assyrian equivalents occur in the list;
1 then follows ^y >-^

su-mn, represented by >~< bat in the Accadian column

;

after this we have £z^ "^S- ^ ^^ <^ cal-bu se-gu, which

1 The 5th volume of Records of the Past, p. 169, contains a translation of

a terra cotta tablet in the Brit. Mus., by Mr. Sayce, of a table of omens furnished
by dogs as believed in by the Babylonians. Dogs of various colours are there

mentioned, as blue, yellow, black, white and spotted dogs.
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M. Lenorraant translates " decrepit " (>~< bat in the Accadian),

and Dr. Delitszch "mad" ("toller Imnd"); perhaps an

ownerless dog, or " one wandering about without a master "

(from n^U?, " to stray," " to err," " wander "), as Delitzsch

also conjectures, is intended. In the 27th line we read

/Y«-
*ff-

lim-nu in the Assyrian, and ^f^j^f k/iul in the

Accadian column, each denoting a "bad " or "savage" dog.

Hunting dogs, or dogs that hunt in packs, follow next.

^ Zz£ t^] tsa-i-du (Ileb. TO "prey taken in hunting"),

represented by the Accadian Tj^J Jil T ^_J
Hkni-gi7t, "the

dog that hunts in a pack " ; next follows ^T^J >^YYt

^~^Y| >-£:Y >~<Y< ca-lab il-la-ti, "dog of power," 1 from

bhtt = b*M and rhtt ' k to be thick," "strong," or "powerful,"

perhaps the large kind of mastiff used in lion-hunting, &c.

The Accadian column is here broken. The scribe now

in direct order gives the names of >=YYr ^^-T >^S= cal-hu-

tuv, the feminine of calbu, denoting any female dog

;

CffI <« £^]£ ne-es-tuv " the wife-dog " (ntM = J"»ttfoN)>

YJ ^*"~
>-^IIi a-lid-tuv "the bringing-forth dog" (Tf£) ;

>^ *^"Y II >--^IIl mvrna-sik-tuv, the female dog "kissing"

or licking (its young ones) (p02) l
*~*~]

**~IWt ^^ na~

dhir-tuv, the dog "protecting" its young ones; na-dhir-tuv is

the fern. part, from >~^Y ^Y ~^JTT na-dha-ru 0^) "to pro-

tect." It will be seen that the scribe has here kept to a

natural and regular order, beginning with the ordinary name
of the female; he represents her as being in a situation to

become a mother, then as a mother, as a mother licking or

fondling her puppies, and finally as guarding or protecting

them. This being the case, 1 am inclined to think that all

the words in columns A and B from the 8th line to the end
denote dogs 'proper, and not other dog-like animals; thus the

ca-lab mee mean* "a water-dog" (canis aquaticus) and not
" a seal " or " a beaver." By the calab Samas " sun-dog,"

1 Cf. Syll. Assyr. Gram. No. 200; "road," or " expedition " + " taking" =
" hunting."—[A.H.S.]
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if any real dog be intended, I think a dog fond of " sun-

ning " itself is meant, a habit common to most dogs, which
are fond of basking for a time in the hottest sun, and not

the jackal {cards aureus) ; but perhaps the expression is only

astro-mythological, as Mr. Sayce reminds me. The dog was
used by the Assyrians as a house-dog, as a protector of the

flocks against wild beasts, and in the chase ; but it is rather

in this latter capacity that we have direct evidence of its

employment, being thus represented in bas-relief on the

monuments, and mentioned in the historical records.

In the writings of those classical authors of ancient

Greece and Rome who have treated of dogs and field sports,

the canes venatici were divided into three divisions :—1. The
pugnaces or bellicosi, "pugnacious dogs of war"; 2. The
nare sagaces, "keen-nosed scent-dogs"; and 3. The pedibus

celeres, or " swift-footed dogs " that ran on sight of the game.
This triple division is alluded to by Gratius in verse :

—

" Canum quibus audacia prreceps,

Venandique sagax virtus, viresque sequendi

"

—
(Halieut. 98.)

and by Seneca in sober prose :
" In cane sagacitas prima est

si investigare debet feras ; cursus si consequi, audacia si

mordere et invadere." (Ep. lxxvi.)

" In the dog sagacity is the most imporant quality if it has

to pursue, boldness if it is required to bite and attack."

Whether the Assyrians ever employed large savage dogs

in war, as some other ancient nations used to do, I am unable

to say. "The people of Colophon and Castabala," says Pliny,

" kept troops of dogs for Avar purposes, and these used to

fight in the front rank and never retreat ; they were the most

feithful auxiliaries, and yet demanded no payment." (Nat.
7
list, viii, 61.) The horsemen of Magnesia in the Ephesian

war were accompanied to the battle-field each with a war-

hound, the dogs in a body attacking the enemy, being backed
now by the foot soldiers, now by the cavalry, and thus

rendering great assistance. iElian, who tells us of these

Magnetian war-hounds, also tells us a story of a certain dog
((xuarpaTL(t)7]v kvvcl) who rendered so great assistance to his
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master at the battle of Marathon as to be honoured with an

effigy on the same tablet with his lord. (Do Nat. An., vii, 38.)

The powerful dogs of the Assyrians were certainly capable

of being used as war-dogs, but as to any such actual

employment, the Assyrian records hitherto, I believe, are

silent. The dog figured in bas-relief on the sculptures was

chiefly used in the chase of the wild bull (^If^ >^B ""^

ri-mu, ideographically ^^), the lion, wild ass, perhaps the

wild boar, if this animal was hunted by the Assyians, the

bear, and other savage carnivores, whose capture required

strength and courage. It was evidently a mastiff. The

figures, as a rule, are admirably depicted on the monuments

with considerable skill and artistic power. The Assyrian

mastiff was probably a breed allied to the Indian dog known

to Alexander, mentioned by Herodotus, Aristotle, Xenophon,

Strabo, and other Greek writers, by Pliny and Solinus

amongst the Latins. According to Aristotle (Hist. Anim.

viii, 21 and 8) the belief prevalent in his time as to the

Indian dog was that it was the produce of a female dog and

a male tiger ! iElian (Nat. An., viii, 1) repeats the story. If

there is any truth in the story ^Elian tells of the Indian dog

that seized a lion in the presence of Alexander, and suffered

first his tail to be cut off, then the four legs, one after the

other, then the head (which still retained hold of the lion !),

these dogs must have had the pertinacity of the British

bull-dog. It is this Indian dog which is connected with the

story Ctesias, Pollux, Strabo, and others tell us of the race

of the Cynamolgi, a barbarous tribe in the south of Ethiopia,

who reared these great powerful dogs, which they used in

the destruction of herds of wild cattle. From the summer

to mid-winter these people are said to have fed themselves

and their huge dogs on this wild beef; but the rest of the

year they lived on dog milk—hence their name —which they

collected in a pail, and which they drink, adds iElian, " as

we the milk of sheep and goats." There is a figure in terra

cotta of a large mast ill' in the British Museum, which

resembles the dogs of Assurbanipal's hunt, whose models

in clay 1 will speak of by and by. This slab was found,
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I believe, at Nimroud, and is labelled the Thibetan dog. It is

this breed, of which, doubtless, there were several varieties,

which Oppian seems to refer to in the following words :

—

" But others are impetuous, possessed with staunch courage,

such as will attack noble wild bulls, and will rush upon and

destroy savage wild boars, such as fear not strong (well-fed)

lions, their kings ; they are of a large size like lofty hills,

somewhat truncated in the muzzle, and the space between

the eyebrows shakes with loose skin beneath ; their fiery

eyes shine with bright-eyed vision, the skin is hairy, body

strong, back broad ; they are not swift, but have immense

courage, marvellous strength, pluck and spirit undaunted."

(Cyneget I, 413-23.) The general description suits the

Thibetan mastiff tolerably well, while the mention of the

folding skin of the eyebrow is quite characteristic. 1 The
high mountain herd of Asia is said to be black, or very dark,

partially tanned about the face and legs, but there appears

to have been a race of dogs allied to this mastiff-breed, which

was fawn or ochre coloured, with a dark muzzle like the

ordinary British mastiff of the present day. Such, perhaps,

was the dog of the Assyrian monuments. It is the same

or a closely allied breed as the Indian, Albanian, Iberian,

and Hyrcanian dog of classical authors, for it is difficult to

trace any real difference between them. All these countries

1 The mastiff of Thibet must be placed in the general division with the dogs

of India and ancient Assyria, though the pure breed could not have been used

by the Assyrians. Of the modern gigantic mastiff of Thibet we have the

following account :
—" These noble animals are the watch-dogs of the table-land

of the Himalaya mountains about Thibet. Their masters, the Bhoteas, to whom
they are most strongly attached, are a singular race, of a ruddy copper colour,

indicating the bracing air which they breathe ; rather short, but of an excellent

disposition. Their clothing is adapted to the cold climate they inhabit, and

consists of fur and woollen cloth. The men till the ground and keep sheep, and

at certain seasons come down to trade, bringing borax, tincal and musk for sale.

They sometimes penetrate as far as Calcutta. On these occasions the women
remain at home with the dogs, and the encampment is watched by the latter,

which have an almost irreconcileable aversion to Europeans, and in general fly

ferociously at a white face. A warmer climate relaxes all their energies, and

they dwindle even in the valley of Nepal." (English Encycl. Nat. Hist, i, p. 750.)

Specimens were placed in the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park, by Dr. Wallieh,

some years a Do, but they soon died. Assyria, therefore, would doubtless have

been too relaxing for the pure breed.
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are near the Caspian sea. According to Pliny (Nat. Hist.

viii, 40) Alexander received as a present from the king of

Albania a dog, "inusitatse magnitudinis," of unusual size,

though the Roman historian does not tell us where the dog

came from ; most probably it would be from Albania, whose

dogs were celebrated. Strabo, speaking of the excellent

qualities of the Albanian dogs, calls Alexander's dog an

Indian one, perhaps India being the country from which this

powerful race of mastiff originally came. It was this breed

of dog which Marco Polo noticed and described as nearly

the size of asses. In his time (13th century A.D.) they

were used in capture of certain wild cattle. The Assyrian

sculptures represent this powerful mastiff, either as a lime-

hound, led with a cord round the neck by an attendant, or as

hunting in a pack. On one of the marble slabs in the British

Museum there is a representation of a number of these dogs

pulling down a wild ass. Unless the wild ass had been

previously wounded these dogs could seldom have been able

to catch one of the swiftest of quadrupeds, the wild ass.

These dogs would run chiefly by sight, not possessing a very

acute sense of smell, though, doubtless, they used their

noses in tracking out wTounded game in the forests. From
an inscription on one of the five clay models of dogs

belonging to Assurbanipal's hunting kennel, found at

Koyunjik, and now in the British Museum, there is reason

to conclude that the pack did not always run mute. The
inscription runs thus :

—

e -par tal - lie e - bu- us napakha

dust of (his) going, making a noise

(rQ2 to bark), or, as we should say in modern sporting

phrase, "giving tongue.'' The firsl part of the inscription

gives us quite a picture of one of these large muscular

mastiffs, scattering the sand and dust in his impetuous

course.
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The inscriptions on the other four dogs are as follows :
—

mu - se - tsu - u linnute

causing to come forth evil

(30 m _| .IW cT M
da - an ri - its - six

judge of his running.

(VTl), or the syllable £:| its, in the second word may be read

gis, and the whole word be referred to the Hebrew word

tl?T} " to rage tumultuously," " to be wrathful " ; the

inscription would then mean "judge of his wrath," but

the other reading seems preferable, the idea implied being

perhaps that of a cunning runner, as we say in the coursing

field, " running sly."

(4 . } ^ ^y <h m tfiy* ,yH j

mu - na - si - cu ga - ri su

biting his enemies.

w --Id m T? Tf K
ca - sid ai - bi

capturing enemies.

These names doubtless were intended to express the

character of the dogs rather than their actual names, for

though casid-aibi would give a good ringing sound in the

hunting-field, and would probably be recognised by the dog
who owned such a name, epar-tallic-ebuus napakha would
have been both unintelligible to the dog and too much of a

mouthful for the huntsman. This custom of naming dogs,

whether by way of describing their qualities or by actually

conferring the names, was practised amongst the Egyptians
also, and I need only refer to a very interesting paper on the

dogs figured on the tablet of Antefaa II, read before this

Society by our excellent and learned President, Dr. Birch,

and printed in Part I of the 4th Vol. of the Transactions.
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The third dog- marked C on that tablet is certainly a mastiff,

and bears a strong resemblance to the dogs of the Assyrian

sculptures, which probably came originally from India, as has

been said. The colour of the Egyptian dog was, Dr. Birch

tells us, probably "black." as indicated by the word "kamu,"

The colours of ancient dogs, as of modern ones, were various,

and doubtless so were the tastes of the different sportsmen.

Oppian expressly condemns black dogs and white ones:

^poidi 8 dpyevvat, re /canal /u.d\a, Kvdveai re—
(Cyneg. I, 426.)

as being " altogether bad," because they cannot well bear

the heat of the sun nor the severity of a snowy winter. He
thinks those colours of the dogs to be best which most

closely resemble the wild beasts they chase, as the tawny

wolf, the tiger, the fox and the swift pard, the prevailing-

colour of which is buff or tawny. That this was Oppian'

s

favourite colour is clear from the following lines :
—

rj oiroaoL 87]/jLr]Tpc TraveiiceXov ethos e^ouat

airoxpoor fid\a yap re Oool /cparepoi re Trekovrai.

" Such as bear a strong resemblance to corn, of the colour of

ripe wheat," a colour that suits modern English mastiffs.

Of the nare sagaces, the dogs that run only by scent, the

Assyrian monuments hitherto furnish us with no direct

instances, though such dogs were probably known to the

people. The calab elamti, dog of Elam, is (as we have seen)

mentioned in a bilingual list, but I have not been able to make
out this dog. Pollux (Onomasticon, v. 37) mentions Elyrneean

dogs amongst yevvaloi icvves, and says they were used by a

nation situated between Bactria and Hyrcania, but tells us

nothing more. If, however, what he tells us about Elyma?an

hares, which he calls /jboar^lai, is correct, that they leave a

most strong scent in their track, so as almost to madden the

dogs, it is not improbable that the Elymaean dog ran by scent

rather than by sight.

1 pass on. therefore, to the pedibus celeres, those dogs of

the chase who run only on sight of their game, such as grey-

hounds. That coursing i r hunting hares with greyhounds
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was practised by the Assyrians, is shown by a representation

on a bronze dish found at Nimroud, now in the British

Museum. The greyhounds of antiquity could scarcely have

been so purely bred as those which in this country run for

the Waterloo Cup, especially in districts much overgrown

with woods, where pure bred dogs— running only by sight

—

could not keep the game in view. Hence the writers on

cynegetics amongst the Greeks and Romans recommend

crossing with other breeds. Nevertheless, the greyhounds

figured on the rim of the bronze dish in the British Museum
indicate a good breed. A hilly country is also unfavourable

to coursing, where the greyhound would often lose sight of

the hare. Its general structure, the comparative absence of

the sense of smell, the large prominent eyes, all show the

greyhound was intended for swift running on the open

plains, and there, doubtless, it was used by the Assyrians

of the Mesopotamia!! district. Indeed, some naturalists have

derived the greyhound from an Asiatic home, " somewhere

to the westward of the great Asiatic mountain chains, where

the easternmost Bactrian and Persian plains commence, and

where the steppes of the Scythic nations spread towards the

north." "When we look to the present proofs of this con-

clusion "— I am quoting the late Lieut.-Col. Hamilton Smith,

a very good authority both on dogs and horses—" and

assume that where the largest and most energetic breeds of

the race exist, there may we look for their original habita-

tion, we then find, to the east of the Indus, the very large

greyhounds of the Deccan, to the west of it the powerful

Persian breed ; and to the north of the Caspian the great

rough greyhound of Tartary and Russia ; and thence we
may infer that they were carried by the migrating colonies

westward across the Hellespont, and by earlier Celtic and

later Teutonic tribes along the levels of Northern Germany,

as far as Britain. The primaeval movement of the first in-

habitants of the Lower Nile may be conjectured similarly to

have brought this race along with them ; and all may have

done so when it was already in part domesticated." (Nat.

Libr., vol. x ; Dogs, p. 163).

It would appear that tin- Assyrian monarchs occasionally
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kept chained up in confinement some of their most inveterate

enemies together with dogs and other carnivorous animals.

Vaiteh king of Arabia was served in this way by Assur-

banipal. "To satisfy the law of Assur and the great gods

my lords, a beavy judgment took him, and in chains I placed

him, and with a-ti (|{ *^]]) and calbi ([VJ JgJ) I bound

him, and caused him to bo kept in the great gate in the

midst of Nineveh." (Smith's Assurbanipal, p. 261.)

Similarly Esarhaddon treated some of his prisoners whom
he had brought to Nineveh. " In front of the great

entrance gate of Nineveh (W.A.I. I, pi. xlv. col. 2, lines

4 and ."). and Records of the Past, vol. hi, p. 113) :

—

it - ti a - si calbi dabi

together with a-ii dogs and bears

[1 left them to stay for ever.']

What animals these a-ii denote I do not know, but I do not

think the word can be identical with the Accadian am-ii

( = -ok + horned"), as conjectured by Dr. Delitzsch, the

undoubted representative of the Assyrian Amu, because

these same a-ii are mentioned together with am-ii ("wild

bulls '*) on the broken obelisk as creatures killed in a hunting

expedition. Now. were these animals with which persons

were chained living creatures or only stone images or repre-

sentations? for in the campaigns of Assurbanipal we read,

" the rest of the people alive among the stone lions and bulls

which Sennacherib had thrown (>— >->-| *p||^<|, >~>-Y J=]Y|

sedi alapi) again I in that pit those men in the midst threw."

(p. L66.)

Cats.— I do not find any evidence to load us to believe

thai tie- domestic cat was known to the Assyrians; there is,

indeed, no a, priori reason against the supposition that the

cat was domesticated by the ancienl inhabitants of Meso-

potamia : on the contrary, at first sight, the reasons would

rather seem to be in favour of the idea. The cat was in

early times domesticated by tin- Egyptians, and when we
consider how, at different times, intercourse existed between
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the Assyrians and Egyptians, and how the former people

took pleasure in introducing into their own capitals animals

from other countries, the introduction of the domestic cat

would seem to be quite probable. Dr. F. Delitzsch, without

hesitation, concludes that the domestic cat teas known to the

Assyrians, and that the names of nistinu and dumamu, which

I take to be some wild feline, represent the tame animal.

" To the names of cats," he writes, " follow immediately

those of dogs ; dog and cat, holding a sort of war-footing

in our household life, occupy the same position to each

other on the monuments of the Assyrian king Assurbanipal

(Assyrische Studien, Thiernainen, p. 33). There is no

representation of the cat on the sculptures, neither is there

any allusion to it in the Records, but we must not lay too

much stress on negative evidence. That the Assyrians

occasionally received animals from Egypt we have direct

evidence in the inscription on the broken obelisk of Sardana-

palus now in the British Museum, " a great crocodile scaled

[horned] beast of the river, animals of the great sea, the

king of Egypt caused to be brought." On what grounds,

then, it may be asked, do I think that the domestic cat was

unknown to the Assyrians ? If we regard the domestic

animal of ancient Egypt to be the origin of the animal now
universally domesticated, we find that its introduction into

some other countries did not take place in early times. To
the ancient Greeks and Romans, for instance, the domesti-

cated cat was altogether unknown as an animal kept by
them. It is a soothing reflection that the brain-workers of

classical antiquity, as they sat up late, burning midnight oil,

were never disturbed by the hideous caterwaulings of the

domestic cat. No noisy tabbies uttered their piercing

shrieks on the tiles of the house-tops Avhen Virgil and

Horace composed, or when Demosthenes and Cicero got up

their cases for the public assembly or the Forum.

Dr. Rolleston, who a few years ago wrote a very full and

interesting paper on the fells domesticus, says :
— " I see no

reason for supposing that the domestic cat was kept as a

tame animal in any other country than Egypt before the

Christian era." The felis and aukoipos of classical authors
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was the white-breasted marten (Mustela foina), which the

ancients used as their mouse-killer as we the domestic cat.

At what time the cat was introduced into Europe from

Egypt it would not be an easy matter to determine with any

degree of certainty. Professor Rolleston has shown that

the domestic cat was in use in Constantinople about the

middle of the fourth century. On referring to Ducange,

S. V. catta, I find a certain writer of the Life of Gregory

of Xazianzen (circ. A.D. 360), saying :—" Nihil in mundo
possidebat. praeter unam cattam, quam blandiens crebo, quasi

cohabitatricem in suis gremiis refovebat." " He had nothing

in the world but one cat, which he used to caress and nurse

in his lap as a fellow inhabitant of the house." The domestic

cat was known in Italy about the same time, for Palladius

recommends both catos and mustelas mansuetas (ferrets) as

useful animals against moles. I believe that cats of modern

days will not touch a mole. When we consider, then, the

late introduction of the domestic cat from Egypt into Europe,

one is led to conjecture that the ancient Egyptians, who
paid so much attention to these animals, and whose religious

scruples were very strong, were averse to the exportation of

one of their most favourite animals on these grounds. They
cherished the cat alive ; they buried and embalmed it at

Bupastis and other places when dead. I think it, therefore,

improbable that the domestic cat was ever employed by

the ancient inhabitants of Assyria.

Note.— I must not conclude this paper without acknowledging my obligations

indirectly to Dr. Delitzsch for the useful work he has published on the Assyrian

animals of the monuments. Of course his book has been constantly before me,

and I haye found it very useful, though I do not always agree with his conclu-

sions. To my friend Mr. Sayce I am directly indebted; not only has he been

most kind and prompt in answering questions, but he has also read oyer the

whole of my MS. and inserted pencil notes and suggestions when required.

Mr. Sayce's readiness to assist students of Assyrian is well known to most here ;

that readiness is surpassed by nothing except it be by his accurate and extra-

ordinary knowledge and ability.

r>
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KEY TO THE GENEALOGICAL TABLE OF THE FIRST

PATRIARCHS IN GENESIS,

And the Chronology of the Septuagint.

By Victor Rydberg.

From L. L. H. Comberligue's French MS. Translation of the original

Swedish Brochure and Notes. By S. M. Drach.

Read 1st February, 1876.

Abstract.—Introduction.

The epoch of king Solomon commences regular regal

annals of the Hebrews ; before which, unsatisfactory round

numbers obtain, as this people were between the two great

empires of Egypt and Assyria. Berosus says Babylon had
regal annals 1,000 years before Solomon [1]. Inspired bj

David's victories and his son's splendour, the Jews desired

a genealogical tree [2], wherein they interwove the legends

of their Babylonian-Shemite kindred races [3], [4], [5].

Jewish monotheism induced the inquiry of the origin of

various races and tongues, and would have led to the height of

Greek civilization were it not for wars. The daily increasing

valuable relic of the national table in Gen. x [6], showed there
was a wish to ascend to the cradle of mankind, and then*

first appearance on earth. In Egypt, the Sothiac cycles [7]

first presented celestial dynasties (up to Menes) ; in Babylon
there were astronomically regal annals before the Deluge

:

to which latter the Jews easily linked themselves, connecting

primitive Eden [8] with Ararat. Were not the town-building

Kainan, the man of God Enoch, the warrior Lamech, sur-

vivors of the first pre-historic age, specimens of human
genius ? and the stars still revolving over our heads formed
the epochal pegs (jalons) to measure intervals. Judicial

Voi, V, 5
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astrology was originally the regularity in the heavens

applied to a divine regularity of recurring principal events

in human general history, the details of individual casualties

being obliterated. Such, as is revealed by the Book of

Daniel [9], was the influence of the Memphis School for con-

necting terrene history with star-cycles ; and as the sages

did not note a chance-medley set of numbers [10], there was

possibly an astronomical reason (Philo and Josephus's riddles

are needless) [11], for those we find in Gen. v, etc. [12].

The Seventy must [13] have known these numbers were

much posterior to the lives of Patriarchs recorded ; and

their alteration thereof proves they had better intelligence,

and must therefore have had some key to this table. This

valuable clue was attempted by Bunsen in his " Complete

Bible Work and Egypt's Place in Universal History," but

who rejected the simple at-hand one. We keep to the

Hebrew text as the original.

II.

—

The Old Patriarchs' Numbers of Gex. v. [14, 15].
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III.

—

Bunsen's Attempts at Key op these Numbers.

Bunsen's Vollstand. Bibel., v, 311, and Egyptens Stelle

in Weltgesch., v, 276-282 ; cf. iv, 310 seq. (This is English

edition, iv, pp. 398-401.— S. M. D.), says from N. Freret [18],

that the Hebrew text was the oldest, as shown by Babylonian

and Chinese legends. Dividing the list into (a.) Reign of

Seth (ancient Semitic god) [19], 912 years = divine category;

(b.) Adam, 930, and Enosh, 905, together 1835 years.

The second epoch, Kainan to Lantech, 910 4- . . 777 =
4878, era of Deluge, Noah set. 600 [20]. Freret found 60

solar years = 742 months = 60 x 12 + 22 intercalary

months [16]. . In lunar years, 600 xf4J = 6184; = a third of

1855 [17].

In 4878 we have 7 complete world-years + 550, or 8

world-years — 50 [21, 22, 23]. This 50 is contained in the

350 post-diluvian years of Noah, whence 4928. Methusaleh's

death, 969, is Deluge-date, possibly a wilful change. Sama-
ritan, 720, gives 299 or 300 years [24] ; also suppose

1019 = 969 + 50, six ante -Noah eras, begin with Cainan,

the first emigrant town-builder [25, 26, 27]. Omit Seth,

meaning the first idea of man resting in God [28], we find

1835 for the other two, only 20 less than 1855, thrice 6184- [32].

Perhaps Enos was 925 : change denary digit, results not quite

reliable [29J. So far Bun sen.

IV.

—

Conditions of Problem before us.

We do not agree with Bunsen's methods, dislocating Seth
and altering other numbers. The present Hebrew text was
known to Ezra and Nehemiah. The conditions we lay down
are

—

1. Use tables without change or exception, else arbitrary

results [30, 31].

2. The two numbers since intercalated must be rejected

from the calculation.

3. Age column at son's birth is primitive text-measure of

pre-historic time from Creation to Deluge, and must be taken
in the sense of the text ; unit of time fixed for that age of
the world. (Here Bnnsen and others have been arbitrary.)
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4. Group the numbers in the order of the names; not dis-

locate Seth, as Bunsen did, to form a combined Avorld-year.

5. Lastand not least, the solveris only in the right path when

he does not float between approximations of tabular numbers

and astronomical cycles or chronological facts. No defect or

excess allowed. Better this stringent condition for security.

V.—Primitive Form of Old Patriarch Table.

A detailed Elohistic and Jehovistic Essay out of place;

vide author's Jehovistic development, etc., in his " J ehovah-

worship amongst Hebrews in ante-Babylon Captivity period."

Also Dr. Bergstedt's in Litteratur Tidskriften " olika soelt . .

."

(Different ways of reading the Bible). Doubtless these

retouchings harmonized with the prophetic doctrines, trying

to obliterate polytheism and idolatry : ex. gr. Seth : The

Patriarchs' tents had idols [33 to 38] : Israel in the desert,

Gideon, David's house : the descendants of Moses officiated

at an altar to Jehovah, imaged as a bull (taurus). Solomon,

and most of his Judah-king successors, were idolaters. Seth

is one of the first names in divine history (Babylon, Palestine,

Egypt, brother of Osiris), first god of life, afterwards of

death ; name-father to Sethos, founder XlXth Dynasty. At

Jewish Exodus his worship was at its highest splendour. (Cf.

Amos v, 2I> and Acts vii, 43) [39, 40]. Probably they adored

it as a star ; carried this into the desert (Remphan, Paipdv),

perhaps Saturn, or Typhon. (See Plutarch de Iside, cap.

xlix, 62, derived from Manetho.) When hostile to Egypt,

Seth became Typhon ; when friendly, restored to heavenly

rights. (PI. de Iside, 31). Seth, says the myth, leaves Egypt

on a grey donkey with Egypt's foes, rests every seventh day,

afterwards begetting his two sons Palestinus and Judeus.

Note when the ancient book of Job describes God's power

in creation, he adduces the crocodile and river-horse, animals

consecrated by Egyptians to Seth. (PI. ch. 50.) [41]. As with

all dethroned deities, they do not suddenly disappear, but

fade as past human heroes. The Greek Euhemeus reduced

all tin' gods to this pristine state' Odin and Frey descend

from governing Walhalla to that of Upland. Seth was found

bv one Hebrew inquirer as father of Enosh when he created
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the first man, and also in a neighbouring genealogy to which

he did not pertain, so that this introduction raised the seven

antediluvian members to nine. Enos (Aram.) or Ish (Heb.)

is the common word for man, Enos occupying in one

genealogy the same place as Adam [42], This double filia-

tion in ch. iv and v is here given.

h. IV.

—

Jehovistic Tradition.
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VI.—Number 1461 of Sothiac Cycle.

This number, in the first column of last table, coincides

with the Egyptian number of years of the Sothiac cycle

;

then priests had remarked that this brilliant star (or Sirius)

returned almost every year [44], combating the early dawn
thousands of years ago as it does now about the summer
solstice, and coincident with the rise of the beneficent Nile

inundation [45]. "When the roaring waters descended the

cataracts [46], the husbandmen forsook their drowned fields

for the elevated temple sites and the religious fetes.

Naturally this star-messenger was consecrated to Isis. The
priests observed in reference to their vague year of 365 days

(which succeeded the primitive one of 360 days, without inter-

calary months or days), and was introduced circa 3300 B.C.

[47 and 48], a year in vigour even under the Ptolemies. But

the priests observing the yearly retardation by a quarter of

a day of the summer solstice, or one day in four years, or

365 days in 1460 years, proposed the Sothiac cycle of 1461

vague years, equal to 1460 Sothaic (modern Julian years).

This discovery of the tropical solar year of 365£ days was
doubtless posterior to the vague one of 365 days [49]. Instead

of a quadrennial intercalation, the priests (detesting changes

not urgently wanted) kept to the old vague year, as it was

enough to know the length of the tropical year, and adjust

the religion, astronomy, chronology, and meteorology to it.

The sepulchral pyramid-inscriptions of the earliest dynasties

evidence the knowledge of the tropical year and its hiero-

glyphic sign [50]. The new tropical year had a special fete

(v. Velleiue Yalens, Porphyry, Scholiast on Aratus), when
Sothis, " queen of the new year," appeared at dawn, and the

Nile rose. Tropic and civil years were used simultaneously.

Every Pharaoh at his accession had to swear solemnly to the

priests that he would keep back intercalations, and stick to

the 365-day year of his ancestors. Hence after eveiy Sothiac

period two new-year days coincided. Lepsius showed the

advantage of this system (Zeitsch. f. .Egypt. Spr. u. Alter.

1869, p. 78). Egypt's vague year was superior to the Greek

and other nations' concordances, simple proportion indicating
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the relative positions in the two years ; referred to Sothis, it

so certified the base of astronomical computations, that the

greatest Greek writers used this vague year when especially

exact. The intercalary days were introduced only under
Euergetes I. in the civil year, now revealed by the Decree of

Canopus, viz., "for the purpose that the seasons might
perform their duties in the actual arrangement of the uni-

verse : that the advance of Sothis should not make winter

fetes to be celebrated in summer [51], and summer fetes in

winter, as did formerly happen in the 360-day year, increased

by those (epagomenous 5) which custom had added." As
regards the mystical value of this Sothiac period, Porphyry
cites the tradition of the Creation beginning with it. Many
annals and dynasties began with it. Pre-historic ones, with
ruling gods and demigods over fortunate generations now
in oblivion. Even after Menes' authentic reign, this 1461
cycle was used ; recalling the original idea of a divine rule

in history when received at a distance. As each individual

had a natal star, whose position indicated, if it did not
control, his fate, so did Sothis, presiding at the birth of the

world, foretell by its cycle the epochs of great events in

national life, for blessing or curse, making the Egyptians fear

its advent [52 and 53]. Year 1322 B.C. (Amenophis or

Memphres being king) ended this cycle. We think with
Lieblein, that the mental anxiety and epidemics in Egypt
(v. Manetho) had decided for the Hebrew Exodus. Lepsius,

Bunsen, and Lieblein agree the Exodus was "in the year of
God," or close to it. Year 1461 was thus called, as formed
of the 4-day excesses. As the star-rising indicated the
inundation, it led to the idea that in case of merited punish-
ment Sothis in his last year would bring an overflow causing
curses and death, instead of prosperity to a chosen people.
Thus the abo^e Patriarchal Chronology measures the interval

between Creation and the great Deluge-record, preserved
by Hebrew and Babylonian legends [54].

VII.—Number 4947 of Great Luxar Cycle.

As to this second Patriarchal total, Bunsen says that Freret
in his Dissertation on Chinese Chronology showed the most
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ancient known formula of the Turanian nations, employed

by them to explain the different measures of solar and lunar

revolutions, was " 600 tropical years equal 618 lunar years

and 4 months (synodical), or 7420 synodical months" [55, 56].

Babylon therefore introduced this cycle, called NER
;

but

even this was not near enough for the more accurate Chal-

dean observers ; true value is nearer 618-553-, r 7421 synodic

months ; correct said formula from 4 months and 7420, to U
months and 7420^ as a cycle. Now a cycle is to transfer a

certain number of units to another exact number of units

of another kind, therefore they took as many XERS as

Patriarchs, say eight, and found 8 x 7420^ = 5 (.),364 months

= 12 x (4947 lunar years) [57]. Hence this 4947 is the

great lunar cycle in civil life, perhaps originating the Hebrew

Jubilee [58]. Add to each fiftieth lunar year one day inter-

calary, the error is hardly a day in 600 years.

VII.—Number 6408, or Age of the World.

This third number is the sum of 1461 (Sothiac) +4947

(lunar cycle), though it may have a special reason. The

archaic legends of the four ages of the world forming

together the Platonic year [59, 60, 61], or great world-year,

wherein the Sun passes, owing to precession, through the

entire Zodiac, As Niebuhr thought to find this world-year

in the historical cycles of Babylon, it may be used here.

Even present astronomy must be struck that 6408 x 4 =

25,(532 years, gives 50" annual precession [62]. Hence we

know why 1461, 4947, 6408 are preserved in the Patriarchal

table. Sufficient for general use. 1460-1 reminded one of

365-day years, when equinoxes and solstices fell on fete days

dependent thereon, and hence position of year in Sothiac

cycle [63]. The 4800-4947 facilitated new-moon calculations,

and per Sothiac cycle, the same in the vague year. When

observation gave a departure point to the world-year, it

gave the exact position of the Sun in the Zodiac for past and

future time.

The Sothiac genealogical column is really the only valu-

able Hebrew <»ne; the other two may be a play of numbers,

Oriental fashion, as their offspring the Cabala, which sup-
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poses secrets in the numerical values of the letters of the

Patriarchs' names [64].

IX.

—

The Number of Henoch ('Enoch), 365.

Is there a special reason for 65 + 300? As his name is

the " consecrated one," it may allude to the introducer of a

new astronomical period. It led the scribes (Babylon Capti-

vity—Birth of Christ) to an astronomical origin thereof. The
countless Enoch legends produced, 150 B.C., the apocalyptic

Book of Enoch, which makes him an angel-taught astronomer,

knowing all about celestial mechanics. Bunsen's idea (Bibel-

werk, v, 308) is a personified astronomy, and the ratios of

solar to lunar years were attributed to him. This we can

confirm by an old Egyptian chronological problem, coincident

with the Patriarch table. But first we must fix the date of

Enoch's existence. Since the introduction of Seth and Enos
in the table, which probably occurred about King Josiah's

time, the primitive table may be considered highly archaic,

when the real date of the Hebrew Exodus [(35] was still re-

membered, coinciding with and not-easily-forgotten Sothiac

period. The great change in the Hebrew chronology, temp.

Solomon, in the text and the LXX, arose from wishing the

Hebrews to participate in the Hyksos' (Shepherd-kings of

Palestine) rule over Egypt, placing the servitude and Exodus
of the one with the expulsion of the other. With 1322 B.C.

to start with, we get this chronology to time of Enoch.

Premising that the importance of numbers here is not

historical, but in the deduced idea what was then considered

of this linkage.

Mosaic Exodus to Jacob's Entry in

Egypt

To Abraham's entry to Canaan

Patriarchs to Shem

Shem, 100, Noah, 600

Lamech 182, Methuselah 187, Enoch 65

French MS. makes 2144, but this

Shem had originally 100 or 102 in Hebrew, Babylonian,

Egyptian registers, else only 2 years are excluded ; but 100,

430
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else Noah was thought too old at 600 to procreate, when
others were fathers from ait. 52 to G5 [67].

2144 + 1322 = 3466 (3465 Julian) B.C. [66] Enoch lived

B.C. 3465 to B.C. 3100, mean B.C. 3282-3. Bunsen tells us ol

this date's importance in Egyptian chronology (Egypt's

Place, iv, p. 412, ex German, Cotterel.) in these words:

—

" The learned generally believed [now certain from Decree

of Canopus] that before Augustus (really Euergetes I) Egyp-

tian calendars had no intercalary year or months ; their vague

year gradually penetrated deeper into tropic year. Eratos-

thenes [68], 200 years before Augustus, saying fete of Isis

occurred to him in the autumn equinox, more anciently at

vernal equinox—are explicable by the j-day tropical excess.

But as the 12 months of the 365-days year were attached to

definite seasons, we can infer the exact epoch of solar year

each month should indicate. Egyptians had 3 seasons of 4

months of 30 days, Tetramenios ; at end of 12th month the

5 supplementary days. These, commencing with month
Thot, are called seasons of sprouting, of harvest, of waters.

(Hieroglyph [69]. M. Brugsch has contested this ; but even

with De Rouge against Champollion, the question is not yet

settled.) Rise of Nile has always begun at Syene at summer
solstice. Herodotus, to present time, showrs it is highest 100

days after, say 21-22 June, or somewhat before October 1
;

after some time keeping up its level it decreases. Beginning of

October in Upper Egypt, and middle of October in the Delta,

grain is sown, and 120 to 125 days after inundation grain

sprouts—end of October. Hence sprouting season. November
to February ; harvest, March to * June ; waters, July to

October. Table of seasons, Totb, Toby, Pachon. As 1st Thot
fell on 25th October when first named, astronomers (Biot

and Champollion) found when it happened in this manner:

—

'Anciently 1505 solar years equalled 1506 of 365 days. Co-
incidence at 275 B.C., 1780 B.C., 3285 B.C. Monuments prove it

anterior to Ptolemies, uninterrupted to early dynasties before

1780 B.C. i.e., mathematically 3285 B.C.' " So far Bunsen.

Hence civil ami natural calendar coincided only once,

3285-82 B.C., when Sotliis's heliacal rising occurred in Hummer
solstice (1 Pachon). Lepsius prefers 3282 [70], an epoch for
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1 Pachon of So this. Hence from this date 3 65-days year was

introduced for civil use. Compare Enoch's 3282-3 above,

and his 365 years, showing- many common points between

Hebrews and Egyptians.

X.

—

Coincidence of Hebrew and Egyptian Starting-

points of Chronology.

Syncellus-Manetho has in a (lost) history [71], whereof we
have only the royal lists and some extracts, valued at 3555

years (3553 Julian) the duration of this empire from Menes

to end of XXXth Dynasty, the basis of Lepsius and Lie-

blein's chronology. Dynasty XXX ended 340 B.C., making

Menes' reign begin 3892-3 B.C.; beyond this is mythology,

reign of heroes and gods. With 1322 B.C., we found

Enoch's era begins 3466 B.C. ; add other genealogy to Adam
inclusive (162 + 65 + 70 + 130 = 427) we get 3892-3 B.C. (3891

Julian), where Patriarch table opens history of mankind;

another proof of the table. Author seriously looked at

duration of Egypt's rule ; of a people calling itself the most

ancient in the world.

XL

—

Some other Particulars of the Table.

Sothiac 1461 = 600 + 861. 600 = Babylonian Ner ; 861 =
4x215, which as 2x215= 430 (Egyptian Captivity) often

occurs. Every 861st year first day of lunar year retards by

a full month of 30 days in civil calendar. Even now differing

below 63^ minutes! '^p = Noah 600 +Adam 130. Between

Enoch and Noah are 369 years, so divided that Methuselah

(187) + Enoch (65) = 252 = Lamech (182) + (70) Canaan,

evidencing another secret idea of tracing-line to origin of

our species ; but we expect more from this key of antique

chronology, as witness of Faith in Directive Wisdom of the

world. Hence the Patriarch table is a worthy pendant to

Genesis table of nations.

XII.—The Septuagint and Egyptian Chronology.

Alexander's sword brought to Egypt Greek kings,

Greek civilization, affluence of Jews ; who rivalled the Greeks
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in successful commerce, became adepts in Greek litera-

ture, and would have rivalled the most illustrious Greek
literati had not other causes prevented it. The Jews found

in the Egyptian monuments and records only their own
defeats and humiliations ; but no trace of their success, no

elevation of Joseph, acts of Moses, Hebrew Exodus and its

miracles. Egyptian folk-books spoke of these Jews as a

leprous horde, conducted by a renegade priest, and supported

by Palestinic strangers, expelled from Egypt under Amenophis,
explaining Jewish repugnance to these annals. But these

annals spoke with less hatred of the Hebrews ; related Semitic

hordes whose Hyksos chiefs had anciently invaded and sub-

dued Egypt for many centuries [72, 73]. Like the Jacobite

son of Heber, as witness Hebron, in Palestine, built by them
when sending their avantgarde to Egypt; and [74] Avaris, the

great citadel they founded or repaired after invading the

Delta, and then- last Egyptian stronghold. As Egypt lore

made the Jews either the disdained lepers, or of the honoured

Hyksos tribe, they chose the latter. Vide Josephus against

Apion ; also the alliance in the second century B.C. ; supposed

source whence Egyptian history was first investigated by an

Alexandrian Jew. Therefore the LXX attached their own

[75] old Hebrew history to the Hyksos period, which alone

explains their variant numbers. Manetho lived in the time of

the LXX. He wrote a Greek history of Egypt, supposed by

royal order (Ptolemy Philadelphus, temp. LXX). AVe know no

more of this connection. Did the LXX see Manetho's finished

work ? Probably not, as they are silent on the 3555 years'

duration of the kingdom. At this time foreigners could

acquire Egyptian literature ; but as their king-lists were

controverted amongst themselves, made one most probable

which was at the disposal of the LXX, and their chrono-

logical results coincided independently with Manetho's list,

as preserved by Julius Africanus.

A.—Archaic History of Pharaoh's Kingdom.

Of Manetho's five books the first extends from Menes to

end of Xlth Dynasty. Before the human Menes, gods ruled

the country. The LXX, penetrated with the idea of Egypt's
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unaltered chronology, valued Creation to Deluge in accord-

ance with this archaic portion [76, 77], as Egypt was part

of Eden, and the Nile was the Gihon [78]. The antediluvian

men of renown, the tyrants who built the Pyramids, were as

detested by the Egyptian mind, from the fulness of extortion,

to heap these mountains of worked stones on their ashes [79]

(Gen. vi, 4). The LXX therefore made this verse, yiydvTes

ol air ai&vos ot aSpovot, ot ovojxaaTOi.

The close connection of Babylon's traditional deluge and

final period of Egypt's first ages proves that the beginning

of mediaeval Egypt (Manetho, book ii) finds the Pharaohs,

instructed by an awful experience, not desirable to be re-

newed [80], to begin the astounding regulation of their river

Nile, whose sources were supposed to be the " fountains of

the abyss " which opened at the great deluge. This archaic

history had no relations with other peoples ; the same for

mediaeval history. The Mediterranean nations, and Asiatic

ones to the Indus, excepting Babylon and Assyria, had no

regnal annals. But the exploration lands seem to have been

disclosed to Egypt in XVIIIth Dynasty through Toutmosis's

valour, and the LXX could not have sought comparative

chronology above this era. Since the Egyptians were not

unanimous about their dynasties being contemporaneous, the

LXX naturally adopted for the regnal duration of these

periods the idea (re-asserted by M. Mariette) that the

dynasties were uninterrupted and non-contemporaneous.

Comparative list :

—

Dynasty

IAN E
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Produced by adding 100 years each, Adam to Enoch inclu-

sive, and 6 to Lamech ; thus it was not a haphazard calcu-

lation, but a planned concordance for each individual

Patriarch. Hence the LXX's antiquity of world before

Deluge corresponded to the accredited regal list of Egypt

for the archaic part of Egypt's history.

B.—Egypt's Medieval History

Exodus.

Deluge to Hebrew

A period of great upsetting. Begins splendidly, except

fall of Xllth Dynasty. Then the Semites conquer, till Amosis

(founder XVIIIth Dynasty) and his successors expelled them,

and raised Egypt to great power. Supposing Shem inserted

(100 or 102 years), with age attributed to next member, ve
obtain :

—

Egyptian Numbers.

Dynasty XII.

„ XIII.

„ XIV.
XV.

„ XVI.

„ XVII.

„ XVIII unto

Toutmosis Ame-
uophis 13, Ka-
bres 13.

160 years

453

184

284

511

151

34

1777

Septuagint.

Shem 102

Arphaxad 135

Kanan 130

Selah 130

Heber 134

Peleg 130

Eeu 132

Serug 130

Nahor 179

Terah 70

Departure of Abraham ) _.

from Haran )

Jacob enters Egypt 215

Mosaic Exodus 215

1777

The LXX place Hebrew Exodus at beginning of Tout-

mosis. Cf. Manetho on Shepherd-kings (Josephus), apparently

mostly true [81] : last battle of these kings and evacuation of

Egypt under common reign of Toutmosis and his Queen
(Avaris conquered by Amosis) ; hence LXX's Exodus
occurred with fall of Iiyksos. Interval from Deluge to

Abraham's Gall is 465 years (Heb.), 1347 (LXX). Arphaxad
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to Serug are increased at 100 years ; a second Kenan,

unknown to Hebrew, introduced 130 years ; Nachor's age

increased 150 years. Abraham's Call to Exodus (Hebrew,

215 + 430 = 645 ; LXX, 215 f 215 = 430 years). This was

clone that all the glories of the Hebrews (Joseph's rise, &c.)

should occur whilst their kindred, Hyksos, governed Egypt,

to render these more plausible. By this " cooking " (Fr.

scinder) the Bible was made more concordant [82] ; few gene-

rations were born in Egypt ; and Joseph's death was placed

(v. Lieblein, X\rIIth Dynasty) [83] a little before the Hyksos

were restricted to the Delta, when the indigenous stronger

hostile XVIIIth Dynasty came to power. The vocation of

the liberator Moses occurred when XVIIIth Dynasty was at

its summit—exact agreement. As Manetho's limiting king

Amenenemes is a sole dynasty, we have excluded him from

this calculation.

C.—Interval to Fall of Egyptian Independence.

Toutmosis began to reign (Lieblein, Monumts.) 1456 B.C.

Exclude XXIInd and XXVth Dynasties, and keep to Mane-

tho's numbers ; these two dynasties are daily proved to be

contemporaneous with others. Surprising agreement of

Egypt from Menes, and LXX from Adam, valid to the end

—

great proof of Lieblein's chronology to beginning of XVIIIth

Dynasty. During this epoch the LXX had contempora-

neous history. Egypt's annals did not forget the Pharaoh's

name who sacked Jerusalem under Rehoboam or Necho's

expedition.

This period is better fixed, the LXX could be well aware, if

Dynasties XXII and XXV were to be discarded.

Egyptian Numbers.

Toutmosis
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Egyptian Numbers.

Brought forward 1 76

Chebres
Acheres
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French Translator's Notes as Numbered in Text.

r 1]. Biography of Berosus, ex Liibker's Real. Lexikn., fl.,

Ptol. II.

[ 2]. Exod. xiii, 14.

[ 3]. Gen. xi, 2.

[ 4]. Gen. xi, 31. pll written Caran in. French.

f 5]. Gen. xii, 10.

[ 6]. People Table is Gen. x, and ch. v is Old Patriarch Table.

[ 7], Etym. Sothiac Cycle, Diet. Littre.

[ 8]. Gen. ii, 8.

[ 9]. Dan i, 17 ; not 7, French.

[10]. Liibker, Biog. Philo.

[11]. Liibker on Josephns.

[12]. Liibker, Ptol. Philad.

[13]. Imperious necessity for LXX, as Hellenising Jews for-

got Hebrew.

[14]. Table, Osterwald's Bible, 1866; of Patriarchs, Heb.

;

LXX and Vulgate, and Osterwald ; but " Noe " makes

S. M. D. think this is a French list.

[15]. Var. in Greek Cod. Division A in favour of 2262.

[16].- Solar year explained elementarily (Littre, Diet.).

[17]. Synodic ditto.

[18]. Nicolas Freret, Wiegand's Convers. Lexik.

[19]. Semitic (Littre, Diet.).

[20]. Bunsen obscure. Samaritan makes death-year of La-

mech = year of Deluge ; LXX, obit 35 years before.

Prefer Zunz's Masoretic Bible. Hebrew, Samaritan,

and Zunz agree Methuselah dies in Deluge-year.

[21]. World-year of 600 years (Littre, Diet.).

\^'2~\. Lunar year (ditto).

[23]. "Seven days of Creation," a style of expression. Better

drop auxiliary phrases if leading to false ideas.

[24]. 299, Bunsen. 4328 + 550, printer's or author's error.

Re-place (Methusela) Hebrew 969 by Samaritan 720,

therefore 4878 - (969 - 720 = 249) = 4629. 4629 -

4328 = 301, not 299.

Vol. V. 6
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[25]. Another error, 4878 = 7 epochs; really 1\ to 8, not

six, vide 24.

[26]. Gen. iv, 17.

[27]. Gen. iv, 10.

\_2S~]. " Type of man reposing in God," not exact translation

of German.

[29]. Bunsen's complete result stated, "Man's type eternally

reposing in God."—Not in Heb. text.—S. M. D.

[30]. Ezra, a.m. 3530 = B.C. 458 (3988 era.—S. M. D.).

[31]. Nehemiah, 35G4 A.M. + 424 B.C. = 3988.—S. M. D.

[32]. Buns. Vollst, Bibel. v. 3d. Ausfiih. p. 308-9, as in eh. v

of this Mem.

[33]. Ref. Gen. xxxi, 19, Teraphim; Laban, brother of Isaac

(qy. Rebecca!—S. M. D.)

[34]. Exod. xxxii, 3, 4, 5 ; Zunz's translation.

[35]. Judges viii, 24, 27; not 29, French.

[36]. 1 Sam. xix, 13, 14. Teraphim were domestic divinities

of the Hebrews.

[37]. Rydberg, Swedish, " Jehovah Worship by the Hebrews

before Babylonian Captivity," says " Jeroboam at

beginning of reign erected two calf-temples ; had

this been a novelty there would have been a conserva-

tive opposition ; .thus Ave understand why the reforming

prophets of Judah declaimed against it."

[381. 1 Kings xi, 5, 6, 7.

[39]. Amos v, 26.

[40]. Acts vii, 43.

[41]. Euhemeros (Lubber, Real Lexik.) Biography.

[42]. Bunsen (Voll. Bibelw., v. 306), striking analogy of Enosh

and Adam ; Enosh ancient form of Isch tt^M (con-

tracted singular), plural O^tt^N, common for man, as

Adam. Adam originally from the brown colour of

primitive man, red earth (0*TN !""!ft"TN) : Enosh, from

force =as (Egypt) = is (Greek) = vis (Latin) = vir,

1 man,' Apes Greek.

[43]. Jehovistic list for clearness : Seth is added to ch. iv

Gen., perhaps posteriorly.

[44]. Explains heliacal rising.

[45]. Syene, cataracts or rapids, stream contracted to 30
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metres. Last of the four rapids (El Kebir) by isles

Philoe, Beghe.

[46]. Biot's recherches sur l'annee vague des Egypt, p. 57

;

quoted by Bunsen in yEgyptens Stelle, p. 50. Astro-

nomical proof of 3285 B.C. ; but French puts this date

in red ink.

[48]. Etymology of Epagomenai.

[49]. Tropical year 365| ; vague 365 days.

[50]. Bunsen as author, quoted, /Egypt, pp. 59, Valery, Por-

phyry, Aratus sell.

[51]. Liibker's Ptolemy Euergetes I.

[52]. Bunsen (iEgypt. Stelle) on true name of Menophtah
Liebl. Egypt, Chron. Christiania, 1873, p. 136.

[53]. Manetho (Liibker).

[54]. Author's aim is 1461, not the individual ages.

[55]. Turanian (Littre, Diet. Touranien, Nord aitaique).

[p
io\. Chaldean 60 soss, 600 ner; 3600 sar (Ideler p. 78

;

Buns. Voll. Bibel. v. 320).

[57]. French improves reasoning. 618f years = 600 years,

hence 8 is factor. 618| x 8 = 4947.

[58]. Explains Jubilee, TOT not 711'' (Littre, Diet.).

[59]. Golden age, &c.

[60]. Platonic age, 25, 600 (Littre, Diet.).

[61]. Equinox, &c, explained (Littre, Diet.).

[}r2]. Important note of M. Boitard on precession's effect in

25,868 years on Paris. Now 48° 26' lat., in 6467 years

37°13'N., in 12,934 years 25° 46' N., then go northward;

3 diagrams, small, ^Z^T/J (T V\) (dZs$
—Nutation used for precession.— S. M. D. Geological

results of polar ice, in blue and red fringes, like solar

corona. Three large diagrams. Regularity of geolo-

gical deposits ; 12 catastrophes.

[63]. Explains Neomenia.

[64]. Cabala, ~>lp.—Europe, hands down ; Orient, receives.—
S. M. D.

[65]. Exodus explained : only immigration for emigration.

[66]. Littre's Julian Calendar.
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[6Tj. Discussion on Shem's age, 187 (not 152, author).

—

Jewish Tradition, Gen. vii, 7 : Why did Noah's wife

enter ark after her sons ? Proof that sexes were

separated, human and brute, to avoid increase of the

crew and diminution of provisions during Deluge
;

for that reason Shem's wife probably did not conceive

Arphaxad till after they were settled on post-diluvian

earth.— S. M. d'.

[ti&~\. Eratosthenes, Biogr. Did he not measure geodetically

the earth ?

[69

[70

[<1

[72

[73

[?4

[75

[76

[77

[78

[79

[80

[81

[82

[83

[84

[85

[86

. Bunsen's Hieroglyph Season Signs, frontispiece copied.

. Cf. 47 ; Lepsius, 3282 B.C.

. Syncellus, Biogr. Wiegand Conv. Lex., Greek quot.

and translation, p. 98 ; Lieblein, p. 3 ; 3535 years.

. Gen. x, 21, 24.—Why WlPl D2| and not ^DJ ?—
S.M.D.

. Numb, xiii, 23.

. Discussion on Hebron of Palestine. Hieroglyphs of

Han(b)ar, Lieb. p. 98.—Cf. Boston, England and U.S.A.

S. M. D.

. Apion (Liibke).

. Gen. ii, 13 ; Bunsen, v. 46, says it was Araxes. i£H3

kos, not U^l3 hush.

. Gen. vi, 4. Greek and Hebrew, with translation.

. Gen. vi, 13.

. Gen. v, 15.

. Gen. viii, 2.

. Josephus ; Manetho
;
(Bunsen, .'Egypt, iv, 13).

. Exod. vi, 16. Levi 3, Generat. Kehath, Amram, Moses.

. Liebl. Chron. List of Dynasties reproduced. In full

5332 years. Contemp. IX, X, XI, XIII, XVI, XXII,

XXV Amenenmes, 1777 = 5332 - 3555, Syncellus.

. 2 Kings xiv, 25, 2G.

. 2 Kings xxiii, 29-33.

. 1 Kings vi, 1.
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Additional Notes by S. M. Drach to Mr. Rydberg's

Paper.

I refer the reader to Mr. Proctor's (F.R.A.S.) book on

Saturn, at the beginning of which work are some simple

geometric diagrams, proving that from the observed number
of days between oppositions, retrogradations, &c, of planet,

the archaic ancients could have derived the Copernican

revolution-periods thereof.

As a pendant to Mr. Rydberg's paper, I computed from

Herschel (1835) and Maedler's (1841) Astronomy, the number
of planetary synodic periods in a SOTHls-period of 1460

Julian years, and a NER-period of 600 Julian years, giving

these interesting results :

—

Aut.
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and 40 centuries before 1800 CM. If this difference (13^
s

) be

applied to Rydberg's 389 B.C. (57 centuries before the

present), the difference rises to
(f-^-)

2 x 13^, or 56 s (L.) and

(!|.)
a x 13^ or 27 s

-5, to be added to the present 29 days

12 hours 44 minutes 2*7 second, or an error between -j-nroo-

and 8<^ o0 . Six times the great inequality of Jupiter-

Saturn of 930 years (5580), brings 3892 B.C., to 1(388 cm.

and 3780 B.C. to 1800 CM.
Note that 3892 exceeds the Rabbinical 3761 A.M. by

131 (Adam's number). fSubraultiples of 215 are f = 129

;

T\=m; |= 161|; f=184f ; 930 = 186 x 5 ; 910=182 + 5 ;

365 + 600 ; all Patriarchal numbers.

The average of our lunar year (354 days 8 hours 48

minutes 32 seconds) and tropic year (365 days 5 hours 48

minutes 47 seconds) being 359 days 19 hours 18 minutes

40 seconds, is very close to 360 days, the original archaic

year. That Enoch means consecration (human) is proved by

this word IflSH being used by the present Jews when

entering a new or renovated house or synagogue. Kadsh

(t!Mp) being reserved for things offered to God, except in

the marriage formula hallowing the bride (l&ipo) to her

bridegroom.

For the meaning of Adam, Ludolf 's Ethiop. Grammar,

thinks it is the Ethiopic Adama (grace, beauty) ;
curiously

similar to the Greek Cosmos, and Latin Mundus. Count de

Gebelin's Monde Primitif makes Adam the husband-^nan of

the cultivated earth, reproducing its vegetation thereby ;
and

coupling Ish and Isha (perhaps Enosh and Enosha HU^N ?)•

Iarchi and Aben Ezra suppose that the giants. Vphilin

laufallend) -'giants," struck ordinary men by their stature;

and that the sons of Elohim were really the sons of the

Judges ; an old edition of the Appius-Yirginia case.

From the Deluge to the death of Jacob are 599 years ;

Terah's extra 40 years (70 less 30) brings Abraham's birth

to 292 years, or f of 365 after the Deluge.

The superpointed eleven letters, Deut. xxix, 29, are

numerically 2310 (1451 B.C.!) and those of Gen. xxxiii. 4,

inpiITI 427 (Egyptian captivity). Is Rempham, Acts vii, 43,

Ra-mpha ^V2"}n ?
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Six hundred tropical years, if equal to 7420 months, gives

lunation 29 days 12 hours 49 minutes 33 seconds, only pos-

sible if antediluvian earth rotated faster on her axis ; Avith

our 44 minutes 3 seconds there remain 28 days 8 hours

9 minutes.

Why did the Bible-texters not give the important totals ?

and were the primitive after-life ages; already increased by

an even number of centuries, to obtain the 4947 ?

Rev. Mr. Garbett (Phil. Soc. Glasgow, 1873, On "Metral

Reform ") observed that 60 is by far the best factor for

reducing of denominations. 1

1 Biot's, 1505 = 7 y 5 x 43.
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•

NOTES ON CYPRIOTE PALEOGRAPHY.

By D. Pierides (Larnaca, Cyprus).

Read 4th January, and 4th July, 1876.

I.

The Cypriote Inscription on the Gold Armlets found at

Kuriox.

This inscription is engraved inside the rim of the armlets
;

and, like, all the Cypriote inscriptions from Paphos hitherto

published, 1 it is read from left to right. It consists of thirteen

letters divided by a point into two groups, of which the

first is the name of a king of Paphos, who seemingly offered

the armlets to a shrine, designation unknown, in Kurion.

The writing to some extent resembles that of the Paphos

inscriptions above alluded to ; but the final s (f^), which

should look to the left whenever the wilting reads from left

to right, is turned to the right on one of the two armlets
;

and it appears, moreover, that on the very same piece the

engraver made some mistake in two other characters close to

the end ; but these he afterwards corrected.

We now proceed to decipher our short text, premising

with the observation that the only part of it which presented

some difficulty was the first group.

Plate C—1.

e- te - va-do-ro
|

to-pa-po-ba- si - le- vo - s.

'EredvSpov rod IId(f>ou BaaiXecos.

Eteandri, Regis Paphi.

De Vogue. Melange? d'Aroheol, Orientale, pi. iii, 2; pi. iv
; 5,6,7.
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The omission of the v, and the genitive in a>, are pecu-

liarities of the Cypriote dialect which have already been

pointed out by German and other philologists. Prof. Moriz

Schmidt, of Jena, in his learned treatise on the Cypriote

Inscriptions, 1 page 60, gives the word IId<p(o, from previous

texts, exactly as we see it on the armlets.

I have not been able to find the name 'EreavSpos in any

of my books of reference, and I cannot say whether it is

given in Pape's Dictionary of Greek Proper Names, for no

one here has a copy of it : other names of which e'reo? is the

first component part are not wanting ; for we have Etearch,

Eteocles, Eteonicus, &c.

In the actual stage of Cyprian palaeography, it would be

hazardous to fix a date to the inscription from the form of

the letters, &c, but there is reason to believe that the texts

which read from left to right are among the earliest; from

this, and the character of some of the objects found along

with the armlets, I am inclined to think that our inscription

belongs to the 5th century before the Christian era.

P.S.—Jan., 187(3. In sending me the proof of the fore-

going short article for correction, the President of the

Society of Biblical Archaeology writes :

—

"You should bear in mind that there was a king of

Cyprus in the days of Assurbanipal, B.C. 620, who bore the

name of Ituander or Ithyandros; and that he was king of

Pappu or Paphos. Might he be the monarch whose bracelets

have been found ? He is mentioned by Mr. Smith in his

article in the North British Magazine, 1870, page 329, as

one of the kings of Cyprus who rendered homage to Assur-

banipal during the march upon Egypt."

I record, with thanks, the suggestion of my esteemed
correspondent ; and I think there can be no question as to

its aptness and validity : the identity is complete.—D. P.

1 Die Inschrift yon Idalion, unci das Kyprische Syllabar. Jena, 1874.
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II.

Few and short are the new inscriptions which follow
;

but as the subject continues to attract attention, I may be

excused for offering another meagre instalment.

For the facility of reference, I shall follow a progressive

number, taking into account the two inscriptions which

formed the matter of my previous notices.

No. 3.

From Paphos: a slab, breadth, 11 J inches; height, 1\

inches ; thickness, 2 inches ; surface much worn. This and

the other inscriptions contained in the present paper read

from right to left, including the impression of the seal. The

originals of Nos. 3 to 5 are in my possession.

Plate A— 1.

t if r m * x m t &
mi- e -se -ra-pa-ku- si-na-o

^OvaaiKVirpas rjiii.

The second line is illegible ; only one character can be

identified, that under the fourth (from the right) of the first

line—it is d£ pa.

No. 4.

From Poli-tis-Ghrysochou (ancient Arsinoe, according to

Engel and others). Stela of the common calcareous stone

of the island: breadth, 8| inches; thickness, 6 inches;

actual measurement from top to bottom, 9 inches, has been

sawed for easier removal, and only the inscribed part brought

to Larnaca.

Plate C—2.

CDSCDTXPfl + X + Y
mo-ro-mo-ti - a - se-ra-pa-ku-lo-pi

<&i\oKVTrpa$ a TLfiopco/xco.

T>KTX
mi- e -na-ku

<yvvd n/J,i.
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Philokypros and Onasikypros both occur in the Bronze

Tablet of Idalion ; in the above inscriptions we see their

feminine forms ; but the question arises whether we have

before us the genitive ^OvaatKvirpa^, ^cXoKVTrpas, or the

nominative 'OvaaucvTrpas, QiKonvrrpas. I think that <f>i\o

COvacn)Kinrpa, is more in conformity with the rules for the

formation of the gender than $i\o(^OvaaC)KVTrpas; but then

if my reading of inscription No. 4 be correct, the name and

the position of the woman therein mentioned are in two

different cases, still, as inscriptions are not always free from

errors, I should be inclined to pass over this syntactical diffi-

culty, and to consider the names as being in the genitive,

especially as another similar inscription (No. (3) has the man's

name in the same case ; and in further support of this opinion,

I might add the remark, tliat the nominative preceded or

followed by eifil is sometimes used in connection with a

statue, whilst these stones are evidently sepulchral ; but I

prefer leaving the question open for final settlement by

more competent authority, or by the discovery of other

inscriptions.

Tipiopwpios. The last character of the first line is almost

entirely erased ; but after a very careful examination of the

stroke that is left, I have come to the conclusion that the

syllabic sign to which the said stroke belonged could not

have been any other than mo. PaJp,o? was the name of a

Lycianhero, 1 and we have Snomos, king of Salamis (Cypri). 2

No. 5.

From the same place as the last : shapeless fragment of

loose sandstone, breadth, 13 inches ; height, 1\ inches

—

sunken border at the top ; three sides nearly perfect, but the

left broken ; letters large but ill-formed.

The pitiful condition of this fragment will not allow of

my doing much beyond registering its existence, and sending

1 Pape-Beuseler, Wort, der Gi'iech. Eigcunainen, p. 1320.

- En gel ; Kypros I, p. 265.
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a paper cast ; the reading appears to be from right to left,

and here is an imperfect denotation of the characters :

—

5th. ti.

6th. unknown.

1st. ti or ka, bnt more likely ti.

2nd. mo
y somewhat doubtful.

3rd. ne J

4th. a

No. 6.

7th. upsilon.

From a paper cast in my portfolio. I have no recollection

of the stone, and ignore what has become of it. Judging

from the construction of the " titulus," I would say that it

came from the western part of the island. The thirteen

characters occupy a line of 10i inches.

mi- e -ne-mo-ti - o-te -to
|
ne-ro-do-o-te

&eo8copa>v ra> Georificov rj/j,i.

" I mark the grave of Theocloros son of Theotimos."

The above names and that on the folloAving seal appear

for the first time in Cypriote texts, if I am not mistaken.

No. 7.

Gold seal : the stone bound in the same metal, and

turning on pivots ; representation : a mare suckling her

foal, and over this the legend :

—

Plate C—4.

V $. J) £ * X
o - ra- ko - ra-pa - ku

KvTrpayopao.

Found, I believe, in the environs of Golgos, about three

years ago, and sold to M. H. Hoffmann, of Paris.
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III.

SOON after the departure of the fortnightly mail which

carried my last paper, General di Cesnola had the kindness

to place in my hands several small fragments of stone, and

two of pottery, inscribed with Cypriote characters, and

lately discovered by his workmen near Kythrea, one of the

most important villages in the island.

One inscription, composed of three pieces, neatly ce-

mented together by the General, is complete : it consists of

38 characters, in three lines ; while the other fragments have

from 2 to 20. They all read from right to left, and in general

they do not appear to belong to many different periods : on

some the action of fire is visible ; and from their tenor we
infer that a temple, dedicated to the Paphian Aphrodite, must
have stood on the place where they were found. A Greek
inscription, in elegant letters of the Macedonian era, was also

disinterred from the same ruins.

Some modern writers on Cyprus think that Kythrea

occupies the site, or nearly so, of the ancient town Xvrpoc
;

others that of KvOrjprj or KuOepeca, mentioned by the Scho-

liast of Hesiod, by Constant. Porphyr., &c.—but the existence

of this KvO-qprj or Kvdepeia is not generally admitted ; and
the Cythera of Virgil and of Val. Flaccus is supposed to

mean the island of Cythera (Cerigo). Regarding these

controversies I must refer the inquirer to Engel 1 and to

Sakellarios

;

2 adding, however, that the inscriptions which
follow may assist in bringing these points to a decision. It

is true that no place is spoken of in our texts, but their

evident connection with a temple, and the closer similarity

of the modern name, to Cythera, than to Chytri, ought to

have their due weight in the discussion ; besides, it seems

strange that Virgil should in the same verse speak of three

celebrated shrines of Venus in Cyprus, and intend the fourth

for that in the island near Cape Malea.

" Est Araatkus, et celsa mihi Paphus, atque Cythera,

Idaliaeque domus."

—

^Enid.

1 Kypros, vol. i, 147, 154.

a Ta KvTrpLaKa. vol. i, 191, Athens, 1855.
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No. 8.

Stone tablet, six and a half inches by three inches in

front; originally held by, or attached to, a statue; even at

the top, and projecting inward at the bottom ; recedes to the
left at an angle slightly obtuse. Some of the other fragments
of stone appear to have been parts of similar tablets.

Plate A—2.

>KXFPXy*PhT>KrjTFSJ)
e- i -to-se- a -pi-pa-se-ta-mi- e -mo- ti- to -ro-po

X h i^^iTPTP^i
i -ta-ke-te-te -ka-mi-se-ka-se- vo- re

XI-TS^XXXiiV*
i - ta - ti - ro- po-a-i -a-...- pi-pa

IIp(i)TOTlfl(D 7)1X1 tcls UcKpias t£> le-

piFos nas fit KarWrjKe rat

UcMpicu 'AcppoSirai.

The sixth character (from the right) in the second line

I take to be mi, of a form slightly different from those we
know ; and /u seemingly stands for the enclictic fie : com-

pare the Sigean inscription— icai fi iiroirjaev AIgoht 09 koI

a8e\(poi ; and that of Nicocreon

—

araaav 8' 'dpyeloipie : also

the second line of the following inscription, No. 9.

In the third line (of No. 8), between the second and third

letters, there is a damaged space, where probably a wrong
character had been engraved, and afterwards erased.

Kare6r]Ke: this word occurs in the inscription on Mr.

Lang's Simpulum (Br. Museum). Dr. M. Schmidt read it

Karidei; Deecke-Siegismund, and Ahrens, KaTeOij; but on a

copy of Deecke and Siegismmurs Treatise on the Cypriote

Inscriptions, the valued gift of the lamented Siegismund, I

find the due correction in his own hand ; and the Kythrea

Inscriptions, be it noted, were brought to light nearly two

months after his untimely fate.

The name IIpwroTcpos appears now for the first time in

Cypriote; nor is it to be found in Pape-Benseler.
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No. 9.

Three inches by two inches.

Plate A—3.

pa - se-(ta- o-te) - se -ta

F T
'
T fl> T X

te -ka-mi-ra-ta - u - a

se - mi - te - si - na - o

Ta? dew ras IIa((f)ias ^/tit).

avrdpfju KaTe(8rjK€).

""OvaaiQeiii^ (6 . . . .).

'Ovaa-idefiis : the name is new.

No. 10.

Three and a half inches by two and a half inches ; broken

diagonally.

Plate A—4.

1. se- ta-o - te - se -ta
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No. 11.

Under this number are arranged the remaining (and

shorter) fragments of inscriptions on stone.

Plate A— 5.

^/n + xr
a. ta-se -pa-pi- a - se

Tcis Hafyias.

b. ? pa-pi-a-se, Ua^La?.

c. pa-o- (the second character probably by mistake for1

"pi") a-se. ditto.

d. se-pa-pi-a-se-e-mi (very faint, especially the two last

characters), Tas Ilafyias rjfiL

e. Part of pa-pi-a, IJacf)ta(s).

f. a-pi- (of no consequence).

Most of these six fragments were originally of one line.

No. 12.

Two fragments of pottery : letters engraved.

a. se-pa-pi-a. (Ta)<? Z7a<£<a(s).

b. ta-se-pa-pi, Tas Ua${'(a?).

Both originally of one line; on 12 b there is a space of

three inches before the first character, from which it appears

that the vessels were only inscribed with the two words

Tas IIaj>ia<;, simply showing that they belonged to the

temple.

Lakxaca, Cyprus,

16th May, 1876.

Note.—Plate B is the facsimile of the Digraphic Inscription published in

the Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, Vol. IV, p. 43. The

Cypriote type has been added. There being no time for revision ai Cyprus bj

.M. Pierides ; he is not responsible for any error that may have been made.—S. B.
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ISHTAR AND IZDUBAR.

BEIXG

THE SIXTH TABLET OF THE IZDUBAR SERIES.

Translated from the Cuneiform

By IT. F. Talbot, F.R.S.

Read \th April, ls76.

The original text of this remarkable tablet is lithographed

in plate 48 of Vol. IV of Inscriptions of Western Asia, pub-

lished by the British Museum.

The fifth Izdnbar tablet appears to be mostly lost, but

the end of its story occupies the first few lines of the sixth

tablet, and therefore it is necessary briefly to advert to it.

One of the adventures of Odysseus related by Homer is

his return to Ithaca disguised as a beggar. Izdubar, whose

wanderings recall those of Odysseus, may have adopted

some similar disguise, which he here throws off and resumes

his royal rank. I have translated the first five lines according

to their apparent meaning, but there is too little of the story

left, to form any opinion what it was. The rest of the

tablet is entirely disconnected from it. The words printed

in italics are restorations, where the original text is effaced.

Column I.

1 he had thrown off his tattered garments

:

2. His pack of goods he had laid down from his back :

3. [he had flung off] his rags of poverty : and clothed him-

self in a dress of honour :

4. [with a royal robe] he covered himself:

5. and he bound a diadem on his brow.

Voi. V. 7
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6. Then Ishtar the queen lifted up her eyes to the throne

of Izdubar

:

7. Kiss me, Izdubar ! she said : for I will marry thee

!

8. Let us live together. I and Thou, in one place

9. thou shalt be my husband, and I will be thy wife.

10. Thou shalt ride in a Chariot of lapis lazuli and gold

11. whose wheels are golden and its pole resplendent.

12. Shining bracelets thou shalt wear every day.

13. By our house the Cedar trees in green vigour shall grow :

14. and when thou shalt enter it

15. [suppliant] crowds shall kiss thy feet!

16. Kings, lords, and princes shall bow down before thee!

17. The tribute of hills and plains they shall bring to thee

as offerings

:

18. Thy flocks and thy herds shall all bear twins

:

19. Thy race of mules shall be magnificent

:

20. Thy [triumphs] in the chariot race shall be proclaimed

without ceasing,

21. and among the chiefs thou shalt never have an equal

!

22. [Then Tzdubar] opened his mouth and spoke,

23. [and said] to Ishtar the Queen

24. [Lady I full well] I know thee by experience !

25. Sad and funereal [is thy dwelling place
:]

26. Sickness and Famine [surround thy path :]

27. [False and] treacherous is thy crown of divinity!

28. [Poor and worthless] is thy crown of royalty !

29 poison :

30 [many tilings] I will omit,

31. [many deeds of cruelty] and slaughter:

32. [ Yes ! I have send if] I know thee by experience

!

And so on, through twelve more lines, which are greatly

broken, to the end of Column I. I have restored in italics

some of the fractured parts, but of course I cannot guarantee

that it is done correctly.

The meaning of all this, (as appears quite plainly from the

Second Column) is that Ishtar was, like Hecate in the Greek

mythology, the queen of witchcrat the cruel, the merciless.
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In Column II Izdubar goes on with his reproaches. " All

that ever you have loved, you have next hated aud destroyed :

poisoned and bewitched ! And Avere I to marry you, you

would treat me just as you have treated them !

"

COLUMN1 II.

1. Wairings thou didst make
2. for Tarzi thy husband

3. (and yet) year after year with thy cups thou didst poison

him

!

4. Thou hadst a favourite and beautiful Eagle

5. thou didst strike him (with thy wand), and didst break

his wings

:

6. Then he stood fast in the forest, [onlyj fluttering his

wings.

7. Thou hadst a favourite Lion, mil of vigour :

8. thou didst pull out his teeth, seven at a time

!

9. Thou hadst a favourite Horse, renowned in war

:

10. He drank a draught, and with fever thou didst poison himT

11. Twice seven hours without ceasing

12. with burning fever and thirst thou didst poison him !

13. His mother the goddess Silili with thy cups thou didst

poison.

14. Thou didst love the King of the Land
15. whom continually thou didst render ill with thy drugs

16. though every day he offered libations and sacrifices.

17. Thou didst strike him (with thy wand), and didst change

him into a Leopard !

18. The people of his own City drove him out from it,

19. and his own dogs bit him to pieces !

20. Thou didst love a workman l—a rude man of no in-

struction,

21. who constantly received his daily wages from thee

22. and every day made bright thy vessels.

23. In thy pot a savoury mess thou didst boil for him

1 This incident is evidently introduced, in contrast with the last one, the

royal lover, with the meaning that, " Thy love has been fatal to all alike : whether

high or low : rich or poor."
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24. (saying) "Come, my servant, and eat with us on the

Feast-Day

25. and give thy judgment on the goodness of our pot-

herbs"!

26. The workman replied to thee

27. Why dost thou desire to destroy me?
28. Mother! thou art not cooking!—I will not eat

!

29. For, I should eat food bad and accursed

30. and the thousand unclean things thou hast poisoned it

with!

31. Thou didst hear that answer [and wert enraged]

32. Thou didst strike him (with thy wand), and didst change

him into a pillar
;

33. and didst place him in the midst of the desert!

34. I have not yet said a crowd of things, many more I

have not added

!

35. Lady! thou wouldst love ME—as thou hast done the

others

'

36. Ishtar this [speech listened to]

37. and Ishtar was enraged and [flew up] to Heaven

38. Ishtar came into the presence of Anu [her father]

39. and into the presence of Annatu her mother she came.

40. my Father, Izdubar has cast [insults upon me]—
Here ends Column II, and Column III being almost

entirely destroyed, and Column IV nearly so, this part of the

story of Ishtar remains isolated from the rest. Column V,

which is well preserved, had therefore better be treated at

another time, and as an independent subject-

There is a pari of this curious tablet which deserves

particular attention. I mean the lines 14 to 19 of Column II

which relate the sad fate of a King whom Ishtar changed

into a Leopard. li and his own dogs bit him to />ieces."

We see here beyond a doubt the ancient original of the

Greek fable of ActaBon and his dogs. Thai hero had offended

Diana, who revenged herself by changing him into a stag

when his dogs, no longer knowing their master, fell upon

him and tore him to pieces. The great celebrity of this fable
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may be judged of from the circumstance that Ovid in his

Metamorphoses (III, 206) has preserved the names individually

of all the dogs, though there were no fewer than thirty-Jive

of them.

The classical authors of Greece and Rome attribute the

fate of the king to the vengeance of Diana, but our tablet

ascribes it to the cruelty of Ishtar. This leads to the

inquiry whether Ishtar was the Eastern name of Diana ? or

had similar attributes ?

Now, the character of Ishtar was very multiform. She

was Venus, the goddess of love. She closely resembles

Diana of the Ephesians, the Apre^t? iro\vfji,a<TTo$ who
typified Universal Nature, and was the great and universal

mother.

But on the other hand, Ishtar was the goddess of war,

Evvco of the Greeks, Bellona ' of the Latins, for Assurbanipal

addresses her in his prayer for succour :
" goddess of Avar •

lady of battles !

"

2 and when Esarhaddon was attacked by

his enemies at a critical moment of his life, when his suc-

cession to the crown of his father was in danger, he says

:

" Ishtar, queen of war and battle stood by my side. She

broke their bows. Their line of battle in her rage she

destroyed." 3

But in the tablet which we are now considering. Ishtar

appears in a totally different character, as the Hecate of the

Greeks, the queen of witchcraft—resembling Hecate in her

funereal abode 4
, and in the potency of her magic drugs,

equal to those of Circe and Medea. 5 Indeed there is the

1 At first sight this seems alien from the attributes of Yenus, but the Greeks

of Cythera worshipped an " armed Venus," (see Pausanias hi, 23). From this

island she took her name of ~Cytherea.

2 Transactions of this Society, vol. i, p. 347.

3 Records of the Past, vol. iii, p. 104.

4 Ta )(6ovia & 'Ekotci rav kcu crKvXciKes Tpoptovn

TL.pxofj.evav veKvcov ava r rjpia kcu p.e\av a'ipci.

5 Xaip 'Eicara SacnrkrjTi, kcu es tcXos ap.piv 07ra§Vi

(pappciKa ravQ kphoiaa %epeiova urjre ti KipKtjs

p.r)T€ tl M^Seif/j prjre ^avdtjs Tlepiprfbr/s.

Theocritus, Idyll. 2.
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strongest resemblance between the Ishtar of this tablet, and

those most renowned enchantresses. The kettle, or caul-

Iron, or pot, rilled with magic herbs reminds vis of Medea,

who on one occasion spent no less than nine days and nights

in collecting herbs for her cauldron, visiting many lands for

that purpose in her car drawn by dragons (see Ovid's

Metamorphoses vii. 234). And Circe, in Homer, loves

Ulysses (as here Ishtar does Izdubar), yet nevertheless trans-

forms all his companions into swine as soon as they have

tasted of her noxious viands. 1 Moreover Ishtar was the

Full Moon, for which reason she was called the goddess

Fifteen *->{- (V3 , because the month consisting of thirty

days the full moon was of course on the fifteenth day.

These different accounts of the goddess Ishtar seem

perplexing in their diversity : but the theory is maintained

by many scholars that all the great goddesses of antiquity

were originally one, viewed in various lights. Their attri-

butes when examined are found in reality to melt into each

other. But the poets took care to keep them distinct, and

to provide them with separate adventures, and the priests of

various cities had likewise a great interest in individualising

their own deities. Thus Ishtar of Arbela was by no means
the same divinity as Ishtar of Nineveh.

Hecate was fabled to be the daughter of Asteria, which

is merely a Greek form of the name of Ishtar, and varies at

other times to Astaroth, Astarte, Astrateia. and Asterodia.

Pausanius (hi, 25) mentions an Aprep,t<; Aarpareia. whose
worship was brought to Greece from the East.

But to return to the story of Acteeon which we thus find

Linexpectedly among the legends of the East.

The persistence of popular fables is a curious subject of

contemplation. The Arabian Nights' Entertainments contain

stories identical with some in Homer's Odyssey, and even in

early semi-fabulous Greek history. In Egypt has been
found a story—that of the " doomed Prince "—identical with
one long known in Europe. In fact there was much greater

Sec Odyssey, book x.
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literary inter-communication between distant nations in very

ancient times than is commonly supposed.

In Ovid's Metamorphoses are several stories derived

apparently from the Assyrian literature besides that of

Pyramus and Thisbe, which he expressly states to be a tale

of Babylon.

Column I.

s^/>\fT^<fr/.<\^>\fTcssT\'/>- V?~ >~< jg^l
I

*->- II *^
I T ^. |

ubbilu bili-su

he had thrown off his worn-out garments

2. (jy *. <^) <^yy v ~£H *=T? IeIJ

(subul) kimmat-zu elu

his burden of goods he had lifted off

ssfi -TT<! ,11

tsiri-su

his back

3. (Btfs*D 1ffl«=nit JfHf<JI SM-IMSV
(iddu) rusuti-su ittalbisha

he had cast away his poverty, he had clothed himself

?? m ^t< ^t
zakuti-su

(iw) /w's c/r^ss of honour.

4. (kjs ^y<) s^j ^ -^T<T -^T £4 t]

(sarti) ittakhliba-mma

(with a royal robe) he covered himself

rakish agu ikhri

splendidly his diadem he
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6. «f t| TTTET + R &± I
e£ ^T fcH ESff =4 El

[zdubar agu-su itibra-mma

Tzdubar his diadem bound round his brows

6. y; ~*y rty *TH <HJ V Hf- -T HM +
ana dunki ska Izdubar

to the couch of Izdubar

ina ittasi rubut Ishtar

her eyes lifted the queen Ishtar

~m ii ~~ £T «f «=! hut +
nasikk-anma Izdubar

iTm m«
.' Izdubar!

lu-khahir atta,

/ !-'•/// marry thee

«• 4S ~ -sH set? H <T- *-! T? J! <IeJ *=m«= e!

sabika yaasi kasu ki uma
grant that I (and) thou dwell in same place

» stl s£TTT IBJ^ -* *T £T T Is! M *#=
atta hi nmti-ma anaku lu

///<<// n//,/// //, mil husband and I mil be

£ V ~ET -sH
ashat-ka

thy wife

io. HIV © <-sH *T B 5# R V
tipsa as eli rukubi abni zamat

£/icw *//"// /•/'/»' uptwi a chariot of stone lazuli

<H£U <}? ~m
u khurassj

and </"A/
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sha magarm-sha khurassi-ma ilmisu

which its wheels are golden (and) is splendid

garni,-sha

,2. jgj cyffc ;{ CA SI! s^TTT *T T~ M SIT V-
lu-zamdat tarnish kudanu

thou shalt clasp daily golden bracelets (?)

ET-H
rabi

" Vj -m -HIT ^ «=e ^! 4S sa El ^T<
ana bit-ni ina sammati

6y our house in green vigour

~r ieiie -m =m **
erini irba

the cedar trees shall grow

bit-ni ina eribi-ka

% owr Ziowsg atf £% entrance (of it)

f-
Wm HfT~ -EET t#= -EET<1 -1 £ <T- t3=j
.... (ham)arattu linassiqu

.... crowds shall kiss

<sE!T K< *efcj
sepi-ka

thy feet.
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as sipli-ka sarri

[shall l>o a- down] beneath thee kings

^h« < Hfflf f^
bili n rubi

forrfs «>a/ princes

»• Wmm BT s£TTT * ee < ^
mandata sadi u mati

the offerings of mountain and plain

lu-nasuni-kka biltu

i/tey .s/ra# Wnji to thee as tribute

»«• siiiiginrilZI iai ^Tff* ew
ka

//*// femfo (<wmZ) flocks of sheep thine

tuhami lilida

twins shall bring forth

(nab) niti pari (?) ka

?/<e race o/' £/«/ mules

HEEM >*f A~f
libahu

s/t«/£ &e magnificent

.... ka in rukubi lu-sarukh

thy (triumphs) in the chariot shall be proclaimed

*£j ,*¥? ^
la samu

without ceasing.
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n. Wmi- m -E —TT<T V ^ ^T TCT? Em <f
as niri sanina ai irsi

among the Chiefs an equal never shall have

"' s'fr^^T>A>-s4^ >F IT i *-?= ^^ HPT- 1 r *-£ »-*' -

<

pa-sn ibus-ma igabbi

[i/igw Izdubar~\ his mouth opened, and spoke

23
- USS TJ ^1 *ffl *r -<!< Hf- s*TT —

ana rubuti Ishtar

[awtZ mVf] to tf/ie ^Mggrc Ishtar

«* HHI 1? -nf <H W <T- 4Hfff W *5& <IeJ
ana kasi akkhaz-ki

.. thee I know thee by experience

" wmmm^A ~rr<r <vm #* •** ^<
pagri u gubati

corpses and bodies

ae
- wmmw <rrr £i -i< <hsj *-^ ^!<

kurummati u bubuti

leprosy and famine

«• wmmm -a ^y -tt ^ «f —ttt— ^t<
akla simat iluti

crown of divinity

28 W&>&S&M?S&?£ ^=YY
A<

tS:***- *-YYY>- ^Y/

simat sarruti

crown of royalty

29. mmmmmzm -yy<y a^jl r<vyy

rihil

poison
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lu-usbuk

[many things (?)] / »•**// omit

nakkhaltu

slaughter

:

32. ^^^f^^A^fH TY< S?^W <BU
akkhaz-ki

7 Xv<ojtf £Aee 6r/ experience

Column II.

1. W V^ <Tjfc M £j 7^'^-'^7^71^7^7^7^7^'
* \l~ ^^ II *~

I STy>>^/>\7T/>>T /,<Nry>N--'-<STT/>*s
-n /N

Sabudimma

wailing (?)

2 .

ff ~q .4. tgE^ m <- ^TT<T <IeJ

ana Tarzi khamiri-ki

for Tarzi thy husband

satta ana satti kasta-kka

//'"/• a/W y&zr toitiA //«// cm/>s

-TT<T -<T< h* I

taltimissu

///(/a didst poison him

4. ci<j r -ET «=TYTT *JH E! £Tfl &H <k eT

allala eru-ma tarami-ma

a noble Eagle also thou didst love
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* <1 ??< ceTT J| E! -Ill * JT HM ¥T hH 4ff£
takhatsi-su-ma kappa-su taltibbir

thou didst strike him (and) Ms icings thou didst break

izzaz as kisati isissi

/;« stood fast in the forest (and) fluttered

-Til *T-
kappi

his wings.

i- ~TTT &TT <k £T IH -HI sfflf* <~ !Sf

tarami-ma urmakh gamir

£Aoi« c/iV?.9/ fot?e afoo « lion full

t$ >* <m
emuki

of strength

» -m AHfff -*-
:

HfW c*!T I V < 'I'

tukhtarris-su sibitti u sibitti

£Aow (7?V/.s^ p?/// o«£ by seven at a time

JT *T sEITT If HT<
suttati

Ms teeth

* £TTT EMT<~ El ^TcE " e^TT -mV+ ^T
tarami-ma kurra nahit

^Aou rfu/.sf /ot'tf a /;o?w glorious

gabli
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10. ^n *«# m »22 Hf< < *flfi ^TT t^TTT

istakkha zikti u dirrata

7*e tfmn& a potion and with fever (?)

-TT<T Hf< H it
taltimissu

fcAow d&fot poison kirn.

Sibitti kasbu la sama taltimissu

aSWwi double-hours without ceasing thou didst poison hint

12. gn -EH<! <HSJ V s£HT W -TM HMf«* £1
dalakliu u shata taltimissu

wrc'i/j /i?r«j' a»cZ i/wrstf tAow dwfotf poison him

.3. y} ^y gpu Hh -TT -eeM -eeH
ana ummi-su ilat Silili

his mother the goddess Silili

~ t&t xtl t? -tt<T Hf< f*
kasta-kka taltimis

with thy cups thou didst poison her

tarami-ma sab tabula

£/;cw dVcfoZ Aw/ M,> ////^ o/' £Ae land

i* MT tW I? !? Hf<t* ET ^EE! -m -TT<T ^tt
sha kainam-ma tutarish

whom continually thou didst make ill

* -5P <IeJ

semukki

with thy drugs
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samsamma (?) u(za)bakha
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>* tSTTT e-YY <£s Ey -e JT <sy* -e! V-
tarami-ma isuUanu

thou didst lav,' also a workman

E3S V~ -I EeH ^eT <!eJ

amiln mi issarat ki

a man without education, of thine

« ITT <fcl TH? ~T<T* El JT &* &TT H
sha kainamma sugura

who constantly his wages

Y*TM=_<Ef
nasa-kki

took from thee

22. *y <- tyyyc Ey cyyyt ~y<y* Ey *jn
tami samma imammaru

and day every he made bright

23.

#£ jp <IEJ
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24. & ^y <*\* >gf 5s: s£fl <2<i Sf sSfTT
isullani-ya kissuta

?«^/ servant ! (on the) feast-day

<m j«= -<*

ki-ni kul

" < JT fU ^T *TTf ^ Ef lEtf *- *T

u sukalish kara-mma tibbut

awd w;i£A intelligence speak out the goodness

kliardat-ni

o/ our pot-herbs

!

26. tE g <*U -ET "^ -E ** K <IeI

isullanu igabbi-ki

the workman said to thee

27. s$ y; <y- <~ ~~T ]} i&m -TT<T<T- ««s :*
yasi mina tarrisinni

wie why wouldst thou destroy (?)

28. ejfly <~ . Ey *y jy= y, y?
~-y rey .Ey y? <*

Ummi la tipa anaku la akul

;/n/ mother! not thou coolest, I not will eat

29. v -B -tfcj M V AT? *T- V Tjl -T<
slm. akkalu akali pisati

for I should eat food bad

<
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so. v m *HMf -EfT ^TTT *T- -eeT
sakiitzi ilpitn

(mill) the unclean things thousand

tej <^j -v cyyyt

tustumnm- [ma]

thou hast poisoned it villi.

si- tt) ~a< in <k £i -4- ~m i? limi
atti tasmi-ma anna

thou heardest this

« *T ??< m M T? ^T -TW -ET -EEM
takhatsi-su ana tallali

thou didst strike him (and) into a pillar (or heap)

-eeT (**W? -YT<T J!)
tu (tarri-su)

(thou didst change him)

33. -eet*<t-~ J! - -M-M ET («IT **1 HM)
tusesibi-su in kabal ma(dabari)

thou dii/s/ place him in the midst (of the desert)

34. <*fc e
yj jgj tyyyc <~ ^.yyy ??< <cy*

val elu mikkha val

»o£ / //></v added a crowd (of things) not

aridda

/ /mre mlilril
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35. < m t? <t-

u

and

yasi

myself

ETTT M^y « tfh £T
taramm -annima

thou wouldst love me

ki-sha

like unto

Ishtar

Ishtar

37. ->f ^<yy ^c-

Ishtar

Ishtar

I! V- -EE|
sunutu

them.

-4_ ^Y YJ ^^£££$^^
anna

-e £* -f £T T? ^T
igukum-ma ana

was very wroth, and unto

Vizi A-*- ^£S:^£^

samami

Heaven [ascended]

« c£fl IH ET -+ ^TT —
iilik-ma Ishtar

(antf) she came Ishtar

Anu [abi-sha]

o/ ..4/w, [/(^r father]

ana pan

before the face

b.
y <y_ «f c<ig Spy V

ana pan Anatn umraa sha

before the face of Anat her mother

iiHk

40.
y?
- «f *T DEHf- g^y ~yyy Hfili^i

abi Izdubar itta (cli )

my father! Izdubar has flung [insults against me]
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Notes and Observations.

Col. I.

LINK

1. Ubbilu, • he had thrown off,' Heb. T'SJl to let fall, Iliphil

of 7D3, to full

Bill, Heb. 173, old clothes, Josh, ix, 4. And in Jeremiah

xxxvih, 11, ^71 worn out clothes : old rags.

2. Kimmat-zu ' his goods ' occurs several times in the Tiglath

inscription, ex. gr., col. v, 24, sallut-zu u kamut-zu, 'his

spoil and his goods ' (to my city Assur I carried home).

Elu, was removed : lifted off from—Heb. Hbyn, extraxit,

abduxit, subduxit (Buxt. ) Hiphil of HT^-
Tsir, the back: ex. gr., 'he fell to the ground from the

back of his horse,' ultu tsir karri, 3 R 4, 49. And on

the black obelisk * dromedaries with double backs,' sha

sun, ui, i tsiri-sun.

''). Rusut, poverty, from tfH pauper

Tttalbis, T conjugation of tl!Q7, to clothe. Zakut, a

line or handsome dress, see the Transactions of this

Society, vol. iii, p. 527, where it is explained lubus

'dress.' and employed for the dress of a god, of a

kin--, &c.

1. [ttahhliba, 'he covered': root STTI : compare khallupti

' coverings ' or ' dress,' and the adj. tahhlupti ' covering
'

in Birs. Nimr. col. ii. 3.

Rakish, splendidly: from ;n 'splendid': used of dress

in Syriac, see Castell, p. 847.

.">. ItibrOr. This verb seems related to the Heb. 7CN fascia

frontcin. tegens, and 72^ a splendid head-dress or

cidaris. Or else, to 7^2 ornavit decoravit. Ezekiel

uses "M3 for a tiara.

(!. Dunki, couch: seat of repose: for dumki from "Iftl

cubavit. jacuit.

Tttasi, 'J' conjugation of N'C'O to lift.

7. Nasik, "kiss.
1

Heb. pIT- osculari. EJiahir, 'to marry."

Hence yy"^ ^^ *^TT
<
T
^ia '"'< 'husbands.' and khirat

WlYrS.
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LINE

10. Tipsa * thou shalt ride, or go,' from J^S incessit. Com-
pare the annals of Assurbanipal, page 123, tapsit mus
' in the course of the night.'

11. Magarru, from ^ "^JTT (jcwru the wheel of a chariot,

see the Taylor cylinder, col. v, S3. Ilmi-su perhaps

from Arab, yn? splendnit.

12. Zamdat. TOS conjugavit, copulavit: whence TD2 armilla,

a golden bracelet.

Kudanu, perhaps derived from DJ"D ' gold.'

13. Sammati, from sami ' green,' or from TV21Z to grow and

flourish, properly said of trees and herbs.

15. Hamarattu, probably 'crowds' from "")£)! acervus : turba.

But the word is broken and therefore doubtful.

19. Libahu. Probably from Arab.' fc^rn species, honos, gloria

(Schindler).

21. Trsi, compare WV possedit.

22. Pa is not simply ' the mouth,' but means ' the open

mouth': hence pa thus ' open mouth he made' means
' he spoke.'

24. Akhhaz. This word is broken here, but restored from

line 32 where it is perfect. Akkhaz-ki, ' I know thee

by experience,' from the verb t^TO experimento

didicit : expertus est, &c, &c, (Buxtorf). This verb

occurs in Genesis xxx, 27, where the authorised version

has ' I have learned by experience '

—

25. Gubati. ni3 corpus : perhaps pronounced guru.

26. Kurummat, ' leprosy,' is a word well known from the

deluge tablet.

—

Bubut ' famine,' from ^*Q vacuus.

29. Rihil, hy~) 'poison.' A cup of ~>JH, causing trembling

and death, is mentioned more than once in the Hebrew
scriptures.

30. Usbuk, I will omit (?) Chald. pHt^ dimittere, relinquere.

31. Nakhhaltu, slaughter (?) from ™>7n to slay.

Col. II.

2. Khamir and Khair both mean ' husband.'

3. Kasta, ' cup '
: same as Kas DID calix : poeulnm
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LINK

TaltiTmssu. This word occurs so frequently that its true

explanation affords the key to the meaning of the

Legend. Taltimissu is a verb in the 2nd person

singular, and stands for tastimis-su, according to the

well-known Assyrian habit of exchanging S for L,

of which, by the way, another example occurs in

line 5, viz., taltibbir ' thou didst break,' for tastibbir, the

T conjugation of the verb 13,^ to break. Again,

^m* is not here the plural sign, but the syllable Mia

as happens in many other words, ex. gr. the adverbs

•jV |-<+< salmis ' perfectly '
: »^^| }"*« Jcamis ' for

ever': gT\?? ^<« azmis 'nobly': see my glossary

Nos. 349. 350, 351. The verb sim signifies ' to poison'

:

Arab, sammam 'to poison,' sam 'poison': musim
' poisonous.' In the Michaux inscription R 70 simma

la azza is ' poison that cannot be cured.' Hence tastim

'thou didst poison': tastim-su (or tastimi-ssu) 'thou

didst poison him.1 The enclitic pronoun su throws

back the accent, as usual, which has the effect of

doubling the consonant S. Of this there are innu-

merable instances in the inscriptions, such as tsir-vssit

instead of tsir-su (upon him).

4. A Ilain may be the Heb. 77H bright, famous, glorious.

Eru, an Eagle: written t^Hf "^JH- I gave the word

eru, some years ago, in my glossary No. 19. It is found

in a list of birds 2 R 37, 9 written ^} *JH iz]]^

and equated to >~^] ^ J

)J]1 na8ru ;m eagle, Heb.

ltT2 aquila. Eru is the Chald. y$ gryphus : avis

rapax : Schindler p. 1379.

Tarami, Heb. 72TV) dilexit.

5. Takhatsi from Heb. ]£nft percussit.

Taltibbir. The last syllable bir is broken off, but is

fortunately preserved on a small fragment found in the

Museum of a duplicate copy.

6. lzzaz ' he stood fast.' Root Ziz ' to stand firm or fast,'

apparently the Heb. \X$. This word is a great

favourite with the Assyrian writers. Tazziz 'thou
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LINK

didst stand,' in the annals of Assurbanipal p. 124,

written ^\\\ £% W **•]]*$
^f-

Kisati ' forest ' : same as Kisti.

Isissi 'lie fluttered.' Heb. J££ to flutter the wings:

related to n^3 to fly.

Kappi ' wings.' Syr. ND3 gapa ' a wing.'

8. TukJitarris, for tukhtallis, R for L. Root 2~>n extraxit,

in the T conjugation.

Suttati, ' the teeth,' Heb. Y& a tooth, whence the plural

suttati conies regularly, in the same way that sutta ' a

dream' comes from n2\£? or rCtT 'sleep' quasi sunta,

and libitti * bricks ' from p7 quasi libinti. Also satin

'a year' quasi santa, from H-t^ or rCIZ? 'annus/

10. Istakkha, 'he drank': root Hpt^ to drink.

Zikti draught, potion : root pp* fudit.

12. Dahkhu. Heb. np7*T ardens febris. Deuter. xxviii, 22.

Shatd, thirst ? Heb. TinVr.

15. Tutaris, for tutari-su. Root JVV nocere : to make ill : or,

to do harm, from ^H mains.

Semu-kki, ' with thy semu, or drugs.' See line 3 where I

have treated of the word sem ' poison.'

18. Udarradu ' they drove out.' Glial d. and Syr. "ntO to

drive out or expel.

Kapar, a town or city. Heb. "123 pagus : vicus.

19. Nassak, to bite. Heb. "11&2 momordit.

Sipri, 'morsels.' Heb. "QU^ 'to break,' and subst. 'a

broken portion.'

20. Isullanu is probably derived from isu ' a helper,' Heb.

J^U?"1 adjuvit, auxilio fuit: and ullanu foremost, or

taking precedence.

Nu issarat ' without instruction.' This phrase occurs in

the legend of the infancy of Sargina the first : see

this Society's Transactions, vol. i, p. 278, where it is

said " He dwelt with
B'Sffl- V" *-I £^I^—f

>~<
T
< msi

nu issarti 'a rude tribe of men.' I have there derived

nu issarti, 'untaught: rude: uncivilized' from the

Heb. ID1 erudivit, castigavit, disciplinam adhibuit

(Schindler p. 775).
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I.IXE

21. Suit uru -wages.' Heb. -01^ prsemium pro labore.

Nasa-kM, tulit a te (mercedem tulit), from N1£?2 tulit.

22. Passur, ' a dish ' ex. gr. in 4 R ' eat precious food out of a

golden passur, and drink precious liquor out of a

golden goblet.'

23. Tatta ' a pot.' Heb. TH olla. This word occurs on the

Deluge Tablet VI, 23, written ££]] |f £^|| dada.

" Dada hi aptu" (now I will open the pot). This

second example affords a useful confirmation of the

first.

llpita, Heb. zhto mille.

Tak, a morsel, Heb. "T"! and verb fc^l 'to break small."

The phrase /Y«- £J^: appears to mean • thousand

bits '
i.e., an ' omnium gatherum.'

Tarikis 'thou boilest.' Heb. \£Tn 'to boil,' whence

illkTHft ahenum, a cauldron, in Leviticus ii, 7 (see

Gesenius).

24. Kissuta 'the feast day; Heb. ND3 feast: solemnity

feast day.

Ki ni ' with us.'

Kid, eat ! imperative of 73N ' to eat.'

25. Sukalis, adv. Root TOtl? ' to act with intelligence.'

Kara I speak out ! declare ! Heb. tfTp to speak or

proclaim.

Tibhut, goodness : from y\£ bonus.

Khardat, 'pot herbs.' Arab. Khadrat 'a green pot herb.'

plur. Khadrawat, {Catafago).

27. Tarris, 'thou dost destroy,' from Heb. D1H destruxit.

28. Tipa 2nd person singular from the Heb. HON, to cook.

29. Pisati ' bad.' Chald. tro, malus.

Irriti 'accursed,' from ""ON maledixit.

30. Sakutzi, Chald. ^pt^ 1 'res abominanda.' It especially

denotes unclean nauseous food, or that offered to idols

( Furst).

Tlpitu, Heb. CtN ;i thousand, sec line 23.
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Tustummu ' thou hast poisoned,' may be the T conjuga-

tion of sammam ' to poison.' But this is not certain.

It may be a tense of the verb STM ' to hide,' Heb.

ftnD occlusit : 'the unclean things which thou hast

hidden in the pot.'

34. Mikkha, a crowd. Heb. mpft a crowd : caterva (Gesen.)

from root i"T)p congregare.

Aridda ' I have added.' This verb occurs very frequently.
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ON A MUMMY OPENED AT STAFFORD HOUSE,

On the 15th July, 1875.

By S. Birch, LL.D.

Read 2nd November, 1876.

A MUMMY presented by General Stanton, British Consul-

General in Egypt, to his Grace the Duke of Sutherland, was

unrolled by me on the 15th July, at Stafford House, in the

presence of the Duke of Sutherland, Lord Dufferin, Sir H.

Cole, and a select party assembled for the purpose. The

mummy was enveloped in a cartonage or linen covering,

covered with stucco, and laced up like stays behind. The

original cord bad been replaced by modern string, but it was

otherwise intact, and did not appear to have been previously

opened. The period of the mummy was apparently about the

XXVlIIth Dynasty, if not even later, as the paintings were far

inferior to those of an earlier date, and the hieroglyphs con-

fused and illegible, the mummy by no means belonging to a

time when the process of embalming was in great perfection.

The body was with some difficulty extracted from the

cartonage, and found to be swathed in bandages of rather a

dark colour, and by no means so full and numerous as is

usual in the later class of mummies, although packed with

some care. No inscription occurred on them, nor was any

amulet or other object found to give a clue to the embalmed

person, the only object discovered being some white leather

placed about the back of the head, either a hypocephalus or

else a scull cap, namms, but it was too far gone to determine

its character and use. The body was very thin, the skin

excessively brittle, the hands crossed over the pubes, giving

the usual arrangement of a female also; a later examination
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of the skeleton has led to the conclusion that it was the

mummy of an old man. It had not been prepared by the

bituminical process, but resembled the later class of mummies,

such as were made as late as the Roman Empire. It did not,

however, exhibit any given Egyptian characteristics, and was

evidently an Egyptian, although not of high rank or wealth,

as evinced by the absence of amulets and other paraphernalia

of the upper classes. It was said to have come from Thebes,

probably from some of the recently discovered tombs in that

locality.

The cartonage represented the deceased in the form of a

mummy. It was composed as usual of several layers of

linen, glued or cemented together with gum, and covered

with a layer of fine stucco, on which the different scenes

were painted. The face was red, the colour of a man, and

it had the usual head dress, namms, coloured blue and yellow

at the ends, as if representing a kind of cap rather than the

actual hair. Under this was a diapered or chequered collar

us% of five rows, almost always seen on mummies ; other

rows of the collar represented white dentals on a green

ground, or yellow and green dentals. Here it must be ob-

served that the painting is probably intended for one of

these collars made of porcelain beads, numerous specimens

of which abound in Egyptian collections. Underneath the

collar was a scarabaeus, ^eper, flying with extended wings, his

head touching the sun's disk. Between the hind legs of this

scarabasus was the signet or round cartouche emblem of the

solar circle or course enclosing the disk of the sun. This is

called " the Hut the lord of Heaven," the usual appellation

of the winged disk so often seen in the cornices of temples,

tablets, and other places. Beneath this was a picture repre-

senting the vignette of the 125th chapter of the Book of

the Dead or Ritual. In the centre was seated the hawk-headed

type of the god Socharis, wearing on his head a solar disk

and urasus, seated on a throne placed on a pedestal, bevilled

in shape of the cubit of truth, a form of pedestal usually

assigned to the god Ptah. Socharis is mummied, and holds

like Osiris the crook and whip. On the later monuments,

and in this scene, after the XXth Dynasty, Socharis often
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replaces Osiris, and was doubtless considered to be a type of

the same deity. Before Socharis was the panther skin on a

pole, also an emblem of Osiris, and a form of the hieroglyph

item, " again," or " renew," probably referring to the

metempsychosis or " second life." An altar with a water-

jug, papyrus flower, and two other plants were in front of

Socharis-Osiris.

The inscriptions on this cartonage were badly written and

confused, exhibiting throughout traces of ignorance, care-

lessness, and a complete decline of art. Thus, behind the

head of Socharis was rudely scrawled, " Osiris the revealer of

good." Socharis was supported behind by the goddess Ma or

Truth, her flesh yellow, wearing the ostrich feather and

holding a double bandage ; and it was in the Hall of the Two
Truths that the great judgment took place. She is appro-

priately here. Before her, instead of her name and titles, is

inscribed, " Osiris the lord of truth living." She is followed

by Amset, the first genius or daimon of the Amenti, mummied
human-headed, holding a feather and doubled bandage. In

these scenes Osiris is often accompanied by all four of these

genii and his son Anubis, besides Isis and Nephthys ; but the

substitution of Ra-Socharis for Osiris may have inaugurated

a new departure from the religious dogma of Osiris. The

hieroglyphs scrawled over the head of Amset read, instead

of the usual titles of Amset, " Osiris his lord, dwelling in

the west, lord of Abydos, he gives supplies of food," hotep.

This of course has nothing to do with Amset, the scribe

having thrice repeated in this section the name and titles of

Osiris. Amset presided over the south, and the sepulchral

vase made in his shape held the separately embalmed

stomach of the dead.. Before Socharis-Osiris stands Thoth,

the scribe of the Hall of Judgment. He raises one hand,

addressing Socharis ; in the other he holds a symbol of life.

His function in the hall was to record the judgment and to

announce the condemnation or acquittal of the deceased.

The deceased was supposed to be here but not depicted, and

the inscription above Thoth does not give the usual declara-

tion, but only states, says Tahuti, the very great, the lord of

glesen, "or Hermopolis the scribe of Truth of the gods
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supplies food." The flesh of Thoth is coloured blue. Behind

Thoth was a mummied snake-headed deity, wearing on the

head two feathers, and holding two swords in hand.

This is either one of the forty-two demons of the hall, who
each punish a particular sin, and here placed to indicate the

presence of these demons, or else the god of the seventh

gate of Aahlu or Egyptian Elysium. His name the text of

the 144th chapter of the Ritual states to be Mates-sen, or the

" one who pierces them." Aah ^ru is, however, said to be the

name of the person who commands in it. Over his head was

inscribed, " Osiris Nebset, devoted to Osiris," apparently the

name of the deceased, or if not, the titles of Osiris. Beneath

this compartmentwas another, having in the middle Osiris Tat

or Osiris considered as the Established, or Emblem of Stability

of all things, wearing at the top of the emblem a sun's disk,

having at each side an ostrich feather, allusion to his character

as lord of Truth. The four horizontal bars of the emblem

represented the four foundations or establishments of all

things. At the right side was seated a hawk-headed mummied
deity holding two swords, evidently a type of Horus, but

also occurring as that of the guardian of the 14th gate of the

Aahlu. Above this representation was the unusual repetition

of the titles of Osiris, as Osiris lord of the Aion or age, king

of the gods, the revealer of good, who gives supplies of

food to the Osiris Nebset C^^ ^°
m ). On the other side,

seated facing, is the mummied jackal-headed god Anefu

or Hapi, also holding two swords, with the titles again of

Osiris, '• Osiris the lord of the Aion, eternal ruler, who gives

supplies to the Osirian Nebefset," or " Merefset."

The lower part of the cartonage had a third scene, a box,

in which was the barge of the god Sekar on its stand, the prow

terminating in the head of an oryx, the body of the chest

surmounted by a hawk, behind a nabellum. In the 1st

chapter of the Ritual this barge or box, called the hannu, is

described, and Thoth says, " I am the chief workman who
made the ark of Socharis on its shores," this mystical

object being supposed to be produced by Thoth. On the

right side of the ark is the second genius of the dead Hapi,

cynocephalus-headed. standing mummied, holding a doubled
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bandage. This, supposing the other figures represented

Amset, Tuautmutf, and Kabhsemif, would complete the

four genii of the Amenti. On the other side was the standard

of the lotus, two plumes, collar and signet emblem of the

god Nefer-Tum, son of Ptah and Bast, often found on coffins,

but for reasons unknown.
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ON THE NAME OF AN EGYPTIAN DOG.

One of the dogs on the Tablet of Antew-Aa II bore

the name of Tj J^^p*
-^, which Di\ Birch explains

somewhat doubtfully " pied " or " spotted Sphinx." 1 The

word has a foreign look, and recalls immediately to the mind

the Berberian name of the greyhound, O •
'. t Qj abdihour?

with this difference, however, that O •.' £ Qj abdikour is com-

monly used for the whole species, while T
J

*K\ <zr> A^k

abakrou is the peculiar name of only one in dividual dog.

To be called T
J
V\ -cz^*-^^ abakrou, a dog needed not

really to be of Libyan breed : king Antew-Aa, or his master

of the hounds, took a fancy for the strange-sounding name,

and applied it without much troubling themselves for its

true meaning. Thus, in France, where some people are fond

of giving their dogs foreign names, without any reference

either to breed or colour, I have known a setter called

familiarly Pug, and several white curs who enjoyed inno-

cently the title of Black.

Many of the tribes that inhabit the wilderness to the

west of Egypt, speak even now dialects akin to those of

the Touaregs and the Kabyles. 3 If the identification between

1 See Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch., vol. iv, part 1, page 181.

2 Hansteau, Essai de grammaire TamacheTc
, pp. 17, 21.

3 See the vocabulary of the Siouah dialect in Cailliaud, Voyage a Meroe,
tome i, 409, 292, and Hansteau, Essai de Grammaire Kabgle.
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J ^.^T^^s ^oahrou and O-.'iffl abaikour is allowed

to be right, it becomes necessary to admit that some at

least of the Tamahon and Robou tribes spoke a Berber

tongue, and were of Berber origin.

G. Maspero.
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THE BABYLONIAN CODEX OF HOSEA AND JOEL.

Dated 916 a.d. (now at St. Petersburg),

COMPARED WITH THE RECEIVED MASSOEETIC TEXTS.

By the Rev. Christian D. Ginsburg, LL.D.

Read 2nd May, 1876.

Some of my audience will, I have no doubt, be glad to be

informed of the history of this remarkable Codex before

entering upon a comparison of the text and the Massorah as

exhibited in this MS. with the received text and Massorah

as printed in the authoritative editions. In 1839 Abraham

Firkovitsh, the celebrated Karaite Chacham, discovered a

number of MSS. in the synagogues of Tzufutkalle, Karas-

subazar and Feodosia. Among these was a small folio con-

taining the Later Prophets, which, together with other manu-

scripts, he presented to the Historical and Antiquarian Society

at Odessa. Hence this MS. is sometimes called the Odessa

Codex. As this aged savant restlessly continued his search

after MSS. during many years and in different countries he

succeeded hi accumulating a large number of both Biblical

and other documents, which he offered to the Imperial

Library at St. Petersburg. On the 17th October, 1862, the

supreme command was issued to purchase the collection

with the condition that the Odessa MSS. were to be handed

over to the Imperial Public Library of St. Petersburg, and

this condition was fulfilled in 1863.

Students of Biblical criticism and literature must feel

thankful that this Codex has at last been deposited at St.

Petersburg. The princely liberality with which the Russian

Vol. V. 9
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Government published the magnificent facsimile of the

Sinaitic Codex is now being extended to the Babylonian

MS., and we are promised that a photo-lithographic fac-

simile of the entire Codex will appear this year, at the

expense of the Imperial Russian Government, edited by

Dr. Strack, a most able Biblical scholar. As an earnest of this

promise, Dr. Strack has published separately the prophets

Hosea and Joel. We are thus enabled not only to see the

superb manner in which the MS. will appear, but to form an

approximate idea of its immense value to the criticism of the

Biblical text and the History of biblical literature. The
subscription states that the MS. was finished in the year 1228

of the era of contracts, that is 916-17 A.D. 1 Hence, with the

exception of two Codices, viz., the Ben Asher Codex, which

has recently been discovered at Aleppo, and the MS. which

the Karaite community at Cairo possess, it is the oldest dated

portion of the Old Testament yet discovered. It contains

the Later Prophets, viz., Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the

Minor Prophets, and consists of 225 leaves ; each page has

two columns, and every column as a rule has tAventy-one

lines. The margin between the two columns and the outer

margin, or the margin at the edge, gives the Massorah Parva.

whilst the lower margin gives the Massorah Magna. The

difference between the two Massorahs is that the Massorah

Parva simply remarks— The expression in question is written

plene or defective, that it occurs once, twice, three, six,

twenty or so many times, without giving the passages,

whilst the Massorah Magna rubricates all these instances,

and enumerates them either alphabetically or according to

the order of the Biblical books.

The extreme importance of this MS. does not simply

consist in its great age, but in the fact that it exhibits

textual phenomena which, up to the time of its discovery,

have been unknown to Biblical students and Hebrew philo-

logists. These phenomena may be divided into three

classes.

trim -insnn nr cno 1

epx nyj'n nB>n
rw»B>l DntPjn dtino
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I. The disposition and readings of the text and the

Massoretic glosses.

II. The vowel-points, which are not only different in

form, but, unlike those of the received text, are placed above

the letters ; and

III. The form and disposition of the tonal accents, which

are likewise entirely different from those commonly adopted

both by Jews and Christians in the printed editions of

the Hebrew Scriptures.

The wide range of subjects involved in these phenomena,

and the limited time allotted to me, preclude the possibility

of discussing all tbe three classes. I shall therefore confine

myself in the present treatise to the first class, leaving the

other two classes for separate essays.

I.

—

The Disposition and Readings of the Text and
the Massoretic Glosses.

Though it is greatly to be regretted that we have not as

yet the photo-lithographic fac-simile of the whole Codex, yet

the published part which contains Hosea and Joel will ap-

proximately show what results we may expect from a careful

investigation and collation of the entire reproduction. As
far as the formation of the letters is concerned, the part at

hand yields sufficient material for definite conclusions.

(I). The Letters.—The following letters are different in

form from those in the ordinary MSS. {see Plate).

H. The left shaft of the He (n), like that of the Cheth

(H), is not open at the top, and the only difference between

the two letters is that in the case of the He the left shaft

begins a little inside the horizontal or head line, Avhilst in

the Cheth the horizontal line is within the two shafts, as will

be seen in the words, fPptrP, Hezekiah (Hos.i, 1), nEn^ftn
(Hos. i, 7), MDrn (Hos. i, 8), &c, which contain both letters.

f , Is shorter than the one generally known ; it does not

reach the bottom line, and, indeed, is not much longer than

Yod, as may be seen in D^")2t (Hos. i, 2), rT0*0T (Hos. ii, 4),

^«5nr (Hos. i, 4), nm (Hos. ii
; 7), ipyn (Joel i, 14).
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\ The shaft of the Yod is longer than that of the

ordinary Yod, and is, in fact, almost as long as in Zain, as

may be seen in TVty (Hos. i, 1).

j, The final Nun is not as long as the one generally

found in MSS., and is most frequently simply the length of

the medial letters. It has more the appearance of our Zain ;

comp. p (Hos. i, 1), JB (Hos.ii, 5), and of Van, comp. 1ENY
1 p

(Hos. i, 3, 4).

If the last word does not quite come up to the end of

the line so as to be even with the edge of the column, a thick

dot, or even two dots, fill up the space. Sometimes, however,

the dots are put between the two last words, which give it

the appearance of marking an omission (compare line 3 from

the top on p. 180 a, fine seven from the bottom on the same

page, and line six from the top on p. 181 a). Sometimes,

however, the broken or the entire initial letters of the word

beginning the following line are used to fill up the line.

This is the ordinary way in which the scribes made even

lines, and is also to be found in the early printed books.

The accents Mercha and Soph-pasuk are not unfrequently

put in the letter, so that the 1 appears like H see Nip
(Hos. i, 6, 9), D'HttTl (Hos. xiii, 10).

The words are not always distinctly separated, which

sometimes gives the appearance of a various reading. Thus,

for instance, Vf 7N ^2, the sons of the living God (Hos.ii, 1),

would certainly be read ^PHN ^l, the sons of my God, had

not the vowel points decided the reading.

Verricular and Sectional Divisions.—Every verse is marked

off by two dots, which come down to about the middle of

the letter, and the new verse follows immediately without

any interval. As to the larger divisions, the text exhibits

three kinds. We have in the first place what is called in

Massoretic language, a break in the middle of the verse

(P)D2 y^Nl pDD).

This break is in the middle of verse 2, chap. i. It is a

new division, and is not to be found either in the printed

Massorah or in tlio.se MSS. which I have collated. Though
the Massorah nowhere gives a special list of the breaks in

the middle of verses, yet botJi the printed text and the MSS.
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mark them. Hitherto thirty-one such breaks have been

known, 1 but this one is not included in them. As the

Massorites designed to indicate by these breaks that some-

thing is omitted in the text, we have here an omission

according to these authorities.

The two other divisions consist of open and closed

sections. Hosea is divided into 18 sections, 4 open and 14

closed, whilst Joel has 1 open and 4 closed sections.

OPEN SECTIONS. CLOSED SECTIONS.

Hosea

Hosea v, 9.

1

10.

ii,
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I. By a vacant space in the middle of the line, as is the

case in sections 2 (Hos. ii, 16), 5 (iii, 1), 7 (v, 1), 8 (vii, 1);

17 (Joel iii, 1), 18 (iv, 18).

II. By an unfinished line, followed by an indentation in

the next line, as in sections 1 (Hos. ii, 1), 3 (ii, 18), 4 (ii, 23),

6 (iv, 1), 9 (vii, 13), 10 (x, 1), 13 (xiii, 12).

III. By an indentation without the previous line being

unfinished, as in sections 11 (Hos. xi, 7), 12 (xii, 1), 15

(Joelii, 15), 16 (ii, 23) ; and

IV. By a full line preceded by an unfinished one, as in

section 14 (Hos. xiv, 2).

In almost exactly the same way are the open and closed

sections marked in the Yemen Codex of the Pentateuch now

in the Cambridge University Library, Add. 1174, where, how-

ever, three Pes (the initials for nnijlQ) are put in the vacant

line, one on each side and one in the middle, if it happens

to be the first or last in a column, to indicate that nothing

is wanting.

Having thus given the palseographical features of the

MS., we shall now proceed to the readings of the text. And

here I must remark that I have collated it with the editio

princeps of Jacob b. Chajim's Rabbinic Bible (Venice 1525-26),

which alone is the authoritative Massoretic edition of the

Hebrew Scriptures, as no reliance is to be placed on the

successive reprints.
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VARIOUS READINGS.

Win Hosea ii, 4—xi, 7.

Printed Text. J
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Hosea xii, 1

—

Joel iv, 20.

Printed Text.
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From this table of various readings, it will be seen that

there are no less than 95 in Hosea and Joel, 64 in the former

and 31 in the latter, and that 27 of them (viz., 1 9 in Hosea and
8 in Joel) are marked with the figure 1. This plan we have
adopted to indicate that the reading in question is according

to the first or original scribe, and that in the second recension

the primary reading is made conformable to the received

text. 67, however, are left untouched, 44 in Hosea, and 23

in Joel.

A careful examination of these readings will show that

more than half of them refer to the plene or defective way
of spelling which the Massorah calls "iDm N7>£, and might
therefore be considered trite. But even these have a cali-

graphical interest, and are of importance in determining the

time when the Massoretic rules for writing certain words in

a particular manner were regarded as binding by the scribes.

In many of the readings before us we already see the

struggle between the different modes of writing which ob-

tained in various schools and model Codices, and which some
revisers of the text attemnted to substitute for the original

spelling. Thus it not unfrequently happens that a word is

plene in the text, and the Massoretic gloss in the margin
states that it should be defective, and vice versa, or that the

textual writing is according to a well-known model Codex, or

that it should be so.
1

Some of the readings, however, are of more than cali-

graphical importance. They give to the passage a different

shade of meaning. Thus, for instance, Hos. ii, 22 in the

Hebrew, and ii, 20 in the English, is, " and thou shalt know that

I am the Lord" instead of, " and thou shalt know the Lord."

It is interesting to find that the Vulgate must have had the

same text, since it gives the same rendering. Again, Hos. hi, 1

in this MS., reads, " according to the love of the Lord toward
the house of Israel," and not " according to the love of the

Lord towards the children of Israel," as it is in the received

text.

1 Compare Hos. ii, 5, 21; vi, 3; ix, 15; x, 12; xii, 1 (twice), 5, 10:

Joel i, 12 ; ii, 1.
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The third instance is in Hos. ix, 2. The words, as we now
have them in authorised editions of the Hebrew text, mean :

The floor and the winepress shall not nourish them,

And the new wine shall deceive or fail in her.

The expression HS. inJier, at the end of the second clause,

is most awkward, and is taken either to refer to the city or

metropolis, or to the feminine HIV congregation, which though

not to be found in the passage is supposed to be implied.

Apart from the unnaturalness of this explanation, this ren-

dering is against the parallelism, as may be seen even in the

English version. Our Codex, however, reads D3, in them.

third person plural masculine, that is, the new wine shall deceive

or fail them. This reading is to be found in a number of

other MSS., and is supported by the Septuagint, Chaldee,

Syriac, and Vulgate.

Besides improving the sense of the passage, this reading

explains the import of an expression which frequently occurs

in the margin of Old Testament MSS. and in the printed

Massorah. Against this very passage, MSS. 5711 and 9399

in the Massorah Parva, and MS. 5711 in the Massorah Magna,

as well as in the printed Massorah, both Parva and Magna, it

is remarked D2 pTlD 1 !~Q, i-e., the expression J"Q, IN HER,

is supposed to be in two instances Dl, IN THEM, third person

plural masculine, viz., 2 Kings iii, 24; Hos. ix, 2. Following

the opinion of Levita, 1 modern Biblical critics have taken

I'H'QD to mean imaginary readings, conjectural and fanciful

emendations. The fact, however, that Dl is here, and in other

MSS., the textual reading, and that even those scribes who,

following other model Codices, did not adopt it in the text,

were nevertheless constrained to remark upon it in the

margin, shows that p"VlD does not mean conjectural or

fanciful emendations, but denotes that according to certain

schools and model Codices it should be or it is so and so, and

that it designates another reading.

The fourth instance to which I must call attention in the

list of variations, is the use of the personal pronoun third

1 Compare Massoreth Ha-Massorcth, with an English translation and
critical notes, by Christian D. Ginsburg, p. 225-227, Longmans, 1867.
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person. In two passages, viz., Hos. xi, 4, and Joel iv, 1, the

MS. has NIPT for the feminine, whilst the printed text, fol-

lowing the Palestinian recension, has NTT. At first sight

this difference might seem insignificant. But a little con-

sideration will show that it is one of the few surviving

witnesses which testify to the fact that the Hebrew text,

owing to lingnistical and other reasons, was periodically

subject to changes.

In the Pentateuch NIPT, without and with the prefixes He
(NTPf), and Van (N1PD), occurs 656 times, viz., NIPT 355 times,

NTPT $'2 times, and NlPfi H times, and is used both for the

masculine and feminine. Whilst with Yod, with and without

the prefix, it only occurs 11 times altogether. 1 This striking-

fact proves beyond doubt that when the Hebrew was a living

language the form NIPT was epicene, and that it was only at

a later period, when the language was not so well understood,

that the scribes, for the sake of perspicuity, began to separate

the forms, using N")PT with Vau for the masculine, and adopted

NT with Yod for the feminine gender. In the Pentateuch,

which was regarded as peculiarly sacred, the scribes did not

venture to change the Van into a Yod. Still, to indicate

the feminine they put a Chirek under the He. Hence the

apparent anomaly of NIPT. But in spite of the great care

with which the Pentateuch was guarded, the new form NIPT

with Yod crept into 11 passages through carelessness.

The case, however, was different with the Prophets and
Hagiographa. Here no such scruples existed, and the reform

was carried through systematically by the Palestinians, so

that in process of time the old form NIPT was entirely

eliminated, and the new form NT was adopted whenever
the feminine is spoken of. The Babylonian scribes, however,

did not strictly abide by this rule. Hence the numerous
instances in which the old form NIPT for the feminine makes
its appearance in the MSS. of these schools. It is, therefore,

incorrect to say that NIPT, as epicene, was a peculiar idiom of

1 The eleven instances are as follows :—Gen. xiv, 2 ; xxi, 5 ; xxxviii, 25

;

Levit. xi, 39 ; xiii, 10, 21 ; xvi, 31 ; xx, 17 ; xxi, 9 ; Numb, v, 13, 14. They
are enumerated in the pi-inted Massorah on Gren. xxxviii, 25 ; Levit. xiii, 21

;

and in almost all of the MSS. with the Massorah.
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the Pentateuch. It was originally used for both genders

through the whole Hebrew Scriptures, and was ultimately

retained in the Pentateuch for peculiar reasons. 1

The Massorah.—As has already been remarked, this MS.

contains both the Massorah Parva and Magna. Now, in

most of the notices which have appeared of this Codex, it is

asserted that the Massorah is almost as peculiar as are the

vowel-points and accents, and that it entirely differs from the

Massoretic corpus compiled and edited for the first time by

Jacob b. Chajim Ibn Adoniah in the Rabbinic Bible published

by Bomberg, in four volumes folio, Venice, 1525-2G. But

this says too much, and means nothing. If by it is meant

that it contains Massoretic lists not to be found in the

printed Massorah, it is nothing peculiar, since this is the

case with all the Bible MSS. which have the Massorah.

And if by it is meant that the headings of the Rubrics are

now and then somewhat different from those in the printed

Massorah, and that the Massorah Parva sometimes contains an

important remark not to -be found in the compilation of Jacob

b. Chajim, this, too, is nothing peculiar. Of all the MSS.

which I have collated for the last twenty years for a new
edition of the Massorah, and a correct Massoretic text of the

Hebrew Bible, I have not found two alike, containing exactly

the same Massorah. No two MSS. have the same number of

lists, have always the same headings for the same Rubrics, the

same selections, the same disposition of the materials, or

even the same terminology, or the same Massorah Parva.

My experience has shown me that each scribe lias

selected a larger or smaller quantity of Massoretic materials

for the MS. he annotated, corresponding to the sum which he

got for doing the work ; and that the Massorites were not

bound by any fixed terminology even when describing the same

phenomenon. Every school used its own signs, and every

head of a guild invented his phraseology, which his disciples

more or less adopted. Hence, to say that a particular MS.

of the Hebrew Bible contains a Massorah different from the

1 Compare Geiger, Urschrift und Uebersetzungen der Bibel, p. 255. Breslau,

1857.
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printed, or even unlike any other MS., is saying nothing by
way of distinction, since in this respect it simply possesses

the features of all other MSS. It also follows, that to edit

the Massorah and to compile a glossary of its technicalities,

it is absolutely necessary to collate all the accessible Biblical

MSS.
The correctness of these remarks may be tested by the

appended Massorah of Hosea and Joel. I have here arranged

in nine parallel columns the Massorah of eight different MSS.,

sideby side, with the printed Massorah, aud against the Hebrew
text in so far as it is Massoretically annotated. In this way
the student will be able to see at once how often these MSS.
and the printed Massorah agree in noting the same phe-

nomenon, and how frequently only one, two, or three remark
upon the peculiarity, whilst the others pass it over in silence.

As the design of this treatise is to point out the importance

of the Babylonian Codex to Biblical criticism and literature, I

cannot now dwell upon the materials contained in the other

MSS. in the parallel columns, but must confine myself to our

Codex.

The Massorah Magna.—It will be more convenient to

describe the Massorah Magna first. This, as has already

been remarked, occupies the lower margin of each page, and
in Hosea and Joel contains thirty-one Rubrics, which are

arranged alphabetically, or according to the order of the books

in the Hebrew Scriptures. The peculiarities of the Rubrics

as contained in this MS. will be pointed out hereafter.
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A SKETCH OF SALTAN GRAMMAR;
WTTH

EXAMPLES OF TRANSLATION.

By Captain W. F. Prideaux, F.R.G.S., Fellow of

the University of Bombay.

Read 4th January, 1876.

INTRODUCTION.

Although the British Museum possesses the largest

collection of Sabasan inscriptions extant in any European
country, no systematic attempt has been made by any
English scholar to elucidate the grammatical principles of the

language in which the epigraphs are composed. The labours

of Osiander, Ewald, Levy, Grildemeister, and other Continental

writers, have done much to smooth the path of Sabsean study;

and later students, such as Lenormant, Praetorius, Halevy,

and D. H. Miiller, have formulated with exactitude some of

the more important canons of the grammar. M. Halevy's

latest work, Etudes Sabe'ennes, which first appeared in the

JournalA siatique for May-June, October, 1873, and December,

1874, and which has subsequently been republished in a

separate volume, has formed the basis of the following sketch
;

and although I differ from him in one or two particulars, I

cannot help acknowledging the industry and skill by which

he has shown that he is not less distinguished in the field of

philological research than in that of original discovery. But
there is still much room for further investigation ; and I have

some hope that the publication of the following imperfect

Vol. V. 12
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sketch may stimulate some of our English Orientalists to

pursue further a study which not only lies invitingly open to

them, but which, as near akin to the language of inspiration,

possesses an extrinsic value of the highest land.

There can be no doubt that the Sabsean is an independent

branch of the great Semitic family. To which of its con-

geners it is most nearly related it is difficult to say. Its

antiquity is shown in its display of forms sometimes shared

in common with other languages, and sometimes peculiar to

itself. As instances of the former kind, it is sufficient to

adduce the following characteristics of the language. It

agrees with the Hebrew and differs from the Arabic and

iEthiopic in possessing a Hiphil conjugation ; it agrees with

the Assyrian and differs from the Arabic and iEthiopic in

refusing a prosthetic Alif in the X. conjugation ; it agrees with

the Assyrian and Arabic and differs from the Hebrew 1 and

^Ethiopic in possessing declinable triptote nouns ; it agrees

with the Hebrew and differs from the Arabic and iEthiopic in

forming a pluralis sanus in D ; and it agrees with the Arabic

and iEthiopic and differs from the Hebrew and Assyrian in

having plurales fracti. Perhaps the most distinctive pecu-

liarity of the language is the reduplication of the
]
in the

plural of the subjunctive imperfect tense.

In its alphabet, the Sabsean resembles the iEthiopic, and

there can be little doubt that for a considerable period there

was only one language on either side of the Red Sea. As

Sabaean inscriptions have been found in Abyssinia, it is

probable that Sabaean is earlier than the Geez. In both the

Sabsean and the modern Amharic we find an admixture of

words which are inexplicable by the aid of the other Semitic

tongues, and which are probably attributable to an earlier

Cushite stock. The relics of this primal race, which is typified

as the serpent Aril, are probably still lingering in the Agau

and Bilen districts.

The Sabaean vocabulary has a great affinity to the

iEthiopic and Arabic. It is, however, dangerous to infer that

every word we meet with can be satisfactorily explained from

1 There is, however, good reason to beliere that the earliest form of the

Hebrew noun was both declinable, and miniated.
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the cognate languages, even when there is an apparent

identity with some well-known root. It is notorious that

theArab lexicologists are determined to find an Arabic etymon

for every word which occurs in a native author ; and it is far

more likely that such words as ""j f § or "^ <D ^> (plur. ^j O ^ p^)

a chief, and ){ O £, a wife, are independent vocables than that

they have any connection with the roots Jljj and cL&.

The point on which I differ chiefly from the Continental

writers is with regard to the regular plural of nouns, which I

believe is formed in D and not in T. This opinion is based

not only on a careful examination of the texts, but on

the a priori ground that as is in Arabic the dynamical

development of _, and ,j_ of — > so hi Sabaean
^J (um or

im) would be the analogous form produced from the mimation.

In Hebrew the mimation is found in the adverbs D^ftN

(acc. of }^N) truli/, D|H (ace. of ]n) gratis, etc. ; and although

a mimative nominative is not found, it appears in the con-

struct state in such words as llT^rp and 7N^5. From

the status constructus of the singular, therefore, the regular

plural in is develoj)ed, and the Sabsean ^ ^ ^ fa for

instance, is the etymological equivalent of the Hebrew D^tt^N.

The final ^ is, I believe, in every case either the enclitic

demonstrative, which often has merely the force of a definite

article, or an adjectival ending, corresponding to the Arabic

\_ . I may also add that my views differ from those of

M. Halevy in regard to the employment of the conjunction

^. I do not think this is ever used to give a precative sense

to the verb except when it governs the subjunctive mood of

the imperfect tense, and that it is never thus employed with

the perfect tense. I should perhaps add a word upon the

term " Sabgean," which I have adopted in preference to

" Himyaritic." The latter term was borrowed from the

Arabs, who were only acquainted with the Kingdom of the

D^?II4*> or Himyarites. But it is evident from the texts

1

icLi) is said by the Arab lexicons to mean a wife, because she follows, or

conforms with the wishes of her husband.
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that this kingdom rose upon the ruins of the ancient dynasty

of which the chiefs bore the title of h H?>H°I hlllM n1II>

King of Saba and Dlm-Raidan. Saba was a district of which

I! Y F D (Marydb) was the capital, and Raidan or Phn-Raidan

was, as I have shown in a former paper, 1 the name of the palace

of the kings near Zhafar. The language employed in the

inscriptions was that of the people of Saba, as the frequent

references to the kings testify, and it is therefore only proper

to call the language after them, instead of after the inhabitants

of a petty provincial kingdom.

An older dialect is perhaps that of the HSoJ], or people

of the kingdom of Ma'n, of whom so many inscriptions have

been brought to light by M. Halevy. This is very similar to

the language of the flXB^B L
F' or Pe0Ple of Hadhramaut.

The principal characteristics are the frequent employment

of a paragogic ^ in nouns, when in the construct state, or

employed with the enclitic \ ; the use of a Saphel instead

of a Hiphil conjugation ; and the possessive suffixes ^\

,

(D 4i, and CD]]|^} instead of the more ordinary forms 0^
and CD]] V* ^n these two latter particulars it resembles the

Assyrian.

In conclusion, I may state that I have selected the

inscriptions in the British Museum for translation, because

doubtful passages can be so easily verified either by an

inspection of the monuments themselves or of Mr. Netherclift's

excellent facsimiles. There is therefore no room for variorum

readings. I have added a translation of an inscription, which

is now in the British Museum, but which at the time M. Halevy

copied it as No. 686 of Iris Recueil, was in my house at Aden.

The true reading of the text, which was to a certain extent

incorrectly transcribed by M. Halevy, will be apparent from

my translation, and will I trust lead to a peaceful settlement

of a dispute, which was for some time carried on between

MM. Halevy and Praetorius, on the subject of this very

stone.
2

1 On some Recent Discoveries in South- Western Arabia. Trans. Soc. Bibl.

Arch., Tol. II, p. 1.

2 Halevy, Etudes Sabeennes, Paris, 1875, p. 30 j Praetorius, Beitrcige zur

Erlclarunff der Simjarisehi n Tnschriften, Pi-iltes Heft, Halle, 1874, p. iv.
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GRAMMATICAL SKETCH.

L—ORTHOGRAPHY.

There are twenty-nine letters in the Sabasan alphabet, all

of which are consonants, although two at least of them are

also used as vowels. The accompanying table exhibits the

letters, and their equivalents in the cognate Semitic languages.

As all our knowledge of Sabasan is solely derived from the

inscriptions discovered in El-Yemen and in Abyssinia, it is

impossible to lay down precise rules with regard to the exact

phonetic value of the letters, and, indeed, it is only within

the last year or two, that the power of some of them has been

determined. They may, as in other languages, be divided

into the classes of (a) Gutturals, (b) Dentals, (c) Labials,

(d) Sibilants, (e) Palatals, and (/) Liquids.

(a) The Gutturals, ft' V/H1
' O, ~], f|, ^.

Of these ^ represents the spiritus lenis of the Greeks,

and the Alif Hamza (\\ of the Arabs. Possessing,

as it does, the powers of a semi-consonant and semi-

vowel, it can never be elided, nor can words in

which it occurs be written defectively. O, as in

Hebrew, must have been pronounced as a very

strong guttural, as many words are spelt with

it which in Arabic have c , as
[] \ © |j l-jJia •

fl represents the ordinary c of the Arabs, but is

occasionally in Sabeean confounded with ], from

which it is evidently derived.

(b) The Dentals, g, j=|> B> ?•

These were probably pronounced in the same manner
as their representatives in Arabic.
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(c) The Labials. |"|> 0> fl>

Are also represented in all the other Semitic languages.

('/) The Sibilants, g, (*,, ,2,, J, ][.

Of these, X appears to have an intermediate sound

between $ and X-
1

(e) The Palatals, l>| , X, ffl.

(/) The Liquids, "], ^, ^.

In addition to the above, there are the two fa acia I letters,

fr, and the explosive {: and the two weal: letters, ©, and ^,

which have the double consonantal and vowel powers. The
latter is, however, very rare, except at the end of words, and

it is even doubtful whether it ever occurs medially excepting

the name of the Semitic lunar-god Sin. Both © and ^
have diphthongal powers, and words thus spelt may be

written defectively, e.g. :

—

3? for 3©?* a day;

1$ ^ 1?$, a chief;

® Y Y Pi for ® Y T Y h » ** Mothers ; and

X ^ >B 4* for X^JB 1^ Badhramaut.

The orthographic signs used in Arabic, such as the Jazma,

Tashdid, and Bamza, are not represented in Sabsean, although

the words are of course influenced by the principles which

govern those signs. For instance, Alif is invariably

Hamzatum, and we know that many syllables must neces-

sarily be Jazmatum, from analogy. Mushaddad consonants

are generally, if not always, written in full in the case of

liquids, and are contracted in the case of gutturals. The

Wasla, and prosthetic Alif are not found in Saba?an.

1 Cf. Dr. D. H. Miiller's valuable remarks on the pronunciation of this

letter, which in Saba seems to have been the equivalent of the Arabic
j

[Zeihchriff d. I). M. (1. XXIX. p. 588).
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II.—ETYMOLOGY.

1. The Verb.

The verb in Sabsean is with very rare exceptions triliteral,

and from the first, or ground-form, are derived six other

forms, which, to use Dr. Wright's words, " express various

modifications of the idea expressed by the first."

The following table shows the original and derived forms,

so far as they are at present known, the numbering being

reckoned on the basis of the Arabic.

No.
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seventh by prefixing the syllable \ ^ to the simple form
;

the eighth by inserting- the letter )( between the first and

second radicals of the simple form ; and the tenth by pre-

fixing the syllable
){ A to the simple form.

There are two tenses to the verb in Sabasan, the Perfect

and the Imperfect ; and four moods, the Indicative, Sub-

junctive or Conditional, Precative, and Imperative.

Owing to the nature of the inscriptions, on which all our

information with respect to Sabsean grammar is based, it is

impossible to state with certainty the suffixes of the first and

second persons of the Perfect Tense, or the affixes of the first

and second persons of the Imperfect. We know, either from

the inscriptions or by analogy, that the following are the

forms of the third persons of these Tenses in the singular,

dual, and plural numbers :

—

PERFECT TENSE.
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When one verb in the perfect tense is the consecutive of

another in the same tense, the letter ^ is added to it if in

the singular, and is substituted for the letter ^ if in the

feminine singular, and for the letters f and © if in the

dual or plural, e.g. :

—

H®X3l®!i®T' ^ e aided and preserved.

hrniX®IX? l|

ihX> s îe 9^or{fi (,d and solemnly vowed.

ir^^V^l^fhUl' îey constructed and completed.

This paragogic *-j is probably a sign of energy, and may be a

relic of the old Hebrew form, as in pvipj?.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

FEMININE,

The Subjunctive mood is formed from the Imperfect tense

by adding an energetic ^ to the third person singular,

which is doubled in the plural :

—

SIMPLE FORM. HIPH1L FORM.

3rd pers. Sing. ^O)^^ h?0®¥?

The Precative mood is formed by prefixing the preposition
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"], with or without the pronouns bl and Y H , to the Sub-

junctive :

—

SIMPLE FORM.

3ra pers. Sing.

Plur.

SATAPHEL FORM.

h°>0?1 h?0a>Xl»l?1

hho^?1 hh?0®Xrt?1

It would appear that in verbs of the formation I"}?, the

medial 1 is preserved in conjugating, as in
)( ^ © p , whereas

in verbs of the formation i"y, the *i is elided, as X 31 £

'

from ^ ^ £ . In verbs V'Q, the 1 falls in the imperfect

tense, as V ^ ? from ^ $ 0, eic. The final 1 and N are

always maintained in verbs ^
r/

7 and ^ ,/

7, as in <D f h f]

'

x?m x?*hx. ®h>n. ^
Owing to the want of vocalization, it is difficult to

ascertain the participial forms. The participle of the I.

conjugation is probably found in the divine epithets ^ O $ ?

or O 3 ? and O ^ pV and in such words as 31 ft S £ ' that

of the II. conjugation in 31 H H ® 31 > e^c - 1 ne f°1-nis

h ?[H h PI X^ and [Dn*nX^ «« apparently derived

from the V. conjugation.

The impersonal verb ^3 O h (Arabic ^\
J

is always

written in the feminine gender, as in the common phrase,

h^oSX^IXJjOhiXHI' because there has been favour

(in times past), and may there be favour (in times to come).

The following are the personal suffixes of the verb, so far

as they are known :

—
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Mijleax Dialect.

3rd ptfs. Sing.

„ Plur.

MASCULINE.

1*1— ®h

The same forms serve, when appended to the noun,

to indicate the possessive, as

—

® T H (1 ® ' ^*5 servant ;

® ^ V ^^ H' ^" >;/ ' free-bom malt s.

2. The Noun.

The Noun is divided into two classes, triptotes and diptotes.

Triptotes are known by the termination $], usually called the

Mimation in Sabaean, which answers to the Tanwin in Arabic.

Owing to the consonantal character of the language, we are

unable to indicate the vowels which respectively denote the

nominative, genitive, and accusative cases, but they were

probably the same as in Arabic, e.g.

:

—

^^Sft (15, H) = *UJl. P™n. Anmar™.

3 > 3 H ^ ( 15 < * 6J = £uJl, F™- Anmar-".

SI J S SM (15 » '• n-12 ) = > Ĵ
,

pw/. Amnar™.

A noun is diptote when it does not possess the mimation, as

?<j>, Arab. ±j±, Sham/mam.

The following nouns are diptote :

—

1. Proper names which resemble the II. conjugation of the

verb, as
) ^j £.
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'2. Proper names which resemble any of the persons of the

imperfect, as

—

HoAh. OhX Oh?. hoV?.
3. Proper names which end in )(, whether masculine or

feminine, as

—

XniA. XSh?Y, X>$?
4. Compound proper names, as

—

5. Proper names ending in L
|, the Arabic X as

—

h^o, s^:»0, hV1©-

6. Proper names ending in Hamza, as

—

Ml A.

or consisting of more than three letters, as

—

>X8°. n?H-
This rule is not, however, constant.

The genitive case follows the rule in yEthiopic, and is

formed either by the governing word being in the status

constructus, or by the addition of the preposition
f=j

to the

second word. The latter form might perhaps be more

accurately termed the possessive case.

The mimation in triptote nouns is lost in the status con-

structus, as

—

3 f\ 1 3 >
a fang*

hll Alfi1*> lingo/ Saba;

3 X? fl> a house,

3 O 8 ? I X ? [I*
tne house ov temP le °f Ydtht**.

In the regular plural, the status constructus is marked by

a f , as

—

h°3l?XV1fl

l
CD

l

<

?
l

l
l 1fl

l'
ine 9°d* amI goddesses of Mdn :

fhllAI? A1&> things of Saba.
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The mimation also falls naturally before the personal

suffixes, as

—

^| £>j jj O, a servant or worshipper,

CD y N fl ®' ^'s wvant.

There are three numbers to the noun in Sabsean ; the

singular, dual, and plural.

The dual 1
is formed, by suffixing ^ ^y to the singular,

as

—

Y
LlH^4, ^ 5 two forts;

but in the construct state the *-| is generally dropped, as

—

h fl h I ? A 1 3 > two kings of Saba ;

hX^^ITXI !!' tw0 distresses of the cottage

;

whilst the f disappears when the determinative ^ ^ is em-

ployed, as

—

h X h ^ f t I i ? fl ' D^tween the two seasons ;

. - .
, , . . . . , . . . w _ _ r the two houses of Hirrdn

h^oholhJVIHVHXfil.t andNo'mdn;

( the tiro repositories of

3/l3£°l}X8o|hVh3£3>j ** offerings of 'Athtor

[ and Shamsim.

The plural is divided into the pluralis sanus, and the

pluralis fractus.

The pluralis sanus8 of masculine nouns is formed by adding

3| to the status constructus singular, as—

L^j] rl H ft' a numan being,

^ rl I ft' human beings

;

D8] \ ® fl

'

a oeast °f burden,

^ P O fj,
beasts of burden.

1 In the examples given by M. Halevy from his own inscriptions at page

52 of Etudes Sabeennes, I am of opinion that the L* is the demonstrative enclitic,

and not a part of the dual.

2 This is probably a contraction of T *"l ft , two.

3 The pronunciation of the regular plural was probably ilma in the nomi-

native, and ima in the objective cases.
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The pluralis samis of feminine nouns is formed by adding

X to the singular.

The following are the more common forms of pluralis

fractus :
—

1. The Arabic
\\x3 \, as

—

%)%%, fruit; %)%%h> fin**!

^hg®, an idol; 3 h 8 ® rV !doh -

1

2. The Arabic "fi^i
?

as—

3 3 H f*l>
° feudatory l % X3 ® H Pl» /e ' (,l" for!es ''i

• 9 9

3. The Arabic i^j, as

—

4. The Arabic il*i > as

—

$| O y, apta ; ^ X ° $' plains.

5. The Arabic j^, as

—

X ? ^ © , lowland ; f*| ? ^ © s
lowlands.

6. The Arabic J Ui j as

—

©g3l> fl habitation; ©g^> habitations

= Arab. ^ * , plural A^ .

7. The form iLxi, as—

3 3 A 3 , «A« statio of a deity
; $ X 3 ? A 3 > stationes.

s- Cs

8. The form ^Uil, as

—

3 © J ) , « pnestf; ^ X © J J f*l ' P^ests.

1 This possesses also a feminine form, as V K k LAJ a free-born woman ;

plural Y \ \ 111 is, free-born women ; Y <? L A a possession, Y 9 L A Jl

^0/??f.S'.WOW.9.

: This word appears to correspond most, closely with the Latin comes.
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It may be observed, that verbals are sometimes masculine

in Sabsean, feminine is Arabic, as

—

3 1 f*l h 3 a prayer, £LL«.

The adjective, in Sabsetin, is often formed from the

substantive by the addition of a L|, as

—

^ T r £ >
îe eas^ i $ ) £ >

eastern

;

^Jo^, *A<3 it'6?/, lJo^, western;

3 ft 1 3 >
a *%> h A 1 3

' ™y«?-

Gentile adjectives are, in the singular, often formed by the

addition of ^, as

—

^O^, Main, ^ If O ^ , « Mincean

;

?1 ll n '
"S^'j ? fh [I iH '

a Sabcmn ;

but this is elided in the plural, as

—

3h°3> Minceans;

^ X ^ ^ u 4^> people of Hadhramaut.

There is no article in Sabtean. The final ^ of the

mimation has no doubt the force of an indefinite article

;

and the demonstrative enclitic ^ serves as a sign of deter-

mination. But article, pur et simple, there is none ; and the

theory of M. Halevy, that © ^ is used as a definite article,

cannot be upheld. The paragogic ty
is common in the

Hadhramaut and Mingean dialects, in the case of words in

the construct state, as

—

V ^ iV a nam-e; V ^ ^ ^ '
a stati° '>

YHY> « <%; V3®?, a day;

but this is not an article.
1 As for the compound names,

V 3 I

1
! O H ?> II ) f\ V 3 A > a ytucjy of Sabsean nomen-

1 Tlio nearest con-esponding form would be the final fr$
of the Aramaean

dialects.
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clature would have convinced M. Halevy that in royal

appellations, it was usual to employ an epithet of the

deity as the second division of the word, governing

a verb in the first; and that in the above names, the

word is composed of the epithet of the divinity Y 31 iS >

i.e., the participle of the verb ^ ^ ^ = the Hebrew

root ntttr, alius fuit, and the Arab. ^^ (U^), and the

verb O fcl ? = Heb. IH^ cognovit ; whereas in the second

word, the epithet is from ["] \ fa , i.e., the participle of

"j
^ fi , the verb, whence is derived the Hebrew 1^H3

,

cherub, and signifying to he mighty, powerful; and the verb

V £ h • Similarly, ^ *1 ® Y 31 1*1 > in which the latter con-

stituent was probably originally ^ ^ O = Heb. root PH^.

elatus est, and Arab. L QU). It is an interesting feature

in the Sabeean language that (especially in proper names)

we so often see the original form in ^ in verbs of which

in Arabic the third radical is . and ^j, and in Ararnasan N
or (in intransitive verbs) \

The syllable (D ^, which M. Halevy takes to be the

forma plena of ^, and which he assimilates to the third

personal pronoun NIPT anfl to the Hebrew article "H, is more

probably the suffix of the third possessive pronoun, as in

—

Sl^hloVMY* his <% of NasW»

,

[1 H 31 I
° V 31 ) V> hi* sanctuary of Madhab.

In the Hadhramaut dialect we accordingly find |^j in lieu

of ©V, as—

3] 1 ft I f\ 31 I ¥ 31 > *« sanctuary of Mam,

31 h ° 3l I h fl ° J'
/7" s> tri°e °f tfo Mnoeans.
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III.

—

The Pronoun.

193

The following table exhibits the forms of the demonstra-

tive pronouns in Sabaean :

—

1. The near Demonstrative (THIS).
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The conjunctive relative pronouns are:

—

^j, XH' who> that = Arab. lJ&\
}

jA\

HISH' XHISIl' he wll °- she wJt°i whoever = Arab.

f^
is used adjectively like the Arab. ^iSU and agrees

xvdt 1 1 its substantive in gender, number, and case ; e.g.,

CD U—M = Arab. I__oin

o V flH, % «*&*

® V X £ H' which he has offered.

When used substantively, it is equivalent to H I h 11' as—
<D T i r M S I N' whosoever may break it ... .

The texts do not supply with examples of the neuter

conjunctive pronoun, nor of the interrogative pronouns. As

they are invariably written in the third person, we have no

opportunity of knowing the form of the first and second

persons, but the third is probably in the singular ^ T an<^

in the plural ^ y. M. Halevy's remarks on this subject may
be studied with interest. 1

IV.

—

The Demonstrative Enclitic.

In some of M. Halevy's inscriptions, an early form of the

demonstrative is found as fa ^. This is probably identical

with the Aram. Nil' this, and thence to! the Heb. Nil, hi,

and the Arab. ^, in \\s[Ji, Hj^J. The
fa ^ in Sabaean is

however generally found combined with an enclitic h'
as H V'

corresponding to the Heb. )n, and the Aral). \ lo

!

The demonstrative force of this letter is well displayed in
- f

the Arab. ^ and the Heb. TVF}. In Sabrean the enclitic

i Haldvy's Etudes SdbSennes, Taris, 1875, p. 68.
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is invariably added to the masculine singular demonstrative

H» as h H> an{^ frequently to the plural *]fo, as ^ "| fa

.

It is not used with the feminine demonstrative, and in

the distant forms the final X ^s equally an enclitic, and

is of equal power. But it must be added to every noun

which is preceded by a pronoun ; as

—

hhgoft |h1rh

hX?>AIXH
SXSH4HXTV
h^ihMXSV

It is obvious that when the noun is thus made determinate,

it loses the indefinite mimation.

The enclitic is also occasionally added to a preposition,

when it occurs before a determinate noun, as

—

h X 8 H ^ I X ? V ( S PI, *» that calamity.

This must not be confounded with the other preposition

hrt' from"

A word is occasionally emphasized by the addition of the

syllable ^ ^ to the ordinary enclitic ^. The etymology of

this particle has been explained above. It gives the

signification of this itself, the very, as hVh^^^lhfl' *"

the shrine itself in the very shrine. Halevy is mistaken in

thinking that \ is merely a contraction of \ ^, or that the

latter can be employed by itself. On the contrary, ^ U js

invariably found in conjunction with ^. The two examples

S V J! V H an(* h V M V m British Museum Inscription

No. 29 are in the Hadhramaut dialect, and the normal

forms of V f] V H an(l V ) 1 V m Sabsean are
|[] V H

and HV, consequently h V [1 V H = S II V H <md

HVMV = L.nv
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V.

—

The Numerals.

The cardinal numbers from 3 to 10 follow the analogy of

the Hebrew and Arabic languages (in opposition to the

iEthiopic) in placing the feminine form in X before masculine

nouns, and the normal form before feminine nouns. They are

as follows, an asterisk being placed after such as do not

actually occur in the inscriptions :

—
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It will be observed that the cardinal numbers, with the

exception of the dual 2, are triptote, although the mimation
is lost in composition, and the demonstrative enclitic, both in

its simple and its intensified form may be affixed to them, as

The cardinal numbers from 11 to 19 are formed by the

addition of
) £ O or X ) £ O , as the case may be, as :

—

MASCULINE.
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So far as we are able to judge, the ordinal numbers are

formed similarly to the cardinals. There was doubtless a

change of vocalization, but the force of this cannot be pre-

dicated with certainty in a purely consonantal language.

The formation of the fractions is not yet accurately determined

for want of texts.

The system of notation employed by the Sabseans was

exceedingly simple. The figures are always placed between

two ladders, thus | |
| which at once distinguishes them.

Up-and-down strokes are used to denote 1 to 4; 5 is
4J

,

the initial of f\ fl
*ij ; 10 is O, the initial of

} J O ;

50 is ^, or half of j], the initial of
fl X fh H» 1Q0; and

1000 is
ft,

the initial of Q *] ft

.

The nearest approach to such a system is the Roman.

20

50

oo

ooo

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

IIM

o

40

50

GO

70

80

90

100

1000

oooo

1

ol

ooo]

oooo]

n
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The units are often joined together, as [~| =
1

1 , [J]
=

1 1 1

,

etc. Examples :

—

1 n^O | 17:

I
["I

1
!! OQOO |, 47;

| OOO^H |, 180.

The figures O O are sometimes connected together, thus

$, but being placed within the ladders, it is impossible to

mistake them for letters.

VI.

—

The Particles.

A.— The Prepositions.

The inseparable prepositions consist of one consonant,

the vocalization of which is uncertain. They are :

—

(a) \\, in (of time or place); by, through (of agency
or instrument) ; according to (Heb. Aram. 21, iEth.

(\ ; Arab- <—>Y

(b)
\

to ; for (to indicate motive) ; on account of in

consideration of (Heb. Aram. T5
, zEth. f\-t Arab. J).

The enclitic ^j may be added to either of these preposi-

tions, and they may be used adverbially in the sense of when.

The
\

is also the sign of the precative mood, when pre-

ceding the imperfect subjunctive. An attentive consideration

of the texts has convinced me that it never has a precative

force when joined to the perfect tense.

(c) f[ as, like as; and with the adverbial sense of when

(Heb. Aram. 2)). But this is not really a preposi-

tion, but a formally undeveloped noun (cf Wright's

Arabic Grammar, edit, ii, p. 312). 1 In the Minsean

dialect, it appears to have the force of "T.

1 For a more lengthened inquiry into the power of this particle, see Halevy
Etudes Sabeennes, pp. 91-94.
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" The separable prepositions are of two sorts. Those of

" the first class, which are all biliteral or triliteral, have

"different terminations; those of the second class are

" simply nouns of different forms in the accusative singular,

" determined by the following- genitive " (Wright, p. 313).

They are consequently without the mimation.

The separable prepositions of the first class are :

—

(a) ? 1 O over, upon, to (Heb. ^Jf, "75? ; Aram. b$
;

Arab.
J^).

(b) ^\^, from (Heb. Aram. p2; Arab. ; JEth.

?\^ili '•)• ^uf m Sabsean this particle usually

appears as ^ fj.

(c) t\ O, till, up to (Heb. 7$; Arab. -^ ; Mth. ftfift:)

The poetical form 9 >| O, Heb.
"

I

7^? is also found;

and the HacZ/mimaut dialect gives the form b\
fa

.

The separable prepositions of the second class are :

—

(a) L 9 n • between, among (Heb. p3, Arab. ^)-

(ft) N°ri; a/^ (
Heb

- ^?' Arab
- am}

(c) *1 T ' behind, after ; different from Arab. ^q\~l '

(d) 1[\§; before, of time (Heb. TQ|?, Arab. JjV

(
g) DH^ &e/ore'

of Place (
Heb

-
D7l?> Arab. Jjj)-

CO ll^ft' in exchange for, in consideration of (Halevy).

There are also a few compound prepositions, as
JJ
O |"1,

composed of
f]

and
J]
O (Heb. Qi^, Arab, -^ with, near,

by) and equivalent in meaning to the Latin apucl ; Q^ 4/ fj,

behind, in the neighbourhood of; XH^Xfl' '•''
fl

im< l X^X'
Heb. TT\P\, Arab, ^^j ,

ie/ow ; } ? fl fl - Aiab. iLb'

without; and flofl, composed of ^ f)
and f^O (Heb. 7PD,— o

Arab. It ^). Cf. ZciUchrift d. J). M. G., vol. xxix.

pp. 606-608.
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B.— The Adverbs.

Very little is known about the adverbs in Sabsean, but it

seems pretty clear that, as in Arabic, the accusative case of

a noun is often used adverbially, as n X II
^ S' favourably.

The adverb of negation is perhaps JJ*| (Arab. )), but

this only occurs in one inscription. The inseparable adverb

1
(Arab. M, verily, truly, is found occasionally.

C.— The Conjunction s.

The following are the inseparable conjunctions :

—

(a) <D; which is usually employed for connecting

words and sentences (Heb. Aram. "1, Arab. '

iEth. :) but is also used as a disjunctive particle,

like the Arab. L„|

.

(b) §; this sometimes connects single words, as

) ~\ Q I [S h r*1 5
but it more usually introduces the

consequence resulting from an antecedent cause

(Arab, ^j, Heb. H^)- When it follows O in the

disjunctive sense of the latter, it introduces the

apodosis of a sentence.

(c) \, that, in order that, which is identical with the

preposition, and is prefixed to the subjunctive and
precative moods of the imperfect; and to the

perfect in the sense of because.

The following are the separable conjunctions :

—

(a) Oft; or (Heb. iN, Arab. "]).

(b) <D
f
1
] (} ; as well as.
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(c) jy; because, in that. This conjunction appears to

be derived from a root similar to the Arab. "JLi or

z , adapted, ft, suitable. Its original meaning is

therefore conformably to. in accordance with. In the

sense of because, it is commonly used with the

enclitic *], or with the demonstrative pronoun

XH> aB i"14'>XHI~14' a ^ is a ^so occasionally

followed by the preposition
f\ or preceded by

n«i.- ftiHTH. ivn. hTM-

(<0Hn. XHIl. H1- XH1; fanned by prefixing

the prepositions
|

|
and '

|

to the demonstrative

pronoun, have the signification of because, in that.

X H "1 occasionally rules the precative, instead of

the simple \ X H II
before the subjunctive is

in order that.

(e) H f"i ;
when (Ar ab

- ^
. °f-

Heb
- *£)•

(/) h f\ fl > J ust as
'
"'^ (cf' Heb. P^O •

(#) H ® ?' H ?' originally a day, but generally used

conjunctively as wAera.

(/<) H I S 1' after t1iat
^
w]ien — Arab. US'
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EXAMPLES OF TRANSLATION.

In order to economize space, I do not insert the inscrip-

tions in full. They may be found in the British Museum
Collection, 18(33; in the Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenland

Gesellschaft xix (Os.) ; and in the Journal Asiatique for

October, 1873, and December, 1874 (Hal.). I have followed

the order employed by M. Halevy, both for purposes of

comparison, and because that order groups the inscriptions

of a similar character, and leads on from the easier to the

more difficult texts.

I.

(B.M. 23; Os. 19.)

1. 3] fl V ® n. pr. nom. = Arab.
<

,^,'j a giver. The ha,

although mushaddad in Arabic, is not so in Sabasan,

being a guttural. In post-Islamitic times, the designa-

tion Al-Wa/iAab is only applied to Allah.

2. © ^ 4J f*|
CD, the word 4J fa,

brother, is written defectively

for ^ Ti fh' n * su °st. gen. = Arab, -l] > as the governed

verb is in the plural, and not the dual, as would have

been the case if the votaries had been merely WaAMbm
ii •

'

and his brother. © Y , possessive suffix, Arab. g.

i~2 - xm a i ® s n ;
<& s n> n - subst

-

p

im - ^n
-
= ama.

»^j . Halevy remarks that the form O T f|
*s usually

employed with reference to a tribe, and y *-\
j]|

when

the natural descent is implied : hence
)(

|"

\ f\ would

here be the eponymus of the votaries' tribe, and not

their father. As it ends in X> it is a diptote noun, and

does not take the mimation.
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2- © ? h $ V' P el'f. 3rd Pers - masc. plur. IV. of f ^ ^

,

to be in possession = Arab. ijj
; hence, IV. signifies to

place in possession of, or, of votive objects, to endoic.

3* T T 31 I ft '
n - P 1'- a lunar god of the Sabaeans, wor-

shipped especially at Hirran, Na'man, and Awarn, towns

of Al-Yemen. The noun being compound, is diptote.

S ) V H ' H' a possessive adjective, which frequently,

but not invariably, has the sense of the Arabic ,J,

possessor, owner. Here it has the force of the ^Ethiopic

genitive particle fcj . L^U a town of Al-Yeman,

sacred to the cultus of Il-Makah.

3-4. *-| |=|
^=

|=| , this, and the demonstrative enclitic ^.

4. h H H ^ ^ ' n * subs. The exact derivation of this word

is unknown, but as it is only employed upon the

bronze tablets, and never on any stone memorial, it

is commonly taken to indicate the offering itself, i.e.,

the tablet. The final ^j is the demonstrative enclitic,

this, which takes the place of the mimation.

4. L| ~| l|J, conj. derived from a root = Arab. §: or jr

adapted, fit, suitable, proper. Its primary meaning seems

to be in conformity ivith, and Avith the demonstrative

enclitic ^, according to this, for this reason, i.e., because.

5. (D^j V V $©> perf. 3rd pers. masc. sing. I.= Arab. <bj

he obeyed. In Sabsean, with ["], it signifies to hear a

prayer favourably, i.e., to grant it.

5-6. ® Y 1 ft |*1 3 fl ^ II ' PreP- according to. *] ft f\ $ ,
a

triptote noun derived from "| ft rS = Arab. JL' *'

asked, and equivalent to i\\^^. , a thing asked, a petition,

a prayer. V , the possessive suffix = (the prayer)

addressed to the god, lit. his prayer. I cannot see on
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what grounds Halevy translated
\ ^ (^ ^ a " grace."

There is no difficulty in the phrase, if we look on the

prayer addressed to a god as, thereby, coming into

the god's possession.

6.©^V?Q<D"1" *1is here a conjunction, signifying,

because that, in that. ^ (} <D, perf. 3rd pers. masc. sing.

III. of Y (^ CD = Arab, J^? integer fuit : therefore III.

signifies, to restore to health, to keep whole,, to keep safely.

Halevy thinks that *
|
here indicates the precative, but

the precative is not a mood of the perfect tense ; nor

is his difficulty about *p (} <D very clear.

7. © ^ fo t\ O |*| ,
perf. 3rd pers. masc. sing. III. of t\ O ^

= Arab. III. j^cb, to assist or help ; to prosper.

3] X 31 O S » ac^v - = Arab, ^-^ , ace. of the triptote
S - O I

-

noun ^jjj , favourably, or mtcVA favour.

Translation.

WaMabum and his brothers, the Benu Kalbat, have
endowed Il-Makah of Hirran with this tablet, because he

has granted the prayer addressed to him, in that he has

restored them to health and has assisted them favourably.

II.

(B.M. 21 ; Os. 21.)

This inscription, with the exception of the proper names,

is almost word for word identical with the preceding one.

The pronoun h H ^s omitted before h H S ^ ^ ' but ^ne

demonstrative enclitic is a sufficient determinative. The
verb O^Vf^O'l is also wanting, apparently through

an error of the artist.
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1

.

Lj l|l "] O , n. prop., probably derived from a root =

Heb. rr?y, Arab. Jx, signifying " lofty? or " superbw."

As it ends in ^ , it is diptote.

^ H 8 ^ ^' a well-known triptote Sabeean name, here

in the genitive = Arab, jj ^ . It is said by the Arab

lexicographers to mean " a generous man," or " a /ion."

In Sabaean, the eponymus of the great tribe which held

the country about 'Amrtin.

2. 9 L]
if y ,

perf. 3rd pers. masc. sing. IV. f ^ <}>.

Translation.

'Alhan son of Marthad™ has endowed Il-Makah of Hirr&n

with this tablet, because Il-Makah has granted the prayer

addressed to him [in that he has restored him to health] and

in that Il-Makah has assisted him favourably.

III.

(B.M. 3G ; Os. 34.)

1. © V ]] ^i X ^ h ' n - ProP- fem- peculiarly formed from

the two words X ^ f
1
! '

s ^ster
>
anc^ B ft >

mother, with

the possessive suffix © ^ > comP- T ^ie Hebrew Ahah.

% U ) h ^' n* Pr- êm# °^ lincei^ ai]i ° Tym°lo8T>

2-3. ^ X^JOfj, n. subst. fern, dual of ^]ofj, an owner, lord.

3. S X II V ' n - subst. fern.- = Arab. «u^~u , lit. a 7<o?/se

constructed of branches of trees, but here meaning a

roughly made house or cottage ; with the enclitic

demonstrative ^ to draw attention to it.

*1 ^ I!' PreP- compounded of |] and Q ^ 4J, = Arab.

•ij behind, over against, hard by.
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3-4. 4 )~\ y, n. subst. masc. = 2Eth. inC: « city, with the

demonstrative enclitic ^.

4. fl ? ^ ^ ' n * P r - °f a lai'ge c3'ty> the capital of the kingdom

of Saba, the Roman Maryaba, and modern Mdrib.

? X 31 £ 5
perf. 3rd pers. fem. dual I of ^ ^ £ or ^ £

= Hel>. D^tZ? jyosuit.

4-5. S S 8 ®' n - B11t)st. = Arab. y an idol, with the

demonstrative enclitic ^.

5-6.
JJ

CD ^ "j ^ f]
, n. pr. epithet of Il-Makah: Awan is

apparently a town of Al-Yemen. dedicated to the

cnltus of that god.

6-7. — Y H V V * ® — ? H V ? <"> 1; these verbs have

"the feminine dual pronominal suffix j ]]
7*.

Translation.

Ukhtnmhu and Shafanram, the two owners of the

cottage, which is hard by this city of Maryab, have offered

this idol to Il-Makah, the lord of Awarn, because he has

granted the prayer addressed to him, in that he has kept

both in safety.

IV.

(B.M. 34; Os. 33.)

1. bj O
|*i

jfcj., n. pr. masc, from the root &j O fo, to prosper.

As it resembles the 1st person of the imperfect, it is

diptote.

h II 1*1 V ?' n ' Pr * 8irrname °f As'ad
;
probably the 3rd

person sing. perf. IV. of 4 J] ^ = Arab. t/W . It

would, therefore, be equivalent to " Le Gros " or

"The Fat."
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S O ^ f, n. pr. formed from the 3rd pers. sing. perf. TV.

of L| O = Arab. [^\ > he helped or assisted.

2. ^ (D
J] [^ \\, q. pr. of a god of the Sabaaans, from a word

equivalent to the Arab. fX^ > the heavens.

LIQ^ n. siibst. = 'tt?ft, an image, with the demonstra-

tive enclitic ^j.

2-3.
^ X 8 O, n. pr. a well-known god of the Sabaeans.

3. |H fl ® V '
n - P r - a ^so °f a Sabaean god.

3_4. T] ^ H 4^ I X H' n# Pr - a name 01* epithet of a Sabsean

goddess, the " lady of the temenos " = [^ , a pro-

hibited space, of pasture or of water.

4« I] h H O I! I X H' 1U Pr * a^so °^ a goddess. Halevy

identifies ^ t\ O fj
with the Vodona of Ptolemy. If

this is the case, I should be inclined to translate the term

as " the lady of the Vodonitas," as ^ t\ O f|
, ending

in ^ , is a diptote noun, and U h H ^ fl
wou-ld be the

plural of S ? h H ° II '
or h h H ° fl '

an ^habitant

of Vodona. In the plural of gentile nouns, the final

S ? or S °^ *,ne sm g- is always dropped.

Translation.

As'ad Yahasman son of Yaha'an has endowed JJhu-

Samawi with this image, because he has kept him safely

in the name of 'Athtar and Haubas, and in the name of

Il-Makah and 7)/*at-IIimaira and ZMat-BaYLinim and Dhxi-

Samawi.
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V.

(B.M. 17; Os. 15.)

1.
f\

"j
f] f*j , n. pr. fem. restored by Halevy as A *1

II fl r
1
!

'

whieh, although always masculine in the Bible, he

compares with the names Abigail and Abishag, which

were feminine. The word © ^ fl
aPPears t° be omitted

before BH8HI-

2. )(
I]

["] = Arab, l^-oj » a daughter, here in the construct

state.

4 T 4 O, n. pr. masc. of doubtful etymology. Ending

in *-\, it is diptote.

X ? h § V> perf. 3rd pers. sing. fem. IV. of
*f H $•

3-4. © V X X £ H ' ^ne substantival relative is here

expressed by the form © ^ — f=j
= Arab. A_,_jrjJl.

X £' P ei'f- 3rd Pei
*

s - sing fem. I. of X £' ~ Heb.

TlDtp, to place, to give, and in Sabaean, to place before

a god, i.e., to offer.

4. <D fl V ? Q ® "1' the suffix here refers to the whole

tribe of which the votary was a representative.

5 X H II con
J->

a foller form of t comP- 1 % X H n ¥>

because of, in that.

XU®h' Per^ 3rd pers. fem. sing, of the impersonal

verb |] O \ = Arab. *xj , to be well with a person.

In Sabsean it appears to be always used impersonally

in the feminine gender.

5-6. "
| \ U O \ X » iniperf. precative. 3rd pers, fem. sing,

of U O S, governed by X H I 1-

Vol. V. I *
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Translation.

Abimelek, a lady of the Benu Marthad' 111
. the daughter of

'Ananan, has endowed Il-Makah of Hirran with this tablet,

which she has offered to him because he has kept them safely,

and because it lias been well in times past, and may it be well

/// times to come with flu- Benu Marthad' 11
'.

VI.

(B.M. 24; Os. 22.)

1. ]] f\ *1 4*> »• pr. fern. = ? Arab. (_j^ , blackness, i.g\,

Nigra, or Nera.

n h n ©
i ? h n > * f. <* a tribe = £ ^j, ? h n

for <D ^| |~|, as the word is governed by
)( j=j.

2. hX^^H' u - Pr - probably a town or district of

Al-Yemen, the abode of the Benu-'Abd.

S ? f
1
! H I S fl< n ' Pr - °^ uncertain etymology.

Translation,

Halak" 1". a lady of the Beni 'Abdim , daughter of Bin

Da van. has endowed Il-Makah of Hirrfin with a tablet^

because

VII.

(B.M. 28: Os. 24.)

1. ]] <p fcj V, )i. pr. masc. = prob. the Arab. ^ob. a guidi

•>.
J] ^ V l"l»

"• P1'" masc< — Arab. \_^ smooth or easy

of disposition,
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''• XH H» con
J- formed of the prep,

f]
and the fern. rel.

pron. X H = X H II V or X H I 1 because, in that.

Translation.

Hadimu
, son of Sahl™ has endowed Il-Makah of Hirran

with this tablet because he has granted the prayer addressed
to him, in that [he has restored him to health].

VIII.

(B.M. 9; Os. 11.)

1. H J O 8> n - P1'- niasc. = Arab. " *, a bull.

H H ? P\ r
1
!' n

- Pr-
masc

-
cam

-
ot D H f\ h ~

Ju*l» a Ko».

2 - ? H V S II'
written defectively for ? U V ? S fl

•

2-3. Q] ^ K"l I
<& h [1 Q ' P 1*- of a triDe inhabiting Al-Yemen.

ED ) r*l
i ,s diptote, because it resembles the 1st pers.

sing, of the imperfect.

3.
JJ

t\ ft,
n. subst. Halevy thinks that this word is

connected with the Arabic . »\, he associated him with

his family, and translates it " subject.' I am inclined

to ascribe it to the same root, without giving it

exactly the same meaning. There is no idea of

inferiority in ^\ ; on the contrary, the subst. ^j|
signifies a pattern or example, and is used some-

times in the sense of chief (v. Lane's Lexicon, sub

voce). I would therefore translate
[] fcj ft as the

clan of a great ["] O £ or tribe, such as the Benu

Marthad1 " 1

.
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,;
-

II HI 8 h> n - Bubst. plur. frae. of D > U 8, fruit = Aral..

>>4j, here in the ace. case, \\A;:
\-

7. ^ &{ O, prep. = Heb. 1^, to, amongst, in.

ypP^, n. subst. = Arab. ± \-> earth, land.

7-8. XH? JD' n - su^st - plur- fract. of U JJ, a receptacle,

storehouse, barn.

io. cd H ^ P(rf-
: 'rd Pers- Plur -

L of ? B } = Arab
- \si>'

he was pleased, contented, satisfied.

10-11.
f*i ) |] ft, n. snbst. plur. frac. of ft ^ U, a man

>
^iere

applied to the chiefs of the great ["] O £ of the

Beni Marthad™ in the Chaldee sense of NTO.

Translation.

Thamum and Usaidum and the brothers and sons of both,

the Benu Arfat, a clan of Bin Marthad'" 1 have endowed

Il-Makah of Hirran with this tablet, in that Il-Makah has

kept them whole and has prospered them in giving the fruits

in their land and their storehouses ; and their chiefs, the

Beirti Marthad' 111 are pleased with this ; and because he has

kepi them whole.

IX.

(B.M. 7; Os. 9-.)

1. XBh? V» n - Pr* of uncertain etymology. As it ends

in X, it is diptote.

6 - II ft S Y> n - :l(1
.i- agreeing with

J| )]\ g ft ; cognate

to Arab, jjb, and Heb. n^H (Halevy). It may be

translated " abundant.'
1
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Translation.

Hainamat, and bis brothers, and their sons, the Benu
Arfat, have endowed Il-Makah of Hirran with this tablet,

because he has granted the prayer addressed to him, in that

he has kept them whole, and Las prospered them in giving

abundance of fruits in their land and their storehouses ; and
because it has been well in times past, and may it be well in

times to eome with the Benu Arfat ; and because he has

assisted them, their chiefs the Beni Marthadim are pleased.

X.

(B.M. 20; Os. 16.)

1- v > ?> n - P1"- masc. perhaps 3rd pers. sing, imperf.

of (D £, to overlook.

M[18fil<&hn> *• Pi- of a tribe.

5. 4 O f f\ ; f\, a conjunction, that ; h°0?> imperf.

3rd person, sing. masc. in the subjunctive mood, from

O V I' io rô se uPi to elevate.

|H h 1*1 '
n - SUDSt- m stat. constructus with ® H V X ? fl

in line 6, consequently without mimation = Arab. ,^
primarily a chosen or particular friend, or intimate ; here

meaning the people of the house, the inmates.

5-6.
f |Q; = Arab.

, j, and, edso. p |, also in the

construct state = Arab. \^ , a neighbour, but here

rather a relation or kinsman residing in the neigh-

bourhood, and under the protection of the house.

Halevy has well pointed out the similarity of these

expressions with the Hebrew i"P3, ^^ and n*1! "H3,

which signify the indoor and outdoor dependants of

the house.
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<i. CD t\ ]\ ty, perf. 3rd pers. plur. from = -W^ , to praise.

6.
J] ^ J]

• ii. subst. loci, from = Arab. \;, a station, or

seat of a divinity; probably the place where the statue

was erected in the temple.

the signification of III.

'-$• "1 A fl ' [I ' PreP- in
i tyi according to. \\\ — Arab. V .

f
1
! *1 D r*l>

n - subst. plur. fract, of pj | JJ 3
" fulfilment.

Heb. nSe.

8. ®h inxiS> perf- 3rd pers - piur- x
-
°f hU' *°

demand fulfilment.

hhfl
i

-

1IIXlS?' lin
]
)L'r *- 3rd pers. plur. conjunctive

mood, X. of ft

-

!]]- ^ n *'ns and the preceding word

the relative \\ is understood.

8-9. CD y ]] O f] ,
prep, compounded of j| and ]]0, in his

presence, before Mm.

9-10.
fl ? CD, ii. subst.

fl f Q CD, used in the accusative

with an adverbial signification.

Translation.

Yeshufandhis brothers, and their suns, the Benu Kathabim
,

i .Ian of Bin Marthadim, have endowed Q-Makah of Hirran

with this tablet, because Il-Makah has granted the prayer

addressed to him that he would raise up the inmates and

kinsmen of their house, and they have praised the seat ot

Q-Makah because lie has kept them whole in the fulfilment

of everything which they demanded, and which they may
demand before him; and in that he has prospered them with

favour and with health ; and their lords, the Bern" Marthad'" 1

are pleased.
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XL

(B.M. 18; Os. 17.)

!• h H § ® 0' n - P1"- surname of 'As'ad.

>J
[~| O, n. subst. in stat. construct. = Arab, j^ a

servant.

3. ft |h 14" = ^ply ST 1(1.

5. ® B V ^ ®' P ei'f- 3rd pers. sing. masc. = Chald. rjtl,

to /cut/ (Halevy). In Sabaean, the meaning is to give

or bestow. The plural suffix relates to the whole tribe

of Marthadim .

II H *1 ® f
1
!' n - sllbst., ace. case. plur. tract, of ]] >| "j <D,

a son = Arab, jj plur. j^\.

i;
- II ® } A H Ih' n - a(^'v acc - case, plur. tract, of

IJ ^ ft H<

male = Arab. £J • The <D appears to be inserted

through an error of the artist.

1' H *1 ^ r"l' n - subst., ace. case., plur. tract, of U *1 $ Q>
a fruit-bearing plant.

8t9. © B V fl ? ~1' P ei*f- 3rd pers. sing. masc. Halevy

supposes this word to be equivalent to (D
I] V D ? 41'

in No. 11, line 10, and to be connected with the

Arab. ^_^.^-> he concealed, thence, in an extended

meaning, to protect from harm. This is probably

correct.

9. ^ ["]> P
1-ep. = Arab.

{

.,^, from.

J^H'' u - subst. cognate, either with the Arabic ^
he became in a defective or bad condition, or ^ , he

became confounded, or erred. Probably the former.

h n I'
n - subst. The Arab. ^l-J , means a tongue.

thence evil-speaking.
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9-10. ©Qoyj, n. BTibst. Compare the Arab. <ui£, he

uttered calumny and falsehood, or |^. he enchanted.

10. U^V? perf. 3rd pers. sing. masc. = Arab. j^, he

made weak, to enfeeble.

\ P JL perf. 3rd. pers. sing. masc. = ^Eth. UJ0^; &e

c/t»i"<? ; in Sabaean it seems to mean generally to scatter.

10-11. U rH h fh 11 A' = Arab - U"^ lX» being in the ac-

cusative case, and having the generic meaning of

man, mankind.

11. h?^^*?, imperf. 3rd pers. sing. masc. conjunctive

mood from ^ft^- Compare Arab. yaJSn Hh i\xi,

hardship, distress, adversity. In Sabasan the verb

governs with ["].

12. B<!>Hl2ll>?1in= Arab - Jd* ji°. ' without righteous-

ness or justice, unjustly.

Translation.

As'ad Faukaman, servant of Bin Marthad1™, has endowed

Q-Makab of Hirran with this tablet because he has granted

the prayer addressed to him, in that he has kept them whole

and has bestowed male children in abundance, and in that he

has bestowed the fruits [of the tree] and the fruits [of the

earth], and in that tie has kept whole the lords of their

house, and in that he has protected them from loss and evil-

speaking and calumny (or enchantment) ; and has enfeebled

and scattered every man who may have distressed them

unjustly.
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XII.

(B.M. 19; Os. 18.)

1
* X8°?4'

,

1» n - Pr0P- masc. of uncertain etymology.

The termination X 8 ° > m such words as this, is

here generally understood to be an abbreviation of

) X 8 O and <j> Ijl *| may = Arab.
, e^S, face, chin.

I rl N ® 8' n - P1'- subst. = Arab.
(m_J\A, and //, the

shortened form of Il-Makah, i.q. the reward (or recom-

pense) of II.

2- h \ V © I © h fl
n - P1'- 0I> a tribe sprung from the

Benu Marthadim
.

5-
I 1 fl k h coll

J- = simply **|, or more intensively,

X H I *I N Y [} i'w>>>inch as.

ft f
1
!

' n - subst. plur. tract, of (} ^ = Arab, /ji
, a

ram (or other animal) bearing much woof, plur. "j
i

Here it means wool-bearing- animals collectively, a

flock. In this passage, hH1?~?1FH1> which

is of some difficulty, I shall adopt, as far as possible.

Halevy's interpretation.

5-6. h J [1 ° ?' imperf. 3rd pers. sing, masc, subjunctive

mood = Heb. and Chald. ~^V ; to conceive, to be great

with young. The relative pj is understood.

6. O f £ , n. subst. = Arab. - , seed or progeny.

~|
fj, n. adj. = Arab, J^L" *w a g°°d state or

condition, but used perhaps here adverbially l~-b

joyfully, happily.
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i Hi?' imperf. 3rd pers. sing-, raasc, subjunctive

mood = Arab, jj , to bring forth.

1' X® V "1- J'"' that; the word X® V ie ^u ' uiasculine

demonstrative pronoun (see Chapter on Pronouns),

means for, in consideration of.

-s
. nX® : Per£ 3rd pers. sing, masc., signifies to continue

to do anything, always with another verb.

'•'• ® II V X II M • n- subst. = Arab. I;^- 3 a place, of

seed, produce ; a tract oj land for planting, cultivabb

land; the plur. is
f] )

~j =
< >.;?-.

10 ^BVFl?^' s" No. XI, lines 8-9.

Oq
i'

"• SUDSt. Comp. Arab. . ^ , to humiliaU

?fi J, see No. XI, line 11.

H f
1
! 4 > 5 u- subst. plur. = Aral>. ^j\j±- a /utter, an

enemy.

Translation.

Lahi'atht and his son. Tliawwab-il. and his brothers, and

their sons, the Benu Wahran, a elan of the Beni Marthad™3

have endowed 11-Makah of Hirran with this tablet, 1 because he

has heard the prayer addressed to him that the flock which

was greal with young might joyfully bring forth offspring

(or might bring forth a healthy offspring) ; and Il-Makahhas

favourably heard him in consideration of this tablel ; and

because Il-Makab has continued to prosper them [in giving]

abundance of males and because he has kept their cultivable

land in good condition, and because he has protected them

from humiliation and the adversity of enemies, and because

it has been well in times past, and may it I"- welHn times to

come with Bin Wahran.

1 In the tablel these words are misplaced bj a faull of the artist!
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XIII.

(B.M. 15; Oe. 17.)

1. JI ) X ®j n - P 1 '- masc. prob. == Arab. ,-,„ on?, "/>///

unique ; or Heb. "VV|, excellentia ; Cliald. "ViT, ^>gr-

magnus, eximuis.

3.
I
1
! fl h X' perf- 3rd pers. sing. masc. V. of ^ f] ^.

prob. = Arab. \^, to proclaim ; but in Sabsean it

appears to have a future force, to augur, to promise.

3-4. U ? T ^ B' n - aclb
= Arab. ,_a.«. conspicuous, eminent,

public; here probably used adverbially.

1. tYI"I' PreP- Arab. ^j betwixt, amongst; of time,

during.

S V h ^ ^> n. subst. = Arab, u-ii^-, autumn, thence,

a i/ear. ^ the demonstrative enclitie, intensified by ^ ^.

•"
, - fl ^ A V II 1*1' n ' Pr'» a compound diptote noun, com-

posed of V H h = Heb. Hfttt?, Arab. ^ , to fo exalted

;

and |~| ^ A' the powerful, an epithet of the deity. Here

the name of an eponymus, probably a king.

6* fl \ A & fl X' n - P 1 • a compound diptote noun; com-

posed of O fl Xj a ver *' °f which the meaning is not

very clear; and fl ^ fn ,
vide supra.

H-7. XBH T ' u - P 1 '- Comp. Arab, ^j^? a woman who is

short in stature. In this place. I am inclined to think

it is a woman's name, as the Sabseans often traced

back to their maternal ancestors in their genealogies.

9.
fl O £, n. subst. = Arab.

, ^^, a great tribe, such as is

divided into sub-tribes, like the Benii Marthad1"1

. See

Lane's Lexicon, Book I, part IV, p. 1556, for the more

modern sub-divisions of the tribe.
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Translation.

Watrum, Bin Marthadim , lias endowed Il-Makah of Hirran

witli this tablet, which he promised publicly during this very

year, in the year of Samaha-Karib, son of Toba'a-Karib, sun

of Hu(Mamat, 1 ((cause it has been well in /inn's past, and may
it be well Mi times to come with the Beni Marthad 11 " and their

tribe.

XIV.

(B.M. 4; Os. 1.)

1

.

Jj [1 ? ^ ' n - Pr< niasc. °f uncertain etymology. Perhaps

akin to Aral).
( .^ ,

that which cast doubt, or terror, into

others ; but more probably
t J\., part, of

( t\ t
, to

redif[/.

2. ^ ^ ]] O, n. pr., a town to the north-west of San'a,

where these inscriptions were found. Probably the

head-quarters of the Beni-Marthad1™.

.">.

]] ^ £ , n. subst. = iEth. <UU£^, pwpositus. In Sabsean,

a patron, or tutelary god.

>• HIMI fl> = Aral, Jll^.

'
' Om ' ^- Ibilevy ingeniously connects this with the

Arab.
,

; ,, exchange (although it is doubtful whether

,

. ^ has this meaning but it may signify value; el'.

Lane's Lexicon, sub voce), and translates "in considera-

tion of." Lenormant translates CDflYXOJIfUft'
•' la collection de leur oflrande," taking

] ) $ &h

cognate with the Arabic
( ,^. but this is very
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doubtful. It may be remarked, however, that IV.

u->-s»U means he gave, which may originally have

come from another root. In a confessedly difficult

passage, I adopt Halevy's suggestion, which suits

the context both here and in the only other place

where the words occur (XXXII, 9).

®
I] V X £ >

n - subst., an offering, cf. V, 3-4.

O y f] |=j = Arab. <u ^jji, m the which.

8. h <D fi , perf. 3rd pers. sing. masc. = Aral). ^,

jEth. T^ :

H ^ ? ^' n * subst.*, a doubtful word, but identified by

Halevy with the Heb. "V72, permutation, and here with

the sense of value. The final \ is the demonstrative

enclitic.

S II 8' numeral adj., feminine, as
] )

["j is of that

gender, eight.

] ^
["], n. subst. fern, plur, = Arab. £,, sing. plur.

,
, a rinq or bracelet, used as a measure of value,

cf. Heb. D^ISl.

S fl V H H> n - SUDSt« n it. genitive particle
f=|
= Arab,

jj. The final \ is the demonstrative enclitic.

D X CD *1
fl ' n - Slinst- Halevy compares with the

Arab, j^jj, stones, especially flagstones for paving, used

as a term for weights, like the Heb. P"T? "^N
(Lev. xix, 36).

fl f P? n. adj., aggreeing with above; approved.

10.
\\ ) f\ |] O, n. pr. composed of

Jj
O = Arab. z , he

gave universally to all, and j] p f\, an epithet of the

deity.
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11- U f X T' ]1 - Pr< ?em - °^ uncertain etymology.

D ) © 8 X H I
the 1;ul

.Y
of Thaur" 11

. Thaur is a village

near SaiTA. in the Wady Thaur.

Translation.

RA-il) ul" and his brothers, Benu-Marthad™, and their

tribe of 'AmrAn, has endowed their patron god, Il-Makah of

HirrAn, with this tablet, because lie has granted the prayer

addressed to him, in that Il-Makah has kept them whole in

consideration of their offering, in the which was this value,

eight rings of very gold, of approved weight, in the year of

'Am-Karib, son of Samaha-Karib, son of Haisfar™, the lady of

Thaur™.

XV.

(B.M. 14; Os. 7.)

! U HI h fh> n
- Pv - = Ara1)

- [Uit Plu1 '- °f l*j, « leopard

X^E£> n. pr. diptote as it ends in )(. Cognate with

Aral). II. of .a . he strove laboriously.

-xHnnn = xHn4'. ' -•

4. © V r u T II' n " SUDSt- = Arab, j^ a region ox district

of towns and cultivated land.

Lj ^ "| O ]] \\, n. pr. of a district. I cannot accept

lhih'vy's suggestion that the word means a famine

from ^Ac-

.-.. S>Y?Y '<> H>YH-

r,. LqI^
)

perf. 3rd pers. sing. masc. U. of ^ O
(see IV. 1).
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h^XIl' Perf- 3rd pers. .sing. masc. = yHDj perfect

to enlarge, thence to deliver. This being the second

of two verbs in apposition lias the energetic or

paragogic L

7 - h^XIXhVX' comp. Aral). II.
_

^-\, in its Kuranic

sense of to make much slaughter. |=j is, as is very

common, understood before the verb Lj ^ ^

.

hhOj®D> ]1 - subst. = Arab. J/ with the demon-

strative enclitic.

7-S- *f 1*1 4* I! ' n - s^st - = Arab. ^—v hardness; Heb. Htt?j7,

durus, here violence.

S H iH fh ' n " 8Ubst.j properly meaning /to;/, must in the

inscription. I think, signify the well-known tribe of

Asad. The clem, enclitic draws attention to the tribe.

8. 0©£> to overlook (see X, 1). This sentence h®X^~ "1

is in the precative mood.

9. U X iS fh fl'
n - subst. = Arab. aLb ,

(//stress, affliction.

9-10. I|?Aho|IlX?hh' n< subst -
5
botn derived from

the same root = Heb. 1~D2, to .<////>'. /o 6eotf ; thence

a blow, calamity, /round.

Translation.

Anmarum , son of Shammarat, has endowed Il-Makah of

Hirran with this tablet, because he has granted the prayer

addressed to him, inasmuch as he has left him safe in his

district of Ma'lzan, and because Il-Makah of Hirran has

prospered him in his cattle, and because Il-Makah has aided

and delivered his servant Anmaram from the slaughter which

befel in this country from the violence of the tribe of Asad
;

and may Il-Makah continue to overlook and deliver his
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servant Amnaram from affliction and- distress and danger;

and in that lie has prospered him, their lords, the Beni

Marthad'"' arc pleased; and because it has been well (in

times past), and that it may be well (in times to come) with

Aniiiar' 111

XVI.

(B.M. Os. 23.)

1. ? 0- for ?$©.

B H ° h $> "• Pr- verbal from H ° 1*1

,r)" ,;
- H h Tl B I ? h fl • n - Pr* °^ a ^"r^ )e

?
°f uncertain

derivation.

Translation.

[In that he has kept] his servant Musa'd*™ whole in

the fulfilment [of that] which he demanded before him in

Ma'lsan, and may Il-Makah continue to keep his servant

Musa'd3™ whole in the fulfilment of everything- which la-

may demand before him ; and because it has been well (in

times past) and that it may be well (in times to come) to

the Beni Dhabaim through Il-Makah of Hirran.

[Additional Examples of Translations will be given in

the next Part.
|
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CHRONOLOGICAL REMARKS
ON

THE HISTORY OF ESTHER AND AHASUERUS,
OB

'ATOSSA AND TANU-AXARES.

By J. W. Bosanquet, F.R.A.S.

Read, 6th June, 1876.

Part 1.

No portion of sacred history has been more roughly-

handled by historians and commentators than the Book of

Esther. This book still wanders up and down the borders of

legend and history, seeking entrance within the pale of sacred

Scripture, and has as yet found no sure resting place within

the sacred canon. Though greatly prized by the Jews as

authentic history, it only takes its rank in the Hebrew Bible

amongst the books called Khetubim, or Hagiographa ; and

rightly so, for there is one remarkable fact connected with it,

viz., that while it professes to contain the record of one of

the most signal deliverances of the " holy people" by Jehovah,

the name Jehovah is carefully suppressed throughout the

book, which seems at first sight sufficient to exclude it from

the category of sacred writings.

But if, as I am satisfied, it is a true and genuine piece of

sacred history, why does the chronological position of the

history still remain so unfixed and uncertain in the scale of

time? Not on account of any obscurity or ambiguity in the

narrative itself, which is remarkably plain and intelligible,

but simply owing to the assumed necessity of fitting the

events within a framework of conventional dates, put
together some three centuries ago by the most learned men
of their day, according to the best materials then within

Vol. V. 15
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their reach, but whoso outline of reckoning as applied to the

Bible, since the discoveries of Layard, Rawlinson, Botta,

Loftus, and Smith, is found to be untenable, owing to incor-

rectness and insufficiency of historical data. Before then we

attempt to fix the true position of the book of Esther in

sacred history, it is necessary first that the outline of the

chronology of sacred history should be clearly ascertained.

The common Bible chronology which still lingers on in

schools and colleges, is based upon the manifest untruths

—

that Cyrus, the founder of the Persian empire, and father of

Cambyses king of Persia and Babylon, in conjunction with

" Darius, son of Ahasuerus, of the seed of the Modes, who was

made king over the realm of the Chaldeans" (Dan. ix, 1),

took the throne of Babylon after a long siege in the year

B.C. 538 ; that " Darius the Mede," so called by Daniel (v. 36),

then reigned at Babylon for two years, organising the affairs

of that kingdom, and dividing his great empire into 120

provinces, with Daniel as his chief minister ; and that he was

succeeded by Cyrus, who reigned over Babylon for seven

years, from B.C. 536 to 530. Such is the foundation of Bible

chronology as laid down by such men as Scaliger, Petavius,

Ussher, Des Vignoles, Clinton, Ideler, and other eminent

chronologists to the present day. Mr. George Smith closes

the list of those who accept this untenable mode of reckoning

in his valuable work entitled " The Assyrian Eponym Canon."

p. 157. " Our best authority, the Canon of Ptolemy," he says,

" places the first year of Cyrus in B.C. 538, which would

indicate the previous year, B.C. 539, as the date of the capture

of Babylon and the fall of the Babylonian monarchy." I

have no hesitation in saying that this chronological arrange-

ment is purely fictitious. There was no such Median king

as Darius reigning at Babylon in B.C. 538. And the auth< »rity

of the Canon of Ptolemy compiled two centuries after Christ,

is not equal to the authority of Xenophon and Ctesias writing

in the fourth century before Christ, who are opposed to it,

The fact, now come to light, that Cyrus king of Babylon,

that is to say he who repaired the temples of Bitsaggath and

Bitzida at Babylon, was "son of Cambyses" (Trans, vol. ii.

p. 1 L8), coupled with the clear statement of Ctesias from the
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royal records, that the founder of the Persian empire was

Cyrus,father of Cambyses, ofwhom no exploits against Babylon

are recorded by that historian, 1 goes far to set aside the idea of

Herodotus, that Cyrus, who conquered the Medes and founded

the Persian empire, was the same Persian king as he who first

reigned over the Chaldeans. For unless it can be shown that

both the father of Cambyses and the son of Cambyses reigned

at Babylon, which no one yet has attempted to prove, the

evidence of the brick at Senkereh, showing that it was the

son who reigned, is directly opposed to this commonly
accepted notion. Again, it cannot be true that the great

king Darius, who ruled over 120 provinces, and Avho, as

inheritor of the dominions of "Ahasuerus, of the seed of

the Medes," is properly called, according to eastern custom,

his "son" (Daniel ix, 1), was reigning at Babylon as early

as B.C. 538, seeing that the only known king in history living

about that time and bearing that title was the well-known

Persian king Darius, son of Hystaspes, whose years are fixed

by eclipses recorded in Ptolemy's Almagest as beginning in

B.C. 521. That two such mighty kings bearing the same

title, born of different races, one a Mede, the other a Persian,

should both have reigned at Babylon, one precisely at the

termination of seventy years counted from " the desolation

of Jerusalem," and the other at the close of seventy years

of indignation against Jerusalem (Zech. i, 7, 12), yet reigning

eighteen years apart, is also inconceivable and absurd. If

such were the fact, how is it that the name of the first of

these kings does not appear either in the list of kings in the

Babylonian Canon, or in the list of Median kings named by
Herodotus, Xenophon, or Ctesias? Dr. Pusey does indeed

surmise that the Darius of Daniel may possibly be identified

with some yet undiscovered king of Media ; but to assume
such an identification as a fact, and to found a system of

chronology upon it, is merely fabricating history to support a

purpose. Canon Rawlinson, a high authority on Median and

Persian history, writes, "It must be acknowledged that there

is scarcely sufficient ground for determining whether the

Darius Medus of Daniel is identical with any monarch known

1 Ctesiae Fragmenta, Dind. (p. 47).
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to us in profane history, or a personage of whose existence

there' remains no other record." 1 In the face then of this

uncertainty, it cannot be reasonable to make the reign of this

king a fundamental datum in sacred history. Truly, Darius

Medus, as distinguished from the son of Hystaspes, is an

imaginary king ; and, to borrow an expression which has

I think been wrongly applied to Deioces king of Media, this

unknown king "must be relegated to the historical limbo,

in which repose so many shades of mighty names.'* 2 I have

begun at once by calling in question the existence of this

supposed Median king, because it must ever be in vain to at-

tempt to reconcile Assyrian discoveries with Sacred Scripture

Avhile such a system of authoritative teaching prevails. It

is obvious, as I have said, that such teaching is purely

arbitrary and fictitious, and ought to be discontinued. It

has brought sacred history into contempt, and has even led

to disbelief in the authenticity of the Book of Daniel.

As regards the date B.C. 538, attached to the reign of the

first Cyrus (Kai-Khosru), as marking his accession to the

throne of Media, it stands upon a different footing. No one

need dispute the idea entertained by the earliest authorities,

that Cyrus, father of Cambyses, may have come to the throne

of Media and Persia in B.C. 538. But this is not the same

idea as that which makes him king of Babylon at that date.

This latter idea is as untrue as the assertion that Darius and

Cyrus were associated at that time as kings at Babylon, and

that the first year of Cyrus was B.C. 536, marking the year

when his decree went forth to build the temple of Jerusalem.

I have already shown (vol. i, pp. 201, 202) that Cyrus the

Persian, of the race of Achaemenes, the founder of the empire,

died in battle with the Scythians in B.C. 536, when Darius son

of Hystaspes was barely twenty years of age (Herod, i, 209).

The decree for the rebuilding of the temple of Jerusalem,

issued "in the first year of Cyrus " (Ezra i, 1), from which the

dates in our Bibles are reckoned, could not, therefore, have

been issued in that year, or by that king, whose third year is

mentioned by Daniel. There is, however, sufficient evidence

1 Es9ay III, p- 418, Median Chronology of Herodotus.

2 Ancient Monarchies, vol. iii, p. 174.
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to show that this same Cyrus, that is to say, Kai-Khosru of

the Persian historians, who according to Ctesias was not

related by blood to Astyages, conquered the Medes in the

55th Olympiad (B.C. 560), and came into undisputed posses-

sion of the throne of Media in B.C. 538.

The reckoning' of the reigns of the kings of Media of

the dynasty of Deioces downwards is very simple and very

exact, if not arbitrarily disarranged with a view to modern

interpretation. But before we proceed to fix the dates of

the Median kings of this dynasty, let us go back for a moment
to the rise of the dynasty of Arbaces the Mede after the fall of

the first Sardanapalus, as truly I think related by Ctesias, and

then come down to the reign of Deioces. Syncellus, following

Ctesias, has preserved the date of the overthrow of Assyria

by Belesys (or Belochus) and Arbaces in the year B.C. 825,

with exactness. He places the first year of Belus the

Assyrian in his own Anno Mundi 3216 = B.C. 2286-7, making-

reference no doubt to the first year of the Cycle of Belus

= B.C. 2287 (Syn. Dind. vol. i, p. 181; Trans. Bib. Arch.,

vol. iii, p. 16).

From thence he counts 1460 years in round numbers,

(p. 312), say 1461, to the overthrow of Sardanapalus by

Arbaces, that is in A.M. 4676 = B.C. 825 ; and in confirmation

of the exactness of this date, Megasthenes counts upwards

from the first year of Darius son of Hystaspes (B.C. 521), to

Belochus and Arbaces 304 years, which begin, therefore, in

the year B.C. 825 (Trans. Bib. Arch., vol. i, p. 262).

This Belochus, or Phul-Belochus of Megasthenes, contem-

porary with Arbaces, is no doubt the same king as Samsi-Vul

or Shamas-Phul of the Assyrian Canon, king of Assyria, who
began to reign at Nineveh about the year B.C. 825 (Smith's

Eponym Canon, p. 60). The establishment of this date

and synchronism is of much importance to ancient history,

and should be borne in mind as fixed throughout these

observations.

We now come down to the dynasty of Deioces, the

reckoning of the reigns between whom and Arbaces varies

according to the theory of the different writers. I am in-

clined, however, to think with Mr. Clinton that Diodorus
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may have preserved a true date, when he places the first

exercise of influence over the Median tribes by Deioces,

while but a young man, not yet on the throne, in the second

year of the 17th Olympiad = B.C. 711, twenty-three years

before his accession.

Those writers are not justified who expunge the name of

Deioces, the first king of the second dynasty, from the list of

Median kings. 1 For in the seventh year of the annals of

Sargon king of Assyria (B.C. 715), ^f<f ] y fy
£*V £)

] ]£]

Da-ya-uk-ku, or Deioces, 2
is named as having been banished

to Hamath, together with his distinguished family. He was

then no doubt merely a youth, for his predecessor on the

throne, Carducas, was still one amongst the twenty-four chiefs

of the Median tribes who paid tribute to Sargon in B.C. 713.3

And again in B.C. 703, Sennacherib received " tribute from

the distant Medes," and conquered Aspabara another of the

twenty-four chiefs, so that Deioces had not yet become king

of Media in B.C. 703.4 Herodotus states that

Deioces reigned .... .... .... 53 years.

Phraortes „ .... 22 „

Cyaxares „ .... .... .... 40 „

Astyages „ .... 35 „

Together .... .... 150 years.

Now, the question is, in what years did these kings begin

to reign? The testimony of Josephus—who, nevertheless, has

done much to obscure sacred chronology—is invaluable as to

the precise time of the reigns of these kings. After relating

the wonderful event which happened at Jerusalem in the

reign of Hezekiah, ot the return of the shadow of the sun ten

steps "on the steps of Ahaz," which it had gone down, which

event we know from a living witness took place about the

time when Sennacherib's army of 185,000 men was destroyed

by pestilence on its return from Egypt, inflicting a blow on

the power of Assyria not soon to be recovered, he adds, " It

1 Anc. Monarchies, vol. iii, p. 174.
2 Fastes de Sargon, line 49. Zeitsehrift fur Agypt. Sprache, July, 1869, p. 99.

The Armenian historian Moses Chorenensis gives the succession of Median kings,

and names Cardiceas, or Carducas. Dr. Haigh was the first to point out the

value of the record of Ctesias as a key to the Assyrian Canon.
3 Smith's Assyrian Discoveries, p. 289, Chardukka.
4 Records of the Past, vol. i, p. 28.
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was at this time that the dominion of the Assyrians was over-

thrown by the Medes" (

7Ev rovrw ra> xpbva avpi/3i] t?;v twv

Aaavplwv apyj]v inrb Mt}hcov KaraXvdrjvai), Ant. x, ii, 1.

The phenomenon of the movement of the shadow on the

steps I have already shown (Trans. Bib. Arch., vol. hi, pp.

32-40, and in "Messiah the Prince," 2nd edit., pp. 176, 193)

was occasioned by the solar eclipse of the 11th January, B.C.

689, and could have been occasioned by the sun in no other way
than by a partial solar eclipse, towards noonday, about the

time of the winter solstice. It was then in the following

year, B.C. 688, that Deioces, shaking off the feeble Assyrian

yoke, was placed on the throne of Media; and if so

Median chronology stands thus astronomically fixed :

—

Deioces reigns 53 years, from b.c. 688 1

Phraortes „ 22 „ „ 635

Cyaxares „ 40 „ „ 613

Astyages „ 35 „ „ 573 to 539

So that Astyages died hi the year B.C. 539, and Cyrus received

his kingdom in B.C. 538. The year B.C. 538 attached to the

first year of Cyrus (that is Kai-Khosru) father of Cambyses,

thus rests upon no uncertain authority.

Herodotus incidentally seems to confirm the correctness

of this computation in a passage which has given rise to no

little discussion (i, 130). After describing how Harpagus,

the general of Astyages, deserted and joined with Cyrus in

the overthrow of the army of Astyages, he fixes the time of

the overthrow in these words:—"Thus after a reign of thirty-

five years (eV erea irevre /cal Tpirj/covra), Astyages lost

his crown, and the Medes, in consequence of his cruelty, were
brought under the yoke of the Persians. Their empire over

the parts of Asia beyond the Halys had lasted 128 years,

excepting the time when the Scythians had the dominion."

(dp^avres T?}? dva> "AXvos irorafiov lAatrjf; eir erea Tpir)Kovra

teal eKarbv Bucov beovra, irdpe^ ?} oaov ol XtcvOac vjp'Xpv.)

But these 128 years, which are, 1 think, correct, can never be

reconciled with the 150 years counted from Deioces to the end
1 Canon Rawlinson expunges Deioces from the list of kings. F. Lenormant

makes the year B.C. 688 the last year of Deioces. Lettres Assyriologiques, torn i,

p. 61. Fynes Clinton and Jackson have both perceived that B.C. 688 must have
been the first year of his reign. Fast. Hell., vol. ii, p. 260 ; Jackson's Ant. vol. i,

p. 284.
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of the reign of Astyages. 1 The text must either be rejected,

or amended. I would suggest, as possible, that irevre /cal is a

late interpolation, and should be removed, and that rpiaKaiheKa

should be substituted for rpn'jKovTa. There would then be

no difficulty in counting the 128 years from the year B.C. 688,

for we should thus arrive at the year B.C. 560, or the first

year of the 55th Olympiad, for the overthrow of Astyages by

Cyrus, which is an undisputed date in history, and testified

to by Diodorus, Thallus, Castor, Polybius, and Phlegon.2

Herodotus is evidently incorrect when he calls this the

thirty-fifth or last year of Astyages, for in this he contradicts

himself, and is also contradicted by Ctesias. He admits that

Astyages lived after his defeat, and was treated by Cyrus with

kindness till his death. But Ctesias tells us that he was not

only well treated, but continued to reign over the Barcanians,

or Hyrcanians, and was looked upon by Cyrus as a father,

and buried with kingly honours.

Agam, the book of Judith, which certainly contains records

of true history, and parts of which are evidently transcribed

from some Assyrian tablet which contained the history of

Nabopalassar, which may some day be recovered (compare

chap, i and chap, ii with the history of the campaigns of Assur-

banipal), affords valuable and exact testimony to the same

reckoning of Median chronology. We are all aware that the

years of the reign of Nabopalassar, father of Nebuchadnezzar,

are fixed by a lunar eclipse in his fifth year, B.C. 621; and

if the fifth year of his reign was 621, the twelfth year

would of course be B.C. 614. Now, the Book of Judith

relates that " Nabuchodonosor who reigned at Nineveh,"

who could only have been the same as Nabopalassar, in his

twelfth year slew Arphuxad, Phraortes, or Frawartish, as

the name is written in the Assyrian inscriptions, in the plain

on the borders of Ptagau, or Rhages, not far distant from

1 Mr. Clinton rightly places the first year of Deioces as king in B.C. G87-8.

Past. Hell., vol. i, p. 260. But he suggests that twenty-two superfluous years

above B.C. 688, tliou^h forming part of the 53 years of Deioces, should be reckoned

as years preceding his actual reign of only 31 years. But if so placed, the last

year of Phraortes would not coincide with the 12th of Nabopalassar, who slew

him in B.C. <il 1.

- Afrieani Chronicon. Routh, vol. ii, p. 271.
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Teheran, the present capital of the Shah of Persia. So that

Cyaxares, his son and successor, came to the throne of Media
in B.C. 613, the same year which we have arrived at by count-

ing with the aid of Josephus from the eclipse of B.C. 689.

Astyages, the son of Cyaxares, would therefore have come to

the throne in B.C. 573, and have died in his thirty-fifth year in

B.C. 539, being followed by Cyrus in B.C. 538. These combined

testimonies afford sufficient evidence of the historical accuracy

of the reckoning which places Cyrus, the founder of the

Persian empire, on the throne of Media in B.C. 538. But there

is not the slightest ground, thus far, for connecting the year

B.C. 539 with the capture of Babylon.

The writer of the apocryphal additions to the book of Daniel

seems to come somewhat near to this idea, where we read,

" And king Astyages was gathered to his fathers, and Cyrus

of Persia received his kingdom," and then goes on to relate

the story of Bel-Dagon, or Bel and the Dragon at Babylon.

But there is no ground whatever for believing that the king-

dom of Astyages ever included Babylon. On the contrary,

Herodotus says, that when the Medes under Cyaxares, father

of Astyages (say in 583), took Nineveh, " they conquered all

Assyria except the district of Babylonia" (Herod. I, 106).

And he mentions no expedition against Babylon in the reign

of Astyages. Eight years later, that is in B.C. 530, Cyrus the

grandson of Astyages no doubt conquered that city, which

is sufficient to satisfy the words of the apocryphal writer.

Asiatic chronology, as understood by the Greeks in the

fourth century B.C., closes with the testimony of Xenophon,

the most graceful, truthful, and matter-of-fact of historians,

whose researches concerning the education of Cyrus, and his

war with the confederate princes of Lydia, Egypt, and Baby-

lonia previous to his conquest of Babylon are of inestimable

value, as throwing light on sacred history. Xenophon, in

agreement with Herodotus, tells us that it was Cyrus the

grandson of Astyages who then conquered Babylon. But in

opposition to Herodotus, he goes on to say that he lived in

harmony with his grandfather, and that the fall of that great

city took place before Cyrus had come to the Persian throne,

and when his father Cambyses, son of Cyrus and Mandane,
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was reigning in Persia; and that acting as general of the

forces of the king of Media and the king of Persia, the empire

being still divided into two kingdoms, Cyrus, yet a young mau
of about five and twenty years of age, obtained possession

of Babylon on behalf of his father, Cambyses, who we know
first began to reign over Babylon in B.C. 529. Cyrus himself,

he adds, did not become entitled either to the throne of

Persia or of Babylon till after his father's death (B.C. 518),
1

that is, not till after the thrones of Persia and Babylon and

Egypt If id been usurped by his kinsman Darius, son of Hystaspes

(see Trans*., vol. ii, pp. 243, 244).

Now tins last inevitable inference, that Cyrus, son of

Cambyses king of Babylon, and Darius son of Hystaspes,

were contemporary kings, is an historical truth of deep

significance, though startling at first sight as greatly at

variance with the long-accepted interpretation of Herodotus.

Nevertheless, it will be found to rest upon unquestionable

authority. It is a truth essential to the scheme of reckoning

herein maintained, which identifies Darius son of Hystaspes

with " Darius the Mede " of Daniel. And, with regard to

the main subject in hand, the position of the Book of Esther

in history, it leads to the interesting identification of Esther,

or Ishtar, with the well-known queen Hadassah or 'Atossa,

daughter of Cyrus,'2 wife of Darius, and mother of Xerxes,

through whom Darius inherited the dominions of Ahasuerus,

or Tanu-Axares son of Cyrus. He who would deny these

inferences must first set aside:

—

1. The direct evidence of Xenophon, that Cyrus (Koresh),

son of Cambyses king of Babylon, and of Mandane
daughter of Astyages, reigned at Babylon after his

father's death, and therefore in the reign of Darius.

(Trans., vol. i, p. 244.)

2. Of Herodotus, that Astyages his grandfather married in

the year of the eclipse hi B.C. 585, and that the

Cyrus who conquered him in B.C. 560 was not

therefore Cyrus son of Mandane.

1 Cambyses, according to Ctcsias, reigned eighteen years, that is from B.C. 535

to 518.

2 That is daughter-in-law. Herod. TIT, 138.
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3. Of Ctesias, that it was the father of Cambyses king of

Babylon (Kai-Kkosru), who conquered Astyages,

•before Cambyses reigned, and therefore not the son

of Cambyses king of Babylon.

4. Of the inscription on the brick from Senkereh, that

" Cyrus son of Cambyses," repaired the temples at

Babylon, and was therefore the Cyrus who reigned

at Babylon.

5. Of Herodotus, that the body of Cyrus father of Cambyses

was left unburied on the field of battle, when fighting

with the Scythians, when Darius was about twenty

years' old. 1

6. Of Arrian, that the tomb of Cyrus at Pasargadse con-

tained the body of " Cyrus son of Cambyses."

7. Of Megasthenes, that when Cyrus (son of Cambyses) had

appointed Nabonadius, the last king of Babylon, as

ruler over the province of Carmania, Darius drove him

thence (vol. i, p. 189) ; and again, that when the last of

the kings of the Medes (called by him Aspanda, per-

haps Isfendiar) died, "Cyrus and Darius ruled over the

Persian empire for thirty-six years " (vol. i, p. 262).

8. Of Lucian, that Cyrus survived his son, the king

Cambyses, and died, as he supposed, at the age of

one hundred years (Trans, vol. i, p. 207).

9. Of Clement of Alexandria (Trans, vol. i, p. 250), that

Babylon was overthrown in B.C. 510, that is in the

reign of Darius : and of Orosius, that about the time

when consuls began to rule instead of kings at Rome 2

(B.C. 510), Cyrus conquered Babylon a second time,

that is in the reign of Darius.

10. Of Joannes Malalas, who records that Cyrus perished

in a naval Avar between the Persians and Samians,

not earlier therefore than the time of Darius, whom
he calls son of Cyrus. 3

11. Of Josephus, copying from Berosus or Megasthenes, that

Cyrus and Darius came together against Naboandelus,

or Nabonadius. the last king of Babylon, and over-
1 Herod., L. I., 209-214. "- Fasti Consulares, Euseb. Audi., p. 190.

3 Joannes Malalas, DincL, p. 158.
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threw him (Aut. x, xi, 2) ; and how from the captivity

of the ten tribes (that is in B.C. 696) to the first year

of Cyrus, there were counted 182^ years (that is

696-183 = B.C. 513).

12. Of the Book of Daniel, that " Daniel prospered in the

reign of Darius, and in the reign of Cyrus " (vi, 28) ;

and again, that " in the third year of Cyrus" (B.C. 511),

"the prince of the kingdom of Persia
1 withstood

him (Daniel) one-and-twenty days," or years, that

is till B.C. 491 ; also that he "remained there with

the kings of Persia," that is with Cyrus and Darius,

then at Babylon, in B.C. 511 (x, 13).

13. Of the contemporary sacred historian Ezra, who relates

that about the time of Zerubbabel (B.C. 511), or third

year of Cyrus (Koresh), when Daniel's release from

Babylon was opposed by " the prince of the kingdom

of Persia," the building of the temple of Jerusalem

was also stopped, and the decree of Cyrus set at

nought " all the days of Cyrus, even until the (second

year of) the reign of Darius," that is till Darius at

about sixty-three years old, in B.C. 591, took the

kingdom, or empire, just twenty-one years after the

contest had arisen between these kings as stated

by Daniel (Ezra iv, 5, 24).

14. The evidence of the Babylonian contract tablets, or

tribute tablets of the reigns of Cyrus and Darius, is

not yet sufficiently complete to place these conclu-

sions beyond the reach of controversy. We have,

however, in the British Museum a series of six

tablets among others, reaching to the seventh year

of the reign of Cyrus, B.C. 507, that is, of course, of

Cyrus son of Cambyses, who repaired the temples of

1 There is an inscription at Persepolis, copied by Niebuhr, in which Darius

speaks of himself at one time merely as having become king of the "province of

Persia." (Journal R. A. Soc, Vol. x, Part iii, pp. 274-5). It was probably also

daring these I sventy-one years that Darius sought to weaken the power of Babylon

by diverting the trade of the Easl and of the Persian Gulf through the Isthmus

of Suez by the canal which lie then finished. This policy was afterwards reversed,

an 1 part of the canal destroyed. See Oppert's Memoire sur les Kapports tie

l'Egypte et de l'Assyrie, p. L25.
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Babylon, from which it appears that he was first

styled " king of Babylon " on the 28th day of the

month Adar, B.C. 511. We have also tablets of the

twelfth and thirteenth years of Darius, that is in

B.C. 510 and 509, on the first of which he is styled

"king of Babylon," on the second merely "king

of the countries," which seems to confirm the state-

ment of Daniel and Megasthenes that both these

kings were acting together at Babylon about the

first of these years, B.C. 510.

I take this opportunity of drawing the attention of collec-

tors to the extreme importance of obtaining a complete series

of thirty-six tablets, which no doubt are in existence in the

mounds of Babylonia, or elsewhere, relating to the thirty-six

years' reign of Darius son of Hystaspes, whereby to ascertain

whether or not Darius was styled "king of Babylon" during

the several years after B.C. 510, in which Cyrus is so desig-

nated, and even down to 505, during which six years I assume

that the two kings were acting in opposition, and in a state

of rivalry. Meanwhile the evidence above is sufficient to

show that Cyrus king of Babylon and Darius Medus were not

reigning together in Babylon in B.C. 538, and that such an

assumption as a foundation upon which to erect a scheme of

sacred chronology can only lead to extreme errorand confusion.

Little light is thrown upon the chronology of the reign

of Darius by the inscription at Behistun, in which the court

historiographer carefully avoids to mark events by regnal

years. One leading fact, however, is derived from the inscrip-

tion, viz., that the 36 years of Darius, which we know began

in B.C. 521, and ended in B.C. 486, when Xerxes came to the

throne, were divided into two parts, in these words :

—

" This is what I did before I became king."

"This is what I did after I became king."'

And by interpreting these words in connection with the

histories of Herodotus and Ctesias we learn that Cyrus I,

having died in battle when Darius was twenty years old, in

B.C. 536, Cambyses his son began to reign in B.C. 535. Ctesias

then tells us that Cambyses reigned eighteen years, till

B.C. 518, and that Darius reigned thirty-one years, after the

fall of the Magian, till 486.
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TABLETS
Selected from several in the British Museum,

dated in the reign of Cyrus.

Cyrus

King of Babylon

Warka, month Elul. 21th day, 2nd year

Warka, month Adar,

month Adar,
month Adar,
month Sivan,

month Kisilu,

Warka
Warka
Warka
Warka
Warka
Warka month Ab.

27th day, 2ud year

28th day, 2nd year

28th day, 3rd year

18th day, 4th year

7th day, 5th year

6th year

yth day, 7th rear

King of Babylon
King of Babylon
King of Babylon
King of Babylon
King of Babylon
King of Babylon

Persia and
Media.

/King of the two

(. Countries
[King of the two
1 Countries

3

4

5

6

7
8
9

10
11

12

13

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

TABLETS
dated iu the reign of Darius.

Warka, month Elul, 5th clay, 2nd year
Babbat, month Elul, 11th day, 3rd year
Warka, month Adar, 4th year

6th year

Bitpata, month Nisan, 1st day, 7th year

Ellanamitu, month Elul, 17th day, 10th yr.

Babylon 9th day, 11th year]

„ month Sebat .

.

.

.

J

Karrinabu, month Sivan, 1st day, 13th yr.

Diblat, month Kisilu, 7th day, 14th year

Month Tammuz, 10th day, 18th year

Warka, month Sivan, 24th day, 20th year

month Kisilu, 7th day, 25th year

Warka, month Tisri, 10th day, 26th year
1. Behhazzar ?

Darius, 30th year")

month Adar, 4th day, J

Babylon, month Tammuz, 1 4th day,35th \ r.

Darius

King of Babylon.

King of Babylon

King of Babylon

King of Babylon

THE TWO
Countries of

Persia
and Media.

King of Babylon

King of Babylon

King of Babylon

King of Babylon

King of Countries

King of Countries

King of Countries

King of Countries

( King of the two
(. Countries

(King of the two

1 Countries

jj )>

fKing of the two
I Countries
/King of the two
I Countries

((King of the two

I Countries ?)

/King of the two
1 Countries

'King of the two

I Countries

King of the two
Countries

King of Babylon {King of the two
J

I Countries

Bong of Babylon

1 Mai. mat, the two countries, that is of Media and Persia.
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So that Ctesias begins the second period spoken of in

the Behistun inscription in the 6th year of Darius, B.C. 516,

when Darius was certainly paramount in Egypt. There are

tablets in existence which show also that Darius was
recognized as paramount at Babylon from B.C. 520 to 516;

and these five years were no doubt years of usurpation.

Nabonidochus the viceroy then threw off the yoke in 515,

and Babylon was recovered by Cyrus and Darius in B.C. 510.

After which it is assumed that Cyrus reigned at Babylon
till B.C. 505.

Thus far it will be observed that the chronological

question in the scale for decision, turns upon the reception,

or otherwise, of the scholastic fiction, which places a great

Median king on the throne of Babylon in the year B.C. 538
;

or, on the other hand, upon the realization of the scene in the

dial chamber of king Ahaz, when, as described by Isaiah,

the pious Hezekiah, " sick unto death," and confined to his

couch, amidst the scientific apparatus of his immediate pre-

decessor, beheld the retrograde motion of the sun's " shadow
on the steps," marking a date entirely at variance with such

teaching. In support of the reality of the dial scene, upon
which, perhaps, already sufficient may have been said, I would
draw attention to an almost exact repetition of this scene, in

the palace of Hulakii, the khan of the Moghuls, at Maragkah
in Aderbijan, in the days when the empire of the Arabian

Caliphs was overthrown, in a.d. 1258. This scientific

monarch, it appears had, like Ahaz, gathered round him from

every part of his dominions, philosophers and astronomers,

who laboured in works of science under the direction of the

famous Nasser-u-deen, by whom as we are told a room in

the observatory had been constructed with a dome, and that

" through a perforation in the dome the rays of the sun were

admitted so as to strike upon certain lines on the pavement
in a way to indicate in degrees and minutes the altitude and

declination of that luminary during every season, and

marking the time and hour of the day throughout the year."

By means of this apparatus, " an error of surprising

magnitude, and to the great confusion of chronology, was
detected in the mode formerly observed for adjusting the
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commencement of the new year." 1 Such was the nature of

the chamber in which Hezekiah lay stretched upon his couch,

shaded from the noon-day sun, yet watching from within the

rise and fall of the meridian shadow on '• the steps of Ahaz."

I propose, therefore, in place of the erroneous date

(B.C. 538) to substitute the year B.C. 690-689, which embraces

the invasion of Sennacherib during 690, and the illness of

Hezekiah in the beginning of 689, as the essential key-date

of sacred chronology. I look upon the latter part of the

14th year of the reign of Hezekiah as securely fixed by

the eclipse on the 11th January in that year: and with

reverence I submit, as a just inference from the precision

and value of the results, that this sign in the heavens

manifested in the chamber of the sick king at Jerusalem,

was not so manifested merely for the confirmation of the

wavering faith of the desponding king, but also, by divine

prescience, for the guidance and instruction of future and

far distant generations.

With this master key in hand, the gift of the Almighty

Architect Himself, a child may venture to explore the sacred

edifice of Scripture history, and trace, without error or con-

fusion, the dates of the successive stages of the history of

God's "holy people." Alas that the holy people should

themselves ignore the chief foundation "stone" on which the

sacred edifice is raised. Come then, and as it were in vision,

let us take an artless child as guide—for of such is the

kingdom of heaven.—Let us go up to the mountain of the

house of Jehovah, and bearing in hand the sacred key, let

us seek the entrance of that lofty chamber where lie hid

the everlasting title deeds of the Holy Land : for on those

deeds is indelibly inscribed the date of their delivery in Ur
of the Chaldees 2

: and from thence there are but two steps

upward to the date of man's creation.

It has already been shown (Trans, of Soc. Bibl. Arch., vol. J,

p. 93) that the date of Christ's nativity was in the autumn of

the year B.C. 3, at the beginning of the sabbatical year B.C. 3-2,

being just 490 years after the first year of "Darius king of

1 Malcolm's History of Persia, Vol. I, p. 224.
2 Acts vii, 2.
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Babylon," when "about three score and two years old"

(Dan. v, 31) ; that is to say, in the 63rd year of his age, and

the 30th year of his reign over the Persians, B.C. 492, in

agreement with the prophetic words of Daniel, " seventy

weeks " (that is 70 sabbatical weeks of years, or 490 years)

" are determined on Thy people, and Thy holy city, to finish

the transgression and to anoint the Holy of Holies
"

(Dan. ix, 24).

I. Now, starting from this fixed and certain date of the

Nativity, we rise by four successive stages, with extreme

exactness, up to the time of the laying of the foundation

stone of Solomon's temple in the year B.C. 990. An intelli-

gent child would first inquire, was there in secular history

a king called "Darius king of Babylon" living 490 years

before the autumn of B.C. 3 ? All history attests that

Darius son of Hystaspes was sovereign of the whole eastern

world in B.C. 493.

It is an interesting fact bearing on this result that within

a few weeks previous to the writing of these words, a tablet

from Babylonia has reached the British Museum, bearing the

legend "30th year of Darius, king of Babylon, king of the

countries," that is to say, dated in the year B.C. 492, and

Babylon is thus set forth in that year as the capital of the

two confederate kingdoms of the Medes and Persians. 1 The

empire at this time we also know embraced the provinces

of the kingdom of Assyria, seeing that Ezra, at the

dedication of the temple (B.C. 485), styles Darius "king of

Assyria" (vi, 22).

But it may be asked, how can it be ascertained that

Darius was about "three score and two years old" in B.C. 492,

that is to say, in the 63rd year of his age ? We turn to the

historian Ctesias, the most trustworthy writer concerning this

period of Persian history, and he states the fact ; for we read
—

"

Aapelos Be e7rave\6cbv els JTepcra?, icai Ovaaq, teal r/fiepa 1?

voar}aas X reXevra, ^aas fiev err/ o/3," having lived seventy-

two years. Now, if Darius completed his 72nd year say in

3 Daniel v, 28, " Thy kingdom is divided and given to the Msdes and Persians."

" And Darius the Median received the kingdom."

Vol. V. 10
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P..C. 484, and died, he would have been still about 12. if ho

had lived to the year B.C. 483, and therefore was "about (>2
""

in the year B.C. 493, when he " took the kingdom " from

Belshazzar. How very far astray from the truth are those

who search for Darius Medus in the year B.C. 538, nearly half

a century earlier than this obvious date. 1

Before we proceed further, it will not be out of place,

but adding weight to the argument, to say a few words con-

cerning a very remarkable change of policy in the government

of the kingdom of Persia about the year B.C. 492-90, which

affords another strong mark of identity between Darius the

Mede and Darius son of Hystaspes. It is referred to briefly

by Daniel in these words, "It pleased Darius to set over the

kingdom (that is Darius the Mede, when about 63 years old),

120 princes, which should be over the whole kingdom ; and

over them three presidents (Sarkin, pplD). of whom Daniel

was the first."' (Dan. vi. 1, 2.) Now we know that during the

greater part of the reign of Darius son of Hystaspes, the

prominent feature of the government of Persia was its

division into some twenty, or twenty-three, powerful and

despotic satrapies. These twenty or twenty-three divisions

are fully described by Herodotus, and are also engraved in

cuneiform character on three different Persian monuments

set up in his reign. The sudden division of each of these

satrapies, on an average, into five or six parts, immediately

after Darius took possession of Babylon, is so bold and

striking a feature of state policy, that it caimot in reason

be supposed to apply to two different kings bearing the same

title, y<-t issuing their decrees at an interval of 46 years apart.

This change of government was certainly carried into execu-

tion by Darius the Mede, and with equal certainty also by

Darius son of Hystaspes. The two kings thus spoken of were,

1 Since the above was in type (lie mxUi volume of the Speaker's Commcntaiy
has appeared, in which I regret to see that the same date B.C. 538 is retained for

the unknown Darin-, and the two questions are gravely discussed, whether Darius

Medus may not have been the same king ae Astyages, and the Belshazzar of

D.iniel, who reigned at the close of seventy years after the "desolations of

Jerusalem," may not be identified with the Evil-merorlach of Jcivniiah, who
reigned twenty-six years after the destruction of Jerusalem.
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therefore, one and the same. Herodotus refers to the event

only so far as it affected the satrapy of Ionia. The battle

of Marathon we know was fought in the year B.C. 490 : and
not long before the time when Mardonius was sent by
Darius on the expedition to Marathon he was directed to

proceed to Ionia. And, now, says Herodotus, " a marvellous

event occurred (fxejiarov 6co/mo) winch would scarcely be

believed by those Greeks who do not allow that Otanes had

advised the seven conspirators (at the time of the accession

of Darius) to make Persia a democracy ; for Mardonius put

down all the despotic governors throughout Ionia, and

established democracies in their place" (Herod, vi, 43). The
Babylonian satrapy no doubt was then also subjected to the

same division, considering the series of revolts of pretenders,

claiming to be sons of Nabonadius, the late powerful satrap

of that kingdom, even down to the final revolt of his son

Belshazzar. After the death of Cyrus II son of Cambyses,

say in B.C. 505, Darius in virtue of the rights of queen 'Atossa,

daughter-in-law of Cyrus I, and widow of Tanu-Axares,

immediately laid claim to the provinces of Persia, " on this

side the river" (Ezra iv, 11, 16), in addition to the 127 pro-

vinces of Media, on the other side the river, already belonging

to his queen, and his seat of government may have been

probably a few years later removed from Susa to Persepolis.

His claim to the empire, however, was disputed by Atrines

and Martius at Susa, Phraortes and Sitratachmes in Media,

Phraates in Margiana, 1 and Aristagoras in Ionia, These

powerful satraps had greatly weakened the empire by their

revolts, and the form of government by satraps had proved

itself quite unmanageable. The marvellous change of policy

spoken of by Herodotus, by which this system of govern-

ment was suddenly set aside, seems to be confirmed by the

wording of the inscriptions of Darius at Persepolis,

especially of that on the tomb of Darius at Nakhsh.-i-Eu.stam,

inscribed, as Sir Henry Rawlinson considers, after the

year B.C. 492 (Journ. R.A.S., Vol. X, part III, p. 289).

For in addition to the ordinary titles, "great king," "king

of kings," we there read the several new and unusual titles,

1 Beliistun Inscription.
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"Darius king of the countries of the people'' (p. 279),

"king of the people," "Lawgiver of the people," that is,

king and lawgiver of the democracies (pp. 286, 291). It was

then Darius son of Hystaspes, beyond question, who was

pleased to set over the kingdom 120 princes or lieutenants

which should be ovev the whole kingdom, in the days of

Daniel, B.C. 492, and not some unknown king supposed to

have been reigning in Babylon in B.C. 538.

But it has been said, that Darius on his tomb describes him-

self as a " Persian, son of a Persian." How then could Daniel,

who knew him face to face, properly speak of him as " Darius

the Median " ? In reply, it may be said he could do no other-

wise in the year B.C. 492 ; for, as a Persian prince of a junior

branch from Achsemenes, Darius had no legitimate claim to

the empire. He had no greater, but less claim to the empire of

Assyria and Babylon than his father Hystaspes, or Gnshtasp,

still living about the year B.C. 492. 1 He had, however, a

legitimate claim to the throne of the Medes, as in possession

of the provinces attached to the throne of Susa, through

queen 'Atossa, or Hadassah, which were then actually under

his sceptre, together with the kingdom of Egypt. Again,

his claim to the imperial throne could only be through

'Atossa, after the death of Hystaspes: the empire, therefore,

did not come into his possession till the fall of Babylon in

B.C. 493. Daniel accordingly rightly sets forth his title as

" son of, or successor of, Ahasuerus of the seed of the

Medes," or Darius the Mede, in B.C. 493, who then "received

the kingdom," or empire of Persia thus late in his reign.

Some indications of turbulence, it may be inferred, had
occurred in Phoenicia before this time to have given colour

to the report spread by Aristagoras, that it was the intention

of Darius to transport the Phoenicians into Ionia and to

replace them by transporting Ionians into Phoenicia. (Herod.

vi, '.)). For the 7<) years' depression of Tyre were now at an

end, and the joyous city was once more singing as a harlot.

1 Hystaspes was still living when Darius had completed the inscriptions on
his tomb at Rakhsh-i-Rustam (Ctesise Fragmenta, p. 49). lie is also spoken of

in the Behistun inscription, column iii, late in the history of Darius. The
native Persian historians .-peak of Gushtusp where Herodotus speaks of Darius.
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Again, we know with certainty from the book of Ezra that the

power of the rulers in Palestine, who had, in opposition to

the king's command, obstructed the fulfilment of the decree

of Cyrus for the rebuilding of the temple, was partly taken

away in the year B.C. 491 by Darius, by the commission then

granted to the Jews under Zerubbabel and Jeshua to build

the temple and to govern themselves according to their own
laws, free from tax or interference from Samaria (Ezra iv, 5).

Thus, on the final subjugation of Babylon in B.C. 493,

when Belshazzar was slain, and the Avails of that city broken

down, and "all" the gates carried away (Herod, hi, 159),

Darius, having put down the last enemy of his supremacy,

became, as we have said, sovereign of the whole eastern

world, the ruler of the most extensive empire which had yet

existed on the earth. It must be understood, therefore,

that when Daniel, Ezra, Haggai, and Zechariah speak of the

"first," "second," "fourth," and "sixth" years of his reign,

they count in imperial years from B.C. 493, not from B.C. 521,

or 538.

This was indeed a marked epoch in the history of the

heathen world, as also great in the annals of " the holy

people "
: the commencement of the Persian empire proper,

spoken of by Daniel as coming up " last," and out-topping

the kingdom of the Medes. 1 Accordingly, Josephus, follow-

ing the first book of Esdras, tells us that in the first year

of Darius he made a great feast, no doubt at Shushan, at

which were assembled the 127 "riders of the Medes and
princes of the Persians"2 comprehending the whole of his late

dominions derived from Ahasuerus (1 Esdras iii, 1, 2); and
that during the days of that banquet it was so contrived,

either by the king himself, or by his three princely body

guards, all of the Hebrew race, that it should be publicly

proclaimed from " the royal seat of judgment," to all the

princes of the empire of " Persia and Media " (v. 9), that it

was now his royal will and pleasure to restore the captive

Jews, still retained at Babylon3 notwithstanding the decree

1 Dan. viii, 3. 2 Jos. Ant. xi, iii, 2.

3 " Deliver thyself, O Zion, that dwellest with the daughter of Babylon."

(Z.'eh. ii, 7) . Written in the 2nd year of Darius as emperor of Persia.
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of Cyrus, and that the far-famed temple of Jehovah should

be rebuilt. Such was the princely feeling of favour and

affection of Darius towards the late exiled race. And how, it

will be asked, could such a change 1 of feeling have grown up

in the heart of the heathen king. The tale has long ago been

written, as for as regards the Jewish record of the history, and

only by much secular learning has it become obscured and laid

aside. On the secular side, however, of the history, we are told

that Cambyses had been compelled to obtain the sanction of

the "royal judges of Persia" (Herod, hi, 31) to his marriage

with his sister-in-law, Hadassah, called his sister by Herodotus,

and thereby added Media to his Persian dominions. At his

death hi B.C. 518, Darius married this princess, and fixed his

throne at Slmshan, but did not yet put forth his title to the

empire,which fell, of course, to Cyrus. The whole atmosphere

of the Median court at Shushan now became impregnated with

Jewish feelings and ideas. Esther and Mordecai, of course,

were always about the person of Darius, the one as queen,

the other probably as one of the three trusted body-guards.

Again, Josephus tells us that friendship had long existed

between Zerubbabel, " the prince of Judah," and the expec-

tant future sovereign of the Persian empire. So much so

that Darius had made a vow that whenever he came to the

throne of the empire, he would permit the return of the

Jewish captives to Jerusalem. 2 Zerubbabel had, he says,

been one of the king's three body guards. "Xehemiah the

Tirshatha," or cupbearer to Xerxes, who now took the title

Artaxerxes (Ezra vi, 14), was also in attendance hi the palace

of the king, being a descendant from the house of David
(e/c tov (T7rep/j,aro<; Aaftih)? David and Saul, we know,

were related by the marriage of David with the daughter

of Saul, and the descendants on both sides were, therefore,

of course more or less distant cousins. Through queen

Esther, descended from Kish, they stood in the same re-

lationship to the king ; so that we may readily comprehend
how Darius, in consideration of their princely birth and con-

nection with 'Atossa, should have pledged his word to either

of the three, that he who should prove himself the wisest

1 Ezra Ti, 22. - 1 Esdras iv, 43. 3 Johan : Malaise, p. 160.
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in discourse should be clothed in purple, and sit next to the

king, and be addressed as " cousin of Darius " (1 Esdras iii, 7).

In addition to the daily influence of Esther, and Mordecai,

and Zerubbabel, and Nehemiah, at the Median court, there

was also that of the holy sage, the aged Daniel, the grandest of

all the characters of sacred Scripture. 1 The whole policy of the

empire seems to have been set in motion by the divine spirit

of this extraordinary man. In the year B.C. 492, being on

the extreme verge of his existence, he held a mighty influence

over the mind of Darius, so that he was preferred before all

the presidents and princes of the empire, " and the king

sought to set him over the whole realm" (Dan. vi3 3). He
aimed not to be clothed in purple, or in scarlet, the abhorred

colour of Babylon and idolatry, but he sought and obtained

his heart's desire from the devoted king—the restoration of

the temple of Jehovah, and the decree that in every dominion

of the kingdom of Darius men should worship the God
whom he adored (Dan. vi, 2ti).

Herodotus has, no doubt, truly recorded how the fiery and

ambitious 'Atossa, probably not long after the death of Cyrus,

in B.C. 505, had urged Darius, before his expedition against

the Scythians, to invade the Grecian states, and how she

wisely counselled him that by occupying his indolent nobles

in foreign Avars, the satraps might be restrained from breaking

mto sedition and revolt. There was not improbably a party

also in the state, who promoted the views of the enterprising,

restless queen, known, perhaps, as " Hadassites," or 010*711,

" Hadassim." For in the book of Zechariah (i, 8), dated in

" the second year of Darius," in the month Sebat, or February,

B.C. 490, under the veil of a vision of a horseman clothed in

red amongst "the myrtle trees (Ha-Hadassim)," with other

two horsemen, white and speckled, and four " carpenters," or

workers in timber, perhaps builders ofships, greatpreparations

are described as being made for war. TheprophetHaggai also,

in the second year of Darius (Haggai ii, 20), refers to the same
impending warlike movements, not as commonly assumed in

B.C. 520, but twenty-nine years later, in B.C. 491. The allusion

1 A building shown at the ruins of Susa is said to be the tomb of the

prophet Daniel.
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is unquestionably to the ten years' operations against Greece,

beginning at -Marathon, and ending with Salamis andPlatsea.

And while the prophet communes in vision with the angel

concerning these foreboding warlike preparations, the question

is asked—a question which might be asked with equal devo-

tion and earnestness in these most ominous days—" 0, Lord

of Hosts, how long wilt Thou not have mercy on Jerusalem

and the cities of Judah, against which Thou hast had indig-

nation these three score and ten years " ? The answer is, " I

am returned to Jerusalem with mercies, My house shall be

built in it, saith the Lord of Hosts, and a line shall be

stretched forth on Jerusalem" (Zech. i, 16). ''And Darius

sent with them a thousand horsemen, till they had brought

them back to Jerusalem safely " (1 Esdras v, 2). Yet, " not

by might, nor by power, but by My Spirit, saith Jehovah of

hosts. Who art thou, great mountain? before Zerubbabel

thou shalt become a plain" (Zech. hi, 6, 7). "And the

elders of the Jews builded, and they prospered through the

prophecying of Haggai the prophet, and Zechariah the son

of Iddo. And they builded and finished it, according to the

commandment of the God of Israel, and according to the

commandment of Cyrus, and Darius, and Artaxerxes (that is

Xerxes, now just placed on the throne with Darius). And.

this house was finished on the 3rd day of the month Adar, in

the sixth year of the reign of Darius the king," that is in

March, B.C. 485.

It was at this time, therefore, according to Jewish tradition,

that " the men of the great synagogue " were assembled to

perform the work of reconstruction in B.C. 491, not separately

and at different times, but together in a body, at Jerusalem,

viz., " Zerubbabel, Jeshua, Nehemiah the son of Hachaliah,

Mordecai, Bilshan, Ezra, Seraiah, Reelaiah, Mizpar, Helium,

Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi"; 1 the birth of Mordecai, say

B.C. 580, and the death of Nehemiah, say in 431, marking the

extreme limits within which these contemporaries lived.

II. And now again the thoughtful child—our guide

—

at once perceives that in this " first year of Darius son of" (or

1 Chrouologia Sacra-Profana, K. David Ganz, p. 56.
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heir to the 127 provinces of) " Ahasuerns of the seed of

the Medes " (Dan. ix, 2), Darius had come to the throne

of Babylon after the completion of " seventy years in the

desolations of Jerusalem," that is to say, 70 years after

the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, in the

19th year of his reign (Jerem. lii, 12). So that Jerusalem

must have been destroyed in the year B.C. 563, just seventy

years before the year B.C. 493. Nebuchadnezzar must also

have begun his reign in Babylon eighteen years before

that date, that is in B.C. 581, which again is a very important

date to fix in Babylonian history, being twenty-three years

lower than the date in Ptolemy's canon, yet rightly fixed as

folloAving soon after the solar eclipse of B.C. 585, and over-

throw of Nineveh in B.C. 483.

Again, it will be asked—where is the record to prove that

the 19th year of Nebuchadnezzar was the year B.C. 563 ? The
answer is, that Demetrius, writing about 222 years before

Christ, when Assyrian and Babylonian tablets might be

referred to in every royal library in Asia, and counting

the years of Nebuchadnezzar from B.C. 582, that is from the

fall of Nineveh, one year earlier than Jeremiah, states that

" the last carrying away of captives from Jerusalem by
Nebuchadnezzar" (alluding no doubt to the last chapter

of Jeremiah, v. 30), that is in his 23rd year, was 338

years and 3 months before the reign of the 4th Ptolemy,

who began to reign in November, B.C. 222, that is 221 years

2 months + 338 years 3 months = B.C. 559 years 5 months

;

so that according to this reckoning the 23rd of Nebuchad-

nezzar began in Nisan B.C. 560, and ended hi Adar 559.

But if any part of the year B.C. 559 was commensurate with

the 23rd year, B.C. 563 would have been commensurate
with the 19th of Nebuchadnezzar. The testimony of

Demetrius, therefore, varies twenty-three years from that of

the Canon of Ptolemy, and confirms our reckoning.

The testimony of Demetrius concerning this date, as opposed
to that of Ptolemy, is now placed beyond dispute by a recent

discovery. Ptolemy the astronomer knew of no eclipse

whereby to fix the reign of Nebuchadnezzar. But we learn

from the Book of Ezekiel that the 27th year of Nebuchadnezzar
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was marked by the decisive mark of a total solar eclipse at

Talrpanlies or Daphnes: and this 27th year, according to

Demetrius, was the year B.C. hhQ, in which year I shall now

show that a total solar eclipse was visible at Daphnes;

Here I regret to find that the proposed dates come into

collision with those of the learned writer in the Speakers

Commentary on the book of Ezekiel concerning Apries or

Hophra, king of Egypt. For it is clear that if the 23rd year

of Nebuchadnezzar ended in B.C. 559, the death of Pharaoh

Hophra, as stated by Josephus, must have followed about two

or three years later. For Josephus writes—" In the fifth year

after the destruction of Jerusalem, which was the 23rd year of

the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, he made an expedition against

Coelesyria ; and when he had possessed himself of it he made

war against the Ammonites and Moabites ;
and when he had

brought all those nations under subjection, he fell upon

Egypt in order to overthrow it : and he slew the king that then

reigned, and set up another," 1 that is, he slew Apries or

Hophra, who had been conquered, though not slain, by

Amasis some years before, According to Herodotus (ii, 169),

and confirmed the position of Amasis as tributary king, say

in B.C. 556, that is in the 26th year of his own reign counted

from after the death of his father, or the 27th year from the

date of the battle of Carchemish, B.C. 482, which year is also

counted as the first year of Nebuchadnezzar.2

The "Downfall of Pharaoh Hophra, and the Ruin of

Egypt," forms an important epoch in the reckoning of the

Speaker's Commentary. The learned writers date for the

fall of Hophra, is the common yet untenable date B.C. 570.

The date for which I firmly contend is B.C. 556, full thirteen

years later. This later date is unquestionably to be preferred

to the earlier for many reasons. In the first place, because

the " forty years' " degradation of Egypt, 3 which began in the

27th year of Nebuchadnezzar, and which cannot be accounted

for in the common reckoning, is exactly fulfilled between the

years B.C. 556 and 517, in which latter year, on the death of

the tyrant Cambyses, Darius began to reign in Egypt,

1 Josephus, Aut. x, ix, 7.
" Jerem. xxv, 1, xlvi, 2.

3 Ezck. xxix, 11.
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and was greatly honoured by the Egyptians as the restorer

of their prosperity. (Trans, vol. i, p. 234.)

Again, the evidence of the Apis monuments, published

by Monsr. Mariette in his " Serapeum de Memphis," is in-

valuable as regards the reigns of Ouaphres, or Hophra, and

Amasis. 1 For it is. clear from the following copies of the

two last Apis epitaphs of the XXVIth Dynasty, that the

fifth year of Amasis, which no one will deny began on the

12th January, B.C. 566, folloAred immediately after the twelfth

year of Hophra, so that this twelfth year of Hophra must

have begun on the 12th January, B.C. 5(57, and his first regnal

year must have been counted from 578, though already

seated on the throne in B.C. 579.

XXVI e Dynastie—cinq Apis.

Apis IV—ne Tan, 16, le. 7 de Paophi, de Nechao :

intronise l'an 1, le 9 d'Epiphi, de Psammetichus II

:

mort l'an 12, le 12 de Pharmouthi,

d'Ouaphres

:

enseveli l'an 12, le 21 Payni

:

age de 17 ans, 6 mois et 5 jours.

Apis V—ne l'an 5, le 7 de Thoth, d'Amasis :

intronise l'an 5, le 18 Payni

:

mort l'an 23, le 6 de Phamenoth

:

enseveli l'an 23, le 15 de Pachons :

age de 18 ans, 6 mois.

These epitaphs show that the Apis which died in the 12th

of Hophra, in the month Pharmouthi, the eighth month, was
succeeded by an Apis bom in the following year on the 7th

of Thoth, the first month, in the 5th year of Amasis, that is

on the 18th January, B.C. 56^. The Apis his predecessor

must have died, therefore, on the 24th August, in the 12th

year of Hophra, B.C. 567.

How then can it be contended that Hophra, who certainly

reigned not less than 19 years, could have died so early as

the year B.C. 570 ? Those who maintain this opinion must
necessarily create an intermediate Apis between the IVth and
Vth, Avhich does not appear to have existed.

\ " Le Serapeum de Memphis," p. 28.
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But the upholders of this opinion are under a still greater

and insurmountable difficulty. For it is clear from the books

of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, that the death of Hophra was
signalized by the occurrence of a total eclipse of the sun at

Dapbnae, or Tahpanhes, in latitude 31°, somewhere near the

time of his death, which probably took place after Nebuchad-

nezzar had pitched his royal tent at the entrance of that city

to besiege it. For Jeremiah writes (xliii, 8, 9), " Then came

the word of Jehovah unto Jeremiah in Tahpanhes, saying,

Take great stones in thy hand, and hide them in the day

time, in the brick-kiln -which is at the entry of Pharaoh's

house in Tahpanhes I will send and take Nebuchad-

nezzar king of Babylon, my servant, and will set his throne

upon these stones and he shall spread his royal

pavilion over them." The words of Ezekiel concerning

Hophra are, "The sword of the king of Babylon shall come

upon thee" "I will also water with thy blood the

land " " When I shall put thee out, I will cover the

heaven, and make the stars thereof dark : I will cover the

sun with a cloud, and the moon shall not give her light. All

the bright lights of heaven will I make dark over thee, and

set darkness upon the land" (xxxii, 6-11) "At
Tehaphuehes also the day shall be darkened " (xxx, 18).

There can be little doubt that these words have reference

to a total eclipse of the sun at Daphnee, south of Pelusium
;

and I am informed by Mr. Hind that there was a solar eclipse,

by computation just short of totality 1 on the 1st November,

B.C. 556, the central path of which is laid down as passing

somewhat below latitude 29°, which no doubt was that which

darkened the day at Daphnse or Tahpanhes. No such eclipse

can be found in any year near to B.C. 570. Those therefore

who place the death of Hophra in 570, are under the necessity

also of inventing a total solar <-clt'i>--<<' at the mouth of the Nile

in that year, which they will find difficult in conformity with

any recent lunar tables.

Now it is probable that Amasis, hearing of the approach

of Nebuchadnezzar towards Egypt, in his 23rd year, B.C. 5.3'.',

1 "Small corrections quite compatible with calculations of other eclipses

might make tho eclipse total at this point."—J, 11. II.
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seized the reins of government and of the army, setting aside

Hophra, now merely nominal king, and prepared himself for

resistance to the invasion ; so that the 35th year of Amasis,

counted from this 20th of Hophra, was B.C. 526. This result

agrees well with the evidence of two Egyptian inscriptions,

one at Florence, the other at Leyden. The Florence inscrip-

tion records the death of one Psammetichus, on the 6th day

of Paopi, the second month, in the 35th year of Amasis, that

is, on the 6th February, B.C. 526 (for the 1st of Thoth was on

the 1st January in that year), and this Psammetichus had

lived 71 years, 4 months and 6 days, from the 3rd year of

Necho, which 3rd of Necho was_ therefore commensurate with

the year B.C. 597, as it should be.

The Leyden inscription records the death of one who
died on the 6th August, B.C. 533, in the 27th year of Amasis,

having lived Q5 years, 10 months and 2 days, from the 1st

year of Necho, month Epiphi, that is, from October, 599.

In this month, therefore, Necho was already seated on the

throne, though his 1st regnal year was dated from Thoth, 598.

This inscription, therefore, agrees also with the proposed

reckoning.

The reckoning of this period of chronology is very simple

and complete, when arranged in conformity with four well

ascertained total solar eclipses which form the framework for

the dates, and the result is to show that King Psammetichus I

must have died in B.C. 599, and that he put an end to the

dodecarchy and began to reign in B.C. 653 or 654, as stated

by Manetho.

B.C.

CIO, 30th Sept. Total solar eclipse in Armenia. Invasion of Asia by the

Scythians, who crossed the Caucasus, and fought a battle

near Armavir, or Erivan, during the darkness of an

eclipse. (Herodotus, and Firdousi.)

585, 28th May Total solar eclipse in Asia Minor during a battle between

Cyaxares and Alyattes, when Astyages married the

grandmother of Cyrus II. (Herodotus.)

583 Nineveh taken by Cyaxares and Nebuchadnezzai-

, during

the reign of his mother queen Nitocris ; and the

Scythians now expelled from Asia at the end of

twenty-eight years of occupation. (Herodotus.)
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B.C.

582 Battle of Carcliemish.—Death of Necho.—Psammuthis

begins to reign in the 4th Jehoiakim. (Jerem. ,\\\.

1, xlvi, 2.)

581 1st year of Nebuchadnezzar, after the death of his father.

563 Destruction of Jerusalem, in the 19th year of Nebuchad-

nezzar = 11th Zedekiah.

557, 19th May. Total solar eclipse at Larissa, or Nimrud, about the time

of the conquest of the Medes by the Persians, in B.C. 5G0.

(Xenophon.)

556, 1st Nov. Total solar eclipse at Tahpanhes, or Daphnae, near Pelu-

sium, lat, 30° 50', in the 26th year of Nebuchadnezzar.

555 Egypt giyei1 over mto the hands of Nebuchadnezzar,

in the 27th year of his reign. (Ezekiel xxix, 17.)

This eclipse near the months of the Nile, at Tahpanhes, is

of extreme value towards the settling of Egyptian chronology.

For thus we find that Psammetichus began to reign in B.C.

653, and that Tivhakah, king of Ethiopia, who did not reign

more than twenty-eight years, according to the following

epitaph, must have died only a year or two before that date.

XXVIe Dynastie.

Apis I—ne Tan 26 de Tahraka :

intronise le 9 de Pharmouthi

:

mort fan 20, le 20 de Mesori. de Psammetichus 1

:

enseveli fan 21, le 23 de Paophi.

ELEMENTS OF THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF b.c. 556,

OCT. 31—NOV". 1.

Greenwich Mean Time of Conjunction in Right Ascension,

b.c. 556, Oct. 31st, at 20h 56m 16s
.

Right Ascension
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The following are points upon the centre line :—

Longitude 26
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R.C.

If Solomon reigued 40 years, beginning in rt.c. 993, the

37 last years of the reign of Solomon began in Nisan 990

17
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date 143 years, 8 months, we arrive at the date B.C. 989 years,

8 months, or B.C. 990 for the building of Solomon's temple.

Secondly, This was the date of the building expressed in

very early records preserved in Armenia, as appears from the

writings of the Arabian historian Abnlpharagins, in the thir-

teenth century A.D., who examined certain Syriac, Saracenic

and Persian records then in existence in the city of Margan, in

the province of Azerbijan, on the south of the Caucasus. This

historian, speaking of Herod the Great, writes :
—" Tempore

hujus Herodis natus est Redemptor noster, finitseque sunt

hebdomades septem una cum hebdomadibus (52 Danielis,

quse conficiunt annos 483, consolidandos ab anno sexto Darii

Hystaspis" (vol. i, p. 46) "anno ejus (Darii filii Hys-

taspis) sexto perfectum est templum, in mense Tjar (Adar?),

altum sexaginta cubitorum, latum viginti. Colliguntur anni

a condito templo primo Solomonis usque ad hunc annum, quo

structura altera finita est, 508" (vol. i, p. 31), making

together, B.C. 4 + 482 + 508 = B.C. 994. Abulpharagius

thus apparently computes four years in excess. This dis-

crepancy is partly explained in his own words, thus :

—

" Annum nativitatis Domini nostri, quem nos in annum
Grsecorum 309 (= B.C. 4), die secundo hebdomadis cadere

invenimus, alii scriptores in alium transferunt." If, then, we
place the Nativity in B.C. 2. 3m , and the finishing of the second

temple in March, B.C. 485, this latter date will fall in the 506th

year after the laying of the foundation of the first temple in

May, B.C. 990. The difference therefore is two years.

Thirdly, and lastly, it was foretold by the prophet Amos
that the death of Jeroboam II, king of Samaria, should be

preceded by tremblings of the earth, or earthquakes, and by
the awful sign of the going down of the sun at noon, and the

darkening of the earth in the clear day (Amos vii, 11,

viii, 8, 9), that is to say by the total darkness of a total solar

eclipse in the kingdom of Samaria at mid-day. 1 Now
1 The eclipse, according to the words of Amos, would probably bare passed

over Dan, to which place the people of Samaria went up to worship the golden

calf (1 Kings xii, 29, 30) . For Amos seems to make special reference to the

destruction of the idol at Dan (viii, 14). The shadow of totality, therefore,

might be placed one degree higher than I have before assumed (Trans., vol. ii,

p. 152), that is to say, as covering Dan, in the north of Samaria.

Vol. V. 17
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Jeroboam died in the 55th year after the accession of

Amaziah (2 Kings xiv, 23), and Amaziah we have already

seen came to the throne in B.C. 815. So that the death of

Jeroboam fell in the year B.C. 762-1.

One of the most valuable discoveries made by Sir H.

Rawlinson from the records of Nineveh is, that a notable

eclipse of the sun in the month Sivan (June) was registered

in the Assyrian annals in the year Avhen Bursagale (Oppert),

or Edsusarabe (Smith), was archon eponymous at Nineveh,

that is, as all are agreed in the year B.C. 763 ; while Sir

George Airy and Mr. Hind agree, that on the 15th June,

B.C. 763, a total solar eclipse took place at Nineveh some-

where about midday, the path of which must have passed

near to or over Dan, that is over the northern extremity of

Samaria (Trans, vol. ii, p. 152).

This last proof is decisive of the question of the actual

date of the foundation of the temple by Solomon in B.C. 990.

For Amos prophesied " two years before the earthquake in the

days of Uzziah" (Amos i, 1). Jeroboam II was alive when

Amos wrote, and his death was to be marked by the signs of

earthquakes and darkness. Till recent days no one could have

shown that such rare phenomena had actually occurred about

the time of his death in B.C. 762-1. But now, in these latter

days of wavering faith, witnesses from the mounds of Nineveh

spring up to prove that about a year before his death total

darkness from an eclipse, about noon, fell upon Samaria, and

that a series of earthquakes were recorded at Nineveh in

the years B.C. 763, 762, 761, 760, and 75i>, that is to say in a

country bordering upon Samaria, in the midst of which por-

tentous signs Jeroboam died, and the kingdom of Israel for

a time ceased to exist. Nothing can ever set aside the force

of this remarkable proof. 1 The death of Jeroboam II cannot

henceforth be placed earlier than B.C. 763.

It is satisfactory to observe that, as far as regards the

1 Dr. Pusey, after searching in vain for a visible eclipse, pronounces that " no

eclipse of the sun, in which the sun might seem to be shrouded in darkness at

mid-day, has been calculated which should have suggested this image to the

prophet's mind," and that it "is more likely that the words are an image of a

sudden reverse " (" Amos," pp. 216, 2] 7). The Speaker's Commentary takes I lie

same view. The reckoning of both must therefore be incorrect.
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date of the building of Solomon's temple, the conclusion here

arrived at closely coincides with the reckoning of Dr. Lepsius,

the greatest Egyptian chronologist in Europe, who places

the date of the foundation of Solomon's temple in B.C. 989. x

It also coincides with the sera of the captivity of the ten

tribes, in the reign of Hoshea (^fYlTO^ B.C. 696, preserved

by Demetrius, and inscribed on certain well-known Jewish

grave-stones found in the Crimea, and now at St. Peters-

burgh (Trans, vol. hi, p. 28).

And again, it agrees with the reckoning of Ezekiel, who
computes an interval of 190 years between the apostasy of

the ten tribes in B.C. 953, and the destruction of Jerusalem

in B.C. 563. 2

But by far the most interesting test and proof of the

correctness of this modification of the sacred calendar, from

the time of Solomon to the birth of Christ, is the exactness

and simplicity with which the continuous series of sabbaths

and jubilees fixed in the calendar falls in with the actual

history of the holy people : a result which many learned men
have attempted in vain to produce in connection with the

common reckoning. The sabbatical and jubilaic cycles set

down for observance in the Levitical law, formed of course a

perfect framework within which the events of sacred history

actually came to pass. These cyclical periods were inter-

woven with the chief institutions and festivals of the holy

people. They were also largely used in prophetic utterances

from time to time concerning past or future events. Dr. Kalish

writes :
—" The great chain, from the seventh day to the end

of the seven times seven years "—he might have added also,

to the end of the seventy times seven years—" encompassed

in its widening circles the sanctification of the individual

Hebrew and of the Hebrew nation, the protection of every

citizen and the commonwealth, the relation of God to the

holy land and holy people. It is the most perfect system of

1 Synoptische Tafeln der Aegyptischen Dynasticen, p. 7. Dr. Lepsius,

however, and Niebuhr, propose to cut out twenty years from the reign of

Manasseh, to meet the erroneous reckoning of Herodotus, who nhsidentifies

Nabonidus with Nebuchadnezzar son of Nitocris.

2 Ezekiel iv, 4.
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theocracy which has ever been devised. If we could prove

that it was originated in all its parts by one mind, or at one

epoch, it would be without parallel or analogy in all history

as a work of largely conceived legislation." (Comment on

Leviticus xxv, 1, Part II, p. 534.)

Dr. Kalish, however, denies that any proof to this effect

can be produced in ancient days. In modern days indeed

we know that the sabbatic chain lies broken and neglected

beneath the feet both of Islam and of Christendom. The one

keeps holy the sixth, the other the first day of the week. And

yet the Decalogue sufficiently attests that the seventh was

the day to be observed in unbroken series by the holy people

from the beginning. " The seventh day is the Sabbath of

the Lord thy God." It is hard also to deny, in the face of

Gen. xxix, 27, the antiquity of the practice of counting by

weeks of years. 1 And there can be no question concerning

the command to keep the Jubilee (Levit. xxv, 8). Now when

the records of the events of sacred history are strictly ar-

ranged in conformity with the internal framework of scripture

dates, the wondrous proof of unity of design becomes com-

plete. The one mind which more than three thousand years

ago laid down this wide scheme of legislation, marked by

times and festivals, thenceforth to be evolved as the peculiar

history of the select and holy race, and brought the same to

pass within the exact bounds prescribed, is thereby manifested

to be no other mind than that of the Great Creator Himself.

As regards sacred chronology, what I wish to express is

this, that the Bible contains within itself its own distinct and

perfect system of chronology, fixed as it were in tables of celes-

tial time, that is to say, marked by successive eclipses of sun

and moon, which are recorded in its own pages in connexion

with some of the leading events of which it speaks. Pro-

vided that a sufficient number of these combinations of time

and event can be recovered, it is clear that such a method

of reconstructing sacred history must be perfect and exact.

1 " Et facta sunt onirics dies vitse Sarse, centum ct viginti et sej:>tem, id est

Jubelaei duo, et septimana? quatuor, et unus annus."

—

Book of the Jubilees,

p. 25, Dilhnann. " Until 177 days are completed (by the moon) : according

to the mode of computation by weeks, twenty-five weeks and two days."

Lawrence's Book of Enoch, p. 101.
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The live following instances of well-established eclipses

are, I submit, sufficient for the present to verify the truth of

the outline of chronology herein proposed.

HISTORICAL ECLIPSES ILLUSTRATIVE OF

SACRED SCRIPTURE.

I.

Total solar eclipse of 15th June, B.C. 763. 1

Marking the death of Jeroboam II.

The shadow of totality passing over Dan and Nimrud.

By means of this eclipse we learn that :

—

The death of Jeroboam II was somewhere about the year B.C. 762, or 763

The death of Joash 802

The death of Jehoahaz 817

The death of Jehu 833

The anointing of Jehu and Hazael 861

The death of Ahab 874

II.

Partial eclipse of the sun at Jerusalem,

11th January, B.C. 689.

When the shadow of the sun went back ten steps on the

steps of Ahaz.

Marking the 14th year of Hezekiah, and the

Sabbatical year 689-8.

From this eclipse we also hifer that Sennacherib had

threatened to destroy Jerusalem in B.C. 690, and lost his

whole army by pestilence in that year, and also, through

Josephus, that Deioces began to reign in Media in 688,

in the same year that Babylon revolted from Assyria.

III.

ECLIPSE OF THALES,

28th May, B.C. 585.

Marking the day and year of the battle in Asia Minor between
Cyaxares king of Media, and Alyattes king of Lydia,

and the marriage of Astyages son of Cyaxares, and

1 Amos Tiii, 8, 9.
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grandfather of Cyrus, while Astyages was yet between

30 and 40 years of age ; being the 29th year of Cyaxares,

and two years before the fall of Nineveh, and of tli<'

expulsion of the Scythians from Asia in B.C. 583.

From this eclipse we infer with certainty that the first

year of Nebuchadnezzar, placed in command of the army of

his father Nabopalassar when yet alive, and counted from the

fall of Nineveh, fell in the year B.C. 582, and that Cyrus

grandson of Astyages did not conquer his grandfather in

B.C. 560, twenty-five years after his grandfather's marriage.

IV.

Total solar eclipse at Daphnse,

1st November, B.C. 556.

" And it came to pass in the twenty-seventh year (that is, in the 27th

year of Nebuchadnezzar, B.C. 556) the word of the Lord came unto

me Behold, I will give the land of Egypt to Nebuchadnezzar."

(Ezek. xxix, 17, 18.)

Concerning Pharaoh Hophra, or Apries, Ezekiel writes :

—

" The sword of the king of Babylon shall come upon thee When I put

thee out I will cover the sun with a cloud and set darkness

upon thy land." (Ezek. xxxii, 7, 8.)

" At Tehaphnehes also (or Tahpanhes, that is Daphnse) the day shall be

darkened." (Ezek. xxx, 18.)

From this eclipse we learn that :

—

Hophra, or Apries, reigned 25 ' years .... .... from 555 to 579 B.C.

, 580 to 584

, 584 to 599

,
600 to 653

,, 653 to 668

Reign of Assurbauipal.... .... .... .... b.c. 668

V.

Total lunar eclipse,

10th January, B.C. 1.

Marking the year of the death of Herod, and the

Birth of Christ in Autumn, B.C. 3,

in the Sabbatical year 3-2, about one year and four or

five months before Herod's death.

See Josephus Ant. xvii, vi, 4. Trans, vol. i, p. 93.

1 Herod, ii, 161. 8 Africanus, Bouth, vol. ii, p. 260.

Psammuthis
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The eclipse of B.C. 556 at Daphnse, marking the time of

the fall of Pharaoh Hophra, and the subjugation of Egypt by

Nebuchadnezzar in the twenty-seventh year of his reign, 1

is very valuable to chronology, as already observed, as

leading to the establishment of the precise date of the

accession of Psammetichus in the year B.C. (553. And it

has elsewhere been pointed out how this date, 653, agrees to a

single year with the testimony of Manetho, as copied by

Africanus, concerning the beginning of Psammetichus's reign.

And again, we observe how the same date is confirmed by

the history of Assurbanipal king of Assyria, who either

in B.C. 668 or 667, just fifteen years before the year

B.C. 653, divided the government of Egypt between

twenty petty rulers, of whom twelve wTere Egyptians

(called by Herodotus the dodecarchy) and eight Assyrians.2

And lastly, how Diodorus3 has, in two places, recorded

that this period of dodecarchy, which immediately preceded

the reign of Psammetichus, had lasted exactly fifteen years

{irevTeKalheKa err]), when he set aside the other eleven kings.

Now from whence did Diodorus derive this precise figure

of " fifteen years " ? Assyrian tablets,, such as we now put

together in fragments, were no doubt complete and common
in all the libraries of the Greeks in Asia and Egypt in the

days of Diodorus, giving this exact reckoning of years ; for

we know that cuneiform writing continued to be used and
understood as late as the reigns of Seleucus Philopater

(B.C. 187) and Antiochus (B.C. 164), whose names are found

written in these characters.4 It can hardly be doubted,

therefore, that the " fifteen years " of Diodorus are derived

from some Assyrian tablet in which the same number of

years are mentioned ; as for instance, in the following

passage in the history of Assurbanipal, 5 where the king,

some time after the death of Teumman king of Elam, in

1 Maspero denies the fulfilment of Ezekiel's prediction, and thinks that

Nebuchadnezzar was repulsed. Histoire Ancienne, p. 504.
2 Smith's History of Assurbanipal. Chronological Bemarks by J. W. B.

pp. 342, 343.
3 Diodorus, Ehodoni, pp. 59, 60.

4 Lenormant's Lettres Assyriologiques, torn, i, p. 222.
5 Smith's Assurbanipal, p. 251.
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B.C. 661, demanded ofUmman-aldas his successor the return of

the statue of the goddess Nana which had been carried off

to Elam by Kudurnanhundi, the Elamite,

2 Ners = 1,200 years.

7 Bosses = 420 „

15 Years 15 „

1,635 years

before the date of her return. But if these are the same

fifteen years as the years of dodecarchy spoken of by Diod< >rus,

then are we enabled, through the history of«Assurbanipal,

coupled with the date of the eclipse at the death of Hophra,

to count up with accuracy even to the date of the Deluge

in the time of Xisuthrus.

Psammetichus B.C. 653

Dodecarchy „ 15

7 Sosses, 2 Ners „ 1,620

„ 2,288-2,287,

and from thence to the time of the

Deluge, 33,480 suns, or days = 92 years.

B.C. 2,379

Now B.C. 2,379 is also the date of the flood in the

time of Noah, as related by Moses. (Trans, vol. iii, p. 19.)

And now let us pause a moment to consider how far

we have advanced in the reconstruction of the calendar

of sacred history, and how far it is true, as I have said,

that the history so reconstructed falls in with the con-

tinuous series of Sabbatic and jubilaic cycles. "Darius

the Mede," the earthly master of Daniel, was, as we have

seen, the same as he who ruled in Persia in the days of

Zerubbabel, Eaggai, Zechariah, and Ezra, and who could

be no other than the son of Hystaspes; and all therefore

which is written in the books of Daniel, Haggai, and

Zechariah in connection with Darius has properly become

incorporated with the history of that Persian king who

married 'Atossa, daughter, or rather daughter-in-law, of

( yrus. A mighty stumbling block being thus removed from
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the path of sacred history, we have been enabled to ascend

by easy yet unerring steps, supported by records from

time to time of celestial phenomena, till we have reached

the days of Solomon ; and stand as it were in vision with

that king upon " the Mountain of Jehovah's House "
; that

mountain of which we read, that " It shall come to pass

in the last days that the Mountain of the Lord's House
shall be established on the top of the mountains, and all

nations shall flow unto it" (Isa. ii, 2); that house concern-

ing which it is more than once proclaimed, " Mine house

shall be called a house of prayer for all nations "; and
thus, from the time of laying the first stone of the building,

if the principle of reckoning here adopted is correct, the

history of this central house of prayer to be prepared for

all the nations of the earth, should, we might expect, be found

laid down hi measured periods of septennial cycle.

Now if there is anything clearly fixed and certain in the

Hebrew Calendar, it is that the first stone of this first

house of prayer was laid, as we are told, "in the 480th

year after the Children of Israel were come out of the

land of Egypt, and in the fourth year of Solomon's reign

(1 Kings, vi, 1), that is to say,

In the second month (May), B.C. 990,

and the consecration of this temple took place, we reckon,

in the twelfth year of Solomon (1 Kings, vi, 38; viii, 2),

In the seventh month (September or October), B.C. 482.

So that the consecration of the temple, and the first

establishment of the city of Jerusalem as " the Holy City
"

—"the city of the Great King "— fell in the 488th year after

the coming out of Egypt, or, say, in the 490th year after the

call of Moses by Jehovah on Mount Horeb.

And thus it appears that from the call of Moses to

the consecration of the Holy City, was a period of

Seventy weeks of years, or 490 years.

And that from the year of the consecration of the

Holy City, in the days of Solomon, to the reconstruction

of "the Holy City" in the second year of the reign of

Darius, B.C. 492-1, was also a period of

Seventy weeks of years, or 490 years.
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And, as already seen, that from the laying of the founda-

tion stone of the second temple, in December, B.C. 492,

(Haggai h, 18), to the Birth of Christ in Autumn, B.C. 3, was

a period of

Seventy weeks of years, or 490 years,

being three successive periods of ten jubilees of 49 years

each, equal to 1,470 years, during which a continuous com-

putation—I will not say observance—of the Sabbatical

years had been kept up.

Again, we read that the seventy last years of the second

period of 490 years were years of rest or Sabbath to the land,

to be fulfilled during the seventy years' desolations of

Jerusalem (2 Chron., xxxvi, 20, 21)—''until the land had

enjoyed her Sabbaths; for as long as she lay desolate she

kept Sabbath to fulfil three score and ten years." And thus

we gain a clue to the actual years of " Sabbaths of the land"

And once more we read that in the last of these yeaj'S,

that is in the Sabbatical year B.C. 493-2, which was in the

first year of Darius, son, or representative, of Ahasuerus,

" Seventy Weeks are determined (that is are com-

pleted) upon Thy people, and Thy holy city, to make an

end of sins," &c. (Dan. ix, 24). So that the year B.C. 492-1

which followed the 490th year of the septennial cycle, ought

to be found to represent a year of jubilee. Now it is to be

remarked, that such is the record of a Jewish writer, much

esteemed, of the first century A.D., living about the time of

St. John, Rabbi Eliezer, in Pirke, c. 38, who affirms that the

restoration of the temple was formerly impeded by the

Samaritans, "usque ad annum Jubiladum," in the days of

Zerubbabel.

Thus by fixing the date of one single year of jubilee,

in B.C. 492-1, we are enabled to compute the whole series

of Sabbatical years and jubilees both upwards to Solomon,

and downwards from that date to the birth of Christ, as they

were commanded to have been observed.

The historical result is marvellous. Recorded eclipses,

buried monuments, clay tablets from Assyria and Babylon,

records of faithful historians hitherto laid aside as misunder-

stood, seem all to rise together to confirm one and the same
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harmonious record of past events, foretold indeed by holy

prophets, and all combine to form the fundamental Calendar

of Sacred Time. While flowing naturally from that Calendar

we seem to be enabled to unfold the meaning of the myste-

rious Covenant which regulates the tenure of the Holy Land
as connected with the Sabbaths of the land, and Jubilaic Cycle ;*

the infraction of which covenant was to be, and has been

twice punished by expulsion of the owners from the land

;

and by the observance of which the repossession may be

claimed as "an everlasting promise" by the sons of Abraham.

No other system of Scripture reckoning comprehends

throughout the Jubilaic Cycle of forty-nine years. Its

recovery, I maintain, marks this Calendar with the stamp of

truth. And as regards the matter now immediately in hand,

we may look upon the following dates, on which so much
depends in reconciling Assyrian discoveries with sacred

Scripture, as finally determined by its reckoning.

Beuhadad of Damascus was made prisoner by Ahab in B.C. 877

Ahab was slain at Eamoth Gilead in .... .... .... 874

Beuhadad died in .... .... .... .... .... .... 862

Jehu and Hazael were anointed kings in .... .... 861

And now for a moment let us follow the footsteps of our

youthful guide. Behold, as it were in vision, he communes

with the guardians of the holy mount " The watchmen

set upon the walls of Jerusalem, who never hold their

peace, day nor night," but cry "Ye that make mention

of Jehovah, keep not silence, and give Him no rest till He
establish, and till He make Jerusalem a praise in the earth

(Isaiah lxii, 6). He seems, with reverence, to say, Sirs, I seek

to view the title deed which gives possession of this most

holy land. Though but a child, I can perceive that it is

trodden down and polluted more than all other places on

the earth : how then shall I understand that it shall become

a praise? To whom in these troublous days shall it belong?

Shall they who now occupy the places of the Sanctuary,

destined to become the " house of prayer for all people,"

continue in possession, heedless of the approach of the set

term of alienation of this peculiar land—the year of Jubilee

1 See Ewald's Antiquities of Israel, Eng. Trans. 1876, p. 381.
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of Jubilees, when the trumpet of the Jubilee shall sound on the

10th of the 7th month, the Day of Reconciliation, or Atone-

ment ? (Levit. xxv, 9.) Or shall the wide-spread influence of

Christendom embrace this land, and swallow up the false

religions which now pervade the East ? " How long shall

the Sanctuary and the host be trodden under foot ?
"x My

son, is the reply, thy thoughts are deep, and in the path of

truth ; but thou hast much to learn, and cannot bear it now.

First make thyself certain of the past. Be sure that hitherto

all has happened in order, as designed, and then shalt thou be

prepared to read that which is written and which concerns the

future. But, be assured of this—" The Sanctuary shall be

cleansed." 2 There is but one people on the earth who can

claim of right possession of this land. However devout and

holy, however wide-spread the influence, however acceptable

the great and pious work which it has performed, the claims

of Christendom are no stronger than those of Brahminism to

inheritance in this land.3 They who would possess it must

keep the covenants written in the deed—the covenant made
with Abraham, representing purity of thought, and heart,

and body 4—the covenant of the Sabbath of the seventh day,

and the covenant of the Sabbaths of the land; except in per-

formance to the letter of these covenants it cannot be retained.

But, see my son, you carry in your hand the key by which

you may unlock some of the hidden mysteries of bye-gone

time. Have you examined well the legends graven on that

master key? See, here on one side it is written :

—

Given in the 14th year of Hezekiah as a sign, when
the shadow of the sun returned ten steps on the

steps of Ahaz.

And on the other side is written as a sign :

—

" Ye shall eat this year such as groweth of itself: and

the second year that which springeth of the

1 Dan. viii, 13. 2 Dan. viii, 14.

3 Pope Pius IX, addressing Christendom in 1875, erroneously assumed to

offer to the world "those benefits which amongst the Jewish people were

promised by the Law, on the return of every fiftieth year"; counting bis Jubilee

from 1825, on the principle of two jubilees to a century. Encyclical Letter

published in " The Times," 8th Jan., 1875.

4 Gen. xvii, 10, 13 ; Romans hi, 29-31.
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same ; and in the third year sow ye and reap,

and plant vineyards, and eat the fruit thereof."

(Isaiah xxxvi, 30 ; compare Levit. xxv, 4, 5).

This is the long-lost key by which to set the series of the

Sabbaths and the Jubilees. Three periods of seventy weeks

of years, or 490 years each, have already thus been traced from

the birth of Christ to the appearance of Jehovah in Mount
Horeb : and again, another period of seventy weeks may be

counted from the giving of the law on Sinai to the appearance

of Jehovah in Ur of the Chaldees, 1 when the land was granted

to Abraham " as a possession, and to his seed." And now,

behold, the holy child, oppressed with thought, sinks down
in sleep, and as in dream the watchers pass away, touching

their harps they seem to sing—" The Redeemer shall come
to Zion, and to them that turn from transgression in Jacob"

—This is my covenant with them, saith Jehovah." While

other voices, clear and sweet, proceeding from the opposite

mount take up the strain, and sing—" His feet shall stand

upon the Mount of Olives"—"Aud Jehovah my Elohim shall

come, and all the just ones with Thee " (Zech. xiv, 4, 5).

"Every eye shall see Him, and they which pierced Him."
" They shall mourn for Him, as one mourneth for his only

son.

Having thus laid down the outline of sacred chronology

on principles which do not admit of alteration, either

upwards or downwards, of a single year, and having thereby

shown from the records of Scripture the exact period of time

within which Shalmanezer II, king of Assyria, Benhadad
and Hazael kings of Damascus, and Ahab and Jehu, kings

of Samaria, must have lived and reigned, it now remains

for me to show how Sir Henry Rawlinson's Assyrian Canon,

or continuous list of annual eponymous archons, or prefects,

at Nineveh, in connection with whose years of office the

history of Assyria is related, when set according to its own
internal marks of arrangement, coincides with the record of

Scripture to a single year as regards the history of these

several kings.

1 Acts vii, 2.
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I have frequently stated that the alteration of the dates

required throughout the Hebrew monarchy is to the extent

exactly of twenty-five years downwards.1 And I may now
briefly state that the cause of the anachronism which at

present elevates the reigns to that extent, and which has so

long passed current, originates in an unfortunate and funda-

mental error of Herodotus, who has mistaken Labynetus II,

the son of the great queen Nitocris, in whose reign Nineveh

was destroyed and the Scythians expelled, for Nabonidus, or

Nabonadius, the last king of Babylon, who we know was

merely a Babylonian noble with no claim whatever to the

throne by royal descent ; and who was overthrown by Cyrus

son of Cambyses just twenty-five years after the death of the

son of Nitocris (B.C. 538). The last words of the dying

prince foretold the coming of " a Persian mule " who should

destroy the Babylonian empire ; and Xenophon has truly

related that Cyrus "the mule," some nine years later, entered

Babylon through the bed of the Euphrates. But Cambyses,

he tells us, took the benefits of this conquest (in B.C. 529) ;

and Cyrus his son did not become entitled to the empire

till sixteen years afterwards, in B.C. 513, when he conquered

Nabonidus.

I will now refer the reader to Mr. G. Smith's valuable

work entitled "The Assyrian Eponym Canon," p. 189, a

work with which every one who wishes to enter into these

questions should be provided. Referring first to Ahab of

Zirhala, called "Ahab the Israelite" by Dr. Oppert, but which

should be more properly read Ahab of Jezreel, who together

with Benhadad was conquered by Shalmanezer during the

year of office of Dayan-assur, he observes, that "it would be

possible that this was not the Ahab of Scripture "; because,

" it does not seem likely that the Biblical Ahab, who was the

foe of the King of Damascus, sent troops to his aid " (p. 190).

The simple reply to this is, that Ahab had three years before

his death made prisoner of Benhadad, and peace was made

between them, on condition that Ahab should " make streets

in Damascus," as the father of Benhadad had " made in

Samaria*' (1 Kings, xx. 34). The meaning ofwhich passage is,

1 Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch., vol. iii, p. 1.
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that Ahab should have a garrison in Damascus in recognition

of his suzerainty over that kingdom, as Benhadad's father had

garrisoned Samaria. So that in fact the conquest of these

t ico foes in confederacy in B.C. 875, so far from being adverse to

the idea that Ahab of Jezreel, conquered by Shalmanezer,

was identical with the Ahab of Scripture who was slain at

Ramoth-Gilead, is a direct proof that Dayan-assur, the Tartan

of Shalmanezer, defeated that same Ahab at Ramoth-Gilead

in the year B.C. 874, who, in that year, died at that city. Again,

with regard to Jehu, who is styled in the Assyrian inscriptions

" Jehu son of Oinri," Mr. Smith observes, " I would urge

that the identity of the Jehu of the Bible with the Jehu of

the inscriptions is not proved, and that these notices are not

enough to force us to alter all our Bible dates." On the

ether hand I would observe that, if the year of office of

Dayan-assur is correctly placed in the year B.C. 874, 1 then

must the payment of tribute by Jehu to Shalmanezer be

placed in the year B.C. 861, about which time, according to

the fixed dates of Scripture, Jehu and Hazael were anointed

kings of Samaria and Damascus by order of Elisha the

Prophet. Few, I think, will be inclined to fall into Mr. Smith's

view of a duplicate Ahab, a duplicate Jehu, and probably a

duplicate Benhadad, and a duplicate Hazael (p. 192).

Let us now proceed to adjust the dates of the Sacred

Calendar with the dates of the Assyrian Canon, arranging the

Canon according to its own internal division into Cycles, or

Sosses, of sixty years, the periods of which are fixed by eclipses

of the sun, recorded in connection with certain eponymous

archons. Here Dr. Haigh has the honour of leading the way.

There is not a question, in my own mind, that Dr. Haigh is

correct, when he places the first year of Assurnazirpal, the

father of Shalmanezer II of the Black Obelisk, in the year

B.C. 903, in the year of the solar eclipse seen in Armenia on

the 3rd July, during his first campaign. For in this king's

annals2 we read, " In the beginning of my reign, during my
first campaign, when the Sun-God, ruler of the heavenly

1 See the following chronological table.

2 See Eecorcls of the Past, vol. iii, p. 43. Dr. Oppert, Revue Archeologique,

Nov... 1868, p. 314.
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regions, cast his propitious shadow upon me, and in power
(or glory) I seated myself on the throne. A sceptre, the dread

of man, I took in my hands." . ..." At that time an image

of my person I made ; a history of my supremacy upon it I

wrote ; in the year of my taking the office of Limu, in

the month Ah (July), on the 24th day." That is to say,

Assurnazirpal set up his bas-relief as quickly as possible after

the occurrence of the solar eclipse of 3rd July, B.C. 903, to

which he points on the accompanying representation of the

monument in the British Museum. But if Dr. Haigh is

correct in placing the accession of Assurnazirpal in B.C. 903,

he must also be right in placing the accession of his son

Shalmanezer in B.C. 878.

It is true that there was also a solar eclipse partially

visible at Nineveh on the 13th July, B.C. 885, when, as Mr.

Hind calculates, 0*83 parts of the sun's disk were eclipsed,

just one Saros of 18 years and 10 days later than the eclipse

of the 3rd July. 903. And this eclipse nearly agrees with

the dates of Mr. Smith's continuous and unbroken series of

eponymous archons, as falling only two years before

Assurnazirpal took that office according to his system. But

I think we cannot refuse to fall in with the suggestion of

Dr. Haigh and Dr. Oppert, that an interval, during which no

archons or governors were appointed, following immediately

after the 35th year of Shalmanezer, that is, in B.C. 843, must

have occurred between that year and the accession of

Shamas-Phul ; so raising the dates of the reigns of Assur-

nazirpal and his son Shalmanezer to the extent of the

interval within which Assurdannipal, or Sardanapalus,

usurped the throne of his father in rebellion. This interval

of usurpation, as generally agreed, lasted for 20 years.

The record of this revolt is given in the annals of Shamas-

Phul, Avho put down the rebellion in the year B.C. 825, and

after a siege of Nineveh for two more years began his reign, in

B.C. 823, as no doubt correctly laid down by Mr. Smith.
r

J 'he

following translation of the annals of Shamas-Phul, or Samsi-

Vul, by Mr. Hoscawen, of Hie British Museum, will, I think,

sufficiently confirm the suggestion. The result of this

arrangement of the Assyrian Canon, is

—
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I. That Shalmanezer, in the year B.C. 875, defeated Ahab,

in confederacy with Benhadad.

II. That Ahab was defeated and slain by Benhadad in

B.C. 874.

III. That Jehu paid tribute, and Hazael was defeated, in

B.C. 8<)1.

EXTKACT FEOM AN INSCRIPTION OF SHAMAS-PHUL }

Who conquered Sardanapalus in B.C. 825, and reigned in B.C. 823.

Column I.

(Commencement of Historical Portion.)

26. D.P. Sam - si - vul sar dan - nu sar kis - sat

Samdvul powerful king king of a multitude

27. la - mah - ri ri - h - u as - ra - a - ti na - tis - pa

not surpassed shepherd of holy places

28. es - ri - ti mur - ti - dii - u ka - lis ma - ta - ti mu - ma - k - ir

of shrines the driver of cdl lands the sender forth

29. gim - ri ru - u sa ul - tu ul - la - a.

of all who from old time.

20. Hi ib - l»u mat su - um - u - t - u za - niu

The gods by name the restorer builder

31. Bit - e - seri la mas - ku - kit mil - kil - tu Bit - kur.

of Bit Eser of the House of the Lord.

32. Sa ana sib - ri Bit Kar - sak Hurra Bit - Sadi

Who for the beautifying of Bit Karsak Kurra the Temple

mat - su

of the mountains of his land

33. [u] - kin lib - ba - su va ba - sa - a us - na - a - su

his heart and set his ears (mind)

3 1, ablu Shal - man - eser sar kip - rat arba - ti

son of Shalmaneser king of thefour races

35. sa - kali mal - ki sa sa - la - te da - is matati

of all kings the spoiler trampler of cdl lands

1 Translated by Mr, Boseawen, who reads? Samsi-Vnl, where Sir Henry Kawlinson reads

Shamas-Phul.

Vol. V. 18
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36. ablu - abli sa D.P. Assur - nazir - pal

grandson of Assunuairpal

37. ma - hir bi - lat

receiver of tribute

38. va i - yi - si - i sa ka - lis kip - ra - a - ti.

and riches of all races.

HISTORY OF THE REVOLT OF ASSUR-DANNI-PAL, OR
SARDANAPALUS,

In B.C. 84.3, sixty-seven years before thefirst Olympiad.

39. E-nu-va D.P. Assur-dan-ni-pal ina-tar-zi D.P. Shal-mau-eser

When Assurclannipal rebellion (in the time oj') Shalmaneser

40. abu - su e - pu - sa lim - ni - e - ti is - khup a - mat

hipfather he made wickedly he overthrew counsel

lim - mi - ti

evil

41. u - sap - lis - va matu us - pal - kit - va ik - zii - ra

he raised wp and the land he caused to revolt and pr

42. ta - ba - zu. nisi mat Assuri elis va spalis itti - su.

battle. The men of Assyria upper and lower with him.

43. u-sis-kin va u-dan-ni ta-sib-tu alu-ni u-sam - va

He gathered and he fortified the abodes (houses) of the cities he

44. ana - epis gablu va ta - ha - zi is - kii - na pa - ni - su.

to make battle and fighting he set his face.

45. Alu Ni - sur - a D.P. A - di - a D.P. Si - ba - ni -ba D.P. Imgur Rel

The cities Nisura Adia Sibanifoa hngur Del

D.P. Is - sap - ii.

Issapri.

46. D.P. Bit Im-dira D.P. Si-mu D.P. Si-ib-hi-nia D.P. Pav-nu-sur

(The cities) Imdi,->'. Simu Sibhinia I'riaasur

D.P. Kip - su - na

Kipsuna

17. D.P. Kiu-ba-an D.P. Si-da D.P. Na-pu hi D.P. Ka-pa D.P. Assur
Kwrban NapuLa K«pa

D.P. U - ra - ka

Uraka
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48. D.P. Eak-kur D.P. Hu-zi-ri-na D.P. Dur-balat D.P. Da-ri-ga D.P. Zaab
Rakkur Huzirina Diibcdat Dariga Zab

49. D.P. Lu-ub-du D.P. Arpa-ha D.P. Arba-il adi D.P. A-mi-di

Lv.bda Arpaha Arbela as far as Amidia

D.P. Tel - abni

{and) Telabni

50. D.P. Hi - ni - da - nu kala XXVII ma - ha-ri adi hal - za - ni - su-na

Hindaim in all 27 towns with their towers

sa istu

wh kit from

51. Shal-man-eser sar kip-rat arba-ti abu-ya ik-ki-ru-ni
Shalmaneser king of the four races myfather hadseparated themselves

52. istu Assur-dan-ni-pal is-sak-nu-ni ina ki-bit

{and) for Assurdannipal hadplaced themselves by command

ili ra - ba - ti bel ui - ya

of the great gods my lords

53. ana sepi - ya u - sak - iris. Ina - gar - ri - ya mah - ri - e

at myfeet I made them bow. In my first expedition

sa ana mat Na - h - ri, &c.
;
&c.

(in) which to the land of Nahri.

It is quite clear from tlie above extract that there was a

period, between the reigns of Shalmanezer II and Shamas-

Plml, during which the Assyrian empire was in a state of

revolution, and during which Assurdannipal, or Sardanapalus.

headed the revolt. And it is also clear that the name of this

usurper, though found in the annals, and the names of any

prefects which he may have appointed, are absent from the

list of prefects in the Assyrian Canon during the period of

revolution. Now, if the first year of Assurnazirpal is placed,

in accordance with the eclipse which occurred, and to which

he points on his monument, on the 3rd July, 903, as

beginning in that year, then will the first year of his son,

the king of the Black Obelisk, Shalmanezer II, have fallen in

the year B.C. 878, and his last year, when unseated by Assur-

dannipal, have fallen in the year B.C. 843, or sixty-seven years

before the first Olympiad. It is not possible that the eclipse of

the loth July, B.C. 885, as some suppose, should have marked
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the first campaign of Assumazirpal, if any interval of* revo-

lution had occurred, even to the extent of a single year.

Abydenus had before him the work of Berosus, giving

history from the time of the creation, that is from Alorus to

the time of Alexander, preserved, we may assume, on baked

tiles (" coctilibns laterculis "), as spoken of by Pliny 1
: and we

cannot doubt that copies of the very tablet now under con-

sideration were also before him, when he wrote thus :

—

Extract from the Armenian Copy of Eusebius,

Aucher, p. 37.

" Abydenus concerning the kingdom of the Assyrians.

" The Chaldeans reckon in this manner the kings of their

country, from Alorus down to Alexander : Concerning Ninus

and Semiramis they relate nothing worth notice. Having

made this observation he (Abydenus) deduces the beginning

of history from thence. Ninus, he says, was (the son) of

Arbelus, who was the son of Chaalus, who was the son of

Arbelus, who was the son of Anebus, who was the son of

Babius, who was the son of Belus king of the Assyrians."

" Then he recounts one by one the kings from Ninus and

Semiramis down to Sardanapalus, who was the last of all;

fromwJiom to the first Olympiad sixty-seven years were completed"

that is to say, were counted from the year B.C. 843.

Eusebius goes on to say— "Abydenus thus, with

much particularity, writes concerning the kingdom of the

Assyrians. Castor also, in the first book of his Summary of

Chronicles, relates the same things plainly, even to the letter,

concerning the kingdom of the Assyrians." And Mr. Clinton,

who refers to this passage of Abydenus, remarks (vol. i,

p. 265), "the list of Assyrian kings in the Excerpta Chrono-

logica, apud Seal. Euseb., p. 74, also reckons, with Castor,

Ninus II as the last king, and places the termination sixty-

seven years before Olymp. 1."

The figure 07 seems thus to be well attested. 2 and \xc

may infer with safety that Sardanapalus began his usurpation

1 Hist. Nat. vii, 57.

- I have to withdraw a suggestion formerly made that G7 should ho read 1G7,

and also to abandon the idea that Arbaces conquered Nineveh in B.C. 583, in the

time of Saracus, as suggested by Niebuhr.
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in the year B.C. 843. It is generally stated also that he
reigned nineteen or twenty years, which thus leads to the

year B.C. 823, as the year when he burnt himself in his palace,

two years after his defeat by Belesys and Arbaces, as related

by Ctesias (see p. 229).

Again, we have the testimony of Megasthenes, no doubt

taken from the same tablets, that Belochus and Arbaces

divided the kingdom of Sardanapalus between them 304 years

before the time when Darius and Cyrus, having reunited the

empire, held it between them, that is on the death, or rather,

madness, of Cambyses in B.C. 521. (Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch.,

vol. i, p. 262.)

In conclusion.—The object of this first portion of the

treatise has been limited, as regards Assyrian chronology,

to the clearing away of one chief difficulty in the way of

reconciling Assyrian and Hebrew records, that is by fixing

the true position of the reign of Shalmanezer II, which

necessarily falls between the years B.C. 878 and 843. This

result is deduced from two solar eclipses—the first on

3rd July, 903 = 1st year of Assurnazirpal, the second on

loth June, 763, when Esdusarabe was archon, both which
fall in with the testimony of Abydenus of his overthrow in

B.C. 843, sixty-seven years before the 1st Olympiad.

Thus far all is clear and in harmony between the Assyrian

and Hebrew annals, extinguishing the first difficulty.

If so, however, a second difficulty will be immediately

raised in objection : Who, then, was Yalmhazi king of Judah,

who, according to the annals of Tiglathpileser, paid tribute

to that king in the year B.C. 731, and who is identified by
Schrader, and Rawlinson, and Smith, with Jehoahaz, or

Ahaz, to the great confusion of this portion of the history ?

It has already been shown (p. 256) that Jotham, not Ahaz,

was in this year king of Judah, and how is Jotham to be

identified with Yahuhazi ? This question, which involves a

difficulty, which is now of long standing, must of course be

discussed more fully hereafter. Meanwhile, the solution I

would suggest seems reasonable and simple, that the two

names are not intended to be identical, but that the one is a

translation of the other, from Hebrew into Assyrian.

Jotham, or 'IcoaOa/x, Ave know signifies Jehovah is da^, or
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ram. Compare Oavfxa, a wonder, 6v[i6$, spirit ; and the

signification of Tarn (DD) is that which is perfect, or entire

in itself; or taken absolutely, it may signify self-existent, or

spirit. On the other hand, Zi in Assyrian signifies spirit.

For instance, there is a Zi of the earth, a Zi of the heavens,

a Zi of the sun, a Zi of the air.
1 So that it would appear

that the Hebrew name Jotham, = Jehovah is Tarn, is not

improperly represented by Yahuha-zi = Jehovah is Zi.

There is a third difficulty raised by Professor Schrader and

Mr. Smith, which also creates much confusion, and which

will have to be discussed again hereafter. A mutilated

passage in the annals of Tiglathpileser has been so

reconstructed by Prof. Schrader (Die Keilinschriften, &c,

pp. 145, 299) as to make it appear that Tiglathpileser had

placed Hosea on the throne of Samaria in the room of

Pekah, who is also represented to have been slain by Hosea,

as early as B.C. 730 ; and thus the capture of Samaria and

the fall of Hosea are represented as occurring nine years

later, that is in B.C. 721, the common date, instead of in the

year B.C. 696, in which I believe that Demetrius has fixed

the true time. The solution of this difficulty, again, is

simple ; for the time spoken of in the Assyrian inscription

is well defined as the time when Tiglathpileser took

Abel-beth-maachah and Gilead, which again is defined in

2 Kings xv, 29, as the time lohen Pekah first came to the throne,

in the 52nd year of Uzziah, having slain his predecessor

Pekahiah in B.C. 735. So that the king now reigning in Judah

was Uzziah, or Au-si-ah
(| ( fj[ *-TIf*- . **~H „ -<^*"*~T)>

as written in the inscription ; not Hosea (2£tthnY ag

interpreted by Prof. Schrader. Again, in verse 25 we read

that it was Pekah, not Hosea, who in B.C. 735 slew the

king of Samaria, and then reigned twenty years, ending in

B.C. 716. It seems necessary to mention these points by

anticipation, in order to show that there is no real difficulty

arising out of them as regards our reckoning. In the mean-

while we must hope for the discovery of fresh documents

to set these questions entirely at rest.

'- F. Lenorniant's Etudes Accadiennes, torn, i, part 1, p. 215.
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ASTRONOMICAL CALENDAR OF SACRED HISTORY

arranged in conformity with Eclipses and Sabbatical years,

from B.C. 997 to 818.

Compared with

RAWLINSON'S ASSYRIAN CANON

during the same period, reckoned in Sosses, or Cycles of 60 years,

in the iEra of Belus, B.C. 2287.

Computed upwards from the 1st year of Assurbanipal,

B.C. 668, at the close of a period of seven Cycles

—

Close of
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RAWLINSON'S ASSYRIAN CANON EECKONED IN SOSSES OE CYCLES
OP SIXTY YEAES.

Remarks.

EXTRACT FROM JoSEPHUS CONTRA
Apiox I, 18.

" Mciiandcr wrote the acts that were done
by the Greeks and barbarians under
every one of the Tyrian kings, and had
taken much pains to learn the history out
of their own records. Now when he was
writing about these kings that had reigned
at Tyre, he came to Hirom, and says thus
—Upon the death of Abibalus, his sor
Hirom took the kingdom.

" Hirom lived 53 years, and reigned 3 i

Under this king there was a
younger son of Abdemon, who
mastered the problems which
Solomon, king of Jerusalem,
recommended to be solved.

"Now from this king to the
building of Carthage is thus
calculated :

—

" Baleazarus lived 43 years reigned 17 l

9
12

8m
32
6
9

» 27
"

" So that the whole time from the
reign of Hirom to the building
of Carthage is 155 8m

" Since then the temple was built at Jerusa
lem in the 12th year of the reign of
Hirom, there were from the building of
the temple to the building of Carthage
143 years and 8 months."

Carthage was destroyed by Scipio

—

In B.C. 146 |^ia">
1

I£* S,lidas
>
So

I nnus and Orosius.

700 After the foundation.

B.C. 846 Foundation of Carthage
143 8m.

BC 989 8 [ foundation of Solomon':
\ Temple.

Abdastartus „
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ASTRONOMICAL CALENDAR OF SACRED HISTORY—continued.
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RAWLINSON'S ASSYRIAN CANON—continued.
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3rd
Soss.
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ASTRONOMICAL CALENDAR OF SACRED HISTORY—continued.

Eclipses and
Sabbaticai, Ybs.
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RAWLINSON'S ASSYRIAN CANON"—continued.
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ASTRONOMICAL CALENDAR OF SACRED HISTORY—continued.

B.C.
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KAWLINSON'S ASSYEIAjS" CANON—continued.

287

4th
Soss.
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ASTRONOMICAL CALENDAR OF SACRED HISTORY— conti

Eclipses and
• Sabbatical Yks

877

876

875

871

873

S72

871

870

869

868

867

866

865

861

863

862

8G1

860

859

858

857

856

855

85 i

853

852

851

850

848

JUDAH. Israel.

Sabbatical yr.

Sabbatical yr

I Annular

I Eclipse

I ical vi

Sabbal

l7Jehosaphar
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RAWLINSON'S ASSYRIAN CANON—continued.
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ASTRONOMICAL CALENDAR OF SACRED HISTORY—continued.
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RAWLINSON'S ASSYRIAN CANON—continued.

291
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Judging- from the very frequent use of the word Sharaas

(Sun-God) in the compound names of public officers during

the period we have been examining, it may be inferred that

the worship of the sun was peculiarly prevalent at this

period of the Assyrian empire. Assurnazirpal points to the

"Sun-God" as casting his propitious shadow upon him,

Shalmanezer II styles himself " Sun-God " (Records of the

Past, vol. iii, p. 83), and his son Shamas-Phul styles himself

ruler of the "Southern Sun," whose seat is at Calah (vol. i,

p. 12). It will also be observed that, according to the

foregoing arrangement of dates, after insertion of the years

of revolt under Sard mapalus, kings take their thrones, and

eponymous prefects take their titles in years of total or

annular eclipse of the sun, thus :

—

Total solar eclipse 3rd July, 903,

partially visible at Nineveh.

Small solar eclipse 4th July, 895.

Total solar eclipse 9th Feb., 887.

Total solar eclipse 13th July, 885,

partially visible at Nineveh.

Total solar eclipse 1st March, 878,

large at Nineveh (?).

Annular eclipse 22nd April, 872.

Total solar eclipse 4th August, 849.

Annular eclipse 26th Sept., 843.

Ammlar eclipse 6th Oct., 825.

Total solar eclipse 8th Jan., 819.

Assurnazirpal takes the throne.

Shamas-ubla prefect.

Shamas-nuri „
Shamas-bel-uzur „

Shalmanezer takes the throne.

Shamas-bel-uzur prefect.

Shalmanezer on the throne, inaugu-

rates a Second Cycle, 848.

Sardanapalus revolts.

Shamas-Phul consults the stars, and

restores the monarchy.

Shamas-ilai prefect.

All these eclipses apparently should be found by com-

putation to have been visible at Nineveh. Astronomers,

perhaps, may think them worthy of their consideration in

the reconstruction of the lunar theory.
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INSCRIPTION OF DARIUS AT THE TEMPLE
OF EL-KHARGEH.

By S. Birch, LL.D.

Read Uli January, 1876.

Amongst the valuable collection of drawings, notes,
memoranda, and copies of inscriptions made by the late Mr.
Robert Hay, of Linplum, during his journey and stay in
Egypt about the years 1828-1832, are some copies that he
made of the inscriptions at the temple of Amnion at
El-Khargeh, the ancient oasis of Amnion, lying to the west of
Egypt, in the Libyan desert, in the 2Q° N. Lat. This site
had been repeatedly visited by travellers in the present
century, amongst them M. Cailliaud, 1 who published an
account of his journey and some of the cartouches or royal
names found on the walls ; subsequently by Minutoli,2 both
of which travellers gave some of the principal representa-
tions and some details of the sculptures on the walls. The
journey of Sir Archibald Edmonston to the oasis, published
at the same time as Cailliaud's, 3 gave only plans, views, and
a map of the site and principal temples of the locality.
Lately a scientific expedition by M.M. Rohlfs and Remele has
penetrated again to the oasis, and brought back valuable
copies of inscriptions on that site, amongst others of some
proving the existence of the names of two monarchs of the
Persian dynasty called Darius. 4

As the present inscription has no prenomen of Darius,
but the name only, it is not possible to determine to which
of the Persian dynasties it is to be referred, but possibly to
the elder Darius or Hystaspes, who treated the Egyptian

1 "Voyage a l'oasis de Thebes. Paris, 1822.
2 Eeise zum Temple cl. Jupiter Amnion in der libyschen Wiiste. Berlin, 1834.
3 A Journey to two of the Oases. London, 1822.
4 Prof. Lepsius, Zeitschrift fur. agypt. Spr., 1874, s. 73.
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deities with honour, and endeavoured to attach the Egyptians

to his sway by the reverence he showed for the principal

deities of the Pantheon. That the Persians did not altogether

abhor the Egyptian religion, may be instanced by their

removal of statues to Persepolis and elsewhere, and the deri-

vative introduction of Egyptian deities and other emblems

into then- art. Nor was the Egyptian religion altogether

dissimilar, for it exhibited as the Persian the antagonistic

powers of nature, the solar light contending with the shades

of darkness, and the contest of good and evil. Egyptian

mythology, too, had become more eclectic, or less reticent of

its esoterism, and the present hymn, one of the most remark-

able yet found, addressed to the god at Thebes, the deity of

the oasis, identifies Amen with nature itself and all the

principal gods of the Egyptian Pantheon. It is the most

pantheistic of those yet found, and the nearest approach to

the idea of the monotheism of one deity manifested by

different types in the chief cities of Egypt, the ultimate or

leading first manifestations being that of the god Amen. It

is therefore no wonder that the Persians accepted his worship

and honoured his fane, the more so as the attempt to reach

the oasis by their armies had signally failed under Cambyses.

After Alexander the Great had snbdued the East, the East

conquered him ; and fascinated with the splendour of Persian

courts and Egyptian myths, he visited the Oasis, and adopted

the title of the son of Amen, that used by the ancient

Pharaohs to indicate their direct descent from the god of

Thebes, subsequently converted into the mystic narrative of

the serpent and Olympias, and the magical legend of the

descent of the heroic monarch from Nectanebo. It is

probable that an allusion to the fountain occurs in this in-

scription in line (>, where "the young Hem" or celestial waters,

and "the old man" or liquid element, are mentioned, as they

are again at line 30. It will be remembered that Khnum, or

Chnumis, was the deity of the water, the ram-headed and

demiurgic type of Amen, and as such president over the

clement of water, represented in the lists of the four elements

by I Ian or Nut, fi >r some recent discoveries identify the two

words as the same in the name of the god ol the celestial
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water or ether. The old and young waters may consequently

refer to the different temperatures of the celebrated fountain,

alluding to the mineral waters discovered on the spot. The
oracle at the spot was said to have been often consulted, but

finally lost its reputation subsequent to Alexander the Great,

although it must have flourished at the time of Darius, who
invokes the protection of the god against his enemies. The
oracular powers of Amen Ra occasionally are mentioned, and

the inscriptions testify to his according power, victory,

dominion, long life, and other advantages to his votaries and

the monarchs who consulted him.

The inscription, which is inedited, was copied from the

south-western wall of the second chamber of the temple.

The representations which occur after the first line are those

of the four elements divided into the male and female

principle, and described by M. Lepsius in a paper written by
him for the Berlin Academy. 1 They are represented snake-

headed and frog-headed, holding their hands up in adoration.

They are as follows :

—

Lines 2—

4
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it in Bound is karh, ' the night.' The inscription consists of

forty-six lines, and contains the address of the Elements to

the god Amen Ra. It has been numbered in the copy

inversely, the 4Gth being the first line. It is of the nature of

some of the hymns already published and relating to that

god. It is as follows :

—

1. Said by the adorers hi praying to then father Amen
Ra. lord of Hab, 1 great god, powerful with the scimetar,

5. in his type of Ra'2 to self-produced,3 his

bones of silver, his skin of gold, his head of real lapis,

his joints of turquoise, a perfect god, making his body,

giving birth to

6. it. He has not come out of a womb, he has come out

of cycles ; he has given light to the world [and] the

circle of the gods is adoring before him ; they pro-

claim him to the height of heaven, [they] adore the one

giving birth to his birth. He has passed

7. the secret places, they rejoice at him under their divine

types, they are careful to make their adorations to

the bull. We pray to him in [our abodes], we worship

his words in their [places]. We adore him

8. in the form of hands. They acknowdedge his majesty as

their lord, for the greatness of his type is the greatest

of all of them. He has had a title of ... . [heaven]

earth and waters Amen the firm in all things, that

noble

9. god, the earth came from his devices, regulating each for

the gods, old age and youth, procession, age, mystical

were the causes,4 acute the extended his

favours, his limbs in the air of heaven upon his youthful

head, the water under his

10. head, a child the water under his feet,
5 the plumes of

a hawk on his head, he confines the winds under the

boat of Manu6 when he goes to the unknown region of

the morning. The apes of Thoth 7 adore, saying oh

1 The Oasis. 2 The Sun.

s Grebaut, Hymne a Amnion, p. xiii, " self-transformed."
1 Heads. s Uncertain phrase. 6 Ocean. 7 Sesenu.
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11. the god in the disk concealing himself in his body,

the soul gleaming from his two symbolic mortal eyes,

the type of types, the honoured, not falling to his

enemies, giving light to his transformation, he supports

them by the light of his two mystical eyes, unknown is

12. his Hail to thee in the bosom of the heaven,

ordering thy divine births, the god Truth is united to

thy mystical throne. Honoured has been thy image by

thy lovers, thou hast shone, distributing the light

13. in the morning, thou hast circled the two lands in thy

gleaming. Thou hast touched at the hill of the land of

Akar, 1 the types in it adore, the light of the body
producing thy beams, has been illumined2 the bosom of

the jackals hauling thy boat in the hidden gap

14. of the land of Sesen,3 and the Spirits of the West, adoring

thee, they tremble at thee at the light of thy disk.

The spirits of the land of Pu4 salute thee at the

appearance of thy light. Thou shinest in their faces,

thou traversest

15. thy two heavens ; annihilated are thy opponents. They
open the house of thy majesty ; tame are the crocodiles,

quiet are the herons in waters the of thy boat ; thou

hast the fish. Horus has pierced Set, his

arrow is in him. He has conquered heaven and earth

16. in his destruction, and his pursuit. Prevailing by over-

throwing his opponent, he a sword

Akar saves him, he makes his companion

hidden he him ; his eye

17. gives them light from him, it feeds off flame of fire.

Thou hast passed the turns of the river, thou navigatest

with a fair wind the city of Mer at rest

the which

18. they . . . [lacuna] . . . the . . . [lacuna] . . . those never

at rest and incorruptible constellations, thou peram-

bulatest the earth justified. Thou joinest to a new
skin, thy mother has been embraced

1 A region of Hades. 3 Or received. 3 Hermopolis.

4 Buto or the North.
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19. thy reception adored by all beings. Thou art at rest in

the abode Tuaut 1 during the hours of darkness, thou

awakest Osiris by thy beams, thou sliinest over the

heads of those who are in their cells, thou hast

traversed

20. their hidden buildings on purpose. Thou hast been

typified by thought, thou hast made to be illumined

thy own disk, thou hast set up the in

their places. Thou hast gone against the chambers

21. in the darkness, thy left eye is in the disk at night, thou

shinest in the morning out of the east of the heaven, thou

hast been woven in thy disk in Ansatp.2 Thy right eye

is in the essence, thou hast made the passage, thy secret

22. is the depths of thy secret waters and unknown. Thou

hast come on the road, thou hast given light in the

path, thou hast prevailed over difficulties like the

mysterious forms, thy type than every god

23. exalted and magnified by the divine circles. Each god

has assumed thy skin, without shape is their type com-

pared to thy form. Thou art the majesty

which is, thou hast ruled, lord ; heaven and earth,

under thy plumes, the gods

24. under thy hands, men under thy legs ; where is a god

like thee. Thou art the Sun over the gods, crowned

sweet and delightful, oh soul strong in by

terrors

25. of the disk, thy uraei are tall, thy horns are pointed,

twisted are the horns, lamps are the light of the two

symbolic eyes, gold and crystal are the decorations,

turquoise the face,

26. gilded are the limbs. Thou hast placed thy throne

wherever thou delightest to multiply thy name, places

and districts carrying thy beauty. Corn has never

failed to be tall under thy form. Thy place is arranged,

in the time of a division

27. of an hour thou traA^ersest the earth from the Maim. 3

Thou risest from the waters as the hidden egg, the

1 Morning. - Or Anep, Mendes. 3 Ocean.
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female Amen is in thy company. Thou hast rested in

the cow, thou seizest the horns, thou hast been im-

mersed in

28. the cow Mehur. No germ grows, rising from its en-

tirety to earth from the ether, sound in the roots.

Thou perambulatest the earth to the district of

Sutenkhen. 1 Thou hast gone there to its confines.

29. Thy likeness is there as the one of terrible face. Thy
great soul is in the nome of Lycopolis at rest among
the ten thousands and thousands of gods which come

out of it. Thy fluid is Su, 2 thy drop is Tefnut. 3 Thou
hast made to grow

30. the nine gods at the first of typification. Thou art the

lion of the double lions, thou hast tied the bellies of

the circle of the gods, thou hast extended the earth

under their power. They make festivals to thee in

their temples. Thy soul4
is in

31. Tattu5 altogether, the four gods in Ansatp engendering,

lord of the gods, bull of his mother, rejoicing in the

cow, her husband, engendering with his beautiful gene-

ration. Thou passest to the place thou choosest to

thy

32. hall of the Saite nome. Thy form is at rest in the temple

of Lower Egypt, in the nest of the lord6 of Sais.

Thy mother Neith has been pleased by her son ten-

derly beloved, binding him all the limbs in the region

of the South and North, thy

33 on the arms of the crocodiles. Thou
hast opened the nest, thou restest on the lower country.

Thy heart rests in the roads of Hai, 7 making Buto

to rejoice in a moment, and Mehenu8

34. to follow thee. Thou hast come in the heart of

Nausaas. Thy soul is at rest in Hetep.9 Thou art

1 Herakleopolis.
2 Solar deity, one of the constellations, Gemini.
3 Solar deity, sister of Su, and the other person of the constellation Gemini.
4 Or Bull. 5 Busiris or Abusir. 6 Or Lady " Neith."
7 Or the papyrus, the Lower Country.
8 The urseus on the diadem of the Sun. 9 Place of pools in Elysium.
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the youthful water and the old water Hidden amongst

those of the temple in the great house of An.1 Thou
goest in [peace]

35. the uraeus on thy head ; in a moment thou hast united the

two countries under the sides of thy throne. Thou

art the place of Sebennytus, thy place is pure in the

town of the abode of the Sycamore.2 Thy abode is in

Khent-ta-net, thy dominions in Memphis, gods and

goddesses

36. above in the rays of An 1 to spie thy form in Menkat. 3

Thou hast presented the peace of the hidden places.

Thy births have gone round the gods who are

demiurges

37. the cycle of them thou hawk of the nome of Helio-

polis, thy temple sacred is in the city of Kar, 4 thy first

birth is established in the face of the darkness.

38. Thy second birth thou hast appointed there after thee

to overthrow thy enemies at their rising. Thou hast

gone opposite to the court-yard to the South, a

demiurge to elevate the youthful waters 5

39. in his bed. Thou hast made the two countries in the

town of the White Wall 6 as Ptah, chief essence to ... .

Thou hast placed thy throne in the life of the two

countries as Amen Ra. Thy soul is the ark and four

pillars of the two heavens.

40. Thy form emanated at first while thou shinest as Amen
Ra and Ptah. Thy heart is at rest in thy city of Uas. 7

Thy two ursei, thy eyes, thy sceptre, thy whip open the

doors of the heaven in

41

.

Thebes. Shu, Tefnu, Mut and Khons are thy form dwelling

in thy shrine under the types of the god Khem, raising

his tall plumes, king of the gods, lifting the hand, lord

of the crown,

42. powerful by it, all fear emanates from the fear of him the

Kamutf who resides in his fields, horned in all his

beauty, engendering the depths. Black and crystal

1 Hcliopolis. 2 Arsinoe. 8 Unknown site.
4 Babylon.

6 hnn ier. '' Memphis. ' Thebes.
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the faces of those attached to him, the two mystical

eyes, the decorations of

43. flor-ti 1 dwelling in the nome Pe2 over his strong house.

Turn the great lord of created beings He is the

hawk3 created at first, Mentu Ra in Uas.4 The

powerful bull, he is the arm striking

44. the cowards of Nahi, Ptah in Uas, 4 the luminous body

ever golden for an age and ever. Thou art Sekar, thy

transformations are in to the Nile, the person greater

than the other gods. Thou art youthful water and old

water.5

45. They repose in the merits of thee. Thou givest life to

the earth by thy stream. Thou art heaven, thou art

earth, thou art fire, thou art water, thou art air in the

midst of them. Thou hast hailed at things to be done of

him who is indefatigable, the orderer of the visible and

invisible. 6

46. Thou givest life to them as thou increasest them, thy

soul prepares them under thy type of Amen Ra,

lord of all existences, thy heart is strong, thy body

makes festive, thou increasest thy son who is on thy

throne, thou makest young his limbs up-

47. on earth. Thou honourest him, thou crownest him

with thy title, thy gracious form thou makest to shine

as the Sun, thy son, the beautiful face 7 doing all thy

wish, thou findest for him victory to his hands, the

king of the Upper and Lower Country, the Son of the

Sun.

48. Ntariush8 the ever living, born of the Sun, the support of

those who are in Uas,4 the Son of the Sun Ntaruish8 the

assistant, his attached fourfold of Amen Ra, lord of the

thrones of the world, resident in Thebes, powerful

with the scimetar

49. Son of the Sun Ntariush, 8 Horus, son of Isis, son of Osiris,

beloved of Amen, save thou the Son of the Sun Ntariush8

1 The Coptites nome. 2 Buto. 3 XePrr> same as the " scarabaeus.

4 Thebaid. 5 Or the Hannu or Ether.
G Existent and non-existent. 7 Title also of Ptah. s Darius.
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the ever living, from every sword, every arrow ; may
the terror of him, the fear of him, the victorious power

of him, be in the hearts of all men and every land, like

thy victory thy fears and thy terrors in the hearts of

gods and men.

[The notes and commentary on this text will appear in

the next part.]
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THE LEGEND OF THE TOWER OF BABEL.

By W. St. Chad Boscawen.

Bead 4th January, 1876.

This tablet, of which I now give a translation, was first

discovered by Mr. George Smith, and was translated by him

in his work, " Chaldean Account of Genesis," pages 160-163.

It appears to relate to the building of one of those great

temple-towers or " ziggurati" which formed the principal

feature of most of the cities and palaces in Western Asia.

The Accadians or early Babylonians were a people of moun-
tain origin, coming down from the Kurdean ranges to dwell

in the plains of Babylonia. They brought with them the

tradition that the gods only visited the high places of the

earth, and so when they built their cities hi Babylonia they

always raised the temple-towers high above the plain as

places to be visited by the gods. Such was the great tower

at Borsippa, the temples at Erech, Ur, and Cutha.

In this paper I have attempted no comparison with the

Biblical legend of Babel, as the tablet is in so imperfect

a condition that it would not be of use to build any theory

on it.

The legend appears to record the building of one of the

great towers by order of the king, and the work appears to

have offended the gods, who first demonstrated then anger

by throwing down " in the night all that was built in the

day." The builders appear to have continued their work in

spite of these interruptions, and at last they were punished

by being scattered abroad and their speech confounded. The
tower itself appears to have been destroyed by a storm.
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K
?
3657.

Column 1.

1. ^^^^^^^^^YY WL

su -mi abu

them the father

* [fi ?] ~T< I ^TTT **H I E^IT *! A-TT ^T
[a -mat-] ti -su lib - ba - su il - te - im - na

his thoughts of his heart were evil

a - bi ka - la ili

the father of all the gods

i - zi - ru

he turned from

[a -mat-] ti -su lib - ba -su il -te- im - na

his thoughts of his heart were evil

Babilu ha - mi - it

Babylon corruptly

a- na il - ki - im

to sin went and
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«• [?? H< till *TTT*] <HSJ e-TT *- ~TTT~
[za - ha - ru - u~| va ra - bu - u

small and greed

m*-*H*WW <feT~ET
n - ba - al - lu tul - la

he mingled (on) the mound

i- mmmm hi kit <iei ??< <~ sm r? ~i
balilu ha - nie - it a - na

Beibylon corruptly to sin

il - ki - im

went and,

* [H ??< *m *m <hsj e-tt *- *w
[za - ha - ru - u] va ra - bu - u

Small and greed

m*^mm <?et-et
n - ba - al - In tul - la

he mingled on the mound.

Column II.

sar - tul - eli

The Jang of the noble mound

s. - ET 4HTC HfM s^f if H f?CW1I
Iua ma- ah - ri is - su A- uuv

In front did lift up Anu

Vol. V. 20
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'
V, ~m -tm a Ti a jt
a - na El - khi a - bi - su

7b </i<? good Lord his father

*• <!gf ?=£ Jfc ¥* 5£T J! £T ^?£?£^^
ki - i lab - bu - us su-va

Then his heart also

sa na - a - si de - e -ma

which earned a command

I - na yu - mi su-va

At that time also

it - tu - nl - su '

he lifted it up

« -y t^ET <IeJ ^t
Dav - ki - na

Davhina

•• HHttEm «££! -it ~m -*W -ET *! <~
si - na lea - la yumi

ii«ir »// day

i - su - us

A, founded (or raised up)
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>»• Off] ~ T s£TTT *SI HT* A-IT ~f< <!- ^!
[a] - na ta az zi - im - ti si - na

to their strong hold

1 ET TfT? -£MTT
i - na ma- ai - li

in the night

ii -ul u - 8ii - ta

entirely an end

si - it - ta

/ie made.

I - na ug - ga - ti sn-va ni -mi- ga - av

In his anger also the secret counsel

i - sa -pa - ah

he poured out

« him •**mm ^ + -e^t ^
su ba - al - In ta - mas - li - e

7ms fo scatter ,

* ^ I s=*TT HI *W
pa - ni - ru is - ku - un

his face he set
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dan - ni de - ma ut - tak - ki - ra

he gave a command he made strange

me - lik su - uu

their speech

ra a - lak - ta ip - qut - sa

, the 2yro ress lie impeded

10. -^-7^-7^-7^-7^-7^-7^-7^-7^-^* ^TH £P £l£l I *"W
zab - ta pa - ra - ak

make an altar

Column III.

[All upper portion lost.]

*^
I III IT IT >— I I I sr.>>T/.^r/>>r.-:~->7.''^'sfTi>>7r/.s

ma - ri - a a - ta

my son thou (art)

io. <££ *-fc^*w "^ril 7^-7^7c> tI^-tV-

mi in - su

ite number

III n I III sr.>>-->NTT/>>TT/,~-N7r />V7r':s

U - 111 - 11

entirely
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11 - da - ab

he makes good

i3. yy ^y
a - na

to

Column IV.

I. >-Jr >-VYsS^^jg^^
I - na

.fo

• kU *- -II £T
ip - pu - till va

he blew

3 . y »
y ? ^y< v gyy ~Eyy

ana za - a - ti sa - da - zi

For future time

4 . _y ^ .y<y^ ^jy ^vyy .^yy jjy
D.P. Nu - nam - nir il - li ik

Nu-nam-mir x went

* ~y<T* a <ST Hf *tf <T<ISI <IU sS*r US
ig - bi kima same va irzituv

He spake like heaven and, earth

1 The god of lawlessness, or no government.
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• ih <m i --tt -£^h is! -wmmm
lik ki - su il - li - ku - u

/t/s ways £/;<?y w>m$

ag -gis id - hu - u ma- h - ri -sn

violently they fronted against him

i - mm- - su - ti - va qaq - qa - ru

he saw them {to) the earth

»• m I -TT -M* &TT -EI M? *- 3tf]
as -su si - ig - ra la - [e - pu - u]

when a stop lie did not make.

sa ili ab

Of the gods

11. >-M H« W J-^T^ 7£r^7^7^7«

ili ip - pal

against the gods they revolted

.2. tyyye s^yy^
u - ra - zu

violence

« -Ti ^TTT •¥• •* -TI M -m- T --T ~ lil
khu- um -urn i -bak-ku u ana Ba - bi ....

violently they wept for Babylon
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i*. t^TTT el A-T HI IeJ^Wm&Mm
ta - ma- all ib - ku - u . . .

m'v wiwcA ?/^'v grieved

til nil A. 4 >-
| ^T.C^NT.'-^T. '>>T. />ST. /^T.-'/-'ST. >>~^>->NT.'/A~'/>'

lib - us - su - mi - va

in theiv midst also

NOTES.

Column I.

5. liamit may be compared with Heb. TTdJl, join together

and rendered as " in consort," or perhaps with TTOTl

poison ; hence corruptly.

il Mm, went, compare Heb.

6. uballu, mingled. Heb. 771, confound, mix. This is the

verb used in Genesis xi, 7 for the confusion of speech.

Tulla, mound. Heb. TTI, a hill, root 77n.

Column II.

2. issu. Compare Heb. XPttXtf.

5. nasi, carried, a word of very frequent occurrence. Com-

pare Heb. N\£?:.

Derm, a decree. Compare Chald. DJftS, Ezra vi, 14.

7. ittul-su, "he lifted up." Compare Heb. 77Jn and 7122, a

word cognate with tulla, of line 6, col. I.

10. tazzimti, stronghold. Compare Heb. roots D!£N, D2&>,

and also Heb. rfifj2&7 bulwarks.

12. isapah, he poured forth. Compare Heb. H2D.

14. uttak-ki-ra, he made strange, an iphtael form of naciru,

to be strange.

Melik}
speech, counsel. Compare Chald. PD7D " counsel,"

and also proper name, Milcah.
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Column IV.

'2. ip puh, he blow. Compare Heb. n!D2, to blow.

4. A7u-itam-)ur. This god is the god of lawlessness, the

name being composed of the negative nu, the particle

nam, which forms abstracts, and NIR, wliich is explained

by saru, a king, the whole being no cross-ruling or

mis-rule.

i*i. illiky likki, illiku, may all be compared with Heb. '"piT

7. idhu, they fronted or arrayed. Heb. PUTT.
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WHY IS FORTY-THREE A BASAL BIBLICAL
NUMBER?

By S. M. Dracii.

Read 1st February, 1876.

I BEG to remark that Ave find 430 years (Ex. xii, 40,

Gen. xi, 17); 65, or § of 43 (Gen. v, 15, 21) ; also 215 is 5

times 43; 129 is thrice 43; 7 x 43 is 301 (tohu-bohu, Gen. i,2,

is 430). The number 427 is y° of 299 very nearly.

Now 43 times 365d 5h 49 ffi 12 s gives 15,705d 10h 15m 36s
,

and 532 times 29d 12 h 44m 2 S"88 gives 15,710d 6h 33m 32 s
.

exceeding by 4 d 20h 17m 56s
, whilst one-sixth of a month is

4d 22h 7m 20s
. Now 532 is 19 times 28, still used to har-

monise the epacts and dominical letter in solar years.

Perhaps this will lead to the astronomical reason for choosing

43 solar years or 44^ lunar ones. This number of days is

nearly that of ir to the diameter 5000.
d h in

The period 427 is still closer, solai* 155958 13 8^

5281j lunations. 155958 10 8*

3

which 180 minutes gives 2-gV seconds per lunation to aug-

ment the period (Laplace's secular equation ll"; or Adam's
5\"). We thus see 61 solar years equal 62f lunar ; or

1708 = 21125 months, i.e., 3416 solar years = 10 x 65 x 65

months to a day. Clinton's " Fasti Hellen," p. 304, makes :—

235 lunat.

19sol.yrs.

(1 li m s

29 12 44 2-88

365 5 48 57-00

d h m s

6939 16 31 17

6939 14 30 3
Loss 121 14

But even with 15 s added for solar year, it brings the lunar
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excess to 11G"1 29 s
; and an excess is irreconcilable with the

lunar theory. Perhaps the Hebrew-patriarchal contem-

poreanities of this taole may be useful.
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comfortably settled in tlieir post-diluvian tents. I think that

the tipsy Noah stumbled into the harem, PHPT^, not iTTnN

for "^n!^ (the Masoretic violent change of affix) which

would explain the impropriety.

I beg to suggest a possible priestly idea in those archaic

languages which, like the Hebrew Scriptures, offered no

connection between the letters of one word, or separative

marks between adjoining words (except the five final forms)

;

namely: Did the priesthood publicly read their sacred books

as emanating from false gods, yet secretly to the initiated,

by another combination of the syllables, proclaimed the

Monotheism they themselves had arrived at f It being

the glorious mission and inspiration of Moses, that he made
the initiated or Monotheistic reading the popular one as

the only true exponent of the sacred writings. "What I

mean is this : the first verse of Genesis may be dissected

thus philologically—

the Earth
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morning?) 1 think this really means the dark chaotic mixture

previous to the existence of light, and the search-time which

was luminous. It is curious that whilst D"1 a sea, and QV a

day, are distinct, as also the dual Q?ftV two days, that wc

have D^D"1 to express many seas and many days, and not

D'Tp'V1 used for the latter. I make these remarks not in any

spirit of scepticism, but knowing the great similarity between

the Pharaonic and Mosaic liturgies externally, it occurred to

me whether this was not one of the refined modes of blinding

the common people to their true spiritual dependence on One

God? The super-pointed inptl)'"1 "! (Gen xxxiii, 4) equals 427.

The eleven (Dent, xxix 29), to (2)310, the death-year of Moses

(Rabb). The division of earth temp. Peleg might simply

mean an earthquake. Chap, xi says mankind found a cleft

or defile in the land of iShinyr ; and does not the (verba

singula) of the first verse point to a monosyllabic primitive

language, rendered unintelligible by the introduction of

affixes, particles, etc., at the Confusion.

Though Drs. Jost and Zunz were brought up in the great

modern Jewish Grammar School of Seesen, the predecessor

of their tutor Ehrenberg so inoculated these youths with the

mystic notion that thousands of angels, good and bad,

floating about, caught up any sound emitted in their prayers,

that it made Jost extremely sensitive, and afraid (even in

his old age) of being alone in the dark. Was this a Rabbinical

heritage of Assyrian Demonology? Ehrentheil's biography

(Pesth, 1867), and Zunz's of Ehrenberg, are extremely

interesting; both German 8vo. vols, are in the British

Museum Collection.

P.S.—I found since that thrice 43 + 427 or 556 years arc

203074d 19h 55m 12 s
, and 6876| lunat. 203074<* ll h 27m 5 s

,

a solar excess of 8m 28 s in 573-^ lunar years. Hek Bey

Egypt. Chr. xxxiii) found that 4004 x 365 less 7 x 70 days),

or 1460970 days, arc 4000 times 365d 5" 49m 12 s
. M. Rydbergs

deduction of 195-6 solar or 201 to 202 lunar years (2424

months) acts as 300 years on his 8 patriarchs + 24. His

6408 is8 x 9 x 89: his 4800: 4947 is 1600; 1649, or 40sq.

f 7sq. The Hebrew after-lives to Lamech, 6569 (or $ of
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4927). and Noah, 7019 (y° f 4913) ; total lives to Lamech
7625 (61 times 125, or 5 cubed) and Noah 8575 (25 times 343,

or 7 cubed), may likewise furnish deductions. The Samaritan

makes Lamech's birth (654) bisect the deluge year (1307)

wherein he and Methuselah expire ; Cainan's birth-year (325)

again nearly bisects 653. The patristic 105, 90, 70, 63, 53

years are nearly in a harmonic ratio of 1, $, -|, •§-,
-f-.

HARRISON AND SONS, PRINTERS IN ORDINARY TO HER MAJESTF, ST. MARTIN'S LAKE.
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ON THE MAMMALIA OF THE ASSYRIAN

SCULPTURES.

By Rev, William Houghton, M.A., F.L.8.

Read 2nd January, 1877.

Part II.

—

Wild Animals.

In treating of the wild animals of the Assyrian monuments,

whether represented in sculpture, or merely mentioned by

name, we find as a rule much more difficulty in determining

the species than in the case of the domesticated animals.

This arises partly from the fact that the sculptural repre-

sentations of some of the wild animals are badly executed,

but chiefly from the absence in the records of any clue

to identification beyond that afforded by the name itself.

I proceed, without further preface, to notice the various

animals, whether figured on the sculptures or mentioned in

the records. I will begin with the order

Quadrumana. On the black obelisk of Shalmaneser three

figures of monkeys occur, together with that of the Indian

elephant. A man is leading a large kind of monkey ; another

Vol. V. 21
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man follows leading a similar species, while he has also a

smaller monkey on his shoulders. One of the figures is

represented without a tail, which has led Mr. Layard to

believe that the ouran outan is intended. But none of

the anthropoid monkeys, as the orangs, gorillas, chimpanzees,

except the long-armed gibbons (Hylobates), occur in India,

the country from which the monkeys on the obelisk no doubt

came ; the native habitat of the orang (Simia satyrus) is

Borneo and Sumatra, while the other members of this section

are confined to West Africa. The omission of the tail,

therefore, must be regarded as accidental, or the tail supposed

to be hidden from view by the animal's left leg. These

monkeys, an epigraph informs us, were part of the tribute of

Muzri of Armenia, a country which would be beyond the

northern limit of any of the Quadrumana, whose geographical

range begins as a rule about 2o° N. latitude. The people of

Muzri, 1 therefore, must have procured these monkeys from

India, whence also they received the elephant. These figures

are ridiculously human—the face is that of a man with a

fringe of whiskers around it—so are the feet and hands. On
another monument, however, this same monkey is far better

drawn ; the sculptor has been so far successful as to lead us

to the identification of this species of monkey, which is most

probably the Presbyter entellus or Hoonuman of India, or at

any rate one of its allied forms. The Hoonuman is a large

monkey with a long tail; it is, and probably long has been

held in religious veneration in India, becomes quite tame,

frequenting the houses and shops of fruit-sellers, &c. The

monkey sitting on the man's shoulders (black obelisk) I

take to be merely a smaller individual of the same species.

This will explain the placid and contented look of the monkey

on the man's shoulders, which was evidently a domesticated

individual. Another species of monkey is figured on the

obelisk from Nimriid. The head and shoulders are covered

with long waving hair. It is probable that this species is the

Wanderoo (Macacus silenus), which is now pretty common in

some parts of India, as in the Malabar provinces, but not in

1 It is possible, as Gutschmid suggests, that there was another Muzri,

besides the Armenian one, in Bactria. [A. II. S.]
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Ceylon, as is often asserted. What other species of the

monkey tribe were known to the Assyrians must have been

inhabitants of Nubia, Abyssinia, and Southern Arabia, such as

the gelada (G. Ruppellii) of Abyssinia, a baboon with dense

long hair covering the neck and shoulders, the dog-headed

Cynoceplialus hamadryas, the only species of quadrumanous
animal figured on the Egyptian monuments, as sacred to

Thoth, the lord of letters. This baboon is not now found in

Egypt, but is a native of Arabia and Abyssinia. I have

already referred to the ridiculously human-like character of

the monkeys of the monuments ; this same idea is embodied

in the Assyrian word for a monkey u-du-mu (f:YYYt: £^5Y >-^ ) ;

for there can be no doubt that the word u-du-mi (jiYYY^:

£^J 4ZZL !»*-)» which occurs in the plural number amongst

the tribute which the people of the Armenian Muzri brought

to Shalmaneser, denotes " apes " or " monkeys." The
Assyrian word would then be referred to the Hebrew dddm

(pity "a man." Of the order Ferae we will take first the

cat family.

Felidce. The species which are known to occur in Assyria

and Babylonia are the following :— The lion, leopard,

cheetah, the chaus (Felis chaus, Giildenst), the lynx (Lyncus

pardinus), and the caracal (C. melanotis), or black-eared lynx.

The tiger, though probably an inhabitant of Assyria in

ancient times, is no longer to be seen there.1

I do not think, however, that the tiger existed in any

great numbers in Assyria and the neighbouring lands. Had
the Assyrian monarchs Assur-natsir-pal and Assurbanipal

seen much of tiger hunting, we should have had most

1 " The common notion with regard to the tiger is that it is a tropical animal

which requires a warm climate to live in. The researches of late explorers

reveal a very different state of things. Beginning at lofty Ararat and the frosty

Caucasus on the west, and ending at the island of Saghalien on the east, its

ranges stretches across the whole of Asia, with the exception of the high Thibetan

land of Central Asia. Mr. Blyth mentions that a few are annually killed in

Turkish Georgia. It is found in greater numbers in the Elburz Mountains, south

of the Caspian Sea (the ancient Hyrcania). North of the Hindu Kosh, it occurs

in Bokhara, and proved troublesome to the Russian Surveying Expedition on the

shores of the Aral in mid-winter." (Murray's Geograph., Distrib. Mammalia,
p. 950.)
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probably either some definite allusion to the royal animal in

the historical and hunting records, or its form represented in

bas-relief on the sculptures. Moreover, the presence of a

considerable number of lions in Assyria, Babylonia, &c, in the

time of the Assyrian kings just mentioned, is in itself evi-

dence against the supposition that tigers were also numerous.

According to the general law of nature, two large species of

the same family are seldom found to co-exist in the same

area. I think, therefore, that the tiger was only occasionally

seen and killed in hunting expeditions. In the inscription of

the broken obelisk of Tiglath-Pileser I, which mentions the

different animals killed by the Assyrian king in the land of

the Hittites and other places, certain wild carnivora

are enumerated; these are nimri "leopards," mi-di-ni

(JXX- ^Tjt >y]~ \***) "tigers" (?) a-H (?) and two strong

"bears." There is no doubt that the first Avord nimri means

"leopards" ; the following word midini occurring just after-

wards would appear to denote some fierce carnivore of an

allied species. In the Izdubar legends, Heabani declares that

he will come to Erech, bringing a midannu with him in order

to make trial of the strength of Izdubar, and to see if he

could destroy it.

1. "I will bring to the midst of Erech a tiger,

2. And if he is able he will destroy it.

3. In the desert it is begotten, it has great strength."

(Chald. Ace. Gen., Smith, p. 205.)

" The midannu" says Mr. George Smith, " is mentioned

in the Assyrian texts as a fierce carnivorous animal allied to

the lion and leopard ; it is called, midannu, mindinu and

mandinu" (p. 20(5). On the whole, therefore, it is quite

probable that the tiger was known to, and occasionally

mentioned by the ancient Assyrians under one or other of

the above names. 1

The Lion. As regards this animal everything is perfectly

clear. His form is drawn with great accuracy and spirit.

Now he is represented as being on the point of springing at

1 Since the above was written, Mr. Boscawen tells me that a figure of some

striped feline occurs on one of the Assyrian gems.
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a horseman ; now with spread out feet and exserted claws

he holds in his mouth a portion of the body of a horse ; now
he is shrinking cautiously out of a wooden box or cage in

which he had been placed ; or he is in the agonies of death,

pierced by many arrows, vomiting his life-blood, or vainly

endeavouring to extract with his fore paws a shaft that has

pierced his eye-ball ; now he appears erect on his hind legs,

turning his body round, with out-spread paws and fierce

aspect, as if indignantly remonstrating with king Assurbanipal,

who has seized the royal beast by the tail

!

Lions are still found in the Euphrates and Tigris valleys.

Mr. Ainsworth, who accompanied Colonel Chesney in the

Euphrates Expedition as surgeon and geologist, and who
published his Researches in Assyria, Babylonia, and Chaldsea

in 1838, speaks of the lion as being met with in the lower

part of the Euphrates and Tigris. Footprints were observed

at the Khabour ; but the lion has been met with as far north as

Balis. A more recent traveller, Mr. Layard, says that lions

are sometimes found near Kalah Sherghat, a,nd frequently on

the banks of the Tigris below Baghdad, rarely above. " On
the Euphrates," he adds, " it has been seen, I believe, almost

as high as Bir, where the steamers of the first Euphrates

expedition, under Colonel Chesney, were launched. In the

Sinjar, and on the banks of the Khabour, they are frequently

caught by the Arabs. They abound in Khuzistan, the ancient

Susiana. I have frequently seen three or four together, and

have hunted them with the chiefs of the tribes inhabiting

that province." (Nineveh and its Remains, II, p. 48.) Lions

abound m the jungles near the rivers in Babylonia. Mr.

Layard frequently saw traces of them while excavating at

Niffer. The Maidan Arabs kill the lion in the following

manner :
—" A man having bound his right arm with strips

of tamarisk, and holding in his hand a strong piece of the

same wood about a foot or more in length, hardened in the

fire and sharpened at both ends, will advance boldly into the

animal's lair. When the lion springs upon him he forces

the wood into the animal's extended jaws, which will then be

held open whilst he can despatch the astonished beast at Iris

leisure with the pistol that he holds in his left hand."

(Nineveh and Babylon, p. 567.)
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It was a common tiling for the old Assyrian kings to

attack a lion single-handed, as may be seen on the monu-

ments. Thus Assurbanipal says of himself, " I, Assurbanipal,

king of multitudes, king of Assyria, by my might, on my
two feet, a fierce lion, Avhich I seized behind by the ears, in

the service of Assur and Tstar goddess of war, by spears of

my two hands I pierced his body." Another epigraph states

that the same king seized a lion "by his tail" (ina zumbi

*~- ^T-^^^TTy)? au(l threw ropes round him. Lions were

hunted by the kings in chariots or mounted on horses; they

were shot with arrows or pierced with strong spears. At the

end of the day's sport the king ordered his attendants to

place the bodies of the lions killed in the chase side by side.

A wooden altar was set up before them, and then the king

poured out of a bowl a libation of wine on the faces of the

slain animals in honour of Assur, Nergal, Istar, or other deities,

by whose aid he had been successful. If the Assyrian kings

drew only the actual long bow, and not the metaphorical

one, the number of lions slain by them must have been enor-

mous. " Under the auspices of my guardian deity Adar,

two soss of lions, i.e., 120 (|| ^| <^|>- Y]M[ *~£EjJ !"**•)>

I slew," says Tiglath-Pileser. In the same paragraph

(W.A.I., Vol. I, pi. xiv, line 80) the king tells us that these

120 lions were slain by him (and, I suppose, his attendants)

on foot, and that 800 more fell to his weapons as he and his

men rode in their chariots. Allowing for much exaggeration,

the numbers slain must have, no doubt, been great, and

under the later Assyrian monarchs, in whom the love of the

chase and bold adventure were equally strong, the introduc-

tion of trapped lions took place, and these animals were

sought out in remote jungles, caught in snares of some kind,

and conveyed near home in order to afford sport to the " great

king." The weapons employed in the capture of the lion

were a bow and arrows, a strong straight sword for hand

encounter, daggers and spears. When the king hunted in

his chariot he was attended by his charioteer, equipped as

f'/i- war, some horsemen, of course armed, and sometimes by

a groom leading a spare horse. In the bas-relief representing

Assurbanipal lion-hunting in his chariot—a photograph of
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which lies before me as I write—two quivers full of arrows,

each with a small hand axe, are seen suspended transversely

across the right side of the chariot. A shield with very thick

pointed teeth protected the hinder part of the chariot in case

of an attack upon the chariot in the rear. The king is repre-

sented in the act of drawing the bow to its fullest extent,

a sword in its sheath hangs from his left side, while a long
and strong spear projects in an upward direction from the

back. Sometimes the king, with a number of attendants

would get into a ship, while beaters would start the game
from the coverts on the other side of the river. Should the

lion take to the water and try to escape, he was attacked

and destroyed ; his fore and hind legs were corded together,

and the beast was suspended from the hinder part of the

boat. It is probable that the large mastiff of the Assyrian

monuments was used in the chase of the lion, but it is

somewhat curious to note that no such actual engagement
between dog and lion is found on the sculptures.

The lion is generally represented on the monuments with

great spirit and life-like truthfulness. The figure of a lion in

an attitude about to spring upon a horseman, who appears

to be armed only with a whip, may even be compared with the

best efforts of Landseer himself. The same almost may be

said of the lion represented as being turned out of his cage.

Mr. Layard has drawn attention to the fact that the claw

or spine-like body at the end of the lion's tail has not escaped

the notice of the sculptor. It certainly is represented in a few

instances, though the size of the claw is much exaggerated.

Some of the ancient classical writers describe the lion as

lashing himself with his tail when angry, and it has been

supposed that the claw at the end was the instrument which

goaded him to rage ; the classical writers, however, mention

no such claw. Didymus Alexandrinus, a commentator on

the Iliad, I believe, was the first to notice this little claw,

and drew the conclusion that it was a stimulating organ.

Bliimenbach corroborated the Homeric commentator's asser-

tion as to the presence of the claw, but rejected at once his

conclusion. At one of the meetings of the Zoological Society,

held in 1832, a specimen was exhibited of a claw obtained
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from the tip of a young lion's tail from Barbary. It was

noticed first by Mr. G. Bennett, and while handling the tail

the claw came off. According to Mr. Woods, who gave

much attention to the subject, the claw "was formed of

corneous matter like an ordinary nail," sharp at the point,

flattened throughout its length, which did not amount to

more than
f-

of an inch. It appears that this claw is only

occasionally present in individuals. The idea of its serving

to lash the lion to fury is quite out of the question. As the

occurrence is only exceptional, it cannot be supposed that

the little claw in question has any functional character.

Still it is curious to find that the Assyrian sculptor took

notice of the organ, and represented it on the monuments. 1

The Assyrian name of the lion was nesu, but in the inscrip-

tions the Accadian name lilc-makh (JJHf *"^"II)> " Srea^

beast or dog," is nearly always used. The lion is represented

on the monuments as fighting with a wild bull. The lion of

the sculptures is the Asiatic animal, which differs in no

essential points from its African relative. Three varieties of

the Asiatic lion are mentioned, the Bengal, the Persian or

Arabian, and the maneless lion of Guzerat. The Persian or

Arabian variety is generally distinguishable by the pale

isabella colour of its fur ; but Ainsworth tells us that a lion

from the banks of the Tigris in the possession of Colonel

Taylor of Baghdad, was as brown as the Bombay lion.

Tlie Leopard.—This feline is mentioned in the inscriptions,

but never represented in bas-relief on the monuments. A
very badly executed figure of a leopard attacking the hind

quarters of a wild bull, on a clay tablet, was found by Mr.

Layard at Nimrud, and figured by him. The leopard was
seen by Ainsworth near Mar'ash, and Colonel Chesney enume-

rates it as being found in the Amanus (Khamanu in Assyrian)

and Taurus. It is called nimer by the inhabitants, and this

is its Assyrian name ni-im-ru
(
£77 -^>ff ^JTT)> Heb. ")f22, as

occurring on the monuments. The leopard (Felis leopardus),

has a wide geographical range, inhabiting Southern Asia.

North, South, and West Africa. Tiglath-Pileser I especially

1 This organ is occasionally found in other Felidce, as in the Leopard.
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mentions nimri as amongst the numerous animals killed or

captured alive by him in a hunting expedition (W.A.I., I,

p. 28). Leopards were brought, together with other animals,

by another Assyrian king, and placed alive in the city of

Calah (Layard's Insc. 44, 1. 19). The Felis ehaus is stated

by Ainsworth to be the most common of the cat tribe in

Assyria ; this species, which has a very wide geographical

range, occurs in many parts of Asia and Africa ; it is a

savage animal, and was probably known to the ancient

Assyrians. The Felis pardina, Temm., the lynx of Turkey
and Southern Europe, inhabits Amanus and Taurus ; the

caracal (Felis caracal, Schreb.), which occurs in South Asia

and Africa, Persia, and Arabia, is said by Ainsworth to be an

inhabitant of Taurus and Amanus, and to have given a name
to one of the villages in the latter named district. Some of

the unknown names of animals which are found in the

inscriptions very probably refer to these wild felidse, which

were no doubt known to the ancient inhabitants of the

Assyrian lands.

The cheetah hunting leopard (Felis jubata, Schreb.) is

found in Africa and Asia, and doubtless was known to the

Assyrians, for in Persia, Palestine, &c, it still occurs : indeed

Ainsworth tells us that a maneless variety of this leopard

" is not uncommon in the lower districts of Tigris and

Euphrates." Dr. Delitzsch
(
Thiernamen) conjectures that the

star of Bi-a-zi (£z£ly>~>~y ^ |y *~!T^) °^ ^ne Astronomical

Tablets (W.A.I., II, 49, 45a) may possibly be the " star of the

cheetah." He compares the Assyrian word with the Arabic

(.V-*)
fahd " a leopard." Of the family VwerrMce, Ainsworth

mentions the genett (Genetta vulgaris) as having been met
with in Taurus and other mountain districts. Some species

of ichneumon was also seen. The Asiatic ratel (Mellivora

Indica), the sable [Maries zihellina), the pine-marten (Mustela

martes, Lin.), the polecat (M. putorius, Lin.), the Samartian
weasel (M. Sarmatica, Pall.), of the family Mustelidce, are

enumerated amongst the wild animals of Mesopotamia, and
were probably known to the anpient inhabitants, though we
may never be able to learn by what names they were
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called. A species of otter (Lutra vulgaris ?), was seen on the

Euphrates, Tigris, Karun, &c.

Canidce. The striped hyena (//. striata) is very common,

(a white variety having been observed by Ainsworth) " in all

kinds of countries, sheltering itself behind a wall or a shrub."

The wolf is most frequent in Taurus. This is the common
Cants lupus, Lin., the black variety of which was seen on the

banks of the Sajur. The jackal ( Canis aureus, Lin.) is frequent.

According to Ainsworth, " it appears to present some

differences in Syria, in Euphrates, and in Persia, which have

not yet been all determined." Foxes are common ; near the

Euphrates the species was always Vulpes corsac, but in

Taurus it was our common Vulpes vulgaris.

The hyena is not represented on the sculptures, though

it is mentioned in the records. In the Chaldean story of the

deluge, Hea said to the warrior Elu (Bel), "instead of thee

making a deluge, may lions (TJ^T *-^-II nesu) increase,

and men be reduced ; instead of thee making a deluge, may

lig-bar-ra (H^T >f- B^TT) increase and men be reduced."

Mr. George Smith renders lig-bar-ra by " leopards "
; but Mr.

Sayce has pointed out that in the astrological tables lions

and lig-bar-ri are again associated, and that this latter

Accadian word, lig-bar^a, is represented in the bilingual lists

by the Assyrian word a-Jchu fll
*~T^T)-

Now we may, with

the greatest probability, refer this Assyrian a-khu to a similar

word which occurs in the Hebrew Bible, in the plural number,

viz., okhim (Isaiah xiii, 21). These okhim. are associated with

jackals by the Hebrew prophet, and are represented as in-

habiting desolate Babylon. The authorised version renders

the word "doleful creatures. " The Hebrew word is to be

referred to a root meaning to " howl " (PIN nnN, " to cry

out ah"), and nothing could answer better to the dismally

howling hyena. The Accadian name lig-bar-ra may mean

"beast (<!<>g) striped," i.e., "the striped hyena." Thus we
have an interesting instance of how the Assyrian, the Hebrew.

.-ml the Accadian words reciprocally throw light on each

oilier. The wolf is called numma
(*jf- ^]] ^f),

i.e., "the

animal from the high lands," i.e., Elam, in Accadian, and
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(-TI^ t£ ^) sUu
(
Heb -

n^) or a-ci-luv,
]} <Jg[^

in Assyrian. I am not aware of the existence of any definite

Assyrian word for " the fox " and " the jackal." Probably

the same word would express both these kindred animals, as

amongst the Hebrews by the word (7}fttlJ) shual; I hazard

the suggestion that foxes and jackals are denoted by the

Assyrian word (U ^ID a'^' These a-§i are mentioned

amongst wild animals that the Assyrian kings hunted, and
which they occasionally brought to Nineveh or Calah. With
dogs and aii it was a practice to chain up conquered enemies.

Etymologically I would refer the word to the Hebrew ctiah

(HON), an unused root, meaning to "hurt," to "injure"

(cf. the noun ppfej, "mischief," "injury"). The name
"hurtful" or " injurious animals," as applied to jackals and
foxes— especially to the former—has reference to the damage
these creatures cause to the vines. With this we may
compare the similar idea expressed in the Bible, as in

Canticles ii, 15, "Take for us the shudlim, the little shudlim,

which spoil the vines." The fondness of foxes and jackals

for grapes is well known, and as they were doubtless common
in Assyria, they would often injure the vines, and thus merit

the name of the injurious animals.

Ursidce.—The ordinary Assyrian bear is the Ursus Si/riacus,

the representative of the common brown bear of Europe

( Ursus arctos) ; but farther north, as in the highlands of

Armenia, the Syrian variety would be replaced by the com-

mon brown bear. According to Ainsworth bears are not

uncommon in Taurus and in the Persian Apennines. There

are many varieties of Ursus arctos ; Nilsson describes six as

being found in Sweden, varying from black and red-brown to

the albino or variegated bear. Several varieties were prob-

ably known to the Assyrians ; bears of different colours are

mentioned on the bilingual tablet, plate vi. No bear appears

in bas-relief on the monuments, but a very correct delineation

of this animal may be seen on a bronze dish from Nimriid,

now in the British Museum. The bear is standing erect,

feeding on the fruit of some tree. It is frequently mentioned

in the inscriptions, and was hunted by the Assyrian monarchs

;
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it would be one of the most familiar of the wild animals

known to the ancient inhabitants of Elam. The usual

Accadian name for a bear is sakh, represented by the

character *-£^£I*yJ*, with which the Assyrian da-bu

(^*~T| V""~ ^W^O" Heb. ^T ^^s ^s compared in the bilingual

tablets. The ideogram (y^yCZyyyy) sakh also stands as a

determinative prefix for any fierce carnivorous animal, and

probably in some of the instances which occur on Plate VI, of

W.A.L (vol. ii, col. c, d, lines 25 to 40) the above character

has that office. Some of them, however, are extremely diffi-

cult to make out, and Dr. Delitzsch has not been, I think,

altogether successful. The dam-sakli ("J^-^T >~^y£lyyyy)

and the gitn-sakh (^V YY >~£^Iyyyy) of the Accadian column

are both equated with the Assyrian da-bu (^| V"*~ J^y^:),

and denote " the female adult bear " ; the Accadian tsi-ikh

r^I^YY -^^^YYT) is the ordinary ideogram phonetically

spelt, and this word the Assyrians borrowed under the form

sa-khu-u (^ >~y<y Jryyy?:), probably " the male bear." The

character sakh (^^y^Iyyyy), in line 25, apparently begins to

be used as a determinative prefix of some carnivorous or

semi-carnivorous animal. Dr. F. Delitzsch identifies the

Assyrian kur-ci za-an-rm (^ ^I^J YT ^^1 *?f~) °^ ^ie ^rc*

S "5J -OX

line with the Arabic karkaddan \^£( or karkadan, i.e., "a

rhinoceros." The Accadian column is here effaced, but the

word tar (i^b) " little," or " young," appears. If this

character were preceded by sakh, then " a young bear

"

would probably be intended. The sakh maganna (>-^Iy»Iyyyy

*^YYY J:^*^ *~^Y) m ^ne Accadian column is correlated with

the word ma-ak-ka-nu-u (£| >-Cj ^U *J~ ^TTT^) ni tne

Assyrian. Dr. F. Delitzsch thinks that the magan or makan

may refer to the country so called, that is Egypt, and that

the animal intended is the hippopotamus. Lenormant inter-

prets the word to mean " the bear of the peninsula of Sinai"

(Magan). The determinative prefix of sakh would lead me
to suppose that a bear or bear-like animal is denoted rather

than the hippopotamus. The sakh maganna is followed in the
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bilingual list by sakh maganna kuru (Accadian), for which the

Assyrian column has ma-ak-ka-nio-u damku, i.e., the bear of

" good omen " or " blessed " bear. This most likely refers

not to any definite animal, but to the constellation or " star

of the bear" (^Lj—^ ^^Zy^Iyyyy) cacabu dabi, which, ac-

cording to its position in the heavens, or its position relative

to other constellations, might have been regarded as an omen
of good or of misfortune. I can form no conjecture as to

the definite meaning of the sakh khus-a (j&I^1 T»), Accad.

the khu-us-su-u (^|<y £ff^| ^f ^~TTT^~)
a *ne rUrUg~8tMl

("till £ff^f MY ^~Th*v °^ *ue Assyrian columns, but agree

with Lenormant that some bear-like animal is signified.

The words khussu and russu may mean " beaten out " or

" greyish-blue." With the latter signification some variety

of the bear may be meant. Dr. Delitzsch referring the

names to the Arabic, supposes that a gazelle is the animal

denoted ; but the determinative prefix of sakh is altogether

opposed to such an interpretation. For the sakh iik-a 1

(IrijJf- Y|)
of the Accadian column, with which ba-nu-u

(^>i=Y *jf~ ^III*-)
stands in the Assyrian, Lenormant, inter-

preting the words to mean "the builder" or "constructor,"

doubtfully suggests " the beaver." Delitzsch thinks an old

or adult male gazelle is intended, from harm " to beget." The
mention of the beaver leads me to say a few words on the

existence of that animal in Mesopotamia. "The order of

Rodentia " writes Ainsworth (Assyria, p. 39), " presents us

with the common beaver {Castor Fiber), found by the expedi-

tion (Colonel Chesney's) in Euphrates and Khabour." But of

the Khabour beavers Mr. Layard thus speaks :

—

" The Jebours killed four beavers, and brought three of

their young to us alive. They had been driven from their

holes by the swollen stream. Mohammed Emin eagerly

accepted the musk bags, which are much valued as majouns

by the Turks, and consequently fetch a large price in the

towns. The Arabs eat the flesh, and it was cooked for us,

but proved coarse and tough. The yoimg we kept for

1 Lenormant has given d/uba ( ^zi] ^^|
J

instead of sik-a.
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some days on milk, but they eventually died. Their cry

resembled that of a new-born infant. The Khabour beavers

appeared to me to differ in several particulars from the

American. The tail, instead of being large and broad, was
short and pointed. They do not build huts, but burrow in

the banks, taking care to make the entrance to their holts

below the surface of the stream to avoid detection, and

the chambers above out of reach of the ordinary floods.

Beavers were formerly found in large numbers on the

Khabour, but in consequence of the value attached to the

musk bag, they have been hunted almost to extermination

by the Arabs. Mohammed Emin assured me that for several

years not more than one or two had been seen. Sofuk,

the great Shammar Sheikh, used to consider the musk bag

of a beaver the most acceptable present he could send to

a Turkish Pasha whose friendship he wished to secure."

(Nin. and Bab., 296-7.)

The animals described by Mr. Layard appear to belong

rather to the musk rat (Fiber zibethicus) than to the beaver

(Castor), but so far as is generally known at present, there is

only one species of musk rat (the Musquash or Ondatra), and

that animal is confined to North America. There is no other

allied genus known to inhabit Western. Asia. It is a pity that

Mr. Layard did not bring home some skins of his animals,

which I suspect are new and undescribed. The beaver,

whether we regard the old-world species (Castor fiber)

distinct or not from the American animal (Castor Canadensis),

formerly was an inhabitant of the whole of Europe and

Western Asia. It is said to be found in considerable numbers
" in the streams of the Ural mountains and in those of the

Caspian Sea, extending into Tartary " (Murray's Geograph.

Dist. Mam., p. 264), and very probably was known to the

Assyrians and neighbouring people ; though of course

whether this animal is the (sakh) banu of the bilingual tablet is

extremely doubtful. The sakh-mas-luv (^^zj^yyyi Hr t*~>-)

Accad., and the ap-par-ru-u (j^f ^T ^JTl J^yf^) of the

Assyrian column, with which also the sakh 6i-khar-ra

(>-^JrfW| ^y ^^ tt]]) ot " the Accadian is identical,
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are interpreted by Lenormant to denote the wild boar

;

ap-pa-ru being supposed to be the same as the Arabic j _̂.

Dr. Delitzsch refers the Assyrian word to the Hebrew

opher (""l?5fy "a fawn" or "gazelle." The objection to

M. Lenormant's and Schrader's suggestion is that the Arabic-

word is not truly pure Arabic, but a loan or borrowed Latin

word ("aper") in an Arabic dress, like the German eber.

The presence of the same determinative prefix sakh, precludes

altogether the idea of a fawn or gazelle being intended. My
own opinion is that these three words, apparru (Assyrian).

sakh-Si-khar-ra, and sakh-mas-luv (Accadian), have reference

not to a living animal, but to the constellation of the Great

Bear. The scribe who wrote this bilingual tablet was not

attempting any zoological system properly so called, he only

cared for corresponding words or sentences in the Accadian

and Assyrian languages. Now, one of the Accadian words,

sakh-mas-luv reminds one of the star Entenamasluv, i.e., the

star of "the tip of the tail," and is explained by the Assyrian

sir etsen-tsiii O^Z^a >~< >JL^ f^^^)' meinorum caudte summce,

"tip of the tail." (See Sayce's Astron. and Astrol., Bib.

Arch. Trans., Vol. Ill, p. 170.) The other Accadian word,

sakh-ii-kharra, means " bear," + " horn," + " heaven," clearly

having reference to the constellation of the Great Bear, and

not to any living bear-like animal.

The sakh-mas-luv and the sakh-H-khar-ra both denote the star 77

in Ursa Major, the projecting tail being appropriately enough

called " horn of heaven," though I am unable to give any ex-
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planation of the corresponding Assyrian word apparru} In the

next column there follows in the Accadian sakh-nam-en-na-ak-a

{^i}^}}]} -H> "II *~H *& If)'
with which the

Assyrian bit-ru-u or e-ru-u is equated. The Accadian

expression means " bear " + " royal crownship " + " making "
;

if the Assyrian word ^YTYY ^TT ^Iff^ De read e-ru-u, it may
denote "an eagle." I believe the scribe's mhid is still

dwelling on the constellation Ursa Major, and that the

Accadian expression, " the bear making its crownship," has

reference to the evolution of the Great Bear around the polar

*
V

star. In the Assyrian word eru, or " eagle," the same idea

of " crown-making " may be seen in the succession of the

spiral curves with which eagles mount up to a great altitude

in the air. M. Lenormant appears to think that a captive

bear in chains is intended by the sakh-nam-en-na-aka. Dr.

F. Delitzsch supposes that the wild ass is the animal denoted,

the Assyrian name being read i-ru-u, and referred to the

Arabic ^, the Hebrew "V^, " a wild ass's colt," a " wild

ass." But to this again, as it seems to me, the D.P. of the

Accadian word is opposed.

1 Arabic Dictionaries give .iUj; as " hyama mas hirsutus," and ss.

as " static- qucedain luna; constans ex exiguis sideritiis," or " tres stellulai in

Libra," but I do not know on what authority. [A. H. S.]
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The word that occupies the next place is sakh-tab-ri-ri-ga

Q^l}^{}}} i= >-]]<] >-]]<] ^yy^), in the Accadian, and

cu-za-ai (T^J yy \\ X\) in the Assyrian column. This by

Dr. F. Delitzsch is conjectured to be the " inarten-cat

"

(Marder), the Assyrian name being referred to a similar name
in Syriac, which appears to denote a " small jumping animal,"

as " a marten " or " ferret." Castell (Lex. Syriacum, Ed.

Michaelis, p. 783) adds, " animal galliins infestum" " lynx."

M. Lenormant gives no translation. The Accadian expression,

which perhaps means "bear" + *' the prey " + " seizing,"

appears to refer to the bear forcibly taking food.1 The scribe

next mentions sakh-niga (^^r^TTyy "^^> to which ma-ru-u

(pi ill! ^yil*")
answers in the Assyrian column. I see no

reason against taking this as meaning "a young male bear
"

in a literal sense. In the next line we have sakh-niga-kuru-ga

(^^]^\}]\ ^ KT^T ^Tlf*^)
m ^ie Accadian, anc* maru

dam-ku (V\ f^*-*-^ £^^Z^) in the Assyrian column. The

words mean " the young " or " small bear of good omen,"

.and I suspect are used in an astrological and astronomical

sense. After this we come again to literal bears, as " white,"

"black," " grey," and "reddish-brown." The tablet is then

broken.

Of the order Rodentia, porcupines (Hystrix cristata),

mole-rats (Spalax typhlus), abundant in the plains of

Kurdistan, are known to inhabit Assyria and the neighbouring

land, and no doubt were known to the ancient inhabitants,

though we are at present ignorant of the names by which

they were called. Different species of gerboa are found in

the plains, as the Dipus gerboa, I). jaculus, 1). sagitta,

D. pygmaits, and other undetermined species. Spermophilus

citillus, S. marmotta, the marmot, mice numerous and various;

rats (Mus decumanus) ; squirrels—abundant in the woods

—

are enumerated by Ainsworth as occurring in Assyria. But

at present we are ignorant of the Assyrian names of all

these animals. The only rodent whose name is ascertained

1 See W.A.I., II, 38, 11, where the Accadian D.P. sita ri-H-ga = Assyrian

lakidh kurbanni = taking + tax — tax-gatherer. [A. H. S.]

Vol. V. 22
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is the hare, of which two species are known to occur in

Assyrian lands, " the Turkoman hare," which haunts the

plains, and the hare of the desert, this latter probably being

the Lepus Sinaiticus. The Assyrian name of the hare is

an-na-bu (^^] >~<*~| ^*-) the arnebeih (rQwlN) of the

Hebrew Scriptures, the arneb ( ( .J .\) of the modern Arabs.

Its Accadian name is expressive of its abode, ca-zinnna

O^fcJ £^f *~H)> *-e*'

" face of the desert-" In the

bilingual tablet the hare is mentioned after the gazelle,

appropriately enough, as another swift animal of the desert.

Other species of hare may probably occur in Assyria

;

the rabbits, which Ainsworth says are rare, must be a modern
introduction, for the original home of these animals is Spain

and the Balearic islands, and they were not known at all to

the ancient Greeks as indigenous animals, nor to the Romans
before the time of Varro, who brought specimens from Spain

into Italy, where they were seen by Atheneus, A.D. 230, on

his journey from Puteoli to Naples. The rabbit, therefore

was not known to the ancient inhabitants of Assyria ; where

it does now occur in Western Asia, it must have been imported.

Of the order

Ungidata.—Amongst the Bovidce or ox family we have the

wild bull, figured on the monuments, and very frequently

mentioned in the historical and hunting records. This

animal was known to the Assyrians by the name of rirnu

C*~TTn *~^ *"^)' anc^ t° the Accadians by that of am-ii

(£l^L **-TT)> i-e ->
" the horned bull," in allusion to the size of

the horns of the animal. The rhnu is one of the most

interesting of the creatures represented on the monuments,

and it helps to establish, beyond a shadow of doubt, the

opinion of those who maintain that the so-called "unicorn
"

of the Bible is a two-horned bovine animal of great size and

ferocity. The Hebrew name of this wild bull, so unfortu-

nately translated "unicorn" by the authorised version, is

rim (DN^l), which is identical with the Assyrian rhnu. The

unicorn of our English Bible owes its origin to the Septuagint

and Vulgate versions (novoicepu><; and unicornis). In Dent,

xxxiii, 17, which contains a portion of Joseph's blessing, it is
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said, " his horns are like the horns of a reem." Our translators

seeing the contradiction involved in the expression " horns

of the unicorn,"' have rendered the Hebrew singular noun as

if it were a plural-form in the text, though they give the

correct translation in the margin. The two horns of the

reem are the ten thousand of Ephraim and the thousands

of Manasseh, and represent the two tribes which sprang

from one (viz., Joseph), just as two horns spring from

one head. The rem, then, was two-horned; it is almost

always mentioned with bovine animals ; it is said to push
with its horns. No wild ox at present exists in Palestine,

but there is no reason why, in biblical times, some great wild

species, perhaps allied to the Urus which Ceesar saw in the

Hercynian forest, should not have existed in Palestine. It is

quite possible that future investigations in that country may
result in the discovery of the remains of Bos primigenius,

Bison prisons, or some other formidable wild ox. Words to

this effect I wrote about fifteen years ago. Not long after

this Dr. Tristram visited Palestine and discovered in bone
breccia of the Lebanon five teeth, four of which were de-

clared by Boyd Dawkins to belong to Bos primigenius, the

other tooth probably to a Bison.

The description of the untarneable rem in the Book of

Job, " Will the rem (unicorn) be willing to serve thee," &c,

should be compared with Caesar's account of the fierce urus,

which I believe to be the very animal depicted on the sculp-

tures, and which he saw in the Hercynian forest :
" These uri

are scarcely less than elephants in size, but in their nature,

colour, and form, are bulls. Great is then- strength and great

their speed, nor do they spare man or beast when once they

have caught sight of him. The hunters are most careful to

kill those which they take in pitfalls, while the young men
exercise themselves by this sort of hunting, and grow
hardened by the toil. Those of them who kill most receive

great praise when they exhibit in public the horns as trophies

of their success. These uri, however, even when they are

young, cannot be habituated to man and made tractable.

The size and shape of their horns are very different from
those of our own oxen." (Caesar, Bell. Gall, vi, 28.)
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The Assyrian rimu, which is generally represented by the

Accadian arn-H (^^ ^~Tf)' nas been variously rendered

by Assyriologists as " elephant," " wild boar," " buffalo,"

" rhinoceros "
; the first is Dr. Hineks' translation, the second

Dr. Oppert's, and the third, which, though not strictly

correct, is a close approximation, is that of our own eminent

Sir Henry Rawlinson. Mr. Norris also generally translates

the word by " buffalo," though from the expression, " horned

bull," in one place, he doubtfully suggests " a rhinoceros."

Other Cuneiform scholars, as Mr. Fox Talbot, Mr. G. Smith,

uniformly render the word by a " buffalo." Mr. Sayce,

correctly, " a wild bull," though in his translation of the

inscription on the black obelisk, by an oversight, he renders

'• tusks " of wild bulls instead of " horns."

It is very interesting to find the Assyrian records

confirming the accuracy of palaeontologists. Four of the

teeth found by Dr. Tristram in bone breccia of Lebanon

were, as I have said, identified by Boyd Dawkins as belonging

to some gigantic wild ox, most probably the Bos primigenius.

Now of the king of the broken obelisk, it is expressly men-

tioned that he hunted these rtmi in the very district where

their teeth have been found.

"Wild rhni which opposite the land of the Hittites, and

at the foot of Lebanon he killed."

In the time of Tiglath-Pileser I, who was probably

king of the broken obelisk, these wild bulls must have been

somewhat numerous in certain districts ; for not only were

they often slain in hunting expeditions, but their calves were

captured alive and brought to the Royal abode at Calah or

Nineveh. In the time of the later Assyrian monarchs these

animals became scarce, for no representation of wild bull

hunting occurs on the monuments of Assur-bani-pal. The

king hunted the wild bull in his chariot, attended by horse-

men. Occasionally the wounded animal, with arrows fixed

in the body, would make a rush at the chariot, when the

monarch would seize him by the horn, and with a short,

strong sword pierce the marrow of the cervical vertebra?, which

would—as in modern Spanish bull fights—instantly bring

him to the ground. The wild bull would sometimes fight
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with the lion, as may be seen on a sculpture from Nimrud.

The long, strong horns were valued ; frequent mention is

made of them in the records, as "horns without number I

received." We learn from Caesar and Pliny that the large

horns of the urus were anxiously sought after for making

into cups to be used at splendid entertainments, or for

ornaments, the tips being bound with silver. Some such use

the Assyrians also no doubt made of them. Their skins also

were much prized, frequent mention being made of them.

Whether the large and powerful mastiff was used in wild

bull hunting does not appear from the monuments, which

give no representation of the use of dogs in this chase.

The species of wild cattle hunted by the ancient Assyrian

kings is one evidently closely allied to Bos primigenius, the

gigantic urus which the Roman armies saw when they pene-

trated the forests of Belgium and Germany. The wild bull

of the sculptures is not a bison but a bos, a genus differs

from the genus bison in certain characters, especially in the

form and size of the horns ; in the bos, the forehead, too, is

flat, in the bison it is convex. The horns of the bison are short,

those of the Assyrian bull are long and curved. Remains of

the Bos primigenius have been found in the alluvial beds of

rivers and the newer tertiary deposits of this country; in

marl-pits of Scotland, in which country Professor Owen
thinks it maintained its ground longest. If the form and

size of the horns of Bos primigenius in the British Museum be

compared with the sculptured representations of those of the

wild bull of the monuments, this similarity will be apparent.

The Assyrian wild rimu then is not a bison, neither is it a

buffalo. In this latter animal the forehead is even more

convex than in the bison, while the horns are very different

;

so, whether we look at the long-horned (Macrocerus) variety

of the wild buffalo (Arue), or the curved-horned (Spirocerus)

variety, in neither case does this animal resemble the bull of

the monuments. Again, the rimu was hunted in forests and
amongst the hills ; the wild buffalo is a swamp-loving animal,

and, like its domestic relation, loves to wallow in marshes, in

which it sometimes lies buried up to the head. The original

home of the Indian buffalo appears to have been India, in the
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swampy jungles of which country it found a congenial home.

I do not think it occurred west of the Indus in the time oi

the Assyrians. According to Cuvier, the buffalo, now so

much used as a beast of burden in the East and West, was

not introduced into Europe before the Middle Ages, though

its introduction into Western Asia was probably anterior to

that date. No buffalo was known to the ancient Greeks and

Romans. The /3ov/3aXos or bubalis of classical authors is

clearly some species of antelope, the Alcephalus bubalis of

modern zoologists. Considering the weight of evidence,

whether pictorial, historical, palseontological, or etymological,

I think there is not the slightest doubt that the rimu

(*-W<\ >=B *"^) °f ^ie Assyrian language, the am-6i (£l^
**~f{)

of the Accadian, is the rem (DfcO) of the Hebrew Bible, and

that the particular species of wild cattle indicated is the

Bos primigenius of Boyanus and Cuvier. This animal is

figured on the sculptures with much spirit ; the strong and

thick, long curved horns are well drawn ; it is generally, if

not always, represented with a hump on the back, reminding

one in tins respect of the Indian zebu, but there are no

osteological differences between the zebu and the common
Bos taurus, with its numerous varieties ; and even steps of

transition, from the complete absence of the shoulder hump
to the well-developed hump in the Indian zebu may be seen

in some other breeds, as, for instance, in the thickened

shoulder of the Italian breed, which also, in point of colour,

somewhat resembles the zebu. I have already mentioned

(in Part I, p. 42) that the long-horned variety of the domestic

cattle of the Assyrians, both in possessing the hump more or

less developed, and in the form of their horns, resemble the

wild ox or rimu. Was the Bos primigenius in any way the

origin of the Assyrian domestic breed? I think it very

probable.

The gigantic living wild ox of the primitive forests of

India, the Bos gaur, is a magnificent animal, worthy of being

compared with the Bos primigenius, now extinct. I think if

could hardly have been known to the Assyrians, as it probably

did not occur west of the Indus.

Passing from the Bovidce to the Capridce, or goat family,
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we know that the wild goat (Capra oegagrus, Gm.) is common
through Asia Minor and Persia, extending eastward as far as

Scinde. It must have been a very well known species, and
frequently limited by the Assyrian kings. I am not aware,

however, of any representation of this wild goat on the

monuments. The species occasionally figured is doubtless

the Asiatic ibex, viz., the Capra Sinaitica, Ehrenb., which has

a wide geographical range, being found in North Africa

Arabia Petrasa, Palestine. Ainsworth mentions the stembock

(Capra ibex, Lin.) as occurring in the Taurus. But this

species is not found out of Em-ope. The C. Caucasica, or

Bouquetin du Caucase, Cuv., though perhaps for the most part

confined to the Caucasus, was probably not unknown to the

Assyrians. The species, however, best known would be

the C. oegagrus and the C. Sinaitica. There are several

Assyrian words which evidently denote goats or wild goats

;

these are /|>- *-Ty<T T— arme, in the plural number, a-tu-du,

tsap-pa-ru, and ya-e-li. As some of these words have been

considered in the first part of my subject, I will merely refer

back, and say that I think the arme refers to herds of the

Capra oegagrus, that a-tu-du I take to be the ordinary word
for the domestic he-goat ; the tsap-pa-ru, which in the

Accadian is called " the strong horn-raiser," may be the wild

he-goat, C. oegagrus, individually, and the ya-eli herds of the

Western Asiatic Ibex, C, Sinaitica. It was Dr. Hincks who
first suggested that arme meant " wild goats," the Assyrian

word being referred to the Syriac arno, " Capra Rupicula,"

" Hircus Sylvestris," " a wild goat." The Assyrian ya-e-li

(^tz\l( >=y y
>^g=yy) clearly must be referred to the Hebrew

^t (y^0> Properly translated " wild goats " in our version.

The Hebrew animal-name is from the root T^, " to ascend,"

i.e., " the climbing animal." The Vulgate renders the Hebrew
word by " ibexes," and probably this is the exact meaning of

the word. Chamois are rock-climbers, and go in herds like

the ibex. But though they are found in the Caucasus in

very large numbers, as a recent traveller has told us, these

caprine antelopes are not found elsewhere in Western A sin.

Dr. F. Delitzsch doubtfully suggests '-the chamois" to be
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denoted by the Assyrian di-ta-nu (^Y»ip £*E| T | *jf~}->
or

^*U. y; <t^ ideograpbically in the Accadian column. He

compares a somewhat similar Arabic word as the name of

some kind of chamois. Perhaps the chamois was known to

the ancient Assyrians, though it is not possible to say by

what name.

The best known wild sheep in Assyria is the Caprovis

orientalis, Armenian sheep. The true Oris ammon (Lin.) of

the Altai has its representative in the 0. Arkal of Blasius from

the east of the Caspian ; it is, however, a much smaller

animal. The rass or roosh, Ovis polii, a gigantic species of

wild sheep with enormous horns, circularly twisted, which

inhabits the plains of Pamer, east of Bokhara, 16,000 feet

above the sea level, is called by Blythe the Ovis sculptorum,

as though the 0. polii were a domesticated variety of

0. aries. The rass, however, is a wild sheep ; it is

mentioned by Marco Polo. Recently another gigantic wild

sheep, Thien Shan Ovis, has been obtained by Colonel

Gordon's party, which may be distinct from 0. polii. If this

species was ever known to the Accadians, one would expect

a name describing its wonderful horns.

We now leave the goats and sheep and come to the deer

family, or Cervidiv. Two species of deer are represented on

the monuments : a spotted deer, apparently with horns more

or less palmated, and a species which resembles the common

stag of Europe ( Cervus elaphus, Lin.). Ainsworth says that the

fallow deer {Cervus dama) is common in some parts of Taurus,

and states a report that the stag (C. elaphus) occurs in the

same districts ; he also says that the roe-buck ( Cervus

capreolus) is not uncommon. The spotted deer of the

monuments is generally considered to be the fallow deer,

which is known to occur in the south of Asia Minor, but it is

a question whether the spotted deer of the sculptures may

not also include the Cervus Mesopotamicus recently described

by Sir Victor Brooke. The figure of a spotted deer without

horns amidst reeds appears to represent a young individual,

in which case it would be impossible to identify the species,

because the young of all deer are spotted, with the exception

of the typical Rusine deer, reindeer and elk. There is
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another spotted adult deer, namely, the Cervus axis, with
non-palmate horns, but this species does not occur west of

Hindostan, and would not have been known to the Assyrians.

The figures on the monuments are not drawn with sufficient

accuracy for us to determine the exact species of spotted

deer. In Sir Victor Brooke's Cervus Mesopotamicus the horns

are palmated not far from the base; from the posterior

corner of this palm "a strong cylindrical beam" rises,

terminating in three well-developed tines. In Cervus damn,
the fallow deer, the horns are at first (i.e., near the bur)

cylindrical, the upper portion being broadly flattened and
palmated. This new deer described by Sir Victor Brooke is

closely allied to the Cervus dama, but is clearly a distinct

type. A figure of a spotted deer on a Babylonian cylinder,

showing horns palmated at the top, would seem to represent

the fallow deer rather than the Cervus Mesopotamicus. There
is also a bas-relief representing a deity holding a spotted

deer in his hands. The horns in this case too are palmated

at the top ; but the large, oval, regularly arranged spots

would rather suggest the Cervus Mesopotamicus. Probably

both types or species were known to the Assyrians. The
C. Mesopotamicus is found in Khuzistan and Luristan,

countries at the north of the Persian gulf. 1

The other non-spotted deer of the monuments is no

doubt a species closely allied to the Cervus elaphus of

Europe, which is known to occur in Asia Minor. Generally

speaking, the sculptures show animals with very large horns
;

a stag on a terra-cotta fragment has the horns enormously

developed. A stag, which may be a variety of the Cervus

1 " This new species of deer," Sir Victor Brooke remarks, " presents a type

of horn which stands unique amongst existing Cervidce." He adds—" Notwith-

standing the fact that the minor groups into which the existing Cervidee naturally

fall, is in a certain measure indicated by certain peculiarities in the external

configuration of the horns of the various species, the strong resemblance between

the skulls and general appearance of the new species to common fallow deer,

leaves no room for doubt as to their close affinity, whilst in the form of the horns

they differ widely. If this view be correct, it follows that, although of great

general utility to the zoologist, the external configuration of the horns alone

cannot be considered as a crucial test amongst the Cervidce." (Proceedings Zool.

Soc. for 1875, p. 265.)
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elaphus, was seen by Lord Arthur Hay in the mountains of

Assyria, the horns of which are described as being larger

than those of the wapiti. Then, again, there is the Cervus

IVallichii, Cuv., the mdral, or Persian deer, an allied species,

which has also very large horns. Of the Rusine section the

Cervus Caspicus (Brooke, Proc. Zool. Soc, 1874, p. 42), from

Talisch, south-west of the Caspian, occurs, whose horns

resemble those of Cervus axis. These may all have been

known to the ancient inhabitants of Mesopotamia ; the deer

figured on the monuments would probably be the Cervus

elaphus (Vera), or the C. Wallichii, the general characters of

which resemble the common stag of Europe.

By what names were these two species of deer known to

the Assyrians and Accadians? In the bilingual tablet

we find in the Accadian column the sign clara f^TTtlTT)}

winch in the Assyrian column is represented by tu-ra-llni

(>-£^y ^zTT *~Y<T). I consider both these words to repre-

sent " deer " in a general sense, perhaps even including

antelopes. The Assyrian word Dr. F. Delitzsch refers to the

Arabic erakh, -\,\ ' or arkhon, -A* which Freytag gives

Bos Mas, juvencus, antilope, the letter t in turakhu being the

formative of the noun. Next follow dara-bar (^TT^rTT >¥-)

and ai-lu
(fy

Ty T^IJ) in the respective columns. Now
har (>¥-), amongst a number of meanings, has that of

"striped," "spotted," or "mottled"; hence dara-bar in

Accadian is literally translated " the spotted deer," and

when we see how plainly the Assyrian sculptor represented

the spots on the deer he figured, and how conspicuous these

spots are on the animals themselves, whether the species be

the fallow deer or Sir V. Brooke's new Mesopotamian species,

we see how appropriate is the Accadian name. The Assyrian

nila is clearly the Hebrew ayydl ^^), a "stag," or "hart."

The dara-bar-kak (^IJ^JJ Hf- >z^)-> with which the Assyrian

na-ai-lu (*~^] Ty |y I^U)' ano^ner form of ailx, is equated,

is "the male spotted deer." Next in the tablet follows, in

the Accadian place, dara-klialrkhalrla (^JT^TJ »**- *-*- *~^T)'
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and YY, or " ditto " (nailu), in the Assyrian. Now khal-khal-la

denotes " impetuosity," " violence," " fury-making." The

name khal-khal (*~*~ *~*~\ in Assyrian gararu sa me, " violent

rushing of waters," is one of the names of the Tigris ; so

here in dara- khal-khal-la we have a large and dangerous deer,

such as Cervus elaphas, or the mdral, the males of which,

especially at one period of the year, are often savage, and

when wounded are formidable opponents. The idea embodied

in the Accadian word lias often been most admirably repre-

sented by the late Sir E. Landseer in well-known pictures.

The Assyrian monuments represent the capture of these large

deer; men surrounded portions of a forest with large and

strong nets, into which the animals were driven, or they

were shot with bow and arrow. The dog used in chasing

the wild deer was the large mastiff used in hunting the wild

asses. In the chase of the dara-khal-khal-la, whether of the

large horned variety of the Cervus elaphus or the Persian

Mdral stag, a powerful dog was necessary, for a stag at bay

is a formidable antagonist to any kind of dog. The habit of

the stag's taking to water when hard pressed has been

noticed by the Assyrian sculptor, and has been depicted on a

slab from Koyunjik. The nets used in deer-hunting were of

course of strong material, the meshes were large. A portion

of forest was enclosed by a net, which was,, secured by

poles and pegs, and men outside the net attended to any

poles and pegs that might have been loosened by the rush of

a terror-stricken stag ; beaters inside, probably forming a line

as in modern cover shooting, would drive the animals into

the nets, where they would be killed by arrows or spears.

The Antelopece or antelope-group is represented in Assyria

and neighbouring lands by several species ; there is the white

antelope {Oryx leucoryx) of North Africa and Egypt, in the

capture of which the ancient Egyptians used a particular

breed of dog named mahut, which, with the determinative

affix of an antelope, means " dog of the white antelope."

(Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch., Vol. IV, p. 172.) The Alcephalus

bubalis, Addax nasomaculatus, Saiga Tartarica, Gazella dorcas,

G. subgutturosa, G. muscatensis, Oryx beatrix, also occur in

Western Asia. The only sculptural representation that we
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find on the Assyrian monuments is the gazelle, whose lyrate

horns proclaim the species, to be either Gazella dorcas (Vera),

or G. subgutturosa. The former species occur in the deserts

north of the Persian Gulf; the G. subgutturosa is found in

the same localities, and is said to be commoner. The hunted

gazelles of the sculptures, though drawn with a good deal of

spirit, are too robust and goat-like, the horns are too massive

and too long. The animals no doubt are intended for

gazelles, though the goat-like form has misled some writers

to regard them as ibexes. Although the gazelle is generally

considered as an animal of the deserts, it will also frequent

rocks. Tristram noticed gazelles on the rocks of Engedi

amongst wild goats, and probably the Assyrians would also

find the gazelle in similar situations. The favourite mode of

hunting the gazelle in the East is by hawk and greyhound.

Layard speaks of "the pursuit of the gazelle with the falcon

and hound over the boundless plains of Assyria and

Babylonia as one of the most exhilarating and graceful

of sports, displaying equally the qualities of the horse, the

dog, and the bird." (Nin. and Bab., p. 482.) Such a combined

method was probably unknown to the ancient inhabitants,

Avho very likely set huntsmen to wait in ambush, and others

to drive them within shot. Perhaps also the greyhound

was employed in the chase of the gazelle. The bilingual

list furnishes us with the Accadian word, or rather

ideogram, for a gazelle, which was >X~ (bar). This character

is known to possess several meanings, and I do not know

what particular one we ought to attach to the gazelle, but

the fact that it is the representative of the Assyrian tsabi

(11 ^), which is identical with the Hebrew tsebi (^^)>

seems to place beyond doubt that >^- (bar) is the Accadian for

'•the gazelle." In the following column we have BAR-KAK
(JL- 5p\ which we are told to read (£ffl *^"TTT) ni-ta, i.e.,

" male " ; it is represented in the Assyrian column by the

word da-as-su (^-T| £^E jJjT)' with which may be compared

the Hebrew dish on ("p^l), a species of bounding gazelle

or other antelope. Another Accadian word for an antelope
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is ^^ >T- £T, amar (?) nita ; it is compared with the

Assyrian u-za-luv (jiYTYf: II T^)' which is identical with

the Arabic Jlii' gazdl, our own English word "gazelle."

Though perhaps some of the larger antelopes mentioned

above were known to the Assyrians in their hunting ex-

peditions, or seen by them in their war marches, the small

gazelles alone seem to be mentioned in the bilingual list, and

were perhaps the species most familiar to the people. The
large antelope-like beast represented on the black obelisk in

company with the one-horned rhinoceros, which it equals, or

even surpasses, in height and strong build, resembles no

existing antelope. Its decidedly lyrate horns remind one

of the antelope (Procapra gutturosa, Gray) of Thibet and

Mongolia. Probably this animal, and the rhinoceros and

the bull with crescent horns, were all drawn from memory.

The Equidce or horse-family are represented on the

sculptures by the wild asses alone. The zebras and the

quagga are not met with out of the continent of Africa.

Three species at least of wild ass have been described. The
Equus (Asinus) Hemionus (the kiang, the wild ass of Thibet)

is found in herds in the high table-lands of that country at

an altitude of 15,000 feet or more above the sea level. The

kiang now in the Regent's Park Zoological Gardens has been

there since June, 1859, having been brought there by Major

Hay (see Proc. Zoolog. Soc, 1859, p. 353). The kiang neighs

like a horse. These asses "herd in droves, fly at a trot,

stop, and look back" (H. Smith, Equidse, p. 286). Confining

themselves to the high plateau of Thibet, these wild asses

would not come within the cognizance of the Assyrian people.

I pass then to the Equus (Asinus) hemippus, the wild ass of

Assyria, which is perhaps not really specifically distinct from

the Equus (Asimis) onager, also an inhabitant of the Asiatic

deserts. The wild ass of the sculptures has, as I have before

observed, p. 49, a more horse-like appearance than the

natural wild animal really possesses. The large mastiff was

used in the chase of these animals, which were hunted by

men on horseback armed with bows and arrows. Stratagem

was no doubt employed, for neither the Assyrian horses nor
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dogs would have much chance in the open plain of over-

taking an animal so excessively swift. The sculptures

represent young ass-foals together with their dams ; it is not

improbable that they were hunted at this time for the sake

of the flesh of tbe young animals, which the huntsman would

find no difficulty in capturing, whilst parental fondness

would render the poor mothers a comparatively easy prey.

Mr. Layard (Nineveh and its Remains, I, p. 324, note) thus

speaks of these wild asses :
—

" The reader will remember that Xenophon mentions

these beautiful animals, which he must have seen during his

march in these very plains. He faithfully describes the

country and the animals and birds which inhabit it, as they

are to this day, except that the ostrich is not now to be

foimd so far north. ' The country,' says he, ' was a plain

throughout, as even as the sea, and full of wormwood ; if

any other kinds of shrubs or trees grew there, they had all

an aromatic smell, but no trees appeared. Of wild creatures,

the most numerous were wild asses, and not a few ostriches

besides bustards and roe-deer (gazelles), which our horsemen

sometimes chased. The asses, when they were pursued,

having gained ground of the horses, stood still (for they

exceeded them much in speed), and when these came up

with them, they did the same thing again, so that our

horsemen could take them by no other means but by

dividing themselves into relays, and succeeding one another

in the chase. The flesh of those that were taken was like

that of red deer, but more tender.' (Anab. i, c. 5.) Infleet-

ness they equal the gazelle, but to overtake them is a feat

which only one or two of the most celebrated mares have

been able to accomplish. The Arabs sometimes catch the

foals during the spring and bring them up with milk in their

tents. I endeavoured in vain to obtain a pair. They are of

rich fawn-colour, almost pink. The Arabs still eat their

Been."

The Elephantiada>. A figure of the Indian elephant

(Elephas Indicus) (fairly enough executed, with the exception

of the erect horse-like ears) is found on the black obelisk of

Shalmaneser. The animal forms part of the tribute of the
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country of the Armenian Muzri. The same epigraph mentions
as the other tribute double-backed camels, an ox of the river

'Saceya, horses, mules, and apes.

The epigraph is as follows :

—

ET ~TT -eel V ? -^ *-w HTM
ma - da - tu sa mat Mu - uz - ri

The tribute of the country of the Muzri,

D.P. gamali sa su - na - ai

rfs of which double (are)camels

sftw<y~ntwtsi n & 4s <iej tyfcER
tsi - ri si - na al - ap D.P. nahr Sa - ci - e - ya

their bach, an ox- of the river 'Saceya,

£%e ^ e^TT h« *T- e-!T ^T< **=T -IT* T? -<T<

D.P. susi pi - ra - ti ba - zi -a- ti

horses, mules, elephants (and)

u - du - mi am - khar

apes I received.

The elephant does not now occur in Western Asia, though
it may have been found there formerly, but as apes are

mentioned together with elephants, there can be no doubt, I

think, that the Armenian Muzri had themselves received both
kinds of animals from India.

The word in the Assyrian language, which occurs only

in the epigraph of the black obelisk, and which is sup-

posed to denote " elephants," is ba-zi-a-ti (*~^f '-YT'^ Tr "^I*)-

Mr. Norris writes, "the Heb. TQ would indicate some pre-

daceous animal, or this may be an animal living hi muddy and
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marshy places, from \l% possibly the hippopotamus."

(Assyr. Diet, i, p 79.) I think there is much reason to believe

that elephants are intended, for the animal itself is figured on
the monument, and so strange a creature would surely be
mentioned by name. If we refer the Assyrian word to the

Hebrew TEl (bdzaz), " to take as spoil," " to seize," the idea

of " the seizing animal " may well be applied to an elephant,

with its prehensile trunk and its finger-like appendage, by
means of which it can pick or take hold of the smallest

substance.

The Rhinoceros is most probably alluded to by the
expression " ox of the river 'Saceya," alap nahr 'Sa-ci-e-ya,

MKI «=T Vt & *m <M -I? -BfO- The figure of the

one-homed animal, with its bull-like form, as depicted on the

obelisk, and its one thick horn standing erect from its fore-

head, can be intended for nothing else than a rhinoceros.

Where the river 'Sacieya may be I know not. The geo-
graphical range of existing Asiatic rhinoceroses corresponds
nearly with that of the Indian elephant ; and the country
from which the latter came would probably be that from
which the rhinoceros came, viz., India. It was not an un-
common thing for the ancients to call a large animal " an
ox." When the Romans first saw the elephant in the army
of Pyrrhus in Lucania, they gave it the name of Bos Luca,
" the Lucanian ox," as Lucretius says :

—

" Inde boves Lucas turrito corpore tetros

Anguimanos, belli docuerunt viilnera Pceni

Sufferre, et magnas Marti turbare catervas."

—

(De Eer. Nat. V. 1301).

"Next the Pceni taught the horrible Lucanian oxen, with
towered body and snake-like hand, to endure the wounds of

war and to throw into confusion the mighty ranks of Mars."

With the expression "snake-like hand" I will ask you to

compare the idea implied in the Hebrew word TT2, " to

seize," or " take hold of."

Suidce.—Of this family the common wild boar (Sus scrofa)

is the only known inhabitant of Assyrian lands, where it is
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numerous. It is rarely represented on the sculptures, and

nowhere as an animal of the chase. On a slab in the British

Museum, which contains a deer and two hinds in a thicket,

may also be seen, amongst similar tall reeds, a wild sow
accompanied by eight or nine little ones, one of which is

drawn in the act of sucking. All the figures are executed with

spirit and truth. Whether the ancient Assyrian monarchs

ever engaged in the exhilarating sport of pig-sticking,

as practised in modern India, one cannot say, but no such

reference or representation occurs on the monuments, so far

as I believe is known at present. The boar of Asia Minor,

of which there is a skull in the British Museum, and which

Dr. Gray says is " very distinct from the skulls of the wild

boars of Germany, is named by Gray, Sus Libycus (Proc.

Zoolog. Soc, 1868, p. 31) ; he also thinks that the wild boar

of Palestine may be referred to this species. Perhaps they are

both varieties of the common Sus scrofa, which has a very

wide geographical range. It is well known that the number

of the vertebrae in the hog is subject to variation ; similarly

the form of the skull may vary in different individuals.

The Hebrew name of the wild boar is ("VJD") khazir,

and khanzir in Arabic. No Assyrian word, I believe, is

known as yet ; one would expect such a word as kha-zi-ru

(ff< -fl* W)-
Of the order Cete, containing the whales and porpoises

(the Balanidw Catodontida? and Delphinidce), as known to

the old Assyrians, there is very little to say. No figuie

of a cetaceous mammal occurs on the sculptures, but I

think Mr. Fox Talbot is correct in rendering the Assyrian

word *~^"T -<^ ^TTl (na-khi-ru) by " dolphin." The late

Mr. Norris conjecturally translates "a narwhal" (Monodon

monosceros), an animal of the Polar Seas, which, though it has

been rarely found as far south as the north of Scotland, would

be quite out of its element in the Mediterranean Sea.

The king of the broken obelisk is said to have sailed in

ships of Arvad, and to have " killed a nakhiru in the Great

(or Mediterranean) Sea." The same king received, amongst

other tribute from the conquered lands of Tyre, Sidon,

Vol. Y. 23
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Phoenicia, and Arvad, "teeth of nakhiri, the produce of the

sea." (W.A.I., I. pi. xxv, line 88.)

ISeni na -khi- ri bi-nu-ut tehamti

Teeth of nakhiri the produce of the sea,

ET ~TT £TTT I * z& ^£
ma- da - ta -su-mi am - khar

their tribute I received.

Some marine creature which possessed teeth large enough

to have been valued, either for the ivory or for ornaments,

as necklaces, perhaps, is clearly denoted. M. Oppert thought

that seal-skins are meant. Seals, though occurring in some

parts of the Mediterranean, and in the Caspian Seas, would

hardly be found near the coast of Phoenicia. The Assyrian

word is referred by Mr. Fox Talbot to a Syriac word for

" a nostril," and as this organ, or the blow-hole of cetaceans

occupies a prominent situation on the upper part of the

head, the name would be appropriate enough; the nakhir

tehamti means the " nostril animal of the sea." The

porpoises and the dolphins generally have small teeth, but

in some species they are large enough to have been of value.

In early times some species of sperm whale, as the Physeter

macrocephalus, might have been found in the Mediterranean.

The teeth of the Catodontida? are large and powerful, and of

commercial value. These whales and the dolphins are

closely allied, and I do not think that the Assyrian name
can be better rendered than by " dolphin " or " grampus,"

leaving the species, whether amongst the Delphinzdce or

Catodontida' undecided.
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Record of a Hunting Expedition of Tiglath-Pileser I.

ClRC. B.C. 1120 to 1100.

From a Broken Obelisk in the British Museum.

(W.A.I. I, Plate 28.)

'• Hf tff hi <vm -t <t- ^t v m -ay
D.P. Nin - ip va D.P. Si - du sa idluta

Ninip and Nergal, ivho bravery

i - ra -mu bu - h - ir tseri

love the beasts of the field

'*. *#= Vm -E& •* M e! >- i=T -ffl T^ V
u - sa - at - li - mu - su - va ina D.P. elappi sa

have entrusted to him, and in ships of

- <T- HTT<T ET ESTT T? ^T?
D.P. 'Ar -va- da -a- ya

Arvad

ir - cab na -khi- ra ina tehamti rab-te

he rode

;

a dolphin in the great sea

££ t£\ E*V£Y

i - du - uc

he slew.
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rimi abati su - tu - ru - te ina

Wild bulls destructive (and) fine in

D.P. A - ra - zi - ki

£/t<3 city af Araziki

5. v * -T ^ \\< *T *T <HSJ - <~
sa pa -an D.P. kha- at - te va ina nir

which (is) opposite the land of the Hittites and at the foot of

* m ^ Tf Sfr *g <=yj*

D.P. Lib - na - a - ni i - due

Lebanon lie slew.

6 . ^ .yy<y y^ _j*y* mey ^y y t^.h-
mu - ri pal - dhu - te sa rimi

The young alive of the wild bidls

cyyyt ?? ^y - ^yyy
u -tsa- ab - bi - ta

he took

;

- %£tt «±y -et i? *y jy * ~y<y* c:
6u - gul - la - a - te - su - nu ik - zur

<Ag property of them he collected;

s^ tyyy~ - cy <^y jy
rimi (am - si) ina D.P. mitpani su

the wild bulls with his how
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s. *p: tfflfe tyyr ^ vyy f*. ^=y« jhej ^y
u - sam - kit rimi pal - dhu - te

he killed

;

the wild bulls (which) alive

ii -tsa- ab - bi - ta

/ig captured

» I? ^T -tTT J! h r? -v -t- -^ IT J! <T~

a - na ala su A-sur lib - la sanie su - si

to his city of Asur he brought; two soss (120)

nesi ina lib - bi su

of lions with his heart

"> HHf*<l* - EIBMHn^ T- EaTI@M<
ic - di itia ki - it - ru -ub mi- id - hi - ti

strong, in the attack of his bravery,

su ina ruqubi su pa - at - tu - te

in his chariot open,

ii. >_ <^}«* JJ >- ^ - ^ ^ ^
ina niri su ina D.P. pa-ruv-khi i - duo

on his feet, with a club he sleiv

:

nesi

lions
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12. - cy xm A--] £& ^T b=TTT«= b=TYT«= ^TTT

ina D.P. nir h - am - te u - sam - kit

with a spear he killed.

A* V ft V- W ~~ sflfc -EET

khar - sa - a - nu ea - qu - u - tu

Forests thick

,3. Pyj *y~ ssff s?- A~T HfM £T V-

e - pi - is bu - h ri su - nu

/o ?na£e (/mni) their game

ic - bi - u - ni - su ina yumat

had called him. On days

•*• m *-W tETT - *V Mfif £1 -YY<T *T~

cu - uts - tsi kkal- pi - e su - ri - pi

of storms varying (and) of heat

;

- *y t*. tet ^ *T- 4HM
ina yumat ni - pi - ikli

in the days of the rising

cacabi kak- 6i - di sa ci -ma em

of £/*£ star Cacsidi which is like bronze

3= t^ ^T - \* ~V, - AMI!
i - tsu - du ina D.P. E -be- ikli

/te /mrZ hunted in the country of Ebihh
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i6. v *W E-TT * * Tf ?? T- -TM *
mat U - ra - se mat A - za - mi - ri mat

the country of Urase, Azamiri

Hf ^ ^y x* ^ -TT^ B£T s*m
An -kur- na mat Pi - zi - it - ta

./Incurna Pizitta

" ? 'MHit *T v -m <h *fl -TT<T

mat Pi iz mat Ca - si - ya - ri

the country of Pi ... . iz, in the country of Casiyari

\>S V ? HI If -V y ??< If
~r\

matani sa mat A-sur mat Kha- a - na

provinces of the land of Assyria and Kliana,

is- *w <i* ? mm t- -if <h©^ ^
sid - di mat Lu - la - mi - e va matani

the borders of the land of Lulume, and the provinces

sa matati Na - i - ri

0/ the lands of Nairn

;

19 <MW T- f* -«T e^I Tf A T*
ar - me tu - ra - a - kbi

wild goats deer

^T If -£gJT h-
na - a - li

spotted stags
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ya - e - li iua 6a - di - ra - a - te

ibexes in herds

*TT> *T Aft T- 4~m
n - te - im - mi - ikh

he took;

« *£TT «IT -£T If ^ JT + -W <~
6u - gul - la - a - te su - nu ik - zur

the property of them lie collected

s=TTT«= V C: -TT- <T- *-£TT *
u - sa - lid mar - si - 6u - nu

/te brought forth ; their young ones

m El -IT- <T~ B^T © -EH *n RF T-
ci -ma mar - si - it D.P. tsi - e - ni

/{£<? i/jg young of sheep

Aft* OHfMT*
im - nu nim - ri

he counted; leopards

23. <~ <r£ tff h» I? -H ]f*« TT srfcRH
mi - di - ni a - 6i sanie dabi

tigers jackals two bears

fy .yyy y^,

iz - zi

strong
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MAL - zir - KHUI i - due irairi zin - na (tseri)

he slew, wild asses

* <HeIJ + !f= H* BfcJ + &TT T^
va tsabi LIG - BAR - Rl (akhi)

awe? gazelles, hyenas

*TT 44f v -TT<T^
si - im - kur- ri

u - sam - kit bur -khi- is par - ra - te

he killed

;

antelopes wild cattle

te -se - ni D.P. dam - gari

the huntsmen

is - pur il - qu - u - ni par- ra - a - te

(whom) he sent they had taken

;

the wild cattle

ik - zur u - sa - lid

he collected, he brought together
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28. ^[ <tT| ^1 T? *! J! * tfflH %» Hf< jt
6u - gul - la - a - te su - nu nisi mati su

the property of them ; the men of his country

*W * Id! Hffl

u -se - ib - ri

Ae caused to feed

;

29. ^ £*= ^TTT El- s^TTT HMf* -£!! W
pa -khum - ta rab - ta nam - su - kha

a black great crocodile

karan nahri u -ma - mi sa tihamti

scfl^/ (beast) of the river; (and) animals of the sea

*>• eT- *T « V •* *HM HTY<T =1? *#= ¥K -El

rab-te fermat Mu- uz - ri -e u -se-bi-la

<7r«ai, i/te &t«# of Egypt caused to be brought

;

stiff** V Jl *flfc*HHM
nisi mati su u - se - ib - ri

the men of his country lie caused to feed

;

3.. *fl *y E^T -HI- ET T? T- ET AH <T*
6i - te - it u -ma -a -me ma- li - di

(as to) the rest of the animals numerous,

<T~m ^t<TT— Hf*n HM^fTM V
va itsturi same mut -tab- ri sa

and birds of the heaven winged which
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32. >- ^-4-fm^ fcU^^I >MH^T
ina bu - h - ur tseri ip -se - it qa - ti su

among the beasts of the field (were) the work of his hands,

sumi su-uu it - ti u -ma- me

^AeiV names ivith the animals

™- [^ ei an u -el ^ *jn <k ^ ji *
[matima- da] -a la sadh- ru mi -nu su-nu

o/ £/*6 country for multitude were not xoritten ; their number

^M< <^^^T HfSfr^T
it - ti mi -nu-te an - ni - te

with those (former) numbers

[la sadh] - ru e - zib matati ci - sit - ti

were not written ; he left the countries the acquisition

qa - ti - su kharrani naciri

of his hand; roads strange

dhaba ina ruqubi su va mar-tsa

the good (places) in his chariot and the difficult

ina niri sn

on his feet
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se
- mm -!M -^ © ET «= ST Jt v-

[at] tal - la - en va tab - da - su - nu

he had marched and their destruction

s=<TT £f ^
is - cu - nu
/te Aa^ effected

«• mm m -t ^t n ^t ^i v ^ s
su an - na - a - te la sa - khi - ir

these not penetrating

matatu

countries

is - tu alu Duban sa

from the city Duban of

(Ac) ca - di - i

Accad

« il«l§m v T? A£ ~TT<T

mat A- khar - ri

country of the West {Palestine)
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Notes.

LINE

1. Sidu, Accadian, "he who marches in front" ; a name of

Nergal associated with Ninip in hunting expeditions.

£*lIT <<<If
(miS-su), Accadian "strength" + "to

increase " = idluta, " heroism," " bravery ": i-ra-mu,

from Dm, "to love."

Buhur, cf. Heb. T^, " beasts."

2. U-sa-at-li-mu-su, 3rd plur. shaphel, from talamu, to

" entrust," " confer," with pronom. suffix ; elappi

(Accad. ma-mes), "ships"; cf. Chald. NQ?N, "a ship."

3. ircab, 3rd sing, aorist kal from ra-ca-bu, " to ride "; cf.

Heb. ^5"), to ride, ^H, and the Assyrian ruqubu, "a

chariot."

Nakhira, "a grampus," "a whale," or "dolphin," or other

allied cetacean. Mr. Fox Talbot thus rightly, I think,

translates the word, referring it to the Syriac |; i mJ,

nakhira, "a nostril," in reference to the animal's

" blow-hole."

A-ab-ba, Accad. = Assyrian tehamtu, "the sea"; cf. Heb.

Din;?.

Rabti, cf. Heb. ^1 , great, large.

Iduc, "he slew," 3rd sing, aorist fr. dacu, "to smite," "to

kill." Heb. frO^ and rtTT.
T T XT

4. ^^^ }«< rimi, " wild bulls," plur. of £ljA , in Accad. am,

"a bull," often with the syll. si ^TT, "a horn," in allu-

sion to the great size and strength of the animal's horns.

Cf. Heb. DSH reem, and D"H reim, from DN") ,
" to be

high."

(iz^< T \<*< mon. = abatu, "to destroy." See Sayce, Assy.

Sam, No. 375. Cf. Heb. "O^, "to destroy."
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Suturute. Compare Heb. "^FT, " to abound," " to be

superior."

6. Mu-ri = maru= J:^ " a son." Paldhuti, cf. Heb. tt?5,

"to slip away," "to escape." Hence in war "one who
has escaped alive."

U-tsa-ab-bi-ta, " he took," 3rd sing, pael from tsa-ba-tu

(j j ^y ^^T)
" to take'"

" seize>" witn a
>

the

augment of motion.

7. >^yy <%LT ^T Tf ^T Su-gul-la-a-te, "property,"

"possessions"; cf. Heb. H73P (segullah), from ^D,
" to acquire."

Ik-zur, " he collected," from ka-tsa-ru ; cf. Heb- "12|? " to

reap," "gather."

8. U-sam-kit, " he caused to kill," 3rd sing, aorist shaphel

from ma-ka-tu (£|Y ^LY *-^Y), " to destroy."

10. ^t >-^y ub-la, " he brought," 3rd sing, aorist kal from

y^ *~^-\ ^H abalu, "to bring," with augment of motion.

Tc-di, "strong," perhaps borrowed from Accadian.

Ci-it-rub, from kirib, "the inside," "middle"; cf. Heb.

ITl(?j and the verb *~Jl][^J Bt-^i] ^*" ca-ra-bu, and

1^(7, "to approach" (an ithpeal derivative), "to be near."

Mi-id-lu-ti, a form of idlutu, as in line 1, Math m formative.

Pdt-tu-te, " open "
; cf. HJ1Q ,

" to open."

11. ^ $p ^- ^ Pa-ru(v)-khi, or tf V*~ »- ^
bu-ru-khi, "a club"; cf. Heb. PP"^ •

12. Nir-h-am-te, perhaps allied to the Heb. Hftl, "a javelin."

Kliarsdnu, Heb. ttTNl , " a forest."

Sa-qu-tu, Accadian saku, " high," " deep."

13. Epis, construct of e-pi-su "to make."

Ik-bi-u-ni-su, 3rdplur. from kabu, with conditional suffix ni.

14. Cu-nts-tsi, gen. sing, of cu-uts-tsu (^f V^T^T t*"^)»

"a storm," " thunder"; cf. Arab. u ^..
,

-,<, > kasis.

Khalpe. cf. Heb. *\?T\ " to pass through," " to change."
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Suripi, " heat," from ^ B^YT V"^ sa-ra-pu, " to bum."

Heb. ^"1^; Mr. Sayce, however, connects this word

with urpdti, " rain," " mist."

NipiTch TO2 ,
" to dawn," " to rise."

15. Yj:£;y>->-T, Accadian mul = Assyrian cacabu, Heb. ^315,

"a star."

Kak-sidi, i.e., "making prosperity"; see Sayce's Astron.

and Astrol., Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch., Vol. Ill, p. 170.

KIEf ^T c^ma
'

"^e " = ^e^' ^?* ^ie coP^ reads

Y^EY ^Y cu-ma ; the expression " like bronze " applied

to hot weather answers to our " glaring day." This

inclines me to translate suripi (above) by " heat."

I-tsu-du, 3rd sing, aorist kal from C^TT >^ ^Y t-sidu, " to

hunt"; cf. Heb. 1% "game," from TiB, "to take" or

" capture game."

17. Matani, plural of main (madtu = madatu) " country "

;

borrowed from Accadian ma + da; cf. Aram- NfTp,

locus, urbs.

18. Sid-di, "territories,'' " borders" ; Heb. iTTto, "afield,"

" open country," from TVW ,
" to spread out."

20. Ina Sadirdte, "in herds"; Chald. "^"]D, "to place in rows."

Utemmikh, 3rd sing, pael from ta-ma-khu, " to take ";

Heb. Tpri « to take hold of."

21. Usalid, 3rd sing, shaphel from a-li-du Y» >-^Y<J £>^Y =

T?^, "to bring forth."

24. pry~ Y *-(£^ ^T^I P**' bit-zir-khui. Some unknown

animal, mentioned again in Layard's Inscriptions, 44,

18, in company with "lions." Norris suggests some

animal that cries out in the neighbourhood of houses.

JTS, "a house," and ITIS, "to cry out." Jackals (?),

but the word may be Accadian.
i

'Lniri zinua [tseri), "asses of the desert," •' wild asses."
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<SfT & ^B *£*?
cima sal imiri tseri

like a she-ass of the desert.

25. ^yy ^4f ^ HfT<T h* &-»"-*"»*-«•

26 - tW A ^!I bur-hhi-is, "antelopes," from ITO, "to

flee away," in allusion to their swiftness. Compare
the Arabic expression ibn barihin, " son of swiftness,"

" a gazelle." Some large and handsome antelope is

probably intended, for the same king ordered stone

figures of these burkhis to be made. See Broken

Obelisk, W.A.I., II, 18, col. 2.

£^{ !/-£: Ei^ or ^f &zE: ^tl *""* " a nuntsman»"

D.P. dam - gar D.P. dam- ca -ru.

The ideogram which represents this word is

>-^Y^5j f ; the outside character *-^r_T, perhaps

denotes " a mouth," " an enclosure," " field," &c. ; the

inside sign £l^y, cip, cib, is obscure. The Accadian

word is £:£ £Z^ £^TT> i-bi-ra. The Assyrian damgar

or dam-ca-ru is probably also of Accadian origin.

(See W.A.I., II, 7, 34, 35, reverse col. CD.; v. Sayce's

Assy. Gram., Syll. No. 50.)

27. Is-pur, "he sent," 3rd sing, aorist kal from W jfc "^JTT>

sa-pa-ru, "to send."

ll-qu-ni, " they had taken," 3rd plur. pluperfect from

la-qu (n|27), "to take."

28. Usibri, " caused to feed," 3rd sing, shaphel from ba-ra-hu,

-^y ^-yy ^^y -yyy- «to feed." Heb. rna,

" to cut for food," " to eat."

29. Pa-khum-ta, "black," Heb. DI1S.

Nam-Su-kha, " a crocodile " undoubtedly, as shown some

years ago by Mr. Fox Talbot. Herodotus (ii, 69) tells

us that the Egyptian name for crocodile was -^dfxyfrai.

The Egyptian word msah or emsuh, "a crocodile,"

appears in the Assyrian nam-iu-kha, and the Arabic

/- msah.
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Umami, " animals," " creatures." Dr. Delitzsch suggests

uv-av as the reading ; cf. Heb. TXT}. Lenorraant

refers to the Arabic umamu, umam, subs, masc, "bete

sauvage, grand animal"; cf. Arab, l^, which Freytag

renders "reptile terrse noxium, bestia."

31. Mut-tab-ri, " winged." Cf. Heb. "Q^, " a wing," from

"ON, " to mount upwards," " to soar."

33. Sadhru, " written," from sa-dha-ru, " to write." Heb.

"Itptp, 3rd plur. permansive kal.

34. E-zib (iz]y ^), 3rd sing, aorist kal from e-zi-bu, " to

forsake." Heb. Ity.
" T

Ci-sit-ti, " possession," " acquisition." Ca-sa-du, " to

obtain." Arab. ju2L^>.

Kharrani, plur. from khar-rdn or khar-ra-nu, " a road,"

ideographically written ^^ ; equated in the syllaba-

ries with ur-Mu, " path," da-ra-gu, " a road," me-te-qiij

" a passage."

Na-ci-ri, " strange," " hostile "; Heb. ^"03, " strange,"

" foreign." *~^~\
*~~>^Z\ \ffi> na-ca-ini, " to be

strange "; Heb. "02, " to be strange."

35. Dhaba (Accad. khi-ga), "good." Heb. yw, "to be good."

Mar-tsu, " difficult." Heb. yTO.

36. [7i5-]taWa-cw-fa], "he had marched," 3rd sing, ittaphal

from halacu, " to go."

Is-cu-nu, " he had accomplished," 3rd sing, pluper. aorist

from ^ >-^ip-|
*jf-,

sa-cd-niL "to establish."

Vol. V. 24
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A LIST OF ASSYRIAN AND ACCADU

WITH THEIR SEMITIC EQUIVALEN'
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ES OF DOMESTIC AND WILD ANIMALS,

GRAPHS, AND TRANSLITERATIONS.

Ideograph.

*f HF-

-Mm

554

Animal Denoted.

Antelope

Antelope

Ape

Ass (domestic)

Ass (wild)

Bear

Bull or domestic

cattle

Bull (wild)

Camel

Zoological Species, Genus, ok

Family.

Some springing antelope

Oryx leucoryx, or other large

and swift species

Presbyter entellus and Macacus

silenus

Asinus vulgaris

A. hemippus

Ursus Syriocus, or carnivorous

animal generally

Bos taurus

Bos primigenius

Camelus Arabicus and C.

Bactrianus
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A LIST OF ASSYRIAN AND ACCADIAN NAME:

Assyrian Name with

Transliteration.

Hebrew or other
Semitic Equivalent

with
Transliteration

Accadian Name with

Transliteration.

di - ta - nu

eeT ecTT HMf
tu - ra - khu

na - klii- ru

cal - bu

--T ^ETT T? -!<

ba - tsi - a - ti (pi.)

w n mi
ai - hi

na - ai - hi

-III- ?} i«
u -tsa- luv

TT >—<
*=£

tsa- bi - i

ti -eet ^r
a - tu - du

Arab.^
tJ

\

arkhon, irakh

Syr. 1'r^AiJ

nakliira

celeb

No Semitic equiva-

lent, but possibly

it may be referred

to H3, bazaz, to

'Nb

ayyal

T —

ayyal

'azal

tsebi

atud

da - ra

mm
lik - cu

dara BAR

-mi + s=
dara BAR-KAK

BAR, BAR-KAK

^-^T
mu- na
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STIC AND WILD ANIMALS, &c—continued.

Ideograph.

<j~HTC <Y>

MI

•IIEII

•IIEII

I*fi

Animal Denoted.

Chamois (?)

Deer

Dolphin

Zoological Species, Genus, or

Family.

Dog

Elephant

Fallow-deer

Fallow-deer (male)

Gazelle

Gazelle

Goat (he)

Rupicapra tragus

Cervidw, the deer tribe

Delphiuus or Catodon

Canis familiaris

Elephas Indicus

Cervus dama, or C. Mesopo-

tamicus

Gazella dorcas

Gazella subgutturosa

Capra liircus (domestic)
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A LIST OF ASSYRIAN AND ACCADIAN NAMI

Assyrian Name with
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ITIC AND WILD ANIMALS, &c—continued.

Ideograph.
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A LIST OF ASSYEIAN AND ACCADIAN NAMES

Assyrian Name with

Transliteration.

Hebrew or other
Semitic Equivalent

with
Transliteration

Accadian Name with

Transliteration.

hi - li - mu

H.fifcF
ai - luv

^HI K:T II a
al - ap nahr

4S <0 -If csfi
Saceya

tsi - e - ni

<T~TT<T T-
ar - me

HI T? T? EI
na - ai - In

mi - cli - nu

« <T£ *
man - di - nu

-yy^ *e ^
zi - i - bu

I? <£f 1«=
a - ci - luv

ayil

JN2

tson

Syr. frl

arno

ayyal

zeeb

root 73N— T

acal,

to devour

lu - lim

lu, lu -bat

•IMI
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BSTIC AND WILD ANIMALS, &c—continued.

Ideograph.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES.

Sixce my paper on the Wild Mammalia of the Assyrian

Monuments has been at press, the two handsome volumes on
" Eastern Persia " (with an introduction by Sir Frederick J.

Goldsmid, C.B. : Macmillan and Co.. 1876) have appeared.

The second volume contains the zoology and geology of the

country by Mr. W. T. Blanford, F.R.S. The fauna of Persia,

bordering as that country does on Assyria and the great

Euphrates Valley, may be expected more or less to resemble

the fauna of these lands. I will, therefore, add a few

remarks by way of supplement to my paper, selecting such

points as appear to me to be of interest, as throwing light on

the general subject.

It appears that lions are still " very numerous in the

reedy swamps bordering the Tigris and Euphrates "
; they

are found also in the mountains of Fars, which are clothed,

from the altitude of 4,000 feet to 8,000 feet with considerable

forests of a kind of oak (Quercus cegilopifolia) with very

large acorns, which feed a number of wild pigs, whose

presence tempts the lion into these oak-clad mountains. The
mountebanks of Persia, Major St. John tells us, are often

accompanied by a captive lion, trained to eat a joint of

mutton off the chest of a boy, who throws himself down on

his back. " It is not a pleasant exhibition, the child being

generally much alarmed. I once asked a Shiraz luti which

took the most threshing to learn his part, the lion or the

boy, but a grin was the only answer he vouchsafed"

(ii, p. 33). The ancient Egyptians trained the lion to

capture prey in the chase ; there is no record of a similar

employment by the Assyrians, who, however, caught these

animals alive and caged them ready for turning out to be

hunted.

The tiger is found abundantly in the Caspian provinces

of Persia, and in the Caucasus as far as the mouth of the

Araxcs. These provinces are covered with dense forests,

and in them " the tiger ranges up to an elevation of at
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least 5,000 or (5,000 feet. To the westward it extends as

far as the Caucasus and Mount Ararat, being; found not

far from Tiilis." Leopards are common everywhere in the

mountains of Persia, and the ounce (F. uneia, Shreb.) is said

to occur ; the wild cat of Europe (F. catns) is believed by
Major St. John to be found near Shiraz ; the chetah is cer-

tainly found in Persia, but there are no particulars as to

its distribution ; it is said to inhabit the Caspian forests

;

it is not used for sporting; purposes in Persia. The chaus

is common, and is probably found throughout the country

;

it is the same animal which is known to inhabit Mesopo-

tamia ; the caracal is found in Persia and Mesopotamia, the

lynx in the Caucasus
;
jackals and wolves are common in

parts of Persia. The wolf of Persia is of a large size, and

perhaps is a variety of the Canis lupus. These animals

are not common at low elevations, but abound in the

highlands ; rightly, therefore, did the ancient inhabitants of

Mesopotamia call the wolf by the Accaclian name numma.
" the animal from the highlands."

There seems to be some doubt as to the species of foxes

( Vulpes) occurring in Persia. The V. Persians sp. nov. occurs

near Shiraz, Isfahan, etc. Mr. Blanford says, " we know very

little of the Persian foxes," and he is not satisfied that the

V. corsac, included in the list of Mesopotamian species by

Schmarda, really occurs there. The ichneumon of Persia is

identical with the small animal of Mesopotamia (Herpestes

Persicus, Gray) ; civets and genets perhaps inhabit the

wooded hills of South-Western Persia. The otter (Lutra

vulgaris) is found in Ghilan and Majandaran. also in a few

rivers on the Persian plateau ; it is also found in Mesopotamia,

according to Schmarda. The Persian name Sag-i-ab means
*• water-dog " ; this reminds one of the calab mee of the

Bilingual Tablet (see Part I, Domestic Mammalia, p. 54),

which, however, I take to be a true dog or canis. Several of

the mustelida? are said to occur in the Caucasus, the

J7. sarmatica having a wide range throughout Central Asia.

A new species of badger (Meles canescens) is pretty

common on the plateau, being generally " found in walled

gardens, and has the reputation, as the Persian name
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(Gur-kan) denotes, of digging up and devouring corpses."

The Syrian bear is pretty common near Shiraz, and in the

hills bordering on Mesopotamia ; it is a great devastator

of the vineyards, and will consume incredible quantities of

unripe grapes.

Seals—one species, which appears to be identical with

the Phoca vitulina, L., the common seal of Northern Europe

—are found in large numbers throughout the Caspian ; they

were probably known to the ancient Assyrians, but we are

unable to say by what name. The word ndkhiru, " nostril

animal," which I have identified with a " grampus " or a

" dolphin," would certainly suit a seal, whose nostrils open

wide for air as the animal emerges from the water, and shut

closely again on its sinking ; but the evidence is decidedly

more in favour of some dolphin. M. Oppert, without hesi-

tation, renders kai nakhiri by " peaux de veaux marins

"

(Annals of Sardanapalus, W.A.I. I. pi. xxv) ; whilst in his

" Les Fastes de Sargon" (line 182), he renders ha am-si

by " pelles marinas," and zu am-£i by " bdellium (ambre),"

though these words mean, beyond a doubt, " horns of wild

bulls " and " hides of wild bulls," respectively. So also in

his recent translation of the same Annals (Records of the

Past, vii, p. 52), we have " bdellium " and " skins of sea-

calves." If the Accadian >-£lfc~| \**< kai denote ;
' skins " as

well as " horns and teeth," let us have the authority for this

meaning. Of the Cetacea, whales and porpoises abound on

the Makran coast; porpoises are equally common in the

Persian Gulf, but whales are much more rare.

The beaver (Castor fiber, L.), according to Eichwald, is

common in the Araxes ; it is included by Schmarda in his

Mesopotamian list, but Mr. Blanford doubtfully inserts it in

the Persian fauna. The common porcupine (Hystrix cristata)

is found throughout Persia, especially in the Caspian

provinces. Schmarda does not include it amongst the

Mesopotamian fauna, but Dr. Heifer observed the hystrix at

Bir, and says it is most common in shady rocky places, as at

Seleucia Pieria (Chesney's Expedit., vol. i, Appendix, p. 725).

The porcupine, therefore, was probably known to the ancient

inhabitants of the Mesopotamian lands. It would be curious
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and interesting to ascertain the name by which so remarkable

an animal was known to the Accaclians and Assyrians.

There is some uncertainty about the species of hares of

Mesopotamia and Persia. Mr. Blanford figures and describes

what he considers a new species (Lepus craspedotis) found in

Baluchistan ; it resembles L. Mediterraneus, but is less rufous,

and has much larger ears ; it comes nearer to some specimens

brought by Canon Tristram from Palestine, which were

named by the late Dr. Gray, Eulagos Judece, in which the ears

are " precisely the same as in L. craspedotis" The hare of

the monuments has not large ears ; it is perhaps a variety

of the common hare (X. timidus) of this country. Lepus

Caspius (from the Caucasus), which in general character

resembles L. timidus, has smaller ears and longer legs com-

paratively : and this will quite suite the sculptured hare of

the monuments. Mr. Blanford tells us that hares are

generally diffused throughout Persia, but very irregularly.

" The cultivated country about Tehran and Isfahan would

swarm with them were they not kept down by coursing at

all seasons." That hares abounded also in the time of the

Assyrian monarchs, is evident from the fact that a district

was sometimes called after them, thus there is "mat Arnabu"

or "Aranabanu," "the hare country" (W.A.I., II, 65,24).

Whatever may be the species, there is a difference apparently

in their habits : there is the hare of the south, which seems

to avoid cultivation, while that of the north has habits more

like those of our own. Hares "are not rare in the hilly

desert country to the north." The desert locality is dis-

tinctly implied in the Accadian word ca-zin-na, " face of the

desert." The Persian name (khar-gilsh) of a hare signifies

"ass's ears."

The question as to the various species or varieties of wild

ass is a difficult one. The wild animal of Mesopotamia is

the E. hemippus, that of northern Persia the E. onager. " It is

impossible to say, with any degree of certainty," writes Major

St. John, "whether there are one or two wild asses in the

Persian highlands ; or if there are two, whether they have

distinct habits." All the specimens seen by Major St. John

from Western Persia " were undoubtedly E. onager.'''' The
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wild asses are so swift that, as the Persians say, ''they

cannot be caught by a single horseman when approached in

the open ; but if the sportsman can manage to conceal

himself and his horse in the vicinity of a spring, and wait

till the wild asses have quenched their thirst, they can

readily be come up with when full of water, by a short spurt

on a fast horse. At other times they are caught by relays

of horsemen and greyhounds. The flesh is said in books on

Persia to be prized above all other venison, but Persians

have told me that it should only be eaten under absolute

necessity, being equally disagreeable to the conscience of a

good Mussulman and to the palate of a gourmand" (p. 86).

The inhabitants of Persia about 250 years ago were of

another opinion, if we are to believe Olearius, who travelled

in Persia in 1637, and who states that he saw no less than

thirty-two wild asses killed in one day, by order of the Shah.

for the use of the royal kitchens at Ispahan. The Romans, it

is well known, held the flesh in estimation, especially that of

the young foal. I have already alluded to the habit of

stopping short and looking back, which travellers have

observed in the hunted wild ass. It is interesting to note

that this has not escaped the attention of the Assyrian

sculptor (see Plate I, Part I, p. 33).

The wild hog of Persia and Mesopotamia appears to be

the Sus scrofa of Europe. It abounds in suitable localities

throughout Persia ;
" in the oak forests of Fars and the reedy

swamps of Khuzistan it furnishes food for the lion, and in

the Caspian provinces for the tiger." The monuments depict

a wild sow, with a litter of young pigs, in one of these reedy

swamps. " Shooting pigs from horseback is a favourite

diversion with Persians, and though the city people let the

game lie where it falls, the Uyats are by no means so par-

ticular, and do not always permit the precepts of the Koran

to prevent their indulgence in a rasher. Young pigs are

often kept in the stables of great men, under the idea that

their presence will divert glances of the evil eye" (pp. 86-87).

The wild sheep of Persia belong to two species, the

Oris cycloceros, Hutton (0. vignei, Blyth), which is found in

the warm regions of the south, and the 0. Gmelini, Blyth
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(O. orientalis, Gmelin), the Armenian sheep, or caprovis,

which is fonnd in Northern Persia. Both kinds, it is probable,

were known to, and hunted by, the ancient Assyrians.

The wild goat of Persia is the Copra aegagrus of Pallas,

"the Pa-sang," or " rock-footed "
; it is called " an ibex" by

Mr. Blanford and Major St. John. In my use of the term

"ibex" I have restricted it to the steinbock of Egypt
and Arabia, viz., the Capra Sinaitica of Ehrenberg, the

beden of the Arabs. This species is not included in the

Persian fauna by Blanford, nor in the Mesopotamian list of

Schmarda, but having a wide geographical range it probably

does occur in these lands. The Capra Caucasica, Giild., of

the Caucasus, and the chamois (Rupicapra tragus), abundant

in the same locality, have not hitherto been noticed in the

Persian mountains.

The gazelle of the Persian highlands, found in almost all

valleys and plains from about 3,000 to about 7,000 feet above

the sea, is the Gazella suhgutturosa, Giildenst. According to

Blanford, this species is unknown in the plains of Mesopo-

tamia, and in the lower ground along the Persian Gulf and

the Arabian Sea. The species of gazelles come very close

to each other. The G. dorcas and G. suhgutturosa would

probably be the species met with by the ancient Assyrians

in their hunting expeditions. The species actually figured

on the monuments I should take to be the G. suhgutturosa,

because the males are depicted with lyrate horns, and the

females without any horns at all, which is true of this species
;

the Assyrians would meet with it in Northern Persia and

Armenia, &c. Of the Cervidos, the maral is the only true

elaphine deer found in Persia. It is peculiar to the Persian

provinces. The Cervus Caspius, Brookes, an axine deer

allied to the C. axis of India, is found near the Caspian, in

the Talish mountains.

Of the range of the fallow deer (C. dama) in Persia there

is not much ascertained. The species must have been

known to the Assyrians, as the spotted deer of the monu-

ments has palmate horns. The roe ( Caprceolus capro?a, Gray)

is common in the Caucasus, and occurs in Northern Persia

generally; it is said to be found in Mesopotamia. "The
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red deer (C. elap/nts) is said to be found in the Caucasian

and Transcaucasian provinces, and the elk, Aeles machlis,

inhabits the forests of the Caucasus, but neither is known to

exist in Persian territory." The red deer, as I have stated

before, is figured on the monuments ; but we have no repre-

sentation of the elk, whose broad massive horns would at

once distinguish it.

The Assyrians often collected the young of wild animals

in considerable numbers, brought them home and placed

them in menageries ; thus one king says, " Fifty young
lions I brought into Calah and the palaces of my land, and in

confined houses I placed them " (Layard's Inscriptions,

xliv, 17). The young of Bos primigenius were often thus

brought together. Also some young of animals called

Pa-gd-te (j^r ^fyf^ ]} *^] }***) were introduced by the

same king into Calah, but what these pagate were I have not

the faintest idea. The hides and horns of the wild cattle

were much prized, and are very frequently mentioned ; the

large horns of the Bos primigenius were often erected as

ornaments above the gates of the palaces ; figures of ante-

lopes, wild sheep, &c, were carved out of stone and set up

as ornaments about the palaces.

The simkurri of the hunting record (mentioned above,

p. 359) I can give no explanation of. Mr. Sayce compares

the Aramean ^""lpftD " very red " ; the word is somewhere

equated with tnseni or teseni, which in the hunting record

are mentioned as different animals, but I cannot find my
reference.

With the expression, " star of the tip of the bear's tail,"

may be compared the Arabic anf al asad, " nose of the lion,"

applied to two stars so called.

In concluding this essay on the Mammalia of the Assyrian

Sculptures, I have again to thank Professor Sayce for

valuable suggestions and help. To Dr. Sclater, the eminent

Secretary of the Zoological Society, always ready to impart

information and to answer questions, and to Sir Victor

Brooke, Bart., I also desire thankfully to express my sincere

obligations. The illustrations, which have been taken from

photographs of the animals of the British Museum sculp-
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tures, and which accompany my papers, are very faithful

reproductions indeed, and I am grateful to Mr. Clark,

the artist, for the care bestowed upon them. I also thank

Mr. W. R. Cooper for the trouble he has taken, and the

interest he has shown in my subject.

Note.—" The hunting scenes from the palace of Ashur-

bani-pal (Sardanapalus of the Greeks) are the most perfect

specimens of Assyrian glyptic art. They are to be seen in

the basement room devoted to Assyrian art in the British

Museum. Sir E. Landseer was wont to admire the truth-

fulness and spirit of these reliefs, more especially of one

where hounds are pulling down a wild ass. (Ancient Mon-

archies, vol. i, p. 517.) Professor Rolleston has expressed to

me his admiration of a wounded lioness in the same series,

where the paralysis of the lower limbs, consequent upon an

arrow piercing the spine, is finely rendered (ibid., p. 512)."

(Early Civilization, vi, by the Rev. Canon Rawlinson.

Leisure Hour, June, 1876.)

Vol. V. 25
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A SKETCH OF SAB^AN GRAMMAR

EXAMPLES OP TRANSLATION.

Br Lteut.-Col. W. F. Prideaux, F.R.G.S.. Felloiv of

the University of Bombay.

Mead 4th January, 1876.

[Continued from Page 224.]

XVII.

(B.M. 16 ; Os. 27.)

1. |] O } .f\, n. pr. masc. = Arab. «_> „., quick, speedy.

h ? h O ^/ "om - #e?^- n'om ^| O ^, a country of South

Arabia. (Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch., Vol. II, p. 8.)

3. \ f\ fj ; conjunction, when.

3.4. ofll^ljl— fjl^l,!; Halevy likens this to the

Hebrew idiom, HinN H^nn, multiplicando multiplicabo;

and takes h ? f*l N rl' e^c -> ^° be the subject of the

verb. Unless this view be taken, the passage becomes

one of great difficulty. The first H V f*l V therefore

is the inf. of II. of H ^ ft
= Arab, j^4, to gain the

mastery, to overcome, perhaps here, simply to attack

(see Lane, sub voce) ; © H ^ f*1 V 1S Per£ 3rd pers.

plur. masc. of the same verb.

1 The final
J
in pjJJD etc., is the demonstrative enclitic, which answers to the

Greek o in o Mtwiioj, o 2a/3nu>?, etc.
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4
* ° V ED $ 1 1 >

cf
*

Hfelx ^t '
Avab

' Ja*5 '
%'*' ™%^>

referring especially to grain collected and stored in

the house. The prep. "1 here signifies in the direction

of, with a view to.

5. \ © ft n. pr. of the father of
J]
O ) [\.

6-7. hJAolXoV^fl; Hal6vJ takes X®V^ ^ a

plur. of
)(

1|1 = Heb. TTV1, njjn, mil, distress, mis-

fortune, p fi O may perhaps = Arab. ^., feme ; or

possibly the phrase may have reference to the
S o -

protection or refuge afforded by the god = Arab. ^c. .

Perhaps
)( © 1)1 ^ f]

is for ^ V | \ fl >
/>0 '" that • '

'

8 - fl 8 V' Perf- 3rd pers. sing. IV. of ["1 ® 8 = Ara^.

< Aj' fo return, e.g.. to return from one state of mind

to another.

*1 ? 4J, n. subst. = Heb. TT7; Arab. J^. ; /Eth. *j££\

:

vis, robur, pdtenim.

II H U fh X '
n " Sll^st -' derived from Lj

JJ ^ — Aral).

- 3-

-r*U to feel confident or secure.

S O

9. ^ >J ft ,
n - snbst. in stat. constr. = Arab. -;xs , truth,

but in Sabsean with the Hebrew meaning of

righteousness, justification.

Translation.

Sari' 1™ the Minsean has endowed Il-Makah of Hirran

with this tablet, which he offered him when the Sabasan and
the tribe of Asad began to make an attack upon his property

collected in the house of Bin Saufan, and he demanded from
him the fulfilment (of his wishes) in that time (or in the

misfortune of the time) ; and he (i.e., the god) kept him safe

according to the prayer addressed to him ; and he (i.e.,

the votary) returned to his confidence in the power of
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Il-Makah; and may H-Makah continue to justify his servant

Sari'im in the fulfilment [of that] which he may demand

from him.

XVIII.

(B.M. 12 ; Os. 13.)

1. )% J , n. pr. diptote (v. XV, 1.)

3 h ? ) $ >
n

- Pr-
dim - °f 31 h ) $ — ^/ '

/'or"-

Probably here the eponymus of a tribe.

3. "|
f
1
] [H X ' Pei'f- 3rd pers. sing. masc. V. of "j ^ f\

.

4
- h ° n ' prep-

=

j*j '
a/fer-

XSNHHXSH^; the first of these words is a noun

subst. fern. = Arab. dj^U- , a misfortune, calamity

;

the second, perf. 3rd pers. sing. fern. I. of $ N r
=

Arab. i«tu , to liappen, come to pass?

«• h X 8 H ¥ 1 X f V I h n ; h n - the prep, n w«ft

the enclitic ^ . X ? V '
pron. dem. fern, agreeing

^itu SX8H4 1
-

(>"7 - XOJ^IV^Illr1!®^ the Arabic locution Jj—U
]

,

and as for — lie.

^'
$1 X ? \ ft '

n " S11^s^- fem -? acc
-

case, from the verb

^ p f\
= Arab. ^^ , to protect, defend.

*• ® 3 V X > > ¥ & ® I ® 3 V > > Y (»1>
n

'
8ubst

'
masc

-
and

- ^

fern. plur. fract. from i i 111 = Arab. ^ }
free, free-

&OT7J ; pi. j^-L

8.
f] y b| ft

, n- subst., cf. iEth. hfrfP : « ne^A-

bouriiuj tract of country, thence, provinces, districts.

In status constructus, before the prep. 9
c>J O .

1 On the grammatical formation of this and similar expressions, see Miiller,

Der Status construct/as im TTimjarischen (Zeitsehrift d. I). M. G., xxx, 120).
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l
J. © *\ ft |=j | \ \ O \\ , an epithet of the place

JJ © ft ,

which also occurs in No. XXXII, 4. I offer no

conjecture with respect to the meaning of the

words, but it is odd that they should bear so close

a resemblance to the Hebrew and Assyrian terms for

city.

9. ^ ) © 3 > both here and in No. XIX, 2, has apparently

the same meaning as the Heb. iT"fltt?]p, oblatio,

donum.

9-10. 3 1 fy $ ,
probably for $j 1 ft © $ (see No. XIX, 6).

But there is a principal idea of perfection in the

word; cf. Heb. 3,!TJ iTl/iD??, aurum optimum, from

rfe and also hbs .
T T - T

10. h n fl ' conj., here means as though.

H "1 $ ? ' imperf. subjunct. 3rd pers. sing, from

*1 $ > *•#• Jaj' an(^ with the signification, to _pw£

forth or produce green herbs.

? P fl r rl » cardinal number, forty.

n h $ h

»

n - subst
- pmr - fract

-
°f n j h $ - Arab -

j^ , a measure, quantity.

H. y L,
[]
= Arab. ^ • "| o 1 "| = Heb. H^b, sur-

sum ; amplius.

12. "j ft H H ® > n - Pr- composed of t>] t\ © , he loved; and

1Ci-

13 - ft 1 1I V $ ? > n - Pr - composed of V <J> ? ,
imperf. of

y <[> © , and
f\ 1 ^ , an epithet of the deity.

) n ft >
n °im ac^- = Arai3

- «-^' 9reat -
1

1 1 v

»

u°un

adj. = Arab. jJ^j fr'Me, sincere. Cf. Hal. 51, 19.

1 According to Ibn Khallikan,DM Kibar was one of the princes of El-Yemen

(Trad, de McGuckin de Slane, torn, ii, p. 4). On DM Khalil, see Midler,

B.imjarische Inschriften in Zeitechrift d. D. M. G., sxix, 619.
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Translation.

Shammar, Bhi-Kurainim , has endowed Il-Makah of Hirran

with tin's tablet, because Il-Makah lord of Awwam heard

him according to the prayer addressed to him when Shammar
besought of him, after the misfortune which occurredjn the

house of Bin Kurainim ; and because he delivered his servant

Shammar in that misfortune; and as to Il-Makah, Shammar
has given, in accordance with his prayer for protection to

their 1 free-born men. and women, and the districts adjacent to

Awwan Dim 'Iran Dim Alii, an offering of the best kind, as

though the green herbs were produced forty-fold, and even,

over and above that ; and this prayer and this protection

happened in the year of Wadada-Il son of Yekah-inalik,

Kabir Khalil.

XIX.

(B.M. 13; Os. 10.)

*• D I

1
! 31 J H fl ° '

n< Pr'
= ^ral)

- t/--*-i J^j servant of

Shams, a deity of the Saba?ans.

31 % ? 4^ > n - Pr - °f uncertain derivation.

"2. Q ^ (D ,
perf. 3rd pers. sing, masc. = Arab. y_p«;, to

establish, and in the religious sense, to give or endow.

3-4. (^ <D O , n. subst., perhaps = Arab. uoj j& ? difficult}/,

distress, icant; but cf. Praetorius, Neue JBeitrdge, 1873,

p. 8-9
;
perhaps from root t^s., dryness, drought.

5. 31 4^ B > n ' Pr* of.uncertain derivation.

5-6. <D ) ^ f
1
! V' perf. 3rd pers. plur. IV. The Arabic docs

not possess this verb in I. In Sabsean it appears to

have an intransitive sense : to meet with delay.

6. h?0®V, n. subst. from IV. of ? Q © , with the

enclitic Lj

.

1 I.e., of the tribe of the rotary.
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h 1 f\ © 3 i
n - ac\b> agreeing with the preceding

word = Arab. J^ >
s prosperous, fortunate.

) f\ h > Pei'f- 3rd pers. masc. sing. = Arab. Vj , to dewy,

refuse, but here with the iEthiopic sense of 'Hfi^ :

aWenari.

6-7. a>H l

l
l ?1on J

= Al'ab - *fcU ^, (Mtiller, Himjarische

Inschriften, Zeitschrift d. D. M. G., xxix, p. 603.)

7 - S V X ? H j imperf. subjunct. 3rd pers. sing. masc.

= Arab. Jj , to open, liberate ; here with the techni-

cal signification of to judge (cf. iEth. ^^(\\:).

7. <D ^ V X ? fl '
tne noun here is probably in the plural

S 9 9

= Arab. ci?«*j
*

T I I H T ? » iinpei'f. subjunct. 3rd pers. sing. masc.

II. of 1 H — Arab. J:J, to afflict tvith drought, or

want of rain. 1

8. © ^ V ? h ^ ' n - su^st. from the verb 7 S ^ ? to possess;

meaning therefore possessio?is, property.

h A 4^ £ ^ ' u * subst. with enclitic ^ , formed by

metathesis from the root f\ £ *f = Arab. t
|

_<T^,^

abundant rain, a heavy fall of rain. The verb L.Q A
seems to be understood.

h ^ S ft ' n * subst. with enclitic \ . This word must
S O -

be referred to the root t C.^ » narrowness, straitness,

hardship, cognate with »j , Or it is perhaps the

name of a place, cf. Hal. 208, 2.

1 Comp. the Arabic expression j]]\ +A(\ t
Lane, vol. i, p. 53.
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Translation.

'Abd-Shamsim son of Hiyadhim has endowed Il-Makah of

Hirran with this tablet, which lie offered him, and dedicated

to him as a gift, when he preserved them (i.e., the tribe)

from the drought which was in this land in the year of

Samaha-karib son of Tobba'a Karib son of Fadhihim
:

And they met Avith delay in obtaining prosperous health
;

for he who might pass judgment upon them and afflict their

possessions with scarcity of water was alienated from them

;

And after that there was this heavy fall of rain in the midst

o/'this necessity : and 'Abd-Shamsim returned to his confidence

n Il-Makah.

And also because he has prospered them in then fruits

and in their male children ; and with the satisfaction of

their lords, the Beni Marthadim.

XX.

(B.M. 10; Os. 6.)

!• $1 *1 $ r
1
! ' n * acU-> surname of Anmarum ,

of uncertain

meaning, but perhaps signifying dark in completion —

Heb. ficb$m

1-2. X 8 ° ® V > n - Pr- composed of ? Q (D V and

) X 8 O (Levy), 'Athtar has kept in safety ; as a com-

pound, it is diptote.

2 - h h H1 S H > n - Pr- of a tribe of El-Yemen.

*>~^'
I f V ^ I 1 ) V > 1K 8l^ s f-

5
which previous commenta-

tors have considered cognate to the Heb. ^"]"7, to kill

:

but I agree with Muller in inferring the word to the

JKth. ^y^Tl : prcedam agere, hello capere. The re-

duplicated form gives the idea of number or

quantity.
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6- <\ Y H n ' n ' subst. = Arab, jj^, used adjectively as

attributing the sense of goodness to anything, see

Lane, vol. iv, p. 1G68, and Muller, Z. d. M. G.,

xxix, 599.

7- 31 £ PI S >
n ' 8U^st. plur. = Arab. £Lj > « spoiler of

the dead (Hal.). More probably a proper name.

8. J p [I ; a favourable omen, or sanction of the deity, cf.

Arab. ^ . > Heb. HHa, etc.

8-9. ^J^Y^^I^hHr1
!; the attributes or possessions of

the god, are used for the god himself. ^ S H rh ' *s

the place in the temple from which the people were

called to worship
; ^ ^ ^ ^ , the place where the

image of the god was set up. X H © f°r X H "1 © •

Translation.

Anmarum Azhlam son of Hawaf-'Atht, Dhu-Nahsan, has

endowed Il-Makah of Hirran with this tablet, because he

assisted him in obtaining plentiful and valuable booty from

the tribe of Xabshim ; and hi that Il-Makah has continued to

prosper Anmaram with the favourable sanction of the calling-

place and station of Il-Makah, and because there has been

favour in times past, and may there be favour in times to

come to the Beni Dhii-Nahsan.

XXI.

(B.M. 8« Os. 12.)

1. H ft ? > n# P1'*' sm"name °f Shammar, of uncertain

derivation.

4-5. hTO^VISfhX?' iuiperf. subjunct. 3rd pers. sing,

rnasc.
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5-6. h l r*l X n ? ' imperf. subjunct. 3rd pers. sing. masc.

10. 3 ° 8 ? > n. pr. participle from a verb = Heb. 5^, to

save (in Hiplii]).

Translation.

Shammar Yakub son of Washkim lias endowed Il-Makah

of Hirran with this tablet, because he lias kept him safely

according to the prayer addressed to him, and in order that he

may continue to keep him safely according to the prayer

which he may hereafter make before him, and because he

assisted him in obtaining valuable booty from the tribe of

Nabshim
; and in that he has gifted him with the favourable

sanction of the calling-place and of the station of Il-Makah;

and Avith the satisfaction of his chief Yathi'un\ Bin Marthadim .

XXII.

(B.M. 11; Os. 8.)

1. d n n ) >
n

- Pr- = (-r^» a iorcim

H X fh ? j n - Pr> >
surname of Rababum,

of uncertain

derivation.

) y fh 1 h n

'

a triijai naine -

2. xHiin*i.^dHiin*i=XHn^Hn-

3. 1 fh iS ' Per^" ^i'd Pers- s*g- °i Daasc. II. of 1 f*j n >

to answer.

'' Xim = "l>Ya. ^fe-

ll 4
1
(H. 11. subst. plur. of 1141

' cognate with

Arab, JX^ > a vestment (Miiller).
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? fl A r
1
! i

n
- subst. plur. of ? |~| 1*1 > cognate with

Heb. i~Q&\ Arab. ^^t capUvum fecit.
1

7 - 8 J [1 f
1
! ' u - subst. plur. of g J f]

= Arab. ^,, a plain.

O <D J , l). adj. plur. of ^ O J = Arab. 1 .», , a /o/-

loicer, or partizan.

7-8. O } Q 7 , n. pr. of the chief of the Marthadite clan of

Beni Akhraf, from O \ {}, to elevate.

8- §) (} >
perf. 3rd pers. sing, masc, identical with

Chaldsean jTlQ", redemit, libera v it.

9-
11 © [1 I D H * IJ H * X Fl : II H <!> X > "om« turtot

from
J]

fc| ^> , here employed in the Arabic sense of

obviam venit, oeeurrit alicui, esp. hostili modo. On
the construction, cf. Miiller, tier status constructus im

Himjarischen, Z. d. M. G., xxx.

9-10. hflr^' nomm gentile; the Arabdn, probably the

Arabanitce of Ptolemy, as Halevy points out ; or, the

Westerns, from the root ] ) O = <—>.i> or ^"1^,

peregrini.

1.0- II X V S II ' n " subst., apparently the name of a town

;

comp. III. 3-4. Halevy identifies it with the present

Hizmet Abu Thaur, a ruin in the Upper Jauf in

El-Yemen, in which place he discovered an inscription

(No. 596) with the words QXfhlllhMV onit

Translation.

Rababum Yazam, Bin Akhraf. has endowed Il-Makah of

Hirran with this tablet, because Il-Makah has answered the

prayer addressed to him, and because he has kept him whole

in his district of Ma'lsan, and because Il-Makah has assisted

him in obtaining valuable spoils, and vestments, and captives

in all the plains of the followers of their chief, Yafra', Bin

1 Compare D^V *?£*, lawful caplive (Isaiah xlix, 24).
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Martha<l im
. and because he delivered his servant Rabab8™ in

the attack which was encountered from the 'Araban (or, the

strangers from the West) in the neighbourhood of Manhatim
,

and because he has prospered him with the satisfaction of

his chief, Yafra'; and with the favourable sanction of the

calling-place, and of the station of ll-Makah ; and because

it has been favourable in times past, and may it be favour-

able in times to come with the Beni Akhraf.

XXIII.

(B.M. 22; Os. 26.)

1- H fS ® f
1
! >

n - P 1'- = ^rab« m*,)!' the act of giving.

This inscription is very fragmentary, the termination

of several of the lines being lost.

4. $J
|~|

f\
O ; as this word occurs in a broken line, it is

difficult to judge of its meaning from the context. I

take it to be an adjective qualifying S N S & 31 ' auc^

to mean valuable (cf. Arab. j^a).

7. (D y ) I!
O *1 imperf. subj. 3rd pers. sing. masc. = Arab.

r] , YIII. of ^c, to hold in estimation or respect;

cf. also Heb.l^n, ffiph. of *Otf, to o/«r (a sacri-

fice), to consecrate.

9. 9 6 ? $ ,
perhaps infinitive from a verb = Arab, lij.,

to hit on the head ; and hence hurt or injure.

10 - "1
r
1
! Din h» n - Pr * composed of Q] |"] h' to see

>
regard

(Heb. ^?f), and "1 |*| , the god II: Zteus adspexit,

curavit.

} £] r

1
! £3 ° n - Pr - composed of

$J
O , to comprehend,

or include, the universe, and ? ^ n }
an epithet of the

deity. /Ar .^'//c?' or commander.
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Translation.

1. Awsum

2. sons of Kar

3. have endowed I\-Makah

4. with this valuable tablet

5. Il-Makah lord of Xwwdm and

(5. his servant Awsum

7. in that he has held him in estimation, and has praised

8. the power and station of Il-Makah when

9. he preserved him from injury in the year of

10. Nabata-il son of 'Amma-amir.

XXIV.

(B.M. 1 ; Os. 3.)

This inscription is merely a fragment.

1. ..-OB I h H may be restored h ^ B ' aiK̂ perhaps
St, 9

= Arab, j^, Assyrian iiparru, Turan. zabur, brass.

2. © 31 V "1 $ ' n - subst. = Arab. JJ, the Saba?an name
for a chief.

Translation.

1. Il-Makah of Hirran this bronze

2. and their chief and their tribe

XXV.

(B.M. 3 ; Os. 5.)

This inscription is also considerably mutilated.

1. After. ..(HDriHalevy supplies |SfcX?l1*l*V1h'-
a good conjecture.
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2. In this line he suggests
*f

^ CD, perhaps better ^0.

3 1 y 11 ; M. Halevy proposes J V ft 1 V =

Aral*. II. jj^^j or Heb. Piel \^Tl, to deliver.

4. o>^v?i?sri' n
- pr

-
°f a tiibe ° )

o

v ? «>

formed like the 3rd pers. sing. masc. imperfect tense

of IV. of O f <^ , to surpass or be eminent.

Translation.

Beni Yehafra have endowed Il-Makah of

Hiwan with this tablet because Il-Makah has granted the

prayer addressed to him. And may Il-Makah continue-

their justification (i.e., to justify them), and their safety,

and the satisfaction of their lords; the Benu Marthadim, both

because Il-Makah has delivered them, and because there has

been favour in times past, and may there be favour in times

to come to the Beni Yehafra'.

XXVI.

(B.M. 26 ; Os. 25.)

This inscription is also mutilated, but the text can be

restored without difficulty.

7. ? h ^ f*l
' n * subst. plur. tract, of ^ h $ > a possession.

8. h h ? S ^ ?' imP ei'f- subjunctive 3rd pers. plur. masc

of Y h ^' to gain, or acquire.

Translation.

\\hd-Shanish" has endowed Il-Makah of Hirran with this

tablet because he has granted the prayer of Abd-Sh&m*""

addressed to him : and in that he has kept them sate, and has

kept safe their possessions which they have acquired, and

which they may acquire. 1

1 Thnt if, may lie keep safe those which they may acquire hereafter!
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XXVII.

(B.M. 27; Os. 18.)

The inherent difficulties of this inscription are enhanced
by the loss of the two or three lines at the beginning.

*-1*ftXHlS1j HIS1 appears here to have the

meaning of when = h ft fl » 1 <&
f*l X is Perf- 3rd

pers. sing. V. of
\ <D ft

= Arab, to return.

1-2. *-\ O <D £ \
, inf. = Arab. ^l**.i the publication, disper-

sion, and thence distribution (vide Lane's Lexicon,

s. v.).

^- ® T A 8 r ® ' ^*s inheritance.

X n £ $ » n - P1"* fem «3 rt?i attentive person.

^ [] , inf. = here Arab. ^ , to give separately.

3- S X ? h $ fh ' n * snbst. fern, from ? 4 ^ , with the

enclitic ^j

.

s s s 9 s —

W^\*\ = Arab. -O) from <^\ , another.

ft X ® = 1*1 X ® > to continue, by a phonetic degradation

analogous to X 1 X fol* 818 (Halevy).

4. } ^ h$ ; cf. the Arab. .^J, which is said to be a phrase

common in El-Yemen, and to signify, he gave him the

thing, or put him in possession of it. In this place,

as Halevy points ont, it stands for the more usual

t>\ © r\ , to prosper or assist. In conjunction with

*f (} © further on, it means to give health, or safety.

S -- 9

^J t\ t\ ® £j , n. pr.= Arab. jj»^ beloved.

nil", subst. plur. of X [1M O XII, 9).
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•"'• ?;? V> n - subst.= Aral). $&>., good fortune, personal

happiness.

5- 8 \ ® f
1
! ' n - subst. plur. of 8 ^ ® >

an lieir or possessor.

6. 31 h A n : this word is generally understood to signify

the tribe of JX- , at the present day (in conjunction

with the j^b,) one of the largest in El-Yemen

;

cf. Miiller, himjarische Tnschriften, Z. d. M. G., xxix,

p. 593. The Tribe of Hashid is named in Prid.. iv. i!

(Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch.. Vol. II, p. 26).

S ® fl ) >
participle from O fj ) — Arab. ^_; , he re-

mained, dwelt, or abode in a place. It is in the

singular number agreeing with
f|
O £ , and the

enclitic ^ nag the force of the Greek 6. The

expression is probably merely equivalent to |=j, as it

is used frequently in Halevy's inscriptions.

S ? ) V '
ôr h ? ^ ^ ? '

iinP ei'f- precative, 3rd pers.

sing, rnasc. of ^ p nj , a word of which the obvious

meaning is to protect or preserve.

7-8. 4* H^ ^ H ' n - subst. = Heb. pD*), to he afar off, at a

distance.

<S.
f] ^ ^ , n. subst. = Heb. ^£, to he near.

9- I! ? ^ rh I ? S PI ^ n « ]»'• of ;l sub-tribe of the Beni

Marthad™.

Translation.

Mmraddad"m
of the Beni Asliwih has endowed IUMahah of

Himm with this tablet because //< //".-• aranted, the prayer addressed

t<> him. in that he kept him safe when he returned to this city

of 'Ainraii to distribute his inheritance of Kashbat Dhat-

Marthad™ and to give this property in separate portions to

another; and because Il-Makah of Hirran lias continued
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to bestow upon his servant Muwaddadam safety for his

cultivable lands and personal happiness ; and the satisfaction

of his heirs, the Beni Marthadim and their tribe of Bakil,

occupying 'Amran ; and may he protect his servant

Muwaddadam from humiliation and the adversity of enemies

at a distance and near at hand ; and because there has been

favour in times past, and may there be favour in times to come

to his clan, the Beni Ashyab, in the station and power of

Il-Makah of Hirran.

XXVIII.

(B.M. 29 ; Os. 30.)

1. X 8 O 31 4^ ' n - Pr - compounded of the verb ^ ^ i|i =
Arab. ^ , to defend from any one or thing; and

>X8o"-

3! II % ®j n - Pr - — Arab.
, ^., to adhere to.

? 1 © V 3! h >
n. pr. compounded of V 3| h = Heb.

rad. PflpttJ, Arab. ^, to be lofty or exalted; and

Y \ O, the high {Most High), an epithet of the deity.

h 31 "1 h 31 ' n - siibst^ a stone (cf. Lane's Lexicon, s. v.

A~>)' Freytag would appear to be right in saying

the word is of the dialect of Himyar. It is probably

a sacrificial stone or flat altar.

1-2. &| 1 <D , n. subst. plur. intern, of t>|
**| © = JEth. (DYKT :

2. ^ t\ ^ X' nomen verbis from ^ \\ $. Here the meaning
would seem to be, to begin or commence a work. This

and the preceding word
^J

<j> are in stat. constr.

° ? V 31 j n * subst. in stat. construct, verbal from

O ? T' ^ flowed being spilt ; and therefore, probably,

« receptacle for water, a tank or reservoir (Halevy), used
for purposes of irrigation.

Vol. V. 26
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S V S ® ^ '
1] - subst. ® ^ B > ' 8 probably identical

with the Hebrew "HS*, opobalsamum, and the Arab.

•, a species of tree which is common in El-Yemen

(cf. Lane, Book I, part v, p. 1790). The termination

S T i
' ^s the intensified dual form.

h X
'

[1 k > n- subst. Halevy is of opinion that

)(
"

|~| ^ is a term of agriculture in parallelism with

<D ^ ,
but I think it more probable that whilst one

O ? V 31 was constructed for the special use of the

CD ^ Q trees, of which the gum was used for incense,

the other was for the general use of the tribe, ^Lyj

Amongst the ancient Arabs, the <j[L.J (tribe) was

the first and principal sub-division of the
( <Jt

*
J
,

X ? h $ V •
n - subst. fem - from ? h $ V >

n. of ? h <j>

.

2-3. ^ V ? H ' ) V ? wotdd seem to be either an epithet of

the god = Heb. "Y1^, fo/ty, proud; or the name of

a place. One of the sub-divisions of the tribe

Yafa'a es-Sufla of El-Yemen, which claims descent

from Himyar, is called Yehar at the present day. It

numbers about 700 fighting men, and is settled some

fifty or sixty miles from Yerim. 1

Note.—Dr. Praetorius has translated this inscription in

theZ.d. M.G., xxvi, and at page I (Die Altarninsclirift

vom Abian) of his Neue Beitrage, 1873, but it is im-

possible to accept many of his conclusions.

Translation.

Ham'atht son of Wazhban, servant of Samaha'ali, has

endowed 'Athtor with this votive stone, and all his children,

1 Report on the various Arab Tribes in the Neighbourhood of Aden
(No. CI. of the Records of the Government of India, Foreign Department),

1872, pp. 25, 29. In Hal. 187, G, and 188, 5, Yehar must be the name of a

place where a temple and fortress existed. Cf. Hal. 577, 5.
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on the day of commencing the special irrigation-tank of the

two balsam trees, and the tank of the tribe, as an endow-
ment of Yehar {or, of the lofty one), in the name of 'Athtor

and in the name of Il-Makah.

XXIX.

(B.M. 30; Os. 32.)

This inscription is fractured in such a way as to leave the

beginnings and endings of the lines incomplete.

1. H X X ° '
n - pi'- = Arab, y'z , Aram. MJftjji fortis.

X *1 H ? X '
n * Pr# compounded perhaps from b| ? X

'

j^ • i inf. n. of j' • , it increased ; and Y "I Jl for

V "1
r
1
! j a name of the deity : cf. X "1

fti H ® A »

Hal. 577, 3.

2. h ^ 8 ® V ' Pei'f- 3rd pers. plur. masc. As this word

has the paragogic ^, it cannot be the first verb

of a series. This would probably be <P J "] [j > îey
built, on the fractured part of the stone.

^ 8 ® V
is II. of a verb probably identical in meaning with

the Arab. JL, to make level, or equal, and refers to

the operation of planing down the inequalities of the

stones with which the building is constructed. Cf.

Heb. *^^, rectus fuit ; planus, aiquus fuit; and in

Hiph. rectum, planum, fecit, complanavit.

h ^ ^ ^ V '
perf. 3rd pers. plur. masc. with the

paragogic "-j , II. of a verb of which the meaning is

uncertain, but which probably signifies to complete by

painting the building red. Arab. ljj±, rufus color,

Chald. 1j2p, ruh%o pinxit. M. Halevy points out the

frequency of the expression Sr^>IN^Inr^flllhn
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in his inscriptions, the former of which words is

referable to the Heb. ttntt/, radix, pars inferior., radix

(montis), fundus (maris), and probably means

foundation ; the phrase therefore signifying from the

foundations to the finishing stroke. In the inscription of

Axum, the ^Ethiopian king Tazena speaks of

destroying the painted houses, meaning probably the

temples.

• • • • B ? '
perhaps the commencement of the name

of the house or temple. As the name of the king of

Saba occurs in the next line, we should here supply

3.
\ fa |~| y (D , n. pr. composed of IV®' îe 9ave,

Aramaic HIT., and *1 i.
.

\ f Y , surname of Wahaba-i'l.

4. ... 3 ) is evidently for <D t\ $ ) > a Sabeean verb ol

which there seems no exact correspondent in the

cognate languages. The noun £j t>| $ } £j is said by

the lexicologist to mean a generous man, and it is

applied as one of the many names of the lion; but

the verb, judging from the context in the places

where it occurs, would seem to have the signification

of placing under the protection of the gods (Halevy).

Translation.

1 their sons, 'Azizum and Zaid-ilat and Sa'd-

ilat, have built

2 and have rendered even and have completed

their house of Yafadh. . . . in the. year of

3 son of Wahaba-'il Yekhaz, king of Saba,

4. In the name of Dhat-Ba- dnmm and in the name of

their god, Dhu-Samawi, and they have placed it under

protection. . . .
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XXX.

(B.M. 37; Os. 36.)

This inscription is also greatly mutilated.

L 3 )1H <D H >
U

'
Subst

*
Cf

'
Heb

* ^0v' prcestantia. The

votary is evidently a person of the highest rank, and
probably a relative of the king.

p -

h h 1 3 >
u

-
ad

J- = ^KU '

?,
°i/«^

2. ^J^hVlf1
!' n - subst., an epithet of the god Dhu-

Samawi, £Ae (/od who rules over circumstances or events.

3-h£1 ;
restore H ^ T A ^ •

"1 A ® X h » Perf- 3rd pers. sing. masc. X. of **]
fl © =

iEth. ^frfQftft , conjidentiam habere solitus est (Os.).

4 - 1 f*l 3 ¥ ? >
n - Pr' composed of ^ l|i

<f
for V 3 ^ ?,

imperf. of ^ ^ ^ > to protect ; and "*] ^ .

8. X *1 M » n. subst. = iL »
good fortune, prosperity ; health.

Here in s£a£. construct.

X ® H ? ^ ' n * subst. fern., from a cognate of the

Heb. iH^, cognovit; HiTpft, cognitio, familiaritas

,

X ^ H ? ^ probably signifies the collection of people

known or akin to one another, i.e., the family.

Translation.

1 Dhu-Watrim, the royal clan,

2. has endowed Dhu Samawi, Ilah-'amrim, lord of 1

3 with this votive stone which he has confided to

him because of the safety

1 In an inscription in the possession of Lieut. -Col. S. B. Miles, Political

Agent at Maskat, Dhu-Samawi is called ^ \
<J>

["] I *1 Q |j Lord of oxen.
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4 Yeham-il Dhu-Watrim, and because of the

safety

5. and because of the safety of the lords of their house.

and because of then- prosperity

6. and because Dhii-Samawi has given them children in

abundance, and because ....

7. he has kept them safe in the fulfilment of that which

they demanded

8 may he continue the prosperity (or health)

of the family !

XXXI.

(B.M. ; Os. 31.)

The first line of this inscription is lost.

2 #
A

3J £ ,
n > subst. derived from a verb cognate with the

Chaldean Pa. tt^tP, ministravit. In Sabasan, the

word indicates one who serves the needs of his

worshippers, therefore a patron or tutelary god (Hal.).

(}
L| X > n. pr. of a goddess ; a diptote noun as being

similar, and perhaps referable to, the 3rd pers. sing.

fern, imperf. of (} <D ^ or (} *-| , cognate with Heb.

Fp2, J

-^, eminentia, excelsa. Comp. the eponymous

Q L|
}
Arab.

,
;j (Abyan Inscript. 5) and the sur-

name Q L ^ (Fresnel, xii, 1, etc.).

X \ ® [I > n* subst. fern, of \ O fj ; here in stat. constr.

H \ B Tl ' n - l
)r - °f a town or district in El-Yemen

;

the residence of the Gedranitce of Pliny.

\1 ° n ) h . num. = Arab. £^» Heb. H^N, four.

The U is the demonstrative enclitic.
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^ y h \ £ O , num., the dual form of
\ £ 0,= Arab.

"^
, Heb. "W, ten ; therefore h V h ^ ° for

hVS?>^0= Arab. uj^L ,
Heb. Q^m

3 - h 31 ft f
1

!' n - subst - Pmi> - fract. of 3"|ft = Heb. D^,
simulacrum, idolum.

H 4^ "1 iH ' n * Pr- °f a castle or palace in El-Yemen,

which is, perhaps, the HtXeov of Ptolemy. It is

mentioned in the Geez inscriptions of Axum as a

capital city of the Sabseans.

4- 3 h H 1*1 f
1
! » n - subst. plur. fract. of H H r

1
! (

see XX
'

8-9).

3 X 3 ? 1 3 1
n - subst - pmr - fract - °f 3 $ 3 (

see xx -

8-9).

5. O © , perf. 3rd pers. sing. masc. As there is here

a string of verbs in a sequence, the last one only

takes the enclitic L , For the meaning, see XII, 10.

r fl 8 ' Pei'f- 3rd pers. sing. masc. from = Arab. A
t

to restrain, hinder ; disappoint ; destroy.

O ^ 3 ' P ei'f- 3rd pers. sing. masc. from = Arab. __.r< ,

Heb. y^O, to forbid, to hinder.

h ) y f*l ' P ei'f" 3rd pers. sing. masc. from = Arab. ^ ,

to retard, make to retreat.

\ ,
n. subst. from a verb cognate with Arab. ^, ' to

harm, injure, hurt.

Translation.

has endowed his patron deity, Tanuf,

the Lady of Ghadhran, with these twenty-four images, be-

cause of their safety, and the safety of this house of Silhin,

and of its lords, and of their king, and because he has pros-

pered them with the favourable sanction of the calling-places
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and of the stations, and because he has humiliated and dis-

appointed, and hindered and retarded their injurers and their

enemies ; in the name of 'Athtor and H-Makah, and in the

name of their patron, Tanuf, the Lady of Ghadhran.

XXXII.

(B.M. 5; Os. 4.)

1. y "| t\ O p| , n. pr. composed of t\ O r*j ,
prosperity,

and U *1 h.
}
a deity.

4. Y $ ® > the particle (} here has the meaning of the

Arab.
(

j
> and between two verbs may be translated

and so, and therefore.

5-6. }}A'MX?1$I3?M- The sense of this

passage has been misapprehended by previous com-

mentators. It means " in the offering (i.e., when

they offered) the first-fruits (or, best produce) of

their fields." X ? 1 is akin to Heb - N^?» ^k%
separavit, distinxit.

f r fl rl *s ^he pi111'- of )f) or

p p
ji| = Arab. "•, the best or most fruitful part,

especially of a valley, the middles of meadows (see

Lane's Lexicon, Book I, part iv, p. 1338). 31 ? £ >

is num. verb from ^ ^ £ = Heb. WW, ponere.

6- U $ T r fh H ' as ^ V ) ft
ig formed like the 1st pers.

sing, of the imperfect tense, it is according to rule a

diptote noun, and must consequently here be in the

plural.

8. *| . .
ffi y \

. Various attempts have been made to

restore this word. Osiander suggested h 31 *1 ft ? "1
5

Praetorius h ? > ft ? 1 5 and Halevy h ^ H ft ? 1 •

Judging from the facsimile, I should feel inclined to

say M. Halevy was right. The word, whatever it

is, must signify, to protect or guard.
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8-9. $j X O ^ ' n. subst. plur. = Arab, cl-' plur. lx*'i

terra, plana, campus.

9 (*!?!> n - subst
- Plur - = ^th

- XP^ '• or X^ '• locus

graminosus, pratum.

©8^' n " su^st- plur. = Arab. ^'•^•> plur. jll*j

dwelling-places, habitations.

10. 3] ^ H I £] ^ N * These words being repeated convey the

idea of frequency. They appear to be cognate with

the Heb. *iV7 (vide Gesen. Thesaurus, p. 330), and

probably refer to periodical offerings. Cf. Prid. X, 8
;

a$> i"!nmHis ii8°ih4j nH?[i
snnH

may he sacrifice a victim to the idol once a year

3] v r \ fl
= Arab.

( J^sT, throughout the year.

\ <D . This has been recognised by Praetorius and

Halevy as the equivalent of the Arab, t , verily,

truly.

10-11. ®^®XTI?' imperf. 3rd pers. plur. masc. VIII. of

\ Q >T| = Arab.
(^ 5

to descend into a lower country.

11. <D *f h fl ' *s scripti° defectiva for © y ? h fl > as m
line 1.

11-12. <D ^ fl H ? ' unperf. 3rd pers. plur. masc.=Arab. ^j,
JEith.. hHlrh :

Heb. nij, to sacrifice.

12. I]
Pj , is the prep,

f] , with the intensified enclitic.

3} £ $ , n. subst. from 31 ? £ > and therefore a place

where offerings are deposited. The plur. X 31 I £ 31

has the more general meaning of a storehouse in

VIII, 7-8, 1 and is formed like X 3 ? $ $ from ^ $ ^ .

1 Cf. ^Eth. <P^JU,P <P I repositorium, horreum.
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The word may be translated temple for want of a

better word. It is here in the dual form, as 'Athtor

and Shams had each a special shrine.

13. h^vni^^riH®- The sense ° f this is
'

that

there shall not only be sacrifices to 'Athtor and

Shamsum , but also to Il-Makah, the god of Hirran.

^4, nH = Arab. ^i.

S S h X ~1
' Peri<' 3rd pers. sing. masc. VIII. of \ ^ ~]

= Arab. , Heb. p3, texit, proteorit. But the verb

being the protasis of the following h V ^ ?' which is

connected with it by the conjunction ©f^Q, the

correct reading is probably h S S X ~I ? • This verb

takes the prep. ' after it, as the corresponding

Hebrew verb takes 7St or hy, and the Arab.
(

J_c •

14. X^ V ' see section on Pronouns, p. 193.

14-15. ©p|^, c-onj., and also, as icell as.

S V $ ? H ' imperf. subj. 3rd pers. sing. masc. from

U A
j

to hear favourably.

s — o -

15. £3 \ 4^ ^ ' n - surjst. in stat. construct. = Arab. ^ «;u>

a sacred or forbidden place, a sanctuary.

16. X ® ) H' ' n * P r - °^ a P^ace or district in El-Yemen

devoted to the worship of Il-Makah.

"| 4^ ' PreP« according to (see I. 4).

3] \ O , n. subst = Arab. J^, a sign. For an explana-

tion of the grammatical phenomenon by which ^ y O

drops the mimation and <D ^ ["| = Arab. <U • • • ^j&\

see Miiller, De?' status constructus im IJimjarischen.

3] "J O X >
perf. 3rd pers. sing. masc. V. of ^ *] O , to be

made to know, or be instructed.
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17. fa), perf. 3rd pers. sing. = Arab.
^J]

> to see. See

Miiller, I.e.

18. h ^ ° h '
n - P1'- of a seat of tlie worship of Il-Makah.

18-19. ? J ft Q |
I Y $ 3 1 ft <*> » equivalent to the

Arabic locutions . i \

20.
$] H JI1 >

n- 8ubst - = Ara^>
" jj' Heb - TJS, Aa&

31 X 31 *1 t ' n * subst., calamity, misfortune. 1

Translation.

Sa'd-ilah and his sons, Benu Marthad' 111

, have endowed
Il-Makah of Hirran with this tablet, because Il-Makah, lord of

Awwam Dhu-'Iraii Alii, has favourably heard the prayer
addressed to him, and has consequently heard the Beni

Marthad™ when they offered {lit. in the offering) the first-

fruits of their fertile lands of Arhakim in the presence of

Il-Makah of Hirran, and Il-Makah of Hirran has favourably

heard the prayer addressed to him that he would protect tlie

plains and meadows and this tribe in their habitations, in

consideration of the frequent gifts throughout the year ; and
truly his (Sa'd-ilah's) sons will descend to Arhakim, and
they will indeed sacrifice in the two shrines of 'Athtor and
Shamsim

, and there shall be a sacrifice in Hirran—both in order

that Il-Makah may afford protection to those fields of Bin

Marthad1™ as well as that he may favourably listen—and in

the sanctuary of Il-Makah of Harwat, and therefore may he

keep them in safety according to the sign in which Sa'd-ilah

was instructed, the sign which he saw in the sanctuary of

Il-Makah of Na'man ; and as for Il-Makah of Hirran, he has

protected those fertile lands of Arhakim from hail and from
all misfortune (or, from cold and from all extreme heat).

1 If we adopt Osiander's reading D]"|N?p> ^ue word must be referred to

the Heb. tf^p, Arab. )j± ' Jj > ^Eth. 4*A© '. giYing tne notion of extreme

heat.
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XXXIII.

(B.M. 33; Os. 35.)

1. The commencement of the lines is lost, as well as the

endings ; but in the first, line, the restoration is not difficult

(see Translation, p. 412).

S H ? ) H • Cf- Trans - Soc - Bib - Arch., Vol. II, p. 10.

^ O p (} , n. pr. the lofty or eminent. A common name
amongst the Somalis at the present day.

~\ y \ Y , epithet of Fari,um
;

perhaps from a verb

cognate with the Arab.
i

^„\ ,
to plunder.

? )$ ^ > Perf- 3rd Pers - dual >
see XXVII, 4.

h A $ h V > Pei'f' ^rd pers. dual. The Arab, verb

-£; i means to lessen or diminish, and Halevy thinks

reference is made to a reduction of taxation. I would

prefer to look on the word as a verb in the 7^D2!1

voice, and to refer it to the root ^ ^> , which we find

in the Heb. i~I2££ with the force of dijucandi (p££,

judex), and in the Arab. ^ , decrevit.

h \ ^\ fh ' Pref- 3rd pers. dual = Arab. "
, "t to grant a

delay.

2 - © 3 V ) H °
f"l » n - robst plur. fract. of } H O = Arab.

jT j^., a virgin, young maiden.

^hY^h^rrinh) n * P r - °f a ^be or family,

apparently composed of
^ f| f\ ^ , plur. of

) f] ^j , the

great ; and n *? ^ n >
phir. of *j ^ $ j a servant. Cf.

Hal., 174, 1; 624, 1.

1 © $ h i Plur - of 1| , « cAt«/ (see XXIV, 2).
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4 *] O <D
I 4 f] <D . These two words are thought to

5*01

refer to a tribe by Halevy. As U' means a prince

or noble, the term may be a title of the heir apparent

to the chiefdom, like the j^s L of the Muham-
madans.

3 Hhln • Halevy supplies 4 4 If!*? 11®,
and this seems agreeable to the context.

h AH 3 ft = Arab
- c^L» Plur - tl^uT' p>osses$ions.

h II H 1 J
cf>- tlie Aml1 - A H fl : to be soft, smooth,

polished.

4 f"l I! A I
1
! ' c£ Arab.

c-yJ
' a captive or sfatv, espe-

cially applied to women.

4 - 4h?Q a> Xl
ll?1> imperf. prec. 3rd pers. plur. masc.

X. of
j Q Q , may they keep intact.

h X ® ' n - su^)st., cf. Amh. ®1X : to stop, obstruct.

ns^niii'ohr^nhT^niAf'i-

5. 4^ ^ £ *1 rh >
n - Pr - °f many °f the Sabsean kings, com

posed of *\ ft , II, and f )^ = - -1 ' to reveal.

II J ¥ ?> epithet of Il-sharaha = Heb. n^H, cecidit,

delevit.

"1 X r*i ? > n * Pr-j cf- the ^Eth. AHA: »«* /<w<Wj

strenuus,

4 ? [1 ' a Sequent surname of the Sabsean kings,

from the root 4 fl
= Arab.

(^ , to become manifest or

apparent.

6* ^ $ H ft 31 ' n - subst. = Arab, sijut*' a confirmation.
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31 h r ^ V ' n - subst. from
) % ^ , a grant.

D X 1 4* h . n. aubst. = Arab, j^, « <^.

D h rh II 1 H '
a cm'i°us instance of a noun being

formed from the perfect tense of a verb, that which

is restored, the ./Ethiopia 'i-flft.

Q^ffllS' n * subst. = Arab.
t
U',, , a line of writing^

writing.

II J Tl ft » = Arab. ^, s»i«//.

1. Il-sharaha Yahdhab and his brother, Yazal Bayyan, kings

of Saba and Dhu-Raidan, sons of Fari'im Yanhab, king

of Saba, have granted and decreed, and lastly have

postponed and

2 of their young men and of their maidens, the

Akbar-wa-akamum , the chiefs of this tribe of Bekilim and

the BinWa'l (heir apparent) of their tribe of Bekilim

3 the Akhar-wa-akainum and their tribe of

Bekilim may acquire for their lords possessions and gentle

female slaves

4 as to their sons' sons and their daughters'

daughters, may the Benu Kabirakain™ and their tribe

keep intact this restriction

5 their two lords, Il-sharaha Yahdhab and his

brother, Yazal Bayyan, kings of Saba and Dhu-Raidan,

sons of Fari'""

(> the restriction and the confirmation and the grant

and the deed of restitution and every writing, great as

well as small.
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XXXIV.

(B.M. 35; Os. 37.)

This inscription is in a very mutilated condition, but it is

clearly in the Hadhramaut dialect. The name of the votary

appears to be Nabata-il of Rakif and the offering is a piece

of gold of four

XXXV.

(B.M. 31; Os. 28.)

This inscription is in too fragmentary a condition to

admit of translation.

XXXVI.

(B.M. 6; Os. 29.)

This inscription is in the dialect of Hadhramaut.

1.
\ f\ \\ § t\ ft , n. pr. composed of

<J> f\ ft , the just or

righteous one, Arab. J^L?' an epithet of the deity;

and \ |*i |=j , 3rd pers. sing, p erf. = Arab. ?j, to

remember.

h \ I! ' epithet of Sadik-dhakara, from = Arab. "T,

with the adjectival ending U ,= \,
pious, reverent.

^1 H f*l
' another epithet, meaning the one ivho listens,

thence the obedient, sincere = Arab. ,yj|.

^ \ ^ , n. subst., property, or servant.

^ O y s C -

dhramaut, a province in the south of Arabia.
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2. f h $ |*| > perf. 3rd pers. sing. masc. IV. (Sapliel) oi

<j> L, $ = <j> L,
<j> \f in Sabsean.

^ f 1*1 , n. pr. of the god of the moon. (Z. d. D. M. G.

xix, p. 247 sqq.)

3] "1
r
1
! H ' -A-lam is the name of a place, one of the

principal seats of the cultus of Sin.

Xfh^,n.pr.fen, = X?h*V-

h V II V H ' *ne noun n i H nas here the paragogic

y peculiar to substantives in the Minsean and

Hadhramaut dialects, when in the construct state.

2-3. 8 <& 1 H U H> n - subst. genitive case = iEth. <F>Ffr^ l

weight, value. The words simply means " of weight or

value"; if, as Halevy thinks, they signified " of which

the weight," the phrase -would be |*| 8 <& "1 N H H •

In the Hadhramaut dialect the final X of fern, nouns

and 3rd pers. fern. perf. of verbs is often converted

into 8

•

3. U "1 V ' n - adj.= Arab. UL>. , here meaning different

from.

SIVf^lSHlVH' n
- subst

-
and ad

J- accus. The

second word = yEth. ty£(h, red, and refers apparently

to an inferior kind of gold.

8 fh $ T ' Pei'f« 3rd pers. sing. masc. passive voice.

The exact sense of this verb is not deducible from

the other Semitic languages ; but from analog}' it

evidently signifies to offer, dedicate. 8 ig f°r X (v^e

supra, I. 2).

X J I X H J
tIl!s offing (

see XIV. 7).

4. <D 3 f\
= Heb. to, like m.
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iS V I h 8 f\ '
pevf. 3rd pers. sing. masc. The

etymology of the word is not very clear, but from

the context it is plainly identical with the Sabaean

® y Ijl
<j> O . The f\ at the end of this and the

following word = © ^ •

fh B X ' Pei'f- 3rd pers. sing. masc. VIII. of ^ =
Arab. ,^, se recepit, confugit ad aliquem ; VII, se

contulit ad aliquem.

S OS
L)

[=| Pj
= Arab. j\> £/*e ear; here, ?Ae favourable

protection.

5- n fl f"l 1 r X 8 ® ' i* would appear fi'om this that in

the Sabasan mythology 'Athtor was regarded as the

father of Sin.

? X T \ f"l '
^em# °^?T m' from V *1 fh '

a divinity.

Here in the plur. construct state.

6. 4 V ^ ~l V ' this W01'd also has the Minaean paragogic

^ in addition to the demonstrative enclitic.

X ® II > ' a town °f Ha dhramaut, known to the classic

writers as Sabbatha or Sabota, and enumerated by Al-

Hamdani in the Iklil fi-Ansab amongst the castles of

the province under the name of £ * (Z. d. D. M. G.,

xix, p. 247 sqq.).

iSSHrH^llSlhOh^ Arab. <oJL <ujb ,
referring to

the sow£ or spiritual element and the mtn<2 or intellectual

faculty.

7. X T fl A > n subst. fern, from a word cognate to JEth.
SO ?

ft"7rh : Arab. .^ » £A« light of the morning, the dawn.

But although this is the recognised interpretation

I feel some doubts regarding it. Cf. iEth. ^Trh't" :

tribute.

Tox. Y. 27
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h fl1 >f\ H 5 111= Heb. nS, cor; \f[ H = Heb.

""Of memoria.

7-8. It is difficult to say whether the " lux oculorum " and

the "memoria cordis" refer to the persous meutioued

at the end of the inscription, or -whether these are

simply the names of the engravers. The former is

the accepted interpretation.

Translation.

Sadik-dhakara the pious, the obedient, the slave of the

King of Hadhramaut, Bin Il-Sharaha, has endowed Sin

of Alam with an offering of gold different from the red

gold; and has dedicated this offering to Sin, as he has

granted the prayer addressed to him ; and he has recom-

mended to the favourable protection of Sin of Alam, and of

'Athtor his father, and of the goddesses of his sanctuary of

Alam, and of the gods and goddesses of this city of Shabwat,

himself and his mind and his children and his possessions

aad the light (or, tribute) of his eyes and the memory of

his heart, Marthadam and Addanam of Yen'am.

XXXVII.

(B.M. 38; Os. 35.)

1.
i^] ^ h ? n. subst. This word, which is cognate with

the Heb. tTCi, bears the Talmudical meaning of a

sejyulchral monument in Saba?an.

1-2. \ f] ^ , n. subst. = Heb. ""Of?, sepulcrum.

2. ^ fH X h V '
n - P 1*' °f uncertain derivation.

3. <D f\ <f
O , n. pr. Cf. Heb. 1fc#, Esau.

The end of this inscription, which was found at Warka,

the Biblical Erek, is too mutilated to admit of translation.
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XXXVIII.

(Halevy, No. 686.)

This inscription was found at Marib, and is now in the

British Museum.

1- SaYMIYfl. n- Pr- hftfh « the Arabic

-^ |
•> protected against attach.

5 n n ) > *• f- (
xxn

>
!)•

2. 1X?' surname of Rababura
.

X h fl r*l I ? H • I should have been iuclined at first to

think that f \\ Avas a dual form, but the verbs are in

the plural : therefore ^ \\ may also be a plural form

°f H • X h H f"l
would then signify the place of their

residence.

® lh } [1 » Pei*f- 3rd pers. plur. = Heb. N^Il, formavit.

3. h > <> J V (XXIX, 2).

S s O

i I! ^ 4* 33 ' n> subst. = Arab,
i j^jsru , ?Ae /e%^ p&ice

or station of the Imam in a mosque; a pavilion, or small

place of worship.

4. T f] A ® A '
n - Pr# °f a place in El-Yemen, now called

9 * y s

\j£X> Kaukaban, derived no doubt from H3,

radical signifying globum convolvit, thence Hi3
meaning in all the Semitic languages, a constellation.

31 $ 31 has here a more extended meaning than usual,

and means the place, or seat, where Il-Makah was
worshipped.

5. <D H 8 i, (XXIX, 4). <D $ V rS $ * (XXXI, 2).
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6. )
|~| "] X ' Pei'f- 3rd pers. masc. sing. V. of p f]| =

jEth. Tfl4: III. 1^TQ4: opus fecit, operant. This

and the following word are engraved in smaller cha-

racters, and may have been added by the sculptor.

[I f"l H ® ' a common proper name amongst the Sabasans,

meaning, not the love of the father, as Halevy trans-

lates it, but " CUJUS pater Wadd est," like the Hebrew

1N"»*?N, INV. The words
f] rh H © I ) <&ft>

0T rePre~

sentation of Wadd-ab, are placed over the figure ot

a man preserved in the Museum of the Bombay
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society {Journal,

No. VIII, October, 1844, p. 30). Wadd was pre-

eminently the god of the tribe of Kalb, and was

worshipped in Daumabu-1-Jandal. The name is also

found in the Arabic writers as a personal designation

(Tbn Khaldun, apud Caussin de Percival, Essai, torn 1,

p. 137).

Translation.

Bahal Ahsan and RaMb^ Yatal of Abnat have con-

structed and completed this sacred pavilion of Kaukaban in

the seat (or, place of worship) of Il-Makah, and have placed

it under the protection of their benefactor (or, tutelary deity).

Fecit Wadd-ab.
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NOTE ON THE FORMATION OF THE REGULAR
PLURAL IN SAB^AN.

In the grammatical sketch which preceded these trans-

lations, I expressed the opinion that the regular plural

(pluralis sanus) of nouns in Sabgean ended in Q, and was
probably vocalised as dmu, or imu. As this opinion is

opposed to the views of many who have made a study of

the language, I think it right to offer a brief exposition of

the grounds for my belief.

Few things strike the student of Sabsean more strongly

than the close etymological agreement of the phenomenon
of the mimation with the rules which govern the Arabic

tanvoxn. Syntactically, there are variations, as Dr. Mtiller

has shown with reference to the dropping of the mimation

of the noun when it is the antecedent of a relative sentence,

and therefore, on the analogy of the Arabic 'iLo , the mima-

tion should be retained.1 But, as a general rule, it may be

stated that the mimation follows the tanwin. It is always

found in broken or internal plurals, such as D21NN, DTV2^p72,

DrW^ft, etc. ; and it is dropped when the noun is in the

status constructus. And yet etymologically an occasional

deviation from this principle occurs, for which it is difficult

to account. The presence of the phenomenon certainly

cannot depend on local usage, as suggested by M. Halevy

(Etudes Sabeennes, p. 55), for we often find a mimated and

an unmimated form of the same word in inscriptions coming

from the same place. It therefore seemed to me that if

anomalous forms are found, such as Dnift""^n, D^IN,
DTftH, etc., they must be explained, not by the hypothesis

that diptotes (or nouns declinable in two cases only) are

1 It is dropped in Arabic when the subject of the relative is indeterminate.
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occasionally triptote in Sabasan, but by the fact, which I

shall endeavour to substantiate, that the apparently triptote

form is really a note of the plural number.

The key to the interpretation of the Sabasan inscriptions

was afforded by the words Q"VEn "SpDj which occur in the

inscription of Hisn Ghorab. These Gesenius (who was as

yet unconscious of the phenomenon of the mimation) trans-

lated as rex Himjaritharum. 1 This was natural enough, for

the 1 being a mater lectionis, might be written defectively, as

in the Phoenician Q212 (sing. *0T£)> and occasionally in

Hebrew, as in Gen. i, 21, 0^3J]1. There may be also noted

the archaic plural in Q— , as in Q7p (sing. 7^D), D|3

(sing*, p). But, beyond this, _. is a diptote noun in

Arabic, and good evidence is required to prove that it is a

triptote noun in Sabsean. In the Arabic mythology Himyar

was the son of Saba, or, in other words, the clan of the

Himyarites was an offshoot of the great tribe or people of

the Sabasans, and while there are sufficient proofs to show

that Saba was the name of a tract of country and of its

inhabitants from a very early date, there is not a single iota

of evidence that there was ever an acre of ground called

Himyar. The word is not found in the Bible, nor in Strabo.

Ptolemy calls the district occupied by the Himyarites, not

'OfjLTjpla, or any similar word, but 'OfArjpiTwv %copa. All other

authorities, from the Periplus to the Greek inscription of

Axum, speak of the BaaiXevs 'Ofxijpirwv. The same may be

said of the Sabadans, who appear in the documents which I

have cited as 2a/3aeiroi or 2af3£iToi, but from far more

ancient writings we know that Saba (N^l") was a territorial

name and was inhabited by one of the principal nations, of

Arabia. It would be beyond the scope of the present inquiry

to enter into a discussion of the historical points involved

in the question of Himyar and Saba, but briefly the case may

be stated thus. The original Joktanide possessors of El-

Yemen were the great tribe of Saba, the Zafialot of Strabo,

whose metropolis was Mapidfia, and whose chief in the

1 Thesaurus, p. 793.
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inscriptions is called N1D Tpft.
1 Between the time of

Augustus and the date of the Periplus, one of the sub-tribes

of the Sabsean stock, the Himyarites, rose to power under

their chief, Kariba-'il, and probably extinguished the parent

line. I believe that Kariba-'il was a Himyarite, because in

the passage where he is referred to in the Periplus, the

Himyarites are evidently the ascendant tribe, and also be-

cause in the inscriptions of Fresnel, Nos. XI and LIV, his

father, Dhamar'ali, is not described as Malik Saba, but as

Makrab Saba, an inferior title denoting a viceroy or deputy

under the principal kings, and probably the rvpavvoq of the

Periplus. The official title of the kings of this line was

jTHTl MID Tjbte, and the seat of their sovereignty was at

the castle of Raidan at Zhafar. In later times, this junior

stock probably moved to the eastward, and the chief was
known by the title of DTEn T?E- In the time of Mo-
hammed, this ancient name was forgotten, and the whole of

South Arabia was supposed to be Himyaritic. Theophanes

of Byzantium informs us that in his time the term ^Afxavhai.

(i.e., Yemenites) was synonymous with
'

Ofinplrat.2

We have therefore every reason to believe, both on philo-

logical and historical grounds, that the instinct of Gesenius

rightly guided him, and that the expressions D"Vttn ^]^12

and DT72J7 }HN, should be translated, not as king of Himyar
and land of Himyar, but as king and land of the Himyarites.

If this is correct, the final Q is not the mimation, but the

sign of the plural.

One of the best established rules of Arabic grammar is

that nouns ending in & are diptote. Such a word is tne

local name y^*** which in Sabsean is represented by \$12t

As however the form D^D frequently occurs in the inscrip-

tions, and as I did not think these variations attributable (o

caprice, I endeavoured by an analysis of the texts in which

the words are found, to discover the reasons for them, but 1

am compelled to say without much success. The combina-

1 I was formerly of opinion that Zhafar (Raidan) was the seat of the earliest

stock, but I now see reason to believe that this view was incorrect. See

Sprenger, Die Alte Geographie Arabiens, pp. 72, sqq.

2 Eichhorn, Monumenta Antiquissima Historice Arabum, Gothse, 1775, p. 66.
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tions pv ^hft, pT2 t&D, and pn TitD occur twenty-five

times l in the inscriptions copied by M. Hal^vy at Me'in and

Berakish, which appears to be the site of the ancient hfV or

Yathal ; while the combinations UZVfo T?E> 02W2 "oStt,

and Q2J7D TftD only occur ten times.2 In one inscription,

No. 242, the expression D^ftl pJ2 ^ht2, and this seems

sufficient to prove that the words are not identical in mean-

ing. As the inscriptions in which the former of the combi-

nations occur were found both at Me'in and Berakish in

large numbers, wliile those containing the second combi-

nation were nearly all found at Berakish, I am disposed

to think that the term VpQ ^y?72 expresses the territorial

sovereignty of the king over the whole country, while that

of D2i^2 ^Tft indicates his rule over the people of Me'in

or the MinaBans, as distinct from the people of Yathal or

Hadhramaut (see No. 193). In No. 188, 10 we have, for

instance, 7JTT) D2Vft TO? all the Minceans and those of Yathal.

The terms pft Jl^N^N and D^tt nW?N, gods of .Win,

gods of the Minoeans, are used indifferently. When, however,

there is a question of the tribe, the form 02V?2 is used,

as D2}ft2 *\ N3.D *PO ?
between the tribe of Saba and the

Minceans (Hal. 354, 2); D2}?ft TO \2, from all the Minceans

(Hal. 385, 3) ; DwVft "TJ/ftN, the possessions of the Minceans

(Hal. 478, 18). The phrase Vpo Dy, people of Me'in, is

used twice (Hal. 237, 5; 238, 3), and both p72 D2W,
|ytt nDnW and D"TO D2W (Hal. 199, 11; 535,21; 193,5)

are met with.

The same observations apply to such words as D31JO

and D3"QN, which are written in Arabic ^\^ju and ^\ .

p}D Pn and D2~T}Q J"H correspond with the respective

terms pfi rbvhi* and D^tt rhttbx.

We find that another rule of Arabic grammar, viz., that

proper names formed by a combination of two words are

1 Hal. 187, 5 ; 191, 1 ; 192, 3, 12 ; 195, 10 ; 221, 3 ; 228, 1 ; 237, 1 ; 242, 8;

243,18: 255,1; 257,1; 430,2; 451,1; 459,3; 462,1; 480, 3 ; 485, 10

;

504, 1L ; 521, 2 ; 623, 2 ; 535, 20 ; 553, 2 ; 562, 2 ; 574, 2.

- Hal. 193, 4; 199,10; 200,1; 449, 3 ; 467, 3 ; 479,2; 516, 2; 520, 4;

527, -
i
53 I, 12.
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diptote, is also closely followed in Sabsean, e.g. *hy7V2D,

I^D^ITI, etc. But the two forms JlET^n (Arab. e_;L« .^J
and DJn^"12n occur. We find the former in the two

passages n?2"lSn TpE (Os. 29, 1; Hal. 193, 1) where it clearly

refers to the territory of Hadhramauts ; in Hal. 149, 5, we
find, on the contrary, Dj">ft1!ln, for the passage alludes to

a war with the people of Hadhramaut.

I have up to this point confined my remarks to the plural

form observable in proper names which in their formation

present a variation from the ordinary rules of Arabic gram-

mar. To prove the general rule that the pluralis sanus of

masculine diptote nouns ends in Q is a task of some diffi-

culty, partly in consequence of the rarity of examples arising

from the preponderance of broken or internal plurals, and

partly because we cannot always from the context discrimi-

nate between the D of the mimation and the Q of the

plural. I will offer a few examples :

—

(Os. 31, 5) : innNSttn IttiTtt bl : in this phrase, the

word N2^ is hi the singular number, being qualified by 71
{every injurer and enemy of them).

(Os. 18, 10) rp"l prrrf DN2^ "W I yffl p ! here the

word is in the plural, as the phrase mentions not a single

foe, but two classes of enemies, those at a distance and those

close at hand.

(Os. 17, 10) fWH DD:N 71 : the word DO:** is here

in the singular, being qualified by 71 and the following

verb being in the singular of the subjunctive.

(Prid. XVIII) tfWl DD:N JN1DE : in this passage the

word is probably in the plural, the English phrase " man and
beast " or the German " mensch und vieh " being foreign to

the genius of the Semitic languages.

The following passages afford clearer instances of the

plural in Q :

—

Dip DEITl nttN pD]:& (Hal. 215, 3), i.e. half a cubit

(in depth) and five kabs (in capacity). The two first words

may be compared with the iEthiopic tf^d^ : fY*^ • and

the last word with the Hebrew and Talmudic lp.
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rtnu) dcto mo • • • • ^n • • • • vbi (M. 102, 3, 4. 5)

")X1 N333 rnErTO i.e. he built up 1 the conduits

(Heb. nbl^P) of the six tanks (Arab.
, j\^,, Lane,

Book I, p. 1055) and of the six towers (Mth.. ^^z<^ : plur.

^'SdvR'Y '•) in the enclosure of the city. In this passage DCTO
S 9 f

cannot be an internal plural, like the Arabic
{tm_^La , because,

if it were, it would drop the mimation before the following

words, ~yyn #232, in accordance with the rules of the

Status Constructus in Sabsean.2
Cf. Fresnel, LV, 3; LVI, 4:

—

pprro Ji "km rnsrrai ayn hi.

The last example which I shall now offer affords an even

more convincing proof of the fact which I have endeavoured

to substantiate :

—

p DTpDI }WN (Hal. 87, 1), i.e., the followers and

officers of Bin . . . . , a passage which reminds us of the

Biblical JSrt9] inXin lipS (Ezekiel, xxiii, 23). In

this sentence there can be no doubt that the words DIpD
and JTVllfN are in the status constructus before p,

3
yHZ?^

(plene, DJTON) is the plural of yw, sectator (Os. 8, 7; Hal.

20; 26; 33; 169, 1; 202, 3), and DlpD must therefore also

be the plural of a word which I take to be IpD (zEth. <^J?

:

Heb. "PpS), prmfectus, propositus. As the mimation falls

when a triptote noun is in the construct state, the presence

of the final D in D"TpD can only be accounted for by the

fact that it is not the sign of the mimation, but of the plural

number.

In conclusion I will merely add, that from the Sabsean

possessing the mimation, it is even agreeable, on a priori

grounds, that the plural would end in dmu or some such

1 The word j^>T i 9 cognate with the Heb. N7D, npD, 77p, (i.e., ^j in Crut-

tenden's Inscr. of San'a, line 3), which primarily signify to raise. Watercourses

in the East are generally made by heaping up the earth on either side of

the runnel through which the water passes.

5 Muller, Zeitschrift d. D. M. G-esellschaft, xxx, p. 122.

3 See, for examples of the phrases )3 *13y, etc., Dr. Mordtmann, zwei

himjnrische Inschriften, Z. d. M. Gr.
;
xxx, pp. 11, 32.
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form. It has been conjectured, from the few adverbial

accusatives which are found scattered in Hebrew with a Q
termination, that that language was originally miniated;

and the analogy of the Arabic shows what is the true

development of the tanwin. I believe that in nearly, if not

quite, all the passages in which a final ] appears, and in

which it has hitherto been taken to be a plural ending, it is

simply the demonstrative enclitic, which, as a mark of energy,

plays such an important part in Sabasan grammar.

W. F. PRIDEAUX.

Bushire, \2th January, 1877.
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CHALDEAN ACCOUNT OF THE CREATION.

Translated by H. F. TALBOT, F.R.S.

Read 4th January, 1876.

The cuneiform text of the First and Fifth Creation

Tablets, which are the only ones as yet found in a tolerable

state of preservation, has been published by Mr. G. Smith

and also by Delitzsch in his Assyrische Lesestiicke, plates 40 and

41. From these my translation has been made.

The First Tablet.

1. When the upper region was not yet called Heaven,

2. and the lower region was not yet called Earth,

3. and the Abyss of Hades had not yet opened its arms,

4. then the Chaos of waters gave birth to all of them

5. and the waters were gathered into one place.

6. No men yet dwelt together : no animals yet wandered

about

:

7. None of the gods had yet been born.

8. Their names were not spoken : their attributes were not

known

:

9. Then the eldest of the gods

10. Lakhmu and Lakhamu were born

11. and grew up

12. Assur and Kissnr were born next

13. and lived through long periods.

14. Ami

[The rest of this tablet is lost.]
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The Fifth Tablet of the Creation Series.

This fifth tablet is very important, because it affirms

clearly in my opinion that the origin of the Sabbath was
coeval with Creation.

1. He constructed dwellings for the great gods.

2. He fixed up constellations, whose figures were like

animals.

0. He made the year. Into four quarters he divided it.

1. Twelve months he established, with their constellations,

three by three.

5. and for the days of the year he appointed festivals.

6. He made dwellings for the Planets : for their rising and
setting,

7. And that nothing should go amiss, and that the course of

none should be retarded,

8. he placed with them the dwellings of Bel and Hea.

9. He opened great gates, on every side

:

10. He made strong the portals, on the left hand and on the

right.

11. Iu the centre he placed Luminaries,

12. The Moon he appointed to rule the night

13. and to wander through the night, until the dawn of day.

14. Every month without fail he made holy assembly-days.

15. In the beginning of the month, at the rising of the night,

16. it shot forth its horns to illuminate the heavens.

17. On the seventh day he appointed a holy day,

18. And to cease from all business he commanded.
19. Then arose the Sun in the horizon of heaven in [glory].

The last word is broken off, and though there are seven
more lines, they are so broken that I cannot give a translation

of them with any confidence.

It has been known for some time that the Babylonians

observed the Sabbath with considerable strictness. On that

day the king was not allowed to take a drive in his chariot

;

various meats were forbidden to be eaten, and there were a

number of other minute restrictions. See 4 R, plate 32.
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But it was not known that they believed the Sabbath to

have been ordained at the Creation. I have found, however,

since this translation of the fifth tablet was completed, that

Mr. Sayce has recently published a similar opinion. See the

Academy of November 27, 1875, p. 554.

This account falls short of the majesty of the Hebrew
Genesis, especially where the writer implies that the heavenly

movements might possibly go wrong, and it was therefore

necessary that the gods Bel and Hea should watch over them

and guard against such a misfortune.

I will now give the cuneiform text of the First Tablet :

—

LINE

»• *% *- Ef Hff ^ -eT ^T *- -TTfc V ET >*
Enuma elish la nab ft samamu

When the region above teas not called Heaven

2- s^tU^r - m &m JT et -ET e~< -IT-

siplish in kitu suma la zakrat

{and) below on Earth {by that) name wo* not spoken

3. ^ff ctj ET -ET £ -EET -ITT- ff *ffl JT -T??

zuab - ma la patu zaru - sun

and the Abyss had not opened its arms

4. ^ c^TTT* ~<T< * *" •* -KT -EET<T STT -ET
mummu tisallat muallidat

the Chaos of Ocean was the mother

<£TT HfT<T I-*W
gimri-sun

of all of them

5.
y; i« i v- t*ff ^T « *£ A p£5 «=TTT*= ET
mi - sun istinish ikhiqu - ma
their tcaters into one place were gathered
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* -TT4 * e^TT -EI <M t«N e^TT £-3= ?? T?

gipara la kissura: zuza

Jien notf ?/<?£ dioeft together

:

animals

-£T ¥ 4Hf-
la selm

«o£ ?/e£ wandered about:

7. tfl ^ £T «fH -ET J!¥ *W ET -H ET
enuina ili la subu manama
when the gods not had risen none of them

» JiEy^y ©gf^in <KEf^f -El (Si)
suma la sukkura: simata la ( )

their names not were named : their honours not {were known)

9- fcfl ** V- *m*= ET Hf- Hf- (iHI)
ibbanu - ma ili ( )

(then) were born the gods (eldest ?)

Lakhmu Lakharuu ustabu

Lakhmu (and) Lakhamu arose

adi irbu

and grew up

Assur Kissur ibbanu

^4ssw (and) Kissur were born
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13. it! -m m ^^ *- sn mmmmi
urriku tami buda

?/<??/ wwg prolonged to days long

i4. ^-jl n «*- %m&W^ZWZ
Aim
Ann

Notes and Obseryatioxs.

The whole series of Creation tablets was called the

Enuma elish, from the two first words of the first tablet. So

the Jews called the book of Genesis Beresith, from its two

first words Be-resith, ' in the beginning.'

Line 3. Zaru, ' its arms.' Heb. ypft ' the Arm.' The

same image is found in the Hebrew scriptures :
' shall he

deliver his soul from the hand of Hades? (Sheol).' Ps.

lxxxix, 48. See a similar passage in Ps. xlix, 15. And Hosea

xiii, 14, says :
' I will ransom them from the hand of Hades.'

The word zaru jmt is poetical. It is used in Deut. iv, 34,

for the arm of the Almighty, ' stretched out ' to deliver the

Israelites.

Line 4. Mummu, Chaos. Heb. rTOin^, ' tumult,' from

root Din, perturbare. It was especially a Chaos of waters,

a boundless Ocean. Nearly the same as Heb. takum Dinn,
1 the Ocean,' from same root D1H, which the LXX always

render Af3vcrao<;. DinH is feminine in Genesis vii, 11, and

xlix, 25 ; Ezekiel xxxi, 4. Gesenius renders it Oceanus.

Its plural m^nn tahmut is the Assyrian tamti or tamid,

' the Ocean,' a word of frequent occurrence. In our Transac-

tions, vol. hi, p. 511, I have given the gloss Umun . Mummu
t]]]iz ^ tfflf m

A£ jgyyy >^\ This word Umun pan
occurs in Job xxxi, 34, where it is feminine, and means
4 tumult : confusion,' from same root Jlto!! or Dill-

Tisallat, Ocean. If this word was pronounced Tithallat

(and there are instances, especially in the Behistun Inscription,

of S used for TH), then we have here the QaXard of the

Chaldean author Berosus, who says, ' There was a time in
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which there existed nothing but darkness and an Abyss of

waters wherein dwelt all manner of monstrous animals.

The being who ruled over them was a female named
Omoroca, which in the Chaldean language is Thalatth : in

Greek Thalassa the Sea.' See Smith's ' Chaldean Account of

Genesis,' p. 41.

Muallidat, feminine participle of the verb yy* ' to bear

children.'

5. Istinish, ' into one place.' Istin in Assyrian signifies

* One.' Compare Genesis i, 9, 'And God said, let the waters

be gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land

appear: and it was so. And God called the dry land Earth,

and the gathering together of the waters called he Seas:

and God saw that it was good.'

Ikhigu or Ihiqu, from Heb. pn, an appointed bound or limit,

from verb ppn statuit, terminavit. This word occurs in a

most remarkable passage in the eighth chapter of Proverbs,

where Eternal Wisdom is said to have been present, with God,

at the Creation of the World ; which Calmet compares to the

Eternal ^0709 of the 1st chapter of St. John's Gospel. The
sacred writer of this chapter of Proverbs pictures to himself

the time before anything was created, save Wisdom alone,

and his words take a turn not unlike the Enuma elish of the

Babylonians, ex. gr., ' When as yet God had not made the

Earth/ &c. Proverbs viii, 26.

Three lines afterwards we read :
' When He gave to the sea

his decree, that the waters should not pass His commandment.'
Here the decree (pn) given to the Sea, not to pass over

its appointed limits, is the same word as the Babylonian

tablet employs in line 5, mi istinish ihiqu, ' the waters were
gathered into one place.'

Line 6. Gipara. Heb. Il^ 1 'a Man.' Syriac gabra. Often

put absolutely for ' Man.' Jeremiah xvii, 7, " Blessed is the

man (gibir) that trusteth in the Lord." Job. iv 17, "Shall

man (gibir) be more pure than his maker ?
"

Job x, 5, " Are Thy years as the days of man (gibir) ?
"

These words are addressed to the Deity.

1 Pointed so as to read gibir.

Vol. V. 28
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Kissuru 'they were banded together ; united; or bound.'

Heb. lIZJp to join or bind together; sometimes to unite in

sympathy, as the hearts of David and Jonathan: to bind

into a group, as the stars of the Pleiades. Job xxxviii, 31,

" Didst thou bind together the bands of the Pleiades ? " So

Gesenius renders the passage. Hence the union of the first

men into societies would be properly expressed by the verb

kissur.

Zuza 'animals.' Heb. Ziz Vt, a living animal, especially

a wild beast; from the root zuz Tft to live and move,

as in Ps. 1, 11, "I know all the fowls of the mountains, and

the wild beasts (ziz) of the fields are mine." And Ps. lxxx, 13.

" The boar out of the wood doth waste it, and the wild beast

(ziz) of the field doth devour it." Sehu ' they wandered

about.' Heb. Jl^fi and also TlW ' to wander '
; oberravit

;

erravit.

Line 7. Subu ' they were risen.' Catafago, p. 143, has sabaa

to rise (as a star) : sabdh, the dawn of day ; subh, the dawn,

aurora ; sabihat, the dawn. The stars were the original gods

of the Babylonians, Avho to denote 'a god ' figured a star.

Line 8. Suma la sukkuru, ' their names were not spoken.'

Apparently the same as zakaru (speak or name), which occurs,

often.

Line 10. Ustabu is I think a T conjugation of subu (see

1. 7) and with the same meaning.

Line 13. Urriku ' were prolonged, or extended.' Com-
pare iriku, liriku, ruku ; from pTT) longe recessit, a word

which occurs very frequently.

The discovery of this tablet has greatly raised the repu-

tation of the ancient author Damascius, for it is now seen

that his account of the Creation was derived from genuine

Babylonian sources. He says (see Cory's Ancient Fragments,

p. 318, compared with the original) :
" The Babylonians speak

not of One origin of all things (ap-^rj rcov 6\cov), for they

make two original beings, Tavde and Airaacov, making
Arracrwv the husband of Tavde, whom they call the Mother of

the gods. Their only son (? eldest son) was Majvfiis. And
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another race (yevea) proceeded from them namely Aa^v and
Aa-^o<f. And again a third race proceeded from the same
(parents) namely Ktaoapr, and Acracopo^. These had three

children Avo$, IWivos, and Ao$. And the son of Aos and
AavK-q was called BrfKos, who they say was the Demiurgus
or fabricator of the world."

This agrees very nearly with the Babylonian records.

Tavde is Tamti the Sea (a very common word in the inscrip-

tions), exchanging the cognate letters U or V for M. Airacrwv

is £r^y *"^yy Apzu or Apzo the Abyss (which word occurs

continually). Mcovfia is Mummu ' Chaos ' (see line 4 of our

tablet). Aa-^n and Aa%o<; are conjectured by Mr. Smith to

be the Lakhmu and Lakhamu of the tablet. This is very
likely, and is due to the carelessness of the copyists in

writing A for A.

Aaacop agrees exactly with *-^{- ^ the god Assur, the

great god of the Assyrians, and Kio-aapn *~>Y- ^TtjT -<^

is the same with the syllable ^^Y Ki prefixed, and therefore

properly transliterated by Kissur. Avo$ is Ami, named in

line 14. The rest of Damascius's names are broken off from

the tablet, but Ao is the god usually transliterated as Hea.

The sound of his name is doubtful ; it is possible that Ao
may be the true sound.

Most of this (regarding the testimony of Damascius) has

already been pointed out by Mr. Smith, but I could not omit

some mention of it here, as it is so closely connected with

the interpretation of the tablet.

The Fifth Tablet of the Creation Series.

LINE.

ubassim manzazi

he constructed dwellings

->f ->f £]*- }#*

ili rabi

[for] the gods great
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2. csHh f* *T ~- JT - <HH ET T-
Kakkabi tamsil - su as umami

Constellations, their figures like animals

3£T -fl* ~T
uzziz

/j£ fixed up.

3. cm= tET <T* •* ~f ^T «W
uaddi muanna eli

7«e ?/ia<ie £/jg ?/ga?\ info

<cc *T Eefl tEm -TTT~ ET *?ss *~ttt<
mizrata uinazzir

quarters he divided it

4. <n -s3 T^ ccHf-^ T TIT sSTTT I? Hf=
arklii kakkabi ana

twelve months, their constellations by threes

iizziz

he fixed up

». c^TT -eeT *T <k ITT ¥ Hf- ^T
istu tami eha muanna
/ro?n tf/ie days of the year

¥-W sSOT T *m<= ^£ e^TT ~T<
ustatil ussurati

he established festivals
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usarsid manzaz ili nibiri

7t£ founded dwellings {for) the divine planets

ana tiddu u simutzu - sun

for their rising and setting

7. ]} *rj ^y ty?m ~+ Effi # *y? ** <
ana la epish anni, la egu

That nothing should act wrong nor stop still

eT ^T ET
manama
anything

*• « ?? t^S ~+ -II < «f ^TTTT T? ^YYT«= Ie

manzaz Bel u Hea ukin

fAe dwelling of the god Bel and Hea he placed

itti - su

along with them

* HI VI EI sstf ET- h« - &fl *«M *fi
ipti- ma babati rabati as tsili

and! /ie opened gates great on sides

m r -£i -f
kilallan
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10. <y *W *JDH *T m cs: ^ M h *!
sigaru uddannina sumila

the portals he made strong on the left

11.

< a#~h
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»• <T- HTM 4 -W -£! ^T 1 ^H T?

arkhi sam la naparka

Month every without fail

as agie utsir

with holy festivals he observed

u. c£ ^y tyy^b ^ ey ~ry £ ^
ina resh arkhi-ma napakhi

in the beginning of the month at the rising

«W -£! T? H(<
lilati

'«• ^ 5F ~f *** It j£TT! T *T Rtf tffifc

garni nabata ana uddu
its horns it shot forth to illuminate

W El •*
samami

the heavens

.»• C£ ^y *y !J5 ^ y? tyyy* T? ISiiiET
ina tami sibitti-kan aga ukin-ma

o« £Ae seventh day, a holy day he appointed

ana battulu sutkhurati

(a??^
7

) to cease /wm aZZ business

*Hf<T (~*TO KTTf
uzzu

he commanded
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is. c^TTT= *HfTT<] ET Hh *T *£ ^T «« CJII
utzur-ma Sliems ina isid

and he made the Sun in the . . .

«f -]} - «r- -tt<d >m
Shamie as arka

of Heaven in its place

Notes and Observations.

Line 2. Tamsil, figure or resemblance : from 7t£ftD to

resemble. This word occurs frequently.

Umami ' animals ' is a frequent word, but doubtful here.

I think the last letter should be |»- or {^£.-> and not ^\*~-

Uzziz ' he fixed up.' Heb. Vty firmavit.

Line 3. Mizrata ' quarters,' is a term frequently applied

to the quarters of the human body. It is sometimes written

m.izriti. The etymology is uncertain.

Line 5. Ustatil 'he established.' An uncertain word,

but compare edil 'I established'; mudil ' establisher or restorer.'

Ussurati, holy festivals held on certain days, J112JV dies

feriatus : feria : coetus ferians.

Line 6. Nibiri, the Planets. Moving stars, from "Q# to

pass over ; whence nibirti, a crossing over.

Line 7. Anni, faults, errors, wrong doings. I have

treated of this word in my glossary No. 415; ex. gr. Anni

ebusu, 'the faults I have committed.' It is the Heb. T)$

peccatum, perversitas, actio prava. The verb epis or ebus

usually governs anni, as here, ' ana la epis anni/

Egu, from r0V tardavit : to stop or retard. See Schindler,

p. 1267.

Line 9. Tsili ' sides.' Heb. J?72 latus.

Kilallan, from Heb. 73 omnis, is a word of frequent

occurrence.

Line 10. Sigaru ' gates.' Heb. ")^D porta, clausura.

Line 11. Kabat, Cor. Etiam medium rei cujusuis. See

my glossary No. 500 on the meanings of kabat.

Elati, luminaries. Heb. 7711 splenduit, luxit.
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Line 12. Urru is a frequent name for the Moon, as being

the tutelary divinity of the city of Ur.

Ustipa ' he placed on high.' T conjugation of Heb. TVZXD

eminere, whence ft^Qtt? ' high places.'

Tqtipa is I believe the T conjugation of KT1 circumivit,

nearly the same as F)p2 or ?p to go round, or wander about.

From root P|p iqtipa is a regular T conjugation. This verb

P]p2 naqip ' to wander ' is the root of naqbi ' wanderings,'

which occurs in the Deluge Tablet, viz., "Eleventh portion of

the wanderings of Izdubar." See Transactions, vol. iv, p. 81.

Line 13. Sukkur to wander about, or circulate. Heb. "1HD

circumivit.

Line 14. Agie ' festivals ' : plural of Aga XI ^TTY-^ Tt

which occurs in line 17. Heb. %n festum.

Utzur, it assembled (?) probably from "ygy to assemble

the people on a feast day, congregavit (Gesenius). The
meaning seems, ' Every month without exception the Moon
(that is, the New Moon) caused an assembly of the people '

;

for, on {he first day of the month (see line 15) she shows
her horns in the evening twilight, and on the seventh day of

the moon (see line 17) there is a holy festival.

Line 15. JVapakhi, ' rising ' or ' coming forth.' Chald.

p52 to come forth. Often used with >->¥- M to express

Sunrise.

Line 16. Nabata 'shot forth ' or 'poured forth.' Heb. ^22
copiose effudit. In 4 R 27, 22, the same verb nabat is used as

it is here in connection with ' horns ' : gamd-su kima sarur

Samsi ittananbithu. The last word is from nabith, another

form of the verb nabat.

Uddu, in the sense of Light, is frequent.

Line 18. Ana battulu ' to cease.' Heb. htil cessavit.

Buxtorf renders it ' to intermit, cease, rest, be at leisure.'

Sutkhurat. Heb. ")T1D commerce, buying and selling,

marketing, or business. (See Buxtorf.)

Uzzu 'he commanded.' Heb. rT)2£ prsecepit, jussit.

Lhie 19. Arka, probably Heb. ^py ordinavit, disposuit,

struxit.

It will be observed that in line 3 the year is said to

be divided into four parts or seasons. This agrees with
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Mr. G. Smith's statement in p. 405 of his ' Assyrian Dis-

coveries.'

As the word employed in line 3 of col. II, mizrata or

mizriti ' quarters,' is a remarkable one, I think it desirable to

confirm it with another example. In 4 R 9, mizriti is

employed to express the four quarters of the lunar month. For,

in the time of the Assyrians, even as at the present day, the

lunation was divided into four equal parts—new moon, first

quarter, full moon, last quarter.

In 4 R 9, 20 (which is an Ode to the Moon) the Moon is

said to complete its horns (arbati miskriti) in four quarters.

The line is as follows :

—

buru

the beacon

iqdu eha garni

fiery whose horns

V T~HfT<THr< <VIEIJ£fc
arbati mizriti

{find in) four quarters

kullulu

are completed,

•Til^ -till

gabbaru

increase
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THE BABYLONIAN CYLINDERS

Found by General di Cesnola in the Treasury of the Temple

at Kurium.

By Rev. A. H. Sayce, MA.

Read 5th December, 1876.

One of the most interesting and valuable discoveries ever

made was that of the Temple-treasure of Kurium, in Cyprus,

by General di Cesnola. It is the first time that such a

collection of offerings has been found, and the vast number
of precious objects it contains, mostly of gold, and many of

them of exquisite workmanship, bear testimony to the wealth

of the temple and the devotion of its frequenters. The
objects dedicated to the deity are of various ages and styles

of art ; some influenced by Egypt, some by Assyria, some by
Phoenicia, and others again being of native Greek work.

Among what may be called the Assyrian objects are several

Babylonian cylinders, which seem to have been imported

into Cyprus as oriental antiques, and regarded by their

owners as articles of value. Three of these Babylonian

cylinders have cuneiform inscriptions, which General di

Cesnola has had the kindness to allow me to copy. The
copies will be found below ; my translations of them will be

given in the present paper.

The cylinder of most interest is one of haematite, and of

no great size. A priest with the usual flounced dress is

represented upon it as holding up his hands in adoration of a

deified hero, behind whom stands Rimmon, the air-god, with

the forked thunderbolt in one hand and the mace or soimetar

in the other. Three symbolical animals, together with the

sun and groups of stars, are interspersed among the figures,
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and a kneeling suppliant, the original possessor of the
cylinder probably, is placed between the priest and the
figure he is worshipping. The inscription on the seal is as
follows :

—

"1

35 R

%B
w

1. Abil- D.P. Istar

Abil-Istar

2. abil Ilu-ba-lid

so?i o/ Ilu-balid

3. abed D.P. Na-ra-am D.P. ex-zu

£/*e servant of the god Naram-Sin.

Now Naram-Sin was a Babylonian monarch, the son and
successor of Sargon of Agane, who flourished before the

sixteenth century B.C. A vase was discovered at Babylon

by M. Fresnel, bearing the name of "Naram-Sin, king of the

four races, conqueror of Apirak and Magan," or the Peninsula

of Sinai, which was afterwards unfortunately lost in the Tigris.

In the legend on the cylinder, therefore, we have a proof of

the apotheosis of the Babylonian kings. We know of

another Chaldean king who was similarly deified. This

was Amar-Agu, an early monarch of Ur and Nipur, whose

inscriptions are found on bricks from Mugheir (Ur) and

Abu-Shahrein, and who is mentioned in a list of gods in

W.A.I., III, 69, 77. As the determinative prefix of divinity

is attached to the name of Amar-Agu in his own brick

legends, it is clear that the deification had taken place in his

life-time, and not after his death. This may also have been

the case with Naram-Sin, and it is possible that the cylinder

found by General di Cesnola may date from his reign. It

cannot be much later, as it is not likely that the cult of

Naram-Sin would have survived the fall of his dynasty in

the reign of his successor, the queen Ellat-Gula. It may be

noticed that whereas Amar-Agu belonged to Accadian times,

Naram-Sin and his subjects were Semites.

The second cylinder from Kurium, also of haematite, is

much smaller than the other, and of inferior workmanship.

Two figures are engraved upon it, one of them in a long
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fringed robe, with a crooked staff in the hand. The inscrip-

tion is only two lines in length :

—

1. Eriv-Ba-gas

Eriv - Bagas

2. eriv D.P. nir-UNU-gal

servant of Nergal.

The legend is in Accadian, and the cylinder, therefore, must

be considerably older than that of Abil-Istar. If the Dungi

son of Lig-Bagas, who is mentioned on a cylinder now in the

British Museum, is the same as. the Dungi son of Lig- . . .

king of Or, who goes back to the earliest times of which we
have monumental record, it is possible that we may find an

approximate date for the Kurium cylinder. I know of no

other instance in which the name of the deity Bagas enters

into the composition of a proper name, and we may perhaps

assume that where we have two names of which it forms part,

one being the name of a monarch and the other of a private

individual, there is a probability that the latter was modelled

upon the former, and so belongs to the same epoch.1

The third cylinder brought from Kurium is of very con-

siderably later date than the other two. It is of rock crystal

and of large size, and I believe cannot well be older than

the eighth or seventh century B.C. Indeed, I am inclined to

reduce its age still more considerably. The characters are

not well formed, some of them being quite unrecognizable,

and the scribe has made a curious mistake in the first line,

from which it is evident that he was simply a copyist whose

knowledge of the writing was very imperfect. The name

of the moon-god, Sin, is expressed by his Accadian title of

Emirzu-na " lord of waxing," but the three Accadian words

are Avritten backwards, na-zu-enu. The whole inscription is in

Accadian, though the proper names are Semitic, and I think,

therefore, that it belongs to the period when a taste arose for

imitating the archaic, and the Assyrian and Babylonian scribes

began to compose in Accadian, just as it is still sometimes

1 I may mention that the Accadian Bagas is plainly identical with the Cassite

px Kossa?an deity Bugas.
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the fashion to write public or dedicatory inscriptions in Latin.

In this case the cylinder could not be much earlier than the

time of Esar-haddon. The same date is also indicated by

the engraving which represents a priest, with two sphinxes

above him,—clear evidences of Egyptian influence. The

inscription, so far as I can make it out, runs thus :

—

1. D.P. na-zu-enu (?) khi 6a tic

The moon-god the good

2. di-tar kur-kur 6i-di di-a an ci-a

the judge of the world, the fortune completer of heaven (and) earth,

3. sern-ga nam-ti dimirriene-la

the giver of the life of the gods to ;

4. nin 6i-a te-im zu

master who givest thy

5. sak (?) li sak(?) nun mu bat

head(?) jirecious (?) head (?) prince of the dead (?)

6. D.P. Tu-na-mi-is

Tunamis

7. tur D.P. Pa-a-ri

son of Pdru

8. nitakh mu ni-pam un (?) ne (?)

the man who the year records ...,....,,.

The office of " recorder of the year " explains why the

moon-god was the patron deity of the original owner of the

cylinder.
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ON A HIMYARITIC SEAL FOUND IN THE HAURAN.

By Isaac H. Hall, LL.B., Ph.D.

Read 6th February, 1877.

In January, 1876, I obtained several gems that had been

dug up in the Hauran, some distance south of Damascus,

but the locality I cannot give precisely. Among them was

a seal of fine agate, composed of dark and light alternating

layers, inscribed with six intaglio Himyaritic characters.

The shape of the stone may be described as that of a nearly

perfect hemi-ellipsoid of revolution about the major axis,

and having, accordingly, a flat elliptical face. A hole passes

lengthwise through the stone, intended probably for a string

or the pivots of a setting. The dimensions of the face (if

important) are 2 centimetres in longest diameter, by 1*45

centimetres in the shortest. The characters are 0*6 of a

centimetre high, and run across the stone in two rows, three

characters in a row, between parallel lines cut

across the face, of the same depth as the

characters. There are six of these parallel

lines, two at each end of the face, and two
between the two rows of characters. The
edge is a little broken at one end, but not

enough to damage the inscription. Further

details of its appearance will appear from the accompanying
figure. The seal I have presented to the British Museum,
where it now is.

Like many coins and other seals, its legend is cut so as

to read correctly on the stone ; the impression reverses both

the reading and the characters. It appears to be a proper

name, composed, like most Arabic names of the present day,

of two distinct names, both of which are well known to the
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Arabic-speaking people of Syria at the present day. The

transliteration into Arabic letters is
,

• ->. Cz> (or, neglect-

ing vowels, Shkr Chrf). The first name is common in Arabic,

both old and modern, and usually takes the vocalization of

the infinitive or verbal noun, and has the signification

" thanks." Sometimes a ^ (ye) is added, making its meaning
" my thanks." We have both at this moment as names of

students in our Syrian Protestant College. But a more

common name is formed by inserting an elif between the shin

and the caph, thus, £L& (Shdkir), meaning " thankful "; and

this is perfectly allowable in turning the Himyaritic into its

Arabic equivalents, as the former commonly omits the elif,

frequently necessary in the latter. I therefore adopt this

latter reading as the probably correct one.

As to the second word, by itself it is a Himyaritic (not

Arabic) word, meaning " year," which is here inappropriate.

But by inserting a j (waw) between the re and the/e, which

is quite allowable in the transliteration, it forms the name

, j. *>. (Charaf), an Arabic name of renown, being the name

of a noted Arabic grammarian as well as of the Beni Charuf,

an Arab tribe. Its meaning as an Arabic word is " lamb."

The whole name, then, would be
( j. >. £\£ (Shdkir Charuf),

and, by the way, its transliteration, " thankful lamb," would

not be very strange as an English name.

How this seal came to be in the Hainan I do not pretend

to conjecture. If any are inclined so to do, it may help them

to know that near it was found a carnelian seal in form of a

scarabaeus, with an intaglio human figure, which is most

likely of Hamathite origin.

Syrian Protestant College, Beirut, Syria,

Nov. 15, 1876.
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ON THE CYPRIOTE INSCRIPTIONS.

By H. F. Talbot, F.R.S.

Read Qth February, 1877.

Great interest was excited a few years ago by the

publication in the Transactions of this Society of papers by
Mr. G. Smith and Dr. Birch relating what was then known
about the Cypriote inscriptions, and evidently containing at

least the commencement of a true interpretation of them.

But I believe that few British scholars are as yet acquainted

with the great discoveries which have been made by
the German archasologists Moriz Schmidt, Deecke, and

Siegismund, within the last two or three years.

Thanks to their labours, we now possess a nearly com-

plete Cypriote syllabary, correctly valued, which when
applied to the best and most perfect inscriptions transforms

them into very intelligible Greek, thus realising the pre-

visions of Mr. G. Smith and Dr. Birch, and adding a very

important and interesting chapter to the history of the Greek

language.

Of these authors Schmidt1 was first in the field, but

Deecke and Siegismund 2 followed later in the same year, 1874,

Their labours had been quite independent, and apparently

carried on unknown to each other, but when the essays were

published they had the satisfaction to find an almost complete

agreement in the results which they had obtained. This, as

1 Moriz Schmidt, " Die Inscrift von Idalion, und das Kyprische Syllabar."

Jena, 1874. This is a work of more than 100 pages in auto-lithography, an art

of the greatest utility for learned works of this kind, in which the correction of

the press is so difficult and expensive, and moreover causes so much delay.

2 Die wichtigsten Kyprischen Inschriften, umschrieben uud erlaiitert von

Wilhelm Deecke und Justus Siegismund—in Curtius Stuclien, Leipzig, 1874.

Tot.. V. 29
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one of them justly observes, is of itself a strong argument

for the truth of the conclusions. 1

I first became acquainted with these new researches by

reading a very useful little book " stir le dechiffrement des

inscriptions de Pile de Chypre," par Leon Rodet, Paris, 1876.

This gives a clear and accurate account of the late discoveries,

and includes a careful copy 2 of the inscription of Dali or

Idalium as rendered into Greek letters by Deecke and

Siegismund. But Rodet gives no translation of this Greek,

which is embarrassed by a multitude of Cypriote expressions.

The general tenour or meaning of it is however not difficult

to follow, and I made a translation of it. At a later time

when I had procured the German works themselves, I was

gratified to find that my translation was very similar to

that of the German scholars (see p. 240 of Deecke and

Siegismund) with the exception of a few passages.

Schmidt on his side transliterated the Cypriote original

into Greek letters, in close accordance with Deecke and

Siegismund, and his copious notes show a general agreement

with their views throughout the inscription. In short, these

translators are in very fair accord, and I shall follow them,

except only hi a few passages, in the annexed English

version, which I believe represents pretty closely the sense

of the original.

The Bronze Tablet of Idalium.

When the Medes and the Kitians 3 besieged the city of

Idalium in the year when Philokupros son of Onasagoras

was eponym (or chief magistrate ?) the king Stasikupros

and the city of the Idalians commanded Onasilus son of

1 Daraus ergab sich dass wirim Wesentlichen unabh&ngig von einander gam
zu denselben Resultaten gelaugt waren—gewiss eine schlagende Bestatigung fiir

ihre Richtigkeit.

2 The author says : "Je donne ici la transcription dc la plaque de Dali,'

d'apres la restitution de MM. Deecke et Siegismund, apres l'avoir collationnee

eur les fac-siuiile du due de Luynes et m'etre assure que la transcription sylla-

bique est faite avee une entiere bonne foi."

3 Inhabitants of Kitium, a city not far from Idalium. Compare the Chittim

of Scripture.
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Onasikupros the physician and his brethren to heal the men
that were wounded in the battle, without receiving any fees.

And at that time the King and the City made a covenant

with Onasilus and his brethren, in lieu of all fees and
rewards, to give them from the King's house and from the

city (so many) talents of silver. Or else, instead of those

talents of silver, the King and the City shall gi\^e to Onasilus

and his brethren from the King's land, which is in the sacred

inclosure (?) of Alphirita the piece of land in the valley which

adjoins the field of Onkas and all the young plantations

which are upon it, to hold it and take all its produce as long

as he lives, free from all taxes. And if anyone shall expel

Onasilus, or his brethren, or the grandchildren of Onasikupros 1

from this land, then the person who so expels them shall pay
to Onasilus and his brethren, or to their children, the money
aforesaid, that is to say (so many) talents of silver.

Part II.

And moreover to Onasilus himself, apart from his other

brethren, the King and the City have covenanted to give

him in lieu of fees and rewards, silver amounting to (so much).

Or else, the King and the City shall give to Onasilus in lieu

of that money, from the king's land at Melania in the plain

the piece of land which adjoins the field of Amenias together

with all the young plantations which are upon it, which
adjoins the street (?) of Drumion and the sacred enclosure of

Athena, and the garden in the field of Simmis which Diithemis

the Aramnian held formerly, which adjoins (the house of)

Pasagoras son of Onasagoras and all the young plantations

which are upon it, to hold it, with all its produce, as long

as he lives, free from taxes. And if anyone shall expel

Onasilus or his children from this land, or from this garden,

then he who expels him shall pay to Onasilus or his children

the aforesaid sum of (so many) pieces of silver. And these

declarations, mutually exchanged, the King and the City

have deposited with the goddess Athena of Idalium with

1 He was father of Onasilus.
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oaths not to break these covenants as long as they live.

Whoever shall break these covenants let him be held guilty

of impiety. These lands and these gardens the sons of

Onasikupros and his descendants shall hold for ever, so long-

as any remain in the sacred service of Idalium.

I will add a few remarks to this translation. It will be

perceived that the King and the City make a double covenant,

the first with Onasilus and his brethren, the second with

Onasilus alone. In each case the minor stipulations (such as

the option of paying either in money or in lands) were nearly

the same, yet they had to be repeated in the same words.

All this is expressed with so much precision as to lead to

the belief that this agreement was drawn up by a lawyer.

It is necessary however to remark that there is a great

difference between Schmidt's translation of the first line and

that given by Deecke and Siegismund. It appears to me
that Schmidt is in the right, for the following reasons :—At

the time when this bronze tablet was engraved, a war (/xa^a)

was going on, and many persons were wounded. The

Medes and Kitians were then besieging the City. 1 Surgeons

were of course greatly needed, and therefore the City made
a contract with a confraternity of them. The words of the

original are 'Ore rav tttoXiv HSaXicov KmeopKovv MaSoc kgli

Kerieis. Here we have the well-known verb TroXiopiceiv "to

besiege a city," of which /caTcnroXiopiceiv would be a stronger

form, implying a formidable siege.2

The Cypriote phrase rav tttoXlv KareopKovv is equiva-

lent to the Greek KareTroXiopKovv rav itoXiv. But Deecke

and Siegismund take op/cos in the sense of ' an oath,'

which gives no satisfactory meaning, for certainly the King

and City of Idalium did not swear anything to the Medes

and Kittians, nor receive any oath from them. The bronze

1 Schmidt, p. 68, "Die Madoi (Meder, Perser) die Stadt belagerten."

2 Compare noXefifiv ' to make war,' but KaTanoXefXfiu is ' to make war and

conquer.' So in Latin bellare, and its stronger form debellare.
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tablet relates to a purely domestic transaction, a contract

between the City and certain citizens of Idalium.

Each of the three writers I have quoted from, Schmidt,

Deecke, and Rodet give the Greek text as it comes out when
rendered into Cypriote syllables ; it is therefore unnecessary

for me to do so. I think it will be more useful to give a

copy of it when divested of some of its unusual forms, it will

then be considerably more legible. The inscription with the

Greek rendered somewhat more regular, but still semi-

barbarous, is nearly as follows :—

'Ore rav irroXiv HSaXicov KareopKovv Mahoi /cat Kerieis

ev rco $i\o/cv7rpov erei rov Ovacrayopov, ftaatXevs 'XracriKvirpos

kcli a irro\i<i HSaXteis avcoyov Ovacrikov rov OvatriKvirpov rov

tarrjpa Kai tou? KacriyvTjrovs tacrdai rov? avOpcoirov? tou? ev

ra p^a-ya tKfiafifievov^ avev pucrdcov. Kai ira ecbprjTacravro

ftacrikevs Kai a irrd\i^ OvaaiKco Kai to/,9 Kacriyvnroi? avri rcov

pnaOcov Kai avri ravKepcov Sovvai ef rco oikco rov /3aai\ecos

Kai elf ra irroXei apyvpou ( ) ra(\avra). H Svavoirj

avrt rov apyvpou rcovSe rcov raXavrcov fiaaiXevs Kai a irruXis

OvaoiXco Kai, rois Kaaiyvrjrois airo ra ya ra {3aoi\ecos ra ev

rco ipcovi rco AXcpipiara rov ycopov rov ev rco eXei rov

^pavofxevov OyKavros aXcpco Kat ra repyyia ra eiriovra iravra

e%eiv irav covtov ecos (?) fa (?) areXrjv. El kg ris OvaaiXov t]

rovi Kaaiyvrirowi rj rovs iraiSas rcov iraiScov rov OvacriKvirpov

e% rco %&>pa rqSe e%opi%r), iheira 6 e^opt^rj ireicrei OvacriXco

Kai roi<i Kacriyvnrois 77 rots iraicri rov apyvpov rovSe, apyvpou

( ) ra(Xavra).

II. Kai OvacriXco oico avev rcov Kacriyvnrcov rcov aXXcov

ecpprjraaavro (BaaCkew; Kai a irroXi<; Sovvai avrt ravKepcov rcov

fiicrdcov apyvpov ( ). H Scokoijj ftaaiXevs Kai a irrdKis

OvacriXco avri apyvpov rooSe airo ra ya ra ftacriXecos ra

MaXaviq ra ireSiq rov %copov rov yjpavp.evov Apiwvta aXcpco

Kai ra repyyia ra eiriovra iravra rov iroreyopbevov irorrco

po<j)co rcov Apvpucov Kai irorrav tepeiav ras AQava^ Kai rov

Kairov rov ev ^V/a/uSo? apovpa rov AnOepus 6 Apaixvevs eiye

aXXoiro, rov iroreyop*evov iron Jlaaayopav rov Ovacrayopov Kai

ra repyyia ra eiriovra iravra, eyeiv iravcovicos ecos (?) fa (?)

areXea eovra. Ei Ke ris OvacriXov r\ rovs iraiBas rovs OvacriXou
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e% ra ya raSe rj e£ tw Kairco rcohe egopigr} cSe 6 egopigr) Tietoei

OvaatXw rj tois iraiai tov apyupov ToySe, apyvpov ( )

raXavrcov jahe ra eirea raSe evaXXaXiopbeva ftacnXevs kcli a

7ttoX<<? /carediav ev rav 6lov rav AOavav rav 7rap' HSaXiwv

crvv opKoi9 (xrj Xvcrai ra<; <ppi]Ta9 raa&e eu><; (?) £«(?) 'Otti Ti?

zee ra? (pprjTas raahe Xvarj avooia ol yevoiro. Taaye ya<i

racrBe icai rovs kclttovs rovahe ol OvaoacvTrpov 77-atSe? «at

tq)v waiBcov ol 7raiSev egouoi aiei ol ev tg> ipcovi rw HBaXiei

ecooi.

Notes on the Preceding Transliteration.

Ev tw eret rov QcXoicvirpov, in the year of Philokupros,

that is, when he was chief magistrate, which office was
probably changed annually.

Philokupros. A king of this name is mentioned by

Herodotus, book 5, ch. 113, as reigning in Cyprus. He was a

friend of Solon.

Ifc/jLa/jLpLevov<;, a word of uncertain origin.

E(f)prjTa<Tavro ' they covenanted ' : from (pprjra ( a covenant

or treaty,' which occurs in line 29. The usual Greek is

pr)rpa. The celebrated and very ancient Elean inscription

begins A Fparpa " this is the treaty, &c, &c."

TavKepwv. A Cypriote word otherwise unknown.

Eg tw olk(i) is a Cypriote solecism. It will be remembered

doubtless that the people of Soli in Cyprus spoke Greek so

badly as to give rise to the word ' Solecism,' or ' speech of

Soli.'

flviov ' saleable.' Uav covcov ' the whole saleable produce

of the land.'

Xpavop.evov, ' touching.'

AXtyco, garden or vineyard. Hesychius, quoted by Deecke.

has AXova' kt)ttoi' Kvirpiou

Tep^yva is explained by Hesychins (pvra vea (Deecke).

I have rendered it 'new plantations.'

E£opi%t), from €%opit,eiv 'to expel': from opo<s terminus
;

q.d. exterminare.

Jletcret, ' he shall pay ' : from an old verb irevheiv (Latin

pendere ' to pay.') jrevBco, fut. ireioco, like airevSoo, aireiaoi
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iroivr) (penalty or payment) is another derivative from the

same root.

AcoKoirj from a local verb Sco/ceiv derived from eScoKa.

AXXo-tto ' formerly ' for aWoTrore, but the word is very

uncertain.

The chief monument of the Cypriote language hitherto

found is this bronze tablet of Dali or Idalion. It is written

on both sides, and contains not less than thirty-one long lines

clearly and legibly written. It was found in the ruins of the

temple of Athena at Idalium, Avhere it had been suspended

as a record of the public Engagement or Covenant made

between the government and the family of Onasilus. Of

this tablet the Due de Luynes gave a correct fac-simile hi

his costly work Numismatique et inscriptions Cypriotes,

Paris, 1852. fol. This was republished by Professor Roth of

Heidelburg in a very splendid work published at the Due de

Luynes' expense, entitled 'die Proclamation des Amasis an

die Cyprier bei der Besitznahme Cyperns durch die Aegypter,

Paris and Heidelburg, 1855, folio. Professor Roth erroneously

supposed that the inscription of Dali was written in a lan-

guage closely akin to the Hebrew, aud he therefore essayed

to give to each Cypriote character its equivalent in the

Hebrew alphabet. The quasi-Hebrew words or sentences

thus obtained he affirmed to be a Proclamation issued by

Amasis king of Egypt to the people of Cyprus. But all

this was labour lost, since the inscription is really in the

Greek language and the name of Amasis does not occur

at all in it.

The word Basileus, which occurs many times, was
supposed by Roth and the Due de Luynes to be Salamis :

and the other letters were equally mistaken. This account

of the first attempt to interpret the tablet of Dali is chiefly

taken from Schmidt's work. pp. 2-3. He then proceeds to

relate the beginning and progress of a more successful

solution. Lang, he says, was the first to discover the

meanmg of one or two words. 1 Then G. Smith followed, 2

1 Transactions of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, vol. i, pp. 116-128.
2 Ibid., pp. 129-144.
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and explained that "the Cyprian system consisted of a sylla-

bary, each consonant having about three forms, the whole

number of characters amounting to between fifty and sixty."

Then Brandis in 1873 * made some further progress: for

instance, he noticed that icai is spelt tea? in the inscriptions,

which we know from Hesychius to have been a peculiarity

of the Cypriote dialect. But the success of the later writers,

Schmidt, Deecke, and Siegismund, far surpassed that of their

predecessors. This was mainly owing to their careful study

of the peculiarities of the inscription, which enabled them to

find out that the Cypriote syllables (when not vowels)

consist of a consonant followed by a vowel, such as na, ne, ni,

no, nu, but never an, en. in, &c. To express an they write

two signs, a ne, no doubt omitting the final vowel in pronun-

ciation.2 Another great peculiarity of the Cypriote dialect

was this : it always omitted the letter N before a dental

8 t or 6. Thus they said roSe for tovSc, an for avn. 3

As this omission of the letter N was very frequent, it is

evident that so long as it remained undiscovered the reading

of the Greek text appeared much embarrassed and in many
places hardly intelligible.

Before concluding this paper I will add one other specimen

of the language.

The bilingual inscription of Idalium (Phoenician and

Cypriote) given by Rodet, pp. 12-19, as rendered by him into

Greek letters offers an obscurity. I think it should stand as

follows:

—

Bao~i~\e(os MiX/ciadcovos Keruov icai HSaXuov

(eTra*/o)ii€V(i>v twv Trefnrafiepoov vecoraras, tov avhpiavra rovhe

Karearaae o ava£ o A/38i/jUl\kov to) AttoWwvc ra>

AixvkKw. "Milkiathon being king of the Kitians and

Idalians on the last of the five intercalary days, the

prince son of Abdimilik erected this statue to the

Amyclsean Apollo." 4

1 Brandis, Versuch zur Entzifferung der Kyprisehen Sclirift.

2 Deecke and Siegismund, p. 220.

3 Ibid., p. 229.

4 See also Schmidt, p. 97, who has not seen that the broken word .... fxtvoiv

should be restored (nayofj.(va>v. I find, however, that Deecke has preceded me
in this restoration.
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The last of the five intercalary days will be the last day

of the year, or perhaps New Year's day, a proper season for

honouring Apollo with a new statue. The word vewraras

(sc. r]ix€pa<i) more fully perhaps eiri vewraras rjfiepas, has

been hitherto read veoa-rara^, which gives no satisfactory

meaning. But Schmidt (p. 52) says that he possesses a

squeeze of the original, which shows that the letter given as

^ or S is really ^ or 0. Making therefore this correction

we obtain the word vewraTas.
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OX AN ARAMAEAN SEAL.

Bv Lieut.-Col. W. F. Prideaux, F.R.G.S., Fellow of

the University of Bombay.

Bead 5th December, 1876.

A SEAL engraved with ancient Phoenician characters has

lately come into my possession, which from its intrinsic

interest deserves, I think, notice in the Transactions of the

Society. It is formed of very pale-blue

chalcedony ; and is of a conoidal shape,

1 inch in length, *65 inch in breadth at

bottom, and *3 inch at top, and in depth

•45 inch at bottom, and '3 at top. The

face on which the legend is engraved is

slightly convex. A bole has been bored

through the upper part of the stone to

admit of its being suspended from a string.

I am ignorant of the exact locality in which

the seal was found, but it was somewhere

in Mesopotamia, and probably at Babylon.

On one side of it is a four-winged monster

of Babylonian type, apparently with the

face of a man, and the body of a bull,

rearing on its hind-legs. Its head is surmounted by an

ibex-horn, in front of which is a crescent. Before the

lower part of the body is the Egyptian symbol of life. The

annexed woodcut gives a fair representation of the figure,

which is unfortunately rather worn upon the stone.

The inscription is surrounded by a border, and is con-

tained in two lines which are divided in the manner

rrvny
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considered by the Count de Vogue characteristic of Hebrew
seals, although it is occasionally met with in others

(Melanges d'Archeologie Orientale, pi. v, No. 11). The
palaeography belongs to that time when the Phoenician,

Aramaean, and Hebrew writing was identical, and from the

general distinctive signs of high antiquity being found in

the seal, namely, the undulated Uf, combined with the

cruciform il, and the closed loops of the ^, "7, and "1, its

date cannot be assigned to a later period than the eighth

century B.C. (De Vogue, pp. 145, 146). The stone, indeed,

appears to afford an indication of the original formation of

the letter 1&, which in the earliest monuments hitherto

known appears as W, but in the seal as W. The Jl is also

of the most archaic type.

In Hebrew characters the legend reads as follows:

rrmxf
" Belonging to Bkshth bath 'Abd-Yrkh."

In Hebrew the word !~^£5 (from the Piel tt?j?X) signifies

petitio. The name jlt^pl is not found elsewhere in Phoenician,

We know from the First Trilingual Inscription of Leptis tha

the name rO~n, the last three letters of which were vocalized

in the Hebrew ^*l^ as m ^^P5i was transliterated in

Greek and Latin as BYPYX0 and BYRYCTH, but it would
not be safe to assume that the same pronunciation prevailed

in early days in Aram as wTas current centuries afterwards

among the Phoenician colonies in Africa. In the case before

us, the Masoretic pointing of the Hebrew is probably a surer

guide, and I think we may infer that the name was pro-

nounced Bakkashath.

The name of Bakkaskath's father is far more interesting.

Although the Moon was personified among the Chaldeans,

as well as the Sabaeans of South Arabia, by the deity Sin,

I believe I am right in stating that no indication has vet

been discovered, from Semitic sources, that Lunus or the

Moon-god, found a place in the theogony of the more
westerly nations of Syria and Phoenicia. We have tt??2^H2^
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in the inscriptions Athen. I and II, corresponding with the

Greek 'HXioBoopos; but before the discovery of the present

seal we had no name indicative of a votary of Lunus.

UHrCl. corresponding with vovfx^vios, belongs to a different

class of names, and is not significative of worship. It is

therefore important to ascertain that the Phoenician word

mf does not merely mean the moon or lunar month,

but is also the designation of the personified Lunus,

as tyfoV} is of the personified Sun. 1 Whether the name
has any relations with the Arabian patriarch Jerah

(1TV) in Gen. x, 26, I will not venture to conjecture.

The crescent engraved in front of the head of the horned

figure on the side of the seal, has not improbably some con-

nexion with the name of the owner's father.

I have called the seal "Aramaean," because the place of

its discovery and the engraved figure on the side forbid the

supposition that it could have belonged to a dweller in

Phoenicia Proper ; but as regards the palasography no

difference, as I have said above, is discernible between this

and the most ancient Phoenician intaglios.

1 The following passages of Scripture refer to the worship of the Moon under

the appellation of o\ :—Deut. iy, 19 ; xvii, 3 ; 2 Kings xxiii, 5 ; Jer. viii, 2
;

Job xxxi, 26, 27.
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NOTICE SUR UNE STELE fiGYPTIENNE DU MUSfiE

DE TURIN.

Par Francois Chabas.

Read 1st May, 1877.

Aprils les papyrus et les inscriptions monumentales, les

steles de bois, et surtout celles de pierre, fournissent aux

egyptologues les sources les plus abondantes d'information.

Elles sont fort heureusement parvenues jusqu'a nous en

quantite a peu pres innombrable. II en existe des plus

anciennes epoques jusqu'aux temps romains ; et Ton peut

y suivre le progres et le declin de l'epigraphie egyptienne.

Ces monuments ne nous montrent souvent que des scenes

d'offrandes et de courtes prieres ; d'autres nous donnent des

details biographiques ou nous renseignent sur des faits

historiques. Dans le plus grand nombre, on trouve des

notions interessantes pour la mytkologie, la morale et les

rites funeraires. En un mot, on est bien fonde a affirmer que

peu d'entre elles pourraient etre considerees comme absolu-

ment denuees d'interet.

Des publications, deja assez nombreuses, ont fait connaitre

plusieurs de ces monumens, mais, parmi les plus importants,

il en est qui n'ont point ete encore traduits ; tel est en par-

ticulier le cas de celui que M. de Rouge a appele la reine des

steles, et qui est deja connu dans la science par des citations

partielles qui ont pu en faire apprecier la grande valeur.

On trouve dans tous les Musees de l'Europe un assez

grand nombre de steles qui meriteraient aussi d'etre publiees

le analysees avec soin. Je viens ici satisfaire a ce desidera-

tum pour ce qui concerne une stele du Musee de Turin, sur

laquelle mon attention a ete appelee par mes recherches sur
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les doctrines religieuses et morales des auciens Egyptiens,

dans le cours de mes etudes pour Interpretation des

Maximes du scribe Ani, que je publie dans le journal

' l'Egyptologie.'

La stele dont il s'agit porte aujourd'hui le No. 19

dans le Musee reorganise. Pendant ma mission en Italie,

en 1869, j'en ai fait une copie, que j'ai collationnee, depuis

lors avec une empreinte a la plombagine, prise a mon
intention par mon savant confrere M. Fr. Rossi, attache

au Musee Egyptien de Turin. (Test a l'aide de ces

elements que j'ai dresse la planche jointe au present

memoire. Mes confreres en egyptologie pourront l'utiliser

avec confiance.

Le registre superieur de la stele, que la planche ne figure

pas, est, comme a l'ordinaire, surmonte d'un symbole d'eternite

et d'in finite : le disque du soleil superpose au vase et aux

zigzags de l'eau, et flanque des deux outas, on yeux sym-

boliques.

Dans d'autres monuments du merae genre on trouve, a la

meme place, le disque aile. Au-dessous est representee la

scene habituelle du culte des ancetres.

Le defunt assis, tenant un rouleau, insigne de sa dignite

de scribe, recoit 1'ofFrande entassee devant lui sur une table,

au-dessous de laquelle sont ranges trois vases, qui sont

censes renfermer les liquides de l'oblation ; chaque objet est

accompagne du signe T signifiant mille, ou beaucoup, et

donnant a entendre que chaque objet etait offert par milliers.

Entre le defunt et la table, trois lignes verticales disent ce

qui suit :

—

" Royale ofJVande pacifique a Ammon-Ra, seigneur des

trones du monde ; bonheur, richesse, justification, a la per-

sonne de l'intendant du grenier public, controleur de la haute

et de la basse Egypte, Beka, justiiie. Tout ce qui sort des

autels d'Osiris dans toutes ses fetes, a lTntendant du grenier

royal, Beka, justifie."

Cette legende nous donne le nom et les titres du defnnt,

que la stele ne repete nulle part ailleurs d'une maniere plus

i ompl^te. En voici l'expression hieioglyphique :
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4gj S^7 Vlntendant du gre-

nier public, controleur de la haute et de la basse Egypte, Beka,

justijiL

Beka est mi nom assez frequent sur les monuments
egyptiens ; il signifie serviteur, et correspond au semitique

"D^, abd ; ce nom ne nous donne aucune indication sur la

date de la stele, mais, a en juger par le style des hieroglyphes,

on est en droit de l'attribuer aux temps de la XIXme ou la

XXme dynastie. Le defunt, qui (circonstance assez exception-

nelle) ne nous donne ni le nom de sa mere ni celui de son

pere, devait appartenir a une famille d'origine modeste. Sa

promotion a des postes importants, qui lui permettaient la

frequentation de la personne royale, etait done due unique-

ment a son merite. Chez les anciens Egyptiens la science et

les services intelligents primaient les pretentions de caste

avec plus d'avantage que chez beaucoup de peuples

modernes, ou, malgre les tendances democratiques de

l'^poque, il reste trop d'innuence aux privilegies de la

naissance et de la richesse.

L'inscription de Beka nous donne peu de details bio-

graphiques. Comme nous l'avons dit, il ne nomme ni son

pere ni sa mere ; mais il nous apprend que ses merites lui

avaient valu la faveur du roi des deux Egyptes, et qu'il

etait parvenu a une haute situation. Partout il etait admis

a frequenter et a approcher le souverain. Le roi l'avait fait

neb-hat, e'est-a-dire chef-d'office, ou quelque chose d'approch-

ant. Malgre cette elevation, et peut-etre a raison de son

origine obscure, Beka affirme que, quoique grand, il a agi

comme s'il eut ete petit. Ses fonctions d'intendant royal,

charge des greniers publics, devaient comprendre les attri-

butions du patriarche Joseph a la cour de Pharaon. Beka

conserva sa faveur jusqu'a sa mort dans un age avance.

Les vertus dont le defunt se fait gloire, aussi bien que

les vices dont il pretend avoir exempt, forment un abrege

des preceptes principaux de la morale recommandee par

la doctrine egyptienne. On obtiendra un tableau complet

1 Le deterrninatif |\>-\.^l representant des grains entasse3, est double. C'est

une particularite des noma des etablissement-? publics ou royaux.
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de ces preceptes par l'interpretation d'un nombre suffisant

d'inscriptions funeraires. Mais leur mise en ordre exigera

un travail considerable, qui trouvera sa place dans la

suite de nos etudes sur les traites de morale des anciens

Egyptiens.

Nous nous bornerons a envisager les points speciaux au

document dont nous allons donner la traduction.

Respect de la verite".—Beka se vante d'avoir ete juste et

vrai, sans malice ; de s'etre complu a dire la verite ; d'avoir

connu l'avantage qu'il y a de s'y conformer sur la terre, depuis

la premiere action jusqu'au moment de la mort. Detail

nouveau dans les textes de ce genre, il ajoute qu'au moment

de subir le jugement et de repondre aux quarante-deux accu-

sateurs du tribunal d'Osiris, il considere comme sa defense

efficace la simple confession de la verite ; et, dans le para-

graphe suivant, il nous apprend que c'est eflfectivement par

la verite qu'il est sorti de cette epreuve supreme. Dans sa

vie de Sahou, c'est-a-dire de transition entre la vie de ce monde

et celle de l'Hades, a l'etat de momie, il s'est encore repose

dans la verite.

A la fin de son panegyrique, Beka revient encore sur sa pre-

tention d'avoir vecu d'une vie de verite jusqu'a une vieillesse

venerable. Une autre marque de l'importance attachee au

respect de la verite se rencontre dans cette phrase un peu

naive : J'ai dit ce que fax entendu, tel que cela mavait ete dit.

Les Egyptiens avaient fait une bien juste appreciation des

inconvenients de rintemperance de langage.

Justice.—La notion de la justice se confond avec celle de

la verite. Beka se contente d'avancer qu'il a ete juste et

vrai, ce qui revient a dire veritablement juste.

Seuls, les juges professionnels pouvaient avoir a insister

davantage sur leur impartiality, et c'est ce qu'ils ont fait

dans quelques inscriptions funeraires.

Amour filial.—Chez les Egyptiens cette vertu etait reconi-

mandee de la meme maniere que dans le Decalogue de Mo'ise.

C'etaient les enfants pieux qui pouvaient compter sur une

longue vie. L'amour filial et l'amour paternel etaient puis-

samment entretenus par le culte des ancetres, qui formait en

quelque sorte une annexe inseparable des honneurs rendus
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aux dieux. Cliaque annee toute la famille. ascendants, des-

cendants, allies et doinestiques, se reunissait plusiem-s fois

autour de la tombe des membres defunts, et renouvelait les

prieres et les oblations des funerailles. L'inscription de Beka,

differente en cela d'un grand nombre de textes funeraires, ne

mentionne pas l'accomplissement des devoirs envers les

manes, mais notre personnage evoque une image delicate : sa

bonte etait dans le cceur de son pere et de sa mere, et son amour

e'tait en eit.v. 11 navait jamais fausse ce sentiment envers eux

depuis saplus tendre enfance. Aimer son pere et sa mere, c'est

obeir a mi besoin natnrel plutot que pratiquer une vertu,

mais meriter l'amour d'un pere et d'une mere, c'est prouver

qu'on s'est acquitte convenablement de tous les devoirs de

l'enfant pieux.

Modestie, humilite.—Ces deux mots semblent faire disso-

nance avec la teneur habituelle des panegyriques des morts.

Les Egyptiens se vantaient sans vergogne, et epuisaient

envers leurs defunts les formules de la plus hyperbolique

louange. Cependant, si elles etaient peu respectees dans

la pratique, la modestie et riiumilite n'en faisaient pas

moins partie du faisceau des vertus recommandees par la

doctrine.

En arrivant a THades, Beka aime a se donner a lui-meme

temoignage qu'il n'a jamais cherche a se rendre maitre

d'un plus petit que lui, et il nous affirme, dans un autre

passage, qu'etant grand, il a agi comme s'il eut ete petit,

et qu'il n'a point a, se reprocher d'avoir evince un plus

meritant que lui. Les memes regies de modestie se mani-

festent dans plusieurs autres inscriptions, mais les formules

de celle que nous etudions ont un style particulier qui les

signale a l'attention.

Bienfaisance, douceur.—Dans tous les monuments du genre

de celui qui nous occupe, nous trouvons l'enonciation de la

bienfaisance et de l'humanite. Les morts pretendent avoir ete

bons sur cette terre, et s'etre abstenus d'actes dommageables

envers autrui. L'inscription de Beka ne fait pas exception

a cette regie; seulement ce personnage ajoute une nuance

importante, a savoir qu'il ne s'est rejoui d'aucun acte

d'iniquite et d'indignite.

Yol. V. 30
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Vivant a la cour, an milieu des familiers du Pharaon, il

ne cvoit pas devoir faire la moindre allusion a ses rapports

personnels en dehors de ee cercle, et il lui suffit de nous

apprendre qu'il avait merite les faveurs du roi, l'affection de

ses favoris, et n'avait a redoutur aucun facheux sentiment de

la part des gens vivant dans la demeure royale. Mais sa

prudence et son amour de la concorde se revelent dans le

soin qu'il avait eu de parler avec bienveillance et de ne pas

preparer de querelles.

Religion.—Beka semble avoir eu une religion philoso-

pliique; de nos jours il aurait passe en France pour Voltairien.

Dans son inscription il ne fait appel a aucun souvenir

mythologique. Seul entre tons les dieux de l'Egypte,

Ammon-Ra y est nomme, mais simplement dans le vceu

funeraire du premier registre, qui appelait necessairenient

aussi la mention des mets d'Osiris. Dans le corps du

texte il est question des divins magistrats et des seigneurs

eternels etablis devant les dieux, mais cela se rapporte

simplement au jugement des morts, et Ton n'apercoit ici

nulle mention de POsiris infernal, ni d'Horus, ni d'Anubis, ni

de Thoth, etc.

On croirait avoir affaire h, un deiste inhume par une

iamille qui a respecte les opinions du defunt, tout en satis-

laisant aux exigences de la fete des funerailles. C'est du

reste ce que laisse supposer la formule initiate, qui attribue

le royal don d'oflran&es directement a Beka lui-meme sans

intervention d'un dieu quelconque. j\Iais s'il faisait peu de

cas du formulaire traditionnel et des rites sacerdotaux, Beka
avait si on Ten croit, une croyance pure et sage, dont toutes

les eglises de nos jours pourraient accepter la formule simple :

mettve dieu dans son cceur et bien connaitre les rolontes cA' dieu.

II y avait en effet, caehee derriere le voile d'mie mythologie

compliquee de mysteres sans nombre, une doctrine raison-

nable, dont aucune autre doctrine, sauf le christianisme, n'a

smpasse Felevation.

Belca termine par un vceu passablement epicurien pour

l'epoque, et fort different de ceux que Ton est habitue a ren-

contrer dans les textes de ce genre. II s'adresse a tousles

vivants do son pays et lcur souhaite de passer leur vie dans
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la joie, jusqu'a ce qu'ils arrivent a la tombe, apres laquelle

il leur souliaite de jouir, dans Vinfernum, du droit d'entrer et

de sortir librement. On sait que telle etait la beatitude

principale de l'elu du ciel egyptien ; elle comportait la

faculte de se transporter dans tout l'univers sous la forme

qu'on voulait. Ce paradis est dans tous les cas bien

superieur a celui des houris de Mahomet.

Nous donnons maintenant notre version de cette re-

marquable inscn'ption, et nous la ferons suivre, de quelques

justifications philologiques.
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Traduction.

1. Royal don d'oflrandes (a) a la personne de l'intendant du

grenier public. Beka. Justine.

II dit

Moi, je fus juste et vrai, sans malice (b), ayant mis dieu

dans mon coeur (c), ayant ete habile a discerner ses

volontes (J).

2. J'arrive a la cite de ceux qui sont dans 1'etemite (e).

J'ai fait le bien sur la terre (/)

;

Je n'ai pas porte de prejudice (g) :

Je n'ai pas ete mediant (h)
;

Je n'ai point acclame aucun acte d'iudignite et d'iniquite.

3. Je me suis complu a dire la verite
;

J'ai connu l'avantage qu'il y a de s'y conformer sur la

terre depuis le premier acte jusqu' a la tombe (/').

Ma defense efficace ( j) est de la dire en ce jour ou

4. j'arrive aupres des divins juges, interpretes habiles (k),

revelateurs des actions, castigateurs des peches.

Pure (I) est mon ame.

^loi vivant, je n'ai pas eu de malice (m).

5. II n'existe pas d'abus (n) de moi pas de peches de

moi devant leur main.

Je suis sorti de cette epreuve 1 par la verite (o), et voild

que je suis ici dans le lieu des venerables (jj).

Apport des aliments de la verite (y) a l'intendant

6. du grenier public, Beka. Justine.

II dit : J'ai etc le grand remplisseur du coeur du seigneur

des deux regions, l'aime (V) du roi de la haute

Egypt e, le favorise du roi de la basse Egypte, a cause

de mes merites excellents, qui out avance mon poste.

7. Grand ai-je ete dans 1c lien des millions de perfections

vraies (s).

Que le roi prosprrat on avant ou en arriere, j'approchaifl

sa personne (/). marcnant autour de lui en allegresse

pour adorer sa bonti' chaque

1 Litteralement. de /r).
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8. jour, et rendre gloire au double aspic de son diademe en

tout temps.

L'intendant du grenier public, Beka. II dit

:

Je suis un sahou (un mort, une niomie) qui s'est complu

dans la verite, conformement aux lois du tribunal de

la double justice, par moi desirees (w).

it. J'arrive au Kher-neter (l'Hades).

II n'est pas d'humbles dont je me sois fait le maitre
;

Je n'ai pas fait de mal aux hommes qui out celebre leurs

dieux (v).

J'ai passe ma vie dans la vie de verite (,r), jusqu'a ce que

je fusse parvenu a l'age

10. de veneration, etant dans les faveurs du roi, aime des

grands de son entourage.

La demeure royale, ceux qui y residaient, il n'y avait nul

mal contre moi dans leur coeur (y). Les hommes
11. a venir, taut qu'ils seront, seront ravis de mon merite

eminent.

Celui qui habite dans la demeure de l'efficacite salutaire

(le palais du roi) avait fait de moi un maitre

d'office (~).

Ma sincerite et ma bonte etaient dans le coeur de mon
pere et de ma mere ; mon affection etait en eux (aa).

12. Jamais je ne l'ai violee dans ma maniere de faire envers

eux depuis le commencement du temps de ma jeunesse.

Grand, j'ai agi comme si j'eusse ete petit (cc).

13. Ma bouclie a parle pour dire clioses vraies, ne preparant

pas de querelles.

J'ai dit ce que j'ai entendu tel que cela m'avait et6 dit.

vous tous ! hommes qui existez, vous complaisant dans

la verite chaque jour dans l'Egypte,

14. vous que ne nourrit pas (encore) le dieu, seigneur

• d'Abydos, qui vit de la verite chaque jour, soyez

heureux ! Passez votre vie dans les delices jusqu'a

ce que vous abordiez au bon Occident. 1 Que votre

ame jonisse du droit d'entrer et de sortir librement,

comme les seigneurs eternels qui sont etablis devant

les dieux.

1 La tombc du juste.
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Notes Philologiques.

(a). Je traduis mot-a-mot la formule i/\ g, royal don

d'offrandes, a laquelle on a voulu, a tort, dormer le

sens de proscyneme. Le proscyneme est nn salut

accompagne d'une inclination profonde. Le don

d'offrandes tel qu'il est represente des milliers de fois

sur les monuments, ne comportait aucune prostation

de ce genre ; il consiste imiquement dans la presenta-

tion d'objets divers, solides et liquides, et dans une

priere tendant a ce que le defunt premie part, dans

l'autre monde aux tables d'Osiris, figurees par celle de

la ceremonie.

L'oblation jouait un grand role dans le culte des dieux

et dans celui des manes. Pour le premier elle porte

babitnellement le nom de 1 A <=&= ^^^
|

|

et pour

le second, celui de V a/ww\ «s^ ® ^m\\
t

L'epithete de \ ortbograplie pleine \ J^m > indique

qu'il s'agit d'une ceremonie telle que la pratiquaient

le.s rois, que remplissaient souvent de liautes fonctions

sacerdotales. C'est une qualification d'bonneur, qui

pouvait etre retranchee sans nuire an sens de la

formule. L'ordre des gronpes y est souvent inter-

verti, comme. par exemple, dans 1 Jj^3v A -—Q—
mot-a-mot, royal Anubis gift-offerings (for royal

gift of offerings to Anubis). Des interversions de ce

genre ne sont du reste pas rares dans les kiero-

glyphes.

(*) Ar-^j^_yj, Jb00'*',
1

e8t im equivalent de ^ f^
3
",

TOcnr, mal, malice, perversity (voir Lepsius, Todt.,

ch. 125, lig. 36, et la variante du Papyrus Cadet).

Dans notre monument les trois traits du pluriel ill,

Je represente les mots egyptiens en Lettrea coptes, et pour eviter touto

fusion lea mots coptes sonl fcoujours note comme U'ls.
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sont quelquefois remplaces par les trois grains ooo, et

le aa/vaa par la barre droite . Ces variantes sout

communes.

(c). Beka dit litteralement, ayant mis Dieu dans son cceur. Ce
changement de personne qui constituait une elegance

dans le style egyptien, n'est pas toujours sans incon-

venient pour la elarte. Nous n'en tenons pas compte
dans notre version. Le cas se reproduit assez fre-

quemment dans l'iuscription.

(d). <£a est une abreviation de
|

q^j]
v\ (g AM

CCtjC<LCnr, mot qui signifie, expert, experimented habile.

Dans une priere a Thoth, dieu de l'intelligence, mi
scribe sollicite la faveur de devenir habile (ccqc <LO*r)

dans tous ses travaux (Pap. Anastasi, v, p. 9, lig. 4).

Au papyrus medical Ebers, p. 3(3, lig. 4, cajc<Lcnr

a le sens de reconnaissance, diagnostic. Beka se vante

d'avoir bien reconnu les volontes de Dieu. f

>wT'

&GOT, litteralement, esprits, se refere a la pensee, a

la volonte (voir ce qui j'ai dit de ce mot dans mon
journal l'Egyptologie, tome 1, p. 47).

(g).
Ww^ <=

lr
3

Q ©0 mot-a-mot, la ville de qui est dans ley

millions d'annees. x O x veut dire un million

;

applique a la mesure du temps, il repond au latin

scecula sceculorum. C'est une expression designant un

temps tres-long, indefini, et le copte cy^, eitGP,, in

sceculum, se trouve en hieroglyphes sous la forme

LH^k
a

§
Q<

§ (Papyrus Abbott, p. 6, lig. 7).

La cite de Peternite etait l'liabitation des morts. Dans
une autre stele de Turin on trouve l'expression ana-

logue Fg 9
^

- -o|o| la fosse de qui est dans

Teternite.

(/). Tax fait
J

I litteralement, chose bonne. II faut se

garder de traduire lien bou.

/W\A<\

WWA'J)- S^ v \ ^^ 4 ,
*" JL<JC

'

1(^>- Ce mot signifie
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baigner, detremper, delayer. II ne n'est pas arrive de

le rencouter comrne designation d'un acte reprehen-

sible, mais les textes du meme genre que celui que

nous etudions ont habituellemeut jj£^ v\^=$ COOT,

mot dont la valeur est tort, prejudice, dommage.

^/^. ^ ^*? OTIt, n'a pas d'anaolgue en Copte, et la

definition exacte du vice ainsi uomme est assez

difficile a determiner. Les textes nous apprennent

seulement que ce vice ne doit pas se trouver sur la

balance du jugement de l'homme meritant la justifi-

cation.

n Miiiii. \\

(/). L'expression JFfr
' <=> ' lc^ litteralement, depuis

ruction jusqu'a la tombe, est assez remarquable. -""T
-0

nommer Facte, Taction de la main, et, par suite, Vexist-

ence active ; il est pris dans notre texte pour le

premier acte, le commencement de la vie effective,

a peu pres dans le meme acception que dans cette

reserve melancolique exprimee dans certaines lettres :

J.p\

^-—^ A/WWS n A/WW\ ^-n ^-.

y\ © ftw^ * v\ <2. nous ne
Jf .-^-i III i III _M^ I 5

connaissons 'pets notre acte de demain, e'est-a-dire, ce que

nous serous ou ce que nous ferons demain.

(/'). Le mot que je rends par defense,

est de fort rare occurrence ; e'est le troisieme exemple

que j'en rencontre. Au Papyrus Anastasi I on trouve

la phrase : tu es seul, car tes

restent derriere toi (p. 5, lig. 5). Ici le www final est

remplace par ^, ce qui ne me parait par constituer un

mot different. Un passage inutile du meme docu-

ment (p. \\ lig. 1) donne la meme orthographe,

mais la forme avec *~wv\ se retrouve au discours

d'Amenemha (Pap. Sallier II, p. 2, lig. 1), dans un

passage ou le aens gardes, escorte, est admissible.

;/•). rjn ,
<-
J «< une abn'viation de Y\

])
X CTtfX^., ap-

precier, examiner, juger, estimer. I[^p--rr> ^\ c^pof,
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est une qualification concernant la science, la penetra-

tion, que les textes donnent quelquefois a Thoth.

(/). aaaaaaN^^ TeitT, mot que je traduis par pur, ne nr est

pas connu par d'autres textes. Au Rituel on trouve

amam \j. avec le meme determinatif. Mais on trouve
N ^ '

ailleurs
c /"^ determine par le vase de la purifi-
/WVW\ I

cation.

(m). Le texte joue ici sur les mots "r"* o*tfH, Stre, exister,

et \T ~%£3> OYIt, malice, mdchancete. La version

(»). p

ne peut faire sentir cette alliteration.

i5n CP^5> est le meme mot qu'on trouve ailleurs

sous la forme I l| (1 Qn ^> cp^jl ; il designe un

vice, un abus, sur l'exacte portee duquel je ne

suis pas renseigne. En medecine, ce mot nomme un
mal atteignant differentes parties du corps. La pre-

cision est ici difficile, mais le sens du texte se devine

aisement ; Beka veut dire que Vaction, la main des

juges des morts n'aura pas a s'exercer sur des vices

de cette nature a sa charge. Les determinating de

H f $1 w 80n^ errones ; il faut admettre ici

un lapsus du lapicide, a moins de supposer une

%k w ) qm nous forcerait a modifier

notre version, et a lire : 11 n'existe pas d'abus de moi,

pas de peches ; ma vertu est devant leur main.

(o). Je retablis dans la lacune l'hierogiyphe de la verity,

(/>). a\ 1)1) _v '

,
^-JtJL^IOT, (Le premier signe est

errone; il faut y voir M^
m

Cette erreur du lapicide

est evidente.) Ce groupe se dit de la saiutete, de la

veneration, qui s'acquiert apres une lougue vie de vertu

et de piete. Aussi fait-il quelquefois opposition a
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.

enfant
:

et * l zt ° _&> P >"- *?*£>
Be dit aussi de la tendresse, de rumour qu'il est

louable d'avoir pour la divinite. pour uu pere, une mere,

les parents, les bienfaiteurs et les rois. Le //"// </,•.»

vendrables, c'est 2a Jemeare des justes dans l'autre

monde.

(<j). Cette derniere phrase est elliptique. Le pronom
fl

ne

prut se rapporter qu' a la veritc. Les U I de la
ooo

verite sont le.s oflrandes faites pour les manes.

(;•). aaaaaa eyt uu fau to ; il faut lire

(s). / )t x j I Cette formule qui con-
fl y\ ooo U

| f ooo •
x

stituait une locution adverbiale est ici prise pour

une indication de la residence royale, ce que nous

appellerions la cour. Les Egyptiens se servaient pour

designer le monarque d'un assez grand nombre d'ex-

pressions, dont notre texte emploie quelques ones.

(t). Le commencement de cette phrase offre des difficultes.

Je l'ai traduite en retablissant le signe d'Horus ^^,
signifiant le roi, a la place de la chouette v\ qui

ne donnerait aucun sens
; i'usure de la pierre peiit du

reste permettre le doute sur 1'intention du lapicide.

^ v^ pcJOX. signifie croitre, pousser, s'accroitre, j>ros-

p4rer. C'est une expression caracterisant la vie

heureuse, analogue a l'anglais to thrive. AuRituel, on

trouve la serie :
^* etre, exister, ~r vivre, et

AAAAAA ' 1 §3 '

^j\ i

w
i
,
prosperer. exprimant un triple mode d'exist-

ence, souhaite pour les defuuts. U est tout nature!

que le dernier, la vie prospere, flit prefere, lorsqu'il

B'agissait de parler du Pharaon. La locution a Vavant)

ii I'arricre. est uu idiotisme ayant trait a la vie

exterieure et a la vie dans le domicile: cela signifie

tout simplement : que le roi se montrdt en public ou

demeurdt dans son palais, etc.
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r^ri
AAA/V\A

doit etre lu ^^ ?
cyn, et constituer une variante

de /wwvs j[ J\ ou X55 .A ^riX, ,0ft, approcher,

sapprocher. Les **/wva v\ ^-j. Jh i ^rrrcnr etaient

ceux qui avaient le droit d'approcher le Pharaon.

") £T£4> ^JJULT"-^, litteralement, mon desir. Beka

semble dire que loin de redouter le jugement supreme,

il l'a souhaite f-ju) nous donne le phonetique du

nombre trois, ojojult en Copte, qui a ete signale par

M. de Rouge dans le poeme de Pentaour. Ici, ce

phonetique est pris comme verbe, signifiant desirer,

d'apres la traduction qu'en a donnee Mr. Goodwin
dans l'histoire de Sanelia.

(v). Ce niembre de phrase fait naitre quelques doutes. Le

texte laisse bien distinguer le troupe —h— ^ P\h—h— >*» j

qui ne me suggere aucun sens satisfaisant. Je soup-

9onne encore une erreur du lapicide, et je traduis

comme s'il y avait ^ QA
}

T^-XX-T, e'lever. ceU-

brer, exalter.

(,c). Par caprice le scribe a ecrit ici S^7 \\ l^A JUL<Lcnf,

air, souffle, a la place de S^ I) JUL<L , vcrite.

(y). Cette phrase est un curieux exemple d'inversion et

d'ellipse. Ma traduction fera suffisamment com-

prendre mon arrangement du texte ; il suffira de

suppleer les determinatifs de v ^\ v^ W J4 i

(,:).
Tvz^7 M

^
ItR-ft. KUT. Le Papyrus Prisse rapproche

ce titre de "^z^7 i

w
-j Ilya en effet certain rapport

entre l'idee maitre de Voeuvre, chef oVoffice, et maitre des

cJwses. II y a la deux nuances de l'idee maitre,

Neb-kat etait usite comme nom de personne.



474 Notice sur une Stile egyptienne du Musve de Turin.

(ad). Les derniers signes de ce passage sont illisibles. Je ne

distingue pas si le texte parle de l'aifection du fils

pour les parents, era de celle des parents pour leur fils.

(bb). rn X —*— est suivi de deux signes indistincts. Je ne

eonnais de eette forme qu'un mot signifiant assoiqylir,

courber. Beka dit peut etre qu'il n'a jamais fausse,

force, le sentiment de son affection pour ses parents.

En francais on dit, dans le meme sens, /aire entorse (to

sprain).

(cc). X ^^ (1 QA souvent determine par le signe de la

petitesse, signifie faiblesse, iujirmite, epuisement, accable-

ment. C'est un effet de la maladie et de la vieillesse,

comme nous dirions Fenfance senile. Beka assure que

malgre la haute position qui lui donnait une grande

influence aupres du roi, il n'a pas en quelque sorte

aneanti (disabled) un plus meritoire que lui-meme.
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THE TENNO-SAMA, OR MIKOSHI ; ARK-SHRINES

OF JAPAN.

Mv William SlMPSON.

Read Qth March, 1877.

WHEN in Japan in 1878, I chanced to become acquainted

with the curious fact that in some of the religions ceremonies

of the country a shrine is used, which is carried by means

of staves on men's shoulders, in the same manner as the

Ark of the Covenant is described to have been. As these

shrines have many points of resemblance to the Ark of the

Jewish Tabernacle, and as they do not seem to have been

vi t described, a short account of them maybe of value to

Biblical scholars.

The name given to them is Tenno-Safna, which may be

translated "Heaven's Lord": they are also called Mtkoshi;

mi, is "precious" or "honourable," koshi, is seat.

In construction these shrines are miniatures of a Japanese

temple; there is a small square cella, with a large over-

hanging roof; the cella has folding doors on each of its

four sides; round the whole is a miniature wooden fence,

through which there is a gate of approach to each door.

Temples in Japan are all made of wood, and a particular

kind of tree is sacred for this purpose, and I understood thai

this w 1 was also used for the construction of the Tenno-

Samas. The temple of Solomon was built principally of

wood and bronze, the early Greek buildings were also of

the same materials, and this condition of architecture is

still to be found in Japan to-day, and many of the temples

arc very beautiful specimens of work. Brass or bronze is

largely used for binding the wood together, as well ;is for

ornamenl

.
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Some of these arks have small figures of a deity within

them, and they no doubt belong to the Buddhist faith. The
primitive religion of Japan is Shintoism, and its temples are

marked by the absence of idolatrous images. Lately Bud-

dhism has undergone something like dis-establishment, and

Shintoism is now proclaimed as the only religion authorized

by the State. There are three emblems which are common to

a Shinto temple : these are a Mirror, a Sword, and a Jewel

;

some accounts make it a Casket instead of the last-named

article, but the Casket contains the Jewel ; as the Mikado

as Emperor is ex-ojicio a god, the Tenno-Samas sacred to

him contain these three symbols : they are the insignia of

his rank ; they are called Mitakara. Mi, is rendered as

" three," and takara, as " precious things." Satow's transla-

tion is very slightly different ; he puts it, " Mite-gura is com-

pound of the honorific mi, corresponding in meaning to the

Chinese go, te, a contraction of tae, an archaic word for

cloth. This is the derivation given in the Wakunkan." This

word also means the Gohei, and the Gohei is also at times

rendered the Jewel ; but the Gohei is not a " Jewel " in our

sense of the word; it is a slender wand set up on end, to

which is attached a piece of cut paper, which hangs down
symmetrically on each side. This emblem is frequently the

only object to be found in the sanctum of Japanese temples.

This curious symbol of worship is said to represent cloth or

clothes, and that hemp was one of the primitive offerings of

an early age, and the paper now stands for the hemp. The
Mirror, one of " Three Precious Things," is always round,

and is, according to Japanese authorities, a symbol of the

sun. There is a legend that the first mirror was made by a

mythic blacksmith, the counterpart of Vulcan no doubt, and

iron from the mines in Heaven was procured for the purpose.

In addition to the mirror in the cella, there are twenty-four

small round mirrors on the outside ; they are placed on the

folding doors, three on each side, one above the other.

The corner ridges of the roof are elongated, and turned

into what might be termed the horns of the altar, from each

is suspended a small bell, as in Chinese bells on temples,

there is a piece of thin flat wood suspended, which is moved
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when the wind blows, causing the clappers to strike, thus

producing an agreeable effect when there is a number of

them. On the ripper side a small bird is perched on each

;

these are not unlike doves; quail* are favourite birds with

the people of that country, and it may be these birds which

are intended. Kaempfer describes these shrines a* haying

"a gilt crane on the top/* but those I have Been were sur-

mounted by a cock. This i* explained from Shintoism being

founded on sun-worship, and the cock is a worthy wor-

shipper, being usually the first to announce the early dawn
of morning.

The outer gateways are a very important feature in all

Japanese temples, both Buddhist and Shinto ; they are

erected on the approaches to temples as something honorific,

at wealthy and well frequented shrines numbers of these

peculiar gateways have been erected, it will be seen from

the drawing that they bear a strong family likeness to the

Pailows of the Chinese. They are called Torii, which is said

to mean " Bird Rest," and that they were so called from a

dove resting on the first one which was constructed. Their

original signification i* difficult to arrive at, for they are do

doubt very ancient, and many ideas are now connected with

them, and their supposed power of conferring purification on

those who pass through is too remarkable to be omitted; on

this account it is considered necessary to wash the hand*

with water before doing so. One of the brass ornaments,

and which is repeated many times on this ark, is a circle,

containing what might be described as three notes of inter-

rogation, or a trefoil of decorated Gothic. It is called mitz-

tomoye, or the three tomoyes; but what tomoye means I have

not yei been able to discover. It bears such a strong resem-

blance to the Chinese Yin-Yang^ thai although the one is a

dual symbol, and the other triple, I can hardly doubt but

there must be some connection.

It was not my good fortune to see any of the ceremonies

with these arks, but I have seen a picture wher te is

carried on men's shoulders, and a surging crowd around,

evidently pushing, while the shrine Bways heavily to one sid<

.

and the crowd are throwing what sinus to be pieces (, t
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paper in the air, banners are being' carried, and numerous

hands are holding up fans, which are being waved towards

the sacred object.

There are seven of these shrines in the temple of

Hachiman at Kamakura ; they are said by some to be State

Norimans, but as these shrines are connected with the deified

Mikado, they are most probably Tenno-Samas, or Mikoslds, as

well as Norimans. This is confirmed by a statement of

Kaempfer's ; he says, " The Mikoshi themselves being eight."

From this it is evident that a certain number, it may be eight

as Kaempfer puts it, or seven as they are stated to be at the

temple of Hachiman, are connected with the peculiar rites

and ceremonies which belong to them.

1 may also mention that I found a toy shop in Yokohama
where small ones were sold as toys for children. I also

found that small models could be got, and I brought home
two of these. One, a very beautiful model, I got made at

the request of the Rev. W. D. Parish, Rector of Selmeston,

Suffolk, in whose possession it is ; and the other is in the

Museum of the Andersonian University, Glasgow.

The many points of resemblance between these Tenno-

Samas and the Ark of the Hebrew Temple are so evident

that they require no insisting upon. I cannot pretend to

explain how such resemblances have come into existence.

The geographical space between Palestine and Japan adds

much to the difficulties of the problem. The question of

race is also another of the knotty considerations involved.

I would suggest that the subject is worthy of further con-

sideration, and I would refer readers to Bellew's Journal of a

Political Mission to Afghanistan in 1857, p. 49, where he will

find an account from one of the Afghan Tawarickhs, or

histories, which recounts how a tribe called Bani-Israel has

an ark called the Tabut-i-Sakina, made of Shamshad wood
;

on it were figured all the prophets of God, and it was the

oracle of the tribe. I would also refer to an article written

by myself, descriptive of what I saw, and published in Good
Words, in September, 1866, which describes some very curious

ceremonies in the Himalayas, where an ark-like shrine was

carried with staves on men's shoulders, round which the
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people danced with music, and to which offerings were

made, and they called this shrine their Kliuda or " god."

Afghanistan and the Himalayas are a long way from Japan,

still these ceremonies will show that portable shrines or

temples had a very extended acceptation in the ancient

world, relics of which only exist now in out of the way
quarters.

v<^
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THE STfcLE C 14 OF THE LOUVRE.

By G. Maspero.

Bead 1st May, 18/7.

The stele C 14, published by Lepsius (Auswahl, taf. ix),

and Prisse d'Avennes (Monuments Egyptiens, pi. vii), has

been often alluded to, but never translated. It was found

in Abydos by Thedenat du Vent, sold to Cousinery, and then

to the Louvre. Champollion, struck by the conformity of

6tyle which it offers to the stele 45 in Turin, ascribed it to the

XXIst Dynasty, and tried to discover on it the names of king

Smendes and king Psousennes (Lettres a M. le due de Blacas,

deuxieme Lettre, pp. 114-118). De Rouge thought "it might

be considered on the whole as being one of the master-pieces

of Egyptian sculpture " (Catalogue des Monuments Egyp-
tiens de la Salle du Rez-de-chaussee, 1849, p. 47, and Rapport

adresse a M. le Directeur-general des Musees Nationaux,

1851, p. 17), and his opinion was fully re-echoed by Orcurti.

The fact is, the first draught of the hieroglyphics, which

was done in red ink, and remains to this day visible, is

exceedingly fine, but the carving, although very elaborate,

is by no means excellent.

C 14 was erected for a certain
"

I »w- lritise?i, in the
-<s>- I

reign of Mentuhotep, Rd-neb-kliemt (Xlth Dynasty). Iritisen

and his wife R V Hapu, are figured twice on it. First,

in the lower part, sitting together upon one seat, the lady

with one arm lovingly put around the neck of her lord, the

man raising to his nose an alabastron full of perfumed oil W.

Before them is a low table, piled with every description of

victuals ; over them a legend

—

» ' ^ Q ^ ^\
J

" Funereal meal of bread and
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liquor, thousands of loaves, liquors, oxen, geese, all good

and pure things, to the pious Iritisen; his pious wife who
loves him, Hapu." In the middle register, they are represented

standing. Iritisen holds in the left hand the long stick of

elders and noblemen, in the right the <==>*> sceptre; both

are making front to a procession of their own family.

^ "His son, his eldest,

•who loves him, Usortesen" heads it: then follow-

er
_V <=> n 1

" His son, who loves

him, Mentuhotep*' and %^ M **=*- /wv^ v\ (\?\ |

'•his son, who loves him, Si-Mentu" ; immediately after

whom we tnnl a lady fo\ Z y£\ "^^
_Sr sto^. <rz> k^~- w^cs w^™ ^

(a*c for ^), "his daughter, who loves hiim Qmw," and

%*P /)(1 P^ZZ }
" ner son, who loves her, r«mn«n."

There is every reason to think that Si-Mentu had married

his sister, and that Temnen was his as well as Qim's

child. Usortesen is about to sacrifice a goose to his father.

according to rite, and Mentuhotep bears an ox-thigh.

The inscription begins with

—

twz&iiz*

. * ^ f^ ll^l 1 $ " The bvmS Hor, who

unites both lands, the lord of diadems, who unites both

lands, kin-- of Upper and Lower Egypi (son of Eta, Mentu-

hotep), overliving;— his true servant, who is iii the inmosl

recess of his heart, and makes his pleasure all the day long,

the devout unto the greal god, [ritisen."

The formula of proscynem contains some uncommon

variations of the usual text. (Line 3:) J j\ r| F) ^z^ u
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>YU(Line 5

££

344

^ O I

.^ I

-^T o3-

jl I
(Line fi:) <=^j^E3\: . **

I wvw " Proscynem to Osiris

(sic)

D
LrQ\ o o [\^\/i

lord of Mendes. Khent-Ament, lord of Abydos, in all his

places, that he may give a funereal meal of bread and

drink, thousands of loaves, liquors, oxen, geese, linen,

clothes, all good and pure things, loaves without number, 1

beer, spirits,
2 cakes of the lord of Abydos, white cream (?) of

the sacred cow, 3 on which the Manes 4 like to feed, 5 for the

devout unto Osiris and Anubis, lord of the burying grounds,

the chief of artists, the ftR 3 ^ \$> Iritisen."

The word & by addi-

0*i

^ ii
£}T) is derived from

^j

tion of the formative ^ II, so that c ^)$) is the ,>nan °f %

the man who cuts (lit., scrapes) the hieroglyphics and

engraves the scenes on the walls of tombs and temples. In

one of the versions of Sineh's life (Inscriptions in the Hieratic

and Demotic Characters, pi xxiii, Ostr. 5629, line 2), it is told

that jMnvirT^tz^y^ "*he °hief ^^^

n for

PJ
2 Sense doubtful, probably from

without reckoning."

incalescere, fervere.

3 Tbe cow lias a sun-disk, Q, between the horns, iu the original.

4 The sign before the ^^s is a variant of @, which is found often in hicro-

glyphical texts of the XI-XTIIth Dynasties. It is derived from the hieratic

form of @.

Hi Sn ôr T Si) ^y a ^s^ke of the scribe in the transcription of

the hieratic original.
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will carve in his tomb." [ritisen was more than 3 ^JA •

he drew or painted, ng as well as carved, 3 and gave

himself in consequence the title of H^ a ^ \& "scribe-

carver," or more properly " draughtsman and sculptor." He
was very proud of his skill, and not shy of praising himself.

The last ten lines of the inscription are filled with an

enumeration of his own virtues, and to this vanity we are

indebted for the knowledge of what was required then from

an Egyptian artist.

(Line 8
:)

V. « Ci

S "%\ Z^2 (Line 9 :)
It AAAVSA

(Line 10:) | f|^^°^"^ P^^ - J» SB
^-^o„=nn^^,n^|. (LineU:)

(Line 12:) f[]

AAA/WN AAAAAA

111 AAWM
| ) |

1 See on the form, Le Page Eenouf, Grammar, p. 24-27.

There is before ^J^, the sign which lias been explained in note 4, p. 557.

3 Mistake of the scribe for *

4 Mistake of the scribe for
[J

- - f\ (](]
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Z2<=>~ (Une 13:) ^
(| (jj^flj^ V @ ^

[] AWAAA

^fj^ra obl^^lm¥Jrj
Pi 3> fl AAAAAA 1

VZ^ /~\

Iritisen begins by telling "that he knows the mystery of

the divine word," and that " he is an artist skilled in his

art." The three following verses are intended to support this

general assertion of excellency. "I know," saith he, "what
belongs to it, the sinking waters, the weighings done for the

reckoning of accounts, how to produce the form of issuing

forth and coming in, so that the member go to its place."

Every word, when strictly analysed, seems to yield two
different meanings. In a material sense, Iritisen is only

thinking of his personal ability in drawing scenes of civil

and domestic life, the rising and sinking of inundation such
as is often represented on the walls of tombs, the weighing
by scribes of tributes brought by townspeople or husband-
men, the motion of a man through the various stages of

walking, so that each individual member be not out of line,

but sit well in its place. In a mystical sense, the whole is

an allusion to various chapters in the Book of the Dead.
Chapter ex, for instance, is a picture of the Egyptian
Elysium, with its fields of wheat and barley, its canals and
pools of fresh water filled by the celestial Nile. Chap-
ter exxv has a, description of how they weigh the heart of

man and reckon human deeds before the infernal jury. The

"performing of rites which cause the dead to issue forth and
come in, and make every member go to its place," is a sum-
mary of more than twenty chapters (xxi-xxx, Ixiv-lxxvi,

Vol. V. 36
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cxvii-cxxvii, &c.), in which the Osiris is ordered to enter

several places and to come out of them at his liking, and

lias the use of his members given hack to him, so that every

one of them be not taken away from him, but "goto its

place."

"1 know the walking- of an image of man. the carriage

of a woman, the two arms of Hor, the twelve circles (cerchi)

of the blasphemers, the contemplating Ihe eye without a

second which affrights the wicked, the poising of arm to

bring the hippopotamus low. the going of the runner." If

we take the material sense, this second verse is only the

continuation and development of the last sentence in the

first. Iritisen tries to particularise some oi^ the shapes he

was able to give his figures, the peculiar bearing of a stand-

ing statue ^ "v\ ^ 1 the carriage of a walking woman /j

Then, passing to divine subjects, he could make the two

arms of Horns, paint the twelve circles of the Egyptian

Hades, through which Ra has to sail during the night, from

the moment he disappears into the Ro-Peqer (

or \\ rr (sa^aa ), west of Abydos, to the moment he arises

again in the east, represent the scenes of adoration to Ra, in

which the actors were spirits in human shapes, with heads of

hawks or jackals, and eynocephali. The last two mentioned

would refer to hunters pursuing the hippopotamus and to

running men, or to Horus poising the javelin before killing

the hippopotamus, and to Ra, " the runner which no one is

able to catch in the morning of his births." If we take the

mystical sense, we must apply for interpretation to the fune-

real papyri which bear the title of "Book of knowing what

there is in the Lower World," good specimens of which have

been translated or published by Dr. Birch and M. Pierret.

Then the " walking of an image." the "carriage of a woman,"
and the "two arms of Hor," would be the transcription in

Avt >rds of the picture which represents two human arms belong-

ing to an invisible body, and holding various figures, the most

conspicuous of which are a standing mummy <=> ^c\ a t

and a woman /M The twelve hours of night, the adora-
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tione of Ra by Osiris, would be alluded to in what follows.

J\ d| <=> would be referred to the Sun, as in the first
I A J\

interpretation.

For the last verse, " I know the making of amulets

[which enable] us to go without any fire giving its flame,

and without our being washed away by water," we could

suppose that Iritisen praises his skill in devising real amu-
lets to preserve the living from real flames and water, or

pretends to know the charms that save the dead from the

flames and waters of the underworld.

Both meanings being admissible, I think that both

meanings must be admitted at once. I have often remarked

that Egyptian writers delight in ambiguities of diction.

They were fond of putting words that could be interpreted

in two different ways or more, and took care that every

sentence following these words might be construed with one

of the meanings as well as the other one. Iritisen tells us

at the beginning that he is initiated " to the mystery of the

divine word," and that he is an artist : the same words are

used all through the inscriptions to express both facts. I

have tried to transfer the double meaning of the original in

our modern tongues, and to give a translation which may be

interpreted both ways.

" I know the mystery of the divine Word, the ordinances

of the religious feasts, every rite of which they are

fraught, I never strayed from them ; I, indeed, am an

artist wise in his art, a man standing above [all men]

by his learning.

1. '
W

I know wdiat belongs to it, the sinking waters, the

weighings done for the reckoning of accounts, how to

produce the form of issuing forth and coming in, so

that a member go to its place.

2. " I knowr the walking of an image of man, the carnage

of a woman, the two arms of Hor, the twelve circles

of the blasphemers, the contemplating the eye with-

out a second that affrights the wicked, the poising of

arm to bring the hippopotamus low, the going of

the runner.
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3. " I know the making of amulets, that we may go

without any lire giving its flame, <>r without our being

washed away by water!
u Lo ! there is no man excels by it but I alone and my

eldest legitimate son : God has decreed him to be

excellent in it ; and 1 have seen the perfections of his

hands in his work of chief-artist in every kind of

precious stones, from gold and silver even to ivory

and ebony

!

" Funereal meal of bread and liquors ! Thousands of

wine, loaves, oxen, geese, linen, clothes, all good and

pure things, to the devout Iritisen-the-wise, son of

dame Ad."
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SOCIETY OF BIBLICAL ARCHEOLOGY.

CONDENSED REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS DURING THE
FOURTH SESSION, Novembek, 1875, to July, 1876.

Tuesday, November 2, 1875.

S. Biech, LL.D., President, in the Chair.

The following Candidates were nominated for election at the next meeting .

—

H. Syer Cuming, F.R.G.S. ; H. B. Edwards ; W. Golenischeff (St. Peters-
burgh) ; Rev. Isaac Hall (Beirut) ; A. C. Hamilton (Tunbridge Wells) ; Rev.
Prebendary Huxtable, M.A. ; Mrs. Lowe, Richmond Gardens, W. ; Rev.
Edmund McClure ; Mrs. William Morris ; Geo. St. Clair, F.R.G.S. ; Geo. Fjdell
Rowley (Brighton) ; Rev. W. Turner (Edinburgh) ; W. Woodman (Morpeth) ;

Henry Wright (Stafford House).

The President next offered some introductory remarks. Dr. Birch said the
Society now numbered 400 members, and that its success was due to the energy
of the Society and the part it played in public education, especially by its

energy in an age of universal education. He stated that great attention was
paid to primary education, greater to secondary education, and some to what he
would call tertiary education, not only the diffusion of what was known, but
reseai'ches into the unknown. The Society had assumed a high position, its

Transactions being not only enriched by English but Foreign contributors. He
spoke also of the good it had done by patronising the Records of the Past, and
that it had fulfilled to a great degree a function only performed abroad by
official assistance, the zeal of private individuals having been seconded by the
Professors, who had given gratuitous instruction to young persons desirous

of learning the Egyptian and Assyrian languages, while the general public had
placed before them the Eecords of the Past, published under the auspices of the
Society. In conclusion, he urged on the Society to increase its numbers, as

it would then be able to publish a quarterly journal, and give the valuable papers
contributed to its Transactions at an earlier period.

The following papers were then read :

—

I. On the Egyptian Mummy in the Collection of Sis Grace the Duke of
Sutherland. By S. Birch, LL.D., F.S.A.—Dr. Birch gave an account of the
different processes of embalming, and the prevalent ornaments of coffins and
cartonages or outer wraps of mummies, which appear to have come into use at a
later period of the art, and to have superseded the more elaborate decorations of
wooden coffins. The cartonage of the Duke of Sutherland's mummy and its

decorations were treated mythologically, and some explanation given of the short
inscriptions which accompanied its representations. Some account was also

given of the bandages of the mummy, which was referred to a late age, on
account of the manner in which the paintings and inscriptions were executed,

rendering it probable that the body was embalmed long after the XXth Dynasty.
A tracing of the cartonage made by Mr. Bonomi accompanied the paper and
description.

II. Some Osteoloyical Notes on the same Mummy. By Professor Flower,
F.R.S.—This paper was a detailed report by the eminent osteologist of the

condition of the skeleton of the mummy described by Dr. Birch, from which it

was shown to have been the skeleton of a man in advanced years, of short
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stature, i.e., 5 feet 4 inches ; the left ulna had been fractured near its lower end

at some period long before deatli ; the bones of the trunk and legs showed traces

of chronic rheumatic disease, the lumbar vertebrae being partly ankylosed ;
what

teeth remained were in good condition, and the shoulders were distinguished by

that remarkable squareness of form which was characteristic of the Egyptian

race.

III. Observations on the proportions of the above Skeleton. By Joseph

Bonomi.—Mr. Bonomi made some ohser\ ations on the remarkable character^ lob

of this Egyptian specimen ; amongst these is the measurement of the shoulders,

which he found to be one inch and three quarters wider than in any other

skeleton of the same height in the collection of the College of Surgeons.

IV. On some Fragments of the Babylonian Account of the Creation. By
Mr. George Smith.—Owing to the pressure of his many engagements prior to

his departure for Mesopotamia, the subject of this paper was verbally delivered.

The text of the tablets had been set up, with a short account of the same, and they

will appear in the next part of the Transactions of the Society, Vol. IV, Part 2.

Tuesday, December 7, 1875.

S. Biecu, LL.D., F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

The following candidates were nominated for election :—Rev. J. Edlin

Carpenter ; Rev. George Crewdson, Kendal ; Rev. Joseph Cockran, Tyldesley ;

Rev. J. E. Davis, Malvern; W. J. Haywood; Mrs. Hussey, Hurst-green;

R. F. Hutchinson, M.D. ; H. C. Levande'r, University College, W.C. ; Joseph

Smith ; D. Marshall ; J. N. Fownes Wise, M.D., Bengal ; E. B. Tylor, F.RS.

Mr. Bonomi exhibited a fine cluster of Dates from Egypt, and gave some

account of the Date Palm, Phcenix Dactylifera, and drew some sketches showing

the method adopted by the fellaheen of climbing up and trimming the trees.

Mr. Bonomi's remarks were further illustrated by a coloured drawing of the Palm

in fruit, contributed by Professor Donaldson.

The following papers were then read :

—

I. On some new Hamathite Inscriptions at Ibreez, near Karamania. By
Rev. J. E. Davis, H.B.M. Consular Chaplain at Alexandria—The inscriptions

which formed the subject of this paper are carved on the side of a rock by the

shore of the river Ibreez, and they form part of two large bas-reliefs, in the

style of Sassanian or Assyrian art. The subject of the first bas-relief is a royal

male figure, vested in a fringed and embroidered garment, and wearing a conical

horned head-dress ; in his left hand he holds a tall mass of wheat, and his right

rests on Ids hip, a large grape vine laden with clusters of fruit is twined around

his body, and the stem of the plant appears to issue from the ground a little

behind the right leg, which partly conceals it. The other bas-relief represents a

smaller and nearly similarly attired male figure, having one arm and hand up-

raised in an attitude of praise or veneration. The dress of both the figures is

elaborately ornamented, and presents many peculiar details of ornamentation.

The inscriptions which accompany these ancient sculptures are nearly illegible

from the action of time and exposure to rain and damp.

II. Notice of a very Ancient Comet, from a Chaldean Tablet. By H. Fox

Talbot, F.R.S.—The learned Assyriologist considered that the Comet, which

formed the subject of his paper, appeared in the reign of Nebuchadnezzar I, about

B.C. 1150 ; the following is a translation of the inscription which describes it :

—

" 1. The star is hairy ; its orb is like a shining light,

2. and it lias a tail receding from it like a creeping scorpion,

3. a great star from the northern horizon

4. unto the southern horizon,

5. extends its measure like a creeping (scorpion's tail.)

6. This on the face of the tablet (was written)

7. At the time when Nebuchadnezzar had marched into the land of Elain."
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III. On Babylonian Augury, by Figures and Geometrical Signs. By Rev. A.
H. Sayce, M.A.—Just as astrology implies a science of astronomy, so a system
of augurv based upon geometrical figures implies a science of geometry. In this
paper texts were given, with transliterations and translations, of two cuneiform
tablets, originally it would seem written in the Accadian language, which furnish
the augural explanations of certain geometrical figures. One of these tablets has
been published by M. Lenormant, the other and longer one was now given for
the first time. The author of the paper referred to the similar pseudo-science
which stdl flourishes among the Chinese, and inferred that a superstition pre-
vailed among the Accadians like that called fung-shui by the Chinese, which
assumes an inherent good or bad luck in a place or situation. He also suggested
that the Greek belief in the magical properties of numbers and geometrical
figures, found for instance in the fragments of Philolaus and among the Thera-
peutse, went back to a Babylonian origin ; and determined for the first time the
Assyrian ideographs for geometrical figure, line, and arc. Some of the figures

were probably derived from the measurement of the sky. It is probable that
the " Babylonios numeros " of Horace referred to geometry as well as to
arithmetic. At the end of the paper translations were given of the Accadian
tables of square and cube roots from Senkereh, remarks made upon the sexa-
gesimal system of the Chaldeans, and notice taken of Professor Cantor's discovery
that the Assyrians had formulated 7T = 3.

IV. On the Assyrian Belief in the Immortality of the Soul, as Illustrated by
the 12th Izdubar Tablet. By William Boscawen.—In this paper the author gave
translations of the twelfth Izdubar legend and other texts, showing the existence

of the belief in the immortality of the soul amongst the Assyrians. The good
having their reward in the happy fields, the " place of the heroes," the " resting

place of Nergal" (the war god), "reclining on couches," " drinking pure liquors,"

and " feeding on rich foods." The warrior was there surrounded with all the spoil

which he had gained in battle, and his captives were paraded before him. The
wicked were consigned to the " land of no return," the dwelling of Ninkigal,
" the house whose entrance has no exit," where " much dust is their food, their

nourishment mud," where they " dwell in darkness." Mr. Boscawen compared
these accounts with the Greek Elysian fields, and with Aides, and showed the
Eastern influence in their conception. He also pointed out the curious parallel

between the raising of the soul of Heabani, the seer of Isdubar, and the raising

of Samuel by the witch of Endor. In the appendix were given some hymns
to Marduk the demi-urgus, and philogical notes.

V. On the First Saltier Papyrus. By Prof. E. S. Lushington, B.A.—This
paper contained a careful examination of the text of the papyrus in question,

and it will appear, together with exegetical notes, in the next number of the
Transactions of the Society.

VI. On Two Ancient Maps of the Holy Land. By S. M. Drach, M.A.,
F.R.A.S.—One of the maps is a black block print, with the names of the Jewish
patriarchs, doctors of the laiv, prophets, &c, arranged in an architectural plan

around a supposed representation of Solomon's temple, apparently for a Mizrach
or " East " Kiblah, as used in all Jewish houses. The other is a far more
elaborate MS. in colours, with explanations in the square and Jarchi-script

Hebrew, similar to many mediaeval maps, with large views of the principal

towns, tombs of saints, doctors, &c, and bordered with Scripture phrases, pur-

porting to have been drawn up by one Litria (query of the famous sixteenth

century Cabalist family) after the earthquake at Sephat. Mr. Drach recognized

this map as similar to that printed upon sundry canary-colored handkerchiefs

bought by him two years ago at Berlin, which were probably prepared for the use

of the Polish Jews. The authenticity of the sites on these maps is of course

questionable ; but even the dome and spires of the Christian Holy Sepulchre are

prominently exhibited. The two maps were lent for exhibition by the Rev.
Greville Chester, who purchased them at Tunis.
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Tuesday, January 4, 1876.

S. Birch, LL.D., F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

The following Candidates were nominated for election :—William Bevan
;

Archibald Hamilton, Bromlev, Kent ; Eev. W. Mead Jones, Mill Yard ; Kev.
Edward White.

The Councd and Officers of the Society for the ensuing session were duly

elected.

The Laws of the Society, as prepared and revised for the fourth time by the

Committee of Laws, were presented, confirmed, and ordered to be issued.

The Secretary read a report of the condition of the Society, showing an
increase of eighty-three members during the past year.

The President delivered a short anniversary address, in the course of which
he announced that the Assyrian and Egyptian Classes would be resumed, in

February, at the Rooms of the Society, the Rev. A. H. Sayce taking the Assyrian
class, and Mr. P. Le Page Renouf the Egyptian, while he would himself give a

series of analytical lectures on " The Ritual of the Dead." Admission free by
tickets, as before.

A letter from Mr. Fox Talbot, giving an account of Prof. Delitzsch's

Assyrische Lesestiicke, with a translation of the preface to the same, was read

by the President.

I. On an Ancient Inscription discovered at Ephesus. By C. T. Newton,
C.B., D.C.L.—This inscription was found incised upon a curved stone, which
had apparently formed the base of one of the pillars of the most ancient Temple
of Artemis at Ephesus. The characters belonged to an alphabet which is at

present unknown, but which presented some resemblances to the Phoenician, and
which was evidently one of the many local alphabets of Asia Minor at the time
of Crcesus.

II. On a Neva Cypriote Inscription. By D. Pierides.—This new text is a very
6hort one, consisting of thirteen letters. It is engraved on two golden armlets

which were recently discovered at Kurion, and which, in the opinion of

M. Pierides, date from the 5th century B.C. The foDowing is a Latin translation

of the inscription :
" Eteandri Regis Paphi."

III. On the Creation Tablets and the First Institution of the Sabbath. By
H. Fox Talbot, F.R.S.—This interesting paper was a translation with notes of
two of the newly-discovered tablets which now go by the name of the Creation
Tablets, and of which the text was presented to the Society by Mr. Geo. Smith
in November last, previously to his departure for Mesopotamia. Mr. Talbot's

translation differs somewhat from that given by Mr. Smith in his Babylonian
account of Genesis, and it is as follows :

—

Tablet I.

1. When the upper region was not yet called Heaven,
2. and the lower region was not yet called Earth,

3. and the Abyss of Hades had not yet opened its arms,

4. then the chaos of waters gave birth to all of them.
5. And the waters were gathered into one place.

6. No men yet dwelt together, no animals yet wandered about,

7- none of the gods had yet been born,

8. their names were not spoken, their attributes were not known.
9. Then the eldest of the gods,

10. Lakhmu and Lakhamu, were born,

11. and grew up
12. Assur and Kissur were born next,

13. and lived through long periods.

14. Anu
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Tablet V.

1. He constructed dwellings for the great gods.

2. He fixed up constellations, whose figures were like animals.

3. He made the Year, into four quarters he divided it,

4. twelve mouths he established, with their constellations three bj three.

5. And for the days of the year he appointed festivals.

6. He made dwellings for the planets, for their rising and setting

;

7. And that nothing should go amiss, and that the course of none should
be retarded,

8. he placed with them the dwellings of Bel and Hea.
9. He opened great gates on every side.

10. He made strong the portals on the left hand and on the right.

11. In the centre he placed luminaries.

12. The moon he appointed to rule the night,

13. and to wander through the night until the dawn of day.

14. Every month without fail he made holy assembly days.

15. In the beginning of the month, at the rising of the night,

16. it shot forth its horns to illuminate the heavens.

17. On the seventh day he appointed a holy day,

18. and to cease from all business he commanded.
19. Then arose the sun in the horizon of heaven in (glory).

The translation was accompanied with uotes, and it will appear together with a
critical analysis of the text in due course in the Transactions of the Society.

IV. On the Numbers of the Jews in all Ages. By the Rev. Josiah Miller,

M.A.—This paper traced the varyiug numbers of the Jews by the light of the
ancient Bible testimony, as given in fragmentary statements and in censuses and
enumerations of countries occupied in the time of Abraham, the sojourn in

Egypt, the Exodus, the Kings, the Captivity and Return, some statistical diffi-

culties in the sacred narrative being met in the course of the argument. Later
statistical facts to the beginning of the Christian era were given from Josephus,
Philo, Dion Cassius, Strabo, and the New Testament. For further particulars

reference was made to Moses of Chorene ; the doubtful statements of Tacitus,

Diodorus Siculus, and Benjamin of Tudela were criticised, and use was made of
Basnage, Gibbon, and other historians. Some peculiarities of Jewish statistics

were given, with proofs from the modern authorities, and also tables from census
returns, and inquiries when visiting the countries, showing the present numbers
of the Jews in all places—with the total a little over seven millions. In con-
clusion reference was made to the present rapid increase of the Jews, and the
difficulty of accounting for their fewness.

V. On a Grammar of the Himyaritie Language. By Capt. W. F.
Prideaux, R.E.—This elaborate paper was practically a complete grammar of
the Himyaritie language, which had been compiled by the learned author from
the studies of MM. Osiander, Ewald, Levy, and Gildermeister, and which he
had corrected and supplemented by his own researches into the various pub-
lished and unpublished Sabean inscriptions, which amount to many hundreds in
number. A full syllabary of the Himyaritie characters was given, together with
an analysis and Translation of many new texts, which will appear in the Transac-
tions of the Society.

VI. On the Chaldean Account of the Tower of Babel. By W. St. Chad
Boscawen.—In this paper the author gave a translation of the interesting frag-

ment discovered by Mr. George Smith, and pointed out its importance as
illustrating the Biblical legend. The most important portion of the inscription
reads :

—

His heart was evil.

The father of all the gods he turned from.

His heart was evil.

Babylon corruptly to sin went.

Small and great he mingled on the mound.
Babylon corruptly to sin went.
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Small and great he mingled on the mound.
Their stronghold (tower) eaeli day they founded.
Their stronghold in the night

entirely he made an end.

In his anger also a command, an oath he poured forth

to scatter abroad he set his lace.

He gave a command : make thou stormy their council.

The progress he impeded.
The inscription then relates t lie overthrow of the tower by violent winds, and
the lamentations of the Babylonians. The paper was accompanied by the
cuneiform text and philological notes on the inscriptions.

Til. Remarks upon a Hieroglyphic Inscription of Darius at El-Khargeh. By
S. Birch, LL.D.—This inscription, consisting of forty-six lines of hieroglyphs,

has been found amongst the papers of the late Mr. Hay, of Linplum. It was
copied by him from the south-west wall of the second chamber of the temple,

and consists of the adoration of the male and female genii or personifications of

the four elements to the god Amen Ea, lord of Hob, on the Oasi9 of Ammon.
The inscription chiefly turns on the various qualities, types, and characters of
Amen Ra as the chief and principal god, there being, unfortunately, no particu-

lars giyen of historical importance, although the name of Darius, probably the

first, is several times mentioned. It is, however, a great addition to the hymns
of Amen already known.

Till. Note on the Obelisk at Xanthus. By S. Birch, LL.D.—The paper on
this subject referred to the Greek and Lycian inscription on the northern face of

the obelisk, published by the late Sir C. Fellowes and Moritz Schmidt. The
northern face was considered to be justly placed last by Schmidt, as from the

fragments discovered since that publication it is clear that the inscription really

commenced with the southern face, wliich has abun[_u prinafu prinafidu\
Arppagohe tedeeme, " This tomb made son of Arpagus." The north side

is consequently the end of that inscription, the first twenty hues of it closing the

Lycian portion, and states that the ' stele,' in Lycian, sttala, was ' erected.' sttate,

by the son of Harpagus, who is styled, amongst his other titles, se-Parza : go-

tvede, ' and a Persian lord,' as well as Musffehe : ante : se gowede, ' governor of

Mysia and lord.' The twelve hexameter lines of Greek which follow are sup-

posed to be an addition to the Lycian after its termination, and are from line 21
to 32 inclusive. The new point of importance in the present paper is the

discovery that the following thirty-four lines of Lycian are a paraphrase or

translation of the twelve lines of Greek. This is proved from the following

considerations: first, that these thirty-four lines have been divided into twelve

portions by a curved line, thus, ). Eleven of these divisions remain, and the last

word of the Lycian, ebemasa, of course, required no such 3, as it terminated the

whole. The additional proof is found by comparing the Greek tenth line :
" He

killed seven heavy-armed soldiers (o7rXirac, hoplitas) in a day." These have

been restored as Arcadians by Boeckh and Schmidt. The Lycian lines 58-59
end, toivores : oplesez -. sekatese : Arppagos : vte : tapefute, where the word oplezes

is evidently the Lycian transcription of hoplitas. The whole is consequently a

paraphrase, not a literal translation, nearly three lines of Lycian being required

to explain one Greek, and the genius of the language requiring the name of

Harpagos, mentioned in hue 25 of the Greek, to be inserted here ; if, indeed, the

Greek does read Arkadas, which does not scan, and although the Greek is restored

EITTAAE OnAITAX KTEINEN EN HMEPAI APKAAAZ
ANfAPAXl, 'nere ' s "ot room enough for andras at the end.

Tuesday, February 1, 1876.

S. BlECH, LL.D., President, in the Chair.

The following Candidates were duly nominated for election in March:

—

Samuel A. Binion ; Eev. C. Carruthers ; Miss Freeman ; Russell Martineau,

M.A. ; Hon. H. jS'ocI Waldegrave; Eev. G. W. Wrigbtson, M.A.
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His Excellency Safvhet Pasha, of Constantinople, was elected an Honorary
Member of the Society.

Signor Ruggero Bonglii presented to the Society, on the part of the Italian

Government, a number of stampings of Assyrian Inscriptions belonging to the
reigns of Assur-nazir-pal and Sennacherib, from tablets in the Vatican and
Roman Museums.

The following papers were then read :

—

I. The Bevolt in Heaven translated from a Cuneiform Tablet. By H. Fox
Talbot, F.R.S.—This valuable and singular mythological text is one of those which
has just been published by Prof. Delitzsch in his Lesestiicke, and it presents a
remarkable analogy to the war of the Dragon described in the Book of Revelations,

and to certain passages in the Book of Job and the apocryphal work called the
Book of Enoch. The learned author of the following translation accompanied his

paper with a number of philological observations and an interlineation of tho
cuneiform text with appendices annexed.

(The first four lines, and probably several more, are broken. They related,

no doubt, that a Festival of Praise and Thanksgiving was being held in Heaven,
when this rebellion took place).

5. The Divine Being spoke three times the commencement of a Psalm.
6. The god of holy songs, lord of religion and worship
7- Seated a thousand singers and musicians : and established a choral band
8. who to his hymn were to respond in multitudes
9. With a loud cry of contempt they broke up his holy song

10. Spoiling, confusing, confounding, his hymn of praise.

II. The god of the bright crown resolved to frustrate the rebellion

12. sounded a trumpet blast which would wake the dead,

13. which to those rebel angels prohibited return,

14. He stopped their service, and sent them to the gods who were His enemies.

15. In their room he created Mankind.
16. The first who received life, dwelt along with him.

17. May he give them strength, never to neglect his word,
18. following the Serpent's voice, whom his hands had made.
19. And may the god of divine speech expel from his five thousand that wicked

Thousand
20. who in the midst of bis heavenly Song, had shouted evil blasphemies !

21. The god Ashur, who had seen the malice of those gods who deserted their

allegiance

22. to raise a rebellion, refused to go forth with them.

The remainder of the tablet (9 or 10 hues more) is too much broken for translation.

11. Key to the Genealogic Table of the First Patriarchs in Genesis, and the

Chronology of the Sejituagint. By Victor Rydberg. From L. L. H. Covibertigtie's

French MS. Translation of the original Swedish Brochure and Notes. By S. M.
Drach.—M. Rydberg believes in noreliable Hebrew chronology before King Solomon
and post-regnal periods. For subsequent reasons he takes the Hebrew MS as

the more primitive document : deems the Cainite and Sethite genealogies identical,

throws out Seth and Enos, thus making the antediluvian period 1461 years

(Sothic) ; at the end of which the Nile-dwellers feared a national Divine retribution

for good or bad through the height of the Nile-flood and intensity of epidemics,

being taught that the course of Sirius in Egypt's vague year would indicate the

interval. Thus the pyramids were built by giant extortionate Pharaohs, glorifying

their own ashes and neglecting agriculture : the disastrous end of their Sothic

period, rebuked their successors to directing the inundation by irrigating

channels. Moses appeared also near the end of one of these Sothic periods,

thereby predicting the compressed disasters (plagues). M. Rydberg tries to

prove that the alter life ol these eight patriarchs equals 4927 lunar years, or 4800
solar years (ratio of 618| to 600), known to Chaldeans and Turanians ; also 1461

plus 4927, or 6408, is one fourth of Annus Magnus (precession at 50".) He
thus places the exile of Adam 3892 B.C., exactly where Manctho places the first
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human Pharaoh Menee : bIiows that Enoch was the lirsi practical astronomer.

He then states the Alexandrian Jews rivalled the Greeks in wraith, influence, in

thirst of knowledge ; the priests let them all (like Manetho) learn their hiero-

glyphic secrets ; that in order to keep up their paternal religion in their Hebrew-
forgetting offspring, these Jews got the Sanhedrim deputation to translate the

Bible in Greek. But that these LXX pious Rabbis, finding that the advent of

Joseph to the Mosaic exodus was "purposely absent from the Egyptian records ;

and fearing the vile calumny of the Jews being an outcast race of lepers headed

by a renegade priest, wilfully added 100 years to each patriarch's lite
;
making

the advent of Joseph and Jacob in the time of the native-respected Palestine

Hycsos shepherd-kings of Heber's race, which dynasty was expelled after Joseph's

death by a native patriot, who then condemned the Hycsos' Hebrew kindred to

slavery's rigorous labours. Thus the Alexandrian Jew could point to the envious

Greek's their own glory of old on the Nile. M. Bydberg fixes Enoch's date about

3400 B.C., and takes Bunsen's Egypt as his text book ; there is a long extract

from Biot.

III. Why is Forty-three a Basal Biblical Number ? By S. M. Drach, F.E, A.S.

—The Biblical frequency of the number 43, and of its multiples (430, 215, 65, 301),

also of 427, or Sfi of 299, led me to compare these luni-solar synodicals. Now 43

times 365d 5h 49m 12 s are 15,705d 10h 15m 36 s
; and 531f times 29d 12h 44>» 2«88,

are 15,705d 9h 4m 30s
, which solar excess of 4266 seconds is eight seconds per

lunation. Also 427 years are 155,958d 13 h 8m 24 s
; and 5281J lunations

155,958d 16h 28m 40", or a lunar excess of 3h 20m 16" ; add thrice first to

second, 129 + 427 or 556 years (-^ff-) is 203,074d 19h 55m 12 s
; 1595^ + 5281*

or 68761 lunations (573 1l lunar years), 203,074d 19h 42m 10". Solar excess

of 13m 02 s is T
9
5 seconds per lunation. Note 532 is 19 x 28 ; 5000 it is 15,708 ;

5281i is f of 65 square; 573 is tenfold radius in degrees of circle. Hekekyan
Bey (Eg. Chron. xxxiii) stated 4004 times 365 less 7 times 70 days, or 1,460,970,

is 4000 years of 365d 5h 49m 129
. M. Eydberg's deduction of ' 195-6 years, or

200 f| to 202 -^ lunar years, is 2424 months, or acts as 300 years on the eight

patriarchal 800 years plus 24. Remark the super-pointed Deut. xxix, 29, " and

the revealed thing " is numerically (2) 310 or 1450 B.C., the Eabbino-Usher

death-date of Moses ; that tohu bdhu (Gen. i, 2) is 411 plus 19, or 430 ; that

Vaushokehu (Gen. xxxiii, 4), super-pointed is 427. M. Eydberg's 6408 is

8 x"9 x 89 ; his 4800 : 4947 is 1600 : 1649 or is 40 square plus 7 square. Perhaps

these numbers may unravel themselves to the experts of Archaic writings.

The following gentlemen took part in the discussion which ensued :—Sir

Henry Eawlinson, Dr. Birch, George Smith, Rev. Dr. Eule, J. Park Harrison,

Eichard Cull, Eev. J. M. Rodwell, S. M. Drach, Rev. T. M. Gorman.

Tuesday, March 7, 1876.

S. Bracn, LL.D., President, in the Chair.

The following candidates were duly nominated for election in April :—Miss

Gertrude Austin (Wotton-under-Edge) ; His Excellency Sir William Gregory,

G.C.S.I., C.B. (Colombo) ; Rev. Herbert James ; Eev. A. V. Millingen

(Constantinople) ; C. Eohart (Pari*) ; Sam. Gurney Sheppard ; Eev. A. W.
Streane, M.A. (Corp. Chris. Coll. Camb.) ; Eev. J. E Somerville, M.A., B.D.

(Broughty Perry) ; Eev. E. N. WiUson.
M. Edouard Naville of Geneva, and M. Paid Pierret, Conservateur Adjoint du

Musee de Louvre, were elected Honorary Members of the Society.

The Imperial Academy of St. Petei'sburg presented a complete set of the new

series of its Transactions to the Library of the Society.

The following papers were then read :

—

I. On the Mammalia of the Assyrian Monuments; (Part I). Domestic

Mammals. By Eev. William Houghton, M.A., F.L.S.—In this paper the author,

after alluding to the interest of the Bubject, spoke also of its difficulty, for names
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alone often failed to convey a definite meaning. Animals may be represented in

three ways :—1. By pictorial or sculptural representation ; 2. By description
;

3. By picture and description combined.
Applying his remarks to the animals figured or mentioned on the Assyrian

monuments, he stated that the pictorial or sculptural representations were so good
as in most cases to speak for themselves. Of representations of animals and
description founded on a zoological basis, the monuments afford no instance.

There may have been Assyrian Aristofles who wrote on natural history, but
their works have not been preserved. The bilingual tablets containing the names
of animals, trees, stones, &c, show a sort of natural order, which the scribe

observed for convenience sake ; but these tablets were only part and parcel of

Assurbanipal's grand idea of forming a complete comparative dictionary and
grammar of the Assyrian and Accadian languages. Mr. Houghton referred to

the prevalent custom amongst the Accadians of naming animals from the
countries from which they came ; thus the horse was the " animal from the
East"; the wolf, "that from the highlands." The third method of repre-

senting animals by sculpture and description combined—the most certain of all

—

though frequently to be seen in the hieroglyphic system of the ancient Egyptians,
was not adopted by the Assyrians.

In all attempts to discover the name of any particular animal, the Assyrian

word must be compared with some similar word in Hebrew or other cognate
Semitic language, since an identity of word often implies identity of meaning.
Sometimes again the context would afford a clue. In the bilingual lists the

Accadian equivalent to the Assyrian name often threw much light ; but unfor-

tunately these tablets were often broken.

The domestic animals known to, or employed by, the Assyrians, were oxen,

sheep, goats, camels (both the Arabian and Bactrian species), asses, horses, mules,
and dogs ; on each of these subjects Mr. Houghton spoke at some length. Only
two kinds of dog appear on the sculptures—the large mastiff used in the chase
of the lion, wild bull (the rem of the Hebrew Bible, rimu in Assyrian), wild asses,

&c, and the greyhound. On the question as to the domestic cat being known or

\ised by the Assyrians, Mr. Houghton, in his own mind, was satisfied a negative

answer should be given. As there was an intei-course between the Assyrians and
Egyptians, from early times, he admitted there was no a priori objection to the
belief that the Egyptian cat, which he considered the origin of domestic cats

wherever found, might have been introduced into Assyria, but Mr. Houghton
thought it improbable that the cat was domesticated, seeing that mother countries

it was long before it was introduced. The Egyptians preferred to keep their cats

to themselves, to nourish them when alive, and to embalm their sacred bodies at

Bubastis or elsewhere when dead. " The Wild Animals of the Assyrian Monu-
ments " will form the subject of another paper by the same gentleman.

II. The Fight hetween Bel and the Dragon, and the Flaming Sword tvhich

turned every wag (Glen, in, 24). Translated from a Chaldean tablet by H. Fox
Talbot, F.R.S.—This is one of the most striking narratives of the Chaldean
mythology. It is found on a Cuneiform tablet which is much broken, and of

which the translation is as follows :
—

1. [broken.]

2 and with it his right hand he armed.

3. His flaming sword he raised in his hand.

4. He brandished his lightnings before him.

5. A curved scymitar he carried on his body.

6. And he made a sword to destroy the dragon,

7. which turned four ways ; so that none could avoid its rapid blows.

8. It turned to the South, to the North, to the East, and to the West.
9. Near to his sabre he placed the Bow of his father Anu.

10. He made a whirling thunderbolt, and a bolt with double flames, impossible

to extinguish :

11. And a quadruple bolt, and a septuple bolt, and a bolt, and a bolt

of crooked fire.
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12. He took the thunderbolts which he had made, and there were seven of
them

13. to be shot at the dragon, and he put them into his quiver behind him.
14. Then the lord of the storm raised his great sword

;

15. He mounted his Chariot, whoso name \v.i> " Destroyer of the Impious,"
16. he took his place, and lifted the four reins in his hand.

[The rest of this portion of the inscription is broken off.]

Bel now offers to the Dragon to decide their quarrel by single combat, which
offer the Dragon accepts.

1. {Why seekest thou thus] to irritate me with blasphemies?
2. Let thy army withdraw : let thy chiefs stand aside :

3. Then I and thou (alone) we will finish this quarrel.

4. When the Dragon heard this,

5. Stand back! she said, and repeated her command.
6. Then the tempter rose watchfully on high.

7. Turning and twisting, she shifted her standing point,

8. She watched his lightnings : she provided for retreat.

9. The warrior angels sheathed their swords.

10. Then the Dragon attacked the just prince of the gods.

11. Strongly she joined in the trial of battle,

12. The King drew his sword, and dealt rapid blows.

13. Then he took his whirling thunderbolt, and looked well behind and before

him :

14. And when the Dragon opened her mouth to swallow him,
15. He flung the bolt into her, before she could shut her lips.

16. The blazing lightning burned up her inside.

17. He pulled out her heart ; her mouth he rent open ;

18. He drew hisfalchion, and cut open her belly.

19. he cut into her chest and extracted her heart,

20. he put an end to her, and destroyed her life.

21. When he knew she was dead, he boasted over her.

22. After that the Dragon their Leader was slain

23. her troops took to flight : her army was scattered abroad,

24. and the angels her allies, who had come to help her,

25. retreated, grew quiet, and went away.

26. They fled from thence, fearing for their own lives,

27. and saved themselves, flying to places beyond pursuit.

28. He followed them, their weapons he collected :

29. They were gathered up like a harvest : in great heaps {they were stored.]

30. A crowd of people full of astonishment

31. its remains lifted up, and on their shoulders hoisted.

32. And the eleven tribes, after the battle,

33. in great multitudes, coming to see,

34. gazed at the monstrous serpent

35
36. And the god Bel

(The rest of the tablet is lost.)

The following gentlemen took part in the discussion which ensued :—Rev.

Albt. Lowy ; Prof. Donaldson ; Rev. Dr. Currey ; Rev. W. Houghton ; and
the President.

Tuesday, April 4, 1876.

S. BiEcn, LL.D., President, in the Chair.

The following Candidates were duly nominated for election in May :

—

Dr. J. E. Cranage ; W. H. Eddie, J.P. ; Herbert Freeman, A.R.I.B.A., F.S.A.

;

A. Hymen Joseph ; Rev. Prebendary Scarth, M.A., F.S.A. ; Rev. Canon
Ridgeway, M.A. ; Joseph Sidebotham, F.R.A.S., Bowdon ; Miss Tucker, Bedford.
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The following papers were then real :
—

I. Ishtar and Izdubar : being the Sixth Tablet of the Izdubar Series. Trans-
lated by H. F. Talbot, F.R.S.—The filth Izdubar tablet appears to be mostly
lost, but the end of its story occupies the first lew lines of the sixth tablet, and
therefore it is necessary briefly to advert to it.

One of the adventures of Odysseus related by Homer is his return to Ithaca
disguised as a beggar. Izdubar, whose wanderings recall those of Odysseus,
seems to have adojjted some similar disguise, which he now throws off and
resumes his royal rank.

1 he had thrown off his tattered garments

:

2. His pack of goods he had laid down from his back :

3. [he hadflung ojf] his rags of poverty : and clothed himself in a dress of

honour

:

4. [with a royal robe'] he covered himself:

5. and he bound a diadem on bis brow.

6. Then Ishtar the queen lifted up her eyes to the throne of Izdubar :

7. Kiss me, Izdubar! she said : for I will marry thee !

8. Let us live together, I and Thou, in one place :

9. thou shalt be my husband, and I will be thy wife.

10. Thou shalt ride in a Chariot of lapis lazuli and gold

11. whose wheels are golden and its pole resplendent.

12. Shining bracelets thou shalt wear every day.

13. By our house the Cedar trees in green vigour shall grow :

14. and when thou shalt enter it

15. [suppliant] crowds shall kiss thy feet

!

16. Kings, lords, and princes shall bow down before thee !

17. The tribute of hills and plains they shall bring to thee as offerings :

18. Thy flocks and thy herds shall all bear twins :

19. Thy race of mules shall be magnificent :

20. Thy [triumphs] in the chariot race shall be proclaimed without ceasing,

21. and among the chiefs thou shalt never have an equal

!

22. [Then Izdubar] opened his mouth and spoke,

23. [and said] to Ishtar the Queen
24. [Lady ! full well] I know thee by experience !

25. Sad and funereal [is thy divelling place :]

26. Sickness and Famine [surround thy path :]

27. [False and] treacherous is thy crown of divinity !

28. [Poor and ivorthless] is thy crown of royalty !

The meaning of all this, (as appears quite plainly from the Second Column)
is that Ishtar was, like Hecate in the Greek mythology, the queen of witchcraft,

the cruel, the merciless.

In Column II Izdubar goes on with his reproaches. " All that ever you
have loved, you have next hated and destroyed : poisoned and bewitched ! And
were I to marry you, you would treat me just as you have treated them !

"

1. Wailings thou didst make
2. for Tarzi thy husband
3. (and yet) year after year with thy cups thou didst poison him !

4. Thou hadst a favourite high-flying Eagle :

5. thou didst strike him (with thy wand), and didst break his wings :

6. Then he stood fast in the forest only fluttering his wings.

7. Thou hadst a favourite Lion, full of vigour :

8. thou didst pull out his teeth, seven at a time

!

9. Thou hadst a favourite Horse, renowned in war :

10. He drank a draught, and with fever thou didst poison him !

11. Twice seven hours wuthout ceasing

12. with burning fever and thirst thou didst poison him !

13. His mother the goddess Silili with thy cups thou didst poison.

14. Thou didst love the King of the Land
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15. whom continually thou didst vender ill with thy drugs

16. though every day he offered libations and sacrifices.

17. Thou didst strike him (with thy wand), and didst change him into

Leopard !

18. The people of his own City drove him out from it,

19. and his own dogs tore him to pieces

20. Thou didst love a Workman—a rude man of no instruction,

21. who constantly received his daily wage3 from thee

22. and every day made bright thy vessels.

23. In thy pot a savoury mess thou didst boil for him
24. (saying) " Come, my servant, and eat with us on the Feast-Day

25. and give thy judgment on the goodness of our potherbs "
!

26. The workman replied to thee

27. Why dost thou desire to destroy me ?

28. Mother ! thou art not cooking !—I will not eat

!

29. For, I should eat food bad and accursed

30. and the thousand unclean things thou hast poisoned it with.

31. Thou didst hear that answer [and wert enraged]

32. Thou didst strike him (with thy wand), and didst change him into a pillar

;

33. and didst place him in the midst of the desert !

34. I have not yet said a crowd of things, many more I have not added !

35. Lady ! thou wouldst love me—a9 thou hast done the others !

The following gentlemen took part in the discussion which ensued :—W.
Boseawen ; R. Cull ; Rev. Alb. Lowy ; Prof. Donaldson ; Rev. J. M. Rodwell

;

Rev. Basil H. Cooper ; Rev. T. M. Gorman ; John E. Howard ; Dr. Birch.

II. On the Tertiary Race. By Rev. H. S. Warleigh, M.A.—This paper was
controversial, and the following were the author's conclusions :—According to the

G-eologists, certain works of art are in existence, which prove that man must have

been living as far back as the tertiary period of the earth's crust ; and Egyptologists

affirm, that the advanced state of early civilization and art prove that man was
made more than 6000 years ago. On the other hand, some theologians say that

man was not in existence till the present era ; and that therefore mankind
could not have produced these works, nor could they be the subjects of this

alleged civilization.

These works of art, however, do exist, and they were made during the

tertiary period ; but other manufacturers, besides those of the human race, may
have produced them.

The Bible mentions a race of intelligent and bodily erect beings, as existing

before the tertiary period, who were capable of making these works of art, and
who were in circumstances which would call for their production.

The historical fragments which speak of this race are G~en. vi, 4, and Num.
xiii, 33. The passages which allude to it are Gen. i, 28, iv, 14-25.

Thus it is evident that a powerful race, not of human origin, existed in the

time of Adam, that it was of immense antiquity, and that it was not extinct in

the days of Moses.

This race might be called Genus Tertiarium ; or it might receive its Biblical

appellation, Ha Nephilim—The Nephiliin.

This race may have lived in a highly civilized state in the valley of the Nile,

and have left the stamp of their power there ; and some of them may have

emigrated northward and built the giant cities of Bashan. Perhaps some parts

of ancient mythology relate to them, and indeed the discovery of such a race

throws much light on many obscure subjects of study, and at any rate if proven
on one point, support the harmony of Science and the Bible.

The following gentlemen took part in the discussion which ensued :— Dr.

Birch ; Rev. Alb. Lowy ; Prof. Seager ; E. B. Tylor ; H. H. Howarth ; Rev.

Jos. Miller; B. G-. Jenkins; Mr. Boseawen; Rev. T. M. Gorman; E. R.

Hodges ; Percy Reed; Rev. H. S. Warleigh.
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Tuesday, May 2, 1870.

Sir Charles Nicholson, Bart,, M.D., F.S.A., F.E.S.L., Vice-President, in

the Chair.

The following Candidates were nominated for election in June :—R. Trott-
Fisher ; T. G. Irvine, C.E. ; C. James Lyall, Assist.-Sec. H.M. Government,
Calcutta ; F. B. Mocatta ; Theophilus Pinches ; Rev. J. A. I. Roberts, Bothal

;

Rev. J. Cyprian Rust, Soham.

The following papers were then read :

—

I. The Babylonian Codex of Hosea and Joel, now at SI. Petersburg, date
D16 A.D., compared with the Masoretic text as now accentuated. By Rev. C. D.
Ginsburg, LL.D.—Dr. Ginsburg shows that this MS. exhibits phenomena which
have not been known to exist in MSS. of the Old Testament up to the discovery
of this codex. These consist (1) in the disposition and readings of the text and
the Massorah

; (2) the vowel-points, which are not only different in form, but,
unlike those of the ordinary MSS. and the received text, are placed above the
letters ; and (3) the form and disposition of the tonal accents, which are likewise
different from those commonly to be met with in the MSS., and adopted by
Jews and Christians in the printed edition of the Hebrew Scriptures. Dr.
Ginsburg confines himself in this paper to the phenomena comprised in the first

class. He shows that the letters He, Zain, Yod, and final Nun are here
differently formed, that thick dots are used between the words and otherwise to
fill out the line to its proper length, which gives the text the appearance of
marking omissions, &c, &c. The sectional divisions of the text are different from
those in the received text. Hosea is divided into 18 sections, 11 open and 7
closed, whilst Joel is divided into 5 sections, 3 open and 2 closed. From the
Table of Various Readings, Dr. Ginsburg shows that the MS. has 94 variations—63 in Hosea and 31 in Joel, more than refer to the plene and defective mode
of writing, and that 27 of these readings have been corrected by a second hand.
Of the readings, the following are the most noticeable. Hosea ii, 22 in the
Hebrew, ii, 20 in the English Bible is, " and thou shalt know that I am the
Lord," instead of "and thou shalt know the Lord." Hosea iii, 1, is, "according
to the love of the Lord towards the house of Israel," and not " according to

the love of the Lord towards the children of Israel," as in the received text,

Hosea ix, 2, "and the new wine shall deceive them," instead of " shallfail in

her." Of linguistical interest is the fact that we have here in two passages the

old form
fr$"))"7 used for the feminine (Hosea ii, 4 ; Joel iv, 1), thus affording

additional evidence that it was epicene originally, that it was used so throughout
the whole Hebrew Scriptures, and that it was only gradually displaced from the
prophets and Hagiogrupha by the later form, ^Jf, but left in the Pentateuch,

which was regarded as peculiarly sacred. From the Massorah Parva, which is

given between the two columns and the outer or edge margin of every page, we
have several readings not included in the printed Massorah. by the name of Iceri

or kethio. Thus against the words, " and their staff (T7|^2l) declareth unto
them " , (Hosea iv, 12), the Massorah remarks read, "and from His
voice (") 7^p^) declared He unto them." The Massorah on Hosea and Joel

contains 31 rubrics ; but these contain nothing new ; all of them are contained
in the printed Massorahs.

The following gentlemen took part in the discussion which ensued :—Rev.
Albt. Lowy, J. W. Bosanquet, R. T. Castlecleary, Rev. J. M. Rodwell, Sir Chas.
Nicholson, J. G. Irvine, W. J. Cockburn Muir, Prof. Seager, and the author of
the paper.

Owing to the lateness of the hour, the following papers were then taken as

read, and they will appear with illustrations in the July part of the Transactions

of the Society.

II. On the Interpretation of the Hamathite Inscriptions. By Rev. A. H.
Sayce, M.A.—This paper consisted of a series of conjectural suggestions as to

the origin and phonetic values of the Hamathite hieroglyphics found at Hamath
and elsewhere. After giving an account of the inscriptions, the author endea-

Yol, V. 37
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voured to identify some of the characters; more particularly one which seems to

be a determinative prolix, of countries and cities. He also attempted to refer the

invention of the Hamathite writing to the HittiteB, Gram whom it was borrowed

by the neighbouring Semitic tribes; the llittites themselves, according to the

testimony of their proper names as found ou the Egyptian and Assyrian monu-
ments, being a non-Semitic race. He further compared the characters of the

Kypriote syllabary with the Hamathite hieroglyphics, and came to the conclusion

that the former were derived from the latter. A list of the Hamathite

hieroglyphics drawn up by Dr. Haves Ward was appended to the paper and
accompanied by the corresponding Kypriote characters. An attempt was also

made to explain the names (aleph, belli, &c.) given to the Letters of the Phoenician

alphabet by the Semites after they had borrowed it from Egypt, by supposing

them to have been already familiar with these names through t lie medium of the

Hamathite hieroglyphics. It was shown that the Phoenician alphabet was

really first used by the Aramaeans, and the latter may be supposed to have

adopted it iu place of the more cumbrous Hamathite, just as the Greek

inhabitants of the Archipelago adopted the simpler Phoenician alphabet in place

of the Kypriote.

IV. Some Observations on the name of an Egyptian Dog. By Prof. G.

Maspero, Paris.—In this paper the learned Egyptologist identified one of the

dogs mentioned in Dr. Birch's paper "On the tablet of Antefaa," with the

Abakrou dog of the Berber races of Nubia.

Tuesday, June 2, 1876.

S. Birch, LL.D., F.S.A., President, in the Chair.

The followiug candidates were nominated for election by the Council :—The
Marquis of Bute, K.T., &c. ; Dr. Hyde Clarke, F.K.Gr.S. ; Mrs. Gordon Forlong

;

Williain Heane, F.K.C.S.E. (Cinderford) ; Eev. Dr. Knowles, M.A., F.S.A.

(Tunbridge Wells) ; Hon. Colin Lindsay ; Bev. G-. F. Lovell, M. A. (Vice-Principal

St. Edmund's Hall, Oxford) ; Bev. J. J. Moss (Somerton).

I. Chronological Remarks on the History of Esther and Ahasuerus or 'Atossa

and Tanu-Axares. By J. W. Bosanquet, F.K.A.S., Treasurer.—It is assumed
that the chief object of this Society is to illustrate Biblical History by historical

documents and monumental records. Mr. Bosanquet points out four great

difficulties amongst many, which at present stand in the way of reconciling sacred

history with the monuments :

—

1. Many discordant opinions have been put forth concerning the date of the

reign of Shalmanezer the Assyrian king, whose annals are inscribed on the

Black Obelisk in the British Museum, who fought with Ahab, Benhadad,
and Hazael, and took tribute of Jehu, king of Israel, none of which fall in

with any acknowledged system of Scripture chronology.

2. There is a difference of opinion between high authorities concerning the date

of the death of Apries, or Pharaoh Hophra, king of Egypt, who was put

to death by Nebuchadnezzar at Tahpanhes, or Daphna?, about the time of a

total eclipse of the sun at that spot, in the 27th year of the reign of

Nebuchadnezzar.
3. The years of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar are variously fixed by different

authorities. The authority of the Canon of Ptolemy is usually followed.

But Ptolemy had no astronomical data by which to fix this reign.

4. It is found impossible to fix the time of the reign of Esther and Ahasuerus

—

which is the main subject of Mr. Bosanquet's paper—witlrin any degree of

certainty within a period of 100 years.

Mr. Bosanquet argues that the chief cause of all these difficulties, and the great

stumbling block in the way of rightly understanding the history of the Old
Testament, is the Bcholastic fiction of the reign of a king of Media styled Darius

Medus, whose first year is placed in B.C. 538. Ho identities Darius the Mede
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with Darius son of Hystaspes, who married 'Atossa or Esther, daughter-in-law

of Cyrus I, and thus brings down the dale of the events in the reign of Darius

the Mede from B.C. 538 to 493, a difference of nearly half a century. The
result of this alteration of dates is that Mordecai, Esther, Daniel, Zerubbabel,

Haggai, Zechariah, Ezra, Nehemiah the son of Hachaliah, were all living simul-

taneously about the time of the dedication of the second temple of Jerusalem in

B.C. 485, which agrees with Jewish tradition, when Darius and Artaxerxes (that

is Darius and Xerxes, who had just been associated with his father on the tin-one)

confirmed the decree of Cyrus son of Cambyses, issued in B.C. 513, that the

temple should be built. (Ezra vi, 14.) It follows of necessity that Cyrus king

of Babylon must have been the son, not the father, of Cambyses king of

Babylon, and that Cyrus II and Darius son of Hystaspes were contemporary.

Mr. Bosanquet supports this position on the following evidence :

—

1. The direct evidence of Xenophon, that Cyrus (Koresh), son of Cambyses
king of Babylon and of Mandane daughter of Astyages, reigned at Babylon

after his father's death, and therefore in the reign of Darius. (Trans.,

Vol. I, p. 241.)

2. Of Herodotus, that Astyages his grandfather married in the year of the

eclipse in B.C. 585, and that the Cyrus who conquered hint in B.C. 560 was

not therefore Cyrus son of Mandane.
3. Of Ctesias, that it was the father of Cambyses king of Babylon (Kai-Khosru)

who conquered Astyages, before Cambyses reigned, and therefore not the

son of Cambyses king of Babylon.

4. Of the inscription on the brick from Senkereh, that " Cyrus son of Cam-
byses " repaired the temples at Babylon, and was therefore the Cyrus who
reigned at Babylon.

5. Of Herodotus, that the body of Cyrus father of Cambyses was left unburied

on the field of battle, when fighting with the Scythians.

G. Of Arrian, that the tomb of Cyrus at Pasargadae contained the body of

" Cyrus son of Cambyses."
7. Of Megasthenes, that when Cyrus (son of Cambyses) had appointed Xabona-

dius, the last king of Babylon, as ruler over the province of Carmania,

Darius drove him thence (Trans., Vol. I, p. 189) ; and again, that when the

last of the kings of the Medes (called by him Aspanda, perhaps Isfendiar)

died, " Cyrus and Darius ruled over the Persian empire for thirty-six

years." (Trans., Vol. I, p. 262).

8. Of Lucian, that Cyrus survived his son, the king Cambyses, and died, as he

supposed, at the age of one hundred years. (Trans., Vol. I, p. 207.)

9 Of Clement of Alexandria (Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch., vol. I, p. 250), that

Babylon was overthrown in B.C. 510, that is in the reign of Darius ; and of

Orosius, that about the time when consuls began to rule instead of kings at

Home (b.c. 5]0), Cyrus conquered Babylon a second time, that is in the

reign of Darius.

10. Of Johannes Malalas, who records that Cyrus perished in a naval war

between the Persians and Samians, not earlier therefore than the time of

Darius, whom he calls son of Cyrus.

11. Of Josephus, copying from Berosus or Megasthenes, that Cyrus and Darius

came together against Xaboandelus, or Nabonadius, the last king of

Babylon, and overthrew him (Ant., x, xi, 2); and how from the captivity

of the ten tribes (that is in B.C. 696) to the first year of Cyrus, there were

counted 182| years (that is 696 -183 = B.C. 513).

12. Of the Bcok of Daniel, that " Daniel prospered in the reign of Darius, and

in the reign of Cyrus" (vi, 28); and again, that "in the third year of

Cyrus" (B.C. 511), " the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood him
(Daniel) one-and-twenty days," or years, that is till B.C. 491 ; also that he
" remained there with the kings of Persia," that is, with Cyrus and Darius,

then at Babylon, in B.C. 511 (x, 13).

13. Of the contemporary sacred historian Ezra, who relates that about the time

of Zerubbabel (B.C. 511), or third year of Cyrus (Koresh), when Daniel's

release from Babylon was opposed by the "prince of the kingdom of

Persia," the building of the temple of Jerusalem was also stopped, and the
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decree of Cyrus set at nought, "all the days of Cyrus, even until the

(second year of) the reign of Darius," that is, till Darius at ahout sixty-

three years old, in B.C. 591, had taken the kingdom, or empire, just

twenty-one pears alter the contest had arisen between these kings, as stated

by Daniel (Ezra iv, 5,24).

14. The evidence of the Babylonian contract tablets, or tribute tablets of the

reigns of Cyrus and Darius, is notyel sufficiently complete to place these

conclusions beyond the reach of controversy We have, however, in the

the British Museum a series of six tablets, among others, reaching to the

seventh year of the reign of Cyrus, B.C. 507, that is, of course, of Cyrus
son of Cambyses, who repaired the temples of Babylon, from which it

appears that he was firs! Btyled " king of Babylon " on the 28th day of the
month Adar. B.C. 511. We have also tablets of the twelfth and thirteenth

years of Darius, that is, in B.C. 510 and 509, on the first of which he is

styled " king of Babylon," on the second merely " king of the countries,"

which seems to confirm the statement of Daniel and Wegasthenes that both
these kings were acting together at Babylon about the first of these years,

B.C. 510.

Mr. Bosanquet, having removed the fictitious king Darius Modus from
sacred history, then takes the 1 1th year of Hezekiah, B.C. 0S9, as the key date of

Scripture Chronology, as fixed by the solar eclipse near Jerusalem in that year,

and shows how any child may then count without difficulty from the birth of

Christ upwards to the fourth year of Solomon, B.C. 990, as the time when the
foundation of the first temple was laid. lie then examines the second difficulty,

viz., that which relates to the date of the death of Pharaoh Hophra, in the 27th
year of Nebuchadnezzar. Hophra's death is usually placed in the year B.C. 570,
and there is no reason to doubt that that was the year in which he was first over-

thrown by Arnasis, and confined to his own palace as prisoner. Nevertheless it is

shown from Herodotus that he was not put to death at this time, and from
Ezekiel and Jeremiah it is shown that he was put to death at Tahpanhes or

Daphnse about the time of a total solar eclipse at that place (see Ezekiel

xxx, 18, xxxii, 6-11) in the 27th year of Nebuchadnezzar. Now the only total

solar eclipse between the year B.C. 580 and 553 which will meet the words of

Ezekiel, by creating darkness at Tahpanhes. is that of the 1st November, B.C.

566, which is the 27th year of Nebuchadnezzar counted from his defeat of

Pharaoh Necho at Carchemish, in the year of the fall of Nineveh. This astrono-

mical reckoning of the time of Hophra's death by means of the eclipse of

November, B.C. 556, is in perfect harmony with the reckoning of the death of

Jeroboam II, king of Israel, by means of the total solar eclipse of June, B.C.

763, recorded by the prophet Amos, and also at Nineveh. Egyptian chronology
now falls in exactly with Assyrian chronology as set forth in Smith's History of

Assur-bani-pal, pp. 249, 254, as follows :

—

Pharaoh Hophra reigns 25 years from B.C. 555 to 579.
Psammuthis „ (4£) 5 „ „ 579 to 583.

Necho „ (15i) 16 „ „ 583 to 599.

Psammetichus „ 54 „ „ 599 to 653.

The Dodecarchy 15 „ „ 653 to 668.

These 15 years of dodecarchy (or eikos-archy) of Diodorus Siculus, it is assumed
are derived from the passage referred to in Assur-bani-pal, leading to the year of

that king's accession in B.C. 668 at the close of a soss of 60 years.

Erom thence are counted .... 7 sosses = 420 years, from 668 to 1087
From thence are counted .... 2 ners =1200 „ „ 1087 to 2287
And from thence 33,480 suns, or days = 93 „ „ 2287 to 2379

the year of the deluge, both according to Berosus and Moses.
li\ this arrangement of Scriptural dates the reign of Esther and Ahasuerue

falls naturally into the time of the Captivity at Babylon, and the death of

Mordecai ahout the time of building of the second temple, where Josephus places

it. Lastly, the reign of Shalmanezer, the Black Obelisk king, is adjusted, as

first pointed out by Dr. Haigh, by placing the revolt of Assur-clav-pal or
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Sardanapalus 67 years before the First Olympiad, as recorded by Abydentis, that
is, in B.C. 843, after wluch the appointment of annual archons ceased for 20
years, till the restoration in B.C. 823 by Shamas-Phul. And thus the years of

defeat of Ahab, Benhadad and Hazael, and the tribute paid to Shalmanezer, fall

in exactly with the years so marked in Scripture History.
This paper was illustrated by the exhibition of two large maps of Hebrew

and Assyrian chronology, and photo-lithographs of the monoliths of Assur-
nazirpal and Shamas-Phul.

Tuesday, July 4, 1876.

S. Biech, LL.D., D.C.L., &c., President, in the Chair.

The following Candidates were nominated, and by special vote of Council
duly elected Members of the Society :—Rev. Canon Collins, M.A. ; Rev.
Edward Lawson, M.A. ; Rev. Thos. Paley, B.D. ; W. Harry Rylands.

The following papers were then read :

—

I. Notes on Cypriote PalceograpTiy. By D. Pierides (Larnaca).—This paper
consisted of three communications to the President of the Society, describing nine

different Cypriote inscriptions which had been discovered during the recent

excavations of General di Cesnola. The inscriptions were chiefly of a votive

character, and contained several proper names, together with a few variants of

the Cypriote characters already known. One of the most curious objects described

by M. Pierides was a small seal representing a stag or mare suckling her young
one. In the field of the seal were a few well-defined Cypriote letters, of which,

together with those of the other eight texts, the author of the paper offered a

transliteration and a translation.

II, Notes on Assyrian Religion and Mythology. By W. St. Chad Boscawen.
—In this paper the author pointed out the close parallel between the Jewish
code and the Assyrian as to the effect of prayer as an antidote to sin. Extracts

were given from various Assyrian tablets relating to the treatment of penitents,

and as to the times and places of prayer. Some of the most important portions

were—As illustrative of St. Luke xii, 52, 53 :

—

(A.)—When a man with his god quarrels (lit. breaks away).

When a man with his father quarrels.

When a mother with her daughter quarrels.

When a daughter with her mother quarrels.

When a man with his betrothed quarrels.

When a virgin with her betrothed quarrels.

When a brother with his brother quarrels.

When a friend with his friend quarrels.

The duty of prayer was fully set forth in the lines below, showing that
" Watch and pray lest ye enter into temptation " was a rule with the pious wor-

shipper of the great gods :

—

(B).—1. Pray thou. Pray thou.

2. Before the couch pray.

3. Before the throne pray.

4. Before the canopy pray.

5. Before the nadin, the building of lofty head, pray.

6. Before the rising of dawn pray

!

7. Before the fire, pray

!

8. Before the light of dawn, pray!

10. By the tablets and Papyri, pray

!

11. By the

Reverse.

(C).—1. By the side of the river, pray!

2. By the side of a ship, or riding in a ship, or leaving the ship, pray

!

3. At the rising of the sun, at the setting of the sun, pray !
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4. To the Gods of Heaven, at the altars on earth, pray

!

5. On coming out of the city, on entering the city, pray

!

6. On coming out of the great gate, on entering the great gate, pray

!

7. On coming out of the house pray, on entering the house, pray!

8. In the place of judgment, pray !

9. In the temple, pray !

10. On the road, pray

!

The remainder of this curious liturgy is a species of litany to the various

gods, and elements of Assyrian belief, to pardon the sinner. The last lines of this

tablet arc provided with spaces in which to insert the name of the person using

the service. The last line reads, " To remove his sin let him say this." The
paper was accompanied by an appendix, giving the cuneiform texts with

philological and other notes.

The following gentlemen took part in the discussion which ensued :

—

E. Cull, F.S.A. ; E. E, Hodges ; Eev. Albert Lowy ; Eev. Josiah Miller
;

Eev. William Denton; Prof. Seager j Eev. J. M. Eodwell, M.A. ; and Dr. Birch,

who, in answer to a question from Mr. Cull, described the method by which the

Cypriote language was deciphered, and the tests by which the accuracy of the

translations were ascertained.
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ERRATA.

Page 313.

—

For First Paragraph substitute—
In addition to my notes on M. Rydberg's Memoir, I find

Ezekiel iv's 390 plus 40 are 430 ; that 43 Biot's archaic year

of 365 x if&8, is I5,705 d ioh I7m 08-6 8
; that 531£ Herodotiau

months of 365 x ^ is 15,705d 10h 25m 146 s
; and that our

modern solar year is -^yj^
73 days, or 14 x 27 { 1 - gVo }

Page 314, Line 5.

—

Paragraph after Table.—omit "As Noah, &c, to post-

diluvian tents."

,, „ After " columns," add " is noteworthy."

Page 315, Line 4.

—

After "impropriety," read " Moabite god Chemish K'lOS

is 366 in value. Does the peculiar poetic style indicate

the words being acrostics in initials or finals ? Thus

Deut. xxxii, verse 24, THD, and verse 25, i"IJ3"10 PID

;

verse 38, J" nnK. Lam.i,l, jnn3»K; iii, 27, 3tt *3 !?tD."

Page 316, Line 11.

—

After "G-od?" omit " The super-pointed, &c, to (Rabb),"

substitute, " Did Henoch's learning make his name the

type of instruction, like ' Mentor' (Prov. xxii, 6) ?"
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The Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society.

November, 1876.

—

The Geological Society.

Thomson (Captain J.)

—

See De Pauw.

Tiele (Dr. C. P.)

Geschiedenis van den Godsdienst.

12mo. 1876. Amsterdam.

—

The A uthor.

Tischendorff (Constantine).

Travels in the East by a Pilgrim.

12mo. Lond. 1851.

—

Purchased.

Vaux (W. T. \Y\).

History of Persia. The Committee of the S. P. C. K.

Vioerius (Franciscus).

De Praecipuis GraecaB Dictionis Idiotismis.

12mo. 1678. Lond.

—

Purchased.



DONOR.

Vittore (II Cavaliere Testa, Prof.)

L'Inserizione de Mesa. Re di ]\[oab.

1875. Torino.

—

The Author.

Vossius (Ger. Jo.).

Elementa Rhetorica 12mo. 1724. Loud.— Purchased.

Walcot (Mackenzie E. C).

Glossary of Words in the Cambrian Dialect.

8vo. 1867. Lond.

—

Purchased.

„ The Mediaeval Registers of the Bishops of Chichester.

8vo. 1867. Land.

—

Purchased.

WaujS (John).

Grammatica Lingua? Anglicanas. 12mo. 1674.

—

Pin-chased.

Walsh (John).

Sketches of Hebrew and Egyptian Antiquity.

8vo. 1793. Dublin.—Purchased.

Wilkinson (Sir J. Gardner).

Materia Hieroglyphica. Parts 1 and 2. Corrected by

the Author. Plates only. 4to. 1828. Cairo.

—

Purchased.

Woodrooffe (Charles).

The Scarabeeus Sacer, or Sacred Beetle of the

Egyptians. 4to. 1875. Winchester.

—

Miss Woodrooffe.

Wright (Rev. Buchan).

The Royal Ring of an Ancient Pharaoh.

12mo. 1876. Lond.— W. P. Cooper.

Yeates (Thomas).

Remarks on the History of Ancient Egypt.

Svo. 1835. Lond.

—

Purchased.

Young (Thomas).

An Account of some Recent Discoveries in Hiero-

glyphica] Literature. 8vo. 1823.— Purchased.

ZlMMERMANN (Carl).

Karten und Plane zur Topographic des Alten Jerusalem.

Fol. 1876. Basel.—The Author,

HARRISON AND SONS, PRINTERS IN ORDINARY TO HER MAJESTY ST. MARTINS LANE.
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PREFACE.

In presenting this Catalogue of the Library of the Society

of Biblical Archaeology to the Members, the Secretary thinks

it desirable to re-state in a few words the circumstances

which gave rise to the Society of Biblical Archaeology, and

the objects which it is formed to carry out.

On the 18th November, 1870, Dr. Birch of the British

Museum, Mr. Joseph Bonomi of the Soane Museum, and

Mr. W. R. Cooper, invited a few gentlemen interested in the

Antiquities and Philology of Egypt, Palestine, and Western

Asia, to meet them at the private rooms of Mr. Bonomi, in

Lincoln's Inn Fields, to take into consideration the present

state of Archaeological research, and, if it appeared desirable,

to institute an Association for directing the course of future

investigations, and to preserve a recoixl of materials already

obtained, an Association whose special objects should be

" To collect from the fast perishing monuments of the

" Semitic and cognate races illustrations of their history and
" peculiarities ; to investigate and systematize the Antiquities

" of the ancient and mighty empires and primeval peoples

" whose records are centered around the venerable pages of

" the Bible. In other words, an Association to bring into

Ci connexion the labours of individual scholars, and to utilize

" the results of private enterprize and national munificence

" —to accumulate data, and to preserve facts—to give a
k ' voice to the past, a new life to the future, and assistance,

" publicity, and permanence to the efforts of all students in

" Biblical Archaeology."

The need of such a Society as it was then proposed to

institute was inferred from the facts that existing Societies

were generally employed in the study of one special science,
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or group of sciences, in which Biblical Archaeology had only

an interpolated position ; and, that Biblical researches had of

late so far outgrown the limits of an occasional paper, or

ordinary meeting, and had resolved themselves into so many
distinct branches of detail, that the subject required to be

treated as a whole. And while no rivalry with any other

learned body was intended, yet, at the same time, as the

Asiatic, Geographical, Literary, and Palestine Societies had

cognate pursuits, it might be expected that they would

fraternize and co-operate with the proposed Association.

The issue of the Conference was, that a Public Meeting

was convened at the Rooms of the Royal Society of Litera-

ture, on the 9th of December ensuing, and at that Meeting,

Dr. Birch being in the chair, supported by Messrs. Boyle,

Drach, Mills, Smith, and other gentlemen, the following

Resolutions were proposed, and carried unanimously :

—

" I. That a Society be initiated, having for its objects

" the investigation of the Archaeology, Chronology,
" Geography, and History, of Arjcient and Modern
" Assyria, Arabia, Egypt, Palestine, and other Biblical

" Lands, the promotion of the study of the Antiquities

" of those countries, and the preservation of a con-

" tinuous record of discoveries, now or hereafter to be
" in progress.

" II. That the said Society shall be called The Society
" of Biblical Archaeology.

" III. That the following gentlemen be requested to

" form a Provisional Council, to prepare the Laws,
" and generally to conduct the preliminary business
" of the Society :

—

" W. F. Aixsworth, Esq., F.S.A., F.R.G.S.
" S. Birch, LL.D., F.S.A.
" W. R. A. Boyle, Esq.

" Joseph Bonomi, Esq., F.R.S.L.
" J. W. Bosanquet, Esq., F.R.A.S., M.R.A.S.
" Rev. Caxox Cook, M.A.
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" T. Christy, Jun., Esq.

" E. Deutsch, Esq., F.R.S.L.
" S. M. Deach, Esq., F.R.A.S., F.R.G-.S.
" S. Heywood, Esq., M.A.
" Rey. J. Grigg Hewlett, D.D.
" Rev. A. Mozley, M.A., F.R.S.L-
" Rey. John Mills, F.R.G.S.
" Rev. J. M. Rodwell, M.A.
" Sir H. C. Rawlinson, K.C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S.
" Rev a, Small, M.A.
" W. H. Fox Talbot, Esq., D.C.L., F.R.S.

" W. R. Cooper, Secretary."

The formation of a Library was then started by the

presentation of several books by Mr. Bonomi, Dr. Birch, and
the Secretary ; and on the 2nd April, 1872, the few remaining

Members of the following four Societies were incorporated

as Life Members of the Society of Biblical Archaeology, and
chiefly by the exertions of the late Rev. John Mills and John
Williams, their respective Libraries and effects were trans-

ferred to the said Society.

Syro-Egyptian Society.

Founded on Monday, 26th March, 1844, by Dr. Holt Yates,

F. Arundale, Anto. Ameuney, S. Birch, Owen Jones, J. S.

Buckingham, William Rothery, J. S. Scoles, and Dr. J. B.

Thompson. The books derived from this Society are marked

in the Catalogue *S. E. S.

The Chronological Institute.

Founded at Midnight on the Winter Solstice, 22nd

December, 1850, at Hartwell House, Buckingham, by Dr. Lee,

Isaac Cullimore, Sir William Betham, W. H. Black. The
books derived from this Society are marked C.

The Anglo-Biblical Institute.

Founded at Midnight, 2'3th April, 1852. at Hartwell

House, by Dr. Lee, Dr. Joseph Tmnbull, J B. Turnbull, and

W. H. Black. The books derived from this Society are

marked .4. B. I.
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The Palestine A vcha'o logical Association.

Founded at 22, Hart Street, W.C., on 12th September,

1853, by Dr. Turnbull, Dr. A. Benisch, W. F. Ainsworth, and

W. H. Black. The books derived from this Society are

marked P. A. A.

On the death of Dr. Turnbull, on July 9, 1861, the

remainder of his library—he having given the bulk of it to

form that of the Anglo-Biblical Institute—was purchased by

the Members of the Institute, headed by a large subscription

from Dr. Lee ; the books thus obtained are marked T.

The remaining works in the Library have, mostly, been

presented by the authors or publishers, noticeably, Messrs.

Bagster and Sons, who, on the 3rd November, 1874, presented

a selection of thirty volumes of valuable Biblical Works

published by their firm.

In the compilation of this Catalogue the Secretary has

chiefly followed that of the Anglo-Biblical Institute, drawn

up by the late W. H. Black, in 1859, and for the correction

of the German titles he is indebted to the kindness of

Mr. S. M. Drach, while in the revision of the entire work he

has been considerably assisted by the Rev. J. M. Rodwell,

Mr. Wyatt Papworth, and Mr. R. E. Graves.

In conclusion, the Secretary begs to call the attention

of the Members of the Society to the fact that, as no fund

exists for the purchase of books, the increase and utility of

the Library mainly depends upon their liberality, and that

gentlemen possessing duplicate or unneeded copies of

Works on Biblical Archasology will confer a favour on

their less fortunate Colleagues by presenting such books

to the Library of the Society.
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RULES.

Members desirous of borrowing works from the Library

are requested to write to the Secretary, who will forward

the book or books required by Rail, Parcels Delivery, or

Post, at the expense of the borrower.

Books cannot be borrowed for a longer period than two
months at a time ; but, if when the two months have expired,

the works borrowed have not been demanded by another

Member of the Society, then the same may be re-borrowed

for two months longer, but no more.

Not more than two separate works or four volumes can

be lent out at one time to the same borrower.

Unbound works, pamphlets, and current serials cannot be

lent out till they are completed.

Permission to borrow books from the Library will be

withdrawn from any Member who shall deface or write upon

the margins of the books lent.

Manuscripts and works of reference cannot be lent out

unless by a special order of Council.

Every Member borrowing a book will have to sign a

ticket acknowledging the loan of the same, and he will be

answerable for the work thereon named while the ticket

remains uncancelled.

Any borrower observing a defect in a book, or other

injury, is requested to inform the Secretary of the same at

once at the time of loan.
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DONOE.

Abarbanel or Abraba.nel (Isaac).

—

See Buxtorf, Johannes.

See Mairaonides, Moses.

Aberorombie (John).

—

See Mawe, Thomas.

^.-Elianus (Claudius).

Historian libri xiv. cum notis Johannis Schefferi, &c,
curaute Joh. Hen. Lederlino.

8vo. 1713. Argentor.

—

A.B.I.

JSschylcs.

JSschyli Persse. Edidit C. G. Haupt. 8vo. 1830. Lipsia?.

Achilli (G.).

—

See Bible, Italian.

Ahmad bin Abubekr bin Wahshih.—Ancient Alphabets and

Hieroglyphic Characters explained. [Translated into]

English, by J. Hammer. 4to. Lond. 1806.

Ainsworth (Henry).

Annotations upon the Five Books of Moses, the Booke

of Psalmes, and the Song of Songs or Canticles.

Folio. 1627. Lond.—A.B.I.

Ainsworth ( W. Francis).

—

See Benisch, Abraham.

b



DONOE.

Ai.ardi's (Nicolaus).

Bibliotheca Harmonico-Biblica, qua? tradit nntitiam

scriptorum harmonicorum.
8vo. 1725. Hamburgi.

—

A.B.I

With MS. Notes, and many other Latin pamphlets on similar

subjects bound together.

Albertus (Joannes).

Observationes philological in sacros N. Feed. libros.

8vo. 1725. Lugd. Bat.—A.B.I.

Al-Jaqubit.

Descriptionem Al-Magrihi sumtam e libro regionum

Al-Jaqnbii, quod auspice T. G. J. Juynboll, edidit

M. J. de Gorje. 8vo. 1860. Lugd. Bat.—S.E.8.

Al Jazigi Nasif.

Epistola Critica Nasif alJazigi adde Sacyum Versione

Latina et adnotationibus illustravit A. P. Mehren.

8vo. 1848. Lipsife.—S.E.S

Ai.latius (Leo).

Grpeciee Orthodox® tomus primus, in quo continentuv

Scriptores, Nicephorus Blemmida, &c, de processione

Sp. Sancti, et alii. [Gr. et Lat.] 4to. 1652. Romae.

„ Tomus seeundus, in quo Joannes Veccus, Patriar.

Constantinop,, &c. 4to. 1659. Roma?.

A.LMANACKS.

A Volume for 1741, viz., fourteen in all.

12mo. 1741. Lond.— C.

„ A Volume of Almanacks for the year 1748, thirteen

in all. 12mo. 1748. Lond.— C.

,, A Volume for the year 1749, twelve in all.

12mo. 1749. Lond.— 6'.

,, A Volume for the year 1750, eleven in all.

12mo. 1750. Lond.— C.

„ British Almanack and Companion, 1828-29. {Com-

panion only) 1831-4, 1836-41, 1842-9.

31 vols. 12mo. Lond.— (J.

Alsedius (Johannes Henricus).

Thesaurus Chronologize. 8vo. 1624. Nassau.

—

S.M.Drach.
(Imperfect.)

Amas.-eus (Romulus).

—

See Pausanias.



American Oriental Society.

Journal, Vol. I, Nos. t and 2. 1843-4. Boston.—S.E.S.

American Bible Union.

The Bible Union Reporter.

Nos. 1 and 2. 4to. 1855. New York.—A.B.I.

,, See Bible, English.

Ames (William).

—

See Bellarminus.

Analecta Grteca Minora.

Imperfect. 8vo.

—

T.

Anderson (Benjamin).

Narrative of a Journey to Musardu, the Capital of the

Western Mandingoes. 12mo. 1870. New York.

—

S.E.S.

Anderson (John Corbet).

—

See Rule, William H.

Andrew (James).

Key to Scripture Chronology. 8vo. 1822. Lund.

—

C.

Angelus a S. Joseph.

Lingua Persarum (Italice-Latine-Gallice).

Folio. 1684. Amsterdam.—T.

Autograph: "Wm, Ouseley, Dort, 1794."

Anglo-Biblical Institute.

Reasons for a complete revision of the Bible by public

authority. 4to. 1856. 1 sheet.

Drawn up by the Librarian, agreed upon 1st April, 1856, and
signed by the then Chairman, Dr. E. Wilson.

„ Petitions for a complete revision of the Authorized

Version of the Bible, by public authority.

Polio. 1856. 1 sheet.

Agreed upon 6th May, 1856, and signed by several Members.

„ Transactions of the, including Address, &c. Part I.

1852-59. 8vo. 1859. Lond.

,, Catalogue of the Library of the A.B.I. 8vo. 1859. Lond.

Anonymous.

Traite des Delit* et des Peines. From the Italian of

Beccaria. 12mo. 1766. Lausanne.

—

T.

b2
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Anonymous.

Essai but la Nature et I'Organisation dea Eglisea de

Christ. (Tracts C.) 12mo. 1827? Lond.—T.

„ The Church of England and the Dissenters.

8vo. 1832. Durham.—A.B.I.

„ The Plurality of Worlds. 12mo. 1855.— T.

,, Preservativo contra Roma. 12mo. 1856. Edinb.

—

T.

„ Time and Faith. An Inquiry into the Data of Eccle-

Biastioal History. 2 vols. 8vo. 1857. Lond.— T.

,, Mankind, their Origin and Destiny. By an M.A. of

Balliol College, Oxford. 8vo. 1872. Lond.—The Author.

„ The Gospel History and Doctrinal Teaching critically

examined. By the Author of ''Mankind, their Origin

and Destiny." 8vo. 1873. Lond.

—

The Author.

„ Commencement of the Second Christian Epoch. By a

Christian. Part VI. 12mo. 187-1. Lond.

—

Presented.

Anthropological Association.

Journal to date, 1874. The Council.

Anthropological Institute.

Journal 1873-74. 8vo. 1873. Lond.— The Council.

Antiquary, The. 4to. 1873. Lond.

—

The Publishers.

(Not complete.)

AnTIQUAIRES DU NORD, SOCIETE PiOYALE DES.

Ouvrages presentes a la Societe. 8vo. 1857. Copenhagen.

„ Extrait des Memoires.

8vo. 1859. Copenhagen.

—

The Council.

Antiquaries, Society of.

Proceedings. 6 vols. 8vo. 18G0-70. Lond.

—

The Council.

Apollonius Sophista.

Lexicon Graecum Iliadis et Odyssea\ Edidit J. B. Casparus

de Villoison. 2 vols. 4to. 1773. Paris.

—

A.B.I.

Ai pel, C. Monuments of Early Christian Art.

8yo. 1872. London.

—

Science and Art Dept.

Abbuthnot (Charles).

Tables of Ancient Coins, Weights, ami Measures.

4to. 1727. Lond.—A.B.I.



Archaeological Journal.

Vol. XXXII, 8vo. 1875. Lond.—The Council.

Ardschir Babekan.—See Schickard, William.

Aristophanes.

NE'I'EAI, Nubes. MS. Notes. 4to. 1755. Glasgow.—T.

Arnold (Thomas K.).

Greek Prose Compositiou. 8vo. 1853. Loud. - T.

„ A Practical Introduction to Latin Prose Composition.

Part I. 8vo. 1855. Lond.

,, See Kimber, T.

Arnold (John Muehleisen).

Islam : Its History, Character, and Relation to Chris-

tianity. 8vo. 1874, Lond.

—

The Author.

Asiatic Researches.

Volume ttie Second. 8vo. 1799. Lond.

—

S. M. Drach.

Association Litteraire d'Egypte.

Miscellanea JSgyptiaca. 4to. 1842. Alexandria.

—

S.E.S.

Another copy, wanting the plates. S.E.S.

Athanasi Collection.

Sale Catalogue. 8vo. 1845. Lond.

—

S. M. Drach.

Aubert (Jean).

—

See Cyril, Saint.

Augustinds (Saint).

Omnia Opera. Folio. 1543. Basil.

—

A.B.I.

B.

Bachmaier (Anton).

Pasigraphisches Wbrterbuch.

12mo. 1868 Augsburg'.

—

The Author.

„ Dictionnaire Pasigraphique.

12mo. 1868. Augsburg.

—

The Author.

„ Pasigraphical Dictionary and Grammar.

12mo. 1871. Lond.

—

The Author.
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Bacon (Francis, Viscounl St. Alban's).

Novum Organum. 12mo. 1803. Glasgow.

—

T.

Bagsteb (Samuel).

The Ethnographic Atlas. 4to. Lond.— Bagster and Sons.

„ Why all Christians should Read God's Written Word
in Greek. 8vo. Lond.

—

Bagster and S

,, An Interlineary Hebrew-English Psalter.

8vo. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

„ The Commentary wholly Biblical.

3 vols. 4tc. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

„ See Bible, English.

See Concordance.

Bailie (Dr. Kennedy).

—

See Homer.

Baldellio (Francesco).

—

See Vergil, Polydore.

Bangor Controversy.

A Collection of Tracts relating to the same, by Bishop

Hoadley, six in all. 8vo. 1718. Lond.— TF. L\ Cooper.

Bannister (Saxe).

Pictorial Maps of the Land, the Sea, and the Heavens.

(Prepared for the Houses of Parliament.) Pamphlet.

8vo. 1849. Lond.—S.E.S.

Baptism.

Farts and Evidences on the subject of Baptism.

8vo. 1815. Lond.—A.B.I.

Baretti (Giuseppe).

Dictionary of the English and Italian Languages.

2 vols. 4to. 1759. Lond.— 7'.

Barges (J. J. L.).

—

See Koreisch, R. Jehuda ben.

Bah ham (Francis).

The Adamus Exul of Grotius. 8vo. 1840. Lond.—S^E.S.

Socrates, a Tragedy. 8vo. 1842. Lond.

—

S.E.S.

Improved Monotessaron, a complete authentic Gospel

Life of Christ. 16mo. 1862. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Barrett (A. C).

Propositions in Mechanics and Hydrostatics.

8vo. 185.">. Camb.—T.
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Barrow (Isaac, D.D.)

Sermons preached upon several occasions.

8vo. 1G78. Lond.—A.B.I.

Barrow (John).

—

See Bible, English.

Bass (James).

An Address upon Baptism. (Tract* C.)

8vo. 1822. Southampton.— T.

Bates (Julius).

Critica Hebraia, or a Hebrew-English Dictionary.

4to. 1767.—T.

Another copy. 4to. 1767. Lond.—T.

Bauer (Geo. Lud.)

Critica Sacra Veteris Test. 8vo. 1795. Lips.

—

A.B.J.

Bayford (John).—See Wolf, Rev. Joseph.

Baylee (Rev. Joseph).

On the Nature of Human Language.

8vo. 1868. Lond.— The Victoria Institute.

Beausobre (M. De).

—

See Bible, French.

Beccaria (Cesare).

Opere. 8vo. 1824. Milan.— T.

„ See Delits et Peines.

Becker (Karl Ferdinand).

Leitfaden deutscher Sprachlehre.

12mo. 1838. Frankfort-on-M.—T.

Bedford (Rev. Arthur).

Animadversions upon Sir Isaac Newton's Chronology.

8vo. 1728. Lond.— C.

„ Scripture Chronology demonstrated by Astronomical

Calculations, Jubilee and Sabbatical Years : Account

of Time from Creation to Destruction of Jerusalem.

Folio. 1730. Lond.— C.

Beke (Charles T.).

Abyssinia ; a Statement of Facts relative to the Trans-

actions between the AVriter and the late British

Political Mission to the Court of Shoa.

8vo. 1845. Lond.—The Author



DONOR.

Beke (Charles T.>

„ On the Origin of the Gallas.

{Pamphlet) 8vo. 1848. Lond.—£.£.£.

„ Observations sur la communication supposes entre le

Niger et le Nil. 8vo. 1850. Lond.—S.E.S.

„ An Enquiry into M. PAbbadie's Journey to Kaffa to

discover the Source of the Nile.

8vo. 1851. Lond.—S.E.S.

Bekker (Emmanuel).

—

See Herodotus.

Belfrage (Rev. Henry).

—

See Hay, Rev. James.

Bell (A.).—Mathematical Tables. 12mo. 1847. Edinb.—T.

Bell (Currer).—Villette. 2 vols. 8vo. 18 . Leipzig.

—

T.

Bell (William).

—

See Lepsius, C. R.

Bellamy (John).

—

See Bible, English.

Bellarminus. (Robertus).

Cardinal Bellarminus enervatus a Guil. Amesio.

16ino. 1658. Amsterdam. - T.

Bengel (J. Albert).

—

See Bible, Greek.

Bengoin (George).—See Bible, English.

Benisch (Abraham).

Jewish School and Family Bible (vols. I and II only).

2 vols. 8vo. 1852. Lond.— 7'.

,, Travels of Rabbi Petachia, with Notes by (A. B.\ and

W. P. Ainsworth. 12mo. 185G. Loud.—T

„ Bishop Oolenso's Objections to the Historical Character

of the Pentateuch, &C, critically examined.

8vo. 18G3. Lond.—A.B.I.

Bennet (Benjamin).

A Memorial of the Reformation. 8vo. 1717. Lond.

—

T.

Bennett (James).

The Theology of the Early Christian Church.

8vo. 1841. Lond.—T.
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DONOE.
Bennett (James).

Lectures on the Acts of the Apostles.

8vo. 1847. Lond.—A.B.I.

Benson (George, D.D.).

The History of the First Planting of the Christian

Religion. 2 vols. 4to. 1734. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

„ A Paraphrase and Notes on Six of the Epistles of

St, Paul. 4to. 1752. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ A Paraphrase and Notes on the Seven (commonly
called) Catholic Epistles. 4to. 1756. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Bentley (Robert).

Proposals for Printing a New Edition of the Greek

Testament. 4to. 1721. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Bernouilli.—See Euler, Leonard.

Besange (P. Hieron.).

Introductio in sancta iv. Evangelia, critico-hermeneutico-

historica. 2 vols. 4to. 1775. Venet.

—

A.B.I.

Besant ( Walter) and Palmer (E. H.).

Jerusalem the City of Herod and Saladin.

8vo. 1871. Lond.—T. Christy.

Betham (Sir William).

The Origin and History of the Constitution of England
and of the Early Parliaments in Ireland.

8vo. 1834. Dublin.— 6'.

,, Irish Antiquarian Researches. 2 vols. 1827. Dublin.— C.

Beveridge (William, Bishop of St. Asaph).

Institutionum Chronologicarum.

4to. 1705. Lond.—John Smith.

Another copy. 4to. 1705. Lond.— C.

Another edition. 8vo. 1721. Lond.

—

C.

Beverley (R. M.).

A Letter, on the present Corrupt state of the Church

of England. (Tracts, A.) 8vo. 1831. Beverley.—J.

Beza (Theodore).

—

See Bible, Lathi.
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DOKOE.

Bible Studies.

References to Scripture upon some of the most im-

portant subjects. 4to. 1841. (?)

—

W. It. Cooper.

Bible (Old Testament). Hebrew :

—

Biblia Hebraica. Edidit J. C. Oeder. [Geneva, 1618.]

4to.— G. Small, Esq.—AJSJ.

„ Biblia Hebraica sine punctis, ad Leusdenianam edit.

adornata. 12mo. 1701. Amst et Ultraj.

—

A.B.I.

„ D"Q")rO")
,,N',22 rrnn. Biblia Hebraica, secundum

ultimam editionem Jos. Athia? a Johanne Leusden.

Variisque Notis illustrata ab Everardo Van der Hooght

.

8vo. 1705. Amsterdam.

—

A.B.I.

„ Eveiard Van der Hooght. Editio nova, recognita et

emendata a Rev. J. C. Reichardt. 8vo. 1839. Lond.

—

T.

„ Biblia Hebraica, secundum ultimam editionem Jos.

Athiae a Johanne Leusden denuo recognitam. Edidit

Everardo Van der Eooght. 8vo. 1850. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

„ Biblia Hebraica, sine punctis : accurante Nath.

Forster, S.T.P.

2 vols. 4to. 1750. Oxon. e typ. Clarend.

—

A.B.I.

A large paper copy, purchased with a donation given by

Dr. Lee, for a memorial of the laic Mrs. Cecilia Lee of Hart well.

„ Biblia Hebraica manualia, adoptimas quasque editiones

recensuit, atque cum brevi lectionum Masorethicarum,

Kethiban et Krijan, resolutione et explicatione, ut et

cum Dictiouario . . . edita a Johanne Simonis.

2 vols. 8vo. 1752. Hate Magd.-A.BJ.

„ Vetus Testamentum Hebraicum, cum variis lectionibus,

edidit Benjaminus Kennicott, S.T.P.

2 vols. Folio. 1780. Oxon.—-A.B.I.

„ The Book of Job, in Hebrew, with a German transla-

tion in Heb. Rab. character, by Aaron Wolfsohn.

8vo. 5586 (1826). Basil.—A.B.I.

„ The Sacred Scriptures in Hebrew and English, trans-

lated by De Sola, Lindenthal, and Raphael, with

English Notes. Vol. I, Genesis rWfeTll,
8vo. 1844. Lond.—A.B.T.

„ Liber Psalmorum [Hebr.] ad ed. Hooghtianam accu-

ratissime adornatus. 12mo. 1850. Lond.

—

A.B.I.
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DONOR.
BrBLE (Old Testament), Hebrew :

—

An Interlineary Hebrew and English Psalter.

8vo. Loud.

—

Bagster and Sons.

„ Pentateuchus, ex recensione textus Hebrsei et ver-

sionum antiquarum Latine versus, notisque.philologicis

et criticis illustratus, a Joanne Augusto Dathio.

8vo. 1781. Halse.—A.B.I.

„ "YIN min "1BD. Pentateuch, with Megilloth,

Calendar, Targum Onkelos, Jarchi, Azulag's Nachal

Kadmonim, Baal Haturim. 613 precepts. Arveh

Nachal, Haphtorahs (Nahal Schmuk, Nahal Eshkol,

Bashi on the five Megilloth).

4to. 5612 [1852. Konigsberg.]—A.B.I.

„ Biblia Hebraica, or the Hebrew Scriptures of the Old

Testament without points, after the text of Kennicott,

with English Notes by B. Boothroyd.

4to. n.d. Pontefract.

—

T.

„ The Book of Jonah. The Texts analyzed, translated,

and the Accents named. By the Bev. Alex. Mitchell.

8vo. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Bible (Old Testament), Greek :

—

Biblia Sacra Vulgatse editionis, Sixti Qninti Pont. Max.
jussu recognita atque edita.

4to. 1599. Antverp. ap. Plantin.—A.B.I.

„ H Il«\«ta Aia6)]KT] Kara tow 'Ej3co/j.t]Koi>Ta. VetUS

Testamentum ex versione Septuaginta Interpretum.

Jnxta exemplar Vaticanum, ex editione Holmesii et

Lamberti Bos. 8vo. ap. Valp. Lond. sine anno.—A.B.I.

„ Testament i Yeteris Biblia Sacra, Latine recens ex

Hebrreo facti, brevibusque scholiis illustrata Immanuele

Tremellio et Francisco Juuio. Accesserunt libri Apo-

cryphi et Nov. Test, ex sermone Syro ab eodeni

Tremellio, et a Grseco a Theodoro Beza, etc.

3 vols. 4to. 1590. Geneva.—A.B.L

„ Testamenti Veteris Biblia Sacra, sive Libri Canonici

priscae Judeorum ecclesise a Deo traditi, Latine recens

ex Hebrseo facti, brevibusque scholiis illustrati, ab

Immanuele Tremellio et Francisco Junio. Accesserunt

libri Apocryphi et Nov. Test, ex sermone Syro ab

eodem Tremellio, et e Grreco a Theodoro Beza.

Folio. 1624. Hanoviee.—T.
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DOKOB.

Bible (Old Testament), Greek:

—

Septuaginta [nterpretum tomus I (-IV). continenB Octa-

teuchdm; quem ex antiquissimo MS. codice Alexan-

drino accurate descriptum, edidit Joannes Ernestus

Grabe. 2 vols. Folio. 1707-1720. Oxon.—A.B.I.

„
CH n«\«(r; ^taOijKt] kuju tovs 'Ej3tofUjh:oif7a, k.t.X.

Vetus Testament uin secundum LXX, e codiee antiquo

Alexandrino, Moscuae, auctoritate Synodi Russorom

edituni, re-impressum, sub auspiciis Synodi Regii

Grsecise, sumptibus Societatis Anglicse, etc.

4 vols. 8vo 1843, 1846, 1819, 1850. Athenis.—A.B.I.

„ The Apocrypha. Greek and English.

4to. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

„ The Septuagint, with an English Translation.

4to. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Bible (Old Testament), Latin :

—

Biblia Sacra ex Sebastian! Castellionis interpretatione

cum annotationibus ejusdem [et Apocryphis].

Folio. 1697. Francofurti.—A.B.I.

„ Biblia Sacra ex Sebastiani Castellionis interpretatione.

Vol. 4 only. 12mo. 1726. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ Prophets Majores, ex recensione A. J. A. Dathii.

8vo. 1831. Halge.—A.B.I.

„ Libri Historici Vet. Test., Josua, Judices, Ruth,

Samuel, Reges, Chronica, Esra, Nehemia, et Esther, ex

recensione A. J. A. Dathii. 8vo. 1832. llalae.

—

A.B.I.

Bible (Old Testament), English:

—

The Holy Bible, with the Apocrypha. (Genevan trans-

lation, with copious notes.) Folio. L595. Loud.

—

A.B.I.

Black letter edition, with woodcuts. Wanting both beginning
and end : the first leaf is f. 9, Gen. xix, 33, " when she lay downe."

„ A specimen of a new translation of the Book of

Psalms. By a Gentleman ofWadham College. (George

Costard). 4to. 1733. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ Jonah, a faithful translation from the original, with

Philological and Explanatory Notes, etc. By George

Benjoin, of Jesus College. 4 to. 1796. Camb.

—

A.B.I.
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DONOE.
Bible (Old Testament). English :

—

Hosea, translated from the Hebrew, with Notes

(2nd edit.) ; and a Sermon on Christ's Descent into

Hell, by Samuel [Horsley], Bishop of St. Asaph.

4to. 1804. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ Isaiah. A new translation, with a preliminary

Dissertation and Notes. By Robert Lowth, Bishop

of London. 5th ed. 2 vols. 8vo. 1807. Edinb.—A.B.I.

„ Holy Bible (Scotch Edition). 8vo. 1808. Edin.—A.B.I.

„ An Attempt towards an improved version, etc., of the

twelve Minor Prophets. By William Neweome, D.D.

8vo. 1809. Pontefract,—A.B.I.

„ Jeremiah and Lamentations. A new translation, with

Notes. By Benjamin Blayney. 8vo. 1810. Edinb.—A.B.I.

„ An Attempt towards an improved translation of the

Proverbs of Solomon. By Rev. George Holden, M.A.

8vo. 1819. Liverpool.—A.B.I.

„ The Holy Bible, &c. Appointed, &c. (Cambr. B. & P.B.

Soc, 1837.) large 8vo.—A.B.I.

„ Holy Bible. Large 8vo. 1837. Camb.—A.B.I.

„ A New Translation of the Hebrew Scriptures, with

Notes by Robert Harkness Carne. (Genesis I to VII

only.) 8vo. 1839. Lond.~ S. Jr. Brack.

„ Authorised Version, with condensed Commentary by
Ingram Cobbin. Large 4to. 1839. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

„ The Holy Bible, etc, with an Introduction and short

explanatory Notes by B. Boothroyd.

Large 8vo. 1843. Lond.

—

T.

,, The Holy Bible, with a General Introduction and short

Explanatory Notes by B. Boothroyd.

Large 8vo. 1843. Lond.—T.

„ Jewish School and Family Bible. Volume I, con-

taining the Pentateuch, newty translated under the

supervision of the Rev. the Chief Rabbi of the United

Congregations of the British Empire. By Dr. A. Berrisch.

8vo. 1852. L uA.- A.B.I.
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DOKOB.

Bible (Old Testament), English:

—

Jewish School and Family Bible. Translated by

A. Benisch. (Vols. I and II only.)

2 vols. 8vo. 1852. Lond.—T.

Vol. IT, containing the historical parts.

8vo. 1852. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Vol. Ill, containing the Books of Isaiah, Jeremiah,

Ezekiel, Daniel, and the twelve Minor Prophets.

8vo. 1856. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ The Book of Job. Several copies with Professor

Conant's Preface. (American B. U.)

8vo. 1855. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ The Book of Job. Common English Text, Hebrew

Text, and revised version of the American Bible

Union. (Chapters 1 to 28.) 4to. 1856. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ The Book of Daniel. Translated from the original

Hebrew and Chaldee Text, by John Bellamy.

4to. 1863. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ A collation of an English Version of the Old Testament

from the text of the Vatican MS. By Hermann

Heinfetter. 4to. 1865. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ An English Version of the Old Testament, etc.

(Heinfetter) 4to. 1865. Lond.—A .B.I.

„ A Literal Translation of the Old Testament on definite

rnles of translation from the Vatican MS. by Hermann

Heinfetter. 4to. 1865. Loud.—A.B.I.
(Genesis only.)

„ The Holy Bible, according to the Authorized Version,

with Original Notes and Pictorial Illustrations {Knight's

Pictorial Bible.) 3 vols. 8vo. Loud.

—

A .B.I.

„ Coverdale's English Bible. Reprinted by S. Bagster

and Sons. 4to. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Bible (Old Testament), French:

—

La Bible, qui est toute la Saincte Escriture, etc. Le

tout reveu ct compare sur les textes Eebrieux et Grecs

par les Pasteurs et Professeurs de l'Eglise de Geneve;

augments d'indices, etc. 4to. 1622. Geneve.

—

A.B.I.

[ncluding (lie Apocrypha, and followed by the Interpretation

of Hebrew Names, Tables, Psalms in metre with music. Prayers,

Offices, Catechism, and Confession of Faith.
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DONOR.
Bible (Old Testament), French :

La Sainte Bible. Traduite sur la Vulgate par Le

Maistre de Saci (i.e. Isaac Le Maistre.)

8vo. 1838- Paris.—A.B.I.

„ La Sainte Bible. Edit, J. M. Mudry.

16mo. 1853. Lond,—T.

„ La Sainte Bible, contenant l'Ancien et le Nouveau
Testament, Edit, J. M. Mudry. 12mo. n.d. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ La Sainte Bible, avec Tables Greographiqnes, Genea-

logiques, etc., par J. F. Ostervald.

Folio, n.d. Amsterdam.

—

A .B.I.

Bible (Old Testament), Arabic :

—

The Psalms of David, in Arabic. 12mo. 1819. Lond.

—

T.

„ The Book of Psalms, in Arabic. 12mo. . Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Another copy. 8vo. 1851. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Bible, German :

—

Die ganze Heilige Schrift, mit Apokrypha. Deutsche

Bibl. Anstalt. 16th ed. 1818. Bale.—A .B.I.

„ Die heilige Schrift, transl. by Dr. W". M. L. de Wette.

(Old and New Testament and Apocrypha).

2 vols, in 1. 8vo. 1839. Heidelberg.—A.B.T.

Bible (Old Testament), Hebrew-Spanish :

—

IZnpTl "QTO "1DD. Old Testament, with Judseo-

Spanish translation in Rabbinical characters, a.m.

5592. By William Schinpler.

2 vols. 4to. 1832. Tsmir (Smyrna).

—

A.B.I.

Bible (Old Testament), Hebrew and German :

—

The Pentateuch in Hebrew and German.

8vo. No date or place.— T.

Bible, Dutch :

—

Het Heylig Euangelium (and) Het Boek der Psalmen

(with Musical Notes).

16mo. 1775. Amsterdam.

—

S. M. Drach.

Bible, Manx:—

-

Yn Vible Casherick.

3 vols. 8vo. 1772. Whitehaven.—Chartes Wills.
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DONOB.
Bjblk (New Testament), Hebrew:

—

The New Testamenl in Hebrew. .Matthew. Mark,

and Luke only. By Richard Caddick.

12mo. 1798. Loud.

—

John Smith.

„ The Epistle to the Romans in Hebrew and English,

translated by Richard Caddick.

12mo. 1804. Loud.

—

John Smith.

„ : rroft ^ ^y rrann rma. Novum Fcedus a

Christo: Hebraice. 8vo. 1821. Loud.— A.B.I.

Biijle (New Testament), Greek :

—

New XiaOi/Ki). Novum Testameutum..

4to. 1545. Basil, ap. Froben.

—

A.B.I.

„ Novum Testameutum Grrece et Latine, studio et

industria Des. Erasmi Roterodami.

16mo. 1563. Lipsise.

—

A.B.I.

„ TH2 KA1NH2 AIA6HKHS AI1ANTA. Per Robertum

Stephanum. (This copy belonged to Dr. Johnson?)

Folio. 1601. Frankfort.—T.

Boswell in his life of Johnson says, that he called upon hini

one day, and found him reading a folio copy of the Greek New
Testament : doubtless this was the very identical copy. Note
bi/ Dr. Tumbull.—" The Gift of Dr. Johnson to Mr. Hoole"
(1781).

„ T?/s Kotcii? AlaOijKt)? awavTa. Novum Jesu ChHsti

D. N. Testameutum, cum uotis Josephi Scaligeri in

locos alicpiot difficiliores nunc primum editse. (sic.)

4to. 1620. Genevas.—A.B.I.

„ Jesu Christi D. N. Novum Testameutum, sive Noviun

Fo3dus, cujus Grseco contextui respondent interpreta-

tiones dure : una vetus ; altera, Theodori Beza. Ejus-

dem anuotationes. Accessit Joachimi Camerarii

commentarius. Folio. 1042. Cantab.

—

A.B.I.

„ 'H KAINH TOY IHSOY XPI2T0Y AIAGHKH.
Folio. 1642. Paris.—T.

„ 'H Kaun] AiaOijKTj. Novum Testameutum una cum
scholiis Grsecis e Graecis Sci -iptoribus, opera et studio

Jo. Gregorii. Folio. 17<»:>. Oxon.— A.B.I.

'II Katftj A(a0ijK>j. Novum Testameutum cum lec-

tionibus variantibus, etc., studio et labore Joannis

Millii, S.T.P. Folio. 1707. Oxon.—A.ll.l.

Another edition Folio. 1710. Oxon.

—

A.B.I.
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_, ,-, _ DONOR.
Bible (New Testament), Greek:

—

'H Kaw)] ktaOijn]. Novum Testamentum. Post
priores Steph. Curcelfrai, turn et DD. Oxoniensiuui

labores: quibus parallela scripturse loca, nee non
variantes lectiones ex plus C. MSS. Codd. etc., ac

tandem crisis perpetua G. D. T. M. D. etc.

8vo. 1711. Amst. ex off. Wetsteniana.—A.B.I.

„ Novum Testamentum Graecum, etc. studio etc. Joannis
Millii. Reeensuit Ludolphus Kusteras. Ed. secunda.

Folio. 1723. lips.—A.BJ.

„ 'H KAINH AIAGHKH, ita adornatum ut Textus
probatorum editiomim medullam margo variantium

Lectionum inserviente Jo. Alberto Bengelio.

4to. 1734. Tubingse.

—

T.

„ H KAINH AIA6HKH. Novum Testamentum Graecum,
Editiones receptee cum lectionibus variantibus. Opera
et studio J. J. Wetstenii.

2 vols. Folio. 1751. Amsterdam.—T.

„
CH Kaivr/ AtaOijicr). Novum Testamentum, ex editione

Wetsteniana mdccxi.

4to. 1759. Glasg. ap. Foulis.—A.B.I.

,,

eH Kcuvi] \iaOijKi). The New Testament collated with
the most approved MSS. ; with select Notes in English,

Critical and Explanatory, etc. By E. Harwood, D.D.

12mo. 1776. Lond.

—

A.B.I.
(Containing the Gospels and Acts, from the Greek text of the

Cambridge MSS.

)

„ 'H KAINH AIAGHKH. Textum ad fidem codicum
versionum, etc. Jo. Jac. Griesbaeh (with MS. Notes by

Dr. Turnbull). 2 vols. .8vo. 1777. HaUe.

—

A.BJ.

•„ A Commentary with Notes on the Four Evangelists

and the Acts, with a new translation of St. Paul's

First Epistle to the Corinthians. By Zachary
Pearce, D.D. Ed. John Derby.

2 vols. 4to. 1777. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

„ 'H Katinj Aia9i]ic>]. Cum scholiis theologicis et philo-

logicis, in quibus loca varia N.T. tarn ex celeberrimis

Veterum Interpretum Commentariis, etc. Ed. secunda.

(a Samuele Hardy.) 2 vols. 8vo. 1778. Lond.

—

A.BJ.

„ 'H KAINH AIAGHKH. 2 vols. 8vo. 1778. Lond.—A.BJ,
c
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DOHOB.
I!ibli: (N'ew Testament), Greek:

—

'H K«//'>/ Lia9rficrj. Novum Testamentum Greecum

manuale, ex iterata recognitione B. Jo. Alb. Bengelii,

S.T.D. Quintse huic ed accedit spicilegium lect.

van-., etc., auctore M. Ernesto Bengelk).

8vo. 1790. Tubingse.—A.B.I.

Novum Testamentum Greece. Lectiones variantes,

Griesbacbii judicio iis quas textus receptus exhibet

anteponendas vel aequiparandas, adjecit Josephus

White, S.T.P. 2 vols. 8vo. 1808. Oxon.—4.5./.

„ Novum Testament uin Greece Lectionis varietatem.

J. J. Griesbach. (With many MS. Notes.)

2 vols. 8vo. 1809. Lond.—T.
CH KAINH AIAOHKH ~ov Kvpiov khi Swtij/jos t/fiu-v

lijaov \pia~ou. Nc7a(fii>ao0ctGa c/v kou'ijv SiaXeKTOV.

12mo. 1815. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

'H KAINH A1AGHKH. Cum scholiis Theologicis et

Philologicis. (Edit. E. Valpy.)

3 vols. 8vo. 1816. Londt—A.B.I.

„ Novum Testamentum. Textum Greecum Griesbachii

et Knappii denuo recognovit, adnotatione cum critica

turn exegetica (etc.) instruxit Joannes Severinus Vater.

8vo. 1824. Halis Saxonum.

—

A.B I.

'H KAINH AIA9HKH. Recognovit atque insignioris

Lectionum varietatis subiunxit Georg. Christian

Knappius. 12mo. 1829. Halis Saxon.

—

T.

„ 'H KAINH AIA9HKH. With English Notes, by the

Rev. S. T. Bloomfield, D.D.

2 vols, 8vo. 1832. Camb.—A.B.I.

Novum Testamentum Grajce et Latine. Carolus

Lachniamms recensuit.

2 vols. 8vo. 1842. Berolini.—A.B.I.

(Two vols, in one.)

„ Novum Testamentum Greece. Ad antiquos testes

recensuit, lectionesque variantes Elzevirorum, StephsJhi,

Griesbachii, notavit Oonstantinus Tischendorf.

8vo. 1842. Paris ap. Didot.—A .B.I.

„ Novum Testamentum Greece ad antiquos testes

recensuit, commentationein isagogicam preomisit Con-

stantinus Tischendorf. 12mo. 1849. Lipsise.

—

A.B.I.
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n DONOR.
hmi.K (New Testament), Greek :

—
'H KAINH AIA6HKH. Novum Testamentum Grsece,

ad antiquos testes denuo recensuit. Edidit F. Const.

Teschendorf. 8vo. 1859. Lepsise—A.B.I.

„ Novum Testamentum Grseee. The Codex Zacynthius.

Edited by S. P. Tregelles, LL.D.
Folio. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

„ Novum Testamentum Grseee. The Codex Mont-
fortianus. Collated with the Greek Text of Wetstein
by Orlando T. Dobbin, LL.D.

8vo. n.d. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.
Bible, Eomaick:

—

Ta lepa Bt3\ia tj^s IIa\ams -re km Kaivrj? Aia07]Ky<},

^leTufppaadevTa ex -ruiv apyjuviruv. (Yetus et Novum
Test, ex archetypis in linguam Grsecam hodiernam

reddita.) 8vo. 1850. Oxou.—A.B.I.

Bible (New Testament), Latin:

—

Novum Test, ex versione Erasmi, innumeris in locis

ad Grsecam veritatem genuinumque sensum emend ata.

Glossa compendiaria M. Matthias Flacii Illyrici Albo-

nensis in Nov. Test. Folio. 1570. Basil.—A.B.I.

„ Novi Testament! Libri Historici Graec et Lat. Perpet u< >.

Commentario ex Antiquitate, Historiis, Philologia Illus-

trati quern Beza?, adornante Balduino Walseo.

4to. 1653. Lugd. Bat.—A.B.I

.

„ Novum Testamentum. Duce et auctore Seb. Castel-

lione, suis pariter ac recentioribus Variorum exegeticis

et philol. notis illustravit, Laurentius Sahl.

2 vols. 8vo. 1780. Havnise.—A.B.I.
Another copy. %>

„ Novum Testamentum Vulgatse editionis. Edente

F. F. Fleck. 12mo. 1840. Lepsise.— T.

,, Novum Testamentum Latine Iuterprete Hieronymo ex

celeberrimo Codice Amiatino nunc primmn edidit Con-

stantinus Tischendorf. 8vo. 1850. Lepsia?.

—

A.B.I.

Bible (New Testament), Italian:

—

II Nuovo Testamento del nostro signore Gesu Cristo.

Edizione stereotipa. 12mo. 1816. Shacklewell.

—

A.B.I.

,, II Nuovo Testamento traduzione dal Greco per cura

di G. Achilli. (American Bible Union.)

8vo. 1854. New York A.B.I

c 2
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DONOH.

Bible (New Testament), English:

—

The New Testament, carefully collated with the

Greek, and corrected; divided and printed according

to the various subjects treated of by the inspired

writers, etc. By Richard Wynne.

2 vols. 8vo. 1764 Loud.—A.B.I.

A translation of the New Testament. By Gilbert

Wakefield. 2 vols. 8vo. 1791. Loud.—A.B.I.

A translation of the New Testament from the original

Greek. 8vo. 1795. Lond.—A .B.I.

,, An Exposition of the New Testament (really a para-

phrase), pointing" out the leading" sense and connection

of the sacred writers. By William Gilpin.

3rd ed. 2 vols. 8vo. 1798. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ The Four Gospels, translated from the Greek, with

preliminary Dissertations and Notes. By George

Campbell, D.D. 4 vols. 8vo. 1803. Aberdeen.—A .B.I.

„ Paraphrase and Notea on the Revelation of St. John.

By Moses Lowman. 8vo. 1807. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

„ The New Testament in an improved version upon the

basis of Abp. Newcome's new translation.

8vo. 1808. Lond.—A.B.I.
(C.K.S. 1st ed.)

., A literal translation of all the Apostolical Epistles,

with a Commentary and Notes. By James Mac-

knight, D.D. 4 vols. 8vo. 1809. Lond.—A.B.I.

,, The New Testament. (Rhemish Version.)

12mo. 1811. Dublin.— T.

„ The New Testament of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ. Translated out of the Latin Vulgate, and

diligently compared with the original Creek. Stereo-

typed from the edition published by authority in 1749.

8vo. 1815. Lond.—A.B.I.

(The Rhemish R.O. Version.)

„ The Epistles of St. Paul to the Colossians, Thessalo-

nians, Time! Iiv. and to Titus, and the Epistle of James.;

from the Greek text of Griesbach, by Philalethes.

L2mo. 1819. Loud.—A.B.I.
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DONOR
Bible (New Testament), English :

—

A revision of the common or received English transla-

tion of the Gospel and of the three Epistles of John,

being an attempt to render clear, etc. 8vo. 1837. Lond.

Dr. Lee's note of gift, written within the cover, ascribes this

work to his friend, the Rev. John Webster Hawksley.

„ The New Testament. Translated from the text of

J. I. Griesbach, by Samuel Sharpe.

1st ed. 12mo. 1840. Lond.— T.

„ New Testament, etc. {interleaved.)

12mo. 1840. Oxford.— IF. R. Cooper.

„ The New Testament. Translated from Griesbach's

text, by Samuel Sharpe, author of the History of

Egypt. 2nd ed. 12mo. 1844. Lond.—T.

„ The Chronological New Testament. Published by

Kobert B. Blackacler. 4to. 1851. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ The Chronological New Testament, in which the text

of the Authorized Version is newly divided into para-

graphs and sections, with the dates and places of

transactions marked, etc. (R. B. Blackacler.)

4to. 1851. Lond.—A.B.I.
„ The New Testament. Sharpe.

4th ed. 12mo. 1859. Lond.—A.B.I.

,, A Literal Translation of the New Testament. (Hein-

fettei.) 6th ed. 4to. 1863. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ An English version of the N.T. from the text of the

Vatican MS. By Hermann Heinfetter.

6th ed. 4to. 1864. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ A Collation of an English version of the N.T. from

the text of the Vatican MS. By Hermann Heinfetter.

6th ed. 4to. 1864. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ An English version of the New Testament, from the

text of the Vatican MS. By Hermann Heinfetter.

6th ed. 12mo. 1864. Lond.—A.B.I.

,, A Critical English New Testament, presenting at one

view the Authorized Version and the Results of the

latest Criticism of the Original Text.

8vo. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.
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DOXOR.

Bible (New-Testament), English:

—

A Literal Translation of the Gospel according to St.

.Matthew, on definite rules of translation, aud an

English version of the same. By Hermann Ileinfetter.

(Charles Parker) 3rd ed. 12mo. 1856. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

St. Mark. etc. 3rd ed. 12mo. 1856. Lond.—A.B.T.

St. Luke, etc. 2nd ed. 12mo. 1856. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ 3rd ed. 12mo. 1857. Lond.—AJB.I.

St. John, etc. 4th ed. 12mo. 1856. Lond.—-1. B.T.

Acts of the Apostles, etc. 12mo. 1852. Lond.

—

A.BI.

„ 3rd ed. 12mo. 1856. Lond.

—

A.BJ.

Epistle of Paul the Apostle to Hie Romans.

3rd ed. 12mo. 1854. Lond.

—

A.BJ.

„ 4th ed. 12mo. 1857. Lond.

—

A.BJ.

Epistles of Paul, etc., to the Corinthians, etc

2ud ed. 12mo. 1855. Lond.—A.BJ.

„ 3rded. 12mo. 1859. lond.—A.BJ.

Eleven last Epistles of Paul.

2nd ed. 12mo. 1854. Lond.—A.BJ.

„ 3rd ed. 12mo. 185s. Lond.—A.BJ.

Eight last Books of the New Testament.

12mo. 1854. Land.—A.BJ.

The Gospel according to St. John, translated from the

eleven oldest versions, except the Latin, with Notes.

By the Rev. S. C. Malan, M.A.

8vo. 1862. Lond.—The A vthor.

The Epistle to the Hebrews, with Xotes. By J. A. M.

(Partridge and Oakey.) 12mo. 1851. Lond.

—

A.BJ.
(A new translation, or para phrase, interwoven with observations.)

,, The Catholic Epistle of John the Apostle; translated

from the Greek text of Lachmann, with Xotes Critical

and Explanatory, by Benjamin Mardon, M.A.

8vo. 1853. Lond.—A.BJ.

The Epistles of Paul the Apostle, an original transla-

tion, with Critical Xotes and Introduction, by Joseph

Turnbull, Ph.D. 8vo. 1854. Lond.—A.BJ.

Another copy. 8vo. 1854. Lond.— T.
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DONOR.

Bible (New Testament), English :

—

The Second Epistle of Peter, the Epistles of John and

Jndas, and the Revelation. Translated from the

Greek, on the basis of the common English version,

with Notes. (American Bible Union.)

4to. 1854. New York.—A.B.I

„ The Epistles of Paul to the Thessalonians.

(American Bible Union.) 4to. 1856. New York.

—

A.B.T.

Thessalonians I and II. Authorized Version. Greek

text, and revised version of the American Bible Union.

4to. 1857. Lond.—A.B.T.

„ The Epistle to the Hebrews, on the basis of the

common English version, with Notes. (American

Bible Union.) 4to. 1857. New York.—A.B.T.

„ The seven Epistles of James, Peter, John, and Jude,

and the Revelation, translated from the original

Greek ; with Critical Notes and a Dissertation on the

authenticity of 1 John, v, 7, 8. By Joseph Turnbull,

Ph.D., etc. 8vo. 1858. Lond.—S.E.S.

Another copy. 8vo. 1858. Lond.— T.

„ The English Hexapla, exhibiting the six important

English translations of the New Testament.

(Bagster.) Large 4to. n.d. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Bible, English.

—

See, Whitby, Daniel.

Bible (New Testament), French :

—

Le Nouveau Testament. Traduit sur l'original Grec.

Avec des Remarques par Jean Le Clerc.

4to. 1703. Amsterdam.

—

T.

„ Le Nouveau Testament. Traduit en fran^ois avec des

notes literale, par Mrs
. de Beausobre et Lenfant (sic.)

2 vols. 4to. 1741. Amsterdam.

—

A.B.I.

„ Le Nouveau Testament, d'apres la version revue, par

J. F. Ostervald. 12mo. 1839. Paris.—S.E.S.

„ Le Nouveau Testament. Traduit sur l'original par

une Societe de Ministres de la Parole de Dieu.

8vo. 1839. Lausanne.

—

A.B.I.

,, Le Nouveau Testament, revu sur les originaux, par

David Martin. 8vo. 1846. Brnxelles.—A.B.I.
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doxot?.
Bible (New Testament), French:

—

Les Evangiles, traduction nouvelle avec des Notes,

par F. Lamennais. 12mo. 1846. Paris.

—

A.B.I.

„ L'Evangile suivant Jean. (American Bilile Uni< >n. 1854.)

8vo. 1854. New York.—A.B.I.

Bible (New Testament), Spanish:

—

El Xuevo Testamento de Nuestro Senor y Redentor

Jesu Cristo. Nueva ed. cuidadosamente corregida.

12mo. 1817. Loud.?—A.B.I.
„ El Nuevo Testamento, traducido al Castellano por

Cipriano de Valera en 1602, y revisado en 1831. Im-
primido para la Sociedad de la Biblia de Glasgow.

12mo. 1832. Lond.—A.JB.I.
„ Escrituras del Xuevo Pacto. (Four Evangelists only.)

16mo. 1855. Edinb,—T.
Los Ilechos de los Enviados del Senor.

12mo. 1855. American Bible Union,

—

A.B.I.

„ Cartas de Pablo el Enviado.

12mo. 1856. American Bible Union.—A. B.I.

Bible, Arabic :

—

New Testament. Edente Thoma Erpenio.

4to. 1616. Leide.—A.B.I.

„ New Testament. 8vo. 1821. Lond.—A.B.I.

Bible (New Testament), Coptic :

—

Novum Testamentum iEgyptium vulgo Copticum.

Edidit David Wilkins. 4to. 1716. Oxon.

—

T.

„ Another Copy. 4to. 1716. Oxonife.—A.B.J.

„ Epistolae Novi Testamenti Coptice. Edidit Paulas

Boetticher. 8vo. 1852. Flake.—S.E S.

Bible (New Testament). Dutch :

—

Het Nieuwe Testament, of alle de boeken des Nieuwen
Verbonds van onzen Heer Jesus Cliristus, etc.

12mo. 1814. Bermondsey.—A.B.I.

Bible (New Testament), Chinese :

—

The Gospel of St. Luke and the Acts of the Apostles.

Translated into Chinese by Dr. Robert Morrison.

12mo. 1845.— T.
Another copy.

(Wanting title-page.)
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DONOR.
Bible (New Testament), Syraic :

—

Novum D. N. J. C. Testamentum Syraice, cum versione

Latina, etc., a Mariano Trostio.

4to. 1621. Cothenis Anhalt.—4.B.7.

„ Novum Testamentum Syraice. Eclidit Martino Trostio.

4to. 1622. Cothenis Analtinorum,

—

A.B.I.

„ Novum Testamentum Syriacum, cum versione Latina,

cura and studio Johannes Leusden et Caroli Schaaf.

4to. 1709. Lugd. Bat.— T.

Bible, Syro-Chaldee :

—

The Gospels of Syro-Chaldee. 4to. —S.E.S.

BlBLIA POLYGLOTTA.

(Bagster's edition.) 4to. n.d. Lon.

—

A.B.I.

Bibliotheca Sacra.—No. 52. 8vo. 1856. Lon.

—

A.B.I.

Biel (Jo. Christian).

Novus Thesaurus Philologicus sive Lexicon in LXX
et alios interpretes et Scriptores Apocryphos veteris

Testamenti. Edidit E. H. Mutzenbercher.

3 vols. 8vo.. 1779. Hagse Comitee.

—

A.B.I.

Bingham (Joseph)

Origines Ecclesiasticse, or, the Antiquities of the

Christain Church. 8vo. 1708. Lond.

—

T.

Biragius (Franciscus Medioharbus).

Imperatorum Romanorum Numismata.

Folio. 1683 ; Medioleni.—C.

Birch (Samuel, LL.D.).

Historical Monument of Amenophis III, in the Louvre
at Paris. From the Archasologia, Vol. XXXI.

4to. Lond.

—

„ Guide to the First and Second Egyptian Rooms in the

British Museum. 12mo. 1874. Lond.

—

The Author.

„ A History of Egypt. 12mo. 1875. Lond.—The Author.

Black (William ID.

The Scriptural Calendar and Chronological Reformer
for 1848. 32mo. 1848. Lond.— C.
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DOHOB.

Black (William II.)

Argument proving the necessity of a public revision

of the English Bible. 8v<>. 1856. Lond.—AJB.I.

„ Catalogue of the Library of the Anglo-Biblical

Institute. (Stock.) 8vo. 1859. Lond.

„ Ancient Biblical Chronograms (in three, Papers).

8vo. 18G5. Lond.—Mrs.W. Jones.

„ On the Lawless Court at Rochford in Essex.

8vo. 1868. Lond.—Mrs. I V. Jones.

Two Papers on an unnoticed Expedition of the Emperor

Augustus in Britain. 4to. 1872. Lond.

—

Mrs.W. Jones.

Sale Catalogue of the Library of the late W. II. B..

July 28—Aug. 2, 1873. 8vo. 1873. Lond.—Mrs. W. Jones.

The Last Legacy of Joseph Davis, senior, with Docu-

ments relating to him and to his Benefactions.

12mo. 1869. Lond.—Her. W.M.Jones.

Blackader (Robert B.).

—

See Bible. English.

Blackburn (Rev. John).

A Hand Book round Jerusalem ; a Companion to the

Model by the Rev. J. B. (The Model is also in the

Library.) 12mo. 1846. Lond,—S.E.S.

Blacklock (R.).

—

See Euclid.

Blair (John).

Lectures on the Canon of the Scriptures.

4to. 1785. Lond.—T.

„ The Chronology and History of the World, from the

Creation to the year of Christ 1802.

Folio. 1803. Lond.— C.

,. Chronological Tables, revised and enlarged to 1856.

By J. Willoughby Rosse. (Bohn Scries.)

12mo. 1856. Lond.

—

C.

Blair (William).

Anthropology, or, the Natural History of Man.

(Tracts B.) 8vo. 1803. Lond.— T.

Blancardus (Nicolaus).

—

See Ilarpocration.
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DONOR.

Blanco (Antonio M. Garcia).

Analisis filosofico de la escritur y leng-na Hebrea.

3 vols. 8vo. 1846, 1848, 1851. Madrid.—A.B.I.
(From the learned Author. The third volume is peculiarly

valuable for the literary history which it contains.)

Blandy (Rev. Adam, and William).

Chronological Tables of the World.

Long- 8vo. n.d. Oxford.

—

C.

Blayney (Dr. Benjamin).

Dissertation by way of Inquiry on the true import and

application of Daniel's Vision, ch. ix, v. 24 to end.

Remarks on J. D. Michaeli's Letters to Sir J. Pringle

thereon. (Dr. Turnbull) 4to. 1774. Oxford.—A.B.I.

„ See Bible, English.

Blemmida (Nicephorus).

—

See Allatius, Leos.

Bloomfield (Rev. B. T.).

—

See Bible, Greek.

Boccacio (Giovanni).

Le Decameron. Traduit par M. Antoine le Macron.

16mo. 1597. Lyon.—T.

Bochart (Samuel).

Phaleg seu de dispersione Gentium et Terrarum. Cum
Tabula Chorographica. Folio. 164G. Cadomi.—P.

„ Hierozoicon sive bipartitum opus de Animalibus

S. Scripturae, Revisum, etc., David Clodii.

Folio. 1675. Prankfort-on-M.— P.

Boetticher (Paul).

—

See Bible, Coptic.

Bogan (Zachary).

—

See Rous, Francis.

BOETTIGER (F. A.).

German and English Dictionaiy.

2 vols. 8vo. 1839. Leippic T.

Bogue (David).

Discourses on the Millenium. 8vo. 1818. Lond.

—

T.

Bohn (Henry G.).

Pictorial Handbook of Modern Geography.

12mo. 1861. Lond.—C.
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DOXOR.

Bonomi (Joseph).

Catalogue of the Egyptian Antiquities in the Museum
of Ilartwell Ilouse. 4to. 1858. Lond.— S.K.s.

Another copy. —A.B.I.

„ Catalogue of Egyptian Antiquities collected by Sir

Charles Nicholson. 8vo. 1858. Lond.—SJE.S.

„ Catalogue of the Collection of Egyptian Antiquities

belonging to the late Robert Hay.

8vp. 1869. Lond.—The Author.

„ Nineveh and its Palaces. 8vo. Lond.

—

The Author.

Boxomi (Joseph), and Sharpe (Samuel).

The Triple Mummy Case of Aero-ao.

4to. 1858. Lond.—The Author.

Another Copy —S.E.S.

,, The Sarcophagus of Oimenepthah I.

4to. 1862. Lond.—The Author.

Boothrotd (B).

—

See Bible, Hebrew.

Borbosiu (Nicolaus).

—

See Cyril, Saint.

Bos (Lambert).

Observationes miscellanea? ad loca quredam cum Novi

Fo3deris, turn exterorum Scriptorum Gnveorum.

Accedit Horatii Vitringse C. F. animaclversionum ad

Job. Vorstii Philologiam Sacram specimen.

8vo. 1731. Leovardia?.

—

A.B.I

„ Antiquitatum Grsecarum, Descriptio brevis.

12mo. 1802. Neapolis.— T

„ Ellipses Gra?ca?, cum priorum edd. suisque obss. edidit

Godof. Ilenr. Schsefer. 8vo. 1813. Glasg.—A.B.I

„ See Bible, Greet.

Bosaxqtet (J. W.).

Messiah the Prince, or the Inspiration of the Prophecies

of Daniel. 2nd ed. 8vo. 1872. Lond.

—

The Author

„ The Fall of Nineveh and the Reign of Sennacherib.

8vo. 1853. Lond.—C

Bowyer (William).

Conjectures on the New Testament, collected from

various authors. 8vo. 1772. Lond.

—

A.B.I
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DONOR.
Boyd (Palmer).

Nagananda, or the Joy of the Snake World. With
an Introduction by Prof. Cowell.

12mo. 1872. Loud.

—

Purchased.

Bradley (Richard).

A Philological Account of the Works of Nature.

4to. 1721. Loncl—T.

Braunius (Job.).

Vestitus sacerdotum Ilebra^orum : sive commentaiius

amplissinius in Exod. xxviii, xxix ; Levit. xvi, etc.

(2 vols, in 1.) 4to. 1701. Amst.— A.B.I.

Bremer (Frederike).

Skizzen aus dem Alttagsleben. 12mo. 1842. Leipzig.

—

T.

Brewer (S. K.).

A Reply to the Objections. (Hurstmonceaux and

Turnbull Controversy.)

(Tracts A.) 8vo. 1827. Brighton.— T.

Brewster (Sir David).

A Treatise on Optics. 12mo. 1831. Loud.—T.

Brinchius (Petrus).

Philologia Sacra V. et N. Test., per quam difficiliores

voces et phrases Graecse illustrantur, etc.

8vo. 1734. Hafniae.—A.B.I.
Bound with Alavdus.

Broome (Rev. J. II.).

The Astral Hebrew Alphabet.

8vo. 1870. Lond.

—

The Author.

Brotier (Gabriel).

—

See Tacitus, C. Cornelius.

Brown (John).

Vindication of the Presbyterian Form of Church

Government. 12mo. 1812. Edinb.—T.

Brown (William Henry).

The Babylonian Captivity.

8vo. 1874. Lond.

—

J. W. Bosanquet.

Bruns (Paul James).

—

See Kenuicott, Benjamin.
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DONOE.
Buchanan (George).

Paalmorum Davidia paraphrasie poetica, nunc primum

edita, etc. 8vo. Ap. II. Steph. 15. . —Paris.

Dedicated to Mary Queen of Scots ; and accompanied with
Greek translations of some Psalms, by Florentine Christianas

and others. This copy has some old MS. notes which are

almost illegible.

Buck (Charles).

A Theological Dictionary. 2 vols. 8vo. 1802. Lond.— T.

BuCKHARDT (G. F.).

German and English Dictionary. 12mo. 1832. Berlin.

—

T.

Bud^eus (Gulielmus).

Commentarii Linguae Graecae, ab eodem accurate

rccoguiti, atque amplius tertia parte aucti.

Fol. 1548. Paris.—A.B.I.

Builder (The).

An Illustrated Weekly Magazine. 2 vols. Folio. 18-47-48.

Bunsen (Ernst Von).

The Hidden "Wisdom of Christ, or the History of the

Apocrypha. 2 vols. 8vo. 1865. Lond.

—

The Author.

„ The Keys of Saint Peter. 8vo. 1867. Lond.—The A uthor.

., The Chronology of the Bible.

8vo. 1874. Lond.—The Author.

Burdeb (Samuel).

Oriental Customs, or an illustration of the S. Scriptures

by an explanatory application of the customs and

manners of the eastern nations, etc. 8vo. 1802. Lond.

BuRLAMAQUI (J. J.).

The Principles of Natural and Politic Law.

2 vols. 8 vo. 1763. Lond.

—

T.

Burton (James).

Excerpta Hieroglyphica. (57 plates.)

Fol. 1823-7. Cairo.—Wyatt Pqpworth.

Burton (R. P.) and Drake (0. Tynvhitt).

Unexplored Syria. Visits to the Libanus, the Talul el

Safa. the Anti-Libanus. the Northern Libanus. and

the 'Alah. 2 vols. 8vo. 1872. Lond.

—

Purchased
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DOXOE.

Butler (Charles).

Ilorte Biblicfe, a coimected series of miscellaneous

notes on the original text, early versions, and printed

editions of the 0. and N. T. 8vo. 1799. Oxford.—A.B.I.

Butler (Samuel).

An Atlas of Ancient Geography. 8vo. 1826. Lond.

—

T.

Butter (Henry).

Etymological Spelling Book. 12mo. 1840. Lond.

—

T.

Buxtorf (Joh.).

Lexicon Ileb. et Ghaldaicum. Accessit Lexicon breve

Rabbinico-Philosophicmn. 8vo. 1621. Basil.

—

A.B.I.

,, Dissertationes Philologico - Theological accesserunt

R. Isacci Abarbenelis, aliquot elegantes et eruditae

dissertationes. 4to. 1662. Basil.

—

T.

„ Epitome Grammatical Hebreese.

12mo. 1790. Leyden.

—

John Smith.

Bythner (Victorinus).

Lyra Prophetica, Davidis Regis, sive Analysis Critico-

practica Psalmorum. 4to. 1679. Lond.

—

S. 31. Drach.

c.

Caddick (Richard).

—

See Bible, Hebrew.

Cesar (Caius Julius).

Qua} exstant Omnia, ex recensione Joannis Davisii.

4to. L706. Cantab.—A.B.I.

Calamy (Edmund).

The Inspiration of the Holy Writings of the Old and

New Testament. 12mo. 1710. Lond.— T.

Calasio (Mario di).

Concordantiaj Sacrorum Bibliorum Hebraicoruni : in

quibus Chaldaica etiam Librorum Esdrse et Danielis

suo loco inseruntur, etc. Edidit Gul. Romaine, etc.

4 vols. Folio. 1747-49. Loud.—A.B.I.

Calderox (Juan).

—

See El Catolicisnio Neto.
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DONOR.

Calendar.

The International Calendar, Old and New Style,

English, Jewish, and Mahometan, for 1873.

8vo. 1873. Lond.—The Publishers.

Calmet (Abbe* Augustin).

Dictionnaire Historique, Critique, Chronologique, Geo-

graphique, et Littoral de la Bible.

4 vols. 4to. 1730.—Geneve.

Cambridge.

University Calendar, 185'J. 8vo. 1859. Camb.

—

T.

Camden (William).

The Historie of the Life and Reigne of the most

Renowmed and Victorious Princesse Elizabeth. .

Folio. 1630. Lond.—T

Camerer (J. G.).

—

See Euclid.

Campbell (George).

The Philosophy of Rhetoric.

2 vols. 8vo. 1808. Edin.— T.

„ Lectures on Ecclesiastical History : with the Life of

the Author, by Rev. Geo. S. Keith.

2 vols. 8vo. 1815. Aberdeen.

—

T.

„ See Bible, English.

Campbell (Rev. John).

The Primitive History of the Ionians.

8vo. 1875. Montreal.

—

The Author.

Campe (Joachim Heinrich).

Robinson der Jiingere. 12mo. 1827. Brunswick.

—

T.

Camus (Nicholas).

—

See Terentius.

Capellanus (Joaunes).

—

See Polybius.

Capelll's (Ludov.).

Critica Sacra, sive de variis quae in sacris V. T. libris

occurrunt lectionibus, libri sex.

Fol. 1G50. Lut. Par.—A.B.I.

Carlyle (Professor).

An Account of Greek Manuscripts, chiefly Biblical, of

the laic Prof. Carlyle, now in the Library at Lambeth

Palace. 8vo. n.d. Lond.

—

The Archbishop of Canterbury.
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DONOR.

Cahne (Robert H.).

A New Translation of the Hebrew Scriptures.

8vo. 1839. Lond.—John Smith.

(Genesis i to vii only.)

„ See Bible, English.

Carpenter (William).

Lectures on Biblical Criticism and Interpretation.

8vo. 1829. Lond.

—

S.M. Drach.

Carpzovius (Jo. Gottlob).

—

See Rumpseius, J. W.

Cassabctus (Joannes).

Notitia Oonciliorum Sanctae Ecclesise.

8vo. 1670. Lugd.—A3J.

Castell (Edmund).

Lexicon Hebraicum et ejus Lexico Heptaglotto.

4to. 1790. Grottingen.—T.

Castellio (Sebastianus).

—

See Bible, Latin.

Catechesis RACOvrENSis.

—

See Racovian Catechism.

Catolicismo.

El Catolicismo Neto. Periodico religioso. (Editor y
redactor, D. Juan Calderon.) {Tracts B.)

8vo. 1849. Lond.—T.

Cave (William, D.D.).

Antiquitates Apostolicse, or the History of the Lives,

Acts, and Martyrdoms of the Holy Apostles.

Pol. 1684. Lond.—T.

Chabas ( Francois).

Etudes sur l'Antiquite Historique.

8vo. 1872. Chalon sur Saone — The Author.

„ Recherches pour servir a 1'Histoire de l'Egypte aux

temps de l'Exode.

4to. 1873. Chalon sur Saone.

—

The Author.

Challis (Rev. Prof.)

The Relation of the Scripture Account of the Deluge

to Physical Science.

8vo. 1875. Lond.

—

The Victoria Institute,

D
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DOXOR.

Chambers (John).

A Harmony of the Four Gospels.

8vo. /'.'/. Retford.— W. R. Cooper.

Chapman (Rev. J.).

The Ejected Minister's reply. (Hurstmonceaux Con-

troversy). {Tracts A.) 8vo. 1827. Brighton.
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Rev. C. H. Hartshorne. 8vo. 1843. Camb.—T.

Filler (Thomas).

A Pisgah-Sight of Palestine and the Confines thereof.

Fol. 1650. Lond.—P.A.A.

G.

Gadsby (John).

My Wanderings, being Travels in the East in 1846-53.

8vo. 1<S7:'>. Lond.

—

Sunday School Union.

„ My Wanderings. Vol. II, or Appendix.

8vo. 1 <s 7 1 . Lond.

—

Sunday School Union,

Calk (Theophilus).

—

See Iamblicus.
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_. DONOE.
Garbett (E. L).

Seveii Miracles Identifying- the Church.

12mo. 1871. Loud.

—

The Author.
Garrido (Antonio).

Floresta Espanola. 8vo. 1827. Loud.

—

T.

Genebrardus (Gilbertus).

Notse Chronica^, sive ad Chronologiam et Historiani

Universam Methodus. 12rno. 1584.

—

C.

Gesenius (William).

Hebrew and Chaldee Lexicon to the Old Testament

Scriptures. Translated, with Additions, by Samuel P.

Tregelles. 4to. 1846. Lond.—A.B.I.

Gesner (John Matthias).

Novus Lingua et eruditionis Romante Thesaurus post.

Ro. Stephani et alioram digestus, locupletatus emen-
clatus (J. M. G.). 4 vols. fol. 1749. Lipsig.—A.B.I.

GlLBART (J. W.).

Lectures on Ancient Commerce.

12mo. 1853. Lond.

—

S. M. Drach.

Gilpin (William).

—

See Bible, English.

Ginsburg (Christian D.).

The Massoreth Ha-Massoreth of Elias Levita, beiug

an exposition of the Massoretic Notes on the Hebrew
Bible. 8vo. 1867. Lond.—The Author.

Glasgow Philosophical Society,

Proceedings. 8 vols. 8vo. to 1873. Glasgow.

The Council.

Glassius (Salomo).

Philologias Sacrse, qua totius SS. V. et N. Test. Scrip-

ture turn Stylus et literatura, turn sensus et genuinas

interpretationis ratio expenditur, libri v.

4 to. 1668. Jena:.—A.B.I.

Another edition. 4to. 1653. Francofurti.

—

Purchased.

Gliddon (George R.).

An Appeal to the Antiquaries of Europe on the

Destruction of the Monuments of Egypt.

8vo. 1841. Lond.—S.E.S.
e
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DONOR.

GrLIDDON (George R.).

Ancient Egypt, her Monuments, Hieroglyphics, His-

tory, and Archaeology.

4to. 1845. Philadelphia.

—

Purchased.

A Memoir on the Cotton of Egypt.

8vo. 1841. Lond.—S.E.S.

Goldberg (D. B.).

—

See Koreisch, R. Jehuda ben.

GoLTzros (Ilubertus).

Fastos Magistratnnm et Triumphoruin Romanorum.

4to. 156G. Bruges.—C.

Gorman (T. Murray).

Christian Psychology. 8vo. 1875. London.— The Author.

GOMARA (F.).

Davidis Lyra. 4to. 1637. Leyden.

—

S. M. Drack.

GOSLING (William).

Two Letters on the Speedy Restoration of the dews to

Palestine. 8vo. 1853. Lond.— J.

Graves (John).

Pyramidographia. 8vo. 1G46. Lond.

—

Purchased.

Graham (Rev. William).

Review of Ecclesiastical Establishments in Europe.

8vo. 1812. Lond.— 7'.

Green (Rev. Thos. Sheldon).

A Treatise on the Grammar of the New Testament

Dialect. 8vo. 1842. Lond.— T.

( rREENHILL (Thomas).

The Art of Embalming. 4to. 1705. Lond.

—

S.E.S.

Grey (Richard).

Nova Methodua Hebraice discendi.

8vo. 1811. Oxon.—A.B.I.

Griesbacb (C. i.

In Novum Test amentum Synopsis. Edidit Josephus

White. l2mo. 1751. Lond.

—

S. 31. Brack.

,,
Novum Testamentum. Synopsis.

8vo. 1811. Oxford.—W. R. Cooper.

„ See Bible, Greek.

< rRTESBAGB (Johannes da.).

Synopsis Evangeliorum. 8vo. 1776. Ilalie.

—

A.B.J.

See Bible, New Testament.
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.... DONOB.
GRIMAREST (M. De).

Nouvelle Grammaire reduite en Tables (de) la Langue
Francoise. 4to. 1719. Paris.—T.

Grinfield (Edward William).

The Christian Cosmos. 12mo. 1857. Lond.—P.A.A.

Gros (C).

—

See Levizac.

Groser (William H.).

Bible Months, or the Seasons in Palestine.

12mo. 187- ?

—

Sunday School Union.

„ Joshua and his Successors.

12mo. 1874.—Sunday School Union.

Grotefend (Georg Friedrich).

Nachtrage zu den Bemerkungen iiber ein ninivitisches

Thongefass. 4to. 1850. Gottingen.—S.E.S.

„ Die Tributverzeichuise des Obelisken aus Nimrud.

4to. 1852. Gottingen.—S.E.S.

„ Erlauterang der Keilinschriften babylonischer Back-
steine mit einigen andem Zugaben.

4to. 1852. Hannover.—A.B.I.
By the Author, 1853.

Grotius (Hugo).

Opera omnia Theologica, in tres tomos divisa.

4 vols. fol. Lugduni. 1679.-^1.^./.

„ See Barham, Francis.

Groves (Henry Charles).

A Commentary on the Books of Genesis.

8vo. 1861. Lond.

—

John Smith.

Gualterius (Jacobus).

Tabula Chronographica. Fol. 1616. Colonise.

—

C.

Gcmpach (Johannes von).

Zwei Chronologische Abhandlungen : "Ueber den
Apiskreis von Prof. R. Lepsius," und "Memoire oil

se trouve restitue pour la premiere fois le Calendrier

lunisolaire chaideo - macedonien," par M. Th. H.
Martin. Nebst cinem Anhang: TJebei- die, den

Makkabaer-buchern zu Grande liegende epoche der

Seleucidischen Acre. 8vo. 1854. Heidelberg.

—

S.B.A.

e 2
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DOXOK.

GrUBNET (Joseph John).

Abhandlung iiber Krieg. Translation of No. 12 Tract

of Society of Universal Peace of London.

8vo. L851. Lond.—S.E.S.

Gussetius (Jac).

Lexicon linguae Hebraicse. Ed. secunda, auctior, etc

4to. 1743. Lips.

—

A.B.I.

H.

IIaldkmax (S. S.).

Analytic Orthography : an Investigation of the Sounds

of the Voice and (heir Alphabetic Notation.

4to. 1860. Philadelphia.—S.E.S.

Hale (Sir Matthew).

The Primitive Origination of Mankind, considered and

examined according- to the Light of Nature.

Pol. 1677. Lond.—A.B.I.

Hall (Rev. Robert).

On Terms of Communion. {Tracts A.)

8vo. 1825. Leicester.

—

T.

Halliwkll (James 0.).

A Catalogue of the Miscellaneous MSS. in the Library

of the Royal Society. 8vo. 1840. Lond.—S.E.S.

ILvm^l (Nicolas).

Grammatical Exercises upon the French Language.

12mo. 1829. Lond.—T.

Hammer (Joseph). See Ahmad bin Abubekr bin Wahshih.

Hammond (El.).

A Review of the Paraphrase and Annotations On All

the Books of the New Testament.

12mo. 1656. Lond.

—

T.

Hampton.—See Polybius.

Bansem (P. A.).

Tables de la Lone, construites d'apres le Principe

Newtonien de la Gravitation nniverselle.

lto. 1857. Lond.— C.

11a.kuy (Samuel).

—

See Bible, Greek.
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DONOE.
Harmer (Thomas) aud Chardin (Sir John).

Observations on divers Passages of Scripture.

2 vols. 8vo. 1776. Lond.

—

John Smith.

IIarjier (Rev. Thomas).

Observations on various Passages of Scripture.

Edidit Adam Clarke. 1 vols. 8vo. 1816. Lond.—A.B.I.

Harpocration.

Lexicon (Greek). Edidit Blancardus, Mausacci et

Valesii. 4to. 1683. Lugd. Bat.—A.B.I.

J,
Lexicon decern Oratorum. Nic. Blancardus emen-

davit, etc. Subjiciuntur Phil. Jac. Maussaci uotae,

Henricis Valesii notae, etc.

4to. 1683. Lugd. Bat.—A.B.I.

Harris (Dr.).

The Institutions or Elements of Justinian.

8vo. 1814. Lond.—T.
Harris (James).

Hermes, or a Philosophical Inquiry concerning Uni-

versal Grammar. 3rd ed. 8vo. 1771. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Hartsiiorne (Rev. C. H).

—

See Fulke, William.

IIaravood (Edw.).

View of the various Editions of the Greek and Latin

Classics. 4th ed. 12mo. 1790.—Lond.

—

A.B.I.

„ See Bible, Greek.

Hatjber (C. P.).

—

See Euclid.

Hauff (Wilhelm).

Marchen gesammelt und nacherzahlt.

8vo. 184n. Stuttgart.—T
Haupt (C. J.).

—

See JSschylus.

Haweis (Thomas).

—

See Bible, English.

Hawkslet (Rev. John Webster).

—

See Bible, English.

Hay (Rev. James) and Belfrage (Rev. Henry).

Memoir of the Rev. Alexander Waugh.
8vo. 1830. Lond.— T.

Heath (Dunbar Isidore).

Phoenician Inscriptions. 8vo. 1873. Lond.

—

S.M. Drach.
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DOXOR.

Heinfetteb (Hermann).

Corrections of the Copies of tlie New Testament

Portion of the Vatican Manuscript.

„ See Bible (N.T.), English < Parker. Ch.)

tto. 1866. Lond.—A.B.I.

Hetnsitjs (Dan.).

Sacrarum exercitationnm ad Novnm Test, libri xx.

Quibus Aristarchns Sacer emendatior, etc.. accedunt.

EoL 1639. Lugd. Bat. ex Off. Elzev.—A.B.I.

Helyicii s ( Christopher).

Theatrum Historicmn et Chronologicum.

Fol. 1662. Oxon.— C.

Historical and Chronological Theatre, Faithfully done

into English. Fol. 1687. Lond.—C.

Henderson (Dr. E.).

The Turkish New Testament incapable of Defence,

and the true Principles of Biblical Translation vindi-

cated; in answer to Mr. Lee. 8vo. 1*2.">. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

On Divine Inspiration. 8vo. 1836. Loud.

—

T.

A Syriac Lexicon to the New Testament.

8vo. Loud.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Hermes Trismeoistus. (Will. Fritsch.)

Unumsl issl. Beweis die Erde sei. alter alsgewohn.

annimt. Zodiak ex franz-Tentyr. (Museum des

Wundervollen, Magazin d. Ansserordent. Plates.

8vo. n.d. Leipzig.

—

S.E.S.

Herodotus.

De Bello Persico. Libri Nbvem. Recognovit Immanuel

Bekkerns. MS. N 12mo. 1833. Lond.—S.E.S.

Herrmann Dr. G.).

—

See Hiigel, J. G.

ELershon (P. J.).

The Pentateuch according to the Talmud.

8vo. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Hesiooi -

Eesiodi Ascrsei quaecumqne exstant. Edidit Joannes

Clerici. 8vo. 1701. Amsterdam.

—

A.B.I.
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„ DONOR.
HeSYCHITJS.

Lexicon, cum variis Doctorum Virorum Notis, etc.,

acourante Oornelio Schrevelio.

4to. 1668. Lugd. Bat.—A.B.I.

Hickie (D. B.).

—

See Ciceronis.

Hieeonymus (St.).

—

See Bible, Latin.

Hill (Joseph).

—

See Schrevelius.

Hincks (Rev. Edward).

Specimen Chapters of an Assyrian Grammar.

8vo. 1866. Lond.

—

Purchased.

Hind (John).—The Elements of Algebra. 8vo. 1830. Camb.

—

T.

IIoadly (Bp. Benjamin).

—

See Bangor Controversy.

Hodgson (William B.).

Notes on Northern Africa, the Sahara, and Soudan.

8vo. 1844. New York.

—

S.E.S.

Hogg (John).

—

See Lardner, Nathaniel.

Holden (Rev. George).

—

See Bible. English.

Holder (William).

A Discourse concerning Time.

12mo. 1701. Lond.— S. M. Brack.

Home (Charles).

A Chronological Abridgement of the History of

England. 8vo. 1791. Lond.- T.

Home (Henry).

—

See Karnes, Lord.

Homer.

OMHPOY IAIAA02 (et) 0AY22EIA2.
2 vols. Folio. 1756. Glasgua*.— T.

„ The Iliad. Literally translated by a Graduate of the

University. 12mo. 1847. Dublin.

—

T.

„ Homer's Iliad. Book XXIII. Prom the Text of

Spitzuer, with MS. Notes. 8vo. 1851, Camb.— T.
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DOXOE.

Horatus Flaccus (Qaintus.)

Opera. Interpretatione et Notis Illustravit Ludovicus

Desprez. 8vo. 1G99. Loud.—T.

„ Works. Translated into English Prose.

2 vols. Svo. 1811. Lond.—T.

Hokne (Thomas Hartwell).

An Introduction to the Critical Study and Knowledge

of the Holy Scriptures. 2 vols. 8vo. 1818. Loud.—A.B.I.

Hoksi.i.v (Samuel).

—

See Bible, English.

IIottingerius (Johannes J.).

I1ENTA2 Dissertationum BibUco-Chronologicarum.

(Edidit) Frid. A. Lampe. 8vo. 1723.— C.

Houbigant (Car. F.).

Prolegomena in Scripturam Sacram.

4to. 1753. Paris.—A.B.I.

(Part I only.)

Hudson (John).

—

See Thucydides.

Huet (P. D.)

—

See Origen.

„ Demonstratio Evangelica. 4to. 1703. LipsisB.

—

A.B.I.

Tractatus de situ Paradisi Terrestris, accedit ejusdem

Commentarius de Navigationibus Salomonis.

8vo. 1698. Amsterdam.—P.A.A.
i

Hughes (W.)

A Scripture Atlas. .svo. Lond.

—

Bagstei and Sons.

Hunteb (John).

—

See Virgilius Maro, P.

Hukstbionceaux Controversy.—See Tumbull, Brewer, and

Chapman.

Hi tton (Charles).

A Course of Mathematics. 2 vols. 8vo. 1806. Lond,— T.

Htginus (C. Julius).

Fabularum, Liber, ad omnium Poetarum Lectionem,

ejusdem Poeticon Astronomicon.

Folio. 1570. Basilese.—C.
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I.

Iamblichus.

De Myste'riis, a Theoph. Gale.

Folio. 1678. Lond.—A.B.I.
(Deest titulus.)

Ibeexo-Celtic Society.

Transactions, Vol. I, Part 1. 4to. 1820. Dublin.— C.

Ignatius (Bp.).

—

See Polycarp.

Indische Studiex.

Beitrage fiir indische Alterthumskunde von Dr. Weber.
Vol. 2; vol. 3, pts. 2,3; vol. 3, pts. 2, 3 ; vol. 6; vol. 8;
vol. 9 ; vol. 10, pts. 1, 2.

8vo. 1851-1867. Berlin.—S.E.S.

Ixman (Thomas).

Ancient Pagan and Christian Symbolism.

8vo. 1875. Lond.

—

The Author.

Irving (Edward), and others.

Sermons, 1831, etc. 8vo. 1831. Lond.— T.

IsLENBTNGA SoGUR.

Udgivne efter gamle haandskrifter af det Kongelige

Nordiske Oldskrift-selskab. Tredie Bind.

8vo. 1875. Kjobenhavn.

—

Societe ties Antiquaires du Nord.
LSZTACHII.

Elm Ishak el Fain el Isztachri. Das Buch der Lander

aus d Arab. v. A. D. Mordtmann niit Vorwort von
Karl von Ritter. Coloured plates from original work,

and Index. Ito. 1845. Hamburg.

—

S.B.A.

J.

Jackson (Rev. John).

Chronological Antiquities. 3 vols. 4to. 1752. Lond.

—

C.

Jahx (Johann).

Biblical Anticpiities. Translated by Thos. C. Upham.
8vo. 1832. Loud.

—

Pnrcluised.
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DONOR.

Jabdine (George).

Outlines of Philosophical Education.

8vo. 1818. Glasgow.—T.

Jay (Rev. William).

Autobiography and Reminiscences, 8vo. L854. Lond.— T.

Jebb (John).

Short account of Theological Lecture- now reading at

Cambridge : to which is added a New Harmony of the

Gospels. 2nd edit. 4to. 1772. Camb.—A.B.I.

Jexnek (Thomas).

That Goodly Mountain and Lebanon.

8vo. 1873. Lond.

—

The Author.

Jervis (Capt. T. B.).

Records of Ancient Science, in the Primitive Universal

Standard <>f Weights and Measures.

8vo. 1835. Calcutta.

—

Purchased.

Jesuites.

Des Jesuites. par un Jesnite. 12mo. 1843. Paris.— T.

Code des Jesnites. 12mo. 1845. Paris.— T.

Jewell (John), Bishop of Salisbury.

The Apology of the Church of England. Translated

by Rev. Thomas Cheyne. 8vo. 1719. Lond.

—

T.

Jolowicz und Gutschmid.

Geschichte .Egyptens.

—

See Sharpe, S.

Joxes (Rev. Alfred).

The Proper Names of the Old Testament.

8vo. 1850. Lond.—The Author.

Joxes (Jeremiah).

A Vindication of the former part of St. Matthew's

Gospel from Mr. Whiston's charge of dislocations.

8vo. 1719. Lond.—A.B.I.

Jones (John).

Latin and English Vocabulary. 12mo. 1812. Lond.— T.

A Grammar of the Greek Tongue. 12mo. 1815. Lond.

—

T.

Jones (Sir William).

—

See Manu.
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DONOR.
Jones (Winslow).

Syria, a Lecture delivered at the Athenasum, Exeter.

8vo. 1871. Exeter.— The Author

Josephs (Michael).

D^Sft tirnft. An English and Hebrew Lexicon.

8vo. 1834. Lond.—T.
JOSEPHUS.

Winston's Dissertation, and Begin. Antiq. of Jews.

8vo. 1741. Dublin.

—

John Smith.—S.B.A.

Joskphus (Flavins).

Opera Omnia, curavit Franciscus Oberthiir.

3 vols. 8vo. 1782. Lipsise.

Jourdain (0.).

—

See Cicero, M.T.

Joyce (Rev. J.).

Practical Arithmetic. Edit. S. Maynard. 12mo. n.d.— T.

„ A Key to Joyce's Arithmetic. 12mo. 181(5, Lond.— T.

Junius (Francis).

—

See Bible, Latin.

Justinian.

The Institutions of. Translated by Dr. Harris.

8vo. 1814. Lond.—T.

Ji-yxboll (T. G. J.).

Lexicon Geographicum. Arabic and Latin.

2 vols. 8vo. 1859. Ludg. Bat.

—

S.E.S.

,, See Al Jaqubii.

K.

Kames (Lord).

Elements of Criticism. 2 vols. 8vo. 1805. Lond.

—

T.

Kajius (by Muhammad ibn Yakiib Al Fmizabadi).

Second edition of the Turkish translation.

2 vols, out of 3. Ful. 1250. Bulak.—A.H.

„ See Firuzabadi.

Kavanagh (Morgan).

Origin of Language and Myths.

2 vols. 1871. Lond.

—

Purchased,
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DOHOB.
Kayat (Assaad Yakoob).

The Eastern Traveller's Interpreter.

lGmo. 1844. Lond.—S.E.S.
Keaxe (Marcus).

The Towers and Temples of Ancient Ireland.

4to. 1867. Dublin.

—

The Author.

Keary (Miss A.).

Early Egyptian History.

12nio. 1870. Lond.— 11'. R. Cooper.

Keith (Rev. George Skene).

—

See Campbell, George.

Keith (Thomas).

On the Use of the Globes. 12mo. 1821. Lund.— T.

Kelly.

Key to Arnold's Latin Prose Comp.

8vo. 1856. Dublin.— T.

(Part l.)

Kelly (John).

An Examination of the Facts, Statements, and

Explanations of the Rev. Dr. Davidson.

12mo. 1857. Lond.— T.

Kennedy (John).

A New Method of Stating and Explaining- the Scrip-

ture Chronology. Svi). 1751. Lond.

—

John Smith.

A Complete System of Astronomical Chronology.

4to. 17C2. Lond.—C.

Kexxicott (Benj.).

Dissertatio generalis in Vetus Test. Hebraicum. Recudi

curavit et notas adjecit Paulus Jae. Bruns.

8vo. 1783. Brunovici.—A.B.L
See Bible, Hebrew.

Kenrick (John).

The Egypt of Herodotus, with Notes and Prelimiuaiy

Dissertations. 8vo. 1841. Lond.

—

Purchased.

Key (Thomas Hewitt).

—

See Donaldson, Rev. John William.

K[eyworth] (T. and D. J.)

Principia Hebraica, comprising a Grammatical Analysis

of 5G4 verses selected from the Hebrew Psalms, etc.;

a concise Hebrew Grammar, etc.

8vo. 1817. Loud.—A.B.I.
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DONOR.
Kimber (Thomas).

Key to Arnold's Greek Prose Composition.

8vo. 1858. Loud.

—

T.

King (J. W.)
Life of Alessandro Gavazzi. 12mo. 1856. Loncl.

—

A.B.I.

King (Lord).

An Enquiry into the Constitution of the Primitive

Church. 8vo. Lond. n.d.— T.

King (Sir Peter).

The nistory of the Apostles' Creed. 8vo. 1711. Lond.

—

T.

Kirchhofer (Joh.)

Quellensammlung zur Geschichte des neutestament-

lichen Canons bis auf Ilieronymus. 8vo. 1844. Zurich.

Knapp (George Christian).

—

See Biblia Greece.

Knight (Charles).

—

See Bible, English.

Knight (Richard Payne).

Analytical Essay on the Greek Alphabet.

4to. 1791. Lond.—A.B.I.

Knolly (John).

Vocabulariuni Biblicum, Novum Testamentum.

8vo. 1745. Leipsic.

—

John Smith.

Kokan (The).

—

See Rodwell, Rev. J. Medows.

Koreiscii (R. Jehuda Ben).

Epistola de studii Targum utilitate. Edidit J. J. L.

Barges et B. D. Goldberg.

8vo. 1857. Paris.—S. M. Drach.

Krentzheim (Leonhard).

Chronologia, das ist, griindliche und (fleissige

Jahrrechnung. Folio. 157G. Goiiitz.

—

John Williams.

Kuhn (Joachim).

—

See Pausanias.

Kusler (Ludovicus).

De vero usu Verborum Mediorum. 8vo. 1793. Lond.

—

1\
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DONOE.
Kuttnekus (Christian Gottfried).

Hypomnemata in N.T. quibus < rrsecitas ejus explicatur,

et scholiis quaa ex scriptis recentiorum, praesertim

Jo. Aug. Ernesti, excerpt a sunt, edita.

8vo. 1780. Lips.—A.B.I.

La Bruyere (Jeau de).

Les Caracteres. Edit. M. J. Simonnin.

8vo. 1829. Paris.— T.

Laciimaxxus (Carolus).

—

See Bible, Greek.

Ladd (William).

An Essay on a Congress of Nations.

8vo. 1840. Lond.

—

S.E.S.

Laixg (David).

The Bible: its oneness of mind, and oneness of design.

12mo. 1854. Lond.—A.B.I.

Lamennais (F.)

—

See Bible, French.

Lampe (Frederick Adolphus).

Exercitationum sacrarum dodecas, quibus Psalmus \lv.

perp. comm. explanatur, etc. 4to. 1715. Bremse.

„ See Hottingerius Johannes J.

Lardner (Dionysius).

The Credibility of the Gospel History. <svo. n,d.— T.

(Imperfect.)

Lardner (Nathaniel).

The Eistorie of the Heretics of the two first centuries

after Christ, with Large additions, by John Hogg.

In/. L780. Lond.—A.B.I.

Laltii (Franz).

Moses der Ebraeer. —The Author.

Die Schalttage des Ptolemaus Euergetes I.

!SV0. 1874.

—

The Author.



DONOft.

Law (William).

Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life.

12mo. 1772. Loud.—T.

„ A Practical Treatise upon Christian Perfection.

12mo. 1734.— T.

Leake (W. Martin).

—

See Yorke, Rt. Hon. C.

Leamington.

Views of. 8vu. Loud. n.d.—T.

Le Cleec (Jean).

—

See Hesiodus.

Genesis sive Moses Propheta (et) Vetus Testamenturu.

5 vols. Folio. 171U. Amsterdam.—Purchased.

„ Historia Ecclesiastica duorum primorum a Christo nato

saeculorum e veteribus monumentis.

4to. 1716. Amsterdam.

—

T.

,, See New Testament, French.

,, See Bible, Freuch.

Ledebur (Leopold vou).

Uber die in den baltischen-Landern in d. Erde gefund.

Zengnisse eiues Handels Verkehrs aus d. Orient z. Zeit

d. arab. Weltherrsehaft. With Map.

8vo. 1840. Berlin.—S.E.S.

Lee (Sir George).

—

See Phillimore, Joseph.

Lee (John).

Catalogue of Oriental Manuscripts purchased iu Turkey

(by Dr. J. Lee). 4to. 1840. Loud.—S.E.S.

„ Catalogue of Theological Books in the Library of Hart-

well House, Bucks. 8vo. 1855. Lond.

—

A.B.I.
(Printed at the private expense of Dr. John Lee, of Harfcwell.)

Lee (Samuel).

A Grammar of the Hebrew Language.

8vo. 1827. Loud.

—

S. M. Brack.

Leeds Philosophical and Literary Society.

Annual Reports, 1828-41. Leeds.

—

S.E.S.

Leemans (C.)

Description Raisonnee des Monumens Egyptiens du

Musee de Leide. 8vo. 1840. Leide.

—

Purchased.
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DONOB.

Legge (Rev. James).

An Argument for Shang Te as the proper rendering of

the words Elohim aud Theos in the Chinese Language.

8vo. 1850. Hong Kong.—A.B.I

Leigh (Edward).

Critica Sacra, or Philological! and Theologicall Obser-

vations upon all the Greek words of the New Testa-

ment. 4to. 1646. LoncL

—

S. M. Drach.

Lemaistre (Isaac-).

—

See Bible, French.

Lenfaxt on L'Exfant (M.).

—

See Bible, French.

Lexxep (J. D. A).

In analogiam linguae Graecae. Praemissa oratio de

linguarum analogia. 8vo. 17.. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Lenormant (Francois).

Manual of the Ancient History of the East.

2 vols. 12mo. 1870. Lond.—T. Christy.

,, La Legende de Semiramis. 4to. 1872. Paris.

—

The Author,

„ Sur le Propagation de PAlphabet Phenicicn.

8vo. 1873. Paris.—The Author

„ Etudes Accadiennes. 4to. 1873. Paris.

—

The Author.

,, Le Deluge et l'Epopee Babylonienne.

8vo. 1873. Paris.

—

The Author.

La Magie chez les Chaldeens.

8vo. 1874. Paris.—The Author.

Leo Africanus.

Africae Descriptio (Elzevir). L2mo. 163G.

—

S. M. Drach.

(Imperfect.)

Leonardo (B.).

Direttorio della Confessione Generale.

12mo. 1883. Pome.— T.

„ Discorso Mistico, e Morale da farsi dopo la Missione

12mo. 1833. Rome.—T.

(Bound with the preceding.)

Lepsids (Carl Richard).

Die Ohronologie der Mgypte Einleiturg I Theil.

It < >. 1849. Berlin.—.S.E.S
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DONOR.
Lepsius (Carl Richard).

Denkmaler aus Agypten unci Athiopien. [Prospectus].

4to. 1849. Berlin.—S.E.S.
Another copy.

„ Briefe ans Aegypten, Aethiopien, und der Halbinsel

des Sinai. 3 plates. 8vo. 1852. Berlin.—S.E.S.

„ The XXII Egyptian Royal Dynasty. Translated by

William Bell. 4to. 1858. Lond.—S.E.S.

Lequien (E. A.)

Traite des Participes. 12mo. 1810. Paris.

—

T.

Lettres Edifiantes.

Choix des Lettres Edifiantes ecrites des Missions

Etrangeres des pays de Mission.

8 vols. 8vo. 1835. Paris.

—

Purchased.

Leusden (John).

Clavis Grasca Novi Testamenti.

12mo. 1672. Utrecht.—John Smith.

Levinsohn (J. B.).

Efes Dammim. A series of Conversations on the

charge against the Jews of using Christian Blood.

Translated by Dr. L. Loewe. 8vo. 1841. Lond.—S.E.S.

Levita (Elias).

—

See Ginsburg, Christian D.

Levizac (M. De).

Dictionary of the French and English Languages.

Edit. C. Gros. l2mo. 1828. Lond.—T.

Levy (M. A.).

—

See Munk, Solomon.

Lewin (Thomas).

The Probable Sites of the Jewish Temple, Anton ia,

and the Acra. 4to. 1872. Lond.

—

The Author.

Lexicon.

Analytical Greek Lexicon to the New Testament.

4to. Lond.— Bagster and Sons.

Lightfoot (John).

Horse Hebraicee et Talmudicffi. 4to. 1658. Camb.

—

A.B.I.

Limborch (Philippia A.).

Commentarius in Acta Apostolorum, et in Epistolas ad

Romanos et Hebrseos. Fol. 1720. Roterodami.

—

A.B.I.

p



DOXOB.

Lindo (E. IL).

A Jewish Calendar for Sixty- four years.

8vo. 1838. Loud.—C.

Lindsay (John).

A View of the Coinage of Ireland.

4to. 1839. Cork.—S.E.S.

,, A View of the Coinage of the Heptarchy.

4to. 1842. Cork.—S.E.S.

„ A View of the Coinage of Scotland.

4to. 1845. Cork.—S.E.S.

,, Notices of Remarkable Mediaeval Coins, mostly unpub-

lished. 4to. 1849. Cork.—S.E.S.

Liturgy of 1689.

—

See Taylor, Johu.

Livrus (Titus).

The Twenty-first Book, in English. 8vo. n.d.—T.

„ Historiarum ab Urbe Condita. 12mo. 1785. Edinb.

—

T.

,, The Twenty-first Book. By a Graduate (from the

text of Drakenborch). 8vo. 1824. Carnb.—T.

Loewe (Dr. L.).

The York Medal, deciphered by.

*8vo. 1843? Lond.—S.E.S.
„ See Levinsohn, J. B.

London and Middlesex Arch^ological Society.

Transactions. Vol. I. Pt. 1 ; Vol. III. Pts. 8, 9.

2 vols. 8vo. 1856, 1868.—C.

London Missionary Society.

Four Sermons preached at the Second General Meeting

oftheL.M.S. {Tracts G.) 8vo. 1796. Lond.—T.

LoNGixrs.

On the Sublime. Translated from the improved edition

of Weirke. 12mo. Lund. ».rf.— T.

Lounger, The.
2 vols. 8vo. 1794. Lond.—T.

Lowman (Moses).

—

See Bible, English.
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DONOE.
Lowth (Robert).

De Sacra Poe'si Hebraeorum, Praelectiones Academicae,

Oxonii habit©. 8vo. 1763. Oxon.—A.B.I.

,, Isaiah. A new translation, with a preliminary disser-

tation and notes, critical, philological, and explanatory.

4to. 1779. Loud.—A.B.I.
„ See Bible, English.

Lowy (Rev. Albert).

—

See Zuckennann, Dr. B.

Lubinus (Eilardo).

Clavis Graecae Lingua?. 16mo. 1644. Ludg. Bat.

—

T.

Luc IANUS.

Works, with the comments of Wieland and others.

By William Tooke. 2 vols. 4to. 1820. Lond.—T.

Luckombe (Philip).

The Tablet of Memory, shewing every Memorable

Event in History from the Earliest Period to the year

1800. 12mo. 1800. Lond.— C.

Ludolf (Job).

Historia iEthiopica sive brevis et succincta descriptio

Regni Habessinorum. Fol. 1681. Frankfort.

—

P.A.A.

Lundie (Rev. Robert).

Report of the Proceedings in the General Assembly of

the Church of Scotland respecting the Election of Mr.

Leslie to the Mathematical Chair. {Tracts B.)

8vo. 1806. Edinb.—T.

Lyon (Rev. Solomon).

A Theological Hebrew Grammar and Lexicon.

8vo. Jewish Era, 5575. Liverpool.

—

T.

M. A.

I\J.

Pleas for Free Enquiry. Part II, on the Argument from

Analogy. 12mo. 1872.? Ramsgate.

—

The Author.

f 2
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DONOR.

Maciiiavei.i.i (Nicolo).

Discorsi sopra la Prima Deca di Tito Livio.

12mo. 1546. Viuozia.— T.

„ II Prencipe. Vila di Casfcruccio Castrucani, etc.

12mo. 1546. Vinezia.— T.

(Bound with the preceding.)

Mu KAY (S. A.)

Two Pamphlets on the Zodiacs of Thebes and Tentyra.

12mo. 1831. Norwich.

—

Purchased.

Mackxight (James).

—

See Bible, English.

Macox (Antoine Le).

—

See Boccacio.

Magexdie (Francois).

Elementary Compendium of Physiology. Translated

by E. Milligan. 8vo. 1831. Edinb.—T.

Maimonides (E. Moses).

De Saerificiis Liber. Accesserunt Abarbanelis Exordium.

Edidit L. de C. de Veil, A.M. 4to. 1683. Land.—?.

„ Constitutions de Siclis, quas latinitate donavit et

notis illustravit Joannes Esgers.

4to. 1718. Ludg. Bat.—T.

,, More Nebuchim, sive Doctor Perplexorum. By L.

Schlosberg. 8vo. n.d. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Maimbouro (Louis).

History of the Crusade. Translated by John Nalson,

LL.D. 8vo. 1G85. Lond.—S. M. Drach.

Main (Eev. Eobert).

Annual Address, Victoria Institute, 1875.

8vo. 1875. Lond.— The Victoria Institute.

Maik (John).

An Introduction to Latin Syntax. Edited by Eev. A.

Stewart. 16mo. 1845. Edinb.—T.

Major (Charles Forsyth).

EineStimme. {Tracts B.) 8vo. 1835. Strasburg.— T.

Malan (Rev. S. C).

Wlio is God in China—Shin, or Shang-te ?

8vo. 1855. Loud.— The Author.
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DONOB.
Maxan (Rev. S. C).

Vindication of the Authorised Version of the Bible.

8vo. 1856.

—

The Author.
(Part III only.)

„ Aphorisms on Drawing. 8vo. 1856. Lond.

—

The Author.

„ The Threefold San-tsze- King. By Wang-Po-Keou.
8vo. 1856. Lond.

—

Rev. W. If. Boscawen.

,, Letters to a Young Missionary.

8vo. 1858. Lond.—The Author.

„ The Gospel according to S. John, translated from the

eleven oldest versions, except the Latin, with Notes.

8vo. 1862.—Lond.—The Author.

„ History of the Georgian Church.

8vo. 1866. Lond.—The Author.

„ Sermons by Gabriel, Bishop of Imereth.

8vo. 1867. Lond.—The Author.

„ An Outline of the Jewish Church.

8vo. 1867. Lond.—The Author.

„ The Life and Times of S. Gregory the Illuminator.

8vo. 1868. Lond.—The Author.

,, The Sacrament of the Lord's Supper.

8vo. 1868. Lond.—The Author.

,, A Plea for the Received Greek Text and the

Authorised Version of the New Testament.

12mo. 1869. Lond.—The Author.
Another copy.

„ Philosophy or Truth. 8vo. 1869. Lond.—The Author.

,, A Plea for the Authorised Version of the New Testa-

ment. 12mo. 1869. Lond.

—

The Author.

„ The Conflicts of the Holy Apostles, an Apocryphal

Book of the Early Eastern Church.

12mo. 1871. Lond.—The Author.

„ Original Documents of the Coptic Church.

12mo. 1872. Lond.— The Author.

„ The Confession of Faith of the Orthodox Armenian
Church. 12mo. 1872. Lond.

—

The Author.

,, Various Pamphlets in connection with the Holy
Eastern Church. 8vo.

—

The Author.
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DOXOB.

Manchester (George, Duke of).

The Times of Daniel, Chronological and Prophetical.

8vo. 1845. Lond.—C.

Mandelstamm (L. J.).

Die Bibel neu ubersetzt und erklart (Canticles as a

Pastoral Drama, with Preface.) 4to. 1862. Berlin.—A.B.I.

Mandeville (Bernard).

The Fable of the Bees ; or, Private Vices, Public

Benefits. 8vo. 1724. Lond.— T.

Mann (Nicholas).

De Veris Annis D. N. Jesu Christi, Natati et Emortuali.

8vo. 1742. Lond.— C.

Manu.
A German Translation, by J. C. Hiittnor, of Sir Wm.
Jones's English work, with an extended Glossary.

8vo. pp. 48-528. 1797. Weimar—&. M. Drach.

Mardon (Benjamin).

—

See Bible, English.

Margoliotjth (Moses).

The Poetry of the Hebrew Pentateuch.

8vo. 1871. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Markland (Jeremiah).

—

See Demosthenes.

Marlborough Gems.

Sale Catalogue of the Marlborough Gems, June 28,

1875. [By M. H. N. Story-Maskelyne].

8vo. 1875. Lond.

—

Purchased.

Marsham (Sir John).

Canon Chronicus ^Egyptiacus, Ebraicus, Graecus, et

Disquisitiones. 4to. 1596. Franequera?.

—

C.

Chronicus Canon ^Egyptiacus, Ebraicus, Grrecus, et

Disquisitiones.

Chron. part. Fol. 1672. Lond.—W. H. Black.

Martin (David).

—

See Bible, French.

Maskelyne (M. H. N. Story-).

—

See Marlborough Gems.

Maskew (T. P.).

Annotations on the Acts of the Apostles.

8vo. 1842. Camb.—A.B.I.
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DONOR.
Maspero (G.).

La Stele Egyptienne du Musee de Rennes.

8vo. 1874. Paris.

—

The Author.

„ Un Gouverneur de Thebes au debut de la XII Dynastie.

8vo. 1873. Paris.—The Author.

„ Meinoire sur quelques Papyrus du Louvre.

4to. 1875. Paris.

—

The Author.

Matheson (J. J.).

Memoir of Greville Ewing. 8vo. 1843. Lond.

—

T.

Mathieu (T. J.).

L'Egypte Ancienne et la Bible.

8vo. 1865. Turin.—S. M. Drach.

Maundrell (Henry).

Journey to Aleppo and Damascus.

7th edit. 8vo. 1749. Oxford.—S. M. Brack.

Mausaccus (Henricus).

—

See Harpocration.

Mawe (Thomas), and Abercrombie (John).

Every Man his own Gardener. 12mo. 1800. Lond.

—

T.

Maximus Tyrius.

Dissertationes. Gr. et Lat. 12mo. 1677. Oxon.

—

A.B.I.

Maynard (Samuel).

—

See Joyce, J.

Meen (Joseph A.).

Geography of Palestine, Historical and Descriptive.

12mo. 1871. Lond.

—

Sunday School Union.

Mehren (A. F.).

—

See Al Jazigi Nasif.

Menant (Joachim).

Expose des Elements de la Grammaire Assyrienne.

8vo. 1858. Paris.—H. Fox Talbot.

Menu.—See Manu.

Merkelius (Rudolphus).

—

See Ovidius Naso, P.

Metrical Miscellany. 8vo. 1802. Lond.

—

T.

Michaelis (John David).

Introductory Lectures to the Sacred Books of the New
Testament. 4to. 1761. Lond.—A.B.I.
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DONOE.
Michaelis (John David).

Epistolee De LXX Hebdoniadibus Danielis.

8vo. 1773. Loud.— C.

Introductory Lectures to the Sacred Books of the New
Testament. 12mo. 1780. Lond.

—

1\

„ Supplementarium ad Lexica Hebraica.

2 vols. 4to. 1784?— T.

„ Grammatica Syriaca. 4to. 1784. Ilala*.

—

A.B.I.

„ Commentaries on the Laws of Moses. Translated by

Alexander Smith. 4 vols. 8vo. 1814. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Miciiaud (L. G.).

La Grammaire selon 1'Academic 12mo. 1838. Paris.

—

T.

„ Histoire politique et privee de Charles Maurice de

Talleyrand. {Tracts C.) 8vo. 1853. Paris.— T.

MlCHELET ET QuiNET.

Des Jesuites. 12mo. 1844. Paris.

—

1\

Middletox (Conyers).

Some further Remarks upon Proposals, etc. (Bentley

Greek Text Controversy). 4to. 1721. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

„ A Free Enquiry into the Miraculous Powers of the

Christian Church. 4to. 174'J.—T.

Middletox (Thomas F.), Bishop of Calcutta.

The Doctrine of the Greek Article, applied to the

Criticism and Interpretation of the New Testament.

8vo. 1808. Lond.— T.

Millar (John).

An Historical View of the English Government.

4 to. 1787. Lond.—T.

Miller (Emmanuel).

—

See Origen.

Miller (Johann Peter).

Auszug aus der Mosaischen Sittenlehre der heiligen

Schrift (with interleaved MS. texts).

8vo. 1765. Halle-Helmst.
Milligan (E.).

—

See Magendie, F.

Mills (Rev. John).

The British Jews. 12mo. 1853. Lond.— T.

Another copy. —A.B.I.

Another copy. —P.A.A.
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DONOE.
Milton (John).

Paradise Regained, with Notes, etc., by Thomas
Newton, D.D. 4to. 1777. Lond.—T.

„ Prose Works, with an Introductory Review by Robert

Fletcher. 2 vols. 8vo. 1833. Lond.—T.

Miscellanea ^Egyptiaca.—See Association Litteraire d'Egypte.

Miscellanea Sacra: containing- an Abstract of the Scripture-

History of the Apostles, in a new method. With Four

critical Essays, etc. New ed., with large additions

and corrections. 3 vols. 8vo. 1770. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Mitchell (Rev. Alexander).

—

See Bible, Hebrew.

Montfaucon (Bernard de).

The Italian Diary. FoL—G.

(Title wanting).

Moor (Jacob).

Elementa Lingua? Greecse. 8vo. 1806. Edinb.

—

T.

Moreira (Jacob Rodrigues).

Kehilath Jahacob : being a Vocabulary of Words in

the Hebrew Language. 4to. 1773. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Morell (T.).

Lexicon Grreco-prosodiacum. Correxit, illustravit, etc.

Edv. Maltby. 4to maj. 1815. Cantab.—A.B.I.

Morris (W. H.)

Greek Lessons. 12mo. 1874. Lond.

—

The Author.

Morrison (Rev. Robert).

Hora? Sinicge. Translations from the Popular Literature

of the Chinese. (Tracts B.) 8vo. 1812. Lond.—

J

1

.

„ The Gospel of St. Luke and the Acts of the Apostles.

Translated into Chinese. 12mo. 1845. Lond.

—

T.

Another copy. MSS. Notes. —T.

(Title-page lost.)

,, See Bible, New Testament.

Morton (J. W.).

"Vindication of the True Sabbath.

12mo. 1850. New York.— C.
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DONOB.

Mosheim (J. L. von).

Institutionum Histories Ecclesiastics?, Antique et

Rccentioris, libri iv. 4to. L764. Helmstadii.

—

A.B.I.

Moule (Rev. Henry).

More than one Universal Deluge recorded in the Scrip-

ture. 8vo. 1869. Lond.

—

The Victoria Institute.

„ Israel in Egypt : The Period of their Sojourn and their

Numbers at the Exodus.

8vo. 1871. Lond.

—

The Victoria Institute.

Mudry (Rev. J. M.).

—

See Bible, French.

Munk (Solomon).

Paliistina. Bearbeitet von Prof. M. A. Levy.

Erster Baud. 8vo. 1871. Leipzig.

—

The Author.

Murray (Alexander).

History of the European Languages

2 vols. 8vo. 1823. Edinb.—T.

Murray (Andreas).

Commentatio de Kinasis, qua varia codicis sacri loca

illustrantur. 8vo. 1718 Hamburgi.

—

A.B.I.

Mutzenbercher (E. II.).

—

See Biel, Jo. Christian.

N.

Nalson, (John).

—

See Maimbourg, Louis.

Naville (Edouard).

Textes relatifs au Mythe d'Horus.

Fol. 1870. Geneve.—The Author.

Neale (James).

The Prophecies of Hosea. 8vo. 1771. Lond.

—

John Smith.

Neander (August).

General History of the Christian Religion and Church.

8vo. 1847. Boston, U.S.A.—T.

(Vol. I. only.)

„ General History of the Christian Religion and Churgh.

Translated by Jos. Torrey. 8v . 1851. Lond.— T.

(Vol. V. only.)
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DONOR.
Neilson (Rev. William).

Greek Exercises. 8vo. 1818. Edinb.— T.

„ A Key to the Greek Exercises. 8vo. 1818. Edinb.

—

T.

„ Greek Idioms. 8vo. 1810. Dublin.—T.

Newcome (William), Archbishop of Armagh.

—

See Bible, English.

Newman (William, D.D.).

A Manual for Church Members. 12mo. 1825. Lond.

—

T.

Newton (C. T.).

Travels and Discoveries in the Levant.

2 vols. 8vo. 1865. Lond.

—

Purchased.

Newton (Sir Isaac).

Observations upon the Prophecies of Daniel and the

Apocalypse of St. John. 4to. 1733. Lond.

—

C.

Newton (Thomas, D.D.).

Dissertations on the Prophecies which have been re-

markably fulfilled, and at this time are fulfilling in the

world. Fifth ed. 3 vols. 8vo. 1777. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

,, See Milton, John.

Nichols (G. F.).

A Samaritan Grammar. 8vo. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Nizzoli.

Memoria sopra il Cubito Marmoreo Egiziaco in

Firenze. (One hieroglyph, plate.)

8vo. 1824. Milan.

Noehden (Geo. Henry).

Exercises for Writing German. 12mo. 1825. Lond.

—

T.

„ Ueber das sogennannte Memnons-Bild im Brittischen

Museum. 8vo. 1822. Leipzig.

—

Purchased.

Noel et Chapsal.

Corrige des Exercises Francais. 12mo. 1848. Paris.

—

T.

,, Gramrnaire Francaise. 12mo. 1848. Paris.

—

T.

Another copy. 12mo. 1848. Paris.

—

T.
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DONOB.

Nolan (Fred.).

An Inquiry into the Integrity of the Greek Vulgate,

or Received Text of the N. T. ; in which the MSS. are

newly classed, the integrity of the Authorised Text

vindicated, and the various readings traced to their

origin. 8vo. 1815. Loud.

—

A.B.I.

„ Remarks on a passage in Eusebius's Eccl. History.

8vo. 1818.—^1.^.7.

(Bound with the foregoing, in a vol. containing numerous
MB. Notes and additions by "C.E. Scott.")

Noldius (Christianus).

—

See Concordances.

Nonconformity.

Pastoral Letters on Nonconformity.

12mo. 1817. Lond.—T.

Norden (Frederick Lewis).

Travels in Egypt and Nubia.

Large Paper. Folio. 1757. Lond.

—

Thomas Jenner.

North (John).

The Perfect Law of Liberty, or Good Tidings for those

that love Real Freedom, etc. 12mo. 1849. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

0.

Oeerthur (Franz).

—

See Josephus Flavius.

OrAOY (Ar,M//\).

Ylepnj'/ijai^ e<? ri)v Yla^vKiav.

12mo. 1855. Constantinople.

—

T.

Ollendorff (H. G.)

German Grammar. 12mo. 1846. Frankfort-on-Maiue.

—

T.

Oi 8HAU8EN (Hermann).

Die Briefe Pauli an die Rbmer mid Korinthier.

(Tracts C.) 8vo. 1837. Konigsberg.—T.

Okomander. [Prince Frederick of Schleswig-Holstein].

Altes und Neues aus den Landern des Ostens.

Band III. Kleinasien. 8vo. 1860. Hamburg.—S.E.S.

(Vol. III. only.)
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DOXOB.
Oppenheim (H. D.).

A Hebrew Grammar. 8vo. 1833. Lond.

—

John Smith.

Oppert (Jules).

L'Etalon des Mesures Assyriermes. Fixe par les Textes

Cimeiformes. 8vo. 1875. Paris.— The Author.

O'Reilly (Edward).

Transactions of the Iberno-Celtic Society : a Chrono-

logical Account of nearly 400 Irish Writers.

4to. 1820. Dublin.—C.

Orientalistes (Cong-res International des).

Compte-Rendu de la Premiere Session, Paris, 1873.

8vo. 1874. Paris.

—

Purchased.

Origen.
Dialogus contra Marcionitas, sive de recta in Deuni

fide; Exhortatio ad martyiium; Responsum ad African]

Epistolam de Hist. Susanna?. Studio M. Joh. Rod.

Wetstenii. 4to. 1674. Basil.—A. B.I.

„ In Sacra Scripturas Commentaria, qurecunque Greece

reperiii potuerunt. P. D. Huetius Graeca edidit, etc.

Idem praefixit Origeniana. Pol. 1685. Colonias.

—

A.B.I.

(" Pars prima" tantura babetur, uno vol.)

„ De Oratione Libellus: cujus textus Grascus de novo

cum cod. MS. Cantabr. collatus, etc. Accedit B.

Marci Diadochi Sermo contra Arianos, nunc primum e

cod. MS. Basil. Graeco erutus, etc., a Joh. Rod. Wet-
stenio. 4to. 1694. Basil, and Amst.

—

A.B.I.
(Duo alii libri in eocleni vol. compacti babeutur.)

„ Philosojihumena, sive omnium haeresiuni refutatio

:

e cod. Paris, nunc primum edidit Emmanuel Miller.

8vo. 1851. Oxon.—A.B.I.
(Potius Hippolyti, uti aliis visum est.)

Osburn (William).

Account of an Egyptian Mummy presented to the

Museum of the Leeds Philosophical Society.

8vo. 1828. Leeds.—S.E. S.

„ Ancient Egypt, her testimony to the Truth.

8vo. 1846. Lond.—Br. Birch.
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DONOB.
Osterwald (T. J.).

—

See Bible, French.

Ovidiis Naso (Publius).

Decerpta ex Metamorphi. English version, by John

Clarke. 8vo. 1755. Edinb.

—

John Smith.—S.B.A.

„ Metamorphoses. Tom. II. Ex Recognitione Kudolphi

Merkelii. 12mo. 1850. Lipsite.

—

T.

P.

Pagninus.

I^IN Hoc est Thesaurus Linguae Sanct<v.

Pol. 1529. Ludg. Bat.—S.E.S.
Palairet (Elias).

Observationes Philologico - critical in sacros Novi

Testament! libros. 8vo. 1752. Ludg. Bat.

—

A.B.I.

Palestine Archaeological Association.

Transactions. Parts I., II. 8vo. 1854.

„ Transactions. Parts I., II., III. 1855. Lond.

Palestine Exploration Fund.

The Recovery of Jerusalem. A Narrative of Explora-

tion and Discovery in the City and the Holy Land.

By Captains Wilson and Warren, R.E., with a Preface

by Dean Stauley. 8vo. 1871. Lond.

—

The Council.

„ Our Work in Palestine. 8vo. 1874. Lond.

—

The Council.

„ Quarterly Statements, from January, 1872. In progress.

The Council.

Paley (William, D.D.).

Hora3 Paulina? ; or, the Truth of the Scripture-History

of St. Paul evinced by a comparison of the Epistles

with the Acts, etc. 8vo. 1790. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ The Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy.

2 vols. 8vo. 1799. Lond.—T.

„ noras Paulinee. 8vo. 1803. Lond.—T.

Palmer (E. H.).—See Besant, Walter.

Palmes (William).

IIReport of the Trial of, for Poisoning. 8vo. n.d.—A.B.I.
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DONOE.

Palmius (Jo. Geo.).

De codicibus Vet. et N. T. quibus Lutherus in interp.

Gerinanica usus est, liber historicus, etc.

8vo. 1 Too. Hamburgh

—

A.B.I.

(Bound with Alardo.)

Parker (Charles).

IH20\
-2 KYPIOS. Their asage and souse in Holy

Scripture. 12mo. 1847. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

IH20V2 KVPI02, etc.

2nd ed. 12mo. 1857. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Rules for ascertaining the Sense contained in Ancient

Greek Manuscripts. 4th ed. 12mo. 1855. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Rules, etc. 6th ed. 12mo. 1858. Lond.—A.B.I.

Rules, etc. 7th ed. 12mo. 1862.—A .B.I.

IINEYMA. Its usage and sense in Holy Scripture.

2nd ed. 12mo. 1857. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

The True Translation of the Holy Scriptures.

l2mo. 1801. Lond.—A.B.I.
The True Text of the Holy Scriptures.

2nded. 12mo. 1861. Lond.—A.B.I.
The True Faith. 12mo. 1862. Loud.—A.B.I.

Corrections of the copies of the Vatican MSS.

12mo. 1862. Lond.—A.B.I.
See also Heinfetter, Hermann.

Parker (Franke).

An Extended Table of Chronology. Pol. 1858. Oxford.— 6'.

„ Chronology. 8vo. 1858. Lond.

—

C.

Parkhurst (John).

An Hebrew and English Lexicon, without Points ; also

au Hebrew and a Chaldee Grammar.

2nded. 4to. 1778. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ A Greek and English Lexicon to the New Test. ; also

a plain and easy Greek Grammar.

4 to. 1769. Lond.—A.B.I.
,, Hebrew and English Lexicon and Grammar.

8vo. 1811. Lond.—T.

Parry.

French and English Dictionary. 12mo. 1763. Lond.

—

T.
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DONOB.
Parky (William).

A Vindication of Public and Social Worship.

(Tracts C.) 8vo. 1792. Lond.—T.

„ An Inquiry into the nature and extent of the Inspira-

tion of the Apostles and other Writers of the New
Testament. 8vo. 1797. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Pascal (Blaise).

The Mystery of Jesuitism discovered, etc., with addi-

tional. 12mo. 1695. Lond.

—

T.

„ Pensees sur la Religion. 12mo. 1754. Paris.

—

T.

„ Lettres ecrites a un Provincial precedees, d'un notice

sur Pascal par M. Yillemain. 8vo. 1829. Paris.

—

T.

Pasor (Georgius).

Lexicon Gra?co-Latinum Novi Testamenti.

12mo. 1632. Geneva.

—

Joint Smith.

,, Manuale Graecarum vocum Novi Testamenti.

16mo. 1G34. Leyden.—W. R. Cooper.

„ Lexicon Grseco - Latinum in Novum Testamentum.

Edidit Christian Schoeltgenii. 8vo. 1735. Lipsige.

—

A.B.I.

,, Manuale Novi Testamenti.

16mo. 1654. Amsterdam.— IP". R. Cooper.

Passalacqua (Joseph).

Berichtigring des Aufsatzes, No. 18, Literarische

Zeitung " Die deaustiche Saheifs der iEgypten,"

Anonym. ^Egyptiaca. 8vo. 1848. Berlin.

—

A.B.I.

Pausanius.

TH2 EAAAAOS HEPIHTH2I2. Cum Latina Romuli

Amassei interpretatione. Accesserunt novte notse

Joachim Kuhnii. Pol. 1696. Lipsise.

—

A.B.I.

Paxton (Rev. George).

Illustrations of the Holy Scriptures.

2 vols. 8vo. 1819. Edinb.—A.B.I.

Pearce (Zachary), Bishop of Rocliester.

Commentary, with Notes, on the Four Evangelists and

the Acts ; with a New Translation of St. Paul's First

Epistle t<> the Corinthians, etc. By John Derby, A.M.

2 vols. 4to. 1777. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ See Bible, English.
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DONOR.
Peat (John).

Thoughts in Verse on a Plurality of Worlds.

8vo. 1850. Load.—W. JR. Cooper.

Peirce (James).

A Paraphrase and Notes on the Epistles of St. Paul.

4to. 1727. Lond.—A.B.I.
Penn (William).

No Cross, no Crown. L2mo. 1 (182. Lond.

—

T.

Pentateuch (the Prideaux). MS. Hebrew.
A MS. Roll of the Law, sent by Capt. Prideaux from Aden,

and reported on in Trans. S.B.A. Vol L, pp. 263-270, by
Dr. Schiller-Szinessy. It is 96 ft. in length by 1 ft. 10 in. in
breadth, comprising 81 skins ; 226 columns of 50-52 lines

each. It appears to be composed of detached portions of
various Torahs, transcribed in various times from the tenth
to the fourteenth centuries. The handwriting is Oriental
Sephardic, the Taggin are ancient. The seven divisions of
each Sabbath portion read to individuals are bere marked by
points inflicted by a blunt instrument, so as to direct the
chanter (Baal-Kor§) where to stop. Each book begins a
separate column, agreeable to the archaic fashion—afterwards
renounced by the Europeans—in order that the entire Roll
should not be cut up and divided, as these evidently have
been. Some skins are exceedingly dark brown in colour

;

writing very thick
; portions damaged from age or sea-water;

and united by blue cotton thread, and not by the orthodox
mode of sinews of Jew-killed animals. On these accounts
it would not be used publicly in any Synagogue.

Presented by Capt. F. W. Prideaux.

Pentateuch (the Lee). MS. Hebrew.
This fine Roll of the Law, in its brocaded mantle, bandages,

rollers, and cedar-wood box, brought by the late Dr. Lee,
of Hartwell, from Aleppo, was by him presented to the Hart
Street Societies of which the S.B.A. is the successor. Accord-
ing to the English account, written by the Doctor, it consists

of 82 skins of dressed leather, sewed by thongs of the same
;

has 261 columns of 42 lines each ; the columns are 19 in. by
5 in. to 6 in. in breadth. It conforms in every respect to

other Synagogue Rolls ; and, according to European practice,

has each book separated by a space of four blank lines.

This copy has a label over each column referring to a table,

chapter and verse, which has been inserted in the descrip-

tion, and reference made to the Cambridge University
Buchanan Roll.

N.B.—No genuine Torah has any colophon expressing the date
of writing it, in order thai no copy shall have words added or
altered to the original text (Deuter. iv, 2).

Presented by Dr. John Lee, F.E.S.

Petachia (Rabbi).

Travels in the Holy Land. Translated by Benisch.

Abraham. 8vo 1856. Lond.

—

A.B.T.

Two more copies.
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DONOB.

Pktaviis (Dionysius).

Rationarium Tempomm.
12mo. 1700. Francquerae.

—

John Will'mm*.

Petit (Samuel).

Ecloga3 Chronologicae. 4to. 1632. Paris.

—

T.

Peociienius (Sebastianus).

Diatribe de Linguae Graecae Novi Testamenti.

12mo. 1629. Amsterdam.

—

John Smith.

Pharchi.

Caftor va Pherach. Ecln. Ed. Chronam. In Hebrew.

4to. 1852. Berlin.—A.B.I.

(1st edit,, 5390 (1632), in Venice.)

Phavorintus (Varinius).

Camertis, Nucerini Episcopi, Dictionarium, totius

linguae Graecse Coniinentarius. Fol. 1853. Basil.

—

A.B.I.

Philaletiies.—See Bible, English.

Phillimore (Joseph ).

Reports of Cases in the Ecclesiastical Courts, contain-

ing the Judgments of Sir George Lee.

2 vols. 8vo. 1833. Loud.—T.

Philo Jutxeus.

<t>t\ojvo<: lovcaiov ei<s ra rov Mutrcws. Koo/iiOTroDjTiKa,

lerropiKa, NofioOeriKa.

Editio princeps. Fol. 1552. Paris.

—

T.

Picciotto (M. H.).

—

See Reggio, Isaac.

Pictet (Benedict).

Theologia Christiana. 2 vols. 12mo. 1690. Geneva.

—

T.

Pierret (Paul).

Catalogue de la Salle Historique de la Galerie

Egyptienne du Musee du Louvre.

8vo. 1873. Paris.

—

The Author.

Pixney (Joel).

The Duration of Human Life, and its Three Eras.

8vo. 1856. Lond.—T.
Piscatorius (Johannes).

Commentarii in Omnes Libros Novi Testamenti.

4to. 1613. Nassau.—4.2?./.
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_ DONOR.
Plate (William).

Ptolemy's Knowledge of Arabia.

8vo. 1845. Lond.—S.E.S.
Plautus (Marcus Accius).

Conioedise Quatuor. 12mo. 1815. Lond.

—

T.

Playfair (James).

A System of Chronology. Pol. 1784. Edinb.

—

C.

Plinitjs Secundus (Caius.)

Historiee Mundi Libri xxxvii.

Fob 1553. Lugduni.—A.B.I.

Pluche (Abbe N. A.).

Istoria del Cielo. Considerate le idee de' Poeti de'

Felosofi, e de' Mose. 12mo. 1741. Venezia.

—

S.M.Drach.
(Vol. I only.)

Pocock (Richard).

Travels in Egypt. A Chap Book.

16mo. 1761. Lond.—S. M. Brack.

,, Inscriptions Antique Grsec et Latin.

Folio. 1752. Lond.

—

Thomas Jenner.

Pollen (J. II.). Description of Trajan's Column.

8vo. 1872? Lond.

—

Science and Art Dept.

POLYBIUS.

Lectiones Polybianse MS. cod. Angustani ; ad ill. v. Jo.

Capellanum, [ab Jo. Hen. Bseclero.] Accesserunt alia

ad Polybium spectantia. 4to. 1G70. Argentorati.

—

A.B.I.

,, The General History of the Wars of the Romans.

Translated by Mr. Hampton. 8vo. 1812. Lond.

—

T.

POLYCARP AND IGNATIUS.

Epistolre. Edidit Jacobi Usserii. 4to. 1644. Oxon.

—

T.

Potts (Robert).

—

See Euclid.

Presle (W. Brunet de).

Examen Critique de la succession des Dynasties

Egyptiennes. 8vo. 1850.

—

Dr. Birch.

Pressense (E. de).

Historie des Trois Premiers Siecles de l'Eglise

Chretienne. 2 vols. 8vo. 1858. Paris.— 7'.

G 2
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DONOB.

Prevost ( Paradol M.)

De la Liberie ties Cultes en France. 8vo. 1858. Paris.—T

Prideaux (Humphrey).

The Old and New Testament connected in the History

of the Jews. Pol. 1719. Dublin.—T.

Priestley (Joseph).

Description of a New Chart of History.

12mo. 1777. Lond.— ft

,, A Description of a Chart of Biography.

12mo. 1778. Land.—C.
(Bound with the preceding.)

PRIOR (W. II.).

Key to Keith on the Globes. l2mo. 1834. Lond.

—

T.

Pcckler (Muskau, Prince).

Egypt under Mehemet Ali.

2 vols. 8vo. 1845. Lond.—S.E.S.

R.

Racovian Catechism.

Catechesis Ecclesiarum qua? hi Regno Polonire, et

magno Ducalu Lithuanias, affirmant, neminem alium,

prseter Patrem Domini nostri Jesu Christi, esse ilium

unum Deum Israelis. Ante annos quatuor Polonice,

nunc verb etiam Latine edita [ab II. Moskorzewski].

8vo. 1609. RacovieB.—T.

Rafn (C. C).

Memoire sur la Decouverte de 1'Amerique au dixieme

siecle. —S.E.S.

„ Second Tirage. 8vo. 1843. Copenhagen.

—

S.E.S.

„ Saga Jatvardar Konungs Hins Helga.

8vo. 1852. Kjbbenhavn.—S.E.S.

„ Connection of the Northmen with the East.

8vo. 1852. Copenhagen.—S.E.S.

„ Antiquities de l'Orient, Monuments Runographiques.

8vo. 1856. Copenhagen.

—

S.E.S.

Another Copy.
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DONOH.

Rammohun-Roy.

The Precepts of Jesus ; to which are added, The First,

Second, and Final Appeal to the Christian Public.

8vo. 1824. Lond.—T.

Ramsbottom (Robert).

The Salmon, and its Artificial Propagation.

8vo. 1854. Lond.—S.E.S.
Raphelius (Geo.).

Annotationes in Sacram Scripturain, histories in Vetus,

philologies in Novum Test. ; ex Xenophonte, Polybio,

Arriano et Herodoto collects. Prsfatus est Br. Lud.

Raphelius. 2 vols. 8vo. 1747. Ludg. Bat.

—

A.B.I.

Rask (R.)

Ubers. Fetz. v. Hagen.

Uber. Alter und Aechth. d. Zend-Sprach u. Zend-Avesta.

Herstellung des Zend-Alphab. 8vo. 1826. Berlin.

Rassam (Hormuzd).

Narrative of the British Mission to Theodore, king

of Abyssinia. 2 vols. Svo. 1869. Lond.

—

The Author.

Rathlef (Ernest Lud.).—Ilistoria aiitographorum Apostolico-

rum. 8vo. 1752. Hannov.

—

A.B.I.
(Bound with Alardo.)

Ravvlinson (Rev. Geo.).

Historical Illustration of the Old Testament.

12mo. n.d. Lond.— The. C. K. Society.

Rawlinson (Sir Henry C).

The Inscription of Tiglath-Pileser I, king of Assyria,

as translated by (Sir H. R.) Fox Talbot, Esp, Dr.

Hincks and Dr. Oppert. 8vo. 1857. Lond.

—

Dr. Eggeling.

„ A Commentary on the Cuneiform Inscriptions of

Babylonia and Assyria. Svo. 1850. Lond— Purchased.

Reader (The).

March. 1863, to December, 1864. —S.E.S.
(Some Parts missing.)

Reckenberger (Jo. Leonh.).

Liber radicum, sive Lexicon Hebraicum : in quo forms

vocabuloruin codicis Hebrsi Grammatics continentnr,

etc. 8vo. 1749. Jenx.—A.B.I.
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DONOB.
Records of the Past.

Being English Translations of the Egyptian and

Assyrian Monuments.

3 vols. 12mo. 1874.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Redford (George).

The Great Change : a Treatise on Conversion.

12rno. Lond. n.d.— T.

„ The Church of England Indefensible. (Tracts A.)

8vo. 1833. Lond.— T.

Reggio (Isaac).

A Guide for the Religious Instruction of Jewish Youth.

Translated by M. H. Picciotto.

8vo. 1855. Lond.—P.A.A.

Reid (Thomas, D.D.).

Essays on the Powers of the Human Mind.

4 vols, in 2. 8vo. 1808. Bdinb.—T.

Reineccius (Christianus).

Janua Hebras Linguae Veteris Testamenti.

12mo. 1748. Lipsiae.—T.

Reiske (John James).

—

See Demosthenes.

Relandds (Hadrian).

Pakestina ex Monumentis veteribus Illustrata.

2 vols. 4to. 1714. Traged. Bat,—P.A.A.

Rencztnski (Capt.).

The Moabite Stone and Dr. Beke's Semitic Symbols

Deciphered and Translated.

8vo. 1875. Londonderry.

—

The Author.

Renouf (P. Le Page).

Hieroglyphic Studies. (Pamphlet.)

Part II. Svo. 1860. Dublin.—The Author.

Negative Particles of the Egyptian Language.

(Pamphlet.) 8vo. 1862. Lond.—The Author.

A Prayer from the Egyptian Ritual. (Pamphlet.)

8vo. 1862. Dublin.—The Author.

On the Decipherment and Interpretation of Dead

Languages. (Pamphlet.) 8vo. 1863. Lond.

—

The Author.

On the Supposed Arabic Version of the Gospels.

(Pamphlet.) 8vo. 1863. Lond.— The Author.

Miscellaneous Notes on Egyptian. Philology.

(Pamphlet.) 8vo. 1865. Lond.

—

The Author.
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DONOB.
Renouf (P. Le Page)

The Condemnation of Pope Honorius. (Pamphlet.

)

8vo. 1868. Lond.—The Author.

,. The Case of Pope Honorius Reconsidered.

8vo. 1869. Lond.—The Author.

„ An Elementary Grammar of the Ancient Egyptian

Language in the Hieroglyphic Type.

4to. 1875. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Revue Orientale et Americaine.

Partie 21 et 22. 8vo. 1860. Paris.—S.E.S.

Reyniek (General).

State of Egypt after the Battle of Heliopolis.

8vo. 1802. Lond.—S.E.S
Reynolds (James).

A Chronological Chart of British History.

8vo. 1851. Lond.— C.

Reynolds (John).

Inquiries concerning the State and (Economy of the

Angelical Worlds. 8vo. 1723. Lond.—T.

Riccioli (Giovanni Battista).

Chronologia Reformata.

3 vols, in 1. Fol. 1669. Bononiae.—C.

Rich (Clauchus James).

Second Memoir on Babylon. 8vo. 1818. Lond.

—

Purchased.

Richardson (John).

The Canon of the N. T. Vindicated : in Answer to the

Objections of J. T[oland] in his Amyntor.

8vo. 1700. Lond.—A.B.I.

Roberts (Rev. Alexander).

Inquiry into the Original Language of St. Matthew's

Gospel. 8vo. 1859. Lond.—A. B.I.

Roberts (David).

Sketches in the Holy Land, reduced from the Litho-

graphs by Louis Haghe, with Notes by the Rev.

George Cruly. 8 vols. 8vo. 1855. Lond.

—

P.A.A.

(8 Parts only.)

Robertson (Jacobus).

Grammatica Linguae Hebraeae. 8vo. 1758. Edinb.

—

T.
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DONOE.

Robertson (William, A.M.).

Thesaurus lingua? sanctsB, Bive Concordantiale Lexicon

BCebraeo-Latino-Biblicum. 4to. 1680. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Robertson (James Baron).

—

See Scblegel, Friedrich von.

Robinson (Benjamin).

A Review of the Case of Litnrgies, and their Imposi-

tion. 8vo. 1710. Lond.

—

T.

Rodwell (Rev. J. Medows).

The Koran, with Notes and Index.

8vo. 1861. Lond.—The Translator.

Rogers (Geo. Albert).

The Footprints of Jesus. 12mo. 1857. Lond.

—

T.

Rogers (Mary Eliza).

Domestic Life in Palestine.

8vo. 1863. Lond.

—

The Authoress.

Romaine (William).

—

See Calasio, Mario di.

Ross (H.).

An Essay for a New Translation of the Bible.

8vo. 1727. Lond.—A.B.I.
Rosse (J. Willoughby).

An Index of Dates. 12mo. 1859. Lond.— C.

(Bolin Series.)

„ See Blair, John.

Rossetti (Gabriele).

Sullo spirito Antipapale che produsse La Reforma.

8vo. 1832. Lond.—S. M. Drach.

Rous (Francis).

Seveu Books of the Attick Antiquities, with an addition

of their Customs in Marriages. Burials, &c. By
Zachary Bogan. 9th ed. 4to. 1685. Lond.

—

Purchased.

Roussel.
Traites Roussel. Controverse. 12mo. 1848. Paris.

—

T.

„ Traites Roussel. Apologetique et Edification.

12mo. 1-S4.S. Paris.—T,
Roval Asiatic Society (London).

Transactions. 8vo. Lond.

—

S.E.S.

{ Many odd Numbers during the years 1845-1S66.)

,, (China Branch).

Transactions. Parts II and IV, 1848-1854.

„ Transactions. 2 vols. 8vo. 1848-54. Hong Kong.— C.
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DONOR.
Royal Astronomical Society of Scotland.

Transactions. Fol. 1871. Edinb.

—

Prof. C. Piazzi Smith.

Royal Geographical Society.

Proceedings, from 1873 to date. . 1874.

—

The Council.

„ Journal (Vol. XLIII). 8vo. 1874.—The Council.

Royal Society of Literature.

Transactions, Vol. X. 8vo. 1874. Lond.

—

The Council.

Ru,eus (Carolus.).

—

See Virgilius Maro, Publius.

Ruddiman (T.).

—

See Livius, Titus.

Rufus (Quintus Curtius).

De Rebus Gestis Alexandri Magni.
12mo. 1846. Edinb.—T.

Rule (Dr. William H.) and Anderson (John Corbet).

Biblical Monuments. 8vo. 1873. Lond.

—

Rev. Dr. Rule.

Rup^eius (Justus Wesselius).

Commentatio Critica ad Libros Novi Testamenti cum
Prsefatione Jo. G. Carpzovii. 4to. 1730. Lipsite.

—

A.B.I.

Russell (Rev. Michael).

A Connection of Sacred and Profane History.

3 vols. 8vo. 1827. Lond.— C.

i$.

Sahl (Laurentius).

—

See Bible, Latin.

Sainte Beuve (C. A.).

Port Royal. 2 vols. 8vo. 1840. Paris.— T.

Sai,mon (Thomas).

Geographical and Historical Grammar.

8vo. 1764. Lond.—S.E.S.

Sams (J.).

Twelve Prints of Egyptian Antiquities from the Collec-

tion of J. Sams. Fol. 1839. Lond.— Wyatt Pup worth.



00

DOXOE.

Sakdyb (George).

Travels in the Turkish Empire Egypt, Italy, etc.

6th ed. Folio. 1670. Lond.

—

Dr. Birch.

Samtauv Commission (United State-).

Documents. 2 vols. 8vo. 1866. New York.

—

S.E.S.

„ Bulletin. 3 vols, in 1. 8vo. 1866. New York.

—

S.E.S.

Sabpi (Paolo).

Traite des Benefices. 16mo. 1690. Amsterdam.— T.

„ On Ecclesiastical Benefices.

8vo. 1736. Westminster.— W. F. Cooper.

Saclct (Le Chev. De).

Voyage en Terre Sainte.

2 vols. 8vo. 1865. Paris.—The Author.

„ Etudes Chronologiques des Li vies Esdras et de

Nehemie. 8vo. 1868. Paris.

—

The Author.

Becherches sur l'emplacenient veritable du Tombeau

d'Helene. 4to. 1869. Paris.—The Author.

,, Numismatique de la Terre Sainte.

Fine Paper Edition. 4to. 1874. Paris.

—

The Author.

Sault.—See Strauchius, xEgklius.

Saoiarez (Admiral).

An Introductory Key to the Hieroglyphic Phraseology

of the Old Testament. 4to. Bath, n.d.—S.E.S.

Saueix (Jacques).

Sermons sur divers Textes de Ecriture Sainte.

8vo. 1708. A la Haye.— T.

Saville (Bev. B. Wray).

On the Evidence of the Egyptian Monuments to the

Sojourn of Israel in Egypt.

8vo. 1871.

—

The Victoria Institute.

,. On the Harmony between the Chronology of Egypt

and the Bible. 8vo. 1875. Lond.

—

The Victoria Institute.

Satcb (Rev. A. H).

An Assyrian Grammar. 8vo. 1872. Lond.

—

The Author.

An Elementary Grammar of the Assyrian Language.

4to. 1875.

—

Bagster and Sons.
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DONOR.

Scales (Thomas).

Principles of Dissent. l*2rno. 1830. Lond.— T.

Scaliger (Joseph).

Emendatio Tempornm. Fol. 1629. Geneva.

—

Purchased.

„ See Bible, Greek.

Schaaf (Charles).

Lexicon Syriacum Concordantiale omnes Novi Testa-

menti Syriaci. 4to. 1708. Ludg. Bat.— T.

,, See Bible, Syriac.

Scheuchzer (Johannes Jacobus).

Physica Sacra. Fol. 1731. Augusta? Vindelicorum.

—

A.B.I.

(Vol. I only.)

Schickai;i> (William).

Tarich. h. e. Series Regum Persia? ab Ardschir-

Babekan. 4to. 1631. Tubingen.—T.

„ Horologium Ebraeum. 12mo. 1703. Lond.

—

John Smith.

„ Horologium Ebrseuni : sive consilium quomodo sancta

lingua spatio 24 hor. apprehendi queat.

8vo. 1722. Lond.—A.B.I.
Schiller (J. C. F. von)

Auserlesene Werke. 12mo. 1836. Miinchen.

—

T.

Schlegel (Friedrich Von).

The Philosophy of History, with a Memoir of the

Author by J. B. Robertson. 12mo. 1846. Lond.

—

T.

Schleusker (Joh. Fried.).

Novum Lexicon Graeco-Latinum in Novum Test, juxta

edit. Lips, quartam. 4to. 1824. Glasg.

—

T.

Schlosberg (L.).

—

See Maimonides.

ScHsnDius (Erasmus).

Concordantia? Nov I Testamenti . A ccedit nova Prasfatio

Ernesti Salamonis Cypriani. Fol. 1717. Gotha.

—

T.

Schmidius (Sebastianus).

CoUectaneorumTalmndicorum. 4to. 1670. Lipsiee.

—

A.B.I.

Schmitz (Leonhanl).

A History of Rome from the earliest times to the

death of Commodus. 12mo. 1852. Lond.

—

T.
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DO>"01t.

Schcefeb (Godofrid Heinrich).

—

See Bos, Lambert.

Schoettgex (Christian).

—

See Pasor, Georgius.

Scholz (Joh. Mart.).

Biblisch - kritische Reise in Frankreich. etc., in den

Jaliren 1818-1821, nebst einer Geschichte des Textes

des N. T. 8vo. 1823. Leipzig.—A.B. J.

Schrader (Eberhard).

Die Hollenfahrt der Istar.

8vo. 1874. Giessen.— W. Boscaiven, Jr.

Sc hrevelius (Cornelius).

Lexicon Greeco-Latinum. Edidit Josepbus Hill. 8vo.

—

T.

(Imperfect.)

SCHRCEDER (Xicol. Guil.).

Lnstitutiones ad fundamenta linguae Hebrsege.

8vo. 1824. Glasg.—A.B.I.

Schultens (Abr.).

Origines Hebra?a?, sive Heb. ling, antiquissima natura

et indoles, ex Arabia? penetralibus revoeata.

4to. 1761. Ludg. Bat.—A.B.I.

Science axd Art Department (South Kensington).

Description of Trajan's Column. By J. H. Pollen.

Monuments of Early Christian Art. By Dr. Appell.

8vo. 1872. Lond.

Universal Catalogue of Books on Art.

2 vols. 4to. 1870. Lond.

Scott (Thorn;- .

The English Life of Jesus.

12mo. 1872. Lond.

—

The Author.

Seatox (Joseph).

On the Treatment of Mental Affections. (Pamphlet.)

Bvo. 1850. Lond.—S.E.S.

Selwvx ( William).

Horse Hebraicae. 4to. 1S48. Cainb.—A.B.I.

Shmlerius (Jo. Sal.).

Institutio ad doctrinam Christianam liberaliter dis-

cendam. 8vo. 1774. Halse Mapl.

—

A.B.I.
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DONOE.
Senensis (Sixti).

Bibliotheca Sancta, ex prsecipuis Catholica Eccl.

authoribus eollecta.

Ed. tertia. Fol. 1586. Colonise.—A.B.I.

Senkenbergisch Sammlung Verzeichnung cl. Senkenbergische

Samnilung Frankfort-on-Maine.

4to. 1842. Frankfort-on-Maine.—£.#.£.

(Part i. Natural History Collection, Dr. Lee, ex Frankfurt,
29th August, 1850.)

Septuagint.—See Vossius, Isaac.

Seypfarth (M. Gust.).

Beitriige z. Priifung d. Hieroglyph. Systeme (88 lith.

pages of Hier.-Copt.-Lat. Vocabulary).

8vo. 1846. Leipzig.

„ Aegyptisch Alterthumkune 1848-9. Nos. 1438-44.

Hieroglyph. Astronomy. —Purchased.

Sharp (Granville).

Three Tracts on the Syntax and Pronunciation of the

Hebrew Tongue. 12mo. 1804. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Sharpe (Gregory).

Two Dissertations (on Languages and the Powers of

Letters, with) a Hebrew Grammar and Lexicon with-

out Points. 8vo. 1751. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

Sharpe (Samuel).

The History of Egypt under the Ptolemies.

8vo. 1838. Lond.—S.E.S.

„ Chronology and Geography of Ancient Egypt.

8vo. 1849. Lond.— C.

„ Alexandrian Chronology.

4to. 1857. Lond.

—

Joseph Bonomi.

Another copy. — C.

Another copy. —S.E.S.

„ Geschichte iEgypten. Translated by Dr. H. Jolowicz.

Preface by Jolowicz and Gutschmid.

2 vols. 8vo. 1858. Leipzig.—S.E.S.

„ See Bonomi, Joseph.
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DONOR.
Simon (Father Richard).

A Critical History of the Old Testament.

4to. 1682. Land.—A.B.I.
Another copy. MS. Notes. — T.

„ Critical Enquiries into the various Editions of the

Bible. 4to. 1084. Loud.—T.

Simon (Richard).

A Critical History of the Text of the New Testament.

4to. 1G89. Loud.— T.

Another copy. —A.B.I.

Simoxnin (J.).

—

See La Bruyere, Jean de.

Simpson (Bolton).

—

See Xeuophon.

Simpson (Edward).

Chronicon Historiam Catholicam Complectens Omnia
recensuit Animadversiones Petrua Wesseling.

Fol. 1728. Ludg. Bat.— C.

Simpson (Robert).

—

See Euclid.

Simpson (William).

Catalogue of an Exhibition of Water Colour Drawings

of India, Thibet, and Cashmere. By W. S.

8vo. 186-. Loud.

—

The Author.

„ Catalogue of Water Colour Drawings of Underground

Jerusalem. 8vo. 1872. Lond.

—

The Author.

„ On the Architecture of China.

4 to. 1873. Lond.—The Author.

„ Catalogue of Water Colour Drawings taken in a Tour

Round the World. 8vo. 1874. Loud.

—

The Author.

„ Meeting the Sim, or a Journey all Round the World.

8vo. 1874. Lond.

—

The Author.

Slade (Rev. James).

Annotations on the Epistles. 2 vols. 8vo. 1816. Camb.

—

T.

Small (Rev. George).

The Tota KahanI, or Tales of a Parrot. Translated

from the Hindustani. 8vo. 1875. Lond.

—

The Author.

„ Handbook of Sanskrit Literature.

8vo. 1866. Lond.—The Author.

Smith (Alexander).

—

See Michselis, John David.
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DONOR.
Smith (George).

The Values of the Cuneiform Characters.

8vo. 1871. Lond.—The Author.

,, The Annals of Assurbanipal.

8vo. 1871. Lond.—J. W. Bosanquet.

„ The Assyrian Eponymn Canon, etc.

8vo. 1875. Lond.— W. R. Cooper.

Smith (John Pye).

On the Sacrifice of Christ. {Tracts C.)

8vo. 1813. Lond.—T.

Smith (Thomas).

An Account of the Greek Church.

8vo. 1680. Lond.

—

John Smith.

,, Vitas Quorundam Eruditissimorum et lllustrium Virorum.

4to. 1707. Lond.—A.B.L
Smithsonian Institute.

Results of Meteorological Observations, 1854-59, in

TJ. S. America. 4to. 1861. Washington.—S.E.S.

, Catalogue of the Publications of.

8vo. 1862. Washington.—S.E.S.

„ Miscellaneous Collections.

4 vols. 8vo. 1862. Washington.—S.E.S.

„ Reports for 1854, '55, '57, '60, '63, '65, '67, '68.

9 vols. 8vo. Washington.

—

S.E.S.

Smyth (Prof. C. Piazzi).

Life and Work at the Great Pyramid.

3 vols. 8vo. 1867. Edinb.

—

The Author.

,, On an Equal Surface Projection, and its Anthropological

applications. 8vo. 1870. Edinb.

—

The Author.

„ Edinburgh Astronomical Observations. Vol. XIII,

1860-70 ; with Appendix on his Great Pyramid

Measurement, and numerous Plates.

Oblong Pol. 1871. Edinb.—S.B.A.

„ The Great Pyramid and the Royal Society. (Pamphlet.)

8vo. 1874. Loud.

—

The Author.

Smyth (Admiral W. II.).

J^des Hartwellianae : Notices of the Manor and Man-

sion of Dr. Lee, at Hartwell. 4to. 1851. Lond.

—

G.

Another copy. —S.E.S.
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DONOE.

Smyth (Admiral W. II.)

Sidereal Chromatics. 8vo. L864. Loud.

—

S.E.S.

Another copy. 1864.

—

C.

Another copy. 1864.

—

P.A.A.

SoCIETE ROYALE DES AxTIQCAIRES DU NoRD.

Ouvrages presentes a la Societe.

8vo. 1857. Copenhague.

—

S.E.S.

Societe des Antiquaires du Nord.

Atlas de PArcheologie du Nord, representant des

echantillons de l'age de Bronze et de 1'age de Fer.

Folio. 1857. Copenhagen.

—

The Society.

Socrates (Scholasticus).

Histoire de l'Eglise. Traduite par M. Cousin.

12mo. 1686. Paris.—T.

Sophocles.

Tragoedise, Recensuitetexplanavit Eduardus Wunderus.

8vo. 1841. Gotha,— T.

Sopwith (Thomas).

Notes of a Yisit to Egypt. 12mo. 1857. Lond.—S.E.S.

SOZOMEN.

Histoire de l'Eglise. Traduite par M. Cousin.

12mo. 1686. Paris.—T.

Spanheim (Friedrich).

Opera omnia in tres tomos divisa : i. Quatenus com-

plectuntur Geographiam, Chronologiam, et Histoiiam

Sacram atque Ecclesiasticam utriusque temporis.

ii. Qui complectetur Miscellaneorum ad Sacram Auti-

quitatem et Ecclesiae Historiam pertin. libros decern.

hi. Qui compl. Theologica scrijjta omnia. Exiu( jtico-

didactico-elenctica. 3 vols. Fol. 1701-3. Lug. Bat.

—

A.B.I.

Spearman (Robert).

Letter to a Friend, concerning the Septuagint Transla-

tion, and the Heathen Mythology.

8vo. 1759. Edinb.—A.B.I.

Sperlette (Joh.).

Logicu et Metapliysica nova1

, ad usum acad. juv.

4to. 1696. Berolini.—A .B.I.

(Bound with Origen de Oratioue.

Spitzner.- -See Homer.
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DONOE.
Spohn (Gottlieb Leberecht).

—

See Wbidius.

Stanlev (Dean Arthur Penrhyn).

—

See Palestine Exploration Fund.

Stephan (Henry). —See Concordances.

Stephen (Robert).

—

See Gesner, John Matthias.

Stewart (Dugald).

Elements of the Philosophy of the Human Mind.

8vo. 1802. Loud.—T.

Stillingfleet (Edward).

Orig'ines Sacrse. Third ed. 4to. 1G66. Loud.

—

A.B.I.

„ On Separation. 4to. 1G— . Loud.

—

A.B.I.
(Title-page wanting.)

Stockius (Christianus).

Clavis linguae sanctse N. T. aditum aperiens, etc.

8vo. 1744. Jenae.—A.B.I.

,, Clavis linguae sanctae V. T. aditum aperiens, vocum

radices juxta ord. alphab. monstrans, etc.

8vo. 1744. Jenae.—A.B.I.
Stovel (Charles).

The New Birth. {Pamphlet.) 12mo. 1864. Lond.—A.B.I.

Strauciiius (iEgidius).

Breviarium Chrouologicum. 8vo. 1704. Lond.

—

S. M. Drach.

Another copy. 8vo. 1722. Lond.

—

John Smith.

„ Breviarium Chronologicum. Translated and Enlarged

by Richard Sault, 8vo. 1772. Lond.—C.

Stroud (William, M.D.).

On the Physical Cause of the Death of Christ.

8vo. 1847. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ A New Greek Harmony of the Four Gospels, comprising

a Synopsis and a Diatessaron. 4to. 1853. Lond.

—

Bagster.

Stuart (C. E.).

Textual Criticism of the New Testament.

8vo. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

Stuart (Moses).

A Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews.

8vo. 1828. Lond.—T.

„ A Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans.

8vo. 1838. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ Commentary on the Apocalypse. 8vo. 1847. Edinb.

—

A.B.I.

H
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DONOK.

Suetonius (C. Tranquillus).

XII. Caesares. Freely translated by John Clarke.

8vo. 1761. Lend.— T.

Swedenborg (Emmanuel).

The Entire Works of.

38 vols. 8vo. 1870. Lond.

—

The Swedenborg Society.

Swift (Jonathan).

Letters. 8vo. 1766. Lond.
(Vol. III.)

Symoxds (John, LL.D.).

Observations on Expediency of Revising present Eng-

lish Version of the Gospels and Acts.

4to. 1789. Camb.—AJB.I.

Syro -Egyptian Society.

Transactions. 2 vols. 8vo. 1845-68.

Vols. I. and II.)

,, Egyptian Monuments published by. Pol. 184-1.

'Part I. only.)

T.

Tacitus (Caius Cornelius).

Opera: recognovit, emendavit. supplementis explevit,

Gabriel Brotier. 5 vols. 8vo. 1780. Manheim.

—

A.B.I.

Ta e-ping-wang.—See Wang-po-keou.

Taldot (II. Fox).

Hermes, or Classical and Antiquarian Researches,

8vo. 1838. Lond.—S. M. Drach.
(Part I. only.)

„ An Assyrian Glossary. 8vo. 1874. Lond.— W. R. Cooper.

Talmud.

Talmudis Babylonici Codex Succa: sive, de Taberna-

culorum Festo, ritus ejus atque ceremonias cxponens.

Latinitate donavit, etc. Frid. Bernhardus Dachs.

Accedit Joh. Jac. Crameri comment, posthumus.

Cum prsef. Daw Millii. 4to. 1726. Traj. ad Rhen.—A.B.I.

Takpey (Joseph).

—

See Neander.
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DOXOE.
Tatlok (John).

—

See Demosthenes.

„ The Revised Liturgy of 1689.

8vo. Loud.

—

Bag&ter and Sons.

Terextius Afer (Publius).

Comoedife sex: interp. et notis illustr. Nic. Camus.

in usuui ser. Delphiui. Fol. 1642. Paris.—T.

„ Comoedife. 4to. 1675. Paris.

—

A.B.T.

Theodoret.

Histoire de l'Eglise. Tradnite par M. Cousin.

12mo. 1686. Paris.—!'.

Theophrastus.—See Epictetus.

Thilorier (A.).

Exarueu Critique des Principaux Groupes Hiero-

giyphiques. 4to. 1832. Paris.

—

S.E.S.

Thomassixls (Ludovicus).

Glossariuru Universale Hebraicum.
Fol. 1697. Paris.—A^.I.

Thomson (Adam).

A Comparative View of Euglish aud Scottish Dis-

senters. 12mo. 1830. Edinb.— T.

Thorxtox (Rev. Robinson).

On the Numerical System of the Old Testament.

8vo. 1870. Loud.

—

The Victoria InstituU .

., The Varying Tactics of Scepticism.

8vo. 1874. Loud.— The Victoria Institute.

ThL'CYDII'ES.

De Bello Peloponnesiaco Libri VIII. Ad ed. Car. And.

Duckeri, etc., auxit Car. Dud. Bauerus.

2 vols. 4to. 1790 et 1804. Lips.—A.B.I.

„ nEPI TOY IlEAOnONXESIAKOY nOAEMOY.
Edidit Johannes Hudson. Fol. 1696. Oxon.

—

A.B.I.

Ttabks (J. G.).

A Key to Dr. J. G. Tiarks's Exercises for Writing-

German. 12mo. 1855. Loud.

—

T.

Time axd Faith.

An Inquiry into the Data of Ecclesiastical History.

2 vols. 8vo. 1857. Loud.— T.

h 2
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1 O>0B.

TESCHENDORF (Constant ine).

When were our Gospels Written .'

8vo. 1867. Lond.—A.B.I.

See Bible. Greek. See Bible, Latin.

Titcomb (Kev. Canon J. H.).

On the Antiquity of Civilization.

8vo. 1868. Lond.

—

The Victoria Institute.

Ethnic Testimonies to the Pentateuch.

8vo. 1871. Lond.

—

The Victoria Institute.

Toblkr (Titus).

Bibliographia Geographies Palsestinse.

8vo. 1867. Leipzig.

—

Purchased.

Todd (Henry John, M.A.).

Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Brian Walton,

Bishop of Chester, Editor of the Polyglot Bible, with

Notices of his Coadjutors. 2 vols. 8vo. 1821. Lond.

—

A.B.I.

„ Memoirs of the Life and Writings of Brian Walton,

Bishop of Chester, Editor of the Polyglot Bible.

2 vols. 8vo. 1821. Lond.—A3J.

Tompkins (Henry).

The Pyramids and the Pentateuch.

12mo. 1873. Lond.

—

The Author.

Tomlinsox (Charles).

Rudimentary Mechanics. Weale Series.

12mo. 1854. Lond.-— T.

Tomuxsox (Eobert).

An Attempt to rescue the Holy Scriptures from the

ridicule they incur by incorrect translations.

8vo. 1^>03. Lond.

—

John Smith.

Tooke (William;.

—

See Lucianus.

Tregelles (Samuel Prideaux).

A Collation of the Critical Texts of Griesbach, Scholz,

etc., with the received text of the New Testament.

8vo. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

,, An Account of the Printed Text of the Greek New
Testament. 8vo. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

,, Hebrew Student's Manual. 12mo. Lond.

—

Bagster and Sons.

,, See Bible, New Testament, Greek.

„ See Gesenius, William.
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DONOR.
Trent.

Concilii Tridentini Canones et Decreta. Ediclit Philippi

Ohiffletii. lGmo. 1644. Cologne.—T.

Tristram (Rev. Canon II. B.).

The Land of Israel, a Journal of Travels in Palestine.

8vo. 1866. Lond.

—

The C. K. Society.

Trollope (Rev. William).

Greek Grammar to the New Testament.
8vo. 1842. Lond.— 2'.

Trostius (Martinus).

—

See Bible, Syriac.

Trotius (Nicolaus).

CI avis linguae sanctse. Continens grammaticalem ex-

plicationem 584 versiculorum ex libro Psalmorum, etc.

Fol. 1719. Oxon.—A.B.I.
(Pp. 1-51. Liber imperfectus ?)

Trubner (N.)

Grammatography, a Manual of Reference to the Alpha-

bets of Ancient and Modern Languages.

8vo. 1861. Lond.—Purchased.

Turnbule (Rev. Joseph).

A Short and Sufficient Answer to Mr. Brewer's

scurrilous Pamphlet. (Hurstmonceaux Controversy.)

{Tracts A.) 8vo. 1827. Brighton.— T.

„ Baptismal Regeneration Refuted.
12mo. 1854. Lond.

—

Stock.

,, See Bible. English.

Turner (Daniel).

A Compendium of Social Religion. 8vo. 1758. Lond.

—

T.

Turner (Sharon).

The Sacred History of the World.
2 vols. 8vo. 1833. Lond.— T.

Tyler (Thomas).

Some New Evidence as to the Date of Ecclesiastes.

8vo. 1872. Lond.

—

The Author.

Tympius (Johannes Gottofridus).

—

See Concordances.
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U.

Dpham (Thomas C).

—

See Jahn.

Ussher (James), Archbishop of Armagh.

Annales in quibus prater Maccabaicam et Novi

Testament! Historiam, &c. Fol. 1G")4. Lond.— C.

„ Annales Veteris, et Novi Testament!.
Fol. 1741. Verona.—C.

„ See Polycarp.

V.

Valpt.
Delectus Sententiarum. 8vo. 1833. Lond.—T.

Valpy (A. J.).

The Elements of Greek Grammar. 8vo. 1818. Lond.

—

T.

Valpy (E.).

—

See Bible, Greek.

Valpy (P. E. J.).

A Manual of Latin Etymology, 4to.- 1852. Lond.—T.

Valpy (Rev. R.).

A Latin Delectus. Edidit Rev. John White.

12mo. 1856. Lond.—T.

Valera (Cipriano de).

—

See Bible, Spanish.

Valesius (TJenricus).

—

See Ilarpocration.

Vajllemobtt (M. de).

Ductor Ilistoricus, or a System of Ilistoiy.

8vo. 1698. Lond.—S. M. Brack.

Van der IIooght (Everard).

—

See Bible, Hebrew.

V.wxin (M. Elian).

—

See Bible, Manx.

Veccus (Joannes).

—

See Allatius, Leo.

Vergani (A.).

Grammaire Italienne, 12mo. 1817. Paris.—T.
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DONOR.
Vekgleichung der Fliigel. und Q-riebe Eaglisch. Worterbtich.

9 Parts. —S.E.S.

Victoria Institute.

Transactions, Vols. VI, VII, VIII.

3 vols. 8vo. 1873, '74, '76. Loud.—The Council.

Villemain.—See Pascal, Blaise.

Vergilio (Polidoro).

De gli Inventori delle Cose. Tradotti per M. Francesis

Baldelli. 4to. 1592. Florence.— C.

Virgilius Maro (Publius).

0[)era, Interpretatione et notis illustravit Carolus

Ruaeus. 4to. 1685. Paris.—A.B.I.

„ Opera, Interpretatione ct notis illustr. Carolus Ruaeus,

ad usum ser. Delphini. 2nd ed. 4to. 1685. Paris.

—

A.B.I

.

„ Opera. Cura Joannis Hunter. 12mo. 1799. Andreapoli.

—

T.

Vitringa (Horatius).

—

See Bos, Lambert.

Volney (C. F.).

(Euvres Choisies. 8vo. 1836. Paris.—S. M Drach.

Voss (Johann Heinrich).

Ltdse. Ein landliches Gedicht.

12mo. 1823. Konigsberg.— T.

Vossius (Gerard Johann).

Dissertatio Gemina, una de Iesu Cristi Genealogia,

altera De Annis quibus Natus, etc. 4to. 1643. Amster.

—

C.

„ Theses Theologicas et Historicae, de variis Doctrina?

Christianas capitibus. 4to. 1628. Oxon.—-^4.2?./.

Vossius (Isaacus).

De Septuaginta Interpretibus.

4to. 1661. Hagae Comitum.— T.

Another copy. 4to. 1661. Hagae Comitum.

—

C.

Another copy. 4to. 1666. Hagae Comitum,

—

T,

„ See Bible, English.
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W.

Wakefield (Gilbert).

Silva Critica: sive in auctorea Bacros profanosque

c< immenl arius philologus.

2 vols. 8vo. 1789. Cantab.—A.B.I.

Another copy.

Wai..kis (Baldwin).

—

See Bible, Latin.

Walk Kit (George J.)

Meditations on the Song of Solomon.

L6mo. 1848. Lond.—A.B.I.

„ The Ministry of Angels. 8vo. 1852.—A.B.I.

„ Remarks on the Historical Parts of the Book of Daniel.

16mo. Lond. n.d.—A.H.I.

Walkek (John).

A Key to the Classical Pronunciation of Greek, Latin,

and Scripture Proper Names. 8vo. 1815. Lond.

—

T.

„ A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary of the English

Language. 8vo. 1816. Lond.

—

T.

Wall (\\\).

The History of Infant Baptism. 12ino. 1705. Lond.

—

T.

\Y a lton (Bryan) Bishop of Chester.
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Society of Biblical Archeology.

RULES AND REGULATIONS.

Objects of the Society.

This Society is instituted for the investigation of the

Archaeology, History, Arts, and Chronology of Ancient and

Modern Assyria, Palestine, Egypt, Arabia, and other Biblical

Lands, the promotion of the study of the Antiquities of those

Countries, and the record of future discoveries which may be

made in connexion therewith.

For this purpose it is proposed to read, and, as far as

practicable or desirable, to print, in whole or in part, original

papers upon the above subjects, and also to lay before the

Members a statement of work done, and discoveries made in

relation thereto by other Societies at home or abroad.

To form a fund, if hereafter found expedient, for the

exploration of Biblical Countries and their Antiquities.

To collect sketches, photographs, drawings, manuscript

notes, data and memoranda bearing upon the above subjects

;

to become the property of the Society, but reserving to the

donor the right of publication, if not published by the

Society within twelve months.

To purchase from time to time for the information of the

Members such publications as may bear upon the objects of

the Society.

This Society shall be named :

" The Society of Biblical Archeology,"
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It shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents, Council,

Treasurer, one or more Secretaries, two Auditors, and

Ordinary Members.

President.

I. Except as provided by the next following clause, the

President shall preside at all General, Ordinary, Special, or

other Meetiugs of the Society, and of the Council. In the

absence of the President, one of the Vice-Presidents in

attendance shall take his place. If no Vice-President of the

Society shall be present, then the Treasurer, and in his

absence a Member of the Council, or, if none present, then

one of the Members of the Society, to be chosen by the

Meeting, may preside.

II. The President shall govern the Society by and with

the advice of the Council, shall regulate the proceedings, and

execute, or provide for the due execution of the Statutes and

Bye-laws of the Society ; and in all questions of equality in

voting shall have an additional or casting vote.

Council.

III. The Council shall have the management and appli-

cation of the funds and other property of the Society, the

nomination of Honorary Members, &c, the selection of

papers to be read at the Meetings, or to be published in

the Transactions, and generally the management of all the

affairs and concerns of the Society.

IV. The President, Treasurer, and Secretaries shall have

keys of all cases, boxes, &c, at the discretion of the Council.

V. Receipts signed by the Treasurer shall be given to

all Members for payments made by them.

VI. The Treasurer shall receive on account of, and in

trust for, the Society, all moneys accruing to the funds

thereof, and shall make all payments ordered by the Council.

VII. No money or moneys shall be drawn out of the

hands of the Treasurer, or dealt with, but in pursuance of

an order of Council, and by cheque signed by at least three

Members of Council, countersigned by one of the Secretaries.

VIII. The two Auditors shall be Members of the Society,
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and not on the Council, and they shall audit the Annual
Accounts, and shall, if necessary, present a Report upon
the Society's affairs to the Council for presentation at the

Anniversary Meeting.

IX. The Couneil shall meet at least an lnmr before each

Meeting during the Session, and at such other times as may
be deemed necessary for the business of the Society. The
Council shall also meet to consider any special business

upon a requisition directed to one of the Secretaries, and
signed by not less than seven Ordinary Members.

X. Three Members of the Council, of winch not more
than one may be an Officer, shall form a quorum.

XL All the Members of the Council shall be summoned
to the Meetings by a notice signed by a Secretary.

XII. All the questions before the Council shall be deter-

mined by a majority of votes. The Chairman for the time

being to have a casting vote.

XIII. At all Meetings of the Council the Chair shall be

taken as soon after the time fixed for assembling as a quorum
shall be present.

XIV. All Officers of the Society shall be elected from the

Ordinary Members.

AD^nssiox of Members.

XV. Every candidate, whether lady or gentleman, in

order to be elected a Member, must be proposed and

recommended by at least two Members of the Society.

XVI. The election shall take place in the manner fol-

lowing :

—

The names of the proposed candidates shall be first sub-

mitted to the Council by the Secretary, after which, if

approved by the Council, they shall be announced to the

Members present at the next Ordinary Meeting, and put up

for election by show of hands at the subsequent Meeting.

Three Members may demand a ballot.

XVII. "When a candidate is elected, due notice of his

election shall be sent to him immediately by the Secretary.

XVIII. The Annual Subscription of each Member shall be

one guinea: such Subscription to become payable and due
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from the 1st January of each. year. The Life composition fee

to be ten guineas.

KIX. \\ hen any Member of the Society, resident within

the United Kingdom, shall be six months in arrear of Ins

Animal Subscription, the Treasurer shall remind him by

letter of the arrears being dm 1

, and in ease of non-payment

thereof within six months therefrom he shall cease to be a

.Member of the Society. The Council, however, may modify

this rule in the event of any special case arising.

XX. AYhenever there may appear cause for the expulsion

of a Member, a Special .Meeting of the Council shall be

held to consider the same; and if at such Meeting at least

two thirds of the Members present shall concur in such ex-

pulsion, the President, or in his absence the Chairman, shall

announce the same at the next Ordinary Meeting, and the

Secretary shall forthwith communicate their decision to such

Member.

XXI. The number of Foreign Honorary Members shall

be unlimited ; the number of British Honorary Members shall

not exceed twenty.

XXII. All Honorary Members shall have the privilege of

attending the Ordinary Meetings of the Society without the

right of voting, and copies of the Publications of the Society

shall be forwarded to them.

XXIII. Any Member of the Society may resign, upon

sending in a formal notice of his intention to the Secretary,

and paying up any arrears of subscriptions.

Librarian and Secretary.

XXIV. All printed Books, MSS., Drawings, &c, are

vested in the President and Council as representatives of

the Society.

XXV. At the close of each Session the Secretaries shall

register and place among the Archives of the Society all

papers and other documents.

XXVI. The Librarian shall have the charge of and be

answerable for all books, papers, &c, which he shall catalogue

and produce whenever required for the use of the Members.
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XXVII. No MSS. or Drawings, or Antiquities, except by
permission of the Council, shall be lent out of the Society's

Rooms. But every Member, or British Honorary Member
may borrow for two months any printed book belonging to

the Society, on the understanding that he is answerable for

its safety and due return in good condition, and every Mem-
ber borrowing a book must sign a memorandum acknow-
ledging its receipt.

XXVIII. The Secretary shall, unless unavoidably pre-

vented, attend all Meetings of the Council and Society, and

take and read Minutes, acknowledge Donations, and attend

to the general business of the Society.

Anniversary Meeting.

XXIX. The Anniversary Meeting of the Society shall be

holden in the first week in January, when the Report of the

Council shall be read, the Council and Officers for the ensuing

year elected, the audited accounts presented, and any other

business recommended by the Council discussed and deter-

mined.

XXX. At the Ordinary Meeting of the Society next

preceding the day of the Anniversary the President shall

give notice of the day and time when the Anniversary

Meeting shall be held.

The business of such Meeting shall be :

To elect or supply any vacancy in the office of the

President, Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Council, and
Secretaries, and other Officers of the Society.

To make Bye-laws, or repeal or alter any then existing

Bye-laws, of which previous notice has been given.

To pass any resolution, and to make any regulation

having reference to the objects and proceedings of

the Society.

XXXI. All motions made at the Anniversary Meeting-

shall be in writing, and shall be signed by the mover and
seconder.

XXXII. The Officers of the Society and Twelve Members
of the Council shall be eligible for re-election in the ensuing

vear.
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XXXIII. In these elections the persons, who may have
the greatest number of votes, shall be declared duly elected,

and if any doubt or difficulty shall happen in relation thereto,

or to the particular manner of voting, the same shall be deter-

mined by the decision of the President and the majority of
the Council for the preceding year, then present.

XXXIV. In the case of an equality of votes, the President

or Chairman for the time being shall have the casting vote.

XXXV. Every Member of the Society shall be summoned
to the Anniversary Meeting a week at least before the said

Meeting.

XXXVI. Upon any vacancy in the Presidency occurring

between the Anniversary Elections, one of the Vice-Presidents

shall be elected by the Council to officiate as President until

the next Anniversary Meeting*.

XXXVII. All vacancies among the Officers of the Society
during the same period shall be provisionally supplied by
the Council.

Special Meetings.

XXXVIII. The President and Council shall have power
to summon at any time a Special General Meeting, not less

than ten days' notice thereof being given.

Ordinary Meetings.

XXXIX. The Ordinary Meetings of the Society shall be

holden on the first Tuesday in each month from November
to June in each Session, at 8.30 p.m. precisely, and the

Council shall meet at 7.30 p.m. on the same day—Passion,

Easter, Whitsun, and Christmas week excepted. It shall be
in the power of the Council to vary the commencement and
duration of the Session as may be necessary.

XL. At these Meetings the Minutes of the previous one
shall be read, presents acknowledged, new Members nomi-

nated, and those proposed at a previous Meeting be elected.

communications shall be read, and any other business autho-

rised by the Council be proceeded with.

XLI. Every Member shall be allowed to introduce two
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Visitors, at the Ordinary Meetings ; such Members and
Visitors shall write their names in the Books of the Society

on entering- the Meeting Rooms.

XLII. The President for the time being shall have liberty

to introduce any number of Visitors.

Papers.

XLIII. No Paper shall be read at the Ordinary Meetings

of the Society without the sanction of the Council.

Polemical and political topics are to be avoided in papers

read, or discussions taking place, before the Society.

XLIV. All persons who shall communicate any Papers

to the Society, which shall be approved as aforesaid, may
read their own Papers, with the consent of the Chairman for

the time being.

XLV. Any Member desirous of having separate copies

of any Paper which he may have presented to the Society,

and which is to be published by it, shall, upon application

to the Council, receive free of expense any number of copies

not exceeding twelve, provided that the application be made
before the type is distributed by the printer.

XLV I. The Copyright of all papers read or submitted

remains with the Author.

XLVII. A copy of the Society's Publications issued after

his election shall be delivered free to every Member not in

arrears with the Society, and if in stock.

XL VIII. The Publications of the Society shall, with the

sanction of the Council, be sent to, and exchanged with,

those of other Literary and Archaeological Societies in

England and on the Continent.

XLIX. The name of every person who shall contribute

a donation or legacy shall be announced as a Benefactor

at an Ordinary Meeting of the Society, and shall be inserted

in the ensuing Publications of the Society.
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